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THE "NATIONAL STANDARD" GRANTED IN EARLY DAYS.

This Hag is red, ujhitc and blue—four white stars set in bine in the upper staff

corner, tii'o red crosses and the rest u;hite.

In the early days before New Zealand was annexed to the British Empire,

vessels built in the Islands were liable to seisure at any time, as they had no

Hag of their own and were not allowed to carry the British ensign. So this

''National Standard" was presented to New Zealand by the British authorities.

After that, any vessel having a register from a native chief, countersigned by the

British Resident, and hoisting this National Standard, was allowed to trade to all

"His Majesty's ports," and had a right to the protection of the flag of England.

After annexation this flag of Nexu Zealand continued to float by the side of the

union jack, the imperial Hag of the British Empire.

THE NEW ZEALAND ENSIGN OF TO-DAY.

The cross and the stars are red with white edges; and the rest blue. The

follo'uing sections of "The New Zealand Ensign Act, 1901," describe the Hag and

its use:

"2. The New Zealand ensign shall be the blue ensign of the Royal Naval

Reserve, having on the fly thereof the Smifhrru Cross as represented by four Jive

pointed red stars with Zi'liite borders.

"3. The said ensign shall be the recognized ting o/ the colony for general

use on shore within the colony, and on all vessels belonging to the Government

of New Zealand, or which are from time to time permitted under an Admiralty

z<.arrant to use the same."
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of the information contained in this book, but there are uses which the user
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country will extend as widely as possible a knowledge of the facts concerning New
Zealand's remarkable politico-industrial development, and we invite writers and

speakers to make use of the information herein contained for this purpose.



THE REASON WHY.

During- some years past we have been hearing strang;e and

interesting- reports from the progressive commonwealths of the

South Pacific, particularly New Zealand. These came usually

in the form of newspaper reports and magazine articles, neces-

sarily disconnected and incomplete. I talked with Mr. Lloyd

just previous to his journey thither to inspect for himself, and

report on the ''legislative novelties" there, and I looked forward

eagerly to the appearance of his book, which proved to be a

delightful one, which gave a thirst for more, particularly tlie

story from the beginning, showing the whole course of events,

with their causal relations.

When we learn that since 1890, in a country much like our

own, peopled by Anglo-Saxons, policies have been adopted

which turn the developing forces away from the production

of millionaires and paupers, and toward the diffusion of wealth

among the people who create the wealth ; which have substituted

industrial peace for strikes and lockouts ; wdiich have reduced

the rate of interest to a low rate; and which liave done and

are doing more than has ever before been accomplished for the

masses of the people, we must realize that New Zealand has

an important message for the rest of the civilized world.

It was my desire that this message should be presented in an

easy, attractive, and yet reasonably complete form, with special

reference to causes and sequences, in order that the understand-

ing of the reader might be reached and satisfied. A historical

basis and a true historical perspective is necessary to such

understanding; and history must be honest, impartial and

clear. It has been our effort to fulfill all these requirements.

I have been very fortunate in securing the services of Pro-

fessor Parsons for this work. His marvelous industry, his

talent for patient, yet rapid and discriminating investigation,

and 1iis great power to present facts clearly and tersely, yet
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l(\t;ically and powerfully, are well known to the readino- publie

of this cotnitry; also his masterly i;Tasp of larj^c masses of

facts, and his faculty for presenting them in their true relations.

lUit his extreme conscientiousness in testing every fact, even

tho it may seem small and unimportant, before presenting it

as a fact, is known only to those who have worked with him.

This places his facts on an unvtsually high plane for reliability.

The public debt and the results of the labor laws of New
Zealand have been seemingly misunderstood b}' a large portion

of the press of our country, leading to extensive circulation of

inaccurate reports concerning the same. We have sought to

obtain and present the truth, fully and accurately, about these

things, as well as about all other things. I hope that the press

of our country will circulate the actual facts concerning New
Zealand as industriously as a certain portion of the press has

circulated error.

C. F. TAYLOR.
Philadelphia.



AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

Altho New Zealand moves at the head of the procession in pohlico-

industrial progress, and the gaze of the civilized world has been focused

upon her for 3'ears, no adequate account has been given of the laws and

institutions that have established her preeminence, or of the process

by which they have been evolved. A great deal has been written, and

much of it is very interesting and valuable, but as yet there is nothing

from which one may obtain a clear and comprehensive conception of

what has been done in the New England of the Southern Hemisphere

and why it has been done—the current of events with the reasons and

results, causes and effects, that make up the story of New Zealand from

the standpoint of political, industrial and social development.

In view of this condition of things, Dr. Taylor asked me to prepare

an account of Ne^v Zealand's development, under the title "The Story

of New Zealand." In carrying out the order, I have examined over

300 volumes, including the Official Year Books, Parliamentary debates,

statutes, reports of departments, and other publications of the Govern-

ment, a large number of historic and descriptive writings, and many
special magazine articles. Personal communication with New Zealand-

ers and students of New Zealand, both by conversation and correspond-

ence, has also been of much assistance. I owe most in every way to the

Hon. Wm. Pember Reeves, the first Minister of Labor in New Zealand,

author of the famous arbitration law, and now Agent-General for the

Colony in London; Henry D. Lloyd, our great publicist and investi-

gator;* the Rt. Hon. Richard John Seddon, Premier of New Zealand;

Chief Justice Stout; Hon. Wm. Gisborne; and Hugh H. Lusk.

Friends finding me working on New Zealand, have remarked in vary-

ing form: "I thought that subject had been pretty well covered by Lloyd

and Reeves." The fact is, however, that admirable as the work of these

and other writers undoubtedly is, it is very far front "covering the subject."

A person entering a library devoted to works relating to New Zealand,

and seeing the writings of Reeves, Gisborne, Lloyd, Lu.sk, Walker, Epps.

Metin, Siegfried, Irvine & Alpers, Sherrin & Wallace, Jenks, Mennell,

Grey, Vogel, Fox, Rusden, Wakefield, Cook, Angas, Yate, Dieffenbach,

Polack, Tregarthen, Butler, Saunders, Davis, Mannering, Jacobs.

Shoemaker, Scwell, Russell, TroUope,. Wallace, Williams, Payton.

Cruise, Buller, Brees, Robley, Travers, MacDougall. Stout, Tregear, Ber-

*Since this preface was written, Mr. Lloyd has passed away. In the midst of
liis earnest work for truth and justice he sickened and died. The personal loss to
his friends and the public loss to this country and to the world are equally
irreparable, and beyond expression. 1 have not felt the loss of any friend so
deeply since the untimely death of Phillips P.rooks. He was one of the sweetest
and noblest of men. The beautiful words quoted from our prose-poet in the
chapter relating to the death of rremier Ballance are applicable to our great
champion of justice also.
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tram, Dilkc, Froude, FitzGerald, Green, etc., etc., and the long rows of

Government publications, shelves upon shelves full of them, might beat first

quite skeptical of the need of further writing upon this subject. Yet is it

not possible that the very multiplicity of books indicates the desirability

of condensing into reasonable compass the most important facts from all,

so that one may not have to read a library in order to get a compre-

hensive view of the history of the country? When we add to this the

fact noted above that previous writers have left practically untouched a

most important field of original research, relating to the evolutionary

aspect and causal relations of New Zealand's institutions, the need for

a new work seems clear.

Aside from Parliamentary records and Government documents, I

have found the most valuable materials in the works of Reeves and

Lloyd, which I have freely drawn upon along with all the rest, and

hereby acknowledge my indebtedness. Much that is more or less

similar, however, in the various works in question, including this book,

derives its similarity, not from direct descent but from the fact of a

common ancestry. By necessity a large part of any such discussion

must come from official records. One day while Mr. Lloyd was working

on his "Newest England" I was talking with him about my own studies

of New Zealand and asked some questions he could not answer, where-

upon he said : "Why don't you dig it out for yourself from the Hansard

and other Government publications? That's what I'm doing." And that

is what I have done, using also, vi^ith Mr. Lloyd's kind permission, the

records of his personal observations, with all other available materials,

but with this fundamental difference, that while Mr. Lloyd aimed at

picturesque descriptions of existing institutions with no attempt at

historic narrative, I have tried to bring out the sequence of events, and

the growth of thought and action, tracing the progressive movement to

its sources and disclosing the causes and consequences of the I^iberal

development, as well as giving a clear idea of each of the novel laws and

institutions that have made New Zealand famous. Similar remarks

apply to the relations of this work with Mr. Reeves' "State Experiments

in Australia and New Zealand," with the further point that facts con-

cerning all the colonies of Australia are mingled by Mr. Reeves with

those relating to New Zealand, in the same chapter and paragraphs,

while here, except for a few side remarks, we do not attempt to deal

with Australia. Thus it happens that this book, tho condensing what
seemed to me the best from a wide field of research,, is not in any
sense a substitute for the w^orks of Reeves or Lloyd or any previous

writer upon New Zealand. The scope and method here are wholly

different from theirs. Their books are mainly descriptive. The purpose

here is perspective, growth, development—.to show the chief political

and industrial facts in their true relations, to bring out the how and the

why and the when as well as the what. Many things in this book do
not appear at all in the others, while other things that are dwelt upon at

length by Lloyd or Reeves or Lusk, etc., are barely mentioned or totally

omitted here. For example, we must go to Reeves' "Long White Cloud"

for a history of the. Maoris and their wars, and the details of Governor-
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ships and Parliaments, etc. ; to his "State Experiments" for the best

comparative study of progressive institutions throughout Australasia;

to Gisborne's "Rulers and Statesmen," for the fullest biographicf details

;

to Lusk's ''Our Foes at Home," for a picture of American trusts and

governmental methods as seen by a New Zealander in the light of his

colonial experience ; and to Lloyd's charming "Newest England" for a

full account of his personal observations in New Zealand.

The student will find it greatly to his advantage to have these works,

and we recommend also Gisborne's "Colony of New Zealand," Sherrin's

"Earliest Times," MacDougall's "Conversion of the Maoris," Cassell

& Co's "Pictorial New Zealand," the works of Walker, Jenks, Irvine and

Alpers, the Official Year Books, the Awards of the Arbitration Court,

and the Parliamentary Debates (see Bibliography, in the Appendix). To
all these and many others we are much indebted, and tho we have

gathered a great deal of honey from them there is plenty left to repay

the search of the sociologic bee-hunter who has the time to devote to it.

As to the attitude of the various writers: Mr. Lloyd's books are

written from the standpoint of enthusiastic championship of the Liberal

development of New Zealand; Siegfried is steadily critical without

being ill-natured or severe ; the sketches of Walker, Jenks and Metin

are intended to be impartial ; and Reeves is as impartial as it is possible

for a man to be who has been immersed as a leading actor in many of

the events of which he writes—the degree of success attending his effort

at impartiality as tested by comparing his statements with independent

data from all available sources of information, is truly astonishing.

For our own part, we have aimed simply at a clear and forceful state-

ment of the facts in their due order and relationship. The shortcomings

of New Zealand are revealed as well as her strong points ; let the facts

speak for themselves.

The best histories have usually been written by men far removed in

time and space from the scenes they described. One cannot be in equal

personal touch with all the events of a long period, nor even with all

the leading facts of the present day; and if he gets a part by personal

impression and the rest by sifting masses of evidence, the symmetry
and perspective of his work may be disturbed.

The writer has kept this psychologic fact in mind, and has tried to

preserve the true proportions and present the facts with due regard to

their relative importance as measured by the 'perennial standards of

justice, public good, progressive force, and permanent value to humanity.

While examining the startling contrasts between political and indus-

trial methods in New Zealand and the United States, the reader should

constantly bear in mind the fact that the history of American develop-

ment reveals as many strong points in our favor on somewhat different

lines. New Zealand has as much to learn from the United States and

England as they have to learn from her (see Civilization Tables, Part

Til). Each nation excels in that to which it has most earnestly

devoted its attention and energy. The United States has directed its

splendid vitality to the organization of private industry ; England heads

the list in municipal government and voluntary cooperation; and New
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Zealand has devoted herself with unexampled vigor and success to the .

estahlishnient of civic and industrial justice.

The greater part of this book was Avritten in 1902, the rest, in the

first half of 1903, with a general revision while going through the press

in the latter part of the same year.

Our autumn, which is the spring season in Australasia, Is New Zea-

land's usual time for doing things. Parliament convene'^ in the middle of

the year, talks and thinks a few months, and along in October, November

and December it gets its working clothes on a:'d the new moves are

made. It is too early yet for the official records of this jear to reach

the United States; but the cable, the press, and the letter post, give us

some idea of what is going on. The establishment of State Fire Insur-

ance has been approved by both Houses of Parliament ; an Act to In-

crease the Graduated Land-Tax has been adopted ; and a Referendum

Bill similar to the one described in this book, chapter 63, has passed

through Committe of the Whole and is ready for final reading in the

House; (facts right in line with my forecasts, chapter 76, written eight

months ago.) It is reported that a Preferential Tariflf strongly favoring

British trade has passed the House and is likely to pass the Senate.

A Labor Bill, requiring employers to state in writing to the Labor

Department any matters deemed necessarj^ to ascertain the relations

between the employer and his employees, is under vigorous discus-

sion ; and questions relating to banking, public works, secondary

schools, license, fisheries, preservation of scenery, amendments of labor

laws, etc., are before Parliament, several of them calling forth heated

argument. As to the condition of the Colony, the Premier's letter, printed

a little further on, gives the drift for the year. Reports from the

Farmers' Union and Chambers of Commerce and "the files of New Zea-

land newspapers, Conservative, and Liberal, down to November ii, 1903,

the latest at hand, show that the Liberal Movement goes steadily for-

ward ; that the Colony continues to prosper ; and that the Arbitration

Court still disposes of industrial difficulties with the smoothness and

celerity, firmness and impartiality, that make its administration appeal

so strongly to the mass both. of employers and employed.

A few words about the way in which the editor and author have

worked together in the preparation of this and other books may be of

interest here. The Doctor decides upon the subject and title and general

scope and nature of the book. Then I investigate the subject and write

it up, consulting the Doctor now and then during the progress of the

work. The Doctor reads the MS., or I read it to him, and he makes
criticisms and suggestions which are often of much value to the work.

Each has a veto, so that nothing goes into the book that is not passed

by both, and there is no log-rolling. In this New Zealand case my
opening, down to the beginning of the chapter on Annexation, did not

suit the Doctor, so he sat down and fired questions at me for the facts

he wanted, and wrote the first two chapters himself. Then I turned
critic and made suggestions, most of which were adopted, and after-

ward the Doctor allowed me to add the notes and smaller type matter
about the Maoris, the description of Marsden, and a few other items.

The rest of my MS. was fortunate enough to get itself adopted
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substantially as presented, with a large number of valuable suggestions,

near!}' all of which I have carried out. The pictures and their notes

were added after the text was completed. The Doctor desired that

every picture should tell its own stor}', and I have endeavored to execute

his wish.

One who has not time to read the whole book, may find the main

points by taking the large type and reading the opening and closing

parts of each chapter. He will get a good many ideas in this way,

especially if he makes the said parts meet in the middle of the chapter

every time. The selections from Parliamentary discussions and other

parts of the text printed in smaller type, and also the notes, contain

matter of much importance to the student.

One who is specially interested in Arbitration will find what he wants

in chapters 57 and 58 and Appendix II ; for progressive taxation see

chapter 38 and Appendix I ; for old-age pensions, chapter 67 and

Appendix III; for the land question, chapters 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 18, 24,

26, 34, 35, 38-41, 44, 62 and 76;. for national coal mines, chapter 71;

national railways, chapters 17, 18, 31, 60, 72; nationalization of banking

and credit, 15, 42-z}4; cooperation, 59; labor laws, 56-60, 67, 70, 72;

biographic notes, jy ; and tables of leading events, 73, 78 and Appendix

I\'; but whatever the special interest of the reader, he should not fail to

read the opening chapters; the "Public Works Policy" (18), which

established national ownership of the railways ; "Direct Nominations"

in) ) the "Political Revolution" (35), when the Common People

united at the Ballot Box, Swept the Monopolists out of power and

obtained Control of the Government, by means of which they have made
more progress toward Industrial Freedom than any other Country in the

World; the "Principles Involved" iy2,) ; the "Causes and Conditions"

(70); and the "Contrasts and Conclusions" (80).

Above all, I would call the reader's attention to what may be termed*

the curve of progress, or the upward sweep of events, in which the

lifting impulses are clearlj' correlated with successive increments of

popular control over the Government; the improvement of electoral

methods, giving free play to collective ability, public interest, and general

convergence upon the truth ; the development of public and private co-

operative spirit i^nd action ; the ripening thought of the people, due to

various educational influences; the growth of a civic conscience and high

ideals; the direction of a relatively large proportion of energy to the

accomplishment of civic and industrial justice; and union at the ballot,

not to capture the spoils of office, but to ensure the next steps, measure

after measure, in the onward march, regardless of differences as to

ultimates or any matters other than those clearly involved in the ques-

tions acted upon. The facts on which this generalization rests ma}' be

found in outline in chapters 73, 78 and 79, but unless the reader is

already very familiar with the history of New Zealand, the full force and

meaning of the wonderful upward movement, with its physical bases

and political, social, intellectual and moral dynamics, cannot be thoroly

grasped without a knowledge of the whole book.

Boston, November, 1902. FRANK PARSONS.
Revised, Philadelphia, December, 1903.



(Extracts from a letter from New Zealand's Premier, omitting matters of interest

to the recipient rather than the public.)

Wellington, April 4, 1903.

Professor Frank Parsons, Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir :

In reference to the reports you mention concerning the faihire of

New Zealand's prosperity, only those who wish New Zealand ill

believe that calamity has overtaken the Colony. You will see by the

diagrams in the Year Book and at the end of the Labour Department

report how employment, revenue, business, private and public wealth,

exports, etc., have all increased of late years, and this year of 1903 most

of all. As to droughts in Australia aflfecting us, if we could only give

Australia our millions and millions of tons of waste water, the Com-
monwealth would be as prosperous as we are. Some financiers seem to

be doubtful whether New Zealand is in Australia or in Central Africa.

It is a pity that the possession of money to invest does not carry with

it a little knowledge of geography.

You allude to the reports regarding New Zealand workmen being

dissatisfied with the Arbitration Act. You must not forget that there

are certain people (few, but much in evidence) who would only be too

glad to see the Act break down and be again able to "put the screw on"

their workpeople as in old days. These gladly seize on any mutterings

of discontent on the part of a worker, and publish widely every word
of grumbling they can induce dissatisfied people to utter. Remember
that before the Arbitration Court, as before any other Court, the loser

does not relish losing. When workers are refused an advance in wages,

etc., they grumble ; if they got the advance their employers would

grumble. We cannot help that ; we can only see that as far as lies in

our power, justice is done to both sides. I assert that the immense
majority of the industrial classes in New Zealand respect and esteem

the Arbitration Act. • It has raised wages, shortened hours, granted

holidays, overtime, etc., and in many ways given precious privileges to

artisans, while the ever-growing volume of trade and business shows
that masters as well as men thrive under the Labor Laws of this Colony.

The State Coal Mines have commenced operations.

As to the late election (1902), it was of a most satisfactory character

to my Ministry, as it returned 52 members for the Government, 6 Inde-

pendents, and 22 Opposition.

Hoping that the information sent (Hansards, Statutes, etc.) may be

of service to you, and reciprocating good wishes,

Yours faithfully, R. J. SEDDON.

Just as the last forms go to press I squeeze in a few zvords of a letter received
this morning from Mr. Reeves, under date of Dec. JO, 1903.

"I have not had time to go through your proofs with any minuteness,

but can, see at a glance that your book is certain to be of great value,

and ought to be as successful as it is interesting." I asked for critic-

isms, and he says: "I see nothing to object to, except that your remarks
about myself are a great deal too complimentary."
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INFORMATION BUREAU
FROM WHICH

THE TRAVELER THROUGH THIS BOOK MAY OBTAIN ANSWERS
TO A NUMBER OF SPECIAI^ QUESTIONS

FREE OF CHARGE.

Speaking broadly the period covered by this history is from the middle of the
14th century to the end of 1902, with a few facts relating to 1903.

New Zealand is in Australasia, but not in Australia, nor is it federated with
Australia, but constitutes an independent Colony of Great Britain, 1200 miles
southeast from Australia.

"Maori" is the name given to the Polynesian natives. The broad "a" is blended
with the "o" in such a way that it sounds like Mowry.

An English pound ( £), or pound sterling is about $5 ($4.85), and English money
is translated into American money at the rate of $5 to the £, unless other-
wise stated.

A shilling (s) is 24 cents, usually translated at the rate of 25 cents; a penny (id)
is 2 cents.

The Legislative Council in New Zealand corresponds to our Senate, and "Coun-
cillor" to our "Senator."

The Executive Council corresponds to our Cabinet, and consists of the Ministers,
the Premier and his colleagues, the heads of the various departments of
State.

The Governor in Council means the Governor and Executive Council or Ministry.

The Governor represents England and is little more than a figurehead, except in
respect to intercolonial and international affairs.

"Colonial Office" refers to the English Office of State, which has to do with
colonial relations.

The Premier corresponds to our President, only he has wider functions, being
not only chief executive but leader of the legislative department also.

"Boss," in the political sense in which we use the word in America has no applica-
tion to New Zealand. In the Opposition press a leader who rallies his sup-
porters and vigorously pushes measures the Opposition does not like, is called
a "boss;" but he has no patronage to speak of, no party funds are behind
him (there is not even party organization outside of Parliament), he cannot
control nominations, for all nominations must be made by direct petition
of the voters, he has no hold on the Premiership except through the continued
confidence of the House which has the power at any moment to compel his
retirement or an appeal to the people—his control is the control of high pur-
pose and intellectual leadership.

Reeves, means Wm. Pember Reeves.

Hansard means the New Zealand Parliamentary Debates.

A Hundred is a division of a county. The English hundred originally contained
a hundred families or freemen available for military duty.

P. C. means Privy Councillor, or member of "His Majesty's Most Honorable
Privy Council."

G. C. B. means Grand Commander of the Order of the Bath.

G. C. M. G. means Grand Commander of the Order of St. Michael and St. George.

K. C. B. means Knight Commander of the Bath.

K. C. M. G. means Knight Commander of the Order of St. Michael and St.
George.

Kt. means Knight Bachelor.

Such titles are conferred in consideration of distinguished attainments or service,
but distinguished service or attainments do not always secure such a mark
of Royal favor. (See Index, Biographic Notes.) These titles take precedence
in England, in the order here given. All of them except the P. C. put a
Sir in front of the name, as Sir Geo. Grey, Sir Harry Atkinson, Sir Robert
Stout, etc. Persons having the special honor of P. C. are addressed as "Right
Honorable," as the Rt. Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, the Rt. Hon. Richard J.
Seddon, etc. The P. C.'s outrank the Sirs, unless the latter belong to the
nobility or are Knights of the Garter, or very high officials in the Home
Government.

C. M. G. on p. 153 (under Sir Harry Atkinson's portrait) should be K. C. M. G.

Chicago, 37° on p. 661 should be Chicago 47°.

1642 to 1902 on p. 799 should be 1642 to 1904.
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A BIRD'S-EYE \ Il'.W.

C'diiK' with us to San ]*'rancisco, and there eniliark for a

journe}' of C),ooo miles to the sovithwest h}' way of Honohihi.

.\l)out half \va\' we cross the equator, and the needle of our

compass turns toward the south pole. Now we are in the

southern hemisphere. Uur journey is uneventful imtil we see

in the distance an uneven l)ut inviting- coast. Here let us drop

anchor, and in imagination borrow the wings of an eagle and

make a hird's-eye exploration of the new country.

We find that it consists of three islands, two large and one

small. The northern island is a little larger than Ohio and very

irregular in shape. 'J'he middle island is a little larger than

Illinois.' A glance at the map in the front of this book will give

a better idea of the relation of the islands to each other than

any description can give.

Taking the islands as a group they are a little larger than

(ireat Britain (England, Scotland and Wales), and nearly twice

the size of our Xew England. Their extreme length is about

r.ooo miles, running almost north and south. The\- extend

from the 35th degree to the 48th degree .south latitude. This

compares in the northern hemisphere to the region l)etween the

lines of latitude which form the sotithern boundarv of Tennessee

and tlu' northern boundary of ?\1innesota. Ihit the climate is

n(^t the same as that of the corresi)onding latitude in om'

ciHintry, for the summers are cooler and the winters warmer.

\Mth our eag^le eyes we next observe that a range of moun-
tains (the Southern Alps) extends along the western coa?t of

* Thp longtli of the nortlicrn i.ilaiul is SlTi miles: its gi-oatcst wiillli 2.")0

miles, and it ermtaiiis 44.4f,.s siniarc miles. .V nairuw strait (Cook Strait),
12 milps wide at its nan-nwcst part. sei)arat<>s tliis island fi-om tlio middle
island. The length nf the lattei- is ."«'_'.'') miles: its greatest width ISO miles,
and its content ns.oii.') mih-s. Tlie sntithern island is very .small in compari-
son with tile other two. containing only (Iti.'') siiiiare miles (about three fifths

the size of Hhode Island), separated t'luin tlii' middle island by a strait
(Favcaux Strait), about 18 miles wide.
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the middle island. We also see ranges of lofty mountains in

the central part of the northern island, and a number of vol-

canic peaks, some active and some extinct. In this middle

region of the northern island there is a district about 30 miles

wide and 100 miles long, which contains many hot springs,

gevsers, pools of boiling mud, volcanic cones and other mani-

festations of the under world. Clouds of steam and sulphurous

fumes rise from the boiling pools, and there are rumblings in

the earth which show that the central fires come close to the

surface here.

The coast line is irregular, many of the bays affording excel-

lent harbors, and along the.southwest coast of the middle island

A SCENE IN THE NORTHERN ISI^AND.

is a series of sounds, indenting a mountainous coast, and sur-

passing in beauty and grandeur the famous fiords of Norway.
Rivers and waterfalls abound, and many glaciers glisten among
the peaks of the snowy range.

We next observe that noble forests fringe the coast of the

northern island, and that broad, rolling plains are a striking

feature of the middle island, that rivers and lakes abound, and
that the whole scene is full of brightness and beauty.
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KARLIKST HiSTuRV.

Geologicall} this is one of tlie oldest Ijits of land now forniiii,^

any part of the eartli's surface. It has been repeatedly sub-

merged and upheaved, and contains excellent deposits of coal,

iron, gold, silver, copper, chrome, graphite, lead, mercurw
mineral oils, sulphur and zinc, besides limestone, granite, mar-

hie and other buildinp" stones.

A little over 500 years ago (about 1375 A. D.) the Maoris,

a savage people from the islands of Polynesia, arrived at these

islands in their double canoes. A double canoe consists of two

canoes joined by a structure or i)latform across the top of each.

Dorr.i.i': caxoks of 'i'iii'. Maoris.

lit such cciuocs. joined by platforms, on liliich deck houses ueic built, the
brave mariners of Polynesia traveled thousands of miles without compass. They
studied and named the stars, zcinds and currents. In cloudy weather, when the
signs in the sk-y were hidden, the regular roll of the waves before the steady
trade-wind, was in itself a guide. For these long voyages they stored water in
calabashes, carried roots and dried fish, and had in the cocoanut both food and
drink stored safely by nature in the most convenient compass. Fish they could
catch on the 7vay, and the rains replenished their stock of water. Their boats
were betneen nm and rfo feet long, and -cere probably as good as the vessels in
which the I'haiiiriaiis circmnnavigated Africa.
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I'.y means of such canoes these daring and enterprising people

l)ecanie the greatest navigators known until the century of

Columbus. They were a brown people, fair sized, heavily built,

strong and athletic, with intellectual superiority to match. They

found the country inhabited by aborigines, of which we know

very little. It is understood that the ^laoris ate them up.

In 1642, Tasman, a Dutch sea captain, sighted the islands,

anchoring in what is now called Golden Bay, near the n(jrth-

west point of the middle island. He tried to land to get

water, but gave up the attempt on account of the hostile

demonstrations of the natives. He did not land, but he was

the first white man to see these islands, so far as we know.

He reported his discovery when he returned to Holland, and

the Dutch authorities named the new country New Zealand

(new sea-land). Nothing further seems to have been known

about this country until a century and a quarter later, when,

in 1769, Capt. Cook came in The Undcavor and landed on

the northern island at Poverty Bay, where the town of Gisborne

is now situated. He was the first white man to set foot on the

soil of this new countrv. He shot a few of the natives who

opposed him, and they returned the compliment by killing and

eating the entire crew of a boat belonging to his companion

ship The Adi'eniure. For the most part, however, his rela-

tions with the natives were pleasant. He gave them some

seed potatoes and the seed of cabbages and turnijjs, and turned

pigs and fowds loose to furnish them with meat. iM-om these

pigs are supposed to have come the wild pigs that are still sin it

in the forests. He sailed entirelv around the gr()Ui), and

passed between the northern and middle islands through what is

now called Cook's Strait. He again visited the islands in

1773. 1774 and 1777. He wrote an interesting account of his

observations which attracted much attention. After that,

whalers and traders l)egan to visit the new country, and in

course of time a few settlers came and started the building of a

colony.

The natives look Cook's ship, the Tndcavor, for a .uiant white-

winged sea-hird, and lu-r pinnace for a yonng liird. Tlicy also thought

tliat the discharge of the guns was divine thunder and that the white

men were gods, an opinion they have niochfied somewliat since.

The story was taken dnwn from tlie lips of an old Maori named
Taniwha. vvho w;is a hoy at tlu' time of Cook's \'isit, and who li\ed to lie

ninety vears old.



CAPTAIN COOK,

The Discoverer nml ]\x|)lorer of New Zealand, 1769.

James Cook zvas the son of an agricultural laborer in Yorkshire, lysS. He
became a captain in the royal na^y, and one of England's greatest navigators anii

discoverers, exploring the Pacific and Southern Oceans and adding greatly to

geographical kno'u'ledge. His explorations and writings led to the settlement of

.Uistralia and Neiv Zealand. He met his death, February 14, 1779. at tlic hands of

sai'ages on the island of HazK'aii, zi'liile trying to recover a boat that had been

stolen from the "Discovery."
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"The people at Meieury Bay knew at once,"' says Taniwha, "that the

F^ngHsh were gobhns, because a boat's crew pulled ashore, rowing with

their backs to the land. Only goblins have eyes in the backs of their

heads. When these creatures stepped on to the beach all the natives

retreated and the children ran ijito the bush. But seeing that the

wondrous beings walked peaceably about picking up stones and grasses

and finally eating oysters, they said to each other, 'Perhaps these

goblins are not like our Maori goblins,' and, taking courage, offered

them sweet potatoes, and even lit a fire and roasted cockles for them.

When one of the strangers pointed a walking-staff he had in his hand

at a cormorant sitting on a dead tree, and there was a flash of lightning

and a clap of thunder, followed by the cormorant's fall, there was

another stampede into the bush. But the goblins laughed so good

humoredly that the children took heart to return and look at the fallen

bird. Yes, it was dead; but what killed it! and still the wonder grew!

A MAORI FAMILY AT DUSKY BAY, X. Z.

Viom .sketcli in Cook's Voyages.

The Endcai'or lay in the bay for some time, and a brisk trade grew

up between ship and shore. On one great, never-to-be-forgotten day

little Taniwha and some of his play-fellows were taken out in a canoe

and went on board the magic ship.

"Then they saw the captain draw black marks on the quarter-deck

and make a speech to the natives, pointing towards the coast. 'The

goblins want to know the shape of the country,' said a quick-witted old

chief, and, rising up, he drew with charcoal a map of The Fish of Maui,

from the Glittering Lake at the extreme south to Land's End in the far

North."

Taniwha describes how a chief was shot by Lieutenant Gore for

stealing a piece of calico. The thief offered to sell a dogskin cloak,
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bul wlien the calicu was haiulcd dnwii over the bulwarks into his caiiue,

which was alongside the Endeavor, he simply took it, gave nothing in

return, and told his comrades to paddle to land.

"The}' paddled away. The goblin went down into the hold of the

ship, but soon came up with a walking-stick in his hand, and pointed

it at the canoe. Thunder pealed and lightning flashed, but those in the

canoe paddled on. Then they landed ; eight rose to leave the canoe,

but the chief sat still with his dogskin mat and the goblin's garment

under his feet. His companions called him, but he did not answer.

One of them shook him and the chief fell back into the hold of the

canoe, and blood was seen on his clothing and a hole in his back."

The tribe decided that as the chief had stolen the calico, his death

ought not to be avenged, but that as he had paid for it with his life he

should keep it. So it was buried with him.

.\NTM.\I. AND VEGETABLE LIFE.

It is a curious fact that this land was ahnost entirely devoid

of animal life, except in the sea and air. Fish were plentiful,

and in great variety, and the same may be said of birds. There

were no mammals (animals that gave birth to living young),

except two species of bat ; no dogs, sheep, cattle, horses, wolves,

squirrels, rabbits, no wild beasts, no snakes, no venomous

reptiles or insects. It must not be inferred, however, that

conditions in New Zealand are in any way unfavorable to the

existence of animal life; on the contrary, both domestic and

wild animals that have been introduced there have multiplied

and thrived in a remarkable way. For example, sheep flourish

so that mtitton and wool have long been two of the leading

exports ; and rabbits multiplied so rapidly that they became

a pest, and farmers fought them with traps, poison and barbed-

wire fences, but now they are turned to some account by

exporting the dressed bodies in a frozen condition to England

by the shipload.

As to vegetation, many excellent varieties of timber trees,

as beech, pine, cedar, etc., are found in the forests. Flax is a

native plant, from the fibre of which the Maoris made blankets

and clothing. American and European cereals, vegetables and

fruits have been introduced, and they flourish remarkably. The

watercress, introduced by accident probably in badly-sifted

grass seed, increased so fast that it threatened to choke half the

streams. The sweetbriar, another invader, grows tall enough

to arch over the hisad of a man on horseback ; and has extended

its domain so rapidly that it has become one of the principal
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vej^eta])lc ])e.sts of the count rv. Tlic resin of the Kauri, a

native ,-;uni tree, is one of the chief exports of the country. It

is used in the manufacture of oil varnishes, and also as a sub-

stitute for amber.

Jnsect life is less prevalent than in America or Europe. The

bee, the tiy and the ilea have been introduced—the two latter

])erha])S by accident.

Tllli MISSIOXARIICS.

During- the early years of the nineteenth century whaling and

trading- vessels came in increasing numbers, but no event of

importance occurred till the arrival of the missionaries in 1814.

It was learned that the Maoris were a very superior race of

savages, and Christian propagandists saw that here was an

opportunity and a duty. The leader of the missionaries was

Samuel jMarsden, the chaplain of New South Wales.

This apo.stle to the Maoris was a plain, unassuming, kindly

man, who made no claim to scholarship, brilliancy, wealtli or

rank ; liut had a ])ractical working knt^wledge of human nature

and an earnest zeal for the Christianization of the world.

While returning to Sydney fn^u a visit to England in iSoy,

he noticed on the ship a brown-skinned ragged man, whose

forlorn condition awakened his syiupathy. Sick and weak

and racked with a violent cough, the poor man seeiued to have

Init a short time to live. jMarsden did his utmost to care for

him, and through his kindness and help the man recovered

with a lifelong gratitude in his heart to the loving missionary.

The lirown luan proved to be young Ruatara, a Maori of high

rank, and relative of tw'O famous chiefs, Te Paki and Hongi.

He was returning froni a five years' cruise in which he had

been badlv treated by whalers and shipmasters. He stayed six-

months in rvfarsden's home in Sydney, when he went back to

New^ Zealand with some wheat seed, a considerable knowledge

of agriculture, and boundless love and respect for the great

missi(mary.

"The wheat, which was given to the chiefs l)y Ruatara, and

sown, converted into bread and eaten 'throughout New Zealand

before the chaplain put his foot on the soil, was a mighty factor

in preparing the savage mind to listen to the words of life

from the lii)s of our apostle."- The luissionaries took with

- I'agi^ :'.!>.
( 'iiiivi'isi( n (if llio MiiDiis." Mad »i)ngnll.
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REV. SAMUEL MARSDEN.

Leader of the Pioneer Missionaries to Neiv Zealand, and a principal factor in

the Christiani::ation of the Maoris. Born in 1764, at Horsforth, England. Trained

in the Methodist Church. Went with his zvife, in 1793, to Sydney, to work in the

missionary Held. The only clergyman in Nezv South Wales. After 21 years of zvise

and faithful service in Australia lie started the mission in Neiv Zealand and met

uith still greater success among the cannibal Maoris than among the ivhite convicts

and co-Li'boys of Anstralia. He died in jSjiS at the age of 74, after 45 years of

nii.isionary Zi'ork, respected and belo'^ed by all iclio hnctc him.
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lliciu a hdrsc and sonic cattle, sliccp, K"''^-^' P'ti'^
''^^^^ poultry.

The natives were amazed at the horse and cows, especially on

seeing one of the missionaries riding the horse, which they

called a big dog.

It was Marsden's idea that the arts of civilization should

prepare the way for Christianization. So the missionaries

gave the Maoris better methods of agriculture, and various

simple arts and handicrafts; and opened schools for their

instruction. The news of these helpful novelties went like

lightning through the land, and many chiefs visited the mis-

sion station at the Bay of Islands, and invited the missionaries

to come and do similar work among their tribes. A little

later the missionaries, with the aid of philologists in England,

reduced the Maori tongue to a written language, which the

natives had not before possessed ; and translated the Scriptures

and other works into IMaori. Thus through the influence of

Ruatara and the value of their gifts and instruction along

industrial and civilizing lines, the missionaries were cordially

received in the cannibal islands.

The Maoris were and are a most interesting people; brown skinned,

with large dark eyes, regular white teeth, and wavy black hair (tho

Angas says he found a few Hght-haired natives in the interior), athletic,

warlike, cannibalistic, intelligent, and receptive of civilization. The

men were broad and solidly built, of medium height as a rule, tho

some were 6 and even 6^ feet tall. The body was long and the legs

short ; the face calm, often well formed, and sometimes very hand-

some. They numbered 100,000 to 160,000, according to various esti-

mates, and were divided into 18 nations, each nation having many tribes.

These tribes were addicted to killing and eating each other, and con-

tinued to indulge in this pastime long after the missionaries came

;

tho Marsden's influence was so great that he w'as frequently able to

prevent liattle if he were in the region of the threatened combat.

When the savages learned to use firearms the tribes killed each

other off almost as fast as the whites are able to kill each other,*

* The Maoris were in the stone age when Cook found them, but they

were not long in seeing that muskets outranked their spears, and that it did

not pay to hack at a tree with a stone tomahawk when a European axe
could he had. They soon became eager to trade. Fine masts and spars grew
in their forests. Strange weapons, ornaments, flaxen garments, food, etc.,

were also oftVrod the seamen who came to hunt the whales and fur seal that

abounded in the surrounding seas. Besides all this a ghastly trade sprang
lip in tattooed heads. A good one would bring as much as I^IOO. When the

natural supply of enemies heads, trophies of battle, ran short, slaves, who
had never enjoyed the artistic privilege of being tattoed, had their faces pre-

pared for mariiet. Sometimes a slave after months of painful preparation

had the audacity to run away with his head liefore the day of sale and
decajiitation. When these barbarians found they could use muskets as
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iho their tirst usr i>\ pdwdcT and l)all was \-cry pacitic. ]l is said that

Captain Crmk iidvc a nati\c cliicf a gun and sonic powder and lead.

Tlu' first inan ^\llo Jircd tlie nuiskct was so frightened hj' the report

and recoil that lie flung it away into the sea. The natives planted the

powder in the ground lieliexing it to he cahhagc seed. Of the lead

they made an axe, and when the a.xe hent at the first hlow, they put it

in the fire lo harden it. When it hegan to run aljout like water they

tried to guide it out of the fire with sticks. But it hroke in pieces, and

they gave up the attempt.

Human tfesh was considered a great delicacy. V>u[ it was a dis-

grace to he eaten or to have your relati\'es de\oured. Their favorite

method of denunciation or insult was to saj- : "I'll eat you;" or, 'T"ll

feed on your parents ;" or, "Your father was chewed." Yate and other

early observers say the Maoris were fond of roasted maize and sweet

potatoes, fried fish, pigeons, etc. Thej- ate two meals a day, at ii A. M.
and at night; but were nibbling constantly between limes. They
chewed Kauri-gum (a tough pine-tree exudation) and passed the same

chew undiminished from person to person till it had gone round the

company. This fashion the missionaries did not fall in with.

lUsT or IIoNGI.

Huiigi (or Shungie as suuic of tlie old

books liave it) «'</,? n pozcerftil Maori

chief, zvho maiiifcslctl iinicli fiic'iulshif'

for the wissioiiaries, ami icas sent to

England to aid in tlie translation of the

Srrif^tiircs info the Maori tongue. He
absorbed cii ilization with great raj'idity,

csfiecially that portion of it which relates

to tlie science of 7i'ar. The devastati:>n

he created in Ne'v Zealand by importing

a cargo of firearms and trying to imitate

Napoleon is recounted in the star note

pages 10 and 12. This bust zcas carved in

wood by Hongi himself zeith a rude iron

instrument of his ozi'n manufacture:

Tllli -.XAl-ULliON OF TIIIC MAORIS."

well as the whites, a new aiul terrible era was in store for them in Iheli-

tribal wars. A special stimulus was given to this development by the visit

of two chiefs to England in ISiio, to help translate the Scriptiu'es into
Maori. They were lionized, and one of them, Hongi, was presented with a
suit of armor by King (ieorge IV. Hearing that his tribe was at war, Hongi
sold all he had except his armor, bought 300 muskets with quantities of
powder and lead, and landed in New Zealand determined to imitate Napoleon.
His luckless enemies armed only with spears and tomahawks and clubs, were
killed, enslaved, and eaten by battalions. Wide districts were swept bare of

people. The trade in muskets and powder became frantic. The tribes would
sell anything, flax, timber, potatoes, nails, tatooed heads, pigs, even tlieir

precious land to get the only thing that could protect their lives. In the
native wars, from ISl-'O to 184(t a fourth of the race is said to have perished.
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Tlic clotliing uf the natives consisted of liaxen mats, which they

wrapped about tlieir shoulders; the frequently they wore nothing but

a breech cloth. When European garments came the Maoris soon

caught the idea that dress was not so much for use or comfort as for

display, and no matter how many suits or dresses a person might have,

the aim was to wear them all at once, especially on Sunday. A mis-

sionary, writing in 1835. says: "I have seen a Maori come into the

chapel with the sleeves of an old gown drawn on as a pair of stock-

ings; 2 small baskets fastened on the feet as shoes, and several dresses

one over another so arranged that you could see the flounce of one,

the body of a second, the sleeves of a third, and the collar of a fourth;

with a piece of striped shirt thrown over the shoulders for a shawl;

and a pair of trousers hung round the neck as a boa; and so common
were such methods of attire that a person so decked and adorned

could enter chapel in the midst of service without exciting the slightest

attention from the congregation."

Among the inducements for attending religious meetings and culti-

vating the missionaries were the gifts of clothing l)est()wed from time

to time at the mission, and the; opportunity for showing them in chapel.

Human nature is nnich the same among primitive Polynesians as among

^^

M.\OKl SICXATUKK TU A \)\^}\\i.

The Maoris engraved their faces ami bodies 'citli curious curves and spirals.

The design in each face u'as distinctive, not duplicated on any other. A man's
tatoo face marks constituted his name. Living or dead, his friends could identify
him by his "amoco," as a tatoo design ivas called.

When the natiz'cs agreed to give the Marsden Mission the land it required,
and a deed was drawn, the missionaries were at a loss hozu to get the document
signed, as the Maoris could not lurite. Hongi suggested that the tatoo markings on
the face of Knna. the chief conveying the land, should be drawn on the deed with
Kuna's assent. The suggestion 2vas adopted, and this became the common way of
signing Maori deeds in the early days.

cultured Americans. One old INIaori, who had received several blankets,

etc., from the missionaries, came one day for another gift. The mis-

sionary told him there was nothing more for him. "All right," he

said, "no more blankets, no more hallelujahs." The natives soon

learned to talk a few words of English, tho the pronouns bothered them

a good deal. A stranger seeing a Maori trying to milk, but getting

little of the lacteal juice, remarked that the cow did not have much
milk. Till- native replied: "Oh, he's got plenty milk inside, but she

won't let them down.''



A .MAORI GIRL.

Marriage u'as a very simple affair for a Maori girl. Her father or chief
askctl if she was willing. She said: "Vcs," or ''I suppose so." And the father
or chief gave her to the man to be his wife, along with as many more as he chose
to have. Divorce was equally easy, and consisted simply in turning your wife out
of doors—a very com-enicnt and inc.rt'ensive plan, but rather one-sided, as the wife
was not permitted to turn the husband out, nor to leave him without his consent.
The zi'omen wove iia.x mats for garments, made baskets, dug fern roots and potatoes,
cooked, and carried heavy loads upon their backs (the Maoris having no horses or
other beasts of burden c.vcept their wives and slaves): while the men fought, fished,
speared or netted birds, made greenstone toniahan'ks, hatchets, spears, etc., built
houses, dug out canoes, and cultivated the fields with long zcooden spadc^y
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Tlu' Maciris had rude liuls uf long poles thatched and woven witli

li|-iiad grass leaves. The I)arns were much hke the houses, only better

huilt, and raised on posts to keep the rats from eating the corn, etc.

They have a taste for property and have learned to build excellent

houses, and have acijuired over 300,000 sheep, 30,000 cattle and many
horses.

(Jn v^iuiday. thousands of Maoris would come 25 or 30 miles in their

cant es to hear preaching. They soon learned to respect the day, and

would not tight or steal on Sunday, nor go pig-hunting or load a boat.

They would not swear in a boat f(n" fear of accident. Their sense of

justice was mi.xed. If a husband allowed anything to happen to his

wife, her relatives came and stole all he had. It was deemed all right

TUPAI CUPA (OR TE I'KIM) i8j6.

Altho Tupai -was a pozi'crfnl rliicf and his people rvere 400 miles from Hongi's
territory, he suffered severe defeat at the luiiids of Hongi tcith his English muskets.
Tupai determined to go to England and get firearms to a'i'enge his losses, so he
hoarded the "Urania," a trading 7'essel sailing through Cook Strait. Captain Rey-
nolds ordered him off, but Tupai said: "i\'o. Go Europe, see King Georgy." The
captain then ordered three of his stoutest sailors to throzi' the chief overboard. But
Tupai threze himself on the deck and sci::ed two ring bolts n'ith so pozverful a hold
that it was i)npossible to tear him away without such violence as the humanity of
Captain Reynolds zvould not permit. The Captain became very fond of his intrusive
passenger, and refused to give him up to an American captain zvho came alongside
and, seeing the value of Tupai for e.vhibition purposes, offered Reynolds $1000 to

transfer the chief to the American ship. So Tupai went to England. He ttiani-

fested great intelligence and a very loving, gentle nature. This picture was draivn
-vhile he was in Liverpool. The Goz'ernmcnt refused to supply hint with firearms,
but sent him back at state c.rpcnsc 'vith agricultural and other implements and
domestic animals.
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to steal anyway if you didn't get found out too soon; except that one

must not steal from a chief or his family unless he was of the same

rank. With this proviso one might steal, and if he could keep the

stolen property hidden for three days it would belong to him. Stealing,

however, was regarded in a different light after the missionary view

became known. For example, a Maori who stole a bag of sugar was

compelled by his chief to pay the storekeeper and also to pay damages

to the chiefs of the tribes for the loss of credit the community had

suffered with the whites. While the natives held the better class of

whites, and especially the missionaries, in high esteem, they were not

blind to the human nature in their teachers. A bright-eyed Maori

said one day : "You missionaries are teaching us to look up to heaven,

but your own eyes are all the time directed on the earth."

The chieftainship was hereditary but not absolute. A chief could

not sell land or make war or peace without the authority of the council,

or assembly of the people. The women spoke and voted in the councils;

TUPAI'S SICXATURE.

This tini7K'iiin (if the tatoo stains on Tnf'ai's face zvas made hy himself without
a glass while he 7vas in Liverf'ool. It 'was his autop-afih. Ttifai -was kept busy for
some time by autograph and curiosity hunters in hngland.

Tatooing was done with a little bone chisel, driven in with a mallet. The
lines were first drawn with charcoal or ted ochie, then, inch by inch, the curves
:i.'ere cut on the quivering, hut unflinching, human copper plate. The
blood 7fas wiped away and blue pigment rubbed into the 'wound. The process was
7'ery painful; only a small area could be decorated at a time. Tate says: "It is

seldom that any Maori is fully tatooed on all those parts where tatooing is cus-
tomary (faces, hips and thighs) before he has passed the meridian of life."

ti'hen the work was complete, howe',.'er, the victim had always zvith him a
certificate of rank and braz'ery, and he zvas the possessor of a valuable zvork of art.

The fine designs in ultramarine blue, on a beautiful brown skin, with a rose tinge
in either check, made a very striking picture. An e.vpert tatoo artist could com-
mand high pay in flax and potatoes, etc., and if not treated well he could make
things quite uncomfortable for the subject he tvas engraving by driving the chisel
in the most painful zi.'ay (and it ii:as a point of honor not to complain or speak of
the pain) or by bungling the design, being careless about the purity of the pig*
ment, etc.
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cliicfs and free men had as many wives as they chose, and a chief was

usually plural on the feminine side of his family. The oldest wife was
the principal one, and it is said there was no jealousy among a man's

t)etter halves. Tliere was no marriage ceremony, except the giving

of the girl by the father or chief. Divorce consisted in turning your

wife out of doors. Morality was not much esteemed till after mar-

riage; then it became compulsory on pain of death.

Such were some of tlie characteri.stics of the savages to

wliom tlie niissionaries carried civihzatioii and the Gospel, and

hy their labors did nuich to prepare the way for white coloniza-

tion. The Maoris appreciated the kindly spirit of the mis-

sionaries, and the arts and implements they brought. Thev
gave the missionaries land and food and a cordial hearing,

but baptisms were very few up to 1830.

Between 1830 and 1840 about one-fourth of the Maoris were

converted to Christianity, and the converts rang so true that

"A C\sKETi-uL OF Gods."

The Maoris had no idols or gods that they vjorshipped. They made gods for
amusement, not for religious or business purposes. They had no notion of a
supreme being, but they believed in spirits who could make things very uncom-
fortable.

they earnestly opposed cannibalism, slavery and war, altho

these institutions were all deeply inbedded in the habits and

traditions of their race.

The progress of the missionary work from 1840 was con-

stant and rapid'' until the Christianization of the race was prac-

tically complete. „From the first the missionaries were wel-

comed, and it mav be said to the credit of both sides that for

•'The first tV) confess Christianity was a chief named Rangi, who was
liaptized Sept. 14. 1825, ten years after the missii n was foiinderl. In 1850
it is estimated tliat 35,<tO0 out of 56,000 Maoris had professed ilie new
religion.
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50 years nu niissionar\ lust his life 1j_\ the hand of a Maori,

and during that time the race was changed from cannibalistic

savages to Christians. They attested their sincerity by volun-

tarily liberating their slaves without compensation or reward.

Even before their conversion, in spite of their cannibalisiii and

incessant tribal wars, the ^laoris were one of the finest bodies'

f)f savages that have been found. They held their land in

common as the property of tlie tribe, and agriculture, fishing and

fowling were the work of the community for the benefit of all.

In their wars with the whites in 1843 ^^''^l 1845 ^"^1 almost

continuously from i860 to 1870, the ]\laoris fought with great

courage and vigor. But they have long since given up cannibal-

ism and war. For over 30 years they have been peaceful, law-

A X.\TivE School i.n the Early D.ws ok the Maori Missio.ns.

The fmssioriarics not only tauglit the Maoris the arts of civilised life and the
morals of Christianity, but gave them a written language, reducing the Maori
tongue to a perfect phonetic form. The Bible and other books were translated
into Maori, and a Maori dictionary made. Natives were trained to teach in the
schools established by the missions. The Maoris now have many excellent schools,
and some of the broivn youngsters attend the ordinary public schools with the
white children, romping, studying and reciting tiiV/i the white boys and girls on
terms of perfect equality.

abiding citizens. Both men ami women are now voters in Xew
Zealand, six of the race are members of Parliament, four in

the House and two in the Senate, and one is a member of the

Cabinet.

EARLY SETTEEMEXTS.

The first attempt to form a settlement in Xew Zealand

occurred in 1825. but it failed on account of the savage condi-
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tion of the natives. In conse(|Uence of frequent visits of whal-

ing vessels to the Bay of Islands, a settlement grew up there,

and in 1833, Air. Busby was sent there as British Resident.

A number of Europeans, generally men of low character,

gradually settled in different parts of the country, and married

native women. In 1839 a New Zealand Company was formed

in England for the purpose of colonizing New Zealand ; and

its first body of emigrants. landed in 1840, and this settlement

has now become the city of Wellington. From this time on,

settlements gradually increased in number and size, but there

were many difficulties with the natives, particularlv concern-

KORORAREKA, 1835.

The First Settlement at the Bay of Islands.

Cool; Uiiidcd lit "^^>^:Clty Boy," on tlic t'iJ<; coost of the North Islaml, October
S, iy(.<), and reached the "Bay of Islands," 300 miles' sail ftirther north, on the
27th of November. 1769. By /S.,V.. whoi Busby arrived, there 7vere something like a
thousand whites living there, mostly whalers, traders and runaway comncts from
Australia. As many as 35 large whaling shifis were counted at one tinic in this

bay. Whales zcere plentiful in the New Zealand seas, and .S'a.ron rutn shops and
Maori houris were plentiful on shore.

ing land titles. In 1861 rich deposits of gold were discovered,

causing a rush and sudden increase of the population. In

1840 the white population numbered about 2,000, and the

Maoris something like 60,000. In 1853 ^'''^ whites were 30,000

strong. The natives diminished while the whites increased so

that about 1857 the two were equal. In 1861 the white popu-

lation had risen to 99,021, in 1864 to 172,158, and in 1874 to

299.514, when the Maoris were found to number only 45,470.
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ANNEXATION.

From early years the traders and settlers desired the protec-

tion of England, and the friends of colonization in England

were anxious that Great Britain should annex the country.

The missionaries on the other hand opposed annexation at

first, because they feared its effects on the natives and their

conversion. The strong influx of Europeans likely to follow

annexation, with the saloon, the brothel, the gambling den and

other accompaniments of English civilization, and the cruel

wars almost certain to result from the rapid settlement of a

country full of savages, were not calculated to hasten the

development of true Christianity. Savagery and cannibalism

were sufficient obstacles without the white man's amusements

and conflicts of trade and conquest.

The English Government not only regarded the opinions of

the missionaries as entitled to special consideration, but had

a further reason for discountenancing annexation. When the

friends of colonization sent a deputation in 1829 to the Duke of

Wellington, then Prime Minister, to urge the acquirement and

settlement of New Zealand, the Duke said Great Britain had

colonies enough. England's appetite for land was not as keen

just then as usual. Her efforts to assimilate America had

resulted in a fit of imperial indigestion. Her experience with

the new world had caused her to lose all confidence in colonies.

The Duke regarded them as dangerous explosives.

BUSBY.

For vears this feeling and the opposition of the missionaries

kept the home Government from doing anything, except send-

ing James Busby to the Bay of Islands as British Resident in

1833. lie had no force behind liiiii. except $i,ooo a year tcj

distribulr in presents to the native chiefs, and he did nothing
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except acquire the nickname uf "the ship without guns," and

win the laugh for a comic scheme of federating the Maoris

into a nation with a Declaration of Independence and a Federal

Constitution. He induced 35 of the northern chiefs to accept

the plan in 1835, with the title, "The United Tribes of New
Zealand." The purpose was good, but the conditions impos-

sible. A race of savages still largely immersed in war and

sundered by numberless feuds and tribal divisions could not

be welded into a nation by a paper constitution. They could

not even work a Congress, let alone the judicial, electoral and

other machinery of civilized government. So a little laughter

and some snubbing from Mr. Busby's official superiors were

the only consequences of his effort to federate New^ Zealand's

man-eaters under parliamentary institutions.

Influences were at w'ork, however, leading the Government

to look more and more favorably on annexation. Gibbon

Wakefield and others interested in colonizing the new country,

organized the New Zealand Company in England, and brought

pressure to bear in high quarters, and events in the islands

gradually transformed the missionaries into advocates of

annexation.

THE FRENCH.

A French Baron (de Thierry) declared himself "King of

New Zealand," and tried to enlist the sympathy of the French

Government. Another Frenchman, Langlois, professed to

have bought 300,000 acres in the middle island. A French

Company was formed to colonize Langlois' land. In this com-

pany, Louis Phillippe was a shareholder. In 1837 French

Catholic missionaries, under Pompallier, were sent to labor

among the Maoris. The English missionaries were now^

inclined to favor British annexation. They did not want a

colony, but if there must be one, they thought it would be better

Protestant than Catholic, better English than French, better

their own colony than the other fellow's.

THIv LAND SHARKS.

Another thing that helped to convert the missionaries to

annexation was the appearance of the "land sharks"—shrewd

adventurers who believed the colonization of New Zealand near

at liand and bought large tracts of land for speculation. Many
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of the purchases were imperfect or fictitious. Boundaries were

inserted bv purchasers after the deeds had been signed in blank

b\- the sellers. The same land was sold three or four times.

Some purchases were airily defined by latitude and longitude.

Almost the whole area of good land in the middle island was

the subject of one professed sale. An Australian politician,

Wentworth by name, "bought" the island at a single stroke

from nine wandering Maoris, picked up on the streets of

Sydney, who had no right to sell any part of the alleged "pur-

chase." The "^^'entworth S>ndicate" paid them a little over

$1,000, or at the rate of about i cent for each 200 acres of the

area claimed.

By 1840 it was estimated that outside this middle island

claim and the claim of the New Zealand Company, stated in

III jS_^/ tlie Roiiuin Catholic iiiis-

sioiuuy, I'oiiij^illicr, Wiis sent out

from Fiance to labor among the

Maoris, and became Catholic Bishop

of MccC Zealand. Sea travel xvas

in such condition then that it took

him sinne t-:ecive months voyaging

in every kind of hardship and dis-

comfort to reach his destination.

He began icork <cith tico priests in

Kororareka, Bay of Islands, in 183S.

Funds 'ceie sent him by the Frcpa-

iiontta I'idei, and soon his staff in-

creased to twenty priests, besides

many laymen. They labored hard

to convert the uali'ces. The Maoris

:ccre much pnzzled by the competi-

tion and conflict among the Chris-

tians, Catholic, Flpiscopal and

.Methodist. 'The coining of the

French missionaries had much to

do 'icith convincing the English

Frotestant missionaries that I\ etc

Zealand ought to be anne.vcd to the

British Empire. (.S'ec p. 22.)

I'.isiioi' I'oMi'.u.i.iKR, Fkench Catholic ;^^lss^o^•AUY to Xi;\v Zuai.and.

the next paragraph, 26,000,000 acres, or more than a third of

New Zealand, had been gobbled up inecemeal l)y the land

sharks, a good deal of it having been bought several times

over from the Maoris by different i)urchasers. Including the

Wentworth and New Zealand Company claims, as well as the

piecemeal purchasers, the total was 82,000,000 acres, (jr 16,000,-
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000 more than there were in New Zealand, snow-capped moun-

tains, glaciers, pumice plains and all. Some strong authority

was clearly needed to deal with the conflict of titles, disputes

with the natives, and other evils growing out of this rush for

land monopoly. Before his death, in 1838, Marsden had come

to see that the only hope for the country and the natives lay

in annexation, and his ablest lieutenant, Henry Williams, felt

the same way. The missionaries were recognized as the best

element in the community, and their opinions had much weight

in KnHand.

THK NKW ZKAI.ANI) COMPANY.

The New Zealand Company, under the lead of Gibbon

U'akch'cUi and his brother. Col. Wakefield, were determined

ANOTHER MAORI SIGNATURE.
See p. 14.

to settle New Zealand, whether the English Government sanc-

tioned it or not. In September, 1839, the Colonel arrived in

the north island and made extensive land purchases for the

Company, at least he thought he did, and the Company claimed

20 million acres north and south of Cook Strait, in what are

now the Wellington, Taranaki and Nelson districts. Fifty-

eight chiefs signed the deeds of sale, receiving a lot of muskets,

powder, axes, blankets, pipes, tobacco, looking glasses, soap,

shaving boxes, handkerchiefs, jew's-harps, calico, scissors, and

other goods amounting to $45,000. The Maoris probably knew
the sale was a fraud, at any rate, they had no right under Maori

law and cust(~im to alienate the heritage of their tribes.^ Very
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likely most of the chiefs did ii<>t understand how much land

the Colonel thought he was buying, and did not have any notion

of selling the vast area claimed by the Company. At the time,

however, the Company did not appreciate the ditificulties of

land purchase in New Zealand, and relying on the j\Iaori deeds,

they organized a body of colonists and landed them in January,

1840.

Till': isi.Axns ^r.\l)^; part 01' Tiii'; dritisii kmi'ikic 1840.

The settlers, and traders and land sharks, the menace of

French interference, the change of heart among the mission-

aries, and the pressure of the New Zealand Company, at last

induced the Colonial (3ffice to annex the islands. In 1839 a

royal proclamation was issued, extending the political boun-

daries of New South Wales to include any territory that might

be acquired by Her Majesty in New Zealand, and Captain

Hobsoii arrived at the Bay of Islands, January 29, 1840, with

a commission as Lieutenant-Governor, under the Governor of

New South Wales. The history of New Zealand as part of

the British Empire, dates from that day.

1 By Maori custoai, no Jklaori could sell land without assent of the tiil)e.

Individuals had a right to use the soil, hut the ownership was in the tribe.

If was doubtful whether parents could sell the rights of children. A handful

of Maoris carried off into slavery by another tribe, when released from cap-

tivity through the influence of Christianity in later years, came hack and
successfully claimed their former territory, which had in the meantime been

bought by tlie whites from the conquering tril)e.

Thr British C'lxrt of .inns.



Chapter 4.

SOVEREIGNTY.

England dealt honorably with the Maoris. She did not take

their country by force. The royal proclamation only covered

such territory as might be acquired in sovereignty by the

Queen. Hobson's first duty was, therefore, to get the consent

of the natives to English rule. February 5, 1840, a week after

Hobson's landing, the northern chiefs were gathered in con-

ference at Waitangi, and the question laid before them. Henry

Williams, representing the Protestant missionaries, threw all

his weight on the Government side, and Waka Nene. one

of the most influential chiefs, spoke eloquently for British

sovereignty. His speech won the day and a treaty was made

containing the following provisions:

TRKATV Ol' WAITANCI.

ist. The Chiefs of New Zealand ceded to Her Majesty, absolutely

and without reservation, all their rights and powers of sovereignty.

2d. Her Majesty guaranteed to the Chiefs and tribes of New Zealand

full, exclusive, and undisturbed possession of their lands and estates,

forests, fisheries and other properties ; but the Chiefs yielded to Her

Majesty the exclusive right of pre-emption over such lands as the

proprietors thereof might be disposed to alienate at such price as might

be agreed upon.

3d. Her Majesty gave to the natives of New Zealand all the rights

and privileges of British subjects.

About 50 chiefs signed the treaty then and there, and within

six months it had been signed by 512. Only one chief of first

rank refused to sign, Te Heu Heu, who lived in the volcano

plantation near lake Tuapo, in the plateau in the middle of the

North Island. His tribe was simply let alone until their oppo-

sition evaporated. For the rest, the Maori race accepted the

Treaty of Waitangi, and well they might, for while the supreme

political authority passed to England, the ownership of their



CAI'IWIX WII.MA.M IlOliSOX, K. X.

'I'he First Governor of X'cw Zealand.

Tlio a soldier, lie established the rule of England, not by force, but by just

agreement ivith the natives, calling their chiefs together and making ati honorable

treaty vjith them by ichich they yielded sovereignty to Great Britain, and in return

~i'erc guaranteed their lands and the rights of British subjects.
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lands was guaranteed to them, and they secured the rights of

British subjects, and to this day they regard that treaty as the

Magna Charta of their Hberties. Some 60,000 or 70,000 Maoris

were secured in their title to nearly 66,000,000 acres of valuable

land. This was right, and wise also, for without this clause

the natives would not have assented to the treaty. The multi-

tude of armed ]\Iaori warriors (15,000 or more) could have

made it very uncomfortable for the 2,000 white settlers in the

islands, and very expensive for England, if force, instead of

persuasion, had lieen used for the annexation of New Zealand.

BKITISH SOXKKl'UGNTV I'KOCI.AIM KD.

British sovereignty over the North Island was proclaimed

May 21, 1840. The treaty made the proclamation effective as

to the natives, and Hobson's possession under the flag made it

effective as to other nations. So little was known or thought

of the Middle Island (South Island it was called then) that

sovereignty was not proclaimed over it till June 17th, and even

then the royal flag was not hoisted there. The consequence

was a narrow escape from French acquirement of it. It was

almost uninhabited—a few scattered Maori tribes, in the

extreme north and extreme south, about 2,000 occupants in all,

as compared with 60,000 or more in the North Island. The east

and southeast of the lower island lay open to the first comer,

and was not only fertile, but in large part treeless and easy of

settlement and cultivation.

A French ship on the way to take possession of it and plant

a colony at Akaroa, put in at the Bay of Islands in July, and

the captain, hospitably entertained by Hobson, let fall some

hint of the object of his voyage. Hobson at once dispatched

a vessel south, and under his orders formal possession was

taken of the island by hoisting the British flag at Akaroa,

August II, 1840, two days before the arrival of the French

frigate, which came to claim the country for France. What a

divided and weakened history might have been New Zealand's

if a little earlier arrival had given the Middle Island to the

French, while England held the North Island.

THE CAPITAL. NEW ZEALAND'S INDEPENDENCE.

In September (1840) the Lieutenant-Governor established

his residence at Auckland and it became the capital. Twentv-
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four years it held the honor, and then the seat of Government

was transferred to Wellington on account of its central posi-

tion, Inil Auckland is still the first in size and beauty, and

second to no other New Zealand cit}- in prosperity and prog-

ress. It is the metropolis of the Colony.

On Alay 3, 1841, New Zealand was declared independent

of New South Wales, and Hobson became Governor. His

administration was a very creditable one. His treaty secured

the loyalty of many tribes. He established efifective govern-

ment, and had excellent law^s passed for the administration of

justice and the regulation of property and civil rights. In

this he was materially aided by his Attorney-General, William

MANSE ON THE HUTT, NEAR WELLINGTON, i8.i6

Rcsidoicc of JVin. Szi'ninsoii, F. R. S., Attorney-General of Nem Zealand.

Swainson,^ an English lawyer of fine ability and remarkable

freedom from slavish subjection to precedent and technicality.

He framed the laws of the infant Colony in simple, concise and

intelligible language, and swept away a host of cumbrous Eng-
lish precedents and technicalities in conveyancing, legal pro-

cedure, etc.

nOBSON'S ADMINISTR.-\TI0N. THE LAND CLAIMS.

The most important matters with which Governor Hobson

and his council had to deal was the land question. The right

' Sirain.ton was Attoruey-Oeneral for fifteen years. Wm. Mnrtin, Chief
.Tiistice, and (Jeorge Augustus Selwyn, the first Bishop of the Colony, were als )

most excellent appointments.
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of pre-emption, or right to be the lirst purchaser from the

Maoris, which was secured by the Treaty to the Crown, was

intended to protect both the natives and the Colony from the

consequences of bargaining between ignorant savages and

unscrupulous speculators, and to aid in sound and systematic

colonization.

Tn pursuance of these purposes Governor Hobson's second

iUSliUi' SliUW v.\.

George Augustus Seln'yii 'i.\is the father of the Church of England in Maori-
land. He arrived at the Bay of Islands, in 1S43, at the age of thirty-three. He
and the students zi'ho came 'cith him took up their abode in Auckland. The
Bishop was a disti)iguished scholar and clergyman before he went to Keiv Zealand,
and his culture, zeal and strength did much to build up the Episcopal Church.

f^ehvyn was a niagnilioent specimen of manhood, both physically and
intfHpctiially. No Ijetter selection could have been made than tliat by which
Mr. rjladstone. then Colonial Secretary, sent this muscular Cliristian to organ-
ize a church of mingled savages and i)ioneerR. When in the wilderness, Selwyn
could outride or outwalk his guides, and could press on when hunger made his

companions flag. lie would stride through rivers in liis bishop's dress, and
laugh at such trifles as wet clothes. When at sea in his missionary schooner,
lie could handle the ropes or take the helm, and did so. He founded the
Episcopal Church of New Zealand on the democratic basis of the representa-
tive synods of clergy and laity, which ass(>niblp annually in each New Zealand
diocese.
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ordinance (June 9, 1841 j nut only proclaimed the sole right of

the Crown under the treaty to purchase lands in future from

the natives, hut declared that no land claims by virtue of prior

purchases or pretended purchases from the natives, should be

valid till heard and reported on by a Government Land Claims

Commissioner, and confirmed by a Crown grant, adding: "The

Commissioner shall be guided by the real justice and good con-

science of the case without regard to legal forms and solemni-

ties." An amendment passed February 25, 1842, provided that

the quantity of land granted a claimant of native land in case

it is found there was a valid sale, should be four times as many
acres as he shall be found to have expended pounds for land,

buildings, transportation, support of immigrants, etc.,—goods

given to Maoris being estimated at three times their selling

price in Sydney at the time,—no grant, however, to be recom-

mended by the Commissioner in excess of 2,560 acres unless

specially authorized by the Governor, with the advice of the

Executive Council. This is the first glimmer in the New Zea-

land laws of the principle of limitation of area.

Hobson's attitude toward existing claims was a simple and

effective method of dealing with the land sharks, sweeping

away at a single stroke the whole mass of their unjust bar-

gains and extravagant claims. But honest settlers suffered with

the speculators.

THE COLONISTS.

The New Zealand Company, in London, with an energy

quite unchecked by any real knowledge of the condition of

things in New Zealand, kept on sending shipload after ship-

load of immigrants to the districts around Cook Strait, till they

had landed 1,200 settlers at Wellington before the end of 1840.

Another settlement at Wanganui, 120 miles north, was formed

the same year, and in 1841 settlements were established at New
Plymouth and Nelson. The colonists had paid ample value

(£1 an acre) for the lands they were to receive, and the Com-
pany had paid the natives fair value for a considerable tract,

but the Maoris refused to carry out the agreements of their

chiefs with the Company, and the Government's process of

adjustment was very slow, so the settlers were left hanging

without titles to their farms, till a Commissioner came from

England, and after years of deliberation made an award which

cut down the Company's claim from 20,000,000 to 283,000

acres.
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Governor Hobson, who was in ill-health throughout his term,

died September lo, 1843, ^^ the age of 49, leaving an excel-

lent record, except in respect to his failure to secure speedy

settlement of honest land claims, especially those of the New
Zealand Company's settlers. He anticipated the French, baffled

the land-sharks, kept the peace, was generous to the Maoris,

and founded Auckland—a pretty fair record for a harrassed,

dying sailor, sent to stand between his own countrymen and

savages at the very end of the earth, and left almost without

men or money ! If under him the colonists found their lot

almost unbearable, the fault was chiefly that of his masters.

Most of his impolicy came from Downing Street ; most of his

good deeds were his own. The Maori chiefs in their petition

to the Queen for another Governor said : "Let him be a good

man as this Governor who has just died."

TANGIERI, A MAORI CUIEF OF EARLY DAYS.



Chapter 5.

COLONY BUILDING.

Among- the important factors in the early history of New
Zealand, a leading place must be assigned to the ideas and

doings of Gibbon Wakefield, the founder of the Colony, and

George Grey, its greatest Governor, author of its Constitution,

and pioneer leader of the Liberal movement.

WAKEFIELD.

Gibbon Wakefield was a social philosopher and reformer,

who in the thirties and forties roused much thought and inter-

est in England in the direction of better methods of coloniza-

tion. He established the system, and organized and directed

the Company, under the auspices of which ^ of New Zealand

was colonized. He was a dreamer who managed to make his

dreams materialize, tho he had no Arabian lamp, nor any genie

to do his will, except the genie of a great idea and the power

of rousing the rather deaf, but very powerful giant. Public

Opinion. Wakefield's New Zealand Company directly settled

the sotithern half of the North Island and the northern part

of the JMiddle Island, and associations working in conjunction

with it, and luider the Wakefield system, colonized the rest

of the Middle Island.

W^akefield's teachings and methods of colonization have so

]M-()foundly influenced legislation and events in New Zealand

and other Colonies of the South Pacific that their history cannot

be clearly understood without some knowledge of his work.

His idea was scientific coIoni::;ation—careful selection of emi-

grants,' inducements to laborers and capitalists to go to the

1 In tho thirties England regarded colonies as receptacles for criminald
and iJiiupers. and all sorts of social rubbish : Imperial waste baskets, cuspi-

dors and cesspools. Colonial lands had been given away in vast areas to

favorites and intriguers, or sold in enormous grants for a song. Wakefield
saw the error of careless settlement and free grants of land or sales of large
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new country in organized groups, and sale of the land under

free selection at a uniform "sufficient price," that is, a substan-

tial price sufficient to prevent speculation and secure close set-

tlement, diversification of industry, and funds for immigration

and public works.

Excellent effects followed his system of careful selection of

emigrants, in place of the old, planless, haphazard way of settle-

ment. Instead of making colonists out of convicts, and treating

colonies as a- sort of compost heap or vacant lot on which to

dump the human refuse and waste of older countries, Wakefield

believed in choosing colonists morally and physically worthy

to be the founders of a new commonwealth. The good results

of this part of Wakefield's philosophy are to be seen in many

colonies, especially in South Australia and the parts of New
Zealand founded by his associations, where "the high character

of the settlers, the rarity of crime, the good standard of educa-

tion, the evidences of intelligence and even of refinement, have

always been obvious enough to strike even very hasty

observers."- It pays to choose men as carefully as the horses

or cattle you are going to breed from. To select with care the

tracts at nominal rates, and in his Art of Colonisation he uiged the adoption

of better methods of building British colonies.

His plan of scientific colonization involved not only careful selection of

emigrants and inducements to farmers, capitalists and laborers to go to the

new countries in organized groups, but sale of land under free selection at a

fixed, uniform "sufficient price," a price sufficiently high to check speculation,

secure reasonably close settlement, prevent labor from leaving the capitalists

stranded, and provide money for immigration and public works.

The management of the land was the key to his theory. He believed that

laborers would not go on working for wages while land could be picked up for

little or nothing. If laborers could not be had, capitalists would not go._

The prime requisites of a young colony were immigrants and public works.

Money for both purposes could be obtained by the sale of land. If land were
given away or sold in large tracts at low rates, there would be no society, no
development of industry, no demand for labor, no hope of rapid progress by

private effort, and no funds for immigration or public works.

But if land were sold at a good price, there would be money in the

treasury to assist immigration and build public works. The soil would be

bought in reasonable sections by those who wished to use it, rather than in

vast areas by speculators. Laborers, not being able to get land for a song,

would remain at work for capital. Capitalists would be attracted to the

colony, because they could count on labor. Workers would be attracted by

free passage in comfortable ships, and the prospect of good wages in private

industry and on the public works, and the closer settlement incident to high-

priced land would give the colonists the advantage of neighborhood and human
society. Inferior lands, which would remain long unsold, might be occupied

by pastoral tenants, but the leases should be short and the lands always open

for free selection and cash purchase.

Wakefield began his agitation in 1820, when Australia was looked upon

as an imperial prison and New Zealand was a group of cannibal islands,

notorious for the bloody feuds of its savage tribes. In a few years he won so

much support that he founded two colonies. South Australia and New Zealand,

both of which have proved brilliant successes. His teaching affected legisla-

tion for and by all the Australasian colonies.

- Reeves, State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand, Vol. I, p. 207.
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material with which to build a state, is no less wise than to use

g'ood judgment in the choice of materials for a house.

The Wakefield land system has not so good a record, partly

because it was not persistently applied, nor its philosophy

thoroly lived up to, and partly because of its inherent defects,

especially its inflexibility and lack of limitation.^ The doctrine

of free selection was everywhere applied without limit to the

area one man or company could hold, but the principle of

sufficient price was not lived up to, and free selection at an

insufificient price proved disastrous. If public land is cheap

and sold without limitation or condition, speculators are sure

to monopolize it by the wholesale, in order to grow fat on the

unearned increment or rise of land values due to the growth

of society, instead of making a living by honest toil, and giving

the community a service equivalent to the value they take

from it.

The New Zealand Company sold land to its colonists at

£1 ($5) an acre, and received from its first groups of settlers

$500,000 for one two-hundredth of the area it claimed to have

bought from the natives for $45,000, selling at over 2,000

times the rate it agreed to pay. Nevertheless, it dealt openly,

honestly and fairly, according to established commercial prin-

ciples, and it devoted its profits to colonization, the expenses

of which were very heavy. The Imperial Land Sales Act* of

1842 confirmed the £1 per acre rule, but made it a minimum

instead of a fixed and uniform price. Crown lands were first

to be offered at auction at an upset of £1 an acre, and after-

ward tracts for which there was no bid could be sold privately

at the upset price. Special sales of large blocks of 20,000 acres

or more to capitalists were provided for. Pastoral licenses were

to be annual. Half the land revenue was to be spent on immi-

gration, and the other half dedicated to the public service

went in practise to public works—a curious mixture of pro-

^ A uniform price, low enough to be fair to the bona fide settler in ordinary
times, could not be high enough to prevent speculation in times of excitement,

and there were no limitations of area, settlement conditions or restrictions on
resale ; nothing to prevent speculators and monopolists, in times of rising

values, from purchasing land in large tracts or buying up block after block

from the original purchasers.
Still Wakefield's plan was a vast improvement on what preceded it. It

provided considerable funds for immigration and public works, and where
resolutely and thoroly applied, as in Canterbury, It checked monopoly and
speculation for many years. (See chapter on "Free Trade in Land.")

* English Statutes 5 and 6 Vict. c. 36 in force in Australia and New Zea-

land, 1843 to 1S46.
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visions for the public interest and for private monopoly. On
the whole, however, this statute together with the Treaty of

Waitangi, and Hobson's land ordinances, and the policy of the

New Zealand Company, were calculated to protect the Colony

from rapid absorption of the soil through large purchases at low

prices by speculators and monopolists. But many complained

that with land at $5 an acre, a poor man could not buy a farm.

An agitation for cheap land was started, and pressure was

brought to bear on the Government to allow direct purchase

\)\ ii.dividuals from the natives.

FITZROY.

Lieutenant Shortland, acting Governor from the time of

Hobson's death till the arrival of the new appointee, December,

1843, ^^^^ nothing in the matter. But Captain Fitzroy, the

BARRETT'S HOTEL, WELLINGTON, 1846.

Engraved in England in 1847 from a dra-<t'ing by S. C. Brees, Principal Engineer of

the New Zealand Company.

second Governor, waived the Crown's pre-emptive right in

J\'Iarch, 1844, and permitted private purchase from the Maoris,

subject to approval of the Government and the payment to it

of 10 shillings on each acre, a fee which he reduced in October

to 2 cents an acre. This was an evasion of the Land Sales

Act of 1842, and a breaking down of the barriers established by

the Treaty. It takes a strong Governor to resist the pressure'

of private interests, especially when both capitalists and work-
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ing buyers are clamoring for cheap land, or direct purchase

or other concessions relating to their immediate needs or desires.

In a letter to Lord Stanley, August 30, 1845, Fitzroy said that at

the beginning of 1844 scarcely any titles to land were confirmed, many
had not even been investigated, and settlers were living on the remains

of their almost exhausted capital. "The greatest detriment to the

progress of the settlers brought out by the New Zealand Company was
the absolute impossibility of obtaining sufficient land for their location

without taking forcible possession of that which the native owners
asserted had not been purchased from themselves. This caused the

energies of the finest body of colonists that ever left Great Britain to

be frittered away in idle pastimes within the limits of scattered wooden
towns."

The Governor doubtless thought the situation justified his land

regulations, but it would have been better for the Government to hasten

the decision of land claims, and to buy land itself from the natives for

settlers, instead of allowing direct purchase from the natives with a

2-cent duty to the State.

The result was a new cloud of disputed land claims. The difficulty

between the New Zealand Company and the natives about the soil had
already burst into battle at Wairau, in June, 1843, and the new disputes

added fuel to the fire. Moreover, incredible as it may seem, the Maoris
were watching the debates in the English Parliament, and not being

versed in politics, they did not understand the foolish speeches in the

House of Commons, nor comprehend the emptiness of Parliamentary

prattle and party warfare. They noted that their chiefs, who fought

for their land at Wairau, were called murderers in England, and a

document from an official of the New Zealand Company was read in

the House in which the Treaty of Waitangi, the corner stone of their

liberties and property rights, was described as a "praiseworthy device

for amusing and pacifying savages for the moment." Not knowing
that the object was not to oust the Maoris, but the Government in

Downing Street, the natives took these things seriously. The inrush

of Europeans, the Great White Cloud threatening to extinguish their

language and customs and perhaps exterminate themselves, alarmed

them, and the land disputes were a perpetual source of irritation. The
result was that Fitzroy soon had a good-sized native war on his hands.

Fitzroy was in full control. His executive council held office at his

pleasure, and constituted the majority of the Legislative Council, which

was then the only chamber for enacting laws or "ordinances," subject.

of course, to the English Parliament and the Colonial Office in London,
from which, however, it required eight months to get a reply. A strong

man could have secured peace and progress with the help of the New
Zealand Company, but Fitzroy was rash, impulsive, weak, injudicious,

obstinate and self-confident, with several other equally valuable attri-

butes. Besides abandoning the Government monopoly of land purchase

from the natives, he abolished customs duties and then re-established

them ; and exhibited so little tact and so much weakness with native

difficulties as to throw the settlers into sullen discontent, and lead the
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Maoris under Heke to grow insolent, out down the flag, and bring on war.

He also issued paper mone}' without authority, disregarded instructions

4r
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HONE HEKE AND HIS WIFE, DAUGHTER OF THE "GREAT HONGI."

Heke was as pugilistic as his father-in-law. In 1844 he persisted in cutting down
the English Hag in Kororareka, the settlement at the Bay of Islands. This led to war.
In one of the battles an American ship in the Bay sent boats through the tire to save
the zcomen and children from the Maoris. Anglo-Sa.xon brotherhood counted for some-
thing even in 1845. Governor Fitsroy offered £100 for Heke, and Heke offered £100
for the Governor's head.
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from Kngland, and beliaved altogether so unwisely that his administra-

tion culminated in conflict, financial paralysis, and general confusion.

GEORGK GRKY.

Fitzroy was recalled and Captain George Grey was placed at

the head of the Colony November, 1845. At last New Zealand

had a real statesman at the helm; a man of strength, high

character and resource, a gentleman, courteous and tactful, a

lover of the people, a democrat in the universal, non-partisan

sense, a commander of ability, a Governor of remarkable power

and a statesman of exalted purpose. He speedily ended the

war, and for his services was knighted two years later (1848)

and became Sir George. He not only conquered the Maoris,

but won their admiration and their love. He protected their

rights, facilitated the administration of justice in litigation in

which they were concerned, had ordinances passed to prevent

the sale of liquor and munitions of war to the natives, pro-

tecting them from themselves and their appetites as well as

from white injustice. He also subsidized native schools, pro-

vided savings banks, and established hospitals and other char-

itable institutions. He saw that the formation of trunk roads

was one of the best means of securing peace and progress, and

used the military and native labor in their construction. The

presence of the soldiers helped to quiet the country, the natives

learned the benefit of work and civilization, and the settlers

were not taken from their o^^n business.

Grey repealed Fitzroy's land regulations and enforced the

Crown's pre-emptive right. ^ He induced the natives to sell a

^Private ptirchasc of native lainl. In .Tune, 1S46, Grey gave notice that

Fitzroy's land proclamations were no longer in force, and an ordinance, passed
November 18tli tlie same year, subjected to fine of .?2.5 to .$500 anyone pur-

chiasing or occupying land from or under a native, and provided for the settle-

ment of claims arising under the Fitzroy regime.
Thus the Government's pre-emptive right was again established, but the

principles of Hobson and Grey have not been steadily adhered to. At various

times in after years private purchasing from natives was permitted, and
always with baneful results to all concerned. Repeated experience has shown
the practise to be demoralizing to the natives, and productive of speculation,

monopoly, fraud and dangerous disputes.

A great deal of valuable land, first and last, was bought from the Maoris
by crafty speculators. Sometimes native land t-wners were kept for weelis in

a state of blissful and pliable tipsiness, hanging round the door of a store-

keeper commissioned to get hold of their shares in a block of splendid land.

The dazed savages were persuaded to buy everything they took a fancy to,

blindly signing receipts for the goods and for money furnished to pay for

drinks till their lands were gone. Twelve gentlemen most conspicuous among
the speculators of early days were irreverently styled "The Twelve Apostles"

of plunder. This was reckless Impertinence, yet even among the good mis



GOVERNOR GREY.

A ijian of tine ability and great tact, a gentleman, a statesman and a scholar.

He established peace and won the love and confidence of the natires. He framed

the Constitution under which the Colony still lives. The great services he rendered,

and his justice, courage, farsightedness and devotion to the best interests of the

people viade him Xcn' Zealand's greatest Governor, and her greatest statesman

during the first half century of her existence.

The old engraving from which this cut is derived, probably did not do the

Governor fullJustice, as the reader may guess from the photoprint on p. 121, show-

ing the Statesman in later life. The difference of time, however, must be con-

sidered as well as the difference of artistic process; for 25 or .?o years will often

make as much improvement in a man's appearance as the passage from an ordinary

wood-cut to a first-class photograph.
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large amount of their surplus lands. Some uiillions of acres

in the North Island and the whole of the Middle Island (except

some reservations for the natives) were bought, whereby the

Government acquired a large estate that laid the basis for real

progress." In purchasing land from the natives for the State

he introduced the system of paying the money in installments

spreading over a series of years. This kept the natives from

reckless dissipation, and served as a security for the good

behavior of the sellers. Under this system years of tranquility

followed, and if it had been continued under Grey's direction

it is likely that peace would not again have been broken.

The greatest of all the many services rendered by Governor

Grey in this first administration, which continued till his

departure from the Colony, December 31, 1853, were his resist-

ance to two unjust acts of the Home Government (a violation

of the land clause of the Treaty of Waitangi, and an unfair

constitution), and the establishment of representative Govern-

ment on a just basis. The discussion of the constitutional

question belongs in a chapter by itself, but the land point may
be stated here.

In June, 1846, the New Zealand Conipanj-'s friends came into office

in England,^ and the Colonial Office was given to Earl Grey. New

siouai-ies there were 20 wbo claimed l.S5,2:'>?> acres for themselves, besides

11,007 for their society, and one claimed .50.000 acres, so intense was the
earth hunger, and so lax the land morals of those days, even among the best
people.

The Government should never have permitted purchase from the natives,

except through the medium of a state commissioner and a court of justice,

instructed to act speedily. But no steady policy was adopted. Here is a

partial list of the vacillating provisions on the subject

:

1841, private purchases of native land forbidden.

1844, private purchases of native land allowed.
1846, private purchases of native land forbidden.
1851, crown's pre-emption waived in favor of New Zealand Company land

claimants.
1877, native land law, providing that proclamatiou of negotiations

between the Crown and natives, for specified lands, should stop all other buyers.
1884, all private sales of native land stopped within a large defined

territory.

1888. full power again given to Maoris to dispose of all lands for which
they had received certiiicates.

"The purchase of the Middle Island was negotiated in 1848. It was
handed over by the Home Government to the New Zealand Company, but when
that company expired it became Crown land. Stewart Island was bought in

1S(i4. Six million acres in the North Island were bought before 1870, and
about eight millions more since.

^ The Imperial Parliament transferred to the New Zealand Company the
southern part of the North Island and about the whole of the Middle Island
for purposes of colonization, and advanced the company $1,000,000, with a

proviso that if the company could not repay the loan in 1850 it must sur-

render its charter and property to the Crown. This surrender took place.

The company had liabilities of half a million pounds, and assets of 1,000,000
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Zealand was exempted from the Land Sales Act so that lands conld be

sold at any price and dealt with in anj' manner the Colonial Office

might desire. The Instructions sent December, 1846, provided for the

continuance of sales by auction at £1 upset per acre, and no private

purchases from natives were allowed, but land registries were to lie

opened for recording titles and lands not clainicd v.'ithin a fixed time

were to he deemed Croii.'n lands, no native titles being recognized unless

acknowledged by some official act, or evidenced by some expenditure on

the land.

This was a clear violation of the Treaty guaranteeing the Maoris

iheir lands, and backed by Chief Justice Alartin and Bishop Sehvyn,

C.overnor Grey refused to enforce it.

The Home Government accepted the situation, tho with a bad grace,

and the matter ended with the regulation by colonial ordinance of the

"squatting" or pasturing of sheep and cattle on the waste lands," which

acres. Cuiupensaticiii for its land was provided for in 1851, and in 18a2 it

was wound up and its overlordship finally extinguished, settlers thereafter

dealing with the Government instead of the company.
It had rendered good service in its twelve years of life, but the Colony

had grown strong emiugh now to attend to the fiu'ther work of colonization

lor itself.

^ Sqnaitcrs or runtwldcrs in New Zealand are what we would call ranch-

men. The law of early times, which made the settled districts of Australia a

prison, forbade the inhabitants to go beyond their borders, but rumors of rich

country in the interior led many tQ break bounds in the twenties and thirties

—

an illegal stream of pastoral adventiu-ers flowed noiselessly out and took pos-

session of large tracts without leave or license. These men were called

"squatters." The term w-as afterwards adopted in New Zealand and applied

to cattle and sheep men in general.

The Land Sales Act of 1842 provided for annual leases for pastoral pur-

poses. The squatters of Australia and those who came a little later in New-

Zealand did not appreciate this. They did not like a system under which the

grazing lands their flocks and herds were us^ng might be put up at auction or

selected under their feet, and they agitated for longer leases. By the Orders
in Council of 1847, the Colonial Ofhce conceded pastoral leases for terms not

exceeding fourteen years, fixed the rental at 1 cent for every sheep the pasture

wouJd carry (the capacity of a run in no case to be estimated at less than
4.000 sheep or 600 cattle, a provision tending to keep small men off the runs)

and gave the lessee a pre-emptive right. During the lease only the lessee

could buy land on the run. and at the end of the term the run was put up at

auction and the lessee had the first right of purchase, or, if the land were not

sold, a right to a further term.

To permit the runholders to lock up large areas from settlement for years,

and aid the perpetuation of their monopoly by affording them the tremendous
advantage of a pre-emptive right, was not in accord with Governor Grey's

ideas of .justice and public policy. His ordinances of August 23, 1S40, and
July 28, 1851, provided for a Crown Lands Commissioner and pastoral licenses

under excellent regulations. Inside of a Hundred, the term of a grazing

license was limited to one year. In the "pastoral districts," or pasture lauds

not yet marked off for settlement, the commissioner might grant license for

fourteen years, subject to the following eondiiions: (1) If at any time the

land, or any part of it, should be included in the boundaries of any Hundred,
the license should cease as to lands so included, from the date of the

proclamation of the Hundred. (2) The license should cease also if the land

were sold by the Crown. (3) The fees were to be $125 plus .$5 for each

1,000 sheep, and if not paid the license would cease, and the run be let by
auction to the highest bidder. (4) No run should be larger than was neces-

sary to carry 25.000 sheep, or an equivalent number of cattle, counting six

sheep efjual to one head of cattle.

Every facility was provided fur the runholders to acquire homesteads of
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had grown up in New Zealand at the close of the war of 1845-6, and

which was destined to become a most important factor in the develop-

ment of the Colony, a large part of which is admirably adapted to stock

raising.

Grey was not so popular with the colonists in these early

years as with the Maoris, for he abolished the lucrative trade of

the colonists with the natives in liquor, firearms and ammuni-

tion, stopped the profitable speculation in native lands, disal-

lowed irregular and extravagant land claims, and put ofif

representative Government, on which account many wrongly

attributed to him a dislike of democracy. Moreover in con-

troversy he inclined too much to personalities and exaggeration,

and so lost part of the hold on the people his otherwise courte-

ous and tactful conduct and wise management entitled him to.

Rut the eight years of his first administration saw the cessa-

tion of native hostilities, the restoration of sound financial con-

ditions, the revival of colonization, and the establishment of

free institutions. He found the Colony on the brink of ruin

and left it in a state of prosperity and progress, and altho just

at the end he made the mistake of reducing the price of public

land from £1 to los, and ttnder certain conditions to 5s an

acre, which led to the purchase of enormous territories by

rtinholders, speculators and monopolists, and the locking up

of large estates in few hands, yet his motive was excellent even

in these cheap land regulations, which he intended to enable

poor men to get farms, not foreseeing the specitlative purchases,

and in spite of this mistake the Colony owes to George Grey

much that is best in its history, as the reader will see if he

follows this story through.

.">0 to so acres on their runs, and compensation for improvements was arranged
fur in case of sale of tlie liomestead.

In the general provisions appl.ving to both pastoral runs and ordinary
grazing licenses. It is stated that Jio license shall preclude the Government
from selling the laud or including it within a Hundred.

A pastoral license could be transferred with consent of the Commissioner,
and a pasture license within a Hundred with c-onsent of the Wardens electe<l

l).v the pasture licensees, provided the transfer was to one occupying land
under grant from the Crown in the same Hundred.



Chapter 6.

THE CONSTITUTION.

The New Zealand Compaii}- and its settlers at Wellington,

Auckland, Nelson, etc., were continually agitating for repre-

sentative government, and in August, 1846, the English Par-

liament enacted a Constitution^ for the Colony. But it was

ill-made, and wholly unjust to the Maoris, who far outnum-

bered the whites, and who by the Treaty of Waitangi had been

guaranteed all the rights and privileges of British citizens, yet

were practically excluded from any share in the Government

by the proposed Constitution and the Instructions sent with it.-

So George Grey, the splendid Governor, with a moral courage

and good sense that cover his name with honor, refused to

enforce the l^astard constitution, and succeeded in postponing

the question for several years'' till a just and reasonable and

' English Slatults at Large l.s4(j c. lu:?.

= The Queen was to establish Municipal Corporations, and appoint the
upper chambers of two or more Provincial Governments and of the General
Assembly for the wliole Colony. Tlie I'rovincial Houses of Representatives
were to be elected by the mayors, aldermen and councils of the Municipal
Corporations, and the Parliament House of Representatives was to be elected,

nominated and appointed by such persons and in such manner as the Queen,
through her I'rivy Council, should appoint.

The "Queen"s" Instructions (December 2:?, 1S4G) under this act provided
that no one should be a burgess (citizen or voter) unless he could read and
write the English language. This practically shut out the Maoris (who num-
bered about 0< 1,1100 to 27,000 whites) for not a dozen native adults could
read and write English. The little white minority were to govern not only
themselves, but the great Maori majoritj' also, without any representation of
the latter, for the natives could hardly be expected to enroll in Municii)al
Corporations with mayors, aldermen and councilors; and even if they did, the
language conditions barred them out.

In his dispatch accompanying the Constitution, Earl drey spoke of ihe
impolicy of recognizing native proprietary rights in the waste lands of the
islands. This Constitution, with the instructions and dispatch, would have
set New Zealand in a blaze if Governor Grey had not (luietly ignored them.

His presentation of tlie case to tlie Horne Government was so strong that
Parliament not only forgave his nullification of its august enactment, but in

1848 concluded to defer action on the Constitution for tive years more.
The Constitution Act of 1840 was a New Zealand Conjpany scheme,

rushed through the English I'arllament in a fortniglit, and not thorcdy
examined anywhere in its (light.

2 English Statutes at Large c. 5, 1848, March 7. suspended the act of

184G (and the Instructions under it), so far as concerned the I'rovincial and
General Assemblies, and it also gave the Governor in Council power to
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at the same time practicable constitution could be adopted.

What a world of trouble it might have saved if we had had
a man like that in control of the Philippines when the first

proclamation of American sovereignty arrived, or better still if

we had had a Government at home that would have provided
for sovereignty with consent of the natives as England did in

1840.

In 1852, England sent out another Constitution* affording

substantial self-government to New Zealand and leaving the

right to vote open to Maoris as well as white men.'^ This was
proclaimed by Governor Grey in 1853, and was in fact in the

main his work. It established a central government and six

provincial governments, the lower House in each case being

elective under a franchise based on a property qualification.*'

THE GOVERNOR.

The central government consisted of a Parliament and a

Viceroy or Governor, appointed by the Colonial Ofiice to be

Commander-in-Chief of the Queen's forces in the Colony, to

modify the burgess qiialiflcations. This power was exercised July 2, 1S51, by
an ordinance abolishing the reading and writing of English as a" qualification
for citizenship. (See Municipal Corporations.)

^ See "The Constitution Act," under which New Zealand still lives. (Eng-
lish Statutes at Large c. 72, 1852, June 30th.)

s Many Maoris were practically excluded by the property qualifications for
the suffrage, for the general tribal tenure was not recognized as "property."
and their dwellings were mostly of little value. But many whites were also
excluded. It was not till 1870 that residence was made sufficient qualification
for the ballot. The constitutional provision was reasonably fair. There was
no race or language distinction. A little industry in either case would carry
the citizen over the franchise line. October 10, 1867, an act was passed for
the division of the Colony into four Maori electorates, and the admission of
four .Maori members to the House of Representatives. For thirty-five years
they have retui'ned four members, and now have also a member of the Cabinet
and two members in the Senate.

8 Each Province had a Superintendent and Provincial Council, elected for
four years, unless sooner dissolved by the Governor. Every man of twenty-
one, having in the district a freehold worth £50 clear, or a leasehold of the
clear annual value of £10, or occupying a tenement in town worth £10 a year,
or £5 outside of town, and having resided in the district six months before
registration, could register and vote for members of the Provincial Council,
aliens and criminals alone excepted. (The same conditions applied to voting
for members of the House of Representatives.) This Provincial Parliament
could make laws with certain .specified restrictions, subject to the Governor's
assent in case of bills reserved for his consideration, and his disallowance
within three months in case of bills not reserved. The provincial laws were
subject also to be controlled and superseded by Acts of the General Assembly,
and were to be null and void so far as in conflict with the laws enacted by
the Central Parliament. This General Assembly or Central Parliament coulil
also constitute new provinces, alter boundaries, provide as to election of
members, powers of councils, etc. Such bills, however, must be reserved for
sanction by the Crown, ;. e., the Colonial Office. The provinces were abolished
by act of October 12, 1875, which came into full operation in November, 1876.
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appoint such persons as the Crown niiji^ht desire to be members
of the Legislative Council or Upper House of ParUament, to

dissolve Parliament at his pleasure, and to reserve bills for

the consideration (if the Home Government.' Tho much
in evidence in the early years, the Governor has long since

ceased to be active. From 1868 the real executive has been

the Prime Minister of the Colony, and the Governor has become

a figurehead. Like the English Crown, he appears in the

Government chiefly on paper and in the expense bills. The
Constitution fixed his salary at ^2,500, which was raised to

£5,000 ($25,000) in 187,^, where it still remains. He has also

£1,500 for establishment and £500 for traveling expenses.

THE LEGISr.ATINK I'nwiCR.

The central legislative power was placed in a General

Assembly, consisting of the Governor, the Legislative Council

(or Senate) and the House of Representatives. The Upper
House was composed of such persons, not less than ten, as the

Governor under the Queen's authorization might summon, and

they w^ere to hold for life.^ There being no limit to the number
of members except that it must not be less than ten, the Council

is liable to dilution by the appointment of new members. The
total number at the present time is 44.° The speaker or presi-

dent of the Legislative Council is nominated by the Governor.

The House of Representatives is elective. A property quali-

fication plus residence and masculinity was prescribed in the

" It was also provided that the Queen, through one of her principal
Secretaries of State, might relegate to tlie (Jovernor tlie powers reserved to

her for i-emoval of Provincial Superintendents, regulation of the s.ale and
occupation of waste lands, estal)lishment of Municipal Corporations and
preservation of aboriginal laws and usages in some district dedicated to that
purpose. The Imperial Government relinquished all control over native affairs

to the General Assemlily in 1S6?>. Land regulation is in the same hands, and
there are no Provincial Superintendents any more, so that there is little, if

anything, left of the royal delegation clause. Even the power to estahlish
new municipal corporations, tho still in the Governor's hands, is there hy
delegation, not from the Grown, but from the New Zealand Parliament, whicli
has assumed entire control of mimicipalities. (See Gorpural ions Acts. Ism;
.-nid lOiM).)

* The tenvire is now fm- seven years, and the (Jovernor, in making appoini-
nients. must follow the re<-ommen(lai inns not of the CJueen or Home (iovern-

ment, hut of the I'rime Minister of New Zealand.

" Civil servants and contractors to the public service to an amount exceed-
ing £i')0 (.$2.50) are ineligible. The salary is !f750 a year plus actual expenses
to and from Wellingicn. but %Q is deducted from the councillor's pay for each
sitting day he is absent in excess of five days in one session, unless such
absence is due to illness or other unavoidable cause. One-fourth of the mem-
bers not on leave of absence are necessary for a quorum.



MAORI BOYS.

In such fine, intelligent youth and their elders. Governor Grey in 1S46 (the
year in which

_
this picture was made), saw material from which self-governing

native communities could be made, and material which might prove explosive if not
well treated. For these reasons, and ths Maori right to citizenship by treaty and
justice, the Governor turned down the Act of 1846 (pp. pf, 47, 4S). Native suffrage
on equal terms with the whites is a distinguishing characteristic of the Constitution
framed by Grey and established in 1853.

Poahu, the youth zvho is seated smoking, zvith the hawk's wings on his head,
tvas the son of a chief from Poverty Bay (so-called because Cook failed to get the
supplies he zvanted there). ^ Smoking was an imported habit. When found by the
whites thei Maoris had neither tobacco nor alcohol, tea, coffee, sugar or minte pie—no stimulant at all.
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Constitution for the electors and members, and the ParHament

was given a five-year term unless sooner dissolved by the

Governor; but all these provisions were subject to change by

action of the General Assembly, and have all been altered."

The number of members now is 74,—70 Europeans elected by

279,330 voters (1899) in a population of 703,119, and 4 Maoris

elected by the 13,628 Maori men and women who voted in

1899 for a population of al)OUt 40,000 in the four ]\Iaori dis-

tricts,—one representative for each 10,000 people of either

race/^ After the present Parliament (i. e., after 1902) there

will be 80 members, 76 European representatives and 4 Maoris.

The House elects its own speaker.

LIMITATIONS. EXGLAND's RESERVATIONS.

The General Assembly may make laws "not repugnant to

the law of England," with a few specified exceptions relating

to duties on military imports, exemptions, bounties, drawbacks

or other privileges in respect to any imports or exports, and

charges on shipping at variance with treaty between Great

Britain and any foreign power. Bills passed by both Houses

go to the Governor who may assent to them, return them with

suggestions for amendment, or reserve them for consideration

by the Home Government. Laws altering the qualifications

of voters, or dealing with the provinces, or changing the pa\

of the Governor, judges, etc., must be reserved. No reserved

bill goes into eft'ect till approved by England (it lapses if no

royal assent is given within a year), and any bill assented to

by the Governor may be disallowed by Order in Council

from Great Britain, whereupon the act becomes null and void.

These are great powers, but the history of half a century

of vigorous legislation, including some of the most radical

measures the world has ever known, proves that England is

inclined to use her power very sparingly. The American Revo-

lution taught John Bull that Anglo-Saxon colonists are apt to

*" The term is three years now, and neither property nor sex is inquired
into as a condition of the hallot.

" Civil servants of the Colony and contractors to whom public money ia

payable beyond £50 a year are not eligible to the House. Members get £20
(nearly $100) a month, or £240 ($1,200) a year, and actual traveling
expenses to and from the capital, witli .$10 deducted for every sitting day
exceeding five in which the member is absent, unless such absence is due to

illness or other unavoidable cause. Twenty members, including the Spealier,

constitute a quorum.
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become exceedingly expensive luxuries unless they are allowed

to have their own way about their own affairs.^" Laws affecting

ininiigration or ocean commerce have sometimes been reserved,

and vetoed or left hanging unapproved ; for example, the

"Asiatic Restriction Act of 1896," was reserved and has not

been approved by England.

Reeves says it is understood that foreign affairs and the currency

are virtually exckided from Colonial Jurisdiction. There are conclusive

reasons, of course, for regarding foreign affairs as belonging to the

Imperial Government, but the case is not so clear for the currency.

There is nothing in the Constitution that covers the point or even looks

in that direction, and in fact the New Zealand Parliament has acted

on the currency in a vigorous manner. See for example the Act of

July 7, 1856, authorizing the issue of paper currency, and the Act of

September 2, 1893, providing for legal tender bank notes with the

Government's guarantee behind them. Another thing which tends to

negative any intent to control New Zealand in respect to the currency

is the fact that in the first Constitution Act passed by the English

Parliament for New Zealand, August 28, 1846, it is clearly stated in

Section 7 that "The General Assembly of New Zealand is authorized

and empowered to make and enact such laws as may be required for

any of the following purposes : . . fourthly, for regulating the cur-

rent coin of the said Islands or the Issue therein of any Bills,

Notes or other Paper Currency." It is quite possible that England

might object to a change in the money unit that would throw New
Zealand out of tune with the rest of the Empire. An unlimited issue

of paper might also be objected to. But any reasonable monetary action

is not likely to meet with opposition from the Mother Country. Inter-

ference with currency legislation was one of the prime causes of the

American Revolution, and England is not likely to offend again in

the same way. If there is any tacit understanding or limitation as to

currency legislation, it must be very indefinite and flexible, and may
doubtless be easily modified to any needful extent. If New Zealand's

statesmen get to studying the Multiple Standard" and find they can

protect themselves in large degree from the evils of falling prices and

save a lot of foreign interest charges by a little scientific monetary

legislation, they could doubtless proceed without fear of interruption

from England.

TRACTICAL FREEDOM AND INDEPENDENCE.

On the whole, taking the widest scope that can be claimed

for England's authority. New Zealand is practically inde-

'- He has recently received an equally vigorous iutimation that the Boers
liave a good appetite for self-government also.

13 For information concerning the Multiple Standard, see '"Rational

Money." Equity Series, 1520 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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pendent, except in respect to international matters, and the little

liberty she yields is more than compensated by the benefits of

federation in the British Empire. New Zealand may with

other colonies in the Empire put in a plea for representation

in the Imperial Parliament, but otherwise, England's treatment

(if her is in fair accord with the principles of self-government,

and it is quite probable that New Zealand would not take part

in the .Imperial Government even if it were offered to her, for

she would have to accept the l)urdens and responsibilities of

the Empire along with its powers and honors. She would be

taxed to pay its debts, whereas she pays no imperial tax as

things arc now, while enjoying the protection of the imperial

power and prestige, with practical freedom in her own govern-

ment.

New Zealand's Constitution can be changed at any time by

vote of her Parliament, subject to the possible dissent of Eng-

land, which is very unlikely to be interjected and practically

certain not to be persisted in if New Zealand proves firm,

even if the change should be objected to at the start. In

reality New Zealand can mold her constitution nuich more

readily than we can ours.

As a matter of substance and practical fact New Zealand is

a republic, tho not entirely so in form.



Chapter 7.

.
THE GO\ERNMENT IN OPERATION.

The first Parliament met in 1854 at Auckland, which con-

tinued to be the capital until 1864, when the city of Wellington

became the seat of Government. The first session was stormy

and ineffectual and lasted only a few weeks. Those who had

drawn up the Constitution had neglected to provide for a

responsible ministry, i. e., a ministry that could be brought to

an end by vote of the House; and the Colonial Office in Eng-

land had sent no instructions on the point. The Governor

was surrounded by officials who formed a sort of cabinet

directing the administration of the various State departments.

These officials were not inclined to give up their places without

a struggle, and a battle ensued between the administration and

the Assembly. Interminable wrangling, intrigue and even

violence resulted. On one occasion the door of the House had

to be locked to prevent the minority from running away to

force a count-out, and one honorable member assaulted another

with his fists. This performance, however, has never been

repeated in the New Zealand Legislature, tho examples of later

date have occurred in other countries.

A CABINET RESPONSIBLE TO THE HOUSE.

The Assembly carried its point. A bill was passed for the

establishment of a ministr}^ responsible to the House, and it

received the assent of England, so that when the second Par-

liament met in 1856, it took control of the Cabinet. The

Ministry is formed by a Premier appointed by the Governor,

but on defeat of the Ministry in the House, or vote of want

of confidence, the Premier and his Cabinet go out or get the

Governor to dissolve the Parliament and appeal to the people
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at the polls. If defeated there the Ministry resigns and a new

one is formed.

The first Ministry under Sewall lasted but one week. The

next under Fox lasted about two weeks. Then Sir Edward

Stafford became Premier and held the office five years. Now
and then since, a ministry has remained alive only a few

days after it was born, but usually the ministries have lasted

one, two, three, or four years, and the present Ministry has

been in office 12 years. ^ When Sir George Grey retired from

the Governorship in 1868, the real executive power passed to

the Ministry, where it has remained ever since.

THK CONTINUOUS MINISTRY. PARTIES.

One of the most interesting facts in. the history of the Gov-

ernment relates to what is called "The Continuous INIinistry,"

which was formed at this time. It was a shifting combination

or series of combinations among public men, whereby the

Cabinet, tho modified from time to time, was not completel}'

changed, but was kept under the influence of the combine and

on its line of policy. This Continuous Ministry was born in

August, 1869, ^-i^cl in the 21^ years from that date, till 1891,

it held office for between 16 and 17 years. The only inter-

ruptions were due to Stafford's ministry, which held for a

month in 1872, Sir George Grey's Cabinet 1877-9, ^^'^^ ^ii"

Robert Stout's, 1884-7. None of these supplanting ministries

had strong majorities or thoro control of the House. So that

the long-lived ministry and its friends had things practically

their own way from 1869 to 1891. From 1869 to 1877 its

leaders were Fox, \^ogel and McLean. It came back in 1879

as the Hall, Whitaker, Atkinson combination, which continued

in power till 1891, excepting the Stout-A'ogel years of 1884-7.

The Continuous ]\Iinistry was mildly democratic and pro-

gressive at first, but became more and more conservative, espe-

cially in respect to taxation, land and labor. Its opponents

gathered about Sir George Grey, John Ballance and Robert

Stout and formed a Party of Progress, which took the name
of Liberal, and since 1876 has been a growing power in the

Colony, altho there is no party organization outside of Parlia-

i.\nri its supportors have now been re-elected for three years more, t. c,
till 1!»05.



CHILDREN OF A MAORI CHIEF.

'flu- middle one is a boy; the tallest (Powharo) and the smallest are girls. The
little girl (Juliana), seated, is a good type of a handsome Maori child. The gar-

ments arc of native flax woven in long mats or mantles. The Maoris had no wool,

cotton, silk, or linen, hut besides the fla.v they made mantles of feathers and dog-

skin. A chief's dress of kizvi feathers (the soft, tine, hair-like plumage of one

kind of Neiv Zealand's ivingless birds) zvoiild occupy a first-class artist tivo years.

The women spoke and voted in the native councils, and ivotild fight, too, upon

occasion; so that the Government, which, in the first years of the Constitution, was

still largely occupied with its relations to the Maoris, Jiad not only the native men
to reckon with, but the wo>ncn also, inaling a total adult body ttvicc as numerous
as the zi'hitc male settlers.
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nu'iit. i'olitical i)arties, as w c know tlu'iii in America, do not

exist in Xew Zealand.

[M PORTA NCp: 01* THK MINISTRY IN RESPECT TO LEGISLATION.

The Ministry is important in New Zealand, not merely

because it holds the real executive power, hut l)ecause of its

determiniui;- iuHuence on legislation. Practically all the impor-

tant hills are framed and discussed by the Cabinet and intro-

duced in T'arliament 1)\' the ?\linistry. Any member may
introduce a bill if he chooses, hut the House has always been

relatively intolerant of individual bills. It prefers to have

the measures submitted to it carefull}' considered by its minis-

tries and harmonized with the whole policy that is being

pursue<l by the (lovernment ; then it is willing to discuss and

a(lo])t. amend or reject them as the case may be.

It is a common thing for new measures to be introduced by

individual members in session after session, for several years,

until thev get backing enough to indicate that the\- are really

wanted, and then the Government, /. c, the Ministry, will bring-

down a bill of its own on the same lines, or support the private

bill. I 'nder this practise only such legislative l)uds as can

bear considerable frost are likely to blossom out and bear

fruit.

As a -Ministry is liable to lose its head at any time through

defeat in the House of an important bill supported by it, or by

direct "vote of want of confidence" bv the House, it watches

carefully the progress of debate in the House and the move-

ment of ])ublic opinion throughout the Colony. H the tide

goes strongly against a Government bill the Ministrv mav droj)

it before the final vote, or it mav inish on to a test vote, and

if defeated call on the Governor to dis.solve Parliament, and

then take the issue to the people at the polls.

THE DEB.\TES.

The main debate on the general principles invohed in a bill

usually comes upon motion for its second reading, tho dis-

cussion sometimes centers about the third reading. If the

measure passes the second reading the House goes into com-

mittee of the whole to con.sider the details. The small com-

mittee system so powerful with us is not in vogue in New
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Zealand. All the amendments and details are dealt with by the

whole House. The separation of the discussion into two parts,

considering first whether the principle and policy is desirable,

whether the House wants to endorse any law of that nature,

and afterward devoting attention to the details, is an admirable

practise and has a most beneficial effect. There is often a

similar division in the law itself : that is, Parliament will decide

on broad principles and leave the details to be filled in by

regulations made by the department concerned, under the super-

vision of the Minister and with the approval of the Executive

Council,—a method that gives great elasticity and practicality

to the law.

If the two Houses differ in respect to details or amendments,

a committee of conference is appointed to see if agreement can

be reached.

The House is often more like a Board of Directors than a

Legislature. The members listen to reports of the officers of

the people's trust or great corporation that owns so many

valuable properties, asks them numberless questions, and exer-

cises a close supervision over the management of the people's

business. At other times, however, when some new measure

is proposed that awakens the opposition of "vested interests,"

the proceedings are no longer so quiet and business-like.

Personal criticism, diffusive and irrelevant talk, measureless

reiteration and insistance on objections of every sort, flood the

legislative hours very much as in other countries. Sometimes

a determined minority will hold off action for days or even

weeks by wasting time in discussion intended simply for delay.

This is called a "stone wall."

The total debates and proceedings of both Houses in a ses-

sion sometimes fill 4 large volumes with 3,400 big pages,

containing about 3,500,000 words (in 1901 for example). But

this is nothing to the atmosphere put out in verbal form by

our Congress and State Legislatures. The 57th Congress'

1st session (1901) filled 8 big books with 7,390 pages, twice

the size of the New Zealand Hansard, containing about 15,000,-

000 words, without the index, which amounts to 1,318 pages-

more. Including the State Legislatures something like 150,-

000,000 words are let off in our legislative halls in a good

year.



Chapter 8.

LEGISLATION.

From about the middle of December, throughout January,

February and March, which are the summer months in New
Zealand, Parliament does not sit. Most of the important laws

are passed toward the end of the session in September, October

and November. The Assembly enacts a small volume of laws

each year, consisting for the most part of amendments, repeals

and revisions of former legislation. From 1876 to 1894 it is

said 2,972 measures passed and 1,602 have been repealed.

Every few years the land laws, municipal laws, electoral laws,

etc., are gathered up and re-enacted with amendments in

consolidation acts. The changes in the law are not marked in

any distinct way, so that one must carefully compare the suc-

cessive laws in order to know what alterations have been made
and when. A most excellent custom prevails of placing at

the opening of each important act clear definitions of the

principal terms used in it, about the meaning and scope of

which any difference of opinion might be possible. This

shortens and simplifies the law by eliminating explanatory and

limiting phrases from the active clauses and avoids the need

for nuich judicial interpretation.

The form of enactment is usually simple ; most of the laws

beginning with the words : "Be it enacted by the General

Assembly of New Zealand in Parliament assembled, and by the

authority of the same." Sometimes this is preceded by a

"Whereas" paragraph, stating the reasons for the act. In case

of revenue acts the formula is not so simple. Tax acts, even

down to the present time commence in this way

:

"Most Gracious Sovereign, We, your Majesty's most dutiful and

loyal subjects, the House Representatives of New Zealand in Parliament

assembled, towards raising the necessary supplies to defray your

Majesty's public expenses and making an addition to the public revenue,

have freely and voluntarily resolved to give unto your Majesty the
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STERN OF CANoe;
» JOHN HEKS,MX» IBtAKD^

NEAV ZEAiANto.

MAORI CARVING.

Stern Post of a Canoe, 1847.

The Maoris not only carved their canoes, Iiouses and gateivays, engraved

their bodies and chiseled their faces, but zvere equally expert at carving their

enemies; and as they still far outnumbered the ivhites in the early constitu-

tional period, the Government spent nnich time considering native questions,

a)ul the best means of avoiding an epidemic of carving.
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duties hereinafter mentioned, and do therefore most humbly beseech

j'our Majesty that it may be enacted; And be it enacted by Your Most
Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the General

Assem])ly of New Zealand in Parliament assembled, and by the

authority of the same as follows:"

The early legislation of the Assembly was largely concerned

with the rtidiments of civic organization and the adoption and

adaptation of English laws and precedents.

Like the Pilgrims in the May Flower and other colonists

who have gone from England, the New Zealanders carried the

English law of their day with them. The common law and

statutes of England existing at the time of New Zealand's

annexation in 1840, became the basis of jurisprudence in the

Colony, and were administered in its courts, except so far as

modified by the ordinances passed by the Governor in Council.

When the Parliament assembled in 1854 it went to work on

the basis of the English common law and the statutes and

ordinances just mentioned. Some doubt arising as to the

extent to which English law was applicable in the Colony, one

of the first acts of Parliament in 18^8 declared that:

"Whereas, the laws of England, as existing on the 14th day of June,

1840, have until recentlj' been applied in New Zealand so far as applica-

ble to the circumstances; but. Whereas, doubt has arisen in respect to

such application—Be it declared and enacted that the laws of England

as existing June 14, 1840, be deemed and taken to have been in fdrce

on and after that day and shall hereafter continue in force."

The early years of Parliament were filled with acts relating

to land, revenue, native alit'airs, provinces, cotirts, civil service,

elections and corrupt practises, naturalization, marriages,

criminal law. fratids in sales, banks and currency, ctistoms

dtities, building societies and friendly societies, municipalities,

tlie post-office, postal savings banks, electric telegraph, etc.

FRIENDLY vSOCIETIES, AGRICULTUR.AE SOCIETII'S, ETC.

In 1856 Parliament provided for the incorporation of friendly

societies, and further laws were passed in 1867 and 1875 and a Con-

solidation Act v.-as enacted in 1877. The object was to provide for relief

in sickness, maintenance of widows and orphans, subsistence when out

of work or in distress, insurance against death or fire, annuities, cattle

insurance, and to carry out any benevolent object, or any purpose what-

ever that might be deemed proper by the Governor.

Building societies, industrial and provident societies, agricultural and

pastoral societies were also established in early years. The industrial
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societies might invest in real estate, hold, sell and exchange mortgages,

lease or build on their land, invest in Government bonds, or in postal

savings banks, or shares of a building society or other industrial society,

lend money to their members, and devotetheir profits to any lawful pur-

pose they desire. The liability of members is limited.

Any fifty or more persons may form an agricultural and pastoral

society under the Act of 1877 for the purpose of promoting the advance-

ment of agriculture, the improvement of live stock, and the related arts

and branches of rural industry; the methods or "objects of the society"

being to collect from agricultural publications information that may be

useful to cultivators of the soil, correspond with other agricultural

societies, to get new data and to undertake experiments and employ

persons to make them ; to encourage men of science to give attention

to the matter of agricultural implements, the application of chemistry,

destruction of injurious insects, eradication of weeds, etc., to promote

discovery of new varieties of grain and vegetables, to gather information

as to the management of woods, plantations, fences and every other

subject connected with rural improvement, to take measures for the

improvement of veterinarj^ art, to give prizes for the best modes of

farming and improving the breed of live stock, and to encourage enter-

prise by exhibitions and prizes for the best exhibits, inventions, improve-

ments, skill and excellence in agriculture or pastoral arts.



Chapter 9.

CHIEF QUESTIONS OF EARLY YEARS.

During the first two decades of self-government the chief

poHtical questions were native affairs and the relations of the

provinces to the central government; but underneath both was

the eternal land question, which was not only the subterranean

force under both these troublesome conflicts, but came to the

surface at times in specific eruptions on its own direct account.

NATIVE AFFAIRS. LAND CLAIMS.

From the start the Government had refused to recognize excessive

land claims based on burlesque bargains with the natives—such

caricatures of contract as the Wentworth purchase of twenty million

acres at 200 acres for a cent, or the twentj' millions deeded to the Now
Zealand Company by chiefs who had no right to sell. But the means of

adjudication were still very imperfect. In 1856 and 1858 provisions were

made for the settlement of old land claims, the old limitation of 2,560

acres, or 4 square miles, for a single grant except under special circum-

stances being re-enacted as to claims arising before January 14, 1840,

and grants in execution of claims arising under the Fitzroy regulations

of 1844 being limited to 1,000 acres. The most serious difficulty of all,

however, in connection with native lands, arose, not from private pur-

chase, but from a supposed Government purchase at Waitara.

The Maoris distrusted the English. They knew their great Treaty

had been made light of and practically disclaimed in Parliamentary

debate in England, that the destruction of their rights under the con-

stitution and instructions sent out by the Colonial office in 1846 had

only been prevented by the courage and tirnmess of Governor Grey, and

Grey was no longer in the ColonJ^

TlIF, M.XORI LAND LEAGUE. THE KING TRIBES. WAR.

Moreover, the growing numbers of the colonists alarmed the natives

more and more. They saw themselves becoming the weaker partner

as the whites spread over the islands, and a league was formed by a

number of the tribes against further selling of land. To strengthen

the land league, and prevent tribal wars by uniting the tribes under

one ruler, some of the powerful Waikato chiefs determined to have a
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king. The leader of the king, movement, Te Waharoa, or Wiremu
Tamihana, usually known as William Thompson, or the king-maker,

was an educated brown-skinned gentleman, a Christian and a states-

man, who wished to stop war, preserve his people and make them

strong. After years of argument and speech making the Maoris chose

the famous old war chief, Te Whero Whero, to be their king. The

. accompanying picture shows a conference of chiefs at Te Whero
Whero's village. He and his tribe had embraced Christianity, and at

the left of the village street you may see the chapel with its bell. Such

villages with their strong stockades, surrounded by deep ditches, were

very effective fortresses. For many years the "king country" in the

middle region of the North Island was practically impervious to the

whites. The kingites disclaimed hostility to the Queen, but would sell

no land, nor allow any whites to settle among them, nor let boats or

steamers come up their rivers. Colonel Gore Browne, the Governor, did

not have Grey's tact or statesmanship. He treated the chiefs dis-

courteously on the one hand, and on the other allowed the sale of guns

and powder to the disaffected tribes, who are said to have spent $250,000

in buying arms and ammunition between 1857 and i860.

Finally, in i860, came the "Waitara land purchase"—the spark that

set all ablaze. A chief, Teira, and his friends sold the Government

600 acres they were occupying. The head of their tribe vetoed the

sale. Government commissioners decided erroneously that Teira had

a right to sell. The Governor sent an armed force to occupy the plot,

and a war with the King tribes followed, which lasted ten years and cost

New Zealand many millions. Sir George Grey was recalled and

became Governor for the second time, December 4, 1861, but tho he

offered the natives local self-government and used all his powers of

conciliation, and tho 12 Imperial regiments were sent to New Zealand,

which, with the militia, gave the whites about ten soldiers to each of

the warriors of the King tribes, the conflict was not finally extinguished

till 1870.*

THE GOVERNMENT SEE-SAW. CHAMPIONS OF WAR AND PEACE.

Stafford, Fox and Whitaker, three of the greatest figures in the

Parliamentary history of New Zealand, were the political leaders during

these troublesome times. Stafford was one of the ablest premiers the

Colony ever had, while Fox was unequaled as an opposition leader, tho

not so strong a premier as Stafford. The result was an astonishing

alternation of ministries. When Fox was in power his comparative

weakness as a minister made it easy for Stafford to supplant him, and

when Fox was on the floor in opposition his splendid powers of attack

enabled him to oust Stafford. Nearly the whole time from May, 1856,

* A brief description of an encounter between tlie Knglisli forces and
the Maoris in 1863 will indicate the sort of fighting material the Maoris were
made of. Some three hundred Maoris were shut up in intrenchments at a

place called Orakau. AVithout food, except a few raw potatoes; without

water; pounded at by the English artillery, and under a hail of rifle bullets
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to April, 1873, either Fox or Stafford was in control, Fox being prime

minister four times and Stafford three times in the seventeen years. This

was New Zealand's great Ministerial see-saw. Fox led the peace party,

acting with Grey in his efforts at conciliation, w'hile Stafford and his

followers thought reliable peace could be attained only through success-

ful war. The alternation of these leaders in control of the Government
produced an unsteadiness of policy that prolonged the war.

Sir Frederick Whitaker, regarded by some authorities as the most
remarkable public man in the Colony at this time, was in favor of

declaring martial law and confiscating native lands in the districts of

rebellion. Sir Frederick was not much in visible control, but for many
years exerted a tremendous influence over political affairs, as the great

adviser of the great doers. He finally won Fox to his views in 1863

and the Whitaker-Fox Ministry of that year carried out his policy of

martial law and confiscation.

To punish the insurgent tribes and defray in part the cost of the

war, the New Zealand Government confiscated more than three million

acres of native land. This did not make the rebels feel any less like

fighting, and as it proved difficult to settle in the face of native raids,

and as considerable portions of the land were ultimately restored to the

Maoris, it did not by any means cover the twenty million dollars cost

of the war before its finish in 1869^

In Jmie of that year, after 4 years of »Stafford's war policy, Fox and

the peace party came into power, and, with his great ministers, Vogel
and McLean, finally succeeded in establishing peace and prosperity in

the Colony. Donald McLean, Native Minister from 1869 to the end of

1876, by liberal payments for service, skillful land purchases, courtesy to

the chiefs and tact and good humor with the people, won the active

aid of the friendly natives against the insurgents, and finally established

peace on a basis of fair and friendly treatment, which, with the influence

aud haud greiiade.s ; iiusiiccessfully assaulted uo less than five times—the.v

held out for three days, tho completely surrounded. The English general
sent a flag of truce inviting them to surrender honorably. To this they
made the ever-famous reply, "Enough ! We flght right on, forever, forever,
forever." Then the general offered to let the vsromen come out, and the
answer was : "The women will fight' as well as we." At length, on the
afternoon of the third day, the garrison assembling in a body charged at
quick march right through the English lines, fairly jumping over the heads
of the men of the Fortieth Regiment as they lay behind a bank. So unex-
pected and amazing was their charge, that they would have got away with
liut slight loss had they not, when outside the lines, been headed off and
confronted by a force of colonial rangers and cavalry. Half of them fell ;

the remainder, including the celebrated war-chief Rewi, got clear awa.y.
After their conversion to Christianity the INIaoris would not fight on

Sunday, and were more than surprised to find that the English, tho professing
to be Christians, paid no respect to the Sabbath. On The dead body of a
Maori general in battle was found the order of the day. It began with a
prayer, and ended with the text : "If thine enemy hunger feed him ; if be
thirst, give him drink." When a Waikato tribe heard that the army of
General Cameron was in a starving condition, they loaded a number of
canoes with potatoes, goats and milk, and sent them up the river to feed
their enemies.

1 There were some slight hostilities in the opening months of 1870, but the
Wftr was practically at an end by the close of 1869.



REWI, A FAMOUS MAORI WAR CHIEF.

This li'iiihdto leader and his men showed desperate courage. In a siege in

iS6s, they refused to surrender, tho practically vithout food or viatcr; sent the

English word "Wc fight on forever;" held out three days and then charged straight

through the British lines, many of them escaping. (See star note, pp. 64-66.) An-
other time when the Maoris were besieged, the English forces attempted to mine
under the native garrison, but it took so long that the Maoris got tired and finally

offered to come out and finish the mine themselves to e.rpedite matters.
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of Maori represcntalinn in Parliament under the Act of 1867, has

prevented any conflict between the races since 1870.

STATE vs. NATION.

The division of function between the Central Government

and the Provincial or State Governments was the source of

much trouble in New Zealand. From 1856 to 1876 the Provin-

cial Question played a star part in the politics of the Colony.

From the first many colonists thought the Provincial Govern-

ments superfluous, but for twenty years the majority in Par-

liament and out of it believed in the Provinces and were ready

to forego quarrelling with each other on any other matter

whenever the Centralists threatened the local Councils.

Governor Grey was an ardent Provincialist, and so till the

middle seventies was Fox. Both were strong believers in the

principle of local self-government, and regarded the Provinces

as good applications of the principle. StaiTord was a Central-

ist,—waiited union and a vigorous national government. He
fully appreciated the value of local self-government, but

thought the Provinces broke in too much upon the sphere of

national interests which should be controlled by broad con-

siderations of national well-being, and not by local prejudices

and jealousies.

The question Avas not one of local self-government of local

afifairs; no one was opposed to that; but whether the Provinces

should be allowed to absorb the powers of the General Govern-

ment. They were carrying on the work of colonization and

had the management and sale of Crown lands ; education,

police, laws relating to live stock and timber, harbors, the

making of roads and bridges, etc., were in their hands, and

tiiey received a part of the customs duties, and nearly the whole

of the land fund, with other revenues,^—pastoral rents, dog-

tax, etc. Division of function and local government are excel-

lent, but if the captains undertake to do the work of the Com-

' liy a "compacf arrived at in tlie session of 1856, each Province was. in

effect, given the entire control of its public lands, and the entire receipts,
except half a crown (62 cents) an acre, which was to go to the Central Treas
ury as a contribution for national purposes. C.v Act No. 67, 1858, the land
revenue was confirmed to the Provinces and one-sixth of such revenue in New
Plymouth, Auckland and Wellington was to be paid to the State, to be
expended on the purchase of native lands, which meant simply buying more
lands for those I'rovinces. The Provinces of the Middle Island already pos-
sessed their territory, for that island had been bought from the natives ; but
nine-tenths of the land in the North Island was still in the hands of the Maoris.
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niander-in-Chief, confusion will result. That is what liap-

pened with the Provincial systems.

THE PROVINCES GOT THE LAND IN SPITE OF THE COXSTITI'TION.

The Constitution forbade land legislation 1)\- the Provinces, but

Parliament easily evaded that liniitaliun, and in practise till 1876 the

Provinces administered the lands and spent most of the funds pretty

much in their own fashion. The Waste Lands Act of 1854 enabled the

Superintendent and Council of any Province to recommend to the

Governor regulations for the sale, letting, disposal and occupation of

Crown lands within its boundaries, proclamation by the Governor, with

assent of the Executive Council (the Cabinet or Ministry), being

sufficient to put them in force.

Act No. 22. 1856, authorized the Provinces to make land laws directly,

subject to the Governor's dissent, but this was disallowed in England.

The New Zealand Government, however, accomplished its purpose by

passing almost as a matter of course any bills the Provinces drew up.

In a few years the land legislation of the Colony was in a hopeless

tangle. Every Province had its own system (subject of course to the

controlling legislation of the General Parliament) and such vested

interests on the part of the Provinces gradually accrued under this

system that it was thought necessar}- for many years to permit each

Province to carrj- out its own methods, and this arrangement was not

finally abrogated till 1892, when the whole Provincial methods of the

Colony were assimilated.

It is a curious fact that under a Constitution expressly intended to

place the management of pu1)lic lands in the Central Government, and

exclude the State Governments from that held, the matter should never-

theless have been turned over to the Provinces, in spite of the dissent of

the Home Government to the change. New Zealand does not stop at

paper barriers, and her Assembly knows how to have its way regardless

(if England or the limitations imposed liy the Constitution enacted bj'

the Imperial Parliament.

England, however, by good sense or accident, zvas right i)t tliis case,

and New Zealand was wrong, as .she afterward realized, for the local

control of land gave large incomes to the Southern Provinces with their

ample estates and Wakefield prices, w'hile the Northern Provinces with

little land and low prices were very poor. This created endless jealousy

and conflict, prevented symmetrical dcveloiiment. and defeated important

national policies, as we shall see.

sy
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FREE TRADE IN LAND.

Coming now to the land question per sc, which from first

to last has caused more trouble and discussion than any other

matter in the history of the Colony, we note that throughout

the early years land was bought and sold like a manufactured

commodity with ample facilities for speculation and the growth

of great estates. Not till 1877 was there any vigorous and

comprehensive effort to control these tendencies, and they were

not actually controlled till 1891-2.

CHEAP LAND REGULATIONS.

The instructions sent with the Constitution authorized the Governor

to make land regulations pending the action of the Assembly, and Grey,

in 1853, in pursuance of this authority, issued regulations for the

disposal of Crown lands. Under these rules town and suburban lands

were sold by auction, while rural lands outside the limits of Hundreds

were to be sold at 10 shillings an acre, with modifications which per-

mitted the price to be reduced as low as 5 shillings on the certificate of a

commissioner.^

This reduction of the ordinary price of public land from £1 per acre

to 10 shillings and 5 shillings was meant to place the acquisition of a

freehold within the reach of every man, but the result over the greater

part of the Colony was directly the reverse. Enormous areas were

bought up by pastoral tenants, monopolists and speculators, and locked

up from settlement. Men of means bent on establishing vast estates

and a Colonial landed aristocracy, bought miles of territory to keep,

and speculators bought Crown lands to gamble with."

' 'J'hese rosulations did not apply to lands held by the Canterbury and
Otago Associations (see infra), which, however, suffered greatly from the
proclamation, as well as the rest of the Colony.

- Grey did not foresee the consequences of unrestricted sales at low prices,

and those who followed him imposed no checks till immense areas had been
bought up. Grey's friends point to the fact that the great purchases did not
begin till after his departure, and maintain that if he had retained control of

affairs he would have established safeguards. Very likely this is true, but the

fact remains that low prices, without settlement conditions or limitation of

holdings, left the doors wide open to monopoly, and created one of the greatest
problems with which New Zealand has had to deal.
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The speculator liad no intention of cultivating. He simply waited

for population, for the advent of the bona fide settler, and the rise of

value that would come with him. When the settler came, the man who
really wanted to use the land, he was confronted by a ring of

speculators, who, having acquired the richest accessible blocks, asked

three or four up twenty times what they had paid. Many capitalists, on

the other hand, bought land in large quantities as the basis of a

privileged order.

Suppose the roadways of the Colony had been papered with posters

announcing in letters ten inches high

:

GonTHOL OF Future GEHEitaTioiis pw on Sale !

PERPETUAL FRANCHISES TO TAKE THE EARNINGS OF UNBORN
THOUSANDS BEING DISPOSED OF AT LOW RATES.

MONOPOLY
OF LIGHT, AIR, WATER, SOIL, AND ALL THE SOURCES OF WEALTH

AND NECESSITIES OF LIFE AT 5S- AN ACRE.

SOCIAL CONSIDERATION, POLITICAL POWER,
INDUSTRIAL MASTERY OF MEN AND WOMEN

AND ALL OTHER RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES THAT GO WITH CWNERSHIP OF THE LAND.

DEEDED BY THE GOVERNMENT
TO INDIVIDUALS AND CORPORATIONS IN ANY QUANTITY THEY CAN PAY FOR

AT ^160 A SQUARE MILE,
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD,

FOR THEMSELVES, AND THEIR DESCENDANTS AND
SUCCESSORS FOREVER.

SEATS IN THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
BLOCKS OF VOTES. BATCHES OF LEGISLATION, AND

CHOICE SLICES OF THE CONSTITUTION
NOW OPEN FOR SELECTION ON EASY TERMS.

Xew Zealand would have risen in arms to stop such pro-

ceedings clearly announced. Yet that is substantially what

was going- on, the probably no one knew it except a few capi-

talists. The people did not fully itnderstand the meaning of

unrestricted sales of land till after the damage was done.

Society does not do much more thinkinc: about tlie future col-
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lective welfare than a herd of buffalo, or a colony of grass-

hoppers. Everybody wanted land. There was a rush for indi-

vidual possession.

THE SQUATTERS.

In the Middle Island, a large part of which is especially adapted to

grazing, the hattle was mainly between the squatters and the settlers.

Otago was settled in 1848 and Canterbury in 1850, by high-class associa-

tions,"* working in conjunction with the New Zealand Land Company,

and adopting the Wakefield system.* Squatters came from Australia,

and seeing that the island was an ideal country for stock,"^ taught the

DuNEDiN (the Chief Settlement in Otago), 1858.

I. Dr. Burns. 3. Provincial Government buildings. 5. Brown's store, the first Post-Office, corner

Stafford and Princes Streets. 8. Present site of the "Star" office, outside of which there are now three streets

a railway line, station, goods sheds, yards and wharves for shipping.

^ Scotch Presbyterians settling Dunedin, in Otago, and English Episco-
palians founding Christchurch, in Cantei-bur.y. These settlers, like the New-
Zealand Company's immigrants were picked men. Many afterwards became
noted leaders of the people, and such was their high character and ability

that they gave a superior tone to the Provincial councils and to Parliament,
which it has since retained, and which has marked it as the premier legis-

lative body of Australasia. New Zealand is frequently adopted as a model by
the other colonies with respect to legislation and administration. (Epps'
"Land Systems of Australasia," p. 141.)

Dunedin and Christchurch constituted, and have continued to be, the two
main centers in the Middle Island.

•• See chapter on Colony Building.

5 Long, treeless stretches of grass land, well watered and green the year

round, with a mild but invigorating climate, made the region the best pasture

land in the world.
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new settlers to look to wool and meat rather than oats and wheat for

their support and profit. In a few years the whole east and centre of

the islands, except a few insignificant cultivated patches, was leased

in great runs of 10,000 to 100,000 acres. As late as 1857 there, were not

fifty thousand acres of land under tillage in the Middle Island.

Socially and politically and often financially also, the runholdrrs

were the magnates of the Colony. Wool and meat became the leading

staples. But the system of huge pastoral leases meant the exclusion

of population from the soil. A dozen shepherds and laborers were

enough for the largest run during most of the year. When the sheep

had to he nuistered and shorn a band of wandering workmen was

called in. The work done, they tramped ofif to undertake the next

.station, or too often, to drink up their wages at the nearest public house.

The great leases were not so bad, however, as the great freeholds.

The leases were terminable and could not be transferred without assent

of the land officers, but the freeholds were eternal, and were salable

commodities,—there was no end to the piling up of huge estates possible

to the freehold. Immense tracts were swept up by the Shepherd Kings

under Grey's cheap land regulations, turning their leaseholds into free-

holds.

I,.\ND.LAWS.

Parliament passed land laws, some general and many special, but

nothing adequate. In fact, the property suflfrage and the general weight

of wealth, gave the big landlords the preponderance of power whenever

they chose to exert themselves.

In 1858, a general law was passed providing that rural lands sho.ild

be sold at aucti(Mi in blocks not exceeding half a square mile, or 320

acres, at an upset price not less than 5 shillings an acre. Under this

land could be sold at any price from 5 shillings up, and, in fact, many

f the UKJst \aluable estates in the Colony were secured at 5 shillings

an acre after 1858. As an example of the special legislation of this

period, take the Southland Land Act of 1865, with its 14-year pasture

licenses terminable on sale of the land (as by Grey's ordinances of i84()

and 1851), and its rentals fixed at a higher rate for small runs than fin-

large ones.''

These acts show the state of the legislative mind on the land

question in the fifties and sixties. They contained embryo restrictions,

and reservations favorable to the people—the 32b-acre limit, and the

termination of leases on sale of the land—but there was nothing in them

that could hinder the development of monopoly, and the rapid inrush

of population consequent on the discovery of gold' and again on thf

o

"The annual r.iUs were $10 lor each 100 acres on small runs (up to 1,000

acres) ;
$8.3."'. for each 100 acres for first 1,000 on medium runs d.OOO to

5,000) ; $4.36 for raoh 100 acres in addilidu; H '"or eaeh Kh) acres on large

runs (over 5,000 acres).

' Some gold was found In 1852 and 1853, but the first payable gold field

was opened in 1857, in the Nelson District. In 1801 enticingly rich deposits

were discovered at Gabriel's Gully and other points in Utago. Digging with a

butcher's knife in the gully that bears his name. Gabriel Read got $140 wortli
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building of railways a few years later, gave special impetus to specula-

tion.

"gridironing" the land.

It was easy for a rich man to buy up section after section, or have

them bought by employees and dependents, or gather them in by

repurchase from the original buyers. There was no limitation on the

area one man could hold, no discouragement of great estates by pro-

gressive taxation, or compulsory division. The low rent rate on big

runs favored the large stock men. Squatters took advantage of low

prices of land to get permanent possession of their pastures, and the

less secure they felt their leases to be the more they sought to turn

their titles into freeholds, at least so far as necessary to baffle their

enemies, the settlers, who wanted the land for agricultural uses. Backed

by the banks, the squatters bought right and left, and using their full

local knowledge, were able to acquire frontages on roads and rivers,

land round lagoons and waterholes, and the best patches to be found in

the country. Wide stretches of leasehold were blotched, spotted and

tatooed with blocks of freehold in such a way as to bewilder and baffle

would-be purchasers. This process was called "spotting" or "grid-

ironing." It was free selection turned against the selectors. Free

selection did not break up the squatters, but broke up the country

instead. Runholders and speculators "picked out the eyes of the land"

in such a way as to render the remainder of little value to anyone but

themselves.

EARLY EFFORTS TO HINDER SPECULATION.

Even in this period of free trade in land, however, something was

done in two of the Provinces to hinder speculation and favor close and

genuine settlement. Under the law of 1858, the upset price or auction

basis ranged from 5 shillings an acre in Auckland to £1 in Otago and

£2 in Canterbury. The $10 base in Canterbury and the $5 rate with

settlement conditions in Otago were at first effective, but even these

of gold in ten hours. In 1862 two men came into Dunedin with $20,000 worth
of gold they had got by cradling and washing the sands of the Clntha River.

Astonishing patches were found in the drift of the mountain torrents. As a

party were crossing a river, their dog was swept away by the current to a

small rocky point. One of the diggers went to the rescue, and was richly

rewarded, for from the sands by the rock he took $5,000 in gold before night.

The news of such discoveries, of course, spread like lightning throughout
Australia, and stampede after stampede resulted. From 1857 to 1864 the

population of New Zealand increased about 200 per cent. Trices of agri-

cultural produce, food, lumber, etc., went up, and the demand for teamsters

was so great in some sections that $600 a ton was paid for the carting of

goods 45 miles from Dunedin to the gold fields between Clyde and Cromwell.
Many rich discoveries of gold in sand and quartz have been made since the

early years. Workmen building a public road uncover a gold mine : a tree

falls in the forest and a gold mine is found at its roots. In one region more
than $6,000,000 have been taken from an area not exceeding 600 acres. The
Calidonian Claim yields over $.S,0()0,000 of dividends a year. The total pro-

duction of New Zealand's gold fields, 1857 to 1901, is $290,000,000, or about
$3,000 per square mile for the whole country and $360 per head of popula-

tion, against $200 per square mile and $30 a head in the United States for a

whole century.
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barriers proved wholly insufficient in the seventies, and monopoly and

speculation went merrily on their way even in these guarded Provinces.

OTAGO S SETTI.EMENT CONDITIONS.

As early as 1856 Otago had set the example of insisting on an outlay

of 30 shillings an acre in improvements by each purchaser of public

lands. In 1861 the purchaser of "waste"' or public land had to

make improvements upon it in two years equal in value to twice the

purchase money. And the efforts to enforce these settlement conditions

met with considerable success. Canterbury's plan of free selection at

£2 an acre without restriction of area or settlement conditions, also

proved efifective in securing genuine settlement and ample funds for

the public treasury. The land sold in Canterbury and Otago brought

on an average six times as much as that disposed of in Auckland. The
southern provinces had millions to spend, while insolvency looked the

northerners in the face. There great estates were being accumulated

by purchase at low rates, while men in the high-priced districts were

painfully saving their earnings to buy small farms.

CANTERBURY S HIGH PRICE FOR PUBLIC LAND.

Canterbury was the place in which the Wakefield system had its

fullest trial. A high price was fixed on the land and steadily adhered

to for no less than 40 years. At first the price was £3 an acre,^ £1 of

which was to go for a church and educational endowment (Canterbury

was a Church of England settlement). Governor Grey set himself to

stop this alliance between church and state and succeeded shortly in

cutting off this £l for the churches and their schools, leaving the rate

in Canterbury £2 an acre, the receipts being spent to aid settlement and

developinent, build roads, bridges and other public works. For some

years portions of the Provinces were subject to the cheap land regula-

tions of Sir George Grey, under which so many blocks were sold to

large proprietors at 5 shillings and 10 shillings an acre. In these parts

soine large pastoral freeholds were developed. But where the uniform

high price was changed scarcely anj' such monopoly building occurred.

While the high price of land concentrated population, and prevented

many of the discomforts and drawbacks of early colonization, and

hindered speculation, yet on the other hand it kept the laborer working

for others longer than in the settlements where land was to be obtained

at a lower price and where a man by hard work could fight his way
sooner to independence. In Otago greater facilities were given for

men of sinall capital to settle on the land. Canterbury was more aristo-

cratic and consisted largely of employers and employees; while Otago

* For farming land ; town lots were $G0 up. By the Association's Charter,
1851, one-sixth of the land revenue was to go to the Government, one-third to
religious and educational purposes, one-third to immigration and one-sixth to
surveys and other expenses.
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was democratic and contained a much larger proportion working inde-

pendently for themselves.*

The experience of Canterbury showed, however, the correctness of

Wakefield's idea that a high price would check monopoly and specula-

tion. For 20 years genuine settlement went on under the Wakefield

price, the land revenue furnished millions for developing the country,

and the tracts thus settled are to-day one of the best-farmed districts

in the colonies. But the land system broke down in the seventies be-

cause of its inflexibility. Railways were rapidly built, there was an

inrush of population, the land fever came with it, £2 was no longer a

sufficient price, but the people neither raised the price nor imposed

GIBBON WAKKFIE;I,D.

From a bust representing the great colonizer in advanced years.

settlement conditions. The result was a period of speculative buying

during which all the agricultural land in that part of New Zealand

passed from the State, and then a ruinous collapse. A price quite

"sufficient" in ordinary times may be totally insufficient in a boom or

a period of rapid progress. The people must alter their laws as condi-

tions alter; they must make their institutions as flexible as the market,

or else they must control the market. If they neither control the market

nor adapt their regulations to its changes, their laws and institutions will

be overwhelmed by it.

*Moss, "History of New Zealand.



THE TORREXS SYSTEM OF TITLE REGISTRATION.

Land Titles Guaranteed r.v the Government.

Easy, Inexpensive, Swift and Certain Transfer.

( )ne land law of this period is so important that it deserves a

separate section. It greatly simplified and cheapened the

transfer of realty, and replaced the uncertainty of ordinary

titles with the certainty of titles guaranteed by the State.

The dit^culties and uncertainties surrounding land titles

under the ordinary system are very great. It is often neces-

sar\- to search through many big volumes of deeds and mort-

gages, and carefully construe the provisions of various wills

and conveyances in order to follow the title to its source and

fonu an opinion as to its validity. And after all, the opinion,

when rendered, even liy the niost accomplished expert, may
prove fallacious, and the purchaser may lose his land from some

defect of title.

In i860 an act was passed in Xew Zealand to remedy this

condition of things by establishing what is known as the Tor-

rens svstem of title re-Jfistration.^ Land Registry ( )ffices were

' Itcccni .\>\v /,( aland Vtar Uooks date tlu' new system from ISTo.but that
is a mistake. The law was revised, improved and re-enacted in 1S70. and
refjistration since then has been under that law : lnit registra'tion «( litli's wrs
<'stal)lished li.v the Land Transfer Act of IStiU.

'I'lie system was invented shortly before this by Sir 15. Torrens (collector
<>( customs at Adelaide. Soiitli Australia), who devised a metliod by which
registration was combined with a system of indorsement on the original title

<ieed of all changes in the ownership of the land, so that, instead of a tedious,
costly and uncertain examination of a long series of involved legal documents,
the purchaser may with certainty and without expense ascertain the title at
once by looking at the <;overnment register in the land transfer oflice of the
district. Having thought out his plan of cheapening and simplifying dealings
with land by a system of registered proprietorship, he submitted the scheme
to the most eminent local authorities on law, but they threw cold water on it.

Other advisers, however, less learned in the law, thought better of It, and an
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established independent of the ordinary registries of deeds and

mortgages, in order to register titles instead of evidences of

title. A inan may give the registrar his deeds and the names

of all persojts interested, and the registrar investigates the title

once for all. If he finds it valid, he accepts it and registers

the applicant as proprietor, and gi-i'es him a certificate to that

effect. The registrar keeps the deeds and other past evidences

of title which are thenceforth consigned to oblivion in the

archives of the department. The certificate gives an inde-

feasible title in fee subject only to such incumbrances and

charges as are entered on the register. All that the intending

])urchaser has to do is to consult the register from which he

learns at once who is the owner of the land and what burdens,

if any, rest upon it. He is therefore able to complete the

transaction with absolute security. The original proprietor

hands over to the purchaser his certificate of title together with

a duly executed transfer on the production of which to the

registrar the buyer is in turn registered as proprietor and

holder of the certificate of title. Each transferee, therefore,

acquires by registration an independent title on a level in point

of simplicity and security with a Government grant.

The law of i860 made an exception in case of a transferee

without value; providing that such transferee should be subject

to unregistered claims binding on the transferor. But the

Land Transfer Act of 1870 improved the law in this respect

bv enacting that, except in case of fraud, no transferee should

be required to investigate the consideration given, or the cir-

cumstances of the registered proprietor.

agitation was begun in its favor, wliieli, after a short contest with the legal

profession, resulted in putting the plan in the statutes of South Australia in

1S58.

The substance of the system is simply this: "Any land owner may take

his evidence of title to the land transfer office, and, en proving title to the

satisfaction of the registrar, who acts on beha'.f of the State, may have his

land registered to tiim as owner and receive from the office a certificate to that

effect. This registration gives him an indefeasable title, and if he wishes to

sell he does not have to trace his title beyond the one registration in the land

transfer office. The Government guarantees that title. In case of sale, he

fills out a simple memorandum of the transfer, and this, with his certificate, is

taken to the registrar, who enters the transfer on his book and on the certifi-

cate. This completes the transfer and confers upon the purchaser the inde-

feasable title with the Government guarantee. It is the registration that

transfers the title, not the making of the memorandum nor the signing or

delivering of any certificate. Wherefore the title may at all times be asc?r-

tained by a glance at the registrar's book."

After watching it at work in South Australia a little while, the other

Australian colonies adopted it, one after another, till all now have it in
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A person claiming" under a trust or equitable interest may
enter a "caveat" on the register which gives notice of his

interest to any person dealing- with the land. The acquirement

of rig'hts in land by the common law method of adverse posses-

sion and user, or what is called title by prescription, is not

possible under the new system which makes registration essen-

tial to proprietorship.

The special article on the Land Transfer v'^ystem in the

( )fficial Year Book for 1894, says that up to that time lU)

fraudulent dealing had come to light attributable to the land

transfer system, and careful search has failed to reveal an\

sign of such dit^culties since. ^^listakes in surveys, especially

those of early years, have caused some trouble, but ample pro-

vision is made by the law for compensation in such cases from

the "Land Transfer Assurance Fund,"' established by the Gov-

ernment and kept safe in the hands of the Public Trustee. So

that land transactions luider this system are practically guar-

anteed h\ the Government.

The Assurance Fund is maintained by a contribution of a

halfpenny in the pound on the value of all land brotight under

the Act upon application of the proprietor. This is really

Government insurance of titles, which cUfTers materially, how-

e\-er. from title insurance by private companies as we have it.

I luKr ihc New Zealand system it is only necessary to insure

a title once,—it is forever after a guaranteed title under the

Torrens registration, whereas with us the title must be newly

insured at every transfer of it. ^Moreover the Government

guarantee is much more solid than that of our private com-

panies, which may fail or take advantage of some condition in

the policy, and have always the disadvantages of our complex

and uncoordinated registration to contend with.

The Torrens method of dealing with titles is admirable for

its security and econom}-. The expense of difificult examina-

tions of title is done away with. No legal assistance or tech-

nical knowledge is requi.site for the investigation of the title

that is registered under the Torrens system. As the law.

operation. Everywliere it works smootlity. and sales. mortgaRes and leases
are completed In a few moments, instead of the hours, days or weeks that
were frequently consumed under former methods, and "at a tenth of the cost
to a conveyancer's client under the old system." Best of all. it makes life

more certain, and saves worry. No transferee under the Torrens law need
lie awake nights in anxiety about his title, for the Government is behind It.
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however, is limited to land alienated by the Crown since its

enactment and to such other land as may be brought under

the operation of the law by voluntary application of the pro-

})rietor, it will take a good while to bring all the freeholds of

the Commonwealth within the new svstem.-

- England passed an ineffective law for Government registration and
guarantee of titles in 1862, but. as it frequfntly ccst ilil.OOO or more for the pre-

liminary searches, little use was made of the act. In 1807 an effective law
was passed. Massachusetts has now an act for the registration of titles

which went into effect October 1, 1898. Illinois. Ohio. California, and per-

haps other States, have passed similar laws. In Illinois it was held unconsti-

tutional. The system has been adopted in Germany, Switzerland, Austria-

Hungary and part of Canada. It began in South Australia in 1858; took root

in New Zealand in 1800; Queensland, 1861; New South Wales, Victoria and
England, 1862; Tasmania, 186.3; West Australia, in 1874; Manitoba, 1883;
India, 1884, and Massachusetts, 1898.



Chapter 12.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.

In January, 1842, Governor Hobson framed an ordinance

for the establishment and regulation of municipal corporations.

The preamble read as follows :

"Whereas, it is necessary that provision be made for the good order,

heahh and convenience of the inhabitants of towns and their neighbor-

hoods; And, Whereas, the inhabitants themselves are best qualified, as

well by their more intimate knowledge of local affairs as by their more

direct interest therein, effectually to provide for the same ; And,

Whereas, the habit of self-government in such cases hath been found to

keep alive a spirit of self-reHance and a respect for the laws, and to

prepare men for the due exercise of other political privileges; Be it

enacted," etc.

It was provided that any place of 2,000 people or more might

choose each year a mayor and council or board of aldermen.

The burgess roll or list of citizens entitled to vote was to include

every male inhabitant 21 years old, who paid a poll tax of

20 shillings ; each citizen or burgess was to have one vote,

aild his franchise was to be exercised by giving in a ballot

paper. This ordinance, however, was disallowed by England.

In 1884 the Governor tried again with an ordinance substan-

tially like the former one. It was reserved for England's

approval, but confirmation was never notified. Tho tmstic-

cessful these early efforts are interesting for the democratic

tendencies they disclose.

The Royal Instructions of December 23, 1846, accompanying the first

Constitution Act, provided for the establishment of municipal corpora-

tions and stated the qualifications of burgesses or citizens as follows:

"Every male person who on the first of January in each year had been

in occupation of any tenement in a borough for six months was to be a

burgess for the ensuing year, with the limitation, however, that this

franchise should not belong to any alien or person of unsound mind or

infamous criminal or pauper or tax defaulter, nor to any person not

able to read and write in the English language,—a condition that ex-

cluded the Maoris.
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Altho the first Constitution Act was suspended by the Enghsh Act of

1848 so far as it provided for State and Provincial Governments, the rest

of its provisions and these accompanying Instructions from the Queen
were left intact, with the proviso, however, that the Governor of New
Zealand might l)y ordinance in council modify and depart from the

qualifications of burgesses as stated in said Royal Instructions. In July,

1851, an ordinance was passed abolishing the requirement that a burgess

must be able to read and write in English.

The New Zealand Parliament in 1867 provided that every

person of the a^^^e of 21 years, who is the owner or occupier

of any assessable property in the borough for which he is

liable to be taxed, should be entitled to be enrolled on the

burgess list and to vote in all elections of councillors for the

borough according to the following scale: one vote if the

ratable value of property on which he paid taxes was less

tlian £50 ($250) ; two votes, if such ratable value was between

£50 and £100; three votes from £100 to £150; four votes from

£150 to £350, and five votes if his ratable value was over

£350. The law of 1876 re-enacted these provisions, but added

that in any election of the mayor or auditors, each citizen

should have only one vote.

Municipalities were very early given large powers in refer-

ence to their streets and for the construction, purchase and

operation of markets, water works, lighting plants and other

public utilities.

WATER WORKS.

It was provided that any Municipal Council might construct

or purchase, and operate water works, and supply the people

in or out of the city or town with water,^ or the Council might

contract with private parties for the supply of water; such

contract, however, must be submitted to a referendum, and

any loan required for the building or purchase of water works

must also be adopted by a referendum vote. County Councils,

and in some cases Road Boards may also construct and main-

tain water works.

-

G.\S WORKS.

The Council of any city or town may establish and operate

gas works to light the streets and supply the inhabitants or

^ See Municipal Corporations Act ISSt;, Sec. .312 to ,'516.

2 No. 42, Acts of 1891.
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people outside the limits of the borough. It may also purchase

gas works built by private companies ; or it may contract with

a company for the lighting of streets, public buildings, etc.^

DLECTRIC LIGHTING.

The Governor was authorized to establish electric lighting

for public offices and buildings, and any local authority having

power to construct public works was given the right to con-

struct and maintain electric lines as a public work, and supply

itself and the people with electricity. No one but the Governor,

or such local authority, has a right to construct an electric

lighting plant to supply the public with electric light without

a special Act to that effect. Private parties are permitted to

put up lines that do not go outside of the building where the

electricity is generated, but must have special permission for

any undertaking of a public nature.*

STREET RAILWAYS OR TRAMLINES.

In 1872 the Tramways Act provided that tramlines may be

built by a local authority or by a private party or corporation

with consent of the local authority which may make any terms

it sees fit to prescribe in return for such assent. If the tram-

ways are built by a private company the local authority after

21 years may buy the plant. No tax funds may be spent for

construction or purchase, however, except upon a referendum

vote of the tax payers. The municipality may lease the roads,

but had no right to operate them under the law of 1872. In

1886, however, it was provided that the Municipal Council

may construct, maintain and operate tramways throughout any

city or town and beyond it, the question whether or not to

build such lines being decided by a referendum vote of the

citizens. If a loan is desired, that also must be submitted to a

poll. The Council is authorized to use horse or steam or other

power to propel carriages on the tramways, and to regulate

the traffic and determine the fares. It may buy tramways

built by private parties, and may lease its lines if it sees fit, but

not for more than 21 vears at a tirne.*

3 See Municipal Corporations Act 1886, Sec. 353, et seq.

* Electric Lines Act 1884.

For later cjeyelopments see chapter 64.
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THE POST-OFFICE.

Provision for the establishment of postal service had been

made by ordinance of the Governor soon after annexation. In

jnne, 1858, the Assembly passed a law for the regulation of the

post-office and authorizing the Governor to establish post-

offices, appoint postmasters and fix the rates.

Postal cards and money order facilities were provided in

the earlv years, and the letter rates were fixed at 2 cents a

half ounce for local letters and 4 cents a half ounce for

letters to be delivered from another office than the one in

which they were posted.^

Postal notes came into use in 1885. They can be bought

at a cost of i cent to 12 cents in denominations from 25 cents

to $25.

A parcels post went into operation "October i, 1887. A
foreign parcels post through the London Office to nearly all the

countries of the world was established in 1890, and July i,

1900, a parcels post system w-as established direct with the

United States, New Zealand and Germany being the only

countries that have secured such arrangements with this coun-

try. The facilities afforded for the transmission of parcels

through the post-office to places within and without the Colony

have proved of much convenience to the public.

The regulations admit of parcels up to 11 pounds, and not

over 3 feet- 6 inches long, nor more than 6 feet in length and

girth combined. Inland the rates are 12 cents for the first

pound and 6 cents for each additional pound or fraction thereof.

To England the rates are is. up to 3 pounds, 2s. from 3 pounds

to 7 pounds, and 3s. from 7 pounds to 11 pounds. The rates

to the I'nitcd States and other foreign countries are 12 cents

1 See Postal Act 1881.
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a pound. These rates are less than half the charges made by

our express companies for similar services.

The Government will insure the parcels, and the service is

much appreciated by the people. The rates are 4 cents for

$60 inland, 5 cents for $50 to Australia and 6 cents for $60

in the foreign post.*

* For later developments see chapter 64.

Mail steamships began to run to and from New Zealand in the fifties, and

were hailed with delight by the colonists because they brought the mails from

England so much more quickly than before.



Chapter 14.

THE TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE.

Some telegraph lines were constructed by the Provincial

Governments before 1865, but nothing was done in a national

way until that year, when the General Assembly authorized

the Governor to establish electric telegraphs and appoint a

Commissioner of Telegraphs to manage them. Existing lines

and offices were to be purchased and new lines built and a

national system developed. The Commissioner made the regu-

lations, fixed the rates, and employed operators to transmit all

messages presented. It was made a punishable offense for

any one connected either with the national telegraphs, or those

that were the property of the Provinces, to divulge the con-

tents of any message. The telegraphs afterward became a part

of the postal system.

The precedent of public ownership thus established naturally

led to Government ownership and operation of the telephone

when this new means of transmitting intelligence was intro-

duced.

The Electric Lines Act of 1884 provided for the establish-

ment of telephone systems by the Governor, and prohibited

any one else from constructing or maintaining for hire or

profit an}- electric line for communication by telephone, except

l)y the sanction of the Government. That is, tbe telephone

was not permitted to Ijeconie a private monopol}'. but was made

a public monopoly from the start. Tt is now a part of the

postal system, and the Government is "hello girl" as well as

postman, telegraph ojierator and banker.



Chapter IT).

ruSTAL SAVINGS BANKS.

Mr. Gladstone secured the establishment of postal savings

banks in England in 1861. Four years later New Zealand

adopted the new idea, and since then almost every country in

the civilized world, except the l^nited States, has followed

England's example.^

The New Zealand Post-Uffice Savings Bank Act (1865)

stated its object to be: "To give additional facilities for the

deposits of small savings at interest and with the security of

the Government behind it." The deposits are guaranteed by

the Government, and the law secures absolute secrecy by pro-

hibiting the disclosure of the names of depositors, or the

amounts deposited or withdrawn.

p;ncouragement of thrift.

One of the great advantages of this postal savings system is

that it supplies the great mass of the country people and the

1 Belgium, 1865 ; Italy, 1875 ; France. 1881 ; Austria. 1883 ; Sweden, 1884 ;

Holland and Hungary, 1886; Russia, 1889, etc. It is estimated that there are

now about 18,000,000 depositors in Government savings banks, with deposits

of about $800,000,000. The Australian colonies alone have a million deposit-

ors, and $135,000,000 of deposits.
In this country, our great Postmaster-General, Hon. John Wanamaker,

for the whole four years of his administration, urged upon Congress the wis-

dom of using "the postal arm of the Government to assist the people in the

care of their small earnings," stating that postal banks were very successful

in other countries ; were of the greatest benefit to farmers and working people,

bringing the means of saving within easy reach of their homes, and that "the
effect upon a community of such an encouragement of thrift and good citizen-

ship could not be calculated."
Mr. Wanamaker sent letters of inquiry to the postal departments of

nearly all the European powers, and the answers stated that the postal bank-
ing system reached the rural districts, which were neglected by the private

banks; that the postal banks were universally popular; that thei-e was no
opposition to them from private banks, the business of the latter coming from
a different class of customers, and increasing side by side with the postal

business ; that the postal system encouraged thrift among people of small
means, who in many cases would otherwise be without saving facilities ; that
the funds were easily and securely invested, and yielded enough to cover
expenses and interest paid depositors (2.5 per cent in England; 2.64 per cent

in Holland; 4 per cent in France, Finland and Belgium; 3 to 314 per cent in

Italy; 3.6 per cent in Sweden and Hungary, etc.), and some countries, as

France and Italy, for example, reported a profit for the Government above
expenses and interest paid depositors.
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SIR EDWARD WILLIAM STAi-FORD, G. C. M. G.

The Great Premier of the war period (j86o-i86i)), under whose administration tlie

first title registration act zi<as passed, and postal sa''ings banks were established.
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working classes with the means of saving and profitable invest-

ment, thereby increasing and diffusing thrift and comfort.

The ordinary banks do not receive small deposits, and private

savings banks do not go into the rural districts.^ About 470
post-offices or practically all the money order offices in the

Colony are open under the postal banking law fqr the trans-

action of savings bank business, while there are but 5 private

savings banks in the islands. This is not surprising for private

savings banks are naturally confined to the more important

centers where the business is large enough to support a private

institution and yield it a profit. The post-office has the offices

and machinery already in existence, and caii receive deposits

in the country districts and even make a profit on the business,

where private banks established for that work alone would

suffer a loss. In New Zealand there is a place of bank deposit

for each 1,800 people. In the United States there is one for

each 7,650 people. The total deposits in all sorts of banks is

$110 per head of population in the United States, $125 in Great

Britain and $140 in New Zealand.

England made her system universal not only as to localities,

but as to classes of people, by adopting stamp-cards by means

of which children and others who must save on the homeo-

pathic plan are able to prepare their deposits a cent or two

at a time. This improvement was introduced into New Zea-

land in 1881." The postal banks will not receive less than a

shilling at a time, but printed forms are furnished on which

stamps may be pasted, one or more at a time until the total

amounts to a shillings or more, when the slip can be deposited

as cash to the amount of the stamps pasted on it. School

teachers are supplied with forms and stamps, and school chil-

dren can buy a stamp at any time they have a penny, and paste

it on a card for the postal fund. The name of the scholar

is written on his card and he may take it home to show his

parents that he has put the stamps on it. The cards are in

the teachers' keeping, and monthly or quarterly a postal clerk

- There are only 942 savings banks in the United States, to 75,000 post-
offlces. Mr. Wanamaker found "the average distances of savings depositories
from the post-ofBces (which are intended to be centrally located) to be as
follows : In the New England States, 10 miles ; Middle States, 25 miles

;

Southern States, 33 miles ; Western States, 26 miles ; Pacific States, 52 miles.
These are average distances. In many rural localities the distances are much
greater.

s Belgium, Holland, Finland, Italy, Hungary, etc., have also adopted tlio

stamp slips. Our savings banks ordinarily do not receive less than $1 at a
time.
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\isits the schools, gets the filled up stamp-slips, opens accounts

in the children's names in the postal bank, and the children

accumulate funds and learn habits of thrift that may be the

foundation of character and competence in after life.*

GREAT SECURITY AND CONVENIENCE.

Another great advantage of postal banking, and of all Gov-

ernment banking, is its safety. The 'postal banks do not fail.

No postal bank in any country has ever closed its doors for

liquidation, or experienced a run on its funds. New Zealand

depositors in Government lianks are absolutely safe to the

limits of human certainty, while the private banks even in

that prosperous country are liable to fail at any time—the big-

gest bank in the Colony would have gone under a few years

ago if the Government had not taken hold of it, and two of

the private savings banks have recently become insolvent,

leaving only 5 out of 7 formerly in operation, a failure of

nearly 30 per cent in two years.

The facilities for withdrawal and transfer of postal deposits

constitute a fourth advantage. The postal savings system is

a bank with its officers all over the country. Money deposited

in one post-office can be withdrawn at another. This is a great

convenience to working people who move from one place to

another, and to travelers. For example, if a workman living

in Wellington deposits a sum of money in the post-office there

and afterward moves to Auckland or any other place, the post-

office will transfer his account to his new home, without the

trouble and risk of withdrawal, conveyance and redeposit of

his funds. In the case of a private savings bank, the workman
must withdraw his deposit, carry it to his new home and

deposit it in another bank, breaking the current of interest and

risking loss of the money or draft on the journey.''

OTHER ADVANTAGES.

Again, the postal banking system supplies the Government

* Speaking of this plan, which is highly appreciated by the English people,
the Liverpool Daily Post says : '"["lie sorvioos of tlie post-offlce savings luinl<s

in the promotion of thrift are universally Iniown, and the fact that tlie depart-
ment affords special facilities for tlie savinj; of single pennies, no less readily
than for the investment of hundreds of pounds, shows Imw all-embracing is its

scheme for helping the people to help themselves."

^ In Belgium a depositor may not only trasnfer and withdraw his deposits
at any point, but may make new deposits on the same bank book in any post-
office in the country ; and rural inhabitants may hand their deposits to their
letter carrier, who pastes a coupon for tlie amount in the depositor's book and
signs his initials to it.
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with funds for public purposes without taxation or bonded

debts. The deposits are invested in pubHc works and social

undertakings—railways, telegraphs, dairies, purchase of land

for settlement and rental, municipal bonds, loans to local bodies,

etc. Sometimes in legislative bodies, discussing the establish-

ment of postal savings banks, it has been objected that the

money deposited in the post-office would be withdrawn from

circulation, and the Government, if it did not need the fund,

would have to pay interest on it without getting any return

from it. The fact is, however, in all the countries having

postal banks, that the money is not withdrawn from circulation

when put in Government hands any more than when put in

private banks.'' If the Government wants the money it is

invested in Government bonds or public works bonds, taking

the funds for a public loan from the people's banks, instead of

borrowing from private banks or foreign lenders. If the Gov-

ernment does not want the cash, it is invested in municipal

bonds, or real estate mortgages or other good securities. It

is not locked up, or idle, or non-productive, but in full circula-

tion and activity and bringing into the Government more than

it pays out in interest upon it.

Finally postal banking has proved to be an important factor

in the equalization of wealth, aiding the small beginnings of

accumulation at one end, and, at the other or investment end,

cutting off a source of speculation and profit for private

monopolists by drawing savings deposits into public banks,

instead of leaving them to private institutions where they would

be manipulated for private gain. The nationalization of bank-

ing means the turning of one of the most fertile fields for the

growth of millionaires into a rich farm for raising a multitude

of well-to-does. Instead of a few huge trees and a lot of

underbrush, we have a beautiful forest grove, with twenty

times the timber and a hundred times the developing power of

the former flora.

• Not as much, for a Government postal system does not require so large a
reserve as the sum of the reserves of a lot of private banks doing the same
amount of business.
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THE AUSTRALIAN BALLOT.

L'nder the law of 1853 voting- was done by telling the poll

clerk what candidates you wished to vote for, and signing

your name to his entry of your vote in a polling book. A
meeting was held at noon at the principal polling place of each

district and candidates for the House of Representatives were

nominated and seconded. If more candidates were put up

than the number of members to be returned by the district, the

Returning Officer called for a show of hands in favor of each

candidate separately, and those having most votes were elected

unless a poll was demanded by one of the candidates or by two

electors. If a poll was asked for the Deputy Returning Officer,

or Poll Clerk, at each polling place, read ofif to each voter in

turn the names of the candidates in alphabetical order and

asked him which he wanted to vote for ; the reply was then

entered in the polling book and the voter affixed his signature.

In 1870 the method of taking a poll, if one were required,

was much improved by the adoption of the official ballot in

l)lace of the polling book, and the use of polling booths, with

[irivate compartments in which the voter could mark his ballot

free from observation.^

This perfected system of voting with private compartments

' Ivich voter in New Zealand is jjiven one l)allot by the polling clerk after
he has marked on the bottom left-hand corner the registration number of the
voter, folded over and gummed down the said corner and stamped it with his

official stamp. 1'he voter must fold the ballot so as to leave the oflicial stam]i
visible, in order to exclude from the ballot box all blanks, or dummies, or

riapers other than the official ballot. This cuts out what is called "The
Tasmanian Dodge," by which corrupt voter No. 1 brings in a dummy ballot.

gets his official ballot, votes the dummy, carries the official ballot out in his

pocket to be fixed by the bribing agent for corrupt voter No. 2, who takes it

into the polls and brings out the blank official ballot for a continuance of the
process, and so on ad lihitum; a plan which makes the briber sure of results

unless the voters care to disfranchise themselves by overmarking or otherwise
spoiling their ballots after they get inside the booths. The stamping of the
ballots checkmates the scheme. Tender a later act (1893), if the voter is

accused of voting at two polling places, the ballot corners are examined, and
if bis number appears on more than one ballot all his votes are thrown out.
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and official ballots prepared and printed by the Government,

which we call the "Australian Ballot System," originated in

South Australia and Victoria in the fifties, took root in New
Zealand in 1870, was adopted under Gladstone's ]\Iinistry in

England in 1872, found its way to Canada in 1874-5, and was

enacted into law in JMassachusetts in 1888,- Michigan following

in 1889 and New York in 1890, and other states have since

adopted the system in whole or in part, a record which

affords new proof of the law that the spread of new ideas

is in direct ratio to the public spirit and open-mindedness of

the people and especially those in charge of public affairs, and

in inverse ratio to distance and other difficulties of communica-

tion, including the rigidity of political grey matter or civic

brain cells.

In the Australian system in its purity as used in Australia

and New Zealand, the ballot is not a party ballot, but a public

ballot,—not a compound with the candidates of each party

printed in a separate column as in some of our states, but

a simple list of all the candidates in alphabetical order without

anything to indicate their party affiliations or opinions. It is

not a collection of party tickets printed side by side, but a single

ticket for the commonwealth. The citizen cannot vote b}-

marking a column distinguished by a special design, or emblem,

or other means by which even the most ignorant voter can

find the candidates of his party, and vote the straight party

ticket if he wishes by a single stroke. On the contrary, in

New Zealand, he must pick out the men he wishes to vote for

from the general alphabetical list of candidates for the office

in question. This method brings intelligence into play much
more than the other, and helps to make the voting rest on the

merits of the individual candidates.

• The ballot was in use in Massachusetts before this, but it was printed by
individuals or party committees. There were no official ballots printed by the

Government and given out to the voters at the polling place, one ballot co each
voter ro be marked by him in a private booth, free from observation. It was
not the ballot nor the principle of secret voting that was new in the Australian
system, but the safeguards resulting from the official ballot and the method
of handling it. Secret voting was in use in New England fi'om the start, and
was also used in ancient Greece and Rome, modern Venice and France, but
tlie methods were crude compared to those of the Australian system. This
system was proposed by F. S. Dutton in the Legislature of South Australia in

1851; adopted by Victoria, 1850; Tasmania, New South Wales and South
Australia, 1858; New Zealand, 1870; Kngland. 1872; Canada, 1874-1875;
advocated by Henry George in 1882, and adopted by Massachusetts in 1888,
and by Michigan in 1889. Bills for ballot reform were passed in New York in

1888 and 1889, but were vetoed by Governor Hill, and the act to secure greater
secrecy was not approved till 1890.
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INDUSTRIO-POUTICAL PROGRESS.

The pioneers in a new country must first attend to the means
(if subsistance and safety; the basic industries that provide

food and clothin"; and shcUer, and the relations of the colonists

with the natives, are all important. Then questions of civic

orc:anization come to the front, followed by problems relatins^;

to the further settlement of the country, the development of

comnuniication, the incidence of taxation, the relations of labor

and capital, and other matters of social justice.

By 1870 Xew Zealand had reached the third stage in her

development. She had subsistence, safety, peaceful relations

with the natives and a gootl civic organization. It was time

to deal with the problems of settlement and connnunication.

Immigration and Public A\'orks Acts were introduced and

carried by the Treasurer, and under them State railways, roads,

telegraphs and water works were built, anci large bodies of

immigrants brought into the country and settled on the land.

A few years later wdien the country was fairly peopled,

agriculture reasonably developed, and the Colony tolerably

well provided with railways and telegraphs, and its coasts

ade(|uatel_\' lighted, xigorous discussion began, under Grev's

leadership, of the great social (|uestions that afterward occu-

pied so much attention.

The national ownership of railways, telegraphs and tele-

phones was not included among these disputed questions in

Xew Zealand, because there was practically no difference of

opinion in respect to public ownership of the means of trans-

portation. The first railway was built ])y the Provincial Gov-
ernment of Canterbury and opened for traffic December i,

1863. In succeeding years some other lines in Auckland,

Otago and Southland were undertaken by the Provinces or by

private enterprise backed by the Provincial Governments.
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PREMIER WILLIAM FOX, K. C. M. G.

His policy tvas peace, prohibition, public works, and assistance of selected

Immigration. Under his administration permanent peace zvith the natives was

secured, the Australian Ballot Act was passed, the National Raihvays System

established, and the whole Public Works and Immigration Policy developed, ti'hich

laid the foundations of the ai^e of industrio-political development.
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This piecemeal ci mslructicni was slow and disconnected. It

lacked unity and strength and was in no way up to the level

of the broad ideas of New- Zealand's leading statesmen.

Accordingly a national railway system was planned and exe-

cuted with entire success, and from 1870 on, the principle of

State ownership and operation of railways has been the estab-

lished policy of New Zealand. Private enterprise was not

excluded, and some company lines were built in later years, but

the\- could not stand comparison with the Government roads,

and onl\ two little companies now remain.

The ordinar}- relations of the State to industry are: 1.

Laissez-faire. The State may leave the field to private effort

unaided and unregulated. 2. Assistance. The State may aid

the industry by grants of land or money; franchises, rights

of wa}', or other legislative monopoly ; a tariff' on competing

imports, etc. 3. Prohibition or repression, in case of business

deemed contrary to public interest. 4. Regulation, which may
aim simply to prevent aggression and bad management, or may
aim at the development of advantageous methods and forms of

organization. 5. Public ownership, which may be united with

public operation, or with, private operation under some form of

contract with the Government. In every civilized community

all these classes of industrio-political relationship are found in

varying forms and combinations. The jiroportion of public

ownership and regulation adapted to secure fair play and

cooperative conditions, has much infiuence in determining the

character and development of a nation. Early in her history

New Zealand made national ownership a strong element of her

social system, and the people ( ex])eriencing the benefits of

public railways, telegraphs, etc., and escaping the dominance

of great transportation companies and the vested iuono])olies,

prejudices and habits of thought fostered 1)\- them) have de-

veloped with comparatively little hindrance from the adverse

interests and ideas that prevail in laissez-faire countries.

-'^ ^^0^^^^^



Chapter 18.

THE PUBLIC WORKS POLICY.

Before 1870 New Zealand's roads and bridges were very

insufficient, and there were few telegraphs and scarcely any

railroads—only some infantile affairs put through by three

of the Provincial Governments and amounting all told to less

than 46 miles of railway in a country nearly twice the size of

New England. The body politic was ill-supplied with arteries

and nerves.

In 1870 Sir Julius Vogel, Treasurer of the Colony in the

Fox Cabinet, proposed to devote 10,000,000 sterling (nearly

$50,000,000) in the next ten years to railwa3^s, roads, tele-

graphs, water works,^ and land purchase, and the encourage-

ment of immigration and settlement on the public lands.

Large tracts already owned by the State or to be purchased by

it, were to be reserved along the line of the railways as a public

estate, to facilitate settlement and secure to the State, through

future sale or lease, the great increment of values that would

result from railway building, thereby recouping to the Colony

a large part or perhaps the whole cost of the roads. As the

railways would pass through private lands as well as public, and

would as a rule increase the value of all lands on or near the

lines of communication, Vogel asked for power to levy a

special tax on persons specially benefited by the construction

of railways. This he thought would prevent "indiscriminate

scrambling for railways" by residents of dififerent sections, and

was only a fair adjustment of cost at any rate.

The Fox Government of 1869-72 had two great objects:

the establishment of permanent peace with the natives, and the

renewal of colonization. The public works policy was in aid

of both purposes, and was adopted and pushed by the Premier

as an effective means of promoting settlement and developing

1 To supply water to the gold fields.



SIR JULIUS VOGEL, K. C. M. G.

The Institution Builder.

He began life as a neivshoy and rose to he one of the leading statesmen of his

age. He ivas the author of the Public Workst Policy, and the Public Trust Office,

and the Colony is also largely indebted to him for the Australian Ballot, the

improved Title Regi.Uration Act, and the Government Life Insurance Department.
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industry, and indirectly of finally settling native difficulties, by
helping to modernize the ^Maoris, and by opening up the coun-

try to white civilization and making it too strong for native

attack.

The land reservation and betterment tax elements of A'ogel's

plan met with so nnich opposition in Parliament that they had

to be given up to save the measure. The vastness of the under-

taking for a colony of 250,000 people, and the size of the debt

it would create, also awakened severe criticism, but the prin-

ciple of national construction of railways, telegraphs, etc., was

heartily endorsed on all sides, and after a stormy debate on

methods and consequences, etc., the bill was enacted.- The

-In the debate in Parliament (Vol. 7, New Zealand Hansard, pp. 102, etc.,

to 4C:^, 478, 510, 577) Sir .Julius said: "We recognize that the great wants
of the Colony are public works, in the shape of roads and railways and immi-
gration." He spoke of the rise of land values; the payment for railways
largely with land : the recoupment of the money cost by the rise of public lands
already owned and to be purchased : said he thought tlie (Colony would run no
risk in committing itself to the expenditure (;f ten millions sterling in the next
ten years, even if the whole were paid in cash. And as contractors could be
paid largely in land and by guarantees of profit, the burden could be propor-
tionattly diminished. "We seek authorit.v to borrow directly only six mil-
lions," he told the House, "and taxation will probaldy l>e unnecessary, as the
works will pay interest on the debt."

Itolleston said the scheme had been "received on all sides with amaze-
ment. Everybody was in favor of the principle. The Colony as a whole
approved thoroly the principle that is involved," l)ut he was afraid of so large
a debt. Wilson said the plan was "a monstrous bubl)le." and "would ruin
Inuidreds of families by inducing a spirit of gambling." and it would "saddle
posterity witli an eternal debt." I!ut he added, "Of course, I agree that the
country requires public works and immigration. We all know tliat by properly
cai-rying out immigration and public works this Colony would in a short time
rise to a higli ijitch of eminence." It was only tlie "vastness" lie objected to.

Tancred said : "I am al)solutely and mireservedly opposed to the whole
scheme, and to any moditicati( n of it. >Iy wish would l)e to put a stop alto-

gether to borrowing." (Jillies declared the plan would lead to the wildest
speculation, and that the immigrants would be paupers on their hands after
the public works were done.

Several members thought it would be best to go to tlie people witli so
important a plan before adopting it, and Sir .Julius, in his opening, said :

"It is fortunate that tlie time for a general election is approaching. The
Asseml)Iy may prefer that the country sliould be consulted on the whole plan.

Ministers could not object to such a course, but, if the Assembly as now con-
stituted is willing to deal with the question. Ministers do not shrink from the
resiioiisiliility of pressing it, fm- they are of opinion that the state of the
Colony is such that the sooner measvires of progress are matured the better it

will be for the colonists." Others called attention to the fact that "warning
had been given to the country, both by the Government and the Opposition,
that measures of the kind would lie submitted to the House," and that "the
sfbeme was one to wliicli the mind of the country generally had been for some
time directed with an everripening cciiivictii.n that it was uecessai'y ere long
to take some steps in the direction in which we are now invited to move."

.Vfter many more speeches for and against, constituting altogether one of

the most trenieiidinis debates in the history of the Colony. Fox. the I'rinie

Minister, replying to objections, remarked that "nearly all the speakers have
divested themselves of every particle of party spirit, the measure having been
<liscussed witli a total absence of party feeling, except by one or two members.
The main objections were speculation and debt. The memliers who compared
the plan to a stiiiiulaut, that would !)•' followed by prostration, probably knew
more about stimulants than he did. liu( they did not seem to know much about
tonics and nourishments. As for debt, that was a necessary element in such
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Immigration and l'ul)lic Works Loan Act of 1870 authorized

the borrowing- of £4.000,000 in England or elsewhere, to be

used as follows ( translating ])ounds to dollars at the round

rate of $5 to £1) :

For Railways $10,000,000

Assisting immigration 5,000,000

Roads 2,000,000

Water works i.500.000

Pnrchase of land i.000.000

Telegraphs 300.000

Unapportioned 200.000

Besides this the Public \\'orks and Immigration Act of the

same year (1870) authorized the Governor to use 2,500,000

acres of land in the wav of grants in compensation to con-

tractors for constructing railroads, and to make money pay-

ments and guarantees for railways to the extent of $27,500,000,

in addition to the $10,000,000 from the loan act. According

to the data of the ( )fficial \'ear liooks''' the lands may l)e fairly

estimated as w^orth about £t t(^ £2 per acre. The total value

of the appropriations of land and money therefore amounted

to $60,000,000 or $70,000,000, which for a community of

250,000 was a bold bid for developm.ent ; cquivalcuf in fact to

an appropriation of $18,000,000,000 or $so,()uo.()()0,ooo for

public iiiipro7'C!ncufs in the United States to-day, or enough to

buy up all the railroads and telegraphs in the eoujitry, clear out

the slums of our giant cities, irrigate the thousands of acres

of arid lands, and C(doni:::e the needy in co()perati:'e setfle-

iiients to the mutual benefit of themseli'cs and the comtuon-

1^'ealth. So far as I can discover, however, no Treasurer or

Congressman has advocated or suggested the spending of even

a tenth of such a fund for anv such public-spirited pur]')ose."'

progre.ss. whether achieved hy imhlic or i>i-ivate action. IIow nvi' all Ilie rail-

ways in America and on the ("onlinent made'.' On credit."
'I'liere was practical iinaniniily on ilie i)r<iposition that tlie (Jovernnieni

should construct telejji-aplis. roads and railways and provide I i-ansportation.
It could horrow money much clieaper than any colonial linanciei-. 'Ilie inter-

vention of foreign syndicates was feared and resented, and neithei' local nor
foreign companies could he relied on to hnil'd roads into the out districts and
make rates favorahle to their rapid settlement and development.

* See Year Book for 10(11. p. 411. stating the values of lands hefore and
after the building of railways.

* And it must he rememhered that the loans .-uul ap.iropriaiii ns (jf 187<i for
puhlic works and immigration, lai-ge as they were, represented only the prelude.
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The New Zealand loan was made. Bonds went over the

ocean to England, and railroad material with assisted English

immigrants—a stream of blood and iron—flowed into the

Colony in return. Sir Julius sent word to the Agent General

in London to forward 50,000 immigrants in 6 months. They

came by the shipload. They were settled on the land or given

employment on the public works. Roads and bridges, railroads

and telegraphs and water works were built by the State, and

the first great move in the material development of New Zea-

land was accomplished.

Including the reservation of lands along the railroads as a

public estate for future sale or lease, and the placing of a

betterment tax on private lands opened up, the public works

policy proposed by Sir Julius is regarded as one of the wisest,

justest, most far-sighted plans that has ever been devised for

the development of a new country. The progressive building

of railways, roads and telegraphs, year after year, and the

introduction and settlement of selected immigrants would build

the Colony and its industries, while the public control of land

along the railways would recoup the debt and hold speculation

in check. The defeat of the land plan, however, necessitated

borrowing for what would otherwise have proved largely or

wholly self-supporting, and it also frustrated full realization

the curtain raiser for the act that has occupied the last thirty years. The
General Assembly has authorized loans for the same purpose, amounting to

:

1873 $13,700,000
1874 20,000,000
1877 11,000,000

1879 25,000,000

1882 21,000,000

1884 7,500.000

1885 8,000,000

1886 6,600,000

1896 5,000,000

1899 5,000,000

1900 5,000,000

1901 6,200,000

1902 8,750,000

Besides smaller sums in intermediate years, and numerous appropriation

acts in addition to the loan acts ; 22 construction and appropriation acts from
1870 to 1884, and one every year from 1887 to 1895, inclusive, etc., etc. Alto-

gether, $163,000,000 of loans have been spent in carrying out the public worlis

policy from 1870 to April, 1902, besides the land grants and appropriations

from revenue, which run the total above $200,000,000. In the last ten years

about $16,000,000 have been paid out of revenue to the public-works fund, and
the total expenditure on public works from national funds, including loans, has

been $50,000,000 in the same time. In 1901-1902, $2,500,000 went to public

works from revenue, and the total State expenditure in this direction was
$11,700,000.
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of the anticipated conduct of progressive colonization along

with the progress of the railways.

RKJ ACTION OF VOGEL'S LAND RESERVE) AND RECOUPMENT PLAN

AND THE RESULTS.

The reason for the opposition to the public-reserve and land-

increment part of the Treasurer's scheme, whereby the rise of

land values due to settlement and public improvements would

have inured in large part to the benefit of the public, is not far

to seek. New Zealand was still divided into non-adhesive dis-

tricts or "Provinces," which were really little states with

Lilliputian Parliaments, making laws and owning in some

cases large areas of valuable lands. These Provinces wanted

to keep their lands, and the members of the Central Government

or New Zealand Parliament, tho divesting themselves of

"party" influence, allowed their local interests and prejudices

to override the national advantage and stood against the Vogel

land proposal.^ This left the Provinces their lands (for 6

years more), but spoiled the land element of the public works

policy, and changed Sir Julius from the friend to the enemy

of the Provincial system, which led to its downfall a few years

later.

The result of rapid railway building without the safeguards

proposed by A^ogel wr.s that speculation absorbed large profits

and increments of value that should have been devoted to

colonization and the railway fund. Many miles of railways

and roads were constructed, and the population rose 70 per cent

from 1 87 1 to 1878. To make matters more acute the prices

of wool and wheat had risen. Farmers were known to buy

land at $10 an acre and within 12 months make a net profit of

$25 an acre on their first wheat crop. Good prices and the

rapid opening up of the country through immigration and the

construction of public works, raised the value of land. Men

^ Undei- the proviucial system New Zealand was not so much a nation as a

federation of little settlements, and the Representatives at Wellington were
not so much New Zealanders as Aucklanders, Nelsonites, Canterberries, men of

Otago, etc. The vigorous local life developed by provincial Institutions was in

itself of the highest value, but it created a little of the narrow spirit that kept

the Greek states and Italian cities in heated enmity, made the real union of

the Swiss cantons so difficult and interfered so seriously in early years with
the federal organization of our own states. Few things are harder than to

keep true balance between the allegiance due to family, locality, state, nation

and humanity.
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bought land and sold it on a rising market." Speculation grew

hot. Men borrowed money at high interest to buy land or go

into business. But commercial depression came. The prices

of wool and wheat fell. The value of land dropped. The
hoou-[ burst. Thousands who had borrowed money could not

meet their obligations, and at foreclosure sales and by private

contract year after year large masses of property gathered in

the hands of money lenders and wealthy landowners.

In contemplating the speculation, debt, difficulties of settle-

nient, etc., that accompanied the building of railways in the

seventies, the following facts cannot be too strongly and

persistently impressed upon the mind : (
i
) That an imperfect

land system and the rise and fall of prices in Europe were

joint causes with railway building; (2) That similar troubles

have been experienced in other countries during times of rapid

railway development, both under public and private enterprise,

—speculation, collapse and even panic of the most disastrous

character following rapid railway building in the sixties and

early seventies in the United States under the best capitalistic

system in the world; (3) That there is no watered capital in

the New Zealand roads,—for every dollar of railway debt there

is more than a dollar of railwa}- property, which is more than

can be said of our capitalistic systems; (4) That the roads

are not operated for private profit, Init for the benefit of the

public without discriirination as to persons or places; (5)

That, altho local jealousies caused some trouble in the early

days, and it is possible also that Xew Zealand lost something

in energetic initiative and mechanical superiority by adopting

public, instead of private railways (the latter point being

* Smart men bought fertile or well-situated blocks, and sold them at a good
profit. So men less smart began to buy pieets less fertile aiid not so well
situated. I'astoral tenants pushed on the process of turning their leaseholds
into freeholds. So rajjid did the buying become that it grew to be a feverish
rush of men. all anxious to secure some land before it had ail gone. In
Canterbury, where land was sold at $10 an acre, witli no restrictiins as to area
or conditions as to occupation or improvement, speculation was specially rife.

—hundreds of thousands of acres were bought each year. The income of the
little provincial council rose to .$2..50O,O(tO a year. The country road boards
hardly Icnew how to spend their money. In IS"!) commercial depression came.
I'rices were falling. The ou)i)ut of gold had diminished also. Too many peo-
ple had borrowed money to buy land or establish speculative enterprises.

Interest had climbed to extravagant heights. The boom collapsed. In some
districts three-fourths of the land owners and business men were ruined.
Those who had burdened themselves with land bought wholly or largely witli

borrowed money nearly all went down. Some were ruined tiviickty ; others
struggled on to fall later in the period of downward prices that afflicted the
world till 1894. (See "'The Long White Cloud," by W. P. Reeves," pp. 325-

331.)
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vig-orously disputed, however)/ yet it is clear that she has

escaped the almost uncontrollable aggregations of railway

wealth and power evolved by the capitalistic system, and New
Zealanders think it better to have freedom and pure govern-

ment in the people's interest than the mechanical advantages,

if any, that could possibly come with private railways—better

for the Government to own the monopolies than for the

monopolies to own the Government—better for the people to

own the Government and the railways, than to let the private

railways and the monopolies they create get possession of the

Government and the people; (6) That after an experience of

over 30 years the statesm.en and people of New Zealand, rich

and poor, liberal and conservative, are substantially a unit in

favor of national railways, and no proposition to turn the

railroads over to private corporations would stand the slightest

chance of acceptance; (7) That the difficulties experienced

in New Zealand were not neglected nor endured in apathy,

but grappled with in a way that led to a politico-economic

development hitherto unparalleled; and (8) That the public

works policy as proposed by the statesman who conceived it,

and as it would probably have been adopted if the suggested

referendum to the people had been resorted to, was clearly

proof against all the principal difficulties so far as the public

works had anything to do with them. The subsequent course of

events has fully justified the claim that if the land proposal

of Sir Julius had been passed, large profits from the rise of

values would have accrued to the public, the enrichment of

the State treasury would have more than covered the millions

borrowed for public works and immigration, and the govern-

ment would have been able to control the rush for speculative

investment, instead of leaving it to run the course of extrava-

^ Many New Zealanders believe that private enterprise has shown, and
would show, less initiative and mechanical perfection than public enterprise,
and point to the comparative records of the public and private railways in that
country, which certainly tend to substantiate the claim. The railway service
in New Zealand is inferior to that of the United States, but the railway ser-

vice in Great Britain and Italy is still more inferior in many respects, tho they
have private railways. There is a mixture of causes. America leads the
world in mechanical perfection, not only in respect to railroads, but in many
other industries that are private in all the countries named. In comparing the
railways of two nations, a given superiority of one service may be due to
national difference in mechanical advancement, and not to any difference in the
system of ownership. This complication is avoided by comparing public and
private roads in the same country. And in New Zealand, where the two
systems have operated side by side, both the service and the initiative of the
public roads has proved superior to the private.
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gance and reaction it always takes when left to itself. Sir

Julius foresaw all this, and if his full plans had been adopted

the country would have been developed without delirious specu-

lation, and with a public profit greater than the cost. Even

as it was, and after all deductions have been made on account

of debt and speculation, the fact remains that the prosperity

and civilization of the Colony are largely due to the public

works policy begun in 1870 and continued to the present day

as a fundamental element of the New Zealand system, and

probably the most important single element in it. Air. Reeves

says: "In 1870 the colonists were without the conveniences

and in many cases comforts of modern civilization. They had

scarcely any railways, few telegraphs, insufficient roads,

bridges and harbors. Education was not universal, and the

want of recreation and human society was so great as to lead

notoriously to drunkenness and coarse debauchery. New
Zealand is now a pleasant and highly-civilized country. That

she has become so in the last thirty years is due chiefly to the

public works policy."

I I I I !
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GOVERNMENT INSURANCE.

The same year (1870) in which the Austrahan ballot was

adopted and the Public Works Policy initiated, a Government

Life Insurance Department was established under a law

enacted in 1869 by unanimous vote of the Assembly.^

The philosophy of this new departure was very simple. The

purpose of insurance is the diilusion of loss. Instead of

allowing a loss to fall with crushing weight on one individual

or family, it is spread out over a large number of stockholders

and premium payers. If it is a good thing to distribute loss

over a few thousand people who hold stock in a given company

or pay premiums to it, it is still better to distribute the loss

over the whole communitw It is also wise to eliminate the

expenses and profits of insurance so far as may be, and put

the guarantee of the Government behind it, so that it may
reach as many people and afiford as much security as possible.

The Department was popular from the start. P)y the last

^Mr. Gisljorne. moving the second reading of the bill in the Senate (p.

(>7.3, Vol. 6, New Zealand Pari. Debates), quoted :Mr. (Jladstone's remarks in

1864 (when, as Chancellor of the Excheciiier. he introduced a similar bill in

the English Parliament), to the effect that "there are three kinds of Govern-
ment intervention. The highest kind of interference is in compelling certain

acts, as in the factory and sanitary laws. The nest is bare prohibition, as the
provision against employing children below a certain age. The third and
mildest description of (iovernment intervention is that with which we have
now to deal, and it amounts simply to this ; that you enjoin nothing and you
prohibit nothing, but you ofi'er to such members of the community as may be
disposed to avail themselves of the proposal certain facilities for what I

may call self help."
Two or three honorable members raised slight objections in the debate,

on the ground that Government insurance would lead to Investment of
money for the people. Instead of teaching them how to find good investments
for themselves : and that so much money in Government hands would lead to

extravagance on the part of legislators. But it was made clear to these
members that the legislators would not get near the funds, and the argument
that "(iovernment insurance would offer to persons who wished to effect life

policies the security of the State, instead of that of a company liable to fail.
'

appeared to l)e conclusive with the Assembly. Emi)hasis was also laid upon
the fact that the measure rested on "the same principles as the postal sav-
ings banks established a few years before, the benelicial character of which
was almost universally admitted."
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report (1901) it has 42.570 policies, covering $51,000,000 of

insurance; or practically half the total business of the Colony.

The Government ofifice has beaten the private companies in

fair competition. It has a much larger business than any of

the companies and almost as nuich as all the ten companies

put together.- Two American companies, the Equitable Life

and the Xew York Life have been in the Colony fifteen and

thirteen years, respectively, and have now 717 and 139 policies,

against 42,570 Government policies. Their total insurance is

$1,750,000. against the (jovernnient's $51,000,000. The only

company that comes anywhere within gunshot of the Depart-

ment is the Australian ^Mutual Provident Society, with 26,000

policies and $35,000,000 of insurance.

The Government bureau employs paid canvassers, has hand-

some offices and issues attractive and skillfully-worded circu-

lars and advertisements to invite the patronage of the people,

ft pays taxes like a private company, and pays for its postage

and telegrams also. The Government rates are lower than the

premiums charged by private companies, but neither the Gov-

ernment nor the companies make any effort to run each other

down by cutting rates, and the main elements of competition

ari' in the conditions in and licliind ilu- insurance.

UKASoNs Tor tuf, popi'i.aritv of iTiajc ixsi'raxck.

The people prefer the Government insurance

:

(i.) Because of its safety—it has the guaranty of the Gov-

ernment behind it. It is in no danger of vanishing through

insolvency, as ordinary insurance does now and then.

(2.) I'ecause of its cheapness. The rates are lower than

in ordinary i)rivate com])anies.''

= This refers, of course, to the ordinary life-insurance business. 'I'here

are L'l.niKi policies in indust-rial societies which are not incliiiled in the
regular lil'e-insurance statement.

••Sir Robert Stout in .1. Statis. Soc, \'ol. ."i.-i. pp. .'iss. 4(i(i. hi compari-
son with the ordinar.v life insurance companies there is no question of the
superiorit.v of the (Jovernnient department, but some believe the {rreat .\us-

iralian Mutual Company insiu-es as advantagously as the (Jovernment. (See
-X. Z. rarliamentary Deiiates. Vol. ll'K. pp. i':?:? ; •J4t;. •2'>4. 2.">7).

One member said that while the premiums were lower in the Govern-
ment ottice. the bonuses were larger in the Australian ^lutual. and he
ibought the balance favorable to the A. M. H\it the .\ustralian Mutual is

of much greater age than the Oovernment ottice; the area it covers is

immensely wide, and most of its business is outside of New Zealand and
does not have to iiay the land and income taxes to which the whole of the
(lovernmeni insurance business is subject, the taxes in .\ustralia being small
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(3.) Because of its freedom from all oppressive conditions,

and, in fact, from practically all conditions of any sort. A
prospectus of the department says

:

"The Government Insurance Department's policy is practically free

from conditions of any kind, except the payment of premiums as they

fall due. The desire of the department is to grant to everyone the

freest form of policy compatible with sound and prudent management.

Improvements have been adopted from time to time as they have been

found to be safe, with the result that the policy contract is now
practically free from all restrictions, with the single exception, framed

in the interest of public policy, that the Commissioner may declare the

contract void if the assured commits suicide within six months of date

of entry."

The premiums must be paid and the assured must not com-

mit suicide within six months after the insurance is taken out,

—that's all. The policy is world-wide. The assured may go

where he will and do what he likes,—get himself shot in battle,

smoke cigarettes, drink ice water and eat mince pie, or commit

suicide in the ordinary forms after six months, and the money

will still be paid to his relatives.

Even the condition as to payment of premiums is not the

cast-iron arrangement it often is with us. If a man fails to

pay the department his premium when it is due, he does not

lose his insurance. The Government pays the premium out

of the surrender value of the policy and continues the insur-

ance in force, and will do this over and over again, as long as

there is any surrender value left. In a recent Year Book I

in comparison. In case of companies of the ordinary sort, or even mutual
companies of equal age and size, the Government office is. admittedly ahead,

but in the case of the world business of the old Australian Mutual there is a
question. As a matter of principle there would seem to be no reason why a

giant mutual, extending over a wide area and doing an enormous business,

should not be as cheap as a Government insurance department, which is itself

simply a big mutual.
Another member argues that the Mutual is managed better because

its expenses are a smaller per cent of the premiums received than in the case

of the Government office ; but this low percentage is really due to the facts

(1) that the headquarters of the Mutual are in Australia, and the member
took only the New Zealand expenses, without adding a fair proportion of head
office expenses, and of expenses for the actuarial work which, in the case of

the Mutual, is all done at Sydney; and (2) that the Mutual's premiums are
higher than the Government's. To argue that one insurance company is

better managed than another, because the ratio of expense to receipts" is

lower in the first, is a fallacy of the same sort that is often met with in rail-

way literature, when a railway system Y is declared to be more economically
handled than another railway Z, because Z's expenses are 80 % of receipts,

while Y's expenses are only 00 % of receipts. In truth these figures prove
nothing at all about the management. The difference in the percentages may
be due to a difference of rate levels. In the same system Y, that now has a

GO % ratio, if the charges were put down to cost the ratio of expenses to

receipts, would rise to 100 % with the very same management and the same
expenses as at present.
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find the following passage concerning this admirable non-

forfeiture system of the Insurance Department

:

"Whenever a policy-holder is so unfortunate as to be unable to pay

his premiums, the office looks after his interests and advises him without

fees or fines of any description. An account is opened in connection

with the overdue poHcy, which is automatically kept alive as long as the

surrender value is enough to pay a quarter's premium. The policy-

holder is, of course, debited with interest on the premiums overdue,

but he is kept insured as long as his account is in credit, for the

department does not seek to make any profit whatever out of sur-

rendered or lapsed policies. During the last year twenty-nine overdue

policies fell in by the deaths of the persons assured under them, and

tho on many of them not a penny of premium had been paid for six

or eight years, the premiums as they fell due had been deducted by

the office from the surrender-values, thus enabling the department in

one year to recognize claims on twenty-nine overdue policies to the

amount of $40,000 exclusive of bonuses."

The Australian offices generally make some provision for non-

forfeiture, but the New Zealand Department claims that its system

affords the policy-holder the utmost liberality.

(4.) It is co-operative. The profits of the business go to

the insured. They are divided triennially. Five divisions of

profits have been made, the total returned to policy holders

being about $35,000,000, which in the case of a private stock

company would have gone to the making of millionaires.

NON-ALCOHOUC INSURANCE.

There is a Temperance Section, established in 1882, in which

total abstainers are insured in a group by themselves—a mutual

society of non-drinkers with their own bonuses. At one time

it seemed as tho the profits of the Temperance Section were

going to be larger per capita than in the general business, but

later divisions of profits leave the matter in tmcertainty. It

is the settled opinion of the insurance world, however, that

temperate persons are longer lived and constitute better insur-

ance risks than drinkers.

LOANS AND INVESTMENTS.

The Government will loan money on the policies at 6 per

cent below $500, and 5 per cent beyond that sum.

The funds of the department are invested in mortgages on

real estate, municipal bonds, good securities, and loans on

policies.
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In post-offices, where so much of the business of New Zea-

land centers, notices like this are posted :

CHEAP MONEY IN SUMS OF ONE HUNDRED
POUNDS TO TEN THOUSAND POUNDS.

THE GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE DEPARTMENT HAS LARGE

FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR INVESTMENT AT EXCEP-

TIONALLY LOW RATES OF INTEREST.

THE DEPARTMENT LOANS ON FIRST MORTGAGE OF DESIRABLE

FREEHOLD SECURITIES UP TO THREE-FIFTHS

OF THEIR VALUE.

VALUATIONS AND LEGAL EXPENSES ARE FIXED BY THE DEPART-

MENT AND ARE KEPT AS LOW AS POSSIBLE.

Intending borrowers should apply within for forms of application and

for all particulars.

GOOD MANAGEIMENT AND GREAT SUCCESS.

The department is free from any taint of spoils, and even

the competing private insurance companies admit that it is

well-managed. The democracy has put experts in charge of

the business and kept them there, and they have made the

institution a complete success.

^'^
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THE rUBLIC TRUST OFFICE.

Besides the Public Works Policy, the Ballot and State

Insvi-raiice. New Zealand owes still another important institu-

tion to the genius of Sir Julius X'ogel, namely, the Public

Trust Office, established in 1872.

The purpose of this is to serve at cost as executor, adminis-

trator, trustee, agent, or attorney in the settlement and man-

agement of the property of decedents or others, who, for any

reason, are unable or unwilling to care for it themselves ; to

insure honest administration and safe investment ; to provide

for a wise discretion that may avoid the difficulties and losses

incident to a strict fulfillment of wills and trusts imperfectly

drawn ; to give advice and draw u]) papers, wills, deeds and

otlier instruments for the people in all parts of the Colony.

A will, deed or instrument in which the Pulilic Trustee is to

lie ai)i)ointed executor, agent or attorney, will be examined in

the Public Trust ( )ffice free of charge. In this way ambigui-

ties and (lehciencies may be discovered in time to correct them.

Anv one making a will ma>- deposit it in the rublic Trust

( )ffice for safe keeping, and such deposit of a will insures that

it shall be forthcoming on the death of the testator. The

person, having made his will and ])ut it in the hands of the

Public Trustee, may also desire, while \et living, to be relieved

of the care and management of his property ; and if so. he may

turn the estate over to the Trustee at once.

hi ilie very large number of cases where persons die without

a will the Public Trustee administers the property, unless those

interested in the estate appear in court and make a different

arrangement. Peoi)le making wills may leave their pro])erty

in the saiue hands. An executor or administrator who falls

ill. or finds the trust inconvenient, may turn it over to the

Public Trustee, ^\'ido\vs or luirs wlio dn not \\i><h to manage

8
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the property left them, may put it in charge of the pubHc

office. Anyone who is going abroad, or has property too

far away to be easily managed by him, or who desires for any

reason whatever to put his property into the hands of a com-

petent and responsible agent, may appoint the Public Trustee

his agent or attorney.

Any property can be vested in the Public Trustee upon any

trusts defined in the deed creating the trust, and the income

from such property can be applied as may be desired and

directed. When a grant is made by the State under the Civil

Service Law to the widow or family of some public employee

who dies in harness, the amount is placed with the Public

Trustee for the use of the beneficiaries. If any one goes

crazy, the Public Trustee takes care of his property; in

fact, 90 per cent of the estates of all the lunatics in the Colony's

asylums are in his hands. If an individual, an association, a

city, or the public in general, desires to establish a fund in aid

of the victims of a conflagration or mining disaster, or for any

other charitable or public purpose, this universal agent of the

people will take care of the fund and administer the trust.

In the administration of statutory trusts the Public Trustee

renders very valuable and important services to the Colony.

It is clearly of great moment to the public that the administra-

tion of these funds and properties should be such as to leave

no doubt that the directions of the trust will be faithfully

observed. If a court of justice needs to appoint a trustee,

the best of all possible trustees is ready in the Public Trust

Office.

INTEREST AND THE) GOVERNMENT GUARANTY.

On capital funds in the hands of the Public Trustee and

available for investment at his discretion, the department pays

interest at a rate to be determined from time to time by the

Government. You do not have to wait for your interest until

the Public Trustee has invested your capital. Interest begins

at once, just as if you had made a deposit in a savings bank.

The rate of interest at present is 4 % on sums up to $15,000.

and 3^ per cent above that. This is credited quarterly free of

all office charges of the Public Trust Office, and is compounded

for six years. After that, only simple interest is paid.
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In respect to such capital funds, the department states that

the Government guarantees you

:

1. Against loss from delay in the investment.

2. Against loss from investments in bad or insufficient

securities.

3. That the interest shall be regularly and promptly paid,

free of all charges.

DISCRETIONARY POWER OE THE PUBIJC TRUSTEE.

Perhaps the most interesting characteristic of the office is

the large discretion given the Trustee, whereby he may use

his judgment and even his heart to correct deficiencies and

omissions in the instruments under which he acts, in order to

accomplish justice and do what the maker of the will or deed

may be supposed to have intended, or what he ought to have

intended. Private trustees are not, and could not expect to be,

clothed with such discretionary powers. They are tied down

to the strict fulfillment of their trust and of the law. Examples

of the exercise of this discretion will be found in a future

chapter on the Development of Early Institutions.

NO DEFAECATIONS OR DISAPPEARANCES.

This Trustee never dies or runs away, never mistakes the

trust funds for his own, never speculates or endangers the

property of his wards, never becomes disqualified or involved

in ])rivate quarrels, and never makes any but the most moderate

charges,—barely enough to cover the actual cost of the service.

Add to all these advantages, the facts : that the Public Trustee

has more experience and wider discretion than any other trustee

in the country ; that through his 33 agencies and the Post-

Office he is all over the Colony at once, and is ready for busi-

ness any day his services are needed; that the strong light of

public criticism in which he works insures a careful and con-

scientious fulfillment of his obligations ; and that the guaranty

of the Government is behind his transactions, the State being-

responsible for his conduct and for all properties placed in his

hands; and you will gain some idea of the value of this novel

institution.
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ABOLITION OF THE PROVIXCES.

In spite of the ease with which New Zealand's Constitution

can be modified, it worked so well that no substantial change

was made for 22 years after its establishment in 1853. the first

amendment being the act abolishing the provinces, passed in

1875, to take effect in 1876.

New Zealand was not settled from one center, but from

several foci. The settlements at \\'ellington, Auckland, Nel-

son, New Plymouth, Canterbury and Otago were cjuite dis-

tinct, and the means of communication were very poor, so that

there was good reason for the establishment of provincial

governments in these districts at the time of the Constitution

Act. As the country filled up, however, these local parlia-

ments became unnecessary, cumbrous and expensive, and the

opposition to them intensified. Their civil, religious, indus-

trial and social estrangements and jealousies hindered all

uniform legislation. Their educational systems were inefii-

cient, and the land laws were chaotic. When Sir Julius Vogel

l^roposed his National land policy in 1870, provincialism pre-

vented its adoption. Sir Julius determined to abolish the

provinces and appealed to the old Centralist Party that had

always opposed the provincial idea, and to the new settlers

who thought it nonsense for a colony of less than. 500,000

people to have <; parliaments (3 new provinces had been

formed) besides its central government. Some provinces,

moreover, that had little or no land revenue were jealous of

those that had large incomes.

Sir George Grey, the great Governor of early years to

whom New Zealand owes her Constitution and many other

])ublic utilities, was living the quiet life of a private citizen

when Sir Julius Vogel niade war on the provinces. Grey came
out of his retirement to fight for the provincial parliaments.

The provinces were his creation, his own political children
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The Provinces arc hounded by zigzag lines '<» tlic order of a Greek fret.

It will be noted from the tables that the islands are over twice as far from
England as from the United States; that New England is less than two-thirds and
more than half the area of New Zealand, and that the latter is more than a quarter

larger than Great Britain.

New Zealand is sha['ed -eery niucli lil;e a boot with the foot up, tcith Steicart

Island for the strap, the heel northeast, the toe pointing off toward Australia, the

nearest European nest, and the leg bent back at the knee, as tho intending to kick

the institutions of the old world off the earth.
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and he considered them a pretty good faniil}^ He believed in

the decentraHzation of power, and thought the provinces use-

ful to the cause of local self-government and especially valuable

as a means of educating men for the wider sphere of natural

politics. There was force in his argument, but the matter was

strongly contested—local self-government could be attained

through municipal organization, and the provinces, it was said,

were unnecessary, costly and really an element of weakness.

The discussion grew very warm, as I presume it would here,

if a proposal were made to abolish the State governments of

Maine, New Hampshire, \"ermont, Massachusetts, Rhode

MAJOR ATKINSON.

The soldier statesman ~,^-Iio rose to the leadership of the Centralists

in the campaign for the Abulition of the Provinces.

Island and Connecticut, and consolidate New England under

one government. The disadvantages of merging Massachusetts

with Maine and Connecticut would be earnestly dwelt upon

on one side, while on the other it would be argued that there

is really no sense in a little farm like Rhode Island, wath only

1,000 square miles in it, having a State Government all to

itself. If a similar plan of division were followed throughout

the United States there would be 3,000 States in the Union.

Colorado has just the same area as New Zealand, or nearly

twice as much as the whole of New England, and California

is a good deal bigger than Colorado, and Texas more than
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twice as large, yet we would think it very undesirable to have

either Colorado or California or Texas divided into 8 or 9

States with 8 or 9 Legislatures instead of one.

The Anti-Provincialists w'on ; the provinces were abolished

;

the land passed to the Central Government ; and the administra-

tion of local affairs w^as given to local boards and municipal

councils. The consolidation of New England would be less

than two-thirds the size of this New Zealand merger in respect

to area, but fifteen times as large in respect to population.

Some eminent New Zealanders think it was a mistake to abolish

the provinces, instead of modifying their mode of government. The
county system, they declare, has not proved a satisfactory substitute.

"The House of Representatives, since 1875, has been a monster Board

of Works for every part of the Colony, a burden it should not have

to bear, a task it cannot satisfacforily fulfil. . . Members have

become delegates soliciting public works for their districts rather than

representatives charged with political interests; and the money appro-

priated has been expended by officers responsible to the General Gov-
ernment, and not to the local authorities most concerned in its

economical expenditure."^ The common opinion, however, is that the

abolition of the provinces was a good thing. The resulting co-ordina-

tion and uniformity of legislation and management have proved of

incalculable value. Modification to the required extent would have

been very difficult on account of the jealousies and selfishnesses of the

provinces. And as to burdens of detail resting upon Parliament, it

can,. at any time and to any e.xtent it sees fit, place further responsibilities

upon the local authorities, and administrative departments.

1 Gisborne's "Rulei-s,"' pp. 200-201.



('llAI'TEK 22.

GREY'S CAMI'AIGX FOR EgUAL RKiHTS.

(jfe}' was beaten in liis first forensic conflict. lint he did not

stop with the Province (|nestion. Having- started in to si)eak

his mind, he kept on till he had given New Zealand the most

valuable lecturing she has ever received. A considerable part

of the political progress of the last quarter of a century has

been simply the carrying out of the principles and plans advo-

cated by Grev in his campaign speeches in the summer of

1876-7.^

For the first time one of the Colony's leaders appealed to

the peoi)le on a platform distinctly and deliberately democratic.

The government under the property franchise was in fact

a i^lutocracy ; and the aggregation of large amounts of land

in few hands, as a result of the speculation accompanying the

rapid growth of the Colony in the early seventies, had int"0-

duced the people to the evils of land monopolv in a very

en-phatic form. Grey sought to bring the government close

to the ccMumon people, and to break down private monopoly

in land. He advocated extension of the suiTrage with one-

man-one-vote, triennial Parliaments, a land-value tax, a restric

tion of the area one man might have, and a land policy based

on the leasing of land rather than its sale. Sir George desired

the State repurchase of private lands, taking the large estates

and cutting them up into reasonable holdings. One of the

most efifective arguments of 1877 centered in the "unearned

increment" idea. Grey and his lieutenants. Stout and Bal-

lance, pressed home the question : "Are the holders of unim-

])roved and in many cases unused lands entitled to the increased

value arising from the Government construction of railways

and the settlement and improvement of the country by the

hard labor of the colonists?"

R<'(>vfs" "Ldiig While ('I(jik1," p. IV.ii).



SIR CKORCK CKl^V.

'I"lu- r.reat Statesman, Progressive Agitator, and Political Kducator of the People.

He stood for equality at the ballot box, triennial Parliaments, land-value taxa-

tion, di7'ision of large estates, the income tax, etc., and l^ractically all his ideas

have now been adopted by the Colony.

A comparvson of this photo-gravurc of Governor Grey, in mature age, 'cith the

earlier picture on p. ^.?, after due allo-a'ancc for difference of artistic process, still

leaves a clear impression that the Governor gretc finer looking as Time put upon his

face the composite print of many years of noble living.
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The new Liberalism appealed to the masses of the people,

and especially to the workingmen and others in moderate cir-

cumstances, and to the number, then considerable, who did

not have the franchise even to the extent of one vote. A move-

ment was begun which has since carried into execution all

Grey's principles, and enacted all his pet ideas except one-;-

his proposal that the Governor of the Colony should be elected

by the people appears to have made no deep impression, for the

reason probably that the Governor is not Governor at all, but

an inoffensive watchman representing the English alliance,

the real executive of the Colony being the Prime Minister.

The rise of political parties dates from Grey's appeal for

democracy. Until that time there was no clear and lasting

division between the advocates of progress and conservatism.

Feuds, had existed between north and south, centralists and

provincialists, war advocates and peace advocates, etc., but

nothing that could fairly be called a political party even in the

modified sense in which the term is used in New Zealand, is

to be found in her history prior to Grey's campaign for equality.

Then, clustering about the opposite poles of interest and

thought, the people separated permanently into two great

classes, those who desired progress, and those who wished to

leave things pretty much as they were,—the Liberals and the

Conservatives,—and tho unorganized except in Parliament,

these political classes or parties have lasted till now and their

battles make up the forensic and electoral history of the Colony

from 1876 till the present time. The principal leaders of the

Conservatives have been Atkinson, Whitaker and Hall, and

of the Liberals, Grey, Stout, Ballance, McKenzie, Reeves and

Seddon.

Grey became Premier, October, 1877, but without a suffi-

cient majority in the Commons to make it possible to carry

his principal 'reforms, tho some good work was done by the

Liberals.



Chapter 23.

NATIONAL EDUCATION.

A national system of education to take the place of the

piecemeal work of the provinces, was voted November 29.

1877, and the Liberals succeeded in making the bill provide

for the free, secular, compulsory system of common schools,

of which New Zealand is so justly proud, and under which

13/14 of her children are educated; some of the Catholics

and a few of the wealthier people being the only exceptions

to the general use of the public schools.

HON. CHAS. BOWEN.

The Minister of Education in Grey's Cabinet ifho

carried the famous Education Bill.

I Af l\^—.,
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THE FIRST i^AxXD-AALUE TAX.

The only other legislation of special note that was effected

under Grey's Ministry, was the land act of December, 1877

(gathering" u|), improving and extending the provisions for

restricting the area of land to be sold in one lot), and the land-

value tax law carried bv his treasurer, John Ballance, in

October, 1878. It exempted all improvements (buildings,

fences, drainage, planting, etc. ) and all owners of land values

under $2,500, and put a tax of a halfpenny in the pound (about

one-tenth of I per cent) on land values above $2,500.^

The chief effect of this at the time was to alarm and exas-

perate the" wealthy land owners, and league them against the

Grey regime. Grey, moreover, happened to be in power when

a commercial depression came along with its workmen out of

1 In the debate on this liill (X. Z. Hansard, Vol. 28. fiO.")). Ballance made a

strong speech on the pi-inciples of taxation : so excellent, intleed, as to draw
commendation even from the Opposition. He said : "Land should be taxed
because of its enhancement in value, arising not from the industi-y expended
by the owner, but from adventitious circumstances, the increase of popula-
tion, the general i)rogress of society, the making of roads and railways, etc.

This is the soundest ]-pas(in why improvement(4 which are the result of laboi'

shoTild be exeuipled . . . The questiou that should guide tlie policy of

every rational tax ought to be, "What social effect will it have on the com-
munity?' This tax is (1) for revenue, and (2) to encourage iuflustry and
promote the advantage of the whole community."

Mr. Woolcock (pp. (!l(i-617) said he agreed with the Treasurer that per-

sons should be taxed according to their ability to pay, and he favored the

"land tax on unimproved value," but thought "the land tax should be on a

graduated scale," and not at the same rate for the struggling farmer with
£.>(!(», as for the man worth hundi-eds of thousands of pounds."

Mr. Saunders said (p. G18) : "The one great principle (taxing land

values and exempting improvements), now for the first time proposed to l)e

adopted, appears to me to be of vast importance. I am exceedingly glad,

after a discussion of some 2.o years amongst us, that a great and important
principle is now brought forward by the Go\'ernment. We should have
adopted it from the start. It was considered necessary for us by Lord John
Kussell in 1845. But it has been studiously avoided and opposed, not with
much reason, but with very great animation, whenever it has been suggested
in the Legislature of New Zealand. The reason is obvious. So long as large

speculators and large landholders are predominant in any Legislative

.\ssembly, there is nothing they will fight so strongly as a proposal for a land-

value tax, /. c. a proposal to tax those most able to bear it." Mr. Saunders
objected to exempting any laud value. "The little man also has some un-

earned increment," he said.

Wakefield (p. fi28) oi)posed the land tax viciously; said the Government
bad (inoted Cooley, but he bad no opinion of ("ooley.
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work, its failiui^- tinns and shrunken revenues. This is the

most unpardonable crime an administration can commit. To
encounter a panic and to tax the weahhy, surely that was

enough to drive Grey out of office, and it did. He was defeated

in the House July 29, 1879, and Parliament w-as dissolved.

On October 3d he lost at the polls (under a property qualifica-

tion sufifrage), and October 8th. a Conservative Government

came in under John Hall as Premier.

They aliolished the land-value tax," and revised and

re-enacted the property tax- December 19, 1879, '•^^^^ curiously

enough, the very same day these "Conservatives"' passed two

of v'r^ir George Grey's radical measures. (See next chapter).

* l.iinil-iiil III lii.r rdiiir lo Ntuii in Inter years.

- Major Atkinson moved the second reading of the property-tax bill,

lliitchinsdn protested that it was a vicious measure, "(ioing- to get rid of the

land tax, and that seems to he the one principal desire on the part of the

members on that side of the House. The Conservative Party objects to it

mainly because it is part of that democratic policy against which they must
set their faces, and which they must stem l)y every means in their power."

Sir George (Jrey said: "This tax (the Atkinson property tax) is of a
most obnoxious character. It increases the burdens of the humbler classes 5i)

per cent. The proper system of taxation is that which we had proposed in

part—that there should be a laiKl-tud- and an inconie-tu.r. 1 lielieve that that
would press fairly upon the whole population, that it would reach persons
drawing large incomes, persons who are not touched by the present tax and
who ought to contrilnite largely to the revenues of this country." (New Zea-
land I'arlianuntary Debates. Vol. ."4. pp. !tS1. 984.)

^^'»^^AiJS

VVAIKAKl". M()A.\.\, LOOKING NOR I'll KA ST.

A bciiutifiil hike ill the Xortli Island ohoi'C Hatvke Bay.



Chapter 25.

THE TRIENNIAL PARLIAMENT ACT AND THE
RESIDENTIAL FRANCHISE ACT.

The Parliament Act, 1879, changed the 5-year term of ParHa-

ment to a 3-year term, and the Franchise Act quahfied every

male resident of 21 years and upwards to vote, whether he

could stand the property test or not. These measures indi-

cated a powerful sentiment in favor of putting the Govern-

ment into closer touch with the masses of the people. The

public thinking and feeling set in motion by George Grey

proved strong enough to compel even his opponents to adopt

some of his ideas.

The Maoris are horn ora-

tors. The early zvriters say

that talking was the chief

amusement of the natives.

They occupied most of their

leisure in that way, and
would sit for hours at night,

long after they should have
been asleep, telling of zvon-

ders and their great deeds.
They took naturally to poli-

tics, when the white men
opened the way. And since

1867, when the doors of Par-
liament were opened to them,
they have sent their represcn-

^

tatives, who have often made
|

7'ery intelligent and eloquent
speeches in the House upon
important bills, especially
those affecting their own
people.

This privilege, together zvith

peace and safety and the
arts of civilisation, {lid much
to reconcile the natives to the
lOhite invasion. In 1878 a
prominent Maori was asked:
"Wouldn't you like to see
the white people go away and
leave the country to you as
in former days?"
"No."
"Why not?"
"Because the white man

has done us good. We used
to hurt and kill each other; now we do not; noiv we go to Parliament and our
wrongs are righted by legislation. The zvhite man has taught us good things; we
want him to stay with us."

The natives, were not all so sensible, however. A chief from one of the
penned-up villages of the King country, at a great talkee-talk in 1879, stamped his
foot and said: "You must take away your towns and cities. You must take away
your roads and your telegraphs and your railways. We do not want them."

TE WHEORO, A MAORI M. P.



Chapter 26.

THE STRUGGLE FOR THE SOIL.

When in 1877, two years before the pubUcation of Henry

George's "Progress and Poverty,"^ the Colony was startled by

the cry of the "unearned increment" and the call to battle with

monopoly of the soil, the second phase of the land question

in New Zealand came to a head, and for the next 15 years

the war between the monopolists and the people, the conflict

between the big men and the little men for possession of the

soil, was the persistent and burning issue in politics.

During the first period, the era of free trade in land, some

efforts had been made to check monopoly and speculation and

secure genuine settlement.- Restriction of the area of public

land to be sold in one lot, subjection of pastoral leaseholds to

settlement, insistence on residence and improvement to make

1 Published at New York in 1879 ; the bible of the single tax and the un-
earned increment philosophy. Henry George gave his Progress and Poverty
I)hilosophy to the public in a lecture in San Francisco in IS'io, and back in

tS71 he had published a small pamphlet urging that all taxes should be
placed on land-values. Very little notice was taken of his views, however,
even in his own city and state, till after the publication of Progress and
I'overty, and, indeed, the idea of putting all taxes on land-values, exempting
all improvements, was the common possession of thoughtful men the world
over, as it had been advocated by the French economists a hundred years
before George wrote. Herbert Spencer and John Stuart Mill had also written
on the unearned increment and the rights of the people to the soil. It seems
that George did not know of the views of the French economists till after he
wrote his pamphlet of 1871. But the statesmen of New Zealand were doubt-
l(ss acquainted with both the French and English literature of the subject.

= Besides the limitation of area (1S58), the determination of pastoral
leases on sale of the land (1865 following Grey"s ordinances of 1849 and
1851), and the settlement conditions insisted on in Otago (1856), which have
already been noted (see Free Trade in Land), there were provisions for
special settlements to enable associations of small men to take up land (see

Act No. S.-?, 1870, for Wellington I'rovincc, and No. 77, 1871: No. 42, 1872.
Nelson Province; No. 43, 1872, Hawkes Bay, etc.) and for the selection of
land on the deferred-payment system (Act No. 77, 1871 ; No. 39, 1872, Otago;
No. 43, 1872, Hawkes Bay, etc.), a plan by which the land could be paid for
by instalments covering several years, title being given only when the pay-
ments were completed and the conditions of residence and improvement ful-

filled. In Hawkes Bay no one could buy on deferred payments less than 40
acres, nor over 200 acres, in his own name or anotlier's. In Otago the limits
were 50 to 200 acres. The double limitation was intended to confine the
system and its advantages to the class of small and medium farmers It was
meant to benefit, and so encourage the agricultural development of the
country.
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sure that the land was selected for actual use and not for

speculation, encouragement of small farms by affording those

who took moderate areas the advantage of paying for the

land in instalments out of the earnings of crops, withholding

title till the payments were completed and the residence and

improvement conditions fulfilled, preventing premature resale

or transfer, these and other expedients were used more and

more to favor close settlements.

Till 1877, however, most of these efforts were partial and

provincial and of comparatively little effect. There was no

adequate realization of the dangers of land monopoly, nor

organized and systematic opposition to it ; no comprehensive

national movement to secure the soil to the common people.

Low prices of public land, the increase of population and rising

values caused by gold discoveries and railway building, the

insecurit}' of pastoral leases, the desire to build up great estates

or make a fortune on the rise of land, led to vast speculation

and great concentration of land ownership in the period before

1877.

Limitation of area and settlement conditions were evaded

by "dummyism."' or the taking of land in the name of a rela-

tive or employee or other "dummy," who fulfilled the letter

of the law's conditions, for the rich man behind the transaction.

Freeholds could be bought up from their owners, and estates

on deferred payments could be gathered in after the conditions

were fulfilled. There was no limitation on the area a man
might hold: no substitution of permanent leaseholds for the

freehold ; no tax on land values to discoiu'age holding land

idle for speculation, and to favor the breaking up of great

estates ; no power to resume large freeholds and divide them

;

no uniformity in, nor adequate administration or enforcement

of, the land laws in different districts, not even in respect to

sales and settlement conditions ; nothing in short that could

offer any serious obstacle to the growth of monopoly.

THE MOVEMENT OF ''/J AND SUCCEEDING YEARS.

The cm-rent of thought set \\\) by the land events of the

first 35 years of the Colony's life (especially those consequent

on the gold rush of the sixties and the railway boom of the

seventies), developed and invigorated by Grey, Ballance, and

Stout, led to a series of strong enactments from 1877 to 1885
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aimed at settling a race of small farmers on the soil, and

checking speculation. Efforts were also made to systematize

and unify the land laws, establish a policy looking toward

the nationalization of the land, and secure for pubHc use a part

of the unearned increment of land-values. Some good work

was done, but on the whole the landlords of monopolistic

tendencies were able to cripple or evade the progressive meas-

ures, and more than hold their own against the people's inter-

ests till 1891.

The land-value tax of 1878 has already been described. The

other principal acts afTecting land in this age of organized

battle between the people and the plutocrats, will b^ referred

to now. For those who give special attention to the land

question, these measures have peculiar interest, especially the

perpetual lease with the fee simple in the State and periodic

revaluations to take for the public Treasury the increase of

land value due to social forces. But for the general reader

a rapid glance may suffice for the rest of this chapter—a sort

of military review of the first great army of national land laws

going to their Bull Run to prepare the way for the victory

of their successors.

THE ACT OF 1877.

The luiui act of 1877 was the first step in the estabhshiuent of a

national land poHcy for the settlement and administration of public

lands on somethmg like uniform principles throughout the Colony.

This step was rendered possible by the abolition of the provinces,

and indeed one of the chiefs arguments in favor of abolishing the

provinces was the necessity for a simplification and unification of

ihe land system of the Colony. How great the need was may be

judged by the fact that the new law repealed no less than 56 statutes,

most of them dealing with provincial systems.

The law provided for a Minister of Lands—an important advance

—

and a Local Land Board in each of the ten land districts into which the

act divided the country. Each Board must have a permanent Chief Com-
missioner, who is a Government officer, the other members being ordinary

citizens receiving fees for their services. These Boards were instructed

to classifj' lands and sell separately, noting the special value in respect

to kind of soil, timber, minerals, proximity to railways, etc. Unsur-

veyed land was not to be sold any more without ascertaining its

position and quality. The Boards were authorized to increase the

upset price of lands of special value, and they were given the general

powers of courts of law in matters of administration, subject to

appeal to the Supreme Court. The system has worked admirably

and is still in force.
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All lands were classified as town, suburliim or rural, the first

two to be sold at auction at upset prices of $150 and $15, respectively,

and the third at an upset of $5 an acre, under methods specified

for each district and assimilating so far as possible the former

conditions existing under the provinces. The rural lands were agri-

cultural and pastoral ; the first could be sold at auction at $5 an

acre in areas from 20 to 320 acres, which was the largest block of

land fit for agriculture that could be sold in one block, but special

areas of pastoral iand unfit for agriculture could be disposed of in

areas ranging from 500 to 5,coo acres at the same price.

Pastoral lands might also be leased at auction in areas capable

of carrying not more than 5000 sheep or 1000 cattle the year round,^

at an upset rental fixed b}- the local boards for periods not exceeding

10 years,* and subject to resumption on 12 months' notice without

compensation for improvements. A pre-emptive clause allowed lessees

with assent of the board to buy from their leaseholds a homestead

block not exceeding 320 acres.''

Land oil Deferred Payments.

The most important provisions of the act, however, were

those intended to enable men of small means to take up farms.

For the first time land was obtainable from the Crown in all

parts of the Colony on Deferred Payments, and great care Avas

taken to confine the privilege to bona fide cultivators and users

of small blocks.

Land could be had in blocks from 20 acres up to a maximum
of 320 acres, at a price fixed prior to the sale, or determined by
auction, the price being put 50 per cent above the amount bid. Licenses

to occupy suburban, rural and special pastoral land were issued for

5, 10 and 15 years" respectively, during which the selector paid annually

1/5, l/io and 1/15 of the prices arranged.^ Stringent settlement

conditions as to residence and improvement were insisted on.'*

Suburban land nuist be cultivated i/io the first year, 1/5 the second

year and ^4 the fMurlli year. ])erM)nal residence was necessary for

"The area was incroased in 1S82 to the amount necessary to pasture
-<>.0(Mj sheep or 4.(Kid cattle.

* Increased to a term not exceeding 21 years in 1882.

'^Repealed 1882, re-enacted 1885.

® The ten-year term for rural lands was increased to fourteen years in
1882.

'In case of special blocks of pastoral land set apart for purchase <m
deferred payments, no conditions as to improvement were imposed, liiit si.x

years' residence was necessary.

® The Act provided that "One-third of the price of any block of land dis-
posed of under this part of the Act (Deferred I'nyments) shall l>e handed
over to the ("ounty Council or Road Buard of the di.strict within which such
land is situated, to be expended in the construction of such roads within,
or to open tip. the block for the benefit of the selectors. .\nd the pay-
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four years and the land must be substantially fenced and otherwise

improved to the extent of $50 an acre.

Rural land must be cultivated 1/20 the first year, i/io the second

and 1/5 the fourth year, w^ith 6 years' residence, and improvements

within that time to the value of $5 an acre.

The selector had to sign a declaration that he was 18 years of age;

that he held no other lands on deferred payment, nor had ever held,

nor assigned his interest in any way; that he was not, either in his

own or any other name, the owner in fee simple or on agricultural

lease of more land than would in all with the present application

amount to 640 acres ; that he himself would cultivate for his own
benefit only, and would fulfil the prescribed conditions as to residence

and improvement. Non-fulfilment of conditions enacted forfeiture

of the lands. Officers called Rangers of the Crown were appointed

to value improvements and see the provisions of the law carried out.

After the conditions were complied with, and the balance of the

purchase money was paid up, the selector was entitled to the fee

simple. The freehold of rural land might be obtained at the end of

three years on fulfilment of the cultivation and improvement require-

ments and full payment. The incomplete interest of the selector in

his land could not be charged, encumbered, or taken in execution for

debt, and the transfer of his ownership required the approval of the

Land Board of the district.

Under this system the man of small capital who could not

pay cash for a farm, might take up land and pay for it grad-

ually out of his crops. While on the other hand the Govern-

ment could be sure the land was taken for genuine use in

reasonable area, and could control the transfer for a number

of years. The system proved popular and beneficial.

While these thoughtful provisions in aid of cultivators with

small means, were being applied, a helping hand was extended

to agricultural immigrants of the poorest class, by the

AMENDMENT ACT OF 1879.

The plan was to set aside blocks of Crown lands for Village

Settlements in the districts where poor laborers were likely

to find more or less work on the lands of richer neighbors, or

on the district roads.

menls made by the selectors shall, from time to time, until the amount
of such one-third be reached, be paid over to such County Council or Road
Hoard, as the case may be. The plans of proposed roads shall in all cases

receive the sanction of the Waste Land Board of the district." The principle

embodied in this section has been extended by subsequent Acts to include the

payment to local bodies of one-third of the rents of small grazing runs. In

the case of perpetual and grazing leases, the proportion of rent is paid for a

period of 15 years. The local body has to satisfy the Land Board of the com-
pletion of the works for which this money is specially set apart.
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Sections of village land of an acre or less were provided for homes,

and larger sections up to a maximum of 50 acres for "small farm

allotments." Each applicant was offered one village section and one

farm allotment at moderate prices (not less than $25 for the lot, or

$5 an acre for the farm) on immediate or deferred payments. The
worker could earn his support outside, partly or wholly, and improve

his land during slack times.

'Further to induce cultivation, blocks of land of fine quality called

"Special Settlements" were set aside for associations or groups of

buyers who took up the land in bulk and subdivided it among them-

selves. A number of these special settlement associations have suc-

ceeded admirably, particularly under the new form given to the plan

in later laws.

THE PERPETUAL LEASE, 1882.

The next important move introdticed one of the most inter-

esting instittitions In the history of New Zealand : the Per-

petual Lease. It was established by a "Conservative" Govern-

ment under Whitaker in 1882, but was worthy of Grey or

Ballance or Seddon, and was in fact in its inception a Liberal

meastire of the most pronounced type. The Governor was

authorized to set aside lands not exceeding ^ of the agri-

cultural land open for sale,® to be leaded for 50 years zvifh the

right of perpetual renczval for successive terms of 21 years

each, the rent to he 5 per cent or more on the unimproved land

z'alue. whicl} z^'as to be re-estiinafed near the end of each term

by talcing- the total z'alue of the property by arbitration and

deducting the vahtc of improvements.

No one could become a sublessee or holder under such a

lease who would thereby become the owner or tenant of more

than 640 acres of first-class land f including all the land he

already owned or occupied),^'' under penalty of forfeiture.

The tenant must reside on the land and bring a considerable

part of it under cultivation within a stated time.^^ If he did

not wish to take the renewal lease it should be put up at auc-

tion, the new tenant paying and the old tenant receiving the

\ alue of the permanent improvements.

" AniciHied ill 18S4 so tliat as imicli land c-ould lie set aside as might at
any time he aiiplied for.

^° Under lease, or any other way, individually or in common or jointly,

except that estates of tenancy by marriage, will or descent are not included.

" He must cultivate one-twentieth part within one year, one-tenth within
two years, one-fifth within four years, and also make improvements to the
\alue of tl per acre within sis years.
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In its original form the lease was as good as its name ; it

was perpetual, a lease forever, not convertible into a freehold.

The soil would always belong to the State and the possession

could not be transferred to any one who would thereby become

the holder of more than 640 acres. From the standpoint of

the "unearned increment" philosophy of Grey and Ballance,

such a measure would seem to be about perfect, the main

defect being that so long as other tenures existed, its revalua-

tions would be a special tax on the class most deserving of

exemption.

Such a radical instalment of nationalization of the soil and

checkmate of monopoly and speculation, could not be tolerated

by the speculators and monopolists, and in its passage through

Parliament the Bill was attacked and a clause inserted per-

Hamurana Stream, Lake Rotorua, North Island.

mitting the leaseholder to buy the fee simple of his holding

after 6 years and before 11 years had passed. If he did not

purchase within those years he would continue to hold under

the lease subject to renewal proceedings as above.^"

1= In South Australia by the Act of 1888 real perpetual leases were
established without any clause making them convertible into freeholds. The
lessee can transfer only with assent of the Land Board and his rent is

freshly appraised every 14 years, improvements, of course, being exempted in

the revaluations in South Australia as in New Zealand. This has proved
so popular that in lOul over 7 million acres were held in this way, an
amount little short of the whole area sold and held in fee simple since the
founding of the Colony.

In Victoria the perpetual lease was sanctioned in 1898, with revaluations
every 10 years, but subject to the riglit of turning the lease into a conditional

purchase with a chance to get the freehold.
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Land absorbers (dici not find even this satisfactory and in

1887 leaseholders were allowed to buy at any time. After the

systerii got thoroh- under wa}', more holdings were taken up

under it than under any other tenure/''' and by 1891, about

1,110,000 acres had been taken in this way, and 1,019,405 were

still under the lease. Since then three-fourths of this area has

been turned into freehold, and taking the totals from the time

the law was enacted down to March, 1902, something like six-

sevenths of the perpetual leasehold lands have become free-

hold/'* so that perpetual leasing with a purchasing clause has

'•^ The following data indicate the popularitj- of the "perpetual lease"

Yeal-
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proved only a roundabout way to the freehold with its unlim-

ited facilities for aggregation and speculation.

1885-1888.

In 1885, when two of Grey's colleagues, Robert Stout and

John Ballance, were respectively Premier and Minister of

Lands (1884-7), a big consolidation land act was passed,

re-enacting the principal features of the acts of t 877-79, ^i^*^'

''i^2 with some additions and modifications.

Land Act, 1885.

(i) Town and suburban lands were to be sold by auction, and

rural lands either by auction at an upset not less than ii per acre or by

sale on application at not less than £1 per acre. No more than 320

acres of rural land could be sold in one lot excepting third class or

pastoral lands.

(2) Small runs not exceeding 5,000 acres were let for 21 years

without right of resumption, but no one could take such a lease who
would thereby hold more than 6,000 acres in the Colony.

(3) Pastoral leases of areas not more than enough to carry 20,000

sheep or 4,000 cattle, could be had for terms not exceeding 21 years

subject to determination on 12 months' notice if the Governor thought

the land needed for sale.

(4) Perpetual leases, with conditions of residence and cultivation,

right of purchase, renewals, re-valuations and exclusion of anyone

who, if made a lessee or transferee, would become the owner or tenant

of more than 640 acres in New Zealand, were provided for as in 1882.

(5) Small lots (not over 50 acres) could be leased on application

without auction upon perpetual lease with renewals and other con-

ditions as above except that the fec-simplc could not be purchased, but

li'as to remain in the State.

(6) The Governor might set apart lands for Village Settlements,

to be divided into lots not over i acre each, or farms not over 50.

acres each, or both. The allotments to be sold for cash, or on deferred

payments, or offered on lease for a term not e.xceeding 30 years with

perpetual right of renewal for terms of 21 years each. The rent to

be 5 per cent on the land-value, re-estimated at the end of each term

by taking the gross value of the property and subtracting the value of

the improvements belonging to the tenant.

State Purchase of Land in Case of Dispute as to Assessment.

The Assessment Act of the same year (1885) provided that in

case of disagreement between the Commissioner's valuation of property

for taxation and the value named in the owner's return, the Governor

in Council on the recommendation of the Commissioner might purchase
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the property at the value named in said owner's return plus 10 per

cent unless the owner assented to the Commissioner's valuation. On
the owner's part he might require the State to reduce the assessment, or

to purchase the property at the value named in his return (without any

additional per cent).

These provisions were avowedly meant only for the enforcement

of the assessment law, and not for the purpose of State resumption

of land. They could have been used for this end if the Commissioner

chose to lift his valuation to an unreasonable height, but this would

not have been an honest use of the law according to its spirit and

purpose, was not likely to be, and in fact was not, adopted by any

administration during the reign of the land monopolists, and would

doubtless have led to a quick repeal of the law if it had been.

Here was a clear recognition of the principles of limiting

the area of holdings, Government repurchase of land, and

perpetual leasing with State ownership of the fee simple and

public absorption of the unearned increment by periodic revis-

ion of the land-value basis of the rentals. But freehold

accumulation without limitation was left in full swing—even

the leases for the most part permitted purchase of the fee after

6 years, and there was no progressive tax to discourage

monopoly ; nor effective provision for taking over large estates

and dividing them up; nor any limit to the number of lots a

rich speculator might purchase for cash without a single

guaranty to the State that good use would be made of the

land ; nor a limit to the number of carefully improved deferred-

payment or "perpetual lease" sections he might in bad times

buy up from the poorer cultivators if the latter had obtained

their crown grants in fee ; wherefore tenure was in a few years

being inevitably worked in a vicious circle round again to the

old system,—the concentration of land ownership could go

on without difficulty and did go on. The Parliamentary recog-

nition of the important principles in the statutes we have

reviewed was worth a great deal, however, and the village

settlement provisions soon rendered excellent service, but till

1891 the speculators and monopolists had things pretty much

their own way, especially after the reactionary legislation of

1887-8.

1887-8.

In 1887 it was enacted that the Governor might by notification in

the Government Gazette, declare rural lands open for selection (at

prices stated in the notification) for cash, or on deferred payments,

or perpetual lease, at the option of the selector. Rural lands then open
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on deferred payments or perpetual lease, were declared open for sale

for cash, or occupation on either tenure. No one could purchase for

cash, or have purchased for him, or secure from the public lands in

any one land district, under freehold, deferred payment, or perpetual

lease, more than 640 acres of tirst-class land or 2,000 acres of second-

class.^^ Any holder of a perpetual lease or deferred payment contract

was authorized to acquire the freehold at any time as soon as he had

carried out the improvements required by his license. The area of

"small grazing runs'' was extended from 5,000 to 20,000 acres.

In 1888 residence on swamp lands or lands held on perpetual lease

was dispensed with; deferred payment selectors might hold up to 640

acres instead of 320 ; and the Governor was given authority to declare

land set apart for Village Settlements to be open for sale and selection

under the optional system of 1887.

This was the last land legislation, of the Conservatives.

Atkinson at the head of the Conservatives had come into

power October 8, 1887, to remain till January, 1891. The

limitation of purchase italicized above was an advance, but

the rest of the provisions, and especially the facilities for trans-

lating- other tenures into freehold, w^ere decidedly retrogres-

sive, and even the limitation of purchase was evaded by dum-

my ism, flagrant cases of which occurred as late as 1890. In

fact it was so prevalent and so persistently winked at, that the

Minister of Lands from 1887 to 1890 was dubbed "The High

I'rie.st of Dummvism."

1° The applicant must sign a declaration, saying, "I purchase for my own
use (or the use of C. D., for whom I am trustee), and I do not (or C. D. does

not) hold 640 acres first class or l',000 acres second class In this district."

A Competitor for the S>iil.



Chapter 27.

BALLANCE'S VILLAGE SETTLEMENTS.

The bad years 1885 and 1886 filled the streets of New Zea-

land towns with idle workmen, and the Minister of Lands,

John Ballance, did his best to put the unemployed with their

families, on the soil. He put his village settlement plan in

execution, placing idle labor on idle land with government

loans to help the settlers build their homes and clear and plant

the land.^ In various parts of the Colony blocks of public

land were taken and divided into holdings of 20 to 50 acres,

and parties of 6 to 30 settlers were sent out to, occupy them.

The allotments were not given or sold to the village settlers,

but let to them on perpetual lease at a rental equal to 5 per

cent on the prairie value of the land, which was usually £1

an acre. Once in a generation the rent was to be revised.

Under Ballance' s regulations the settlers were aided by a two

years' postponement of their rent, and by advances up to $350

each,- $250 to enable the settler to buy seed, tools, food, etc.,

1 The vi;iage settlement plan was first outlined by the Hon. Wm. RoUeston,

Superintendent of the Province of Canterbury, 1S«J8 to 1876 (afterwards

Minister of Lands In the Hall Government, 1879-1882, and still later Con-

servative leader of the Opposition in Parliament, 1891-1893). He began the

village settlement system in Canterbury in 1874. In the early years of the

puhlic-worlfs policy there was some difficulty in finding employment for the

Vogel immigrants coming into the I'rovince, and, in answer to a delegation of

the unemployed, Rolleston laid out a programme for village settlements, with

help from the Treasury for building homes, etc. On the line of railway, or

near it, blocks of Government land were laid off in sections varying from Vi

to 5 acres. Assistance up to .$50 for each settler was given towards the

erection of a small cottage. The occupation was rent free the first year,

afterwards 50 cents a week. A number of the settlements were not intended

to be permanent, and have long since disappeared. In other cases the land

was sold to the settlers on the deferred-payment plan. Little or nothing was
done to extend the village system from 1876 to 1886, when the new move-
ment began under tlie law of 1885 and the liberal regulations of Minister

P.allance.

2 This new and important feature introduced into the village-settlement

scheme by Minister Hallance afforded a settler $12.50 loan on each acre up to

twenty, besides SfldO for a dwelling. The settlers paid 5 per cent interest on

these loans.
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with $100 more to help build a house. Thus many destitute

families were comfortably settled in homes of their own, and

altho Ballance was fiercely attacked in 1887 for his experi-

ments, and some of the settlements failed, others were suc-

cessful, and the country recognized the value of the plan, and

HON. JOHN BALI^ANClJ, MINISTER OF LANDS.

While 7'reasuier in Grey's Ministry, in 1878, John Bal-

lance carried the first land-value ta.v, and as Minister of

Lands in the Stout-Vogel Cabinet, 1886, he established

village settlements on a permanent basis, thereby greatly

endearing himself to the 'u'orhing people of the

Colonv.

since the Liberal Labor I'arty came into power it has l)oen

established on solid foundations.

About 2,200 selectors settled in Lallance's villages. Bal-

lance went out of office in September, 1887, and his successor

(lid not encourage village settlements. Selectors were allowed
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to buy the fee simple of allotments and some 20,000 acres of

the settlements have passed in this way into the hands of

3,000 purchasers. In 1902 there are 2,000 village settlers

holding 42,000 acres, and with their families numbering about

5,500 souls. But this does not tell the whole truth, for Min-

ister McKenzie, who became Minister of Lands under the

Ballance Government in 1891, carried on with renewed energy

the planting of idle workmen on the land in slightly different

forms, making them holders of "improved farms," tenants of

"repurchased estates," etc., and, including all settlements that

really belong with the "villages" whatever the name of the

holdings, we find in 1902 over 5,000 tenants in such settle-

ments, or about 20,000 people in all.
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STATE FORESTS.

The splendid forests of New Zealand had for years been

subject to a rapid process of destruction by forest fires and

commercial vandalism. It became evident that the supply of

timber would not last many decades if something were not

done to check the wastes and losses. Moreover, the rainfall

and river sources of wade districts were being seriously

affected; and in many places on the mountain slopes where

the soil w^as thin the removal of the trees left it at the mercy

of the storms, which washed it aw'ay, leaving the rocks entirely

bare, undoing in a few months the whole results of nature's

soil-building carried on through ages of the past.

To stop these evils a Forest Act was passed in 1885^ to

provide for the reservation of State forests and the control

and management of them b\' the Government.- The preamble

states the purpose of the law as follows:

"Whereas, it is expedient to make provision for setting apart areas

of forest land in New Zealand as State forests, and to subject the

same to skilled management and proper control in order thereby to

prevent undue waste of timber, and to provide timber for future

industrial purposes, and to provide for the proper conservation of

climatic conditions by the preservation of forest growth in elevated

situations ; Be it enacted, etc."

^ Forest Trees Planting Encouragement Acts had been passed in 1871-
1872-1870, and Canterbury had a Planting of Forest Trees Ordinance as early
as 1S5S, but neither these nor the Forest Act of 1874 had proved sufficient to
meet the situation. A few reckless years of lumbering can easily destroy
centuries of Nature's handiwork, especially if a fire gets loose in the for-

est now and then and spreads its ruin in the woodland.
-In the United States the same reckless destruction of forest growth has

taken place, and for the most part is still in progress. Congress, however,
has shown a disposition to do something in the matter, and in 1801 a law was
passed authorizing the President to set aside national forest reservations to
conserve our valuable woodlands and protect the head waters of our rivers.

Some reservations have been made under this law, and the Secretary of
the Interior has been authorized to manage and control the National Forests ;

protect them against fires and depredations ; establish such service as is

necessary to regulate their occupancy and use : preserve the living and grow-
ing timber, and i)romote the younger growth. The Secretary may sell the
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The law authorized the Commissioner of State Forests to

estabUsh schools of forestry and agriculture, grant licenses to

cut timber and take measures to preserve and improve the

forests of the Colony.

The Government in recent years has shown an ever-

increasing interest in the preservation of the forests and the

planting of trees. In the financial statement presented to

Parliament, July, 1902, the acting Premier said :^

"In pursuance of the decision of the Government that the remaining

areas of forest in the Colony should be conserved and dealt with in

a systematic manner, the Government have under consideration the

whole question of how best to deal with this important matter. Special

attention is being given to the reservation of all forest upon the

mountains and higher tablelands to insure the maintenance of rivers

and streams, the gradual distribution of rainfall, the protection of

the surface of the country from degradation, and the prevention of

the destruction of lands in the valleys or their deterioration by the

deposit of detritus, whilst maintaining the climatic equilibrium, pro-

tecting the native flora and fauna, and doing all that is possible to

preserve the beautiful scenery for which the Colony is famed. On a

smaller scale scenic efifect is being attended to by the reservation of

forest lands in gorges and on river banks and the higher portions of

the Colony, so as to preserve all places of natural beauty which serve

to make New Zealand attractive, especially from a tourist point of

view. . . . The Government also have in contemplation a large

expansion of tree-planting operations ; and it is fortunate that we

possess a large area of land in the central district of the North

Island which, tho not well adapted for agricultural and pastoral pur-

poses, is believed, as the result of trial plantations, to be well suited

to the growth of vast forests of specially selected and valuable trees."

dead or matured or large growth of trees. The foresters and employees are to

he appointed wholly for fitness, without regard to political affiliations.

These provisions for national ownership and operation of forest land are

pxcellent. but as yet very little has been done to bring our forests under their

protection. The original forest area of the United States was 2,968.700

square miles. The present forest area is only about .500.000 square miles,

and less than one-twelfth of this has been reserved under the above legislation.

3N. Z. Hansard, 1002, Vol. 120, p. 145.
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I'lRST OFFENDERS' PROBATION.

REFORMATIOX AND PREVENTION RATHER THAN PUNISHMENT.

In 1886 New Zealand adopted the principle of conditional

probation for first oflenders, which has been tried in this

country with such great success.^ Instead of sending the

patient to prison, the judge may release the erring one on con-

dition of good behaviour. A probation officer investigates the

character and offense of every one arrested for a first offense,

to see if the accused may reasonably be expected to reform

without punishment. If this appears likely, the ofifense not

being a heinous one and the previous character being fair, th^

officer recommends probation to the Court trying the case, and

I ho Court may adopt the suggestion if it thinks best. The

1 Probation has been practiced in Boston ntarlj' a quarter of a century, a

law providing for it having been passed in 1878. Over 00 per cent do well

and are discharged, and only 6 or 7 per cent prove incorrigible. After the

plan had been in operation ten years, the Roxbury inspector said in his

report : "I'robation has saved many of both sexes from exposure, shame au<l

loss of situation in cases where they had committed their first offense, and
not only saved them for the time being, but for all time."
The inihtcnniiiate sentence, that has produced such astonishing results in

the Elmira Reformatory, New York, is also worthy of the attention of pro-

gressive nations. The length of residence of tlie convict is left to the

decision of the management. He is treated as a moral patient, to be built up
into an honest, self-supporting character as rapidly as possible, chiefly by

teaching him iiow to work and showing him the value of labor by adjusting
comfort and rewards to the degree of industry and skill lie manifests. When
his record indicates that lie is lit for citizeusliip in free society, he is released,

hut Is on probation for six months, being kept under close supervision till lu"

has proved himself worthy of absolute freedom.
There is a maxim of law to the effect that everyone is to be deemed

innocent till the contrary is proved. When the contrary is proved and a per
son is convicted of unfitness for civilized society, there should be a companion
r)resumption that would 'deem him to continue unfit till he demonstrated tin-

contrary. We would not confine a tiger, or a bear, or a leper, for one year or

two years and then let him out again to prey upon or contaminate siK'iety ;

and such a course is no wiser with those who manifest a criminal nature

—

all such undesirables should be kept beyond power of harm till tamed or

cured.
In the liistory of development, criminal law begins with vengeance and

punishment, and ends with love, reformation and prevention,

lo
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released offender is assisted, encouraged and watched over by

the probation officer, to help him live an honest and useful

life. If he does well, he is finally discharged. If he does not

do well, he may be rearrested and sentenced.^

The plan has proved excellent. Four years after its adop-

tion, when its effects were well tested, the Inspector of Prisons

reported

:

"As regards the -First Ofifenders' Probation Act, I cannot speak too

highly of its usefulness, and I have no hesitation in stating that many
a young and thoughtless offender has been rescued from a career of

crime through its intervention. The act works smoothly and satisfactorily

and is proving year by year one of the most useful measures ever

passed by any legislature."

In the report of 1901 the Inspector, after stating the results

from the start, sums up as follows

:

"From the foregoing it will be seen that 83 per cent have done

well, while only 2.41 per cent have eluded the vigilance of the probation

officers and absconded. These statistics speak for themselves and show

that the probation officers, who do the work gratuitously, have care-

fully inquired into and made judicious recommendations in the majority

of cases, and are deserving of commendation.

= The dctuils of the pnncipal provision.s of the act may be of interest to

the reader. If the charge is murder, attempt to murder, rape, robbery, burg-

lary, corrosive fluid tlifowing, extortion, coining, placing an explosive to

endanger life or property, or an offense attended by irreparable or serious

consequences, and either endangering life or indicating, in the opinion of the

court, an established criminal intention on the part of the accused, the act

does not apply ; such crimes are "not within the meaning of offense as used
in this act."

If the case is not within the excepted list of heinous crimes, and the

previous character of the offender has been good, no indictment or conviction

against him in the past, and the i)robation ofiicer thinks the interests of the

public and of the offender would be subserved by putting him on probation,

the ofiicer makes a recommendation to that effect to the court which tries the

case, and, upon conviction of tlie offense charged, instead of sentencing the

prisoner to punishment, tlie court may release him on probation for such
term as it deems best, not exceeding the longest term for wliich sentence could

be imposed.
The conditions of probation are: (1) That the probatee must report him-

self where directed within 24 hours after liberation; (2) that he must report

in person once every month, unless the ofiicer authorizes a report in writing

;

(3) that he must reside (i. c, sleep) at the address notified to the officer:

(4) that he must get liis living by honest means, approved by the probation

ofiicer in charge of the case, and (5) that if he changes his address he must
give the officer 48 hours' notice.

At the end of the term of probation, if all the conditions have been ful-

filled, the probatee or convicted person is discharged as if he Iiad served out a

sentence.
If the conditions are not complied with, re-arrest and sentence may

follow.

Any person arrested and commiticd for trial for a non-heinous offense,

and not able to give hail, may he released on prohation, as above, while
awaiting trial. This is one of the most beneficent provisions of the act,

imprisonment pending trial being in many cases a greater iniquity than that
perpetrated by the unfortunate (and perhaps innocent) prisoner.
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The results prove beyond tloubt that the ProI)ation Act, which puts

first offenders under a term of surveillance that is calculated to give

I hem an extra incentive to good behavior, and to check predilections

that might end in a career of crime, is satisfactorilj^ attaining that end.'

A probationer has ever before his mind the inevitable consequence

which will ensue should he deviate from strictest rectitude of conduct

during his probation, while he is not in a position to be contaminated

bj' the evil associations which are almost inseparable from a prison

life. The State is relieved of the expense of his support, and there

is much more inducement to return to the paths of honesty and

industry than there would be w-ere he under bars and bolts inside the

walls of a felon's cell; and, lastlj-, he is not branded as a 'jail-bird.'"

The ordinary plan of imprisoning young offenders with

liardened criminals is like taking people who have caught

cold or got a mild case of lueasles, and boxing them up with

a lot of consumptives, small-pox patients and yellow-fever

victims. Crime is a disease coming usually from infection,

hut sometimes organic. The doctors recently took a boy who

manifested brutal instincts, opened his skull and operated on

the proper part of his brain, and the youth became a gentle,

law-abiding citizen. Removal of causes, prevention of con-

tagion, and cure, should be the aims in dealing with crime as

with anv other disease.

= Of tlie 1,:^:!2 persons jilaced on probation since the introduction of the
Act, in October, l.S.SO, no less than l,i)21 had, by l!>ul, been discharged after

satisfactorily carrying out the conditions of their licenses, 73 having been re-

arrested and sentenced to various terras of imprisonment; 1 committed
suicide, 2 died, 29 absconded, 1 was sent to a lunatic asylum and 105
remained, fulfilling the conditions of their terms of probation. (N. Z. Year
Book. 1002.)

One hundred and twelve persons were placed on i)robati(m in the year
1900, as against 117 in 1.S99. Of these, 32 were discharged after satisfac-

torily carrying out the conditions of their licenses, :5 were re-arrested and 77
remained under the supervision of probation officers.



Chaptek 30.

THE CIVIL SERVICE.

In 1858 the Parliament passed an act whereby "any one in

the civil service, except extra clerks," could retire on annuity

in case of incapacity by age, ill-health or other infirmity after

ten years of faithful and diligent service. If the term of ser-

vice had been 10 to 17 years the annual allowance was 34 oi

the employee's average salary for the last three years. From

17 to 45 years the pension was ^ of such salary plus 1/84

of such salary for each year of service above 17. For 45

years or more of service the allowance was 3^ of the said

salary. In the discretion of the Governor in Council, relief

up to one year's salary could be granted the wadow or family

of one dying in the employ of the General Government.

In 1866 provision was made for the thoro organization,

classification and regulation of the civil service. Government

employees were divided into five classes. Examinations were

provided, but they were not competitive. Appointments were

made to the lowest class on probation. Promotion was made

to depend on seniority in ofiice, so far as that principle could be

followed without detriment to the service, but the Governor

was authorized to appoint any one to a vacancy, stating his

reasons to the General Assembly. Dismissal was left at the

will of the Executive. The allowance on retirement after ten

years' service was fixed at 1/60 of the average salary (of the

three preceding years) for each year of service, 11/60 for 11

years' service, 12/60 after 12 years' service, etc., up to 40/60

or y^ pay after 40 years or more of service.

THE MERIT SYSTEM.

In 1886 a law was passed establishing competitive examina-

tions for Civil Service appointments, except in the case of
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persons skilled in medicine, law, navigation, science and tech-

nical art, extra clerks, officers of prisons, messengers, and the

military and police officers, who must, however, have passed

the fourth standard of education in the public schools. The
right of dismissal was placed on three months" notice. The

act was not to appl\' to the working railway stafif, and the

telegraph and postal employees might be excepted by the

Governor-in-Council. These departments, however, have other

Civil Service rules of their own.

SUPERANNUATION AND INCAPACITY.

The retiring-allowance sections of the Civil Service Act of

1866 were repealed in 1871 as to persons coming into the ser-

vice after that date, and nothing further was done along this

line until the Act of 1886, which provided that out of the salary

of every civil servant thereafter appointed, 5 per cent should

be deducted each year to be put at interest with the Public

Trustee for the benefit of the employee; such funds not to be

subject to attachment or bankruptcy.

By a later law (1893) this method of providing for old

age was changed to a sort of compulsory insurance. The Act

directed that every officer thereafter appointed should take out

an Insurance Policy for the payment of a reasonable annuity

from the age of 60 until death, and for the payment of a lump

sum in case of death before 60. The age of retirement was

fixed at 60, unless the Governor required the officer to con-

tinue in service and he were able to do so. Officers appointed

before the Act might elect to come under its provisions or

might continue to lay up money with the Public Trustee under

the law of 1886, a course which was open to civil servants

williotit reference to date of appointment who had attained

an age which would render it inexpedient or impossible for

them to obtain insurance.

The Policies taken out under this Act are not assignable

or subject to mortgage or any other charge, or attachable, or

liable to execution.

If any officer appointed after 1886 becomes permanently

incapacitated without fault on his part, he is to have a sum

equal to one month's salary for each year of his service.
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The annual deductions for insurance amount to $25 on a

salary of $1,000, up to $200 on a salary over $4,000.

A modified plan of providing for old age and incapacity

in the case of Government Railway employees, has just been

enacted, October 3, 1902, and will be described hereafter.

the; gove;rnme;nt buildings, Wellington.

The "Government Building," a little to the right of the center, is said to be

thi3 largest wooden building in the Southern Hemisphere. It covers tivo acres; is

four stories high; and contains the offices of i^o to 200 Go'-rer)imcnt officials. It is

the heart of the civil service.

One corner of the Parliament Buildings appears on the left of the picture.



Chapter 31.

THE NON-POLITICAL RAILWAY COMMISSION.

Up to 1887 the State Railways were managed as part of the

Public Works system under control of the Minister of that

Department. In that year Parliament gave the railways for a

term of years into the absolute control of an independent Com-

mission. The Government wanted money and it was thought

that the roads could more easily be made to yield a profit under

a management not responsible to the people or their repre-

sentatives than under a Minister responsible to the House.

There was dissatisfaction with rates and service, as there is

likely to be under any management till transportation rests

on a co-operative basis, or the charges and burdens due to

distance are distributed according to the principles of national

taxation and the fair diiifusion of natural burdens and advan-

tages. This dissatisfaction was utilized by the Atkinson

Cabinet to accomplish its financial purpose of commercializing

the railways by transferring them to an absolute Commission.

The change did not prove satisfactory to the people ; there was

vastly more complaint under the Commission than there had

been under direct Government management ; and in 1894 the

Commission was abolished and direct management was

resumed.

This is the gist of the situation, but further light is thrown

upon it by the following paragraphs

:

ORGANIZATION AND POWERS OF THE) BOARD.

The Railway Commission of 1887 was a Non-Political

Board consisting of 3 Commissioners appointed by the Gov-

ernor for a 5-year term and not removable during good

behavior. The railways and their lands were vested abso-

lutely in the Commissioners in fee. The railway telegraphs
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were theirs also. They must have no other employment nor

any interest in any contract made by the Board. Contracts

above $100 must be put up to public tender. The Board had

power to appoint and remove all employees, fix salaries, wages,

etc.. and had control of the men under civil service rules,^

that were very good considering- they were made 15 years ago

bv a Conservative Government.

THE REASONS GIVEN.

At the time this change in the railway management was

made, Major Atkinson, the great financier and leader of the

Conservative Party, was Premier, and the whole Cabinet and

Parliament were in control of the Conservatives. The reasons

given for the move by the Government and the friends of the

Bill were: (i) That considerable dissatisfaction existed with

regard to rates, inconsistencies in the tarift', red tape, inflexi-

bilitv, etc.; (2) That some difficulty was experienced in secur-

ing due efficiency because of political pressure; (3) That

Ministers were continually changing and had no time to famil-

iarize themselves with railway management; (4) That the

railways were not paying full interest; and (5) That Victoria

had adopted the non-political board several years before and

the plan had resulted in making the raihvays pay, and in

abolishing political abuses which, altho they did not exist in

New Zealand, might arise in the future if the Ministerial

system were continued, and prevention was better than cure.

The first, third and fourth, and the italicized part of the fifth,

were the reasons stated by the Government.

Those who opposed the measure said that the management

^Dismissals were at the pleasure of the commissioners, and the head of

any branch of the service could also, in case of misconduct, suspend or fine

the man or reduce him in rank, subject to the right of appeal to the Com-
mission. Appointments and promotions were regulated. All appointments
must be to the lowest grade for 12 months on probation. If the appointee

proved fit by report of the head of the branch and by other evidence, he was
confirmed by the Commission. The Board made rules as to classification,

examinations, tests, etc., and the competition of lower-grade employees for

higher positions, but anyone of special fitness could be appointed without

examination on certifying to the Governor that there was no one in the rail-

way service qualified for the place and obtaining the Governor's assent to the

appointment. In respect to promotions, the law provided that vacancies

"must be filled if possible by promotion of some officer next in rank to the

vacant office, and no such officer shall be passed over unless the head of his

branch so advises the Commission in writing. No officer shall be passed over

without being allowed to show cause, in the prescribed manner, to the Com-
missioners, whose decision shall be final."



SIR HARRY ATKINSON, C. iM. C".

Premier, Leader of Conservative Party and Foremost Financier

for 15 years (iSTi-iSgo).
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of the State railways had been thoroly honest and on the whole

efficient ; that no political abnses existed, the civil service rules

in fact placing the Government railways of New Zealand

already on as high a plane as the Victorian roads were put

by the law establishing the non-political board; that dissatis-

faction with rates and service existed in England and America

and other countries under both private and public systems, and

would exist under any system; that the Minister need not and

did not manage the roads directly—that was the work of the

permanent expert General Manager and his staff, subject to

the order and control of the Government to keep the roads true

to the public interest; that even if your management of your

own property was not in all respects perfect, it were better to

keep control of it and employ experts to help you manage it,

than to put it out of your hands into the control of a board

that might use the property in ways you would not approve

;

that the main aim should not be to make the railways pay in

pounds and shillings, but to make them useful to the people

;

and that there was danger that the Commissioners would be too

much influenced by the commercial spirit and the desire to

make the railways yield a good money profit and show a bal-

ance sheet pleasing to the taxpayers.

THE ACTUAL I^ACTS AND MOTIVES.

The evidence from other sources appears to sustain the com-

bined statements of the Government and its opponents that the

change was not called for by any political or other abuses in

the management. Red tape there was, and inconsistencies and

errors of judgment of course existed, but no dishonesty, cor-

ruption, or abuse of patronage or power. Members of Parlia-

ment frequently called the management to account about small

matters concerning contracts, service, employees, etc., which

was perfectly right, and. until the establishment of Appeal

Boards and Arbitration Courts, inevitable.

The real motives of the Atkinson Government in pushing the

measure through appear to have been : first, profit, and second,

release from unpleasant responsibility. Major Atkinson was be-

fore all else a reorganizer of finance. Again and again he built

up the State revenues to achieve a surplus instead of a deficit.

This was his main effort when in power. The Victorian roads
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had been made to pay well by putting them under a non-

responsible board, and the same policy might bring the

Treasury a profit from the railways of New Zealand. A
Minister would find it much harder to reduce wages and cut

down expenses than a board of trustees in absolute control.

Moreover it was disagreeable and sometimes really embar-

rassing for the ministry of the day to be held responsible by the

people for all the faults they might find with the railway system.

This could be remedied by establishing Appeal Boards and

Traffic Boards to settle questions of detail under broad rules

and general provisions, but the policy of the roads could not

be made commercial in that way, while the non-political Com-
mission would accomplish both purposes at once, and so it was

urged by the Government and passed by a vote of 56 to 18

—

Grey, ^^ogel, Seddon, McKenzie and other leading Progressives

voting against it and predicting serious trouble from it.

PUBLIC OPINION.

I'ublic opinion was with the Government. The people were

dissatisfied and welcomed the ne\v plan, hoping it would afford

the rates and facilities and release from red tape they desired.

They would probably have welcomed any change except a sale

or lease or transfer of the roads to private management.

From end to end of the history of New Zealand the over-

whelming sentiment in Parliament and out has been stead-

fastly fixed on public ownership and operation of the railways,-

—the only question has been as to form and method,—whether

tbe Parliament or Board of Directors elected by the stock-

holders of the roads (the people) should retain the full control,

or little, or none. The experiment now entered upon was an

entire divorce for a term of years between the Parliament and

the railway management. As we have said, the separation was
not a success,—the parties had the decree annulled, and came
together again.

THE DKB.XTES.

The debates in Parliament on the Railway Commission Bill

were among the most interesting and instructive in the history

2 The same sentiment exists in Australia. Wall<er says: "Throughout
Australasia all parties in the several Parliaments are agreed on the principle
of state ownership of railways."
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of that charming body, and we have thought it well to append

a series of abstracts from it for those who wish to go more

deeply into the subject. There is some "twaddle" in the argu-

ment here and there, and much reiteration ; but the insistence on

service instead of profit as the true object of a national rail-

way system, the accumulated testimony from both sides of the

House as to the purity and efficiency of Government manage-

ment of the railways in New Zealand, the desire for the zone

system and anticipation of free transportation, and the accurate

predictions of Samuel, Grey and Seddon, as to the effect of

the Commission method, are very interesting and instructive.

In the House, December i, 1887, the Hon. Edivin Mitchelsoii,

Minister of PubHc Works, said : "In moving the second reading of

the bill, I shall endeavor to show the honorable members the reasons

that have decided the Government upon asking the House to hand
over the control of our railways to a non-political board. Dissatisfac-

tion has grown so that the public from one end of the country to the

other is clamoring for a change. In Auckland many want to try the

Vaile (zone) system. There are continual applications from various

parts of the Colony for conveniences, extra accommodations, etc., also

complaints of inconsistencies, and anomalies in our scale of charges,

and repeated applications for reductions. ...
"If a minister could be appointed for a definite period, I should say

maintain the present system; but when we have responsible government
and ministers come and go at the will of the House or of the people,

it is a matter of impossiblity for any minister, no matter how clever,

to grasp the position, or make himself thoroly acquainted with the

intricacies of railway management, which requires years of careful study

to master.

"I have nothing whatever to complain of as to the officers of the

Department, for I have received from them every facility, and the

greatest support from Mr. Hannay, who has, in the General Manager's

absence, managed our railways in a most efficient and praiseworthy

manner. . . . Mr. Maxwell, the General Manager, is very able and
efficient, but unfortunate in having to offend a very large section

of the public,—in endeavoring to do his duty to the country he had
to refuse facilities and conveniences which had he conceded them
would have made him intensely popular. . . . The system now
proposed has been in vogue in Victoria for 4 years and has been so

successful that New South Wales has formed a bill on similar

Hnes (adopted in 1888)."

Richardson, past Minister of Public Works, approved the bill, and

had himself prepared three bills on the subject, not because of bad

management of the railways,
—

"the officers of our Railway Department

generally have shown capabilities of a very high order,—the dissatis-

faction in New Zealand is not a tithe of what it has been in Victoria
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and New South Wales, and the dissatisfaction in these colonies is not

nearlj' so much as the dissatisfaction that has existed in connection

with the railwaj- management in Great Britain and several European

countries. . . .

"The difficult}- in our railway management has been the interference

of political pressure as to the question of rates,—some members think

the railways should not be expected to return interest on the invest-

ment, while others think the roads should be worked on commercial

principles. . . . The reason the railways of Victoria were handed

over to a Board was the enormous political influence brought to bear

for securing employment on the railways for friends of members of

Parliament,—too many employees, efficiency interfered with,—that was

the real reason, and the same sort of thing has gone on in New
South Wales. Since 1880, at anj^ rate, none of those abuses with

reference to the appointment of officers have taken place in New
Zealand. The system of classification, adopted in 1880, on our railways

has been carried out fairly, and improper appointments have not been

made as the result of political pressure. It is almost impossible that

they should be made. The fact is that you have now and have had

for years in force on the railways of the Colony precisely the same

system that has been adopted in Victoria so far as that part of the

management of the railways is concerned."

Coivan supported the bill. "Dissatisfaction has come, not from

management, but from the fact that Parliament looks to the railways

to produce revenue. ... It is a potent fact that the management
of the Victorian railways under a Board like this has been productive

of . an immense success. . . . The zone system should be applied

to put the man 100 miles from port in the same position as the man
ID miles away."

Buchanan supported the bill. "Many mistakes have been made in the

location of lines and gradients. ... It is true no such abuses as

to political pressure for employment exist in New Zealand as in

Victoria and New South Wales, but I cannot admit that no abuses

exist" (tho no charges are adduced).

IVhyte for the bill. "The late Minister for Public Works has told

us how bad the Victorian system had grown and what an engine of

corruption and mismanagement it was. I am glad to say that so far

that has not been the case here, but prevention is better than euro.

Jn my district the belief in the zone system amounts to a religion. , . .

I'jKouragenient of production and settlement should be the object

rather than revenue, and that policy should be laid down in the

hill to guide the Commission. . . . The past management was
told to make the railways pay, but subjected to very unequal political

pressure to reduce rates. Accusations of unfairness because of reduc-

tions in other districts,—the same reductions insisted on all over the

Colony, and great loss of revenue."

Samuel against the bill. At no distant day we shall be hearing

complaints about this Board, from one end of the Colony to the
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other, and we shall be doing our best to do away with it. Railways

are necessary more for encouraging settlement and promoting produc-

tion than for supplying revenue, and I venture to say that no

non-political Board would sufficiently recognize that fact. To show
as good a return as possible, the Board will make everything sub-

servient to getting revenue, which will mean the sacrificing of the

best interests of the Colony."

Peacock. "We must take care not to jump out of the frying pan

into the fire. . . . The House would still have to deal with the

construction of new lines, so that the question of political railways

would not be eliminated. . . . Our trouble is inflexible rules, too

little elasticity."

Fish against the bill. "No abuse or difficulty exists, nor any

dissatisfaction so general or so strong as to justify the measure. . . .

It is said people are clamoring for a change, but there will be still

more dissatisfaction under the Board. ... If the Minister is not

strong-minded enough to manage the roads properly that is no argument

for a change of system. It is an argument for getting a better

and stronger man as Minister—if the Government of the day were

to have an efficient manager of railways under a political head, I see

no difficulty in the Government's carrying on the railways satis-

factorily. . . . Ministers do not need to be long in office, for in

any case they must rely on the manager of the railways. ... If

the manager had been paid ii,500 ($7,500) a year, and you had got

a man worth that money, we should have heard very little grumbling

with regard to the railways. . . . Parliament should be extremely

jealous as to giving up the right of criticising freely the management
of the railways. . . . The indirect advantages to the Colony through

opening up the country, and cheap transit for passengers and

goods, are a profit to the Colony in themselves and the getting of

interest should not be made the main principle of working the railways."

Russell. "Not much chance of dividends anyway. We are over-rail-

roaded,—299 miles of working railway to each 100,000 people, while in

the United States, which comes next, there are but 210 miles to

100,000 of population, and then we drop to the United Kingdom with

52 miles to 100,000 inhabitants, and in all the continental countries

there is still less. ... As to complaints of our rates, our charges

are lower than in any of the Australian colonies on almost all classes

of freight and fares."

Sir Julius Vogcl said that in times past he had been favorable to

a non-political board, but was now opposed to it. "The dissatisfaction

is not of a character the board will remove, but is of an entirely

opposite character arising from rules that are too cast iron. The
Department does not exercise sufficient discretion as to the different

treatment needed by different parts of the Colony. . . . Obviously

there is a very great advantage in divesting the Government of political

control over the railways, removing from this House the duty of

voting the salaries of railway employees, and removing the railways
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from the possibility of being used by the Government for pohtical

patronage. But there are hundreds of owners of property who are

not wise in the management of it, but who nevertheless would rather

manage it themselves than put the management of their own property

in the hands of trustees. ... It is a mistake to change the railway

policj' to a commercial policy. Tlie railways were not built for a

commercial concern, but for colonizing purposes. . . . The railway

system of Victoria has become more remunerative, but it has not

become more popular, it is less popular than it was."

^S";';' John Hall said political pressure as to treatment of employees,

rates and concessions, reasonable and unreasonable, had been sufficient

to interfere with the discipline of the department. In districts having

a large number of railway employees, they exercise a considerable

influence against a member hostile to their interests (as the railway

owners do in some other countries).

Dr. Hodgkinson proposed to sell the railways,—interest on the debt

he thought was too much of a burden—but he knew the proposal

would not be well received. Two other members also wanted the

railways sold. One of them complained that machinery could be

taken from Wellington to Pitone more cheaply by wagon than by

railway, and that a person in Upper Hutt wishing to go to Alasterton

could save 9 shillings by 28 miles' unnecessary travel,—coming 14 miles

to Wellington and then going back 14 miles past his own door,

instead of buj'ing his ticket direct.

/. 6". MacKcnzie was against the bill. "I think the railways are

now and have for some years past been very well managed indeed.

Vet there is dissatisfaction—the trouble is that railway construction

has outrun population. . . . We have heard a great deal about

political pressure, but it is a mistake to suppose that such pressure

is always exerted in the wrong direction. Political pressure exercised

on successive governments has in ilie main done good. Political

pressure to procure the construction of railways maj' be very bad,

but political pressure by members of the House as to fares, freights

and other things concerning the management has generally been

exerted in the right direction. (Political pressure is not bad per se

—if open and manly and for a good purpose it is O. K.) If because

political pressure has been brought to bear in the management of a

huge department it is necessary to transfer it to a board, you have

only to extend the argument to prove that the whole management
of the countrj' should be removed from the Government.

Stuart-Meiiteath said the railway department was paying too much
for engines,—because some large firm has an influence with the

Government the railways give ii,400 or ii,50o for engines instead

of il,ooo. We are paying £140 per every iioo worth of locomotive

material.

Levesliain said the statements of Stuart-Menteath were incorrect in

every particular. New Zealand locomotives were as good or better

than those made in England and cost only 27 per cent more than if
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imported (.not 40 per cent), and the reason for that was the price

of material had fallen since the locomotives were contracted for. . . .

There should be boards to investigate grievances—that would stop

questions in the House about employees.

Bruce said much of the dissatisfaction was unreasonable, but there

was enough to show the roads were not managed as they should be.

The fault was with the system. There would be more economy with

a board. Government administration as a rule was expensive and

inefficient when carried on under high political pressure. The day will

come when the railways will be thrown open to the public just

as the highways are.

Fergus. "Victorian roads made 4 per cent in 1881, 3 per cent, in

1883, 2 per cent in 1884, 4 per cent in 1885 and 4.18 per cent in 1886.

They are worked now to a considerable extent, tho not entirely,

free from political control, and that is a great improvement on former

conditions. ... It is impossible for the Government or the managers

of the railways to discharge a drunken or incapable work-

man without his finding some honorable member to assert his claim,

move the adjournment of the House and bring the matter up as

one of colonial importance." (This is an exaggeration, but the

House did go into railway details more than was wise for so large

a board of directors, with so many other properties and duties to

attend to. It was right to see that every employee had full justice

done him, but questions of dismissal should have been dealt with l)y

special tribunals or Appeal Boards, as is now the case.)

Duncan. "If you want to make the railways pay, there is no need

to appoint a Board to raise the rates. What you want to do is to

settle the land through which the railways run."

Sir George Grey said : "The past management of the railways has

been good. Accidents have been surprisingly few. And the attention

of the public servants employed on the railways is very remarkable

indeed. I am acquainted with railways in many parts of the world

and I have seen no railways with a more respectable class of officers

than the railways of New Zealand. If I am told that the railways

do not sufficiently pay, my answer is: 'The real question is, in

what tnanner can the railways be made most serviceable in promoting

the prosperity of the country?' It is an entire mistake to say we
must look only to profits from the railways. Our real duty is to

render them serviceable to the whole community. I am quite satisfied

that if we cease to hold the railways ourselves, in any manner
whatever, we should lose the control which is requisite to secure the

prosperity of the entire comtriunity. If we were to lose control of

our railways we should injure the whole population of New Zealand.

If we were to sell them we should deal as great a blow at the

future prosperity of New Zealand as it would be possible for our

greatest enemies to achieve, and I think by taking them out of the

hands of Parliament we should achieve the saine object. The railways

belong to the whole people of New Zealand. We form one great
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company for that purpose. What I long to see, tho of course I

shall not live to see it, is the time when the railwa3'S will be worked

at almost no charge whatever. It is incalculable how this would

add to the wealth of New Zealand."

Atkinson, Premier, said there would be no difficulty about con-

struction, as the Board was not to construct railways unless the

work were specially handed over to them by order in Council.

Taylor and Levesham asked protection for workingmen through a

provision that the Commissioners should have no power to reduce

the rate of wages except with the consent of Parliament.

Atkinson. "I do not see my way to bi4ng down such a clause

as that."

.Sr(](h>n protested that a measure dealing with £15,000,000 ($75.-

000,000) worth of property should not be forced through Connnittcc

at a quarter past five in the morning when there were only 27 mem1)ers

l)rcscnt (out of 95). "I am afraid the passing of this bill means the

reduction of the wages of the employees on our railways, which

will react on the wages of other workers, and that it also means

a raise in the tariff on farmers. The management of our railways

has been commendable, taking all the circumstances into consideration.

The public will suffer by the change. The Reform League of Auck-

land has protested. The bill is a serious blow to the progress of the

Colony."*

This debate will be foiiiul iu the New Zealaud Hansard, Vol. 59, pp.
238-27S, 655-U64. 992.
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SLiFFKAOE AND REPRESENTATION.

TIh' (|ualitications for votint;- stated in the Constitutiiju Act

(if 1S33. related to age, sex, residence, property, nationality

and character, and they were all necessary—if a person lacked

an\- one of the six he could not vote either for Representat'ves

or Provincial Councilmen, the conditions being the same in

both cases. The voter must be a male, 21 years old, resident

() months in the district, with a i)roperty ((ualification (either

freehold, leasehold or household, of specified dignity), and not

an alien or a criminal of high degree. He might be an idiot

or any other kind of fool so far as ai)i)ears by the Constitution,

but he must not lack masculinity nor be very poor.

In local elections a system of what we may call nuiltiple

suffrage or polygamous voting was developed where1)y a man

might have two, three, four or even five votes, according to the

amount of i)ropert\' on which he paid taxes. And even in

national elections it became ])ossible for a rich man to vote

in several different places in the same election.

l"'onr of the eight elemental principles indicated above have

been demolished. It is no longer necessarx tor the i)erson

\\b(» wishes to have the franchise to be born a man or even a

masculine,^ nor to ol.tain a propert_\- (jualification. and he can-

not have more than one vote in an election no matter how

nmch i)ro])erty he has. Init he nuist ba\e a sound mind, or

rather his mind nuist not be so far misound as to have sub-

jected him to a conviction of inisoundness. The steps by which

the franchise has l)een extended and democratized are of the

dee])est interest.

KlCSIDKNClv AfADIi SUl'l'lCJ l! M' Wl'inoiT I'Kol'I'KTN'.

The first ste]i in the extension of the suffrage was to decree

'Sff ihf i:i(nl(iial Act of 189.3. described hereafter.
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that no property qualitication should be essential to a vote in

the election of Representatives. This was accomplished by

making residence a snfificient qualification without property,

the requisite age, sex, nationality, and character being present

of course. The act was passed in 1879 and provided that

either residence or property should entitle a man to vote for

Representative.- The intention of this law was simply to

extend the suffrage to those who had a residence but no

property qualification, but it made the mistake of retaining

the property test as an independent qualification unthojit

restriction.

ONE-AIAN-ONU-VOTE.

'i\) make residence a sufficient qualification without a prop-

erty attachment was all right, but the retention of the

property qualification as an independent alternative without

limitation, left a man free to register and vote hi several dif-

ferent districts or electorates. He could vote in one place as

a resident, and in other places as a property holder.

An enterprising citizen willing to travel a little on election

day, could vote in as many districts as he had property of the

^'alue required for registration. A rich man with wings could

have voted all over the commonwealth. Nasby used to say

that he voted only 4 times for "Mick Lellan;" he didn't approve

of the nomination. A New Zealand politician could have done

better than that without violation of law. The multiple

registration that took place under this condition of things and

the practise of allowing a rich man several votes, awakened an

earnest sentiment against plutocracy in the ballot, which led

to the enactment in 1889 of the one-man-one-vote principle

as a part of the national election laws.

Thus equal manhood suffrage was established and another

i)f the great principles for which Grey had contended was

carried into effect under a Conservative government.

THE DEB.\TES ON REI'RKSKNTATION BILLS, 1889.

The amcndnient abolishing phiral voting was adopted on motion

of Sir George Grey during one of the hottest fights that has ever

occurred in the New Zealand Parliament. The Atkinson Govern-

2 The residence qualification was not made suflicient in municipal elec-

tions till 1898. See infni.
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ment first brought in a scheme for proportional representation which

provided for onl}^ one vote to one man and gave one man's vote the

same weight as another's, and the Ministry pushed the bill till it

gained considerable support, when they withdrew it and told their

own supporters that if it went to a division the Government would

vote against its own measure.

In place of the proportional hill, the Government substituted a

representation act reducing the number of representatives (excluding

Maoris) from 91 to 70 and subtracting 25 per cent from the city

population in estimating the representation to which they should be

entitled. Under this arrangement 75 people in the country would

be equal to 100 in the city—an advantage of 333^ per cent, for the

countrj^ districts. This bill created a perfect furore in Parliament

and throughout the Colony, and resulted in one of the most memorable

"stonewalls" that ever took place in the House. It lasted three

weeks, the city members fighting steadfastly against the encroach-

ments of the country members, who represented in large degree (under

the plural voting then in vogue) the big landholders of the rural

districts.

Premier Atkinson, in replying to attacks upon his course, said he

believed in the Hare system of proportional representation; it was

a great principle and would be in force in New Zealand within a

lifetime, but it could not be carried at this session and the Govern-

ment had only introduced the bill to get it debated.

As to the reduction of city electoral power, the Premier said: "The

town voter has enormous advantages in the press of the cities, in

the readiness with which constituents can get at their representatives

and representatives get at them. Country voters, unable to combine

and express their opinions in concert, are at a great disadvantage.

They cannot make themselves felt in Parliament and so should have

additional representatives."^

Sir George Grey said : "It means the putting of the top stone on

a system of representation which takes, or will take, from the

inhabitants of New Zealand a very large part of their voting power,

and will place them in the hands of those great landlords who occupy

the vast estates of this country. It was proposed to introduce the

Hare system, under which there would have been one vote for one

man. Great delight filled the minds of many. Honorable gentlemen

know how long we have striven to put an end to this plurality of

votes, how often we have nearly gained our object, how frequently

we have been disappointed, and have found that owing to gentlemen

being able to exercise 6 or 7 or perhaps 8 votes in the same election.

i. e., to vote in a number of different polling places—they have been

able to turn the scales in a vast number of elections throughout the

country. We thought that the Premier at last, in the plenitude of

his power, had determined to strike these fetters from us. . . .

" N. /,. Ihinsard. Vol. M. \,\>. ."»76-570. 5S1.
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But there is no clause of one-man-one-vofe in this bill. The system

is to be founded on the electoral system of boroughs and municipalities.

All members know the numbers (of votes) given in municipalities

(I to 5 votes according to property), but within the counties one

man may have 45 votes as against the single vote of the vast majority

of the people of the place. There may be several such men. The

great estates, with a magnitude unknown in any country but New
Zealand,"* must rule under such a system.

Ballance said it was a mistake to reduce the members from 91

to 70. Enlarging the districts and increasing the expense of candidates

would tend to prevent poor men getting into the House, and limit

effective candidacy to men of means. "The Premier argued that in

the small boroughs there is not the same power of organization or

the same amount of political life as in the large cities. There he

is mistaken. We have more intense political life and more hotly-

contested elections in the small boroughs, and there is a very keen

interest also in the rural districts.""

THE ACT OF 1 889.

The Representation Act of 1889 as finally passed provided

tliat no one shotild vote in more than one electorate," and that

in computing- poptilation for the election of the white repre-

sentatives, 28 per cent should be added to the population out-

side of any city, borotigh or town district having over 2,000

population. The total population of the Colony (other than

Maoris), with the addition just stated, having been ascer-

tained, was to be divided by the number of members (70)^ and

the quotient formed the qtiota. The four city districts (which

have 3 members each) are so defined as to have substantially

" N. Z. Ilansiud, Vol. 04, pp. G31-632.

^ N. Z. Hansard, Vol. 64, pp. 643-646.

' Altho the Atkinson Government had put the one-man-one-vote principle

in one of the bills they had introduced, they left it out of the Representation
Act they really intended to pass, and the new principle was cari-ied by Grey and
Hallance with their Liberal followers and a number of liberal-minded Con-
servatives. Reeves says: "The Opposition of 1880-1S90 (i. c, the Liberals)

had always supported Sir George (irey in his efforts to widen the franchise,

I'lforts which in isso were finally crowned by the gain of one-man-one-vote."'

("Long White Cloud," p. 369. See section dealing with the electoral laws of

1803.)

^ Premier Atkinson carried the reduction of white representatives from 91

to 70. As usual, his purpose was financial. The "reduction of members was
carried in order to reduce the cost of Parliament." "To save the allowances
and traveling expenses of 21 members." (See N. Z. Hansard. Vol. 120, p. 245,

near middle of first column; and p. 336 of Gisborne's New Zealand.) By the

act of 1900, taking effect at the elections this year, 1002, the number of white
representatives is increased to 76, which, with 4 Maori representatives, makes
a total of 80 in tlie House.
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3 times the quota, and the 58 country districts are so arranged

that each has a population, wliich, with 2^ per cent added, will

substantially equal the quota.

^

^ This advantage was first granted the country districts prior to 1887.
In that year the concessidu was reduced to 18 per cent ; in 1889 it was made
28 per cent. In IJiOO Mr. Ell introduced a proposal to reduce the concession
from 28 per cent to 1.5 per cent, but, after discussion of tlie matter, lie him-
self concluded "there was more in the arguments for 28 per cent than he had
realized," the country members being entitled to a substantial concession on
account of the scattered population of the rural districts, and the concession
remains 28 per cent. (N. Z. Hansard, Vol. 117, p. 107; Year Book, 1902,

I). .",1!).).
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DIRECT NOMINATIONS.

A STRONG ADDITION TO THE) ALPHABETIC BALLOT.

In earlier years as we have seen, nominations even for Repre-

sentatives were made and seconded vocally at an assembly of

the voters of the district. But since the Act of September,

1890, Representatives are nominated by petition in writing,

signed by two or more voters of the district and transmitted

with the candidate's assent and a $50 deposit to the Returning

Officer, who immediately publishes the names of the candi-

dates. Each candidate must be nominated on a separate paper,

which must be transmitted to the Returning Officer at least

7 days before the polling day. The candidate may send his

assent to the Returning Officer by mail or telegraph, or affix

it to the nomination paper. The deposit of $50 that must

accompany the nomination petition is held till after the election,

and if the nominee does not get one-tenth as many votes as the

lowest successful candidate the money is forfeited to the pub.lic

treasury.^ This shuts out frivolous and trifling nominations.

The nominations are in the simple form : "We, the under-

signed electors for the Electoral district of , do

hereby nominate R. J. S., of (residence and occupa-

tion) , with his consent, as a candidate at the elec-

tion of member of the House of Representatives for

the aforesaid electoral district."

If no more candidates are nominated in the district than

there are places to be filled, the nominations are regarded as

satisfactory all round and the candidates are declared elected

without a ballot. This saves the trouble and expense of a poll

where the people are united. In the general election of 1899

there were three districts out of 62 in which there were no

1 Electoral Act. September ?>. ^'^"l>. Provisions reneated in the Electoral
Act of 1803 ; and again in the consolidation act of 1902.
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competing nominations, and R. J. Seddon, J. McKenzie and

W. R. Russell were declared elected without a vote, each being

the only nominee in his district. If more candidates are nomi-

nated than the number of representatives to be chosen by the

district, a ballot follows.

HEARING AND QUESTIONING CANDIDATES.

The nominations are usually made some time before the

voting day, and the candidates go about the district and meet

and address the electors in all parts of it. No candidate would

stand any chance of election who failed to give the people he

wished to represent an opportunity to get acquainted with him

and ask him questions about his attitude on issues likely to

come before the next Parliament. By the time election day

arrives every voter has had a chance of hearing the opinions

of all the candidates on all questions of public interest involved

in the election ; and has had an opportunity of asking in public

meeting any question he likes, and of judging the ability,

honesty, motives, and general character of the candidates by

their answers.

The voters use these privileges with earnestness, endeavor-

ing to select the best man to represent their district, carry out

their principles and guard their interests.

NO BOSS OR MACHINE, CAUCUS OR CONVENTION, PARTY FUND OB

PARTY BALI^OT.

There is no boss or party machine to nominate and push the

election of men who will act as tools of the combine. It is a

rare thing for any one from outside the district to interfere,

by an address or otherwise, between the candidates and the

people, and then only in the case of some large and burning

issue. There is no organized party, except in Parliament.

There are no spoils of office and no party funds. The voters

investigate and discuss men and issues on their merits, and

when they go to vote each one is given a ballot which is simply

a list of the candidates in alphabetical order without description

or comment to indicate that they belong to any party^ or pos-

2 In Massachusetts and California the candidates for each office are
arranged alphabetically, but the party is designated. In Denver's new home-
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sess any particular views, and the voter stril^es out the names

of all the candidates he does not wish to vote for, leaving only

one name on the paper, except in the four city electorates

which have three members each and every elector may vote

for three candidates.

It is impossible to overrate the importance of this system

of direct nominations and non-partisan elections. It enables

New Zealand to put her best men in Parliament. There is no

complaint that men of high character stand aloof from poli-

tics because its odor is not good, or that such men cannot be

elected because they are unwilling to be the tools of the

machine. The Parliaments of New Zealand are made up of

men who may fairly be deemed to represent the best charac-

teristics of the people. In local government direct nomina-

tions prevail in America wherever the New England town
meeting is in vogue, but in state elections our people have long

since lost the privilege of direct action,^ and the caucuses and

conventions that have taken its place have proved to be excel-

lent inventions for preventing the free choice of candidates by

the people and securing the mastery to party leaders and

bosses who know how to fix the slates.

VOTING BY MAIL.

Seamen, sheep shearers and commercial travelers registered

in any district may get an "Elector's Right" or certificate of

registration from the registrar, and can then vote from any

part of the Colony by letter.

A commercial traveler, for example, applies to the Post-

master at any post-office, presents his certificate and gets a

ballot paper filled up by the Postmaster with the names of the

candidates in the applicant's district. The postal voter then

marks the ballot and mails it. The Postmaster notes on the

voter's certificate the fact of the exercise of his franchise, and

each day from the issue of the writ to the closing of the poll

the Postmaster telegraphs to the various districts how many
ballots have been asked for and the numbers of the Voting

made charter, the adoption of which is to he voted on hy the people Sept.
22. 190.3. it is provided that ballots in city elections shall be simple alphabetic
lists of the candidates, without party designation.

^A revival of direct action is taking place under the recent primary elec-

tion laws of a few States.
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J^iohis used. Seamen apph' to the Collector of Customs at

any port of the Colony and go through siniilar motions.* This

saves the ballot to many who might otherwise frequently lose

it, because their business calls them nmch from home.

Efforts in later years to extend the postal voting system to

large classes of voters in connection with woman suftVage,

the referendum movement, etc., have failed through fear of the

conse<|uences of any large break in the safeguards of the ballot

svstem.

' See Kiectortil ACt 1S90, seameu. The Electoral Act 1893, commercial
travelers; No. G4 of the same year, shearers, and No. 49, 189G, sheep miis-
terers.

By No. 1,7(11 of the Acts of Victoria for 1900 anyone who resides 5 miles
or more from the nearest polling booth, or who has reason to believe he will
he 5 miles away from it on voting day, may apply for a postal ballot and
vote by mail. New South Wales also has voting by post.

Such a plan in our own country would not only be of benefit to commer-
cial travelers and seamen and workmen away from home, but would save the
exodus from Washington due to office holders going to their various states to
vote.



Chapter 34.

MONOPOLY, FALLING PRICES, HARD TIMES.

Bargaining with natives, cheap land regulations and the

failure to adopt and maintain the vital elements of the land

proposals of Vogel, Grey, and Ballance, gave the speculators

and monopolists ample opportunities to corner the soil, and

they improved their chances with a vigor that made the land

situation in New Zealand more severe than it has ever been in

Europe or America. By 1890 the concentration of land owner-

ship had reached an astonishing pass. More than 80 per

cent of the people had no land—only 14 per cent of the white

population were landholders,^ and less than 3 per cent of the

land holders or 3<3 of i per cent of the people, owned over

half of the areas and values in the hands of the people, while

a little more than I per cent of the landowners possessed 40
per cent of the realty values. Six companies having estates

of 150,000 acres or more each, held 1,321,000 acres of real

property worth $13,000,000.

Nearly 4/5 of the land possessed by white holders was in the

1 lands of monopolists and speculators—12,000,000 acres in big

pastoral leases and 10,500,000 acres out of the 19,500,000 that

had been alienated.^ More than 7,000,000 acres of freehold

and 3,500,000 of leasehold, including much of the best land

in the Colony, were held by 584 owners, none of whom pos-

sessed less than 5,000 acres, and whose average holding

was about 12,000 acres of freehold and 5,800 acres of lease-

hold, or a total of 17,800 acres apiece.^ This was exclusive of

' Only 7 per cent of the people had ] acre or more each, and only 6 per
cent owned .5 acres or more apiece.

2 Census of AprH, 1891.

"The latger part of this aggregation of laud in few hands was effected
prior to 1878, the I'esult of selling land cheaply, without limitation of holding
or seeing to the use a man made of his purchase, or establishing any progressive
lax or other preventive of monopoly. The concentration of land, however,
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the great pastoral leases the right to the fee simple of which

liad not been parted with by the State. Of these big run

holders, 13 had 165 runs covering 2,541,000 acres, with nearly

r,000,000 sheep, but very few human inhabitants. The con-

flict between the settlers and the big Crown tenants was no

longer the hottest part of the agrarian controversy. The pass-

ing of vast areas of the more tempting and better-watered

pastures into the hands of great freeholders had shifted the

heart of the battle. The old antagonism was diverted to the

freeholders, and well it might be, w'ith 7,000,000 out of the

12,500,000 acres of freehold, locked up in the hands of the

584 monopolists above mentioned.

Taking all titles it is said that 1,615 ^^nd holders had 18,000-

000 acres ;* 107 persons owned land of the value of $35,000,000,

and II holders had land worth $24,000,000. This in a nation

ni 626,000 people, with only $450,000,000 of realty, land,

l)uildings and improvements all told, was certainly an enor-

mous concentration of landed wealth.^

llio niDvins more slowly in later years, was still in progress, and from 1SS7 ti>

1890 si)eculalion and monopoly building were specially favored.
If we divide the census figures of 1S91 into classes, treating the 584

liolders mentioned in the text as ("lass 1, we find Class 2, consisting of 1.675
persons, possosstd of .3.425,000 acres, in areas of 1,000 to 5,000 acres, two-
thirds of it freehold, while the 41,518 persons of Class 3 had 5,508,000 acres,
in areas from 1 to 1,000 acres, :^G,395 of them being between 1 acre and 320
acres. Below all these was a large class (about 48,000) holding less than
1 acre each ; and lower yet a still larger class having no land at all. The
mass of the people had either no land or none worth speaking of; 7 per
cent in Class 3 had an average of 78 acres each (GO per cent freehold) ; a
(piarter of 1 per cent in Class 2 had an average of 2,000 acres apiece; 584
holders had an average of 17,800 acres each, and 6 companies held an average
of 220,000 acres each.

* Sir George Grey, in Parliament, 1891: 1,015 holders were in possession
of 18,000,000 acres, while 100,000 people occupied less than 300,000 acres.

—

1,015 land holders, in a population of (520,OOO, held 18,000,000 acres out of
32,000,000 total in the hands of the people.

"The figures given by various authorities in respect to land congestion do
not always tally with each other, but all the data enforce the conclusion that
land monopoly had i-eached astounding proportions, and that is the important
point.

Tlie differences of detail the student will meet with in comparing the
different sources of information arise in large part from the varying use of
the words "owner," "holder," etc., and reference to different groups of hold-
ings. Sometimes the pastoral licenses are included ; sometimes only free-
holds and leases other than pastoral ; sometimes freeholds alone. Sometimes
the data are taken from tables dealing only with holdings of 1 acre or more,
or of 5 acres and more, etc., etc. For example, in 1801 the number of rural
freeholds (those outside city and town districts), excluding holdings under .%

acres, was 38,035; the holdings, freehold and leasehold (excluding pasturi'
leases), of 1 acre or more numbered 43,777, and the total number of owners,
town and country holdings of all sizes, was 01,501. Besides this, there were
something like 1,500 big pastoral runs, covering about 12,000,000 acres, and
450 small grazing runs, covering over 500,000 acres. The figures of occupa
tion must also be distinguished from the figures of ownership and holdings.

I'^rrors are sometimes made in copying and printing and in Investigation.



When prices arc on flic doivn grade, icith taxation unduly burdening industry,

monopoly and speculation holding the land from use, and the monopolists in the

control of the Covcrnincnt. the fortunes of flic common people fall like the

ci'afer at Tc Rciuga. If is all right for zcater to fall, for that is its natitrc. and

it renders bencficCHt service to mankind thereby; but the fortunes of the people

should rise and will rise ivherc the people ozvn the Government and fraternal

cooperation in politics and industry is the order of the day. IValer is good at any IctcI,

high or low ; but politics aregood only on a high level.
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Thousands of acres were kept in idleness, unimproved and

held only for speculation, and other thousands were occupied

by a few sheep, ^\•hile multitudes of men were without homes

or land on which to raise a subsistence. Would-be settlers,

in search of homes and farms, would pass here a tract of

75,000 acres of the best land with a population of only 29 men,

women and children ; and there another tract of 250,000 acres

of good land with only 65 people. There were already more

farmers in New Zealand who were tenants than farmers who

were free from the private landlord, and the majority of those

who owned their lands were under the yoke of the mortgage

—

58 per cent of them were mortgaged so heavily that their

interest was equivalent to a rack-rent. . The tenants also were

paying ruinous rates. J\Ir. McKenzie pointed to places in his

own district where tenants were paying rents at the rate of

250 per cent on the price paid the government for the land.

Such tenants in good seasons could just pull through; bad

seasons meant ruin for them and the tradesmen and business

people dependent on them.

For twenty years and more the land question was the matter

of chief moment in the Colony's politics. Franchise extension,

labor laws, liquor reform and finance have occupied front seats

at times, but the land question has been the burning and per-

sistent issue in Parliament since 1882, and the paramount

subject of discussion among the people since Grey's campaign

in 1876. Yet so powerful was the influence of the land monop-

olists that nothing substantial was accomplished till after the

flood tide of Liberal Labor ballots had swept them practically

out of politics.

Besides the land monopoly, a money ring, timber ring, ship-

ping trust, and other combines, were developed in New Zea-

land, and in addition to all this, producers were crushed

for many years beneath the growing pressure of falling prices.

The almo.st continuous fall of prices in the world's markets

Even the Government documents, from which iimst of our figures are taken,

are not always in liai-niony. For example, the pastoral tenants do not return
to the enumeraturs of the census or the Agricultural l)epartment nearly so
many acres as the numher on which they pay rent to the (iovernment, so that
the tables based on these returns do not agree with those of the Land Depart-
ment. Kevertheless, as a rule the r(>ader who comes across two statements
that do not seem to agree will find that each is substantially true in refer-

ence to the field the writer liad in mind. There is no conflict on the main
proposition of congested ownership of land, nor in respect to the 584 holders
or the other most vital data in this line.
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from 1870 to the middle of the last decade, sent wave after

wave of depression throughout the civilized world, and tho

New Zealand fared better than many countries, her people

suffered much. The cultivators raised more and more produce,

but they got less and less for it. Rent and interest stayed

where they were, while prices fell, and the mortgaged farmer

and the merchant doing business on borrowed capital could not

meet their liabilities. Many were the failures and many the

men thrown out of work. "The workingman able to get

neither land nor work had to become a tramp. The roads were

marched by sturdy men crowding in from the country to the

cities. There were problems of strikes, unemployed in town

and country, overcrowding, dear money, idle factories, stag-

nant markets and unjust taxation." The uncivilized Maoris

who owned New Zealand before the white man came, held

their lands in common and worked them for the common
benefit, so that no one was ever in want ; but civilization had put

the land in the hands of monopolists, and left every man to

look out for himself, so that many were landless and in want.^

The Hon. R. J. Seddon (now Premier) thus describes the

condition to which things had come: "We had soup kitchens,

shelter sheds, empty houses, men out of work, women and chil-

dren wanting bread. This was how we found New Zealand in

1890. It was to be a country where the few were to be wealthy

and the many w^ere to be degraded and poverty stricken."

There was plenty of idle land, abundance of idle capital and

quantities of idle labor, but these three factors of production

could not be brought together because of monopoly—monopoly

of land, monopoly of capital, and monopoly of government by

the land and moneyed interests—the greatest monopoly of all.

The harder the times and the more the laborer needed work,

the harder he found it was to get it; and the deeper grew the

necessity of farmers, merchants and manufacturers for money,

the more difficult it was to secure and the higher the rates of

interest soared. When times were good and the farmer could

easily meet his obligations, interest was low and prices high

;

« "The tribal territory was the property of all. Fishing, fowling and
agriculture were the work of the community for the benefit of all. The
tribes were organized and disciplined communes. No unit or family could
starve or lack shelter ; the humblest could count on the most open-handed
hospitality from his fellows. The chief was not a despot, but the president
of a council. The system in full working order developed the finest race of

savages the world has seen." (Reeves, New Zealand, pp. 25, 26.)
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but in periods of distress when a little money was a matter of

life and death, prices went down and interest w^ent up in a

balloon. And strangest fact of all, the common people held in

their hands, the whole time, an easy remedy for all these ills,

through the use of their powers of direct nomination and the

ballot.

DUSKY BAY, SOUTHWEST COAST.
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Chapter 35.

THE POLITICAL REVOLUTION.

A New Force in Politics. Organized Lahor at the

Ballot Box.

farmers and workingmen uniting for the election oe

liberal representatives

after defeat of the workingmen in a great strike.

Capital Won the Strike, but Lost the Election.

The year 1890 was the focal point of many powerful influ-

ences, first: The feeling that something was radically wrong,

induced by the growth of monopoly and the experience of

industrial depression in a young and vigorous colony, had been

intensified to the bursting point of political action by the knowl-

edge that the Colony had lost population—one of the greatest

calamities that could befall it, for population is the life blood

and the salvation of a small colony in a big country, especially

where there is a large debt. From 1885 to 1890, twenty

thousand people left New Zealand ; that was the excess of

departures over arrivals in that time. Depression aggravated

by a large decrease of expenditure on public works, together

with the accumulating difiiculties that confronted a poor man
seeking to build a home and support himself on the land, resulted

in a large migration of the laboring classes. It was not a flitting

of travelers to visit other lands and then return. It was a trans-

portation or transplantation of homes. The pressure of land

and money monopoly with falling prices and discouraged in-

dustry reached such a pass that the tide of population turned,

going out instead of coming in. The unemployed problem rose

to the overflow, and working people went overseas from a

population of 600,000 in a land where 20 millions and more
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could live in comfort under just conditions. A country, easily

capable of sustaining more than thirty times the population it

possessed, witnessed the astounding spectacle of an exodus of

vigorous and industrious people because they could not get

lionics or work.

Second: Ideas of land nationalization, the rights of labor,

govenmient aid to the unemployed, abolition of private monop-
oly, political and industrial ecjualization, etc., had developed

to the motor point in a people of high intelligence and boundless

energy. The seeds sown by A'ogel, Grey, Stout, and Ballance.

had found good soil, and the crop was ready for harvest.

Events year after year had emphasized- and enforced the teach-

ings of the Liberal leaders. Ballance's land-value tax had

shown the farmers that exemption of improvements would be

a great relief to all but the wealthy owners, and his settlement

policy had shown what could be done in the way of placing idle

labor on the land. Hundreds of workingmen living in soup

kitchens and shelter sheds, while millions of acres of splendid

land lay idle in the hands of monopolists, was not a sight to

quiet the nerves. The working people made New Zealand rich,

l)ut the best lands were in the hands of absentees, and not

merely absentees, but absentee corporations, who did not put

a stroke of living work into the country and had bought their

holdings for a song. A wave of socialistic and lalK:)r sentiment

swept into the nation from Europe and America. Henry

(jcorge made a lecture tour in Australia in the early months

of i8(p. and the air was full of the land-tax and the ringing

claim that labor produces all wealth and therefore should have

it all.

Third: The Trade Unions had developed as strong an

organization as the circumstances of so new and rural a nation

would permit. \'ears of patient lalK)r had been devoted to the

extension and solidification of the movement in Australia and

New Zealand. The I'nions contemplated both industrial and

political action. 'I'lie men were ])repared to stand together for

the rights (jf labor in conference and contest with ca])ita], and

at the ballot box.

Fourth: The utter rout of the labor forces in the great mari-

time strike of 1890 drove the Trade L'nionists to the ballot,

not merely with a keen desire to offset their defeat by political

successes, btit with a feeling that the ballot was the last resort
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and the only sure reliance for a peaceful solution of their diffi-

culties.

Fifth: John Ballance, the leader of the Liberal party in Par-

liament was a man of high character and vigorous mind, who
had won the confidence of the farmers and workingmen. Bal-

lance and his colleagues and followers had always been friendly

to labor and had stood with George Grey in the efifort to widen

and equalize the franchise, and secure an equitable land policy.

Here was a ready-made Party, therefore, with which the labor

organizations could throw in their lot, with a reasonable cer-

tainty of fair treatment.

Sixth: The tax laws were very unjust to the small farmers

and traders. Improvements were taxed, so that a farmer who
cultivated and developed his estate had frequently to pay 4 and

5 times the tax that was levied on unimproved land. The
monopolist holding land on speculation paid little. The farmer

clearing, building, and planting paid much. This taxing of

farm improvement was exceedingly unpopular amongst the

smaller farmers. They felt bitterly that for every year's hard

work improving their little properties their taxes were added to

at the next assessment, while the speculator's tax remained the

same. Manufacturers and merchants also found the tax un-

just. It hit them as hard in bad years as in good. The man
whose property brought him in nothing paid as much tax as

the man whose property was remunerative, and the professional

man paid nothing no matter how large his income. The unjust

discriminations of the property-tax were thorns in the sides of

multitudes of farmers and merchants and manufacturers.

Feeling ran high against land monopoly, higher still against

absentee ownership, and highest of all against the property-tax,

while underneath, less noisy but hardly less vigorous than the

land question and the tax, were the claims of labor, with an

undercurrent of feeling that swept everything before it in the

lUiions.

Add to all this the fact that the election of 1890 was the

first election of Representatives under the combination of a

practical manhood suffrage and the one-man-one-vote principle,

with direct nominations and the alphabetic ballot, and you have

a search light on the situation.

Such were some of the principal causes of the great success

of the Liberals, with the aid of the Labor vote, in December,
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1890: a success which placed the Government in the hands of

the Representatives of the Common People, and amounted in

fact to a Revolution that has swept away old laws and institu-

tions and placed the Colony in the lead of the world's political

development. Best of all, the transformation gives every

promise of permanence as the Liberal-Labor people have gained

the victory now in four triennial contests, winning the succes-

sive elections with increasing majorities till at the last election

(1899) the Opposition "sank a hopeless wreck beneath the

waters of New Zealand politics."^

INFLUENCE OF* THE GREAT STRIKE.

Before describing the campaign of 1890 one or two miscon-

ceptions must be mentioned. The failure of the Australasian

strike- of 1890 is frequently stated as the sole or the chief cause

1 Since this was written news lias come from tlie fifth trieuuial, the elec-

tion of November 25, 1902, with another overwhehning victory for the
Liberals.

2 The Australian striiie of 1890, which involved New Zealand with all the
colonies of Australia, was a struggle between the Trades Unions and the

shipping and wool interests. From 1SS2 to 1880, owing to bad seasons and
commercial depression, the shipping industry met with reverses, which, at the

Conference of 1886 between the companies and the men, induced the ship
owners to propose arbitration in respect to the reduction of seamen's wages
from $34 a month to $27. The men replied that they could not live on less

than they were getting, and refused to arbitrate the question of their starva-
tion. In the years following both owners and men sought to build up a strong
federation for the conflict they felt sure would come. The union movement
was earnestly pushed among the other classes of workingmen in Australia,
and with such effect that the Chairman of tlie Sydney Chamber of Commerce
said, in .luly, 1890 : "The federation of labor in the Australian Colonies has,

after years of patient effort, been accomplished."
The immediate causes of the rupture in 1890 were: (1) The dismissal

of a ship's fireman, Morgan, who was a delegate for his union, and who had
served the same company ten years, which, however, refused either to

reinstate him in his old place or give a reason for his dismissal. (2) The
demand for higher wages by the ship officers, who were supported by the
seamen's unions. (,'?) The resolution of the wharf laborers and other unions,
backed by the Central Trade and Labor Council, not to handle non-union wool.
It is likely that the second head reveals the underlying cause of the trouble.

Tlie ship owners were determined not to tolerate the attiliation of the union of

steamship oflScers with the Trade and Labor Councils and the Federated Sea-
men's Union. Unionism was getting too aggressive for the company, and it

was ready for the fight.

The extension of the battle to New Zealand was really brought about by
the Steamship Company. The steam coasting trade of the Colony and the
trade between its ports and Australia were, as they still are, mostly in the
liands of one corporation, the Union Company. The seamen in its employ
were a fine body of men, and were well treated and did not wish to fight. The
Maritime Council of New Zealand (consisting of branches of the Australian
I'nion ) did its best to avoid trouble, and when the wharf laborers refused to

unload one of the Ship Owners' Association steamers tlie Council promptly
offered that the seaman should work tlie vessel. But the next time the wharf
laborers refused to work, instead of applying to the Council as before, the
company's agent employed non-union laborers, altho lie had notice that such
iictii.ii would cause trouble. The company In effect declared that it did not
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of the political movement of that year. This is not true. The

failure of the strike was only one of many influences and not

the fundamental cause.

It hastened, solidified and intensified the political action of

the workingmen, no doubt, but did not originate it. Before

it took place, New Zealand politicians knew the labor organi-

zations were coming into their field. It was not the sole nor

perhaps the chief cause of their taking to politics as they did.

and even if it had been it would not follow that it was the

chief cause of the political overturn, for that was not mainly

a Trade Union movement, but an agricultural uprising. What
is ordinarily called "Labor" is strong in New Zealand, but

the farmers are still more powerful. The labor vote rendered

excellent and needful service, but the overwhelming mass of

Liberal votes were rural—the avalanche was agricultural. "It

was the country people who won the day," says an eminent

New Zealander, "and the farmers have been the mainstay of

the movement ever since."

UNION OF THD WORKINGMEN WITH THE) LIBE;r.\L FARMI^RS AND

TRADERS AT THE TOLLS.

Again it is said that the workingmen formed a Labor Party

and elected Labor Candidates. This also is a mistake. Not

only was no distinct Labor Party formed, but there was no

Intend to regard the rule as to non-union men, and that the time to tight the

thing out had arrived. With both sides eager to involve the New Zealanders.
this action of the company, added to the pressure of sympathy, carried the

conflagration across the 1,200 miles of ocean and set New Zealand aflame.

The public was furious at the needless entanglement, and clerks and profes-

sional men tool^ off their coats and worked as laborers on the wharves unload
ing ships, but no private action could do more than sliglitly palliate the

paralysis.

The strike ran from .Tuly 8th to October ?Aiit. and involved subslnntially

the whole labor interests of Australia and New Zealand. On the one side the

employers claimed the right to manage their business without dictation, and
the right of free contract with individual workers, union or non-union, on
any terms that might be agreeable to them. On the other side, questions of

fair wages, the right of the men to combine and tlie recognition of the imions
were involved. Unionism was on trial.

The capitalists had plenty to eat, could find plenty of idle men to take
the places of the unionists, and for the most part had the press and the
Government with them, and they won. Even the great public, whose sympa-
thies are always with good wages and fair treatment of labor, could not but
recognize that a strike which paralyzed for months the business of a continent

was not a good way to settle the questions at issue.

The defeat of the men was complete, both in Australia and New Zealand,
but the unions took their defeat philosophically, and in New Zealand, through
alliance with Progressives of all classes, won a far more than compensa-
tory political victory the same year. The workers went peaceably to the
ballot box and elected men who would use the powers of government to attain
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attfui])! to form one. jNIore could be accomplished by uniting

with the Ballance Progressives who were in sympathy with

labor." The unions saw this and joined hands at the ballot

box with the small farmers and traders to elect men pledged

to the interests of the common people. New Zealand is the

only Australasian colony in which a separate labor party was

not established, and it is the colony in which the greatest re-

sults have been achieved in the interests of labor. At the elec-

tions of i8(p and following triennials no attempt has been

made to reserve the labor vote for workingmen or candidates

belonging exclusively to Trades Unions. Of some 20 mem-
bers who owed their return in ]8(;o chiefly to the labor vote,

onl\- 5 were workingmen, and the labor members of the

House have not been more than 5 or 6 in any Parliament

since. ^ Farmers and professional men have the largest repre-

nioi-p just conditidus for the laboring classes. The Trade Unionists of New-
Zealand had already determined to do this before the strike, but that was a

vigorous stimulant. The course of events in New Zealand was affected more
or less by two noted strikes—the English dockers' strike of 1888 and the

.\ustralasian maritime strike of 1890. But neither the London battle nor the

.Vustralian contest did more than emphasize and invigorate causes already at
work. The people were saturated with discontent, and it only needed a little

industrial friction to ignite the charge. The strike of 1800 was the match
that set fire to the powder and brought on an immediate explosion.

3 In Australia, where no such satisfactory party was ready and waiting
for the unions, Labor Parties were formed ; the strongest organization being
developed in New South Wales, where the workingmen In 1891 elected 35 out-

and-out labor representatives in a Parliament of 141 members. Their wily
opponents, however, brought up the issue of free trade and protection, that
has been used so often in America to split the labor vote, and the new party
divided at the very start. A quarter of the labor members deserted the
Ministry for tlie sake of the tariff. The other members understood the princi-

ple of variegated fusion, and voted with one party for protection to get the
one-man-one-vote law, and voted with another party for free trade to get the
land tax.

In 1898 the labor party had 19 members in the Parliament of New South
Wales, and in 1899 a prcjininent labor member declared that the Ministry was
absolutely dependent on the labor vote. I'>y giving their support to an
enlightened government they have helped to put a number of progressive
measures on the statute bool?, mostly imitations of New Zealand s laws aftei-

they have jiroved their success. But the New Zealand workingmen, acting
with the farmers, without a separate laboi- party, have secured far more than
any labor party has yet been able to obtain in any country. "How far
the labor element is from anything like real control in New South Wales."
said Mr. I.,loyd in 1900, "is shown by the fact that the Government does not
recognize the vniions even of its own employees."

An excellent account of the labor parties of the Australian slates and
their platforms will be found in Reeves' State Kxperiments in Australia and
New Zealand. Mr. Lloyd's Newest England also contains luminous matter on
this topic, and Walker's Australian Democracy touches the subject with
that author's usual clearness and brevity. On p. 2(>2 he says: "They (the
workingmen of Australasia) have realized since 1890 that for the fiu-therance
of their aspii-ations the strength of tli(>ir unions should be devoted mainly to
the promotion of the representation of labor in I'arliament." The great strike
and subsequent events have "intensified the conviction that strikes should be
superseded by the ballot box."

* See Ueeves' statements in The Long White Cloud and in State Experi-
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sentation (41 out of 70 j, and commercial interests (merchants

and agents) come next with 15, while 7 are "gentlemen set-

tlers," and 3 are contractors.

The reader must not make the counter mistake, however, of

supposing that the labor vote is not a powerful factor in New
Zealand politics. In many districts the working people hold

the balance of power, and a candidate cannot be elected who
is not satisfactory to the Labor Organizations. They question

candidates and vote for those who accept the Union or Labor

principles. In fact, the labor vote has far more weight than

if a separate labor party had been formed, for then there would

have been three sorts of candidates in the field, Liberals,

Labor candidates, and Conservatives. The division of the

Liberal and labor forces would in a number of cases have let

the Conservatives in, and the Unions would have had no

special claim on Liberal members in Parliament for the consid-

eration of labor measures. Not party organization, but alli-

ance, and independent voting, direct nominations, and ques-

tioning of candidates, have been the secrets of progressive vic-

tory in New Zealand.

the; campaign.

Land, labor and taxation were the absorbing topics of dis-

cussion in the campaign of 1890. The unhappy condition of

labor, wage abuses, non-recognition of unions and resistance

to just demands of the workers, the problem of the unem-

ployed, the soup-kitchens and shelter-sheds, the streets full

of tramps and the exodus of able-bodied, industrious citizens

from a country not yet populated to 3 per cent of its capacity,

the failure of the great strike, and the possibilities of the bal-

lot as a last resort to win redress for labor, were subjects of

vital interest to the whole people.

ments in Australia and New Zealand. In the latter work, Vol. 1, pp. 76 and
87, he says : "The number of labor members returned in New Zealand was
but five, and they did not attempt to form a separate party. But fully

twenty Progressives were generally pledged to the Labor Program, and
most of the party owed their election to the labor vote. . . . Nothing
could have been less theatrical than the entry of labor into the New Zea-
land Parliament. To all appearance, it merely meant that half a dozen nu'et,

attentive, business-like, well-mannered mechanics rook their seats in the House
of Representatives. The labor members did not increase in numbers, nor
did they supply the Progressives with a policy. But the organized support
which they and their unions gave the Progressive leaders made all the dif-

ference. . . . They were sober, punctual in attendance, painstaking in the
study of their business, and at first, at any rate, mercifully inclined to

brevity of speech."
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So with the land monopoly, which as we have seen was even

more intense in New Zealand than in England, Ireland or the

United States. The large estates were called "social pests,"

obstacles to industry, barriers to progress. "The curse of the

country is the companies holding large estates; the companies

do not die, and there is no provision to compel subdivision."

The large estates were held responsible for the ruined indus-

tries caused by the depression that had shadowed New Zea-

land for a dozen years. The land system was a detriment to

the State and an injustice to individuals, especially injurious

to the most important class in the community, the settlers.

The farmers and working people had developed the resources

of the country and given the land all the value it possessed,

yet the land and its value belonged in large part to a few mo-

nopolists, while the people who created the values had little

and in many cases none of them. Absentee landlords and

foreign corporations grew rich with the unearned increments

resulting from the building of railways and other public works.

Rents and interest were up in the air, while prices were trail-

ing in the mud. Industrial depression shut down on income,

but the land monopoly and the money ring claimed their

tribute just the same. The wealth produced by farmers and

workingmen went overseas in rents and profits to idle spend-

thrifts who had investments in New Zealand and held paper

titles to thousands of acres bought for almost nothing. And
to cap the climax the tax laws threw the main burden on the

small farmers and producers, discriminating most unjustly

against industry and enterprise and in favor of speculation

and monopoly.

If a man improved his land up went his assessment. Where
he paid £1 while his land was unimproved, he had to pay £4 or

^5 or more when he cleared the land and put it in seed and

built a house on it. The settler building a house and barn

and making other improvements found his tax higher than

those of the neighboring owner who had bought his land on

speculation and let it lie idle and unimproved. The settler's

labor and improvements added value to his neighbor's land,

yet the settler had to pay his own fair taxes and the specu-

lator's too. The property-tax put a premium on idleness and

speculation, and a penalty on industry and improvements.

Producers were fleeced and speculators were enriched.
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The prupert}-tax was crude and oppressive in every way.

It taxed a man as much when he made nothing as when he

made much. It taxed men who were losing money as much
as those who were getting large profits. Enterprise and en-

ergy were dampened by a system that taxed a man as much
when going behind as when prosperous—if his venture were

not a success the taxes would ruin him.

While idle, unimproved land paid only a fraction of the tax

on improved land, an idle building paid as much as a building

in use. Taxation of unprofitable buildings and machinery

and unsold goods, made the merchant or manufacturer pay

over and over again on property that brought him nothing

through no fault of his own. The law made the farmer and

business man pay on experimental improvements even tho

the experiment proved a failure and the money was hopelessly

sunk. It crippled the mining industry by its annual demand
for tribute on investment whether profitable or not. It further

discouraged enterprise by putting a tax on new industries be-

fore they began to yield a return. Professional men, whose
capital was in their earning power, escaped taxation altogether,

while the farmer had to pay not only his own share and the

speculative monopolist's, but the lawyer's, doctor's, teacher's,

preacher's, salesman's, and general manager's also.

There was an outcry from the small farmers and business

men from one end of the country to the other, and the changes

were rung on the unjust discriminations and inherent iniqui-

ties of the property-tax in every district in the campaign of

1890, along with vigorous dissertations on the rights of labor,

the right of the people to the soil, the evils of absenteeism, and

the innate depravity of private monopoly in land.

The election took place December 5th. On the 6th it was
clear that the Liberal leader, Ballance, would be the next Pre-

mier. The Conservatives held on long enough to get the Gov-
ernor to appoint seven members to the Upper Hotise^ and

then retired. A few weeks later, in New Zealand's summer
(January 24th) John Ballance became Prime Minister with

a Liberal-Labor House behind him.

8 Premier Atkinson had himself and other leading Conservatives appointed
to the Upper House. The Liljerals denounced this transfer of the beaten
Conservatives to life memberships in the Council as a fraud on the Common-
wealth. A bill was introduced in 1891 to cancel the seven appointments, and
Sir (ieorge Grey favored it, saj'ing : "A great crime has been committed; a



J ION. JOHN BALLANCE.

Thb First L,iBeRAi,-L,ABOR Premier.

The man tinder whose leadership the farmers and workingmen united at the

ballot box to elect a Parliament pledged to do justice to their interests.
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Only twice before in its history had the Colony seen a Liberal

Ministry in office—Sir Geo. Grey's Cabinet of 1877-9 ^^^s

thoroly Liberal, and the Stout-Yogel Ministry of 1884-7 had a

j3'ood deal of Liberalism in it, but neither of these Ministries had

a Liberal House behind it. When, however, John Rallance, the

author of the land-value tax of 1878, came into power, backed

by a strong majority in the House, and by the labor unions and

the mass of small farmers and traders throughout the Colony,

the days of Conservatism were over.

great wrong has been done" by the old Ministry in deceiving the Governor
into thinliing the seven appointments were in harmony with the Government
when the Ministry Isnew it must resign. Ballance, hiowever, thought there
was a better way, as we shall see, and the bill, after being reported from
committee of the whole, appears to have been dropped. (N. Z. Hansard, Vol.

72, p. 427.)

SEEING THROUGH THE WOODS.
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THE LIBERAL GOVERNMENT.

The new Government came in with a mission to check mo-

nopoly, stop the movement to concentration of land owner-

ship and turn the tide the other way, secure just taxation,

encourage industry, and iise the power of government in the

interest of the great mass of the people instead of favoring

a small class of monopolists as had been the rule in preceding-

years.

The Ballance Ministry^ and the Liberal ]\Iajorit\ l)ehinil

it in the House, ado])ted a policy tending to equalize con-

dirinns, tax the rich instead of the poor, favor industrious

farmers and workers of small means rather than heavy capi-

talists, give the advantage to manhood rather than money,

make it as easy as possible for industry and economy to ac-

cumulate a com])etence, and as difhcult as possible for exploit-

ation t(^ accunuilate a fortune by the labor of otliers, bring

land and capital within the reach of all on reasonable terms,

teach the people cooperation in industry as well as politics,

and perfect the machinery of democratic government in the

elections and the House to represent more truly, and carry

out more fully, the will of the people. Such was the si)irit and

pur])()se of the new management, ancl its efforts and acconi-

plisbnu'uts have bi'cn in harnionv with these liberal niotixes.

^ To flu tlic cliief positions in his cal)inct. Premier P>allanco clioso as

Minister of I'ulilic Worl<s tlio lion. Jvicliaid .T. Seddon, an invincible friend of

I he coman)n people, and a man of preat executive jxiwer and tremendous
I'uergy, who has developed the most remarkable record in tlie history of the
("olony; as Minister of Lands, tlio Hon. .John McKenzie. another man of
splendid executive force and a tireless champion of the people's rights ; as
Minister of the Post and Telegraph, the Hon. J. G. Ward, a Liberal of high
character and exceptional executive ability; and ns ^Unister of .Justice and
Education, and a little later Minister of Labor, the Hon. Wm. Pember Reeves,
one of the most distinguished statesmen, orators and writers New Zealand has
produced, and an uncompromising friend of the working people.
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JMODIFYING THE SENATE.

A SKVEN-YKAK Ti;KM I'UK SlvXATuKS AM) T\\'J;U"i: NiiW MKMBKKS.

The Senate was almost a unit against the new Ministry.

The members were appointed for life, which tended to fossilize

the Upper House. The Liberal majority in the Colony was

scarcely represented in the Senate at all. In important votes

Government measures that passed by decisive majorities

in the House could only muster one or two supporters in the

Upper Chamber. This meant not only that the Conservatives

of the Senate could reject, amend or delay as they pleased,

l)ut that Liberal measures were not even fairly debated in the

Senate ;
practically only one side was heard.

To overcome these difficulties the Premier asked the Gov-

ernor to appoint twelve new Senators, and introduced a bill

to reduce the term of Senators to seven years.

The Governor objected to the appointment of so many new
Councillors. Ballance took the ground that in this matter as

in others the constitutional course Avould be for the Governor

to take the advice of the Ministry. His Excellency thought

otherwise. By mutual consent the question was referred to

the English Colonial Office. England gave judgment in favor

of the Premier, deciding that the Governor should accept the

advice of the Ministry in the matter of additional appoint-

ments, and twelve new Councillors were appointed in 1892.

The bill for a seven-year term became a law in 1891 with

a proviso that the act should not apply to existing members.

It would not have been possible to pass the bill without this

clause. The Senators were not so particular about the terms

of future members—they might yield to public sentiment on

that point—but they could hardly be expected to agree to the

decapitation of their own privileges.
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TAXING THE MONOPOLISTS.

The heart of the first year's work of the new Government

was a joint and several attack on tlie twin problems of land

and taxation, in the shape of a "Land and Income Assessment

Act" abolishing" the propert}-tax and establishing gradnated

taxation of land-values and incomes.

The avowed objects of the law are to tax "according to

ability to pay," "to free the small man," and "to burst up mo-

noi)olies ;" and its cardinal features are the exemption of im-

provements and of small people, and the special pressure i)ut

on the big monopolists and corporations and on absentees.

(i) All improvements are exempt,^ all buildings, fencings,

draining, crops, etc.—all value that has been added by labor,

all live stock also, and personal property—only the imim-

proved value of the land is taxed.

(2) Mortgages are deducted also in estimating the land

tax as they are taxed to the lender. The money lender or

mortgagee is treated as part-owner, pays land-tax on his mort-

gage as tho it were land,- and is forbidden to make his mort-

gagor contract to pay the tax.

(3) There is besides a small-estate exemption of $2,500,

where the net-value of the estate does not exceed $7,500,^ so

that if a farmer has no more than Si.^CK:) of land-value left

1 In tlie orifiinal Act of Septcinbei- S. 1S!U. iniprovfinents \v«'re exempt up
to .$15,000. The ivmeiulinent of ISO." exempted all imitrovements. Building
societies were also assessed bv the original act, but were exempted by the
.\ct of isrt:?.

-The Act of October 1. 1902. makes the mortgage tax only ;'. farthings in

I lie pound, as against 1 i)enny in the pound on land. So moi-tgagees will pay
from now on only three-fourths the tax rate paid by land holdei-s. Heretofore
mortgagees and landlords have been taxed on their respective shares in the
land at the same rate—1 penny in the pound.

2 Aboj-e iST.oOO of net value, the small estate exemption decreases ?5 for
each .$10 that the net value increases, so that this exemption vanishes when
the net value (the value after deducting improvements and mortgages)
reaches ?1 2,500.
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after deducting improvements and mortgage liabilities from

the value of his real property, he pays no land-tax.

(4) Besides the three exemptions or deductions already

named—the deduction of mortgages, and the exemption of

improvements and small estates—there is another conditional

exemption. If an old or infirm person owns land or mortgages

returning less than $1,000 a year, and can show that he is not

able to supplement his income, and that the payment of the

tax would be a hardship, the Commissioner may remit the

tax. A number of widows and oq^hans are excused more or

less of their taxes under this clause. "The Democracy of New
Zealand is a humanitarian tax-gatherer."*

Out of a total of 110,000 land-owners only 16,000 pay tax.''

* Tbe tribal lands still occupied by the Maoris are also exempt. The dis-

cussion of the text relates only to the population of European descent. If

native land is let to a white man, the landlord pays half tax, or Y^A. (J ctnt) in

the pound.
5 This is one of the characteristics that distinguish the New Zealand tax

from the "Single Tax" advocated by Henry George. Under George's plan,
every one of the 110,000 land owners would pay land-value tax, while under
the New Zealand law less than a sixth of them pay land tax. With the
single tax all land values would be taxed, and all at the same rate. There
would be no exemption of small owners, and no increase of tax rate for rich
owners or absentees. The New Zealand tax is a tax on land values, but not a
"single tax." It is not "single." There is a tax on incomes and decedents'
estates, and a tariff on consumption, and the larger part of the owners of
land values are not taxed. It is a monopoly tax of the progressive type, not
a George tax. Henry George wanted to abolish all other taxes but that on
land, and take 90 per cent of all rental values due to land values. The New
Zealand land tax not only leaves the small men (nearly six-sevenths of the
holders of such rental values) entirely untouched, but even from the richest
owners, at the top of the graded scale, it takes but IM per cent on the
assessed capital land value, or perhaps 25 per cent of the annual rental on
.such land value, or about one-fifth of the actual ground rents on the basis of
assessments at four-fifths of actual values and capital values 20 times rental
values ; and from the mass of those who pay the tax, the class having over
.i;2,500 and under $25,000 net value of land, the law takes less than half of
1 per cent on their assessed land values, or about 6 per cent of the actual
rental value of the unimproved soil.

There is no doubt that the people of New Zealand, like those of other
progressive nations, have been greatly stirred and benefited by the writings
of Henry George, but while they find much to commend in his philosophy
about the evils of land monopoly, they do not accept his method of redress,
but have adopted a different line of action. So far is New Zealand from
the single tax that Ballance. Reeves, Stout and other great leaders of the
people, while paying high tribute to the educational value of George's works,
condemn the single tax as "confiscatory" and "absurd," and the United
States Consul to New Zealand says the New Zealand farmers look upon the
single tax with horror, and would rise in open revolt against its introduction.
(U. S. Consular Reports, 1894, 1897.)

There is not likely to be any need of rising in revolt, for in New Zealand,
as Reeves says, "tlie farmers are all-powerful" at the ballot box. But if there
were need they might take very strenuous action in opposition to the single
tax, and the reason is not far to seek. There are about 100,000 land holders
having less than half a square mile each, and about 6,000 of them pay land
tax (Year Book, 1901). With the single tax every one of the 100,000 would
pay land tax. So the single tax would be over sixteen times as bad for the
farmer and other owners under 320 acres each as the present land tax, and
something like ten times as bad as even the vicious old property tax they
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When the new system went into operation in 1892, there were

12,360 rate-payers under the land-tax, while the number on

the property-tax lists of 1889 was 26,327. The new tax hit

less than half as many as the old." 14.000 small own-

ers were released from propcriy-tax, and the lower division

(half or two-thirds perhaps) of those who still paid tax on

assets, paid less than they did before.'

TIlK C.KADICD-TAX 1*()R WKAT.TllV LANDLORDS AXD ABSENTEES.

The graduated-tax begins when the unimproved value^

reaches $25,000. It rises from one-fourth of a cent on tlu'

pound on $25,000 to sixteen-fourths or four cents a pound on

fiiught so bard to aliolish. Eveu these figures do not express tlie full differ-

t'lu-e to these owners, for not only would sixteen times as many of them pay
land tax under the (Jeorge plan, but the rate would be fifteen times higher,
since George would talje 90 per cent of tlie rental value of the ground, while
the New Zealand law takes only (5 per cent of it. The New Zealanders believe
in nati<inalizing the soil, but through purchase and leasing and gradual
development of i>rogressive taxes, not by a sweeping law that would take the
land values for public use without paying for them or equalizing the burden
of the change over the whole communit.v benefited by it. In fact, some men
of high intelligence in this and other countries, who call themselves "single
taxers," no longer insist on the drastic legislation advocated by Henry Oeorge,
but are willing to go toward the socialization of the soil by moderate steps,

and to give due attention to other forms of monopoly, as the progressive
thinkers of Xew Zealand have done.

(See Causes and Conditions, and Appendix.)

"Even if we include the income tax (which is a tax on the uppei- slopes,
resting on a good-sized income and not on a property basis, and therelDre does
not really belong in a comparison of the numbers affected under the new
system and the old on tlie basis of possession), still, the incidence of the new
law is |)r<>ba!)ly only half that <>f the old. There were in LSOL*, 12. .!»><• paying
land ta.\. ].4!)1 graded land tax and :!.44S income tax. All the graded-tax
and a large i)art of ilie income-tax payers were persmis included in the 1"J,3t5o

land-iax payers. 'J'lie property-tax assessment, which forms the other wing
of the <-omparisun. was made in l.SS.s and published in l.S8!t. An assessment
under the property tax of 1S!>2 (if it had continued till then) would have
shown a larger number of i-ate payers than '2('t,'.i'27. Wherefore, on the whole,
it is priibable that, even including the income tax, as well as the land tax,
the new system hit only half as many as the old.

• The principal reason of the change was the exemption of improvements
under the new law. The old law ( Property Act of l.ssr>. in fiu-ce till ISOli
allowed $2,.jiiu exemption after deducting mortgages, but did not exempt
l)uildings or other improvements, nor impose a graduated tax on large estates.
The tax was 1 penny on the pound, to be assessed on all real property, and 30
shillings on each tlnu of jiremiums for all fire, marine or guarantee insur-
ance (Laws of 1S7!» and l.s'.Mii. Now. in case of small estates and those of
moderate size, the buildings and other improvements are ai)t to figure half or
more than half the total value. s<( that the smaller owners were let out by
the new law. A man who had a f.-irni worth .S.">.(Mi(i above liabilities—.$2,50(»

land value and $2. ."mi in improvements—for example, would pay taxes on
.$li..">ii(i under the old property tax, but would pay no taxes imder the new
land-value tax.

*That is, land value,—value of the realty less improvements, but without
deduction of mortgages. Mortgages are deducted in estimating the ordinary
land tax. but no deduction on account of mortgages is allowed in estimating
the graded tax. The land holder must pay the whole of the graded tax, no
matter how heavily his land is mortgaged, for the graduated tax is a policy
tax. intended to discourage the holding of large estates.
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a million dollars or more of unimproved value. This gradu-

ated-tax is in addition to the ordinary level-rate land-tax levied

each year, which is two cents on the pound.®

Absentee owners of large estates have still another tax to

pay. If the owner of an estate large enough to come under

the graded-tax, has been out of the country a year, his graded

tax is increased 20 per cent.

In the United States the big corporations are apt to escape

taxation largely or pay at a rate far lower than that enforced

against small owners, but in New Zealand, a rich corporation

pays at a higher rate than persons of ordinary resources. A
wealthy land company or corporation land owner may pay a

graduated tax 16 times as high as that of the man of moderate

means, and over 18 times as high if it is a foreign company, and

he is domestic in his habits. The company's total tax, including

lx>th ordinar)^ and progressive, may be 3 pence (6 cents) on the

pound (or more if it is an absentee), against i penny (2 cents)

for the farmer who has less than $25,000 of land-value above im-

provements

—

lyl per cent for the company, and .42 per cent,

or less than half of i per cent, for the farmer—3 times as

much for the company as for the farmer. And the company

or large owner pays any number of million times as much as

the small farmer who has only $2,500 above improvements, for

he pays nothing. No wonder the Premier said, "The gradua-

tion of the taxes is to check monopoly," and the Hon. Wm.
Pember Reeves declared the purpose of the Government to be

"to take off taxation from the small land proprietors and put

it on the large owners," and "to burst up the great estates" by

making it expensive and unprofitable to hold land in large

amounts, and by the resumptive policy to be spoken of

presently.

THE INCOME-TAX.

The income-tax applies to net income from employment and

« These taxes are paid by leaseholders, as well as freeholders, except in

case of Crown leases that are" really no more than licenses. Section 4 of the

Act provides that land tax should be paid on the value of his interest by "the

owner of any leasehold, except under Part 6 of the Land Act of 1885" (which

deals with pastoral leases terminable on 12 months' notice). "Land" is

defined as including all chattel interests in land, and "land owner" is anyone

seized, possessed of, or entitled to, any land, freehold or leasehold, except as

above. ^ ^, . ,

Holders of pastoral leases and mining licenses pay tax on their income

from the use of land, but are not within the land tax. Such licenses are not

considered as realty, and the income is treated as business income.
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net profits from business, subject to an absolute exemption of

^r.500 (except in the case of absentees, and companies whether

absentees or not), and a further optional exemption up to $250

a year for life insurance premiums, if the citizen wishes to

spend his money that way. All income derived from land or

from mortgages, so far as they represent realty, is outside this

tax, which affects only income from employment or business.^"

The land-tax takes care of realty and all that pertains to it, so

that the land with all its profits and liabilities is excluded from

the income-tax.^"

A farmer who derives all his income from land pays no in-

come-tax. Neither does a lawyer, doctor, teacher, artisan or

any other person who makes no more than $1,500 a year. The
total number of income-tax payers is only about 5,600. Work-
ing- people, small tradesmen, and farmers wdth less than $2,500

of land-value above improvements, pay neither land nor in-

come taxes. But it must not be imagined that they escape taxa-

tion entirely, for the bulk of New Zealand's net revenue is

raised by the tariff," and the citizen is apt to pay taxes when-

ever he eats, or wears clothes, or buys a bicycle or a pair of

shoes. ]\Ioreover, ever}^ property holder large or small must

pay municipal or local taxes.

The rate of income-tax for companies is 24 cents on the

l)0und on the profits of their business, and for other people it

is 12 cents on the pound on the first taxable $5,000, and 24

cents on all taxable income above $5,000. The graduation of

the tax consists of 3 steps—up to $1,500 no tax, the next

$5,000, 12 cents, and beyond that 24 cents on the pound.^^

Tf a man has $2,000 income from business or employment,

Sr.500 is exempt anyway and $250 more if he chooses to use it

10 See last paragraph of Note 9.

"The customs only form 3.3 per cent of the revenue, but the $9,.3.33,333

the Government receives from its railways and the .$4,500,000 from post and
telegraph are not net. The .?11.00().000 raised by the tariff constitutes about
75 per cent of the national taxation: .?15,500.000 are raised by taxation for

the national Government, and it has .ft 5.000,000 income from other sources,

land rents, public institutions, etc. The total revenue is about ^40 per head
of European population (1002), half of it raised by taxation, with the direct

taxes all on the well-to-do and largely on the rich. Local governing bodies,

cities, towns, etc., raise about !?5 taxes per head.
12 The exemptions and general conditions of the income tax were pre-

scribed by the Assessment Act of 1801. The twelve and twenty-four-cent
provisions were enacted in the Land and Income Tax Act, 1802. which is

supplementary to the Assfssment Act.
Various amendments were made in 1803, 1894, etc., and the whole law

of the subject, with further improvements, was consolidated in the Land and
Income Assessment Act of 1900.
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for life insurance premiums, and he pays $6 income-tax on the

remaining $250. If the income is $10,000 he pays $120 tax on

the first $5,000 above the $1,750 exemptions, and $156 graded

income-tax on the remaining $3,250, making a total of $276

income-tax, or 9 times the percentage of his whole income that

is paid by the $2,000 man. If the income is $50,000, the citizen

I)ays $120 plus $2,076 (or $2,088 if he has no life insurance),

a total of $2,196 or about 15 times the rate on, or proportion of,

his whole income that is paid by the man of moderate income.

PROCRKSSniv TAXATION OF LAND AND INCOMES POPULAR.

The graduation, either on land or incomes, tho looked upon

by the large owners as considerably more than sufficient, is

regarded by the Government as only a beginning. "The thin

edge of the wedge," one of the Liberal Ministers says. "We
had to get that in first. It will be easy enough to increase the

taxes on land and incomes. A little bill of a very few lines will

do that."

The people like these taxes, and there is a growing sentiment

in favor of lowering the tariff and increasing the land and

income taxes. Less taxation of life and more taxation of

natural resources and monopoly. The new taxes do not dis-

courage industry nor put a premium on idle land and specula-

tive holdings. They fall only v.here the burden can be easily

borne. No merchant pays when business is bad and he is

making nothing. And no farmer finds his taxes trebled and

((uadrupled because he improves his land. The taxation of

monopoly has increased the prosperity of the country and

helped to break u]) big estates and secure a wider distribution

of land.

PURPOSES AND RESULTS.

The IMinistry declared its purpose to check monopoly, aid

the poor and equalize wealth.''' Premier Ballance brought for-

'' Premier I'.allaiue sakl : "We need not fear that in pursuing this we
shall fail to reap the material prosperity at which liuancial systems aim.
The wide diffusion of wealth and industry anions the people is the surest

guarantee of a buoyant revenue and a wealthy exche(|uer.'"

Mr. Seddon said : "Our object is to prevent the mass of the people who
own no land from becoming serfs. . . . By taxing land, the owners are
compelled to take out of the land what there is in if,—its fertility and power
to support population. They have to build homes and fences, and cultivate;
employ smiths, mascms, carpenters, and circulate their money." And if they
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ward the land and income-tax as the first measure on his

program, to yield a revenue and help redress the balance be-

tween the rich and poor, relieve the small owners, make the

big ones pay their share of the cost of government and the

public works that had made them rich, and break up the over-

grown monopolies.

In his Financial Statement at the opening of Parliament, the

Premier called attention to the fact that a man (with a family

of 5) earning 39 shillings a week or $500 a year as a laborer,

paid about 11.4 per cent of his earnings in duties; and an

artisan earning 53 shillings a week or $680 a year paid 9.1 per

cent of his income for the support of the Government, while a

"rich man worth half a million dollars paid about 3 per cent

of his income to the State,—the graded taxes aa^ouM perhaps

bring his contributions up to about 9>^ per cent. From 1886

to 1890 the natural increase of population, the excess of births

over deaths was 64,168, while the real increase of population

was only 44,870, showing an exodus, or excess of departures

over arrivals, of nearly 20,000. Land monopoly and other

unfortunate conditions made it impossible for the people to get

homes. A great aggregation of wealth may be built up in the

hands of a few, while the many may be pauperized, but this is

not civilization, and it is not a sign of health in a State. Our

first duty as legislators, it appears to me, is to see that it is

made easier for the people to have comfortable homes."^*

RELIEF OF THE SMALL PEOPLE.

The exemption of improvements, deduction of mortgages,

etc., has had a powerful effect in relieving the situation for the

small people as may be gathered in some detail from the fol-

lowing data:

Out of 8,611 farmers, dairymen and ranchmen, who had paid

property-tax, only 4,800 paid any land or income tax—nearly

half the country landowners were released entirely by the new

system. Out of 3,156 tradesmen, storekeepers, carriers, etc..

don't want to employ labor and improve their estates, the progressive taxes

encourage them to sell their land or part of it to people who will improve it.

Mr. Reeves said : "The graduated tax is a finger of warning held up to

remind them that the Colony does not want these large estates. Whether
partly or almost entirely unimproved, they are a social pest, an industrial

obstacle and a bar to progress."

"New Zealand Hansard, Vol. 71, pp. 60, 07, OS.
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over half were released, and this was true also of the 3,760

widows, wives, trustees, and spinsters assessed under the prop-

erty-tax. With the laboring classes the case was stronger still

—out of 2,242 workers (mechanics, laborers, miners, sailors,

shepherds, etc.) who paid property-tax, only 235 paid anything

under the new law,—nine-tenths of the workers assessed by the

property-tax were released by the Liberal system.

Taking the smaller people, farmers, merchants, agents,

clerks, teachers, artisans, laborers, widows, and spinsters, below

the level of the income-tax and the graded land-tax (not own-

ing $25,000 worth of land-value nor having an income of

$1,750 a year), we find about 18,000 such small people assessed

under the property-tax, while only about 7,500 of them came

within the new law—over 10,000 out of 18,000 small people

of the classes nanied^^ were released bv the Liberal tax law.

1^ The whole body of small people, including doctors, lawyers, clergymen,
contractors, builders, manufacturers, absentees, etc., assessed by the old law
was something like 21,000, and it is estimated that less than 8,000 of them
were touched by the new law.

The following table, from the Report of the New Zealand Tax Commis-
sioner. .July 28, 189.3, gives some of the classes in the tax lists, old and new.
and the totals in a comparison of the land and income assessment of 1892
with the last preceding assessment under the property-tax :

(1) (2) (3) (4)

A. Professional clergymen, lawyers,
doctors, autliors, editors, engi-
neers, architects

B. Civil servants, teachers, etc
('. Merchants, imjiorters, ware-

liousenien. contractors, etc
I). Tradesmen, storekeepers, car-

riers, etc
I^. Woi-kers, laborers, mechanics,

miners, etc
!". Manufacturers, brewers, millers,

shipbuilders, etc
(i. Farmers, dairymen, ranchmen,

etc
[

II. Agents, brokers, clerks, mana-
gers, etc

I. Widows, wives, trustees,
spinsters

.1. Other trust estates and estates of
deceased persons

Xmul)er
property
tax-pavers

IHSit

l,l.w

547

1,003

3,150

2,242

52.')

8,011

1,8.58

3,700

1,492

Number tax-payers
land and income tax 1892-3

Totals. 20,327

I>an<l tax

449
173

392

1,251

220

170

4.7tK)

:»7

1,8.37

1,522

12,300

<;raded
land tax

42
5

78

n

19

7tHi

:»

57

210

1,491

Income
tax

052
391

238

5.58

29

139

97

914

58

302

3,448

All the persons who appear in Column ^ appear also in Column 2, and
part of those in Column 4 are also included in 2 ; while another part con-
sists of persons who have a good income but no land above the exemption,
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Yet the rate of taxation was so much accentuated for the rich

that the total yield of the new law was greater than that of the

old—in place of the $1,770,000 raised by the property-tax, the

new tax, 1892, raised $1,870,000, of which $1,163,000 was ordi-

nary land-tax, $339,000 graded land-tax, and $368,000 income-

tax.^" The 4,760 owners of class G paid $446,705 in place of

$407,720 paid by 8,611 owners under the property-tax, and the

corporations (banks, mining, manufacturing, mercantile, in-

surance, and land companies) paid $635,000 under the new law

against $535,000 under the old. On the other hand, the workers

of class E paid only $2,715 against $20,265 binder the former

system.

TESTIMONN' OF UNI'l'KD S'r.VTKS CONSUL.

United States Consul Connolly, reporting to our Gov^crnmcnt

in 1894 and 1897, said :

"In the matter of taxation New Zealand excels. In a very short

time the system of taxation has heen revolutionized and the incidence

of taxation almost entirely changed, not only without disturhing, to

any appreciable extent, existing interests, but with the most beneficial

results. . . . The new legislation was violently assailed as experi-

mental, socialistic, confiscatory, and impracticable. The banking and

moneyed institutions generally and also the large landowners persist-

ently alleged that the law would result in financial ruin, but subsequent

events conclusively demonstrated how ill-founded were their appre-

hensions. It was found that the new system instead of involving the

country in ruin had exactly the contrary effect, and the credit of the

Colony in London increased to an unprecedented degree. . . . (Using also

the Consular Report of 1897.) The income-tax was most fiercely

denounced as inquisitorial, destructive of the first principles of frugality

and thrift— in fact, all the elements of evil lurked in the shadow of

the words 'income-tax,' and a united effort was made to resist this

'iniquitous' tax, but all to no purpose. . . . With the adoption

of the one-man-one-vote principle, the middle and laboring classes

had become all-powerful and they demanded a change in the incidence

of taxation. . . . And now, after 6 years of experience, the more
liberal and fair-minded of those who opposed it (the income-tax),

frankly admit that it is a fair and unembarrassing tax. . . . In

and in some cases not sufficient assets of anj- Ivind, even to bring tliem within
tlie old property-tax. Tlie smalluess of tlie figure in Column 4, Class O, is

surprising, in view of tlie pastoral leases. The Year Book for 1902, p. 407,
states tlie probability that from 1802 to 1805 the full number of persons liable

to the income-tax was not ascertained.

10 The land-tax, 1002, amounts to $1,50.5,000 (of which !i;305,000 is the
graded tax), and the income-tax is $807,000. From 1896 to 1902 the income-
lax increased OSj^ per cent, while tlie po])ulation increased '12'/} per cent.
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New Zealand the land and income tax is now popular; it is accepted

in lien of the property-tax; it is a success." . . . (1894 again). By
the $2,500 land-tax exemption, the exemption of improvements, and

the exemption of all incomes under $1,500, the small farmer and

laborers are immensely benefited. These exemptions, however, only

apply to State taxes. For local purposes all must contribute who
have assessable property. The laborers and small farmers are very

grateful, and at the late election, November 9, 1893, they have, in the

most pronounced manner, demonstrated their appreciation by electing

those to whom they owe so much (the Liberals) by the largest

majority ever given a Government in New Zealand."^''

"With the graduated and absentee taxes, the landlord class felt that

ihey must do something to relieve the burdens thus imposed. They
recognized, after the battle was over, that it was an unmistakable victory

tor the people, and accordingly took immediate steps to meet the

reforms of the law by improving their land or selling it, either to

the Government or to individual purchasers. A number of estates

were disposed of privately. Some were subdivided, while a large

percentage of them were sold outright to the Government. This

process has continued from the imposition of the ta.x to the present,

so that now the number of large estates is considerabty reduced, and

needless to say. with corresponding benefit to the country.'"'"

]':ffuct ().\ i.AKci'; kstatks and tiii': moxkmknt of monopoly.

\\ c cannot compare large estates in 1901 ^vith those of 1891,

because in recent years the Registrar-General's anntial tables

have been spoiled for comjiarative purposes by mixing up thc

])astoral leases (which have nothing to do with land taxation)

with the other tenures, while in earlier years the pastoral leases

were excluded. We can only compare the figures of 1896,

sli(_)\ving 10.126,643 acres in lu holdings of 50,000 acres or

more, \\itli those of 1901, showing 9,467,444 acres in 97 hold-

ings. This suggests that the subdivisiim the graded land-ta.\

was intended to stinudate has begtm. luU it is only a stiggestion.

for the mixture of causes deprives llie comparison of certaint}'.

The diminution may be due to the decrease of big leaseholds,

(jr on the other hand the numb^'r of large leaseholds may have

increased and the big freeholds may have shrunk even more

than the 659,200 acres above indicated.

The matter is i)laced be\ond doubt, however, by a Parlia-

1' t'ondeused I'lnm Ueports of the U. S. Consul to New Zealand. 18!)4 and
1.S97 U. S. Consular Uoports. Vol. 44, p. 015, and Vol. 53. pp. 10. .•?2, ?^X

'»U. S. Consular Rpports. 1S!)4. Vol. 44, p. 620.

'' Ihi'l. ISilT, Vol. 5.^,, p. 30.
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mentary return showing the vahies of freehold properties in

1892 and 1900. In the former year (the first in which land-

tax was collected) the freeholds of the Colony were valued at

92 millions sterling. In 1900 their value had risen to nearly

no millions. But all the increase was in the smaller or middle-

size estates. The value of estates in the class worth £50,000 or

more, each, had fallen from 19 millions sterling to 15 millions.

So the great estates have shrunk almost one-fourth. The re-

purchase system to be spoken of in the next chapter is one cause

of this, but part of the credit belongs to the graded tax.

When the Liberal Statesmen of New Zealand fired progres-

sive taxation at the target of monopoly they hit the bull's eye.

Till 1 89 1, except for a year in the seventies, the monopolists

and their friends made the tax laws in New Zealand with the

result that capital did not bear its share of the public burdens,

the common people had to pay a large part of the taxes the

monopolists should have contributed, and the further growth of

monopoly was encouraged. Now the burdens of taxation are

more fairly adjusted and the pressure of the law is not toward

monopoly but away from it, not favorable to it but against it,

and this pressure is likely to be gradually increased.

THE PROGRESSIN'E TAXES LIKELY TO BE MADE MORE PROGRESSIVE.

The New Zealanders believe in making the land and income

taxes progressive in time, as well as in respect to size of in-

come or estates. There have already since 1891 been two

enactments for the increase of the land-value taxes,-** and the

movement for the further accentuation of the progressive taxes

is strong.-^

One of the most interesting facts about New Zealand's tax

revolution is the great increase in the value of improvements

not only through the encouragement given to industry by their

exemption, but through the new valuation put upon them by

their owners. When the improvements were taxable no tax-

payer could see any value in them to speak of ; but now that they

20 The graded land-tax of 1891 began at Vi of a cent and ended with Si/,

cents in the pound. In 1893 the upper limit was raised to 4 cents in the

pound, resulting in an increase of 15 to 40 per cent in different parts of the

scale. (See details in "What liextV infra.) In ISOG another move on land

values was made through a local-option law. (See Local Rating on Unim-
proved Values, infio.)

21 See chapter entitled "What Next?" infra.
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can be deducted the appreciation of them shown by the tax-

payers excites the wonder of the Commissioner of Taxes. The

people, especially the small people, have had an equal awakening

in respect to the value of progressive taxation of the ground.

INHERITANCE TAXES.

In addition to the land and income taxes there is a progres-

sive tax on decedents' estates, as follows

:

1. Estates^ not exceeding £1,000 ($5,000) :

On the first iioo no tax

On all over f100 2]^ per cent

2. Estates" exceeding £1,000, but not over £5,000 3^ per cent

3. Estates exceeding £5,000, but not over £20,000 7 per cent

4. Estates of £20,000 or more 10 per cent

Strangers in blood, excepting adopted children, 3 per cent additional.

These duties are levied on the final balance of the real and

personal estate.^- Property passing absolutely to a widow or

widower is exempt. The lavv^ will not break up family estates

as long as either member of the partnership survives as owner.

There are also special provisions affecting children and grand-

children, step-children and adopted children.

CONCLUSION.

These three graded taxes on land, incomes, and decedents'

estates, supply the means whereby the Liberal Government may

'- "Estate" means the amount of the final balance, or value of the real

and personal property, aside from exemptions and within the purview of the

act.

The inheritance tax has existed for many years. The Deceased Persons'

Estates Duties Act of 1881 prescribed the following death duties :

On any amount not exceeding £100 no duty
£100 to £1,000 2 per cent

On any amount not over £5,000
on the first £1,000 2 per cent

on the rest 3 per cent

On each additional £5.000 or part of it up to £20.000
on the first additional £3.000 or part thereof. . 4 per cent

on the second additional £5.000 or part thereof 5 per cent

on the third additional £5,000 or part thereof G per cent

On every additional £10.000 or part up to £50,000
on the first additional £10.000 or part 7 per cent

on the second additional £10.000 or part 8 per cent

on the third additional £10,000 or part 9 per cent

On any estate over £oo.UU() lo per cent

Strangers in blood, except adopted children, 3 per cent additional.

The rates stated in the text were established by the amending act of

1885 (when Ballance and Vogel were in the Ministry, with Stout as Premier).

On some classes of large estates the new rates are 25 to 50 per cent more
severe than the duties imposed by the earlier act.
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put the pressure on monopoly to any extent that may be deemed

desirable in their effort to promote the public welfare.

Other countries-^ have land and income and inheritance taxes,

but no other state or country except Switzerland has as yet

anything like so strong and far-sighted a law as that of New
Zealand with its six great principles : exemption of improve-

ments, live stock, and personalty ; exemption of small people

and jiersons who would be embarrassed by the tax; treatment

of mortgagees as part owners
;
payment on incomes above the

average level or general labor line; inheritance and succession

duties ; and graduation of the taxes to restrain monopoly and

conform more closely to the rule of payment according to

ability, which is the fundamental equity in taxation.

^ See Appendix.

PENCARROW HEAD WITH THE LIGHT HOUSE-

In Cook Strait at the entrance to Wellington harbor. An appropriate view in

connection with progressive taxation, the legislative light house built by the Bal-

lancc Government at the entrance to the Lioeral era.



Chapter 39.

A NEW LAND POLICY.

Graduated taxation of monopolies and penalization of

absentees were only the opening melodies of the new land

opera. Under the influence of the Liberal Government, the

land system of New Zealand has become saturated with the

ideas of nationalization of the soil, leasing in perpetuity, restric-

tion of area and of transfer, resumption and division of over-

grown estates, abolition of large holdings, close settlement

under improvement and residential conditions, co-operative

development of small farm settlements, suburban homes for

workingmen, easy access to the soil for all, especially for those

of vSmall means, preference for the landless, gradual absorption

of the unearned increment for the use of the public,—the land

for the people in every way, and not lor the few.

There are three ways of overcoming land monopoly: (i)

confiscation; (2) pressure through taxation, etc.; (3) resump-

tion or state purchase by agreement or compulsion. New Zea-

land, while using the second, relies largely on ihc ihird, which

meets the need more definitely and certainly than any ordinary

tax, and more justly than confiscation.

The cry for land in the early nineties was no mere sentimen-

talism or result of theorizing; it was the expression of a vital

needs hl<e the cry for coal in the L^nited States this year ( 1902)

.

1 In addition to tlie facts in reference to land monopoly jrivon in fornicr

chapters, the following citations may prove of interest in this connection :

•'In the immediate vicinity of A there is an estate of 4(i.(MM) acres.

nearly the whole of which is of most masrnilicent (pialitv. and only one or
two families now live on it." ( Xew Zealand Hansard. 1S04, Vol. 83, p. 6r)5.)

"A few years ago I traveled from 1! to H , and from the time I

passed the A liiver till I reached the H I saw no settlement. 1

I)assed through some of the finest land in the Colony, and met only a few
sheep and millions of rahbits." (Hid, Vol. 84. p. 212.)

"We had last year T,0(i(> odd acres t.n which tuere was no hnman being
living. At this time last year the property was leased to the New Zealand
and Australian Land Company, and was held by them as one of their out
stations. The sheep were driven from that place once a year. They were
shorn and driven back again, but no persons lived upon it. Now, by the pur-
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The big owners held the land for a rise of prices. A rise in

prices was not likely to come, till a good proportion of the

monopolized land was cut up and settled. The owners could

not afford to cut it up till prices rose. There was a deadlock.

And while the country was excellently adapted for working

farmers, and lying empty and waiting for their hands, hun-

dreds and thousands of farmers' sons and country laborers

were growing up and working on other men's land, -altho

they had the skill, knowledge and strength to manage holdings

of their own.

To meet the demand for land and break up monopoly, favor

the settlement of men of small means, and move toward the

nationalization of the soil, the Ballance Ministry hi 1890 agreed

on the policy : ( i ) of putting pressure on the large holders

through progressive taxation; (2) of conserving the remaining

public lands for genuine settlement; (3) of limitation of the

area of holdings and of the right of transfer; (4) of repurchas-

ing and dividing large estates, and (5) of establishing the true

perpetual lease (with periodic revaluations and no right to pur-

chase the freehold) as the tenure on which public lands and

resumed lands should be taken.

chase and cutting up of that estate, we have twenty-one settlers on it."

(lUd, p. 344.)
••We had on the one side of L Mr. • "s estate, of between 60,000

and 70,000 acres, having on it a resident population of between sixteen and
seventeen individuals. We have the estate, which employs very few

people all the year round. On the other side we find the Land Company,
with how many acres I cannot say, but it rims from L to R , a dis-

tance of 18 or" 20 miles." (Hid, p. 199.)

The Hon. .John Graham, member for Nelson, drew attention to the fol-

lowing state of things (Vol. 84, p. 195) :

New Zealand I'nimproved Value
Landholders of Fstntes

6 held £2,562,780
18 " 2,549,547
79 " 5,-328,842

200 " 5,996,897

381 " 5,364,802

684 £21,802,868

Those were the upper steps of the ladder. At the lower end came 45,192

holders, in whrse hands was land worth rather less than £1.750,000: 50 per

cent of the landholders with only 7 per cent of the land values, while two-

thirds of 1 per ctnt lad 40 per cent of land values.

rutting cities and towns aside, and taking the country landholders of

not less than 5 acres each, the figures showed that 470 landholders held

£14.n:;4.ii(i,>. estates" uninipi-oved value, while :{S.4i>5 held fJ s,:j,!»S.404. In

other words, less than one-eightieth of the country landholders had two-

fifths (in value) of the land—1% per cent of the landholders had 40 per

cent (;f land values.

On the other hand, about half the landowners—45,192—had land of an
unimproved value less than £100 each, and in 23,709 cases the improved value

was below £100.
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The first of these aims was accompHshed in 1891-1892, as we

have seen. The second, third and fourth were carried out in

the land acts of 1892- 1894, l)ut the fifth was compromised after

an earnest fight—leases in perpetuity (999 years), with no

right of purchase and no revaluations, leases for 25 years, with

right of purchase after 10 years, and the optional system with

residential and improvement conditions, described below, being-

accepted by the Government in place of the desired perpetual

leases, in order to carry the other provisions of the land acts.

The legislation secured, tho not up to the Liberal ideal, was

nevertheless sufficient to turn the tide from concentration to

diffusion of the ownership and benefits of the soil, and win the

victory for the people in the great battle between the settlers

and the monopolists, that had been going 011 since the founda-

tion of the Colony.

OPTIONAL SYSTEM WITH PUBLIC LANDS.

Under the Land Act of 1892, which fornis the basis of the present

land system, town, village and snburban lands are sold at auction, at

upset prices not less than $100, $15 and $10 an acre, respectively, while

rural lands are disposed of either by auction or on private application,

at not less than $5 an acre for first-class land and $1.25 an acre for

second-class land.

Lands open for selection may 'be obtained, at the option of the

applicant, on any one of the three following tenures, all of them

requiring improvements and all but the freehold requiring residence

:

(i) freehold: but the land must be improved within 7 years to the

amount of $5 an acre for first-class land and half that sum for second-

class land, and title will not be given till the conditions have been

fulfilled. Freehold sales, whether by auction or on application, are

called "cash purchases" or "conditional cash purchases," since title

is not given for 7 years ; and then only if the conditions as to improve-

ments have been fulfilled, and subject to the limitation of cash sales

to 250,000 acres a year.

(2) Occupation i^'ith riglit of purchase—a 25-year lease at a yearly

rental of 5 per cent on the cash price of the land, with right to purchase

the fee after 10 years, and the fulfilment of strong conditions as to

residence and improvements."

= The conditions under which both occupation licenses and leases in per-

petuity may be obtained are stringent, being- framed with a view to enforcing

actual occupation and cultivation of the soil. Residence is compulsory (with

a few exceptions stipulated i)y the Act), and must commence within four

years from the date of selection of bush or swamp lands, and within one year
in the case of open or partly open land. On lands occupied with the right of

purchase, it must lie continuous for six years on bush or swamp land, and foi'

seven years in (>i)on or partly open country; and on lease-in-perpetuity lands
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(3) Lease ill fcrpctuity, a lease for 999 years, subject to conditions

of residence and improvement," at a yearly rental of 4 per cent on the

cash price of the land, without revaluations and without right of

purchase at any time. No lease in perpetuity can be. assigned in laic

or equity or taken in exeeittion or charged in any tcav for tne first I2

months.

It is the clear intent of the law by low rental, long term, immunity

from execution till the first crops come, and other provisions, to make

Ihis tlie favorite and predominant tenure and so keep the fee-simple in

the State.

Mineral land>, resumed lands, and small farms in the village settle-

ments, special settlements and improved-farm settlements,^ can only

he obtained on lease in perpetuity, and holders under the provisions of

former laws in respect to taking land on deferred payment or "per-

petual lease," or under the 25-year lease with right of purchase just

mentioned, maj' exchange their agreements for the lease in perpetuity.

The above analysis does not include pastoral or grazing leases which

neither constitute nor lead to any permanent title to the soil.

LIMITATION 01" HOLDI.Vr, .\ND TRANSFER.

No lessee or licensee can transfer his interest, except with consent

of the Land Board of the district, and after fulfilment of conditions,

and on the declaration of the would-l)e transferee, assignee or

mortgagee showing that he is not barred by the limitations of the law.

vSmall gra/.ing-runs, first-class, may not exceed 5,000 acres, and

second-class 20,000 acres. Pastoral runs are limited to areas that will

carry 20,000 sheep or 4,000 cattle.^ No person or company

it must be continuous for ;i period of ten years. The Board has power to

dispense with residence, liowever, in exceptional cases, such as where a

selector is resident \\]H.n adjoining lands, or is a youtli living with his

parents, or an unmarried woman, etc. The term "residence" includes the

erection of a habitaljle house, to be approved of by the Board.
The following impi-ovements must be effected in case of lands held on

lease with right of purchase, or on lease in perpetuity (i. e., on all classes of

land excei>t those bought for cash or taken on pastoral or grazing-run leases) :

1. ^\'itllin one year from the date of the license or lease the land must he

imiirovril to an extent equal to 10 per cent on the value of the land. 2.

Within two years improvements equal to a further 10 per cent must be

effecte<l, or 20 per rrut lutnl hnprnrement in tiro pears. H. Within six years

the land must be improved to the value of another 10 per cent, or 30 per cent

tittnl improvement in six years. And, in addition to this, "substantial im-

proremcnts of a permanent character'' must also be effected to the extent of

'CI per acre for first-class land, and for second-class land to an extent equal to

the net price of the land up to 10 shillings per acre.

= These three classes of settlements and the workingmens sul)urban

homes, tho closely related to the general land policy of the Liberal Government,
are still more vitally connected with its labor policy, and are therefore treated

under that head so far as conveniently possible.

'"Pastoral lands' proper, which are defined as "lands suitable exclusively

for pasturage, and not capable of being used with prolit in areas of carryiug

capacity of less than ."i,0(i(t sheep," and which include country not immedi-

ately leciuired for set I lenient, may be leased at auction for 21 years, subject

to resumption by the (Jovernment at any time on 12 months' notice.

The small gi-azing leases are made on a rental fixed by the Board in each

case, but not less than 2',i. per cent on the capital value, which must not be put

14
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it. In the debate on the Repurchase Bill of 1894 he explained

his position as follows

:

"On three different occasions, the perpetual lease, with revaluations,

was carried, and everj' time it was swept away. We can't establish

it now, the Colony is not ripe for it. I was as much in favor of the

perpetual lease as anyone, and left our party and helped Rolleston

establish the first one (1882), but the right of freehold was given

afterward, so it destroyed the perpetual lease.

. . . "Why should these people and these alone be singled out?

Why not fall back on the freeholders and say 'Let us have the unearned

increment of your land which you have bought in the pastT'

^

We believe the real key to the situation is to be found in the

words we have italicized in the quotation just made. With all

its virtues, the eternal lease, with revaluations, has, under

present conditions, three serious defects : First and foremost,

so long as other tenures exist, its revaluations become a special

class tax on one of the classes most deserving of exemption.

Second, the new vmearned increment arising during the 20, 30

or 50-year periods between revaluations would be left to go into

the pocket of the tenant for the remainder of the tertn in which

such new increment accrued. This defect would exist even if

all the land in the Colony were held under the perpetual lease.

Third, unless the perpetual lease could be made the only tenure

on which land could be obtained from the Government, selectors

might" choose the freehold, or some title leading to it, rather

than risk the disturbance and uncertainty of the revaluations

and the probability of losing a large part of the unearned incre-

ment that would come with the freehold, and to secure which

it would pay to borrow and pay interest on the purchase money.

The preference for the freehold would, under the optional

system, defeat the fundamental purpose of retaining the

ownership of the Crown lands in the State as a basis for the

nationalization of the soil. Repeated defeat was not the sole

nor the principal reason for McKenzie's abandonment of the

perpetual lease. He was convinced that the unearned incre-

ment could more completely and more justly be taken 1\v a

8 New Zealand Parliamentary Debates, Vol. 85, pp. 05, 96, 98.

» In South Australia the perpetual lease has proved very popular (see

p. l.'?4). But even with the still more advantageous flat lease, the freehold

has still a good chance, as is shown l)y the ligures of land selection in New
Zealand cited below. To make the perpetual lease sufficiently attractive to

oust the freehold under an optional system of selection, the rent must be

p>it very low, and if that is done the State does not get the unearned incre-

int'iit. nor even t'nir interest on the capital value of tlic land.
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gradual development of land-value taxation, which would act

on freeholders as well as leaseholders at the same time that

long--term, low-rental leases were attracting- selectors away from

the freehold and aiding- the niovement toward land nationaliza-

tion.

So the yyy-year lease, with a tlat rent of 4 per cent on the

land value at the start, was made the focal point of the Land
Act of 1892, which passed the House September 13th by a vote

of 21 to 4. Personal residence during the first ten years, sub-

stantial improvement, restriction to an area of one square mile

or less in the case of agricultural land and the power given to

the district land boards to veto transfers, were features of the

tenantcy. Its great advantages are that "it leaves the settler

all his capital for improvements,"^" gives him a tenure as

secure for all present pur])oses as a freehold, and protects him

for a year from execution for debt : while it leaves the fee in

the State and adds that much to the nationalization of the soil.

And tho it does not ])ut the unearned increment in the public

treasury, the State can always insist that a genuine working-

settler shall live on each farm, and the unearned increment can

be taken by taxation as fast and as far as the diffusion of land

ownershi]) or the lack of it niay justify and public sentiment

ma\- warrant.

The effort lo make the lease in jjerpetuity a popular temu-e

was successful. ^^ The provisions recpiiring allotments in vil-

lage settlements, special settlements, ini])roved farm settlements

and re])urchased estates to be on lease in perpetuity, together

with the o])tion given to selectors to take Crown lands on the

'" lu 1S'.)2. when the perijctuity system was estahlislied. money cost r>, 7

and S per cent, and a rental of 4 per cent, with no debt, was a tremendmis
advantage to the man of small means. Now. however, money can be bor
rowed at the (Government Loan Offices for 4VL' per cent, with 1 per cent inori-

to pay off tlie i)rincipal : 5V' per cent sciuariny; the debt in :{<! years, so tl>ai

the perpetnity rental of 4 per cent is not so far in the lead as formerly. It

must bo remembered, howe^er. that one who has no other i)roperty can b(*r-

row only ])ai't of the value of the freehold. For one who needs to save all

that is possible in present expense, or one who does not wish to jro into del>i.

the lease in pei-petuity still offers great advantages over the freehold.

For the man of means also, who does not wish to speculate in the land, the
lease is attractive, since he may invest the money he would spend f(»r a free-

hold in such a way as to yield S or 1»> per cent or more in business, and pay
the (Government 4 per cent of it for the land he takes. On the other h:intl. If

the man of property chooses to borrow the price of the new freehold fmin
the Government, his 5Vj per cent for .''.<! years will be only a small part of the

total rentals at 4 per cent a year for 000 years, to say nothing of the nexi

000, and the next, etc.

" The lieport of the I-and Department for LSO.'i says : "The cash sales

are 14, of what they were 10 years ago. while ibe ijorpetual lease and lease In
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it. In the debate on the Repurchase Bill of 1894 he explained

his position as follows :

"On three different occasions, the perpetual lease, with revaluations,

was carried, and every time it was swept away. We can't establish

it now, the Colony is not ripe for it. I was as much in favor of the

perpetual lease as anyone, and left our party and helped Rolleston

establish the first one (1882), but the right of freehold was given

afterward, so it destroyed the perpetual lease.

. . . "Why should these people and these alone be singled otit^

Why not fall back on the freeholders and say 'Let us have the unearned
increment of your land which you have bought in the past'

?"^

We believe the real key to the situation is to be found in the

words we have italicized in the quotation just made. With all

its virtues, the eternal lease, with revaluations, has, under

present conditions, three serious defects : First and foremost,

so long as other tenures exist, its revaluations become a special

class tax on one of the classes most deserving of exemption.

Second, the new unearned increment arising during the 20, 30
or 50-year periods between revaluations would be left to go into

the pocket of the tenant for the remainder of the term in which

such new increment accrued. This defect would exist even if

all the land in the Colony were held imder the perpetual lease.

Third, unless the perpetual lease could be made the only tenure

on which land could be obtained from the Government, selectors

might" choose the freehold, or some title leading to it, rather

than risk the disturbance and uncertainty of the revaluations

and the probability of losing a large part of the unearned incre-

ment that would come with the freehold, and to secure which

it would pay to borrow and pay interest on the purchase money.

The preference for the freehold would, under the optional

system, defeat the fundamental purpose of retaining the

ownership of the Crown lands in the State as a basis for the

nationalization of the soil. Repeated defeat was not the sole

nor the principal reason for McKenzie's abandonment of the

perpetual lease. He was convinced that the unearned incre-

ment could more completely and more justly be taken by a

** New Zealand Parliamentary Debates, Vol. 85, pp. 05, m, 08.

" In South Australia the perpetual lease has proved very popular (see

p. 134). But even witli the still more advantageous flat lease, the freehold
has still a good chance, as is shown Ity the ligures of land selection in New
Zealand cited below. To make the perpetual lease sufficiently attractive to

oust the freehold under an optional system of selection, the rent must l)e

put very low. and if that is done the State does not get the unearned incre-

iiK'iii. nor even fiiir interest cm the capital \aluc of tlic l:nid.
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gradual development of land-value taxation, which would act

on freeholders as well as leaseholders at the same time that

long-term, low-rental leases were attracting" selectors away from

the freehold and aiding the movement toward land nationaliza-

tion.

So the yyy-year lease, with a flat rent of 4 per cent on the

land value at the start, w as made the focal point of the Land

Act of 1892, which passed the House September 13th by a vote

of 21 to 4. Personal residence during the first ten years, sub-

stantial improvement, restriction to an area of one square mile

or less in the case of agricultural land and the power given to

the district land boards to veto transfers, were features of the

tenantcy. Its great advantages are that "it leaves the settler

all his capital for improvements,"^" gives him a tenure as

secm-e for all present inu-j^ioses as a freehold, and protects him

for a year from execution for debt ; while it leaves the fee in

the State and adds that much to the nationalization of the soil.

And tho it does not ]nU the unearned increment in the public

treasur}-, the State can always insist that a genuine working

settler shall live on each farm, and the unearned increment can

be taken by taxation as fast and as far as the ditTusion of land

ownershi]) or the lack of it mav justifv and public sentiment

nia\- warrant.

The effort to make the lease in ]ierpetuity a popular tenure

was successful." The ])rovisions re{|uiring allotments in vil-

lage settlements. s])ecial settlements, improved farm settlements

and repurchased estates to be on lease in ])erpetuity. together

with the option given to selectors to take Crown lands on the

^" In 1(S!)2. wlR'ii the. i)('i-i)etiiity s.ystein was estalilislicd. iiiniic.v cost (5. T

and S per cent, and a rental of 4 per cent, witli no debt, was a tremendous
advantajje to the man of small means. Now, however, mone.v can l)e bor-
rcjwed at the Government I^oan OlHces for 4% per cent, with 1 per cent more
to iiay olT the pi-incipal :

5i/. per cent soiiarinK the delit in :f»i years, so that
the perpetuity rental of 4 per cent is not so far in the lead as formerly. It

must be remembered, howe^er, that one who has no other property can bor-
row only ])ai't of the value of tlie freehold. For one who needs to save all

that is possilile in present exjx'nse. or one who does not wish to ko into debt,

the lease in perjjetuily still otVers jj:reat advaiitairos over the freehold.

For the man of means also, who does not wish to speculate in the land, the
lease is attractive, since he may invest the money he would si)end for a free-

hold in such a way as to yield 8 or M) per cent or more in business, and pay
the Government 4 per cent of it for tlie land he takes. On the other hand, if

the man of property cliooses to borrow the price of the new freehold from
the Government, his 5% per cent for .30 years will be only a small part of the
total rentals at 4 per cent a year for 000 years, to say nothing of the next
009, and the next, etc.

^1 The Report of the Land Department for 1S0.3 says: "The cash sales
are % of what they were !<• years aj^o. while the perpetual lease and lease In
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same tenure, have resulted in giving the perpetuity system the

leading place in the land transactions of recent years. "Most

of the Grown lands are now disposed of for 999 years," says the

Year Book of 190 1.

The accompanying table, collated from the data of the Year

Book of 1902, shows that about 1,694,000 acres have been taken

on perpetuity lease in the last nine years, against 1,220,000

acres in freehold and occupation lease combined ; and the num-

ber of selectors in perpetuity is 9,287, against 8,535 total for the

other two systems. Nearly three-quarters of the 1,694,000

acres is land which selectors deliberately preferred to take up
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beginning has been made in the nationahzation of the land. So

much at least may be credited to the general land system of the

Liberal Government, but the most conclusive victory over the

great monopolists has resulted from the special act to which the

next chapter is devoted.

PARIKINO REACH

On the Wanganui River, North Island.



Chapter 40.

STATE RESUMPTION OF LARGE ESTATES.

CJne of the vital elements of the land policy of the Liberal

Government was compulsory repurchase of large estates for

division and close settlement. ^McKenzie brouo^ht in his first

repurchase bill in 1891.''' but for three years his efforts were

defeated in the Senate.

It is true that the provisions relating to the taking of land by

the State in case of a disagreement as to its assessed valuation,

which have already been cited from the Laws of 1885, w-ere

restated in the Assessment Act of 1891. and it was under these

clauses that the first giant estate, Cheviot, was resumed. But

this power could only be used in case of disagreement as to the

valuation of an estate for taxation.

In the second year the right of repurchase by voluntary

arrangement was accorded. The Land for Settlements Act (of

1892) authorized the Governor to acquire any land by contract

with the owner, to be disposed of in lots not exceeding 320

acres, and only on lease in perpetuity, at 5 per cent rental,

whether it was rural, suburban or town land. Other resuni]v

13 State repurchase was not a new idea. The Land Act of 1SS."> author-

ized the Minister of Lands to l)U.v. by arrangement, small sections for village

settlements, and the tax law authorised purchase in case of disagreement as

to valuation. The laud-act clause was spoiled by a provision that no bargains

under it should be valid till ratified by Parliament. People are not anxious to

sell land if the transactions are to l)e hung up for months and shot at by
politicians and editors. In 1887 Ballance, as Minister of Lands in Stout's

Cabinet, brought in a bill to authorize him to buy land cominiJuoril!/. for the

purpose of settling landless men and extending his village settlements. The
bill was not passed, for the Progressives, tho in office, were not in power,
the landlords controlling Parliament whenever their interests were affected.

The first repurchase act was passed in New Zealand in 1802. Queens-
land followed in 1894; West Australia in 1806; South Australia in 1807;
Victoria in 1898 ; New South Wales in 1901. All these are voluntary sale and
purchase laws. The only compulsory purchase act is that of New Zealand,

1804, with amendments and consolidating act of 1000. In New South Wales
land repurchased by the Goveinment is to be Irased for 00 years on a rent

revised every 20 years. In New Zealand the State keeps the fee-simple and
leases for 909 years without revaluations. In the other colonies no effort is

made to keep the freehold in the State.



HON. JOHN McKENZIE.

The Great I.axd Minister of the Liberal Cabinet.

He zvaged untiring zcar against the selling of public lands; established the right

and the practice of compulsory resumption of large estates by the State; gave

preference to the landless in leasing public lands; and sought in every practicable

ti(0' to aid the nationalization of the soil, and the distribution of the use of it

among as large a number of moderate holders as possible.
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tion clauses were contained in the Land Act (1892). But the

lack of compulsory power made the working of the law quite

imsatisfactory. Nearly a million acres were offered under it to

the Government in 1893, but much of it was poor and unsuit-

able, and the price asked for the rest was usually excessive."

It was not till 1894 that the principle of compulsory purchase

of large estates was enacted into law, so that the Ministry had

effective means of making the monopolists disgorge at reason-

able prices.

CHEVIOT.

While McKenzie was working for a compulsory repurchase

clause, a dispute arose between the Tax Commissioner and the

trustees of the Cheviot Estate as to the valuation of the property

for the land tax. It was an estate of 84,755 acres on the east

coast of the Middle Island, a compact block of about twelve

miles square, spreading from a range of hills called the Lowry

Peaks to the sea coast; bounded north and south by broad

rivers, between which lay fertile valleys, hills and plains, open,

grassy, accessible—one of the finest pastoral estates in the

Colony.

Till 1892 it was the property of one man, the home of one

family, with its flocks and shepherds. "Ready-Money Robin-

son," as the proprietor was called, owned as far as he could

look from the mountains to the sea and from river to river.

There were only about 80 human beings on the land, with some

80,000 sheep. It had been bought in the early years at ten

shillings an acre ($210,000 for the whole) under George Grey's

cheap land regulations of 1853. The owner had made extensive

improvements. The mansion house was surrounded by gar-

dens and orchards. There were magnificent plantations of pine

and a great deal of fencing, an important item in New Zealand.

The Tax Commissioner assessed the property in 1892 at

$1,524,130, valuing the improvements at $271,500 and the land

at $1,252,630. The trustees, in whose hands the estate then was,

returned the value as $1,301,100—$300,250 for improvements

and $1,000,850 for the land—a difference of more than $250,000

" The chief property taken under the voluntary act of 1892—the Poma-
haka estate of 7,000 acres, bought in 1893 for $17 an acre—was, and still is,

the worst bargain that McKenzie made. It was not good land, and too much
was paid, but fortunately this instance stands almost alone in the history of

land resumption in New Zealand.
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in the land value. The trustees insisted that the property was

worth no more than their return. In case of such a disagree-

ment, as the law then stood, the owners or trustees could require

the Government to reduce the assessment or purchase the land

at tlieir valuation. The trustees availed themselves of this pro-

vision, and called on the Taxing Department to cut down the

assessment or buy the property at $1,301,100.

The Board of Reviewers sustained the valuation oi the Tax
Commissioner, and the decision then rested with the Cabinet.

The Ministers had four separate valuations made. All were

much above the trustees' figure. They decided to buy Cheviot.

CHEVIOT.

Where till iSgs one man owned as far as he could see. Now owned by the

State, cut up into homes and farms for ijoo people (380 families), and its productive

power increased 14 fold.

An Order in Council to that effect was passed December 9,

1892, and the transaction was completed April 19, 1893, when

the conveyance was signed and payment made. " Before the

year was out McKenzie was approached by a syndicate with an

oft'er to the Government of $200,000 bonus on its bargain. But

the Government was not seeking money, but the division and

settlement of large estates, and the offer was refused.

The purchase was made profitable at once. The houses,

grounds and pastoral lands were leased temporarily at nearly
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4 per cent on the total cost, while the surveyors laid out roads

and divided up the estate. The mansion house, with 5,000

acres round it, was resold to a member of the former owner's

family for $125,000 cash. A few thousand acres more were

parted with for cash to reduce the prime cost. But 75,000

acres were retained and leased ; the better land in small farms

for 999 years, and the pastoral land in grazing runs. The land

was cut up into farms of 50 to 100 acres, grazing runs of 1,500

to 3,000 acres, one township and three village settlements.

Roads were made wherever needed, and a railway line was sur-

veyed through the estate. The settlement was a success from

the start. In six months 560 people had been provided with

land or work on the estate, and 163 laborers were working

cooperatively making roads and cutting up the land ready for

further settlement.

Cheviot, which in 1893 had only one family, with its attend-

ants, now has a population of more than 380 families, number-

ing some 1,500 people.^"

The rents are paying the Government over 5^ per cent on

the investment, which is so much beyond the interest (3J4 pt^i'

cent) that the estate will pay for itself in less than 20 years.

The net cost has already been reduced from £325,000 (for land,

roads, etc.) to £243,440. The rents amount to $70,730, and

the interest to $44,330, leaving a profit of $26,000 a year. The

arrears of rent are less than $4,000 for the whole 9 years.

The greater productivity of McKenzie's closer-settlement

plan is shown by the fact that the estate has gained in pro-

ductive power 14 fold.

EiffECT 01? the: e;xpe;riment. isleictions of 1893.

The dramatic effect of the Cheviot purchase was felt through-

out the Colony. In the elections of November, 1893, most of

the opponents of compulsory purchase went down. McKenzie

came back with a mandate that the Senate respected, and before

the end of 1894 his Compulsory Repurchase Act was on the

statute book,^" and the department was authorized to spend

15 About three hundred familiei5 are tenants of the State; the rest repre-

sent the cash purchasers of town sections and llie mansion place. (See Year
Books. 1895, p. 200, and 1902. p. 442.)

"The "Land for Settlements Act, 1894," passed the third reading in the

House by a vote of 40 to 13, yet it was one of the most vigorously contested

of New Zealand's progressive bills. It was a death blow to land monopoly,
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$1,250,000 a year in Imyiiio- land, an amount that has been

raised to $2,500,000 1)\' tlic consoHdating- and amending- act of

1900.

'I'lNv l'Rl';SCRIi!i;i) .MAXIMUM. DINISION OF RKSUMKD KSTATKS.

A ""iJrcscriljcd niaximum" area^' is fixed by the law in respect

ti> each class of land, and a much smaller maximum in the case

iif land within hvc miles of a city. And if any person or com-

pan_\' has ninrc ilian tlu- ])ri'scril)ed area the Govennnent can

take, b\- com])uls()ry ])rocess, the excess above the prescribed

area, or the whole block if the owner does not want it divided.

The lands accjuirt'd l)y resumption must be divided, and can-

not be disposed of by sale, but only on lease in perpetuity. The

rent is 5 per cent im the land value, as estimated at the begin-

ning- of the lease; and if at any time, for sufifiicient cause, the

lessee is unable to ])a\-. the Minister may remit a year's rent.

The Consolidation Act of 1900 empowers the Commissioner of

Mini lilt" iii()iiii|ii)li.sis knew ir. 'J'lie pi'dgressive taxes were liad <uuusli, I'ut this

was a Waterloo. The land tax sti^gested the division of large estates with
unpleasant emphasis, hnt this meant direct and speeific performance.

Some of the ohjections were as follows : \. The monopolists and their

friends declared it was "rohhery and jobbery." 2. It would increase the public

debt (which was ri'ue, but if has increased the pul)lic assets and resources still

more and netted a large prolit to the State). 3. It would abolish the free-

liold (it does not touch small or moderate freeholds). 4. The State tenants
in a year or two would cease to pay their rents, or l)rinfr political pressure to

bear to have them reduced. (Nothing of the Idnd has liapi)ened, or is likely

to happen, because tlie interest of the great iKjdy of tax i)ayers will hold the

tenants to the fair payments they agreed to make, except that, if misfortune
liefalls a tenant, some temiiorary concession may be made, adapted to the
special case.) 5. The spokesman of the Single-taxers saw in the bill a scheme
for putting huge sums into landlord's pockets, while the landlords complained,
on the otlier hand, that ((>( the bill would harass and desti-oy the large land
holders. (It lias only compelled tliem to give up the excess of their holdings
upon fair compensation.) 7. Many I'rogressives ol).jected to the lease in per-

petuity without revaluations. 8. Some members thought the farms would be
too small; others said the.v were too large. !>. Tliere was no need of the
bill : the State had itleuty of unsettled land, and the Maoris still held T.(mi(),()(K)

.((•res, most of which they did not use. 10. Such c<impulsion was t'ontrary to

the spirit of free institutions (all law is coin|)ulsi(]n in one form or another,
and every court a tribunal of compulsory process. The sole (iuesti<in was
whether the i)articular coiupulsioii in iliis case was re(iuisite for the public
good I.

In spite of all objections. McKenzie kept steadily in view the important
purpose of breaking up the big estates and providing land for closer settlement
at the iioints where the people wanted it, and tliese considerations carried the
day—the principle of compulsory resumjition was established.

» The prescribed maximum is l.OUO acres of first-class land, '-'.(iim* acres
-)f secoiKi-class land, and .j,(I<m) acres in case of third-class land, except as to
land within .") mihs of one of the four big cities t Auckland, Wellington, t'hrist-

church. r»unedin). then the prescribed area is 2iiO acres, no matter what c'ass
the land is. The "prescribed area" is not the limit of the amount that may be
taken by the State, as some suppose, but the limit of area that a man can
hold without being subject to the compulsory resumption laws. (Land for
Settlements Acts, 1S'.)-I and 1000.)
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Crown Lands and the Receiver of Land Revenue to grant, at

their discretion, to any tenant not in arrears a rebate of 10 per

cent on any instalment, in order to encourage punctual pay-

ments. Where tenants take land with buildings thereon, they

have to buy the buildings by half-yearly payments, extending

over a term of years, and in the meantime pay interest on their

value at 5 per cent.

pruferivnce; for tpif, landless, workingmln's suburban

HAMLKTS.

In 1896 it was provided that the landless should have the

preference in applications for land under the land-settlement

acts. And special provisions were made for workingmen's

homes, with advances to help them build. It is one of the

Premier's earnest purposes to take the workingmen out of their

huddled quarters in the cities and put them in suburban homes,

with an acre or two of land to each house, frequent workmen's

trains and rent at half the price they are paying now for stuffy

tenements in the towns, with a death rate far exceeding that

among the well-to-do. Land within any borough (city or

town) of 15,000 or more inhabitants, or within fifteen miles

from its boundary, may be taken under the law by compulsory

process for workingmen's homes. A man may take one lot not

exceeding five acres, and Government advances up to $250 will

be made to aid him in fencing, planting and building a home."^^

Land Resumption Laws in Operation.

In the last three years over fifty large estates have been

resumed, with an area of 230,000 acres, including a number of

districts for workmen's homes. Since its commencement, in

1892, the total purchases under the "land for settlements" plan

aggregate 120 estates, containing 480,000 acres, and costing

$11,000,000.^^

18 See Land for Settlements Act of 1900, consolidating the original act of

1892 and amendments, 1894, 1896, 1897 and 1899. The Government not only

believes in the perpetual lease, but in the perpetual revision and improvement

of its social policy la\YS.

" Including Cheviot, about 560,000 acres have been bought, at a cost of

12 million dollars, or about $20 an acre on the average for land and improve

ments. The 26,3.50 acres of the Hatuma estate (the one McKenzie had such a

fight over with the compulsory process) cost the Government about $30 an

acre. The 47,865 acres of the Waikaliahi estate cost a little over $30 an

acre, while the 32.385 aces of the Starborough estate cost only about $15 per

acre. A dozen giant estates, worth £50,000 or more apiece, have been resumed
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Compulsion was used only twice by McKenzie in the whole of

his administration, from the passage of the law till the middle

of 1900. Two more estates were compulsorily taken in 1901,

making four cases altogether, or less than 4 per cent of the

estates repurchased. '° One of the properties McKenzie took

by compulsory process belonged to an absentee, living in Scot-

land, who did not wish to sell ; was determined not to sell, and

fought the case hard to keep the land. He did not succeed, but

in this and each of the other three cases of compulsion the

Compensation Court has awarded the resisting owners better

terms than the Land Department had offered them.

In the vast majority of cases the possession of the power of

compulsion, together with the pressure of the graded tax, is

sufficient, without direct use of compulsory process. In fact,

many more estates are offered than are accepted by the Govern-

ment. In 1901-1902, for example, no estates were offered by

their owners ; 29 were accepted, and agreement was reached as

to terms and the purchase completed in 24 cases. The follow-

ing table gives the facts for the last three years :

Year
endiiif;-

March 31
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and were held under lease ^3' 2,0^^ selectors in ['lace of the

former loj ozciiers. The area occupied by roads and public

reserves was 8,069 acres; the area unlet was 24,124 acres, and

the area acquired but not opened for selection, because the

survey was unfinished, was 29,649 acres.

PROFITS TO THK STATE.

The profit of the Government from land repurchase has been

large. At the end of March, 1902, the expenditure for land

had been £2,117,352, and £112,000 had been spent in road mak-

ing, surveys, etc., making a total capital value of about $11,000,-

000. The rents paid in during the year amounted to $450,000,

and the interest paid by the Government was $334,000, leaving

a profit of $116,000. to which the profit on Cheviot"- must be

added, making a total of $142,000 for the year. The rental

fixed on the lands open for selection, but unlet, in 1901

amounted to $10,000 (one-third of which was debited to

I'omahaka.)-'' The tcjtal rent in arrea^'s was $41,350, and was

$5,390 more than the previous year. The total revenue for 9

years is £303.105. and the surplus, or net profit, is £89.377, or

nearly $500,000 ; and with the Cheviot profit"- a good deal more

than $500,000, without counting the reserves, improvements,

land not yet surveyed or leased and the increased ]iroductivity

of the 460,000 acres (including Chevit)! ) that were let to

genuine settlers and cultivators.

IIOXKST AM) CARKlTl, ADM 1 X ISTK.'vTio.V.

The Government proceeds carefull\- in this important experi-

ment. The initiative rests with the Minister of Lands, who
directs the Land Purchase Inspector to examine lands and the

P)Oard of Purchase Commissioners to negotiate for their ])ur-

chase. Unless the Board, after inquiry, recommends the \n\y-

chase, nothing further can Ix' done, nor can the Government

ofifer more than the Ijoard advises. ( )n the other hand, it need

not buy because the Hoard recommends the purchase. Each

])urehase must be ratified by the Cjovernor in Council, and in

"The Year Book returns for land purchase under tbe Settlement Acts do
not include Cheviot, which was taken under the tax laws. The yearly profit

of the Government on Cheviot is now .$26,000, as we liave seen above.

23 See Note 14 above.
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practise is also considered by the Ministers in Cabinet, with

which, in fact, rests the real decision. Every acquisition is

carefully scanned by numerous critics ; every fault that can be

found is promptly and vigorously found, and every complaint

that can be made is made over and over again, until it is finally

threshed out in Parliament.

Mr. Reeves, who has watched the experiment from the

beeinnins:. and can be relied on for just and candid criticism,

whether the matter under consideration is a move of his own

Liberal Party or of the Opposition, says that "a satisfactory

amount of caution has been shown in selecting the land

for settlement. . . . The settlements—save two or three, and

these not the largest—are bright and encouraging sights."-*

The United States Consul to New Zealand says :^^

"The opposition to this act (compulsory purchase act) so far as

its administration up to the present time is concerned, was utterly

groundless.

"The utmost care in purchasing large estates for settlement purposes

is observed. The Government has a number of practical expert

valuers who report the properties which are found to be suitable for

agricultural purposes. The property is subdivided, roaded, and

improved, after which it is offered to the public in small areas at an

annual rental of 5 per cent on the capital value of the land. The

money paid for these estates is borrowed by the Government at 3 per

cent thus leaving a difference of 2 per cent.

"This act, when honestly administered, as it is now, has many

merits : it relieves the large landowner from the burdens of the

graduated tax, it increases the zvealth-prodiicing and tax-paying pozvcr

of the people by making the earth yield ivhat nature intended it should

yield, and it provides homes for many thousands of people upon most

reasonable terms zvho could not othcnvise even hope for a home of

their ozvn for years to come."

I'ETITION FOR RESUMPTION.

When the people of any locality would like to have more

land for settlement, they petition the Government to resume

some large estate in the neighborhood. As a rule, it is not diffi-

cult to arrange with the owners for purchase. The pressure of

the graduated tax produces a desire to unload large properties.

In several cases the owners offering property for sale have not

"State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand (1002), Vol. 1, pp.

288-280.

=»U. S. Consular Reports, 1897, Vol. 53, pp. 30, 31.

15
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concealed the fact that they were afraid of the progressive tax.

Now and then the rich man says iii substance : "I sell because

if I don't you'll take it by and by."

The owner often exercises his right to keep his home and a

fair area of land around it. Bonds may be accepted by the

owner for the estate in whole or in part. Whatever money is

needed by the Land Department for such purposes may be

obtained from the Postal Savings Banks, or the Life Insurance

Department, or the Public Trustee, or by foreign or domestic

land loan.

DIVISION OF ESTATES. APPLICANTS, QUALH^ICATIONS, BALLOTS

AND PRECEDENCE.

When the land is subdivided, applications for the sections are

in order. Then the applicants must undergo examination as to

theif means and fitness, and finally the decision among the

approved applicants for each farm or section is made by lot.

Sometimes there have been over a hundred applications for one

piece. For 39 sections in one case there were 2,500 applica-

tions. The 26,000 acres of the Hatuma estate were divided

into 58 farms, and every one of them was snapped up the day

they were put on the market.

The Land Board questions each applicant as to his or her age,

family, occupation, experience, means, and present holdings of

land.

As the law gives preference to the landless, one who has no

land or insufficient land for his support, or for a home in case of

town or suburban land, takes precedence over applicants who
have sufficient land for these purposes. Preference is also

given to the men employed on the estate. This is intended to

enable the workers to save their homes. In one case a laborer

who had been on the estate for 24 years applied for a section

when the property was divided. He had as his substitute for

cash 150 sheep, 7 horses, a few cows and some furniture. "Any

amount of money I want I can get," he said. He and the shep-

herd, who had been on the estate 30 years, got the land for

which they applied—on which they had been living—without

having to undergo the chances of drawing lots.

In these divisions of resumed estates the applicants must have

sufficient means to satisfy the Board that they will be able to
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work the land profitably. Such means may consist of stock,

agricultural implements, machinery, etc., or financial resources

with which to procure them. The rule is that each applicant

must have $5 in cash or its equivalent for each acre he takes.

One applicant, while being questioned as to his resources, was

asked if he had any incimibrances. He replied : "Three

children."

Mr. Lloyd, attending one of the ballotings in 1899, had the

good fortune to be chosen by the people as their "Scrutineer"

—

the representative of the applicants, who draws the ballots or

lots bearing the numbers of the applications and announces to

the people the successful number in the case of each section.

Three rosy dairy maids were among the applicants, all balloting

for the same section, in order to increase the chances that some

one of the family might get it. On calling out the number

after one of the drawings, Mr. Lloyd had the pleasure of seeing

a delighted smile on the face of one of these young women, and

knew the dairy maid had got her farm.

LEASH, RKXTAI,, RKSIDEXCE, IMPROVEMEXTS.

The successful applicant receives a lease in perpetuity. Some
of the farms at Cheviot were first put on sale for cash for the

freehold. No one wanted them on those terms, and they

remained unsold at considerable loss. At last the Department

ofifered the farms on lease, and immediately received many
more applications than there were farms. The people dislike

the freehold, because it takes away their capital, instead of

allowing them to keep their funds to operate the farm, and

because it offers them no protection against attachment for debt.

The rent charged 1)\- the Government is frequently much

lower than that exacted by private landlords. For example, a

Scotchman in one of the settlements, who is now a tenant of

the Government, pays loj/j shillings an acre for land on which

the private landlord used to charge 15 shillings rent per acre;

and a neighbor, who also used to pay 15 shillings, now pays

but 7. The Government does not aim at profit, and is content

with a moderate r.ent. The private landlord, as a rule, takes

all he can get.

The lessee must reside on the land and make improvements

upon it. Where the settlers are employed by the Government
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m making roads, etc., they must make improvements in pro-

portion to the wages they receive. Single men must improve

to the extent of one-half their wages ; married men to the

extent of one-third. The preference for married men is shown
also in giving out public work, and is really a preference for

children and family life.

VAIvUE 01? THE PLAN.

The land resumption scheme is an excellent investment in

farm and city properties, not only affording comfortable homes

for the common people, but forming a permanent and valuable

part of the national assets.

It gives the Liberal Government irresistible control over land

monopoly, and constitutes a vigorous addition to the means of

securing the nationalization of the soil.

.AND FOR THK LANDLiiSS.



Chapter 41.

GENERAL RESUl/rS UE THE LIBERAL LAND
POLICY.

Before the election of 1890 the tide of population was from

the country toward the cities ; but the new land policy has turned

back the movement of the people toward the soil. The holdings

have increased over 60 per cent. Instead of one man in four

being the holder of farming lands, as was the case a dozen

years ago, one man in two is now the holder of rural lands.

Best of all, it is not the few rich, but the many comparatively

poor who have been the gainers by the land policy of the

Liberal Government.

The United States Consul says

:

"It is an undoubted fact that it has been the aim of the Government

for many years past to relieve as much as possible the congestion in the

large cities by affording every possible facility toward placing men on

the vacant lands of the country. This accounts for the numerous

systems under which lands may be taken up. The whole aim has been

to encourage the occupation of the land and therebj' stimulate a spirit

of thrift and manly independence in those who are otherwise almost

wholly dependent."

''Through sheer force of character and unceasing perseverance many a

man who is now living in comparative independence, cultivating his

own piece of land and rearing and educating his family, could never

have known the ble'^sings of such a home were it not for the bounty

of the thoughtful Government, which placed the land so easily within

his reach.'

Mr. Epps says

:

"The policy of the Colony, iho a bold one, and one which

proceeds far beyond what have hitherto been deemed safe lines, is

prompted by an apparently genuine desire to place the people on the

soil. . . . The land policy of the Colony is mainly designed to

prevent the building up, and bring about the subdivision of, large

estates, and to make the land available for men with small means, yet

in such a manner that they mu.st either remain upon it and make the
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best use of their holdings or give them up ; while the popular favor

also tends towards non-alienation and perpetual leasing from the State.''

Edward Reeves, writing in the Westminster Reviezv, A^ol.

141, says

:

The statute of 1892 "takes us another step toward the acknowledged

goal, the nationalization of the lands which are still in the possession

of the State, or through purchase from the natives or private owners,

are to be ultimately brought into its possession. The freehold cash

buyer is discouraged by improvement, residential, and limitation

clauses. The lease, with revaluations and right of purchase, is changed

to the lease in perpetuity, and the gathering in of that portion of the

unearned increment which the State may need from time to time from all

alike, is relegated more equitably to the land-tax, and to kindred

measures such as the betterment-tax, by which it is proposed to tax the

augmentation in the value of lands resulting from the construction of

railway lines or other public works."

Henry R. de Walker says that throtigh the graded tax and

the repurchase laws "the large estates are doomed to extinction,

except in the case of certain kinds of pastoral land (not good

for anything else) . The Government aims at the multiplication

of small owners or perpetual lease holders."

A NEW ZEALAND SETTLER'S HOME.
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PANICS PROHIBITED.

The panic of 1893 struck Australia on time, and struck it

liard. In six months' time half the great financial concerns -of

the continent went under/ dislocating industry, shaking public

credit, and causing industrial calamity exceeding anything

known in colonial history for half a century. ^ But when the

l)anic sailed into the harbors of New Zealand it found itself

quarantined. Its coming had flashed before it, as when a

criminal flies from justice, and the country was prepared. A
legal-tender act had been passed, regulating the currency and

putting the credit of the Government behind the banks. It

authorized the banks to issue a dollar of circulation for every

dollar of property they had in excess of what they owed, and

obliged the Treasury to give gold for the notes upon demand.

In other words, the Government ofifered to guarantee all the

notes of the banks, and to cash in gold their surplus assets to

the last dollar if necessary.

The Ministry was ready to go further if need be. The

Premier said in Parliament that "the Government would not

allow any bank in the Colony to fail," and the statement was

received with cheers on all sides of the House. But the oflrer

of relief made relief unnecessary. Prices were low and times

were dull, for New Zealand could not keep ofT the effect of

falling European markets on her exports ; but there was no

crisis. And for another whole year, till June, 1894. "the

smooth current of New Zealand business went on without a

ripple, while all the rest of the world was passing through

failure and liquidation."

Then it was discovered that, owing to mismanagement, the

New Zealand Bank, a private institution, and the biggest in

1 Mr. Lloyd's statement.

- Annual Register, London, 1893.
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the Colony, was on the verge of ruin; the financial sys-

tem was in danger of heart failure. Parliament voted

$10,000,000 to save the bank; put at its head as president a

representative of the public interest, with a veto on all trans-

actions, and subjected it to the scrutiny of a public auditor.

This gave the Government practical control of the bank. A
$13,000,000 guaranty was voted by the State, and $2,500,000

for stock, making it the largest owner in the great bank, which

is to New Zealand what the Bank of England is to Great

Britain. One of the directors was appointed by the Governor

in 1895, and in 1898 the board was reorganized, the office of

president being abolished and the management put in the hands

of six directors (in place of five directors and a president),

four of whom are appointed by the Government and two elected

by the ordinary shareholders.

New Zealand had had her postal savings banks since 1865,

but the credit system was a private monopoly till the Govern-

ment loan and banking acts of 1894- 1895. Then the Govern-

ment went into the credit business, and did it on such a scale as

to rule the market, overturn the monopoly and transform the'

credit system into a public utility, controlled and owned and

operated by the State, to the great advantage of the people.^

The Annual Register, a capitalistic publication in London,

decidedly hostile to New Zealand's Liberal policy, says that "all

the Australasian colonies except New Zealand" were visited in

1893 by "a. wave of commercial adversity, which seems to have

overtaken all the world." It describes "the great financial

crisis as the leading event of the year in Australasia," and, after

some details about the tremendous runs on the banks and their

failure by the wholesale, it continues :

"The public revenue in all the colonies—New Zealand alone excepted

—was necessarily afifected to the overthrow of all financial calculations.

Tn every colony there was a deficit, which grew at a rate so alarming

as to tax the ingenuity of the Governments to the utmost.

"The leading feature of the year's history in New Zealand is the

cheerful condition of her finances. Alone among the colonies of

Australasia, New Zealand sufifered no check in her onward progress.

3 A similar control of the credit system of the United States, by our
Government, would mean the control in public interest of a system involving
nearly six thousand millions ($6,000,000,000) of loans and credits, with the

power of fixing the rates of interest and adjusting the volume of credit to the
need of the time, so as to banish panics from our soil, as New Zealand has
done from hers.
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Altho the Government made several large strides forward in that

perilous policy of State Socialism, to which New Zealand is now
more than any other colony committed,* all was prosperity with increase

of revenue and a steady growth of production."

The contrast between New Zealand, with her anti-panic,

public-ownership remedy, and the sittiation in Australia, is

shown by Air. Lloyd as follows

:

Before and After the Panic.

Banking Deposits, 1891, compared with 1897.

GAIN. LOSS.

i £

!New South Wales 2,874,517 ( 6%)
Victoria 12,441,078 (24%)
New Zealand 2,461 .345 ( 14% )

( New South Wales 3.639,047 (15%)
Imports } Victoria 6,255,126 (29%)

( New Zealand 1,551,374(22%)

( New South Wales 2,192,948 ( 8%)
Exports -j Victoria 732,927 ( 4%)

(_ New Zealand 450,596 ( 5%)
New South Wales 731,936 ( 7%)
Victoria 1,546,125 (19%)
New Zealand 885,288(2170)

The result is all the more remarkable from the fact that if the

private managers of the New Zealand Bank had been left to

themselves the Colony would have had a first-class panic. The
bank was rotten to the core, and would certainly have failed if

left to itself. And if it had been allowed to fail the industries

of the Colony would have been paralyzed. Moreover, the bank

was not only insolvent, it was saturated with fraud. The cor-

poration directors had been paying dividends which were not

earned, and large losses had been incurred through loans the

directors had made to themselves, not only on insufficient

security, but under circumstances which, when the facts

became known, caused some of the stockholders to threaten

criminal proceedings.

The democracy prevented the panic the private banker had

prepared, and has managed all the millions of cash and credit

with "absolutely no corruption, political or ministerial."^

Public

Revenue

* It Is not committed to State Socialism at all, as we shall see hereafter.

^ There was at one time an erroneous suspicion of Jlinisterial misconduct
'n connection with the affairs of the lion. Sir .T. O. Ward. Mr. Ward was
elected to the House in 1SS7, and was appointed Postmaster-General in the
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New Zealand has a bank the people know all about. She

owns in her own right the most important piece of machinery

in the commonwealth, the heart of the financial system, on

which largely depends the inflow and outflow of the country's

commercia.1 blood, an economic function hardly less important

than the national defense against a foreign foe.

Ballance Ministry. He was Minister of the Post and Telegraph from January
24, 1891, till his resignation, in 1896, and was very energetic, progressive and
popular. Many improvements in the service were made during his term of

office : the reduction of telephone-exchange rates and telegraph-calile charges ;

the introduction of £5 postal notes, and letter cards ; liberal amendments in

the commercial and printed-paper post, and other material reductions in the
postal rates, as well as the introduction of sixpenny (12-cent) telegrams.
The Classification (of civil service) Act for the Postal and Telegraph Depart-
ment was also passed during Mr. Ward's control of the department. This
excellent record and the Minister's courtesy and ability as a Parliamentarian
won for him great confidence. During the banking legislation of 1894-189.5

he was Colonial Treasurer and Minister of Industries and Commerce, as well
as Postmaster-General and Electric Telegraph Commissioner. As Colonial
Treasurer he was in London in 1895, and raised the first loan of one and a

half millions sterling under the Government Advances to Settlers Act. In
short, with the single exception of the Premier, no Minister was more vitally

connected with the Colony's political and administrative life.

June 16, 1896, he suddenly resigned his office, "in consequence of private
financial diflQculties, into whicli he had fallen by unfortunate speculations of

his own." (Gisborne, Rulers and Statesmen, p. 290.) As soon as this was
known a storm of public scandal arose; suspicion was sown broadcast, and
Mr. AVard was assailed with charges of having prostituted his political posi-

tion to his own private gain in the banking operations of 1894-1895. The
truth was that his failure was evidence that he had not used his position. If

he would and could have used his political power for private ends, he would
have achieved riches instead of bankruptcy. Two committees, one of the
House and one of the Legislative Council (the latter elected by ballot, and
with a majority of its members opposed to the Government) sat separately for

several months, making two independent investigations of the charges of mis-
conduct and the whole question of the banking legislation. Both reports
wholly exonerated Mr. Ward and the Government. The passage and administra-
tion of the banking and loan acts proved to be absolutely honest and honorable.

No fraud was found, except on the part of the private management of the
bank.

Sir Joseph Ward, completely vindicated, has since re-entered political life :

has been, since 1900, Colonial Secretary, Postmaster-General, Minister of

Industries and Commerce, and Minister of Railways, and this year (1902), in

Pi-emier Seddon's absence in England, Sir Joseph has been Acting Colonial
Treasurer and Acting Premier in his place.
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NATIONALIZATION OF CREDIT.

GON^KRNMICNT LOANS AT LOW INTEREST TO IURMKRS, TRADERS

AND WORKINGMEN.

nig Manufacturers and Capitalists Also May Borrow from the

State on the Same Terms as Small People.

NO DISCRIMINATION AGAINST THE WEALTHY.

The same year (1894) that established compulsory purchase

of corpulent estates gave birth to the Government Loan Office,

which lends public funds to farmers, laborers, business men,

etc., at low interest and on easy terms—another move in the

process of nationalizing credit, some elements of which were

noted in the last preceding section.

The situation in the early nineties naturally led the people

and their Representatives to look to Government lending as a

means of relief from, and protection against, excessive interest

and unreasonable conditions. In spite of falling prices and

industrial depression, the banks and money lenders would not

reduce the rates of interest, but rather increased them. The

farmer's income was on the diminuendo, while his interest was

on the crescendo. In this predicament it occurred to him that

the Government, his Government, the great firm in which he

was a partner, could borrow at 3 or y/2 per cent, instead of the

6 or 8 per cent or more he was paying, and that he might as

well do his borrowing through the firm. Rolleston, Ballance

and ^McKenzie had established the practice of Treasury

advances to new settlers, and the principle had been enacted

into law.^ If loans could be made to new settlers, why not to

old ones? If the firm could l)orrow at low interest, wh\- should

' The Land Act, 1892, in the section dealing with Village Settlements,
authorized tlie Treasurer to advance money to enable such settlers to occupy
their allotments i)rotitahly. and no limit was set to the loans.
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any partner, with fair security, be compelled to pay high

interest ?

So a law was passed- for the raising of money to be loaned

on freehold or leasehold interest cleared of incumbrances and

free of any breach of condition. The loans are on first mort-

gage of land and improvements. No loan is to be less than

$125 or more than $15,000, and the sum of the advances to any

one person must not exceed $15,000.^

DKTAir.S OF THE I'l.AX.

The advances are of two kinds, fixed loans and instalment loans. The
first may be for any period not exceeding 10 years, and the principal

is due at the end of the term. The second is for 36^4 years, and part

of the principal is to be paid each half-year. Interest in both cases is

at 4]4 per cent if paid within 14 days of the time it is due (5 per cent if

payment is not prompt), and in case of instalment loans i per cent more

is to be paid for the reduction of the principal, making a total of 5^2 per

cent on the face of the loan for interest and repayment of principal (or 6

per cent if the payments are not prompt).

= '-Advances to Settlers Act." October 18. 1894. The ijolicv of Goveru-
nient loans at low intei'est was proposed in the financial statement, and later

a bill for the purpose was pushed by the Hon. .T. G. Ward, now Minister of

Railways. Interest was too high. Tho it had gradually diminished in

preceding decades as prices had fallen and capital increased, it was still

exorbitant, and had recently advanced somewhat. "Many on renewing their

mortgages found the.v could not do it except on higher terms than formerly."
It was bad enough for the mortgaged farmer to have his interest remain the

same while the price of his produce shranlv. but to have his interest go up in

face of a falling market was not to be endured. The vote in favor of the
third reading was 36 to 11 in the House. October 1st. and 28 to 4 in the
Senate. October 10th. (New Zealand Pari. Debates. Vol. SG. pp. 414, 647.)

Reeves says : "The average of the prices got by the farmer for his

produce since 1890 has been such that 7 and 8 per cent have ceased to be
endurable rates of interest." In addition to the nominal rate of interest, the
borrower frequently had to pay a commission. If the loan was made for C

months at a time, and 2 per cent commission was charged twice a year, with a
nominal interest of 8 per cent, the real interest or actual price paid for the
use of the money would be 12 per cent. The Government Loan Office has
reduced the stated interest to 414 per cent, and abolished commissions
altogether.

The Year Book says the act "was designed to afford relief to a numerous
class of colonists who were struggling imder the burden of high rates of

interest and heavy legal expenses of mortgages. These were established when
prices of agricultural produce were high and profits large, and so long as
business continued prosperous they attracted little, if any, attention. For
years preceding 1894 commerce and agriculture had suffered from world-wide
depression, and tlie Jiioh rates of interest still charged were felt to ic a burden
oti the industry of the people not easihi home, and a hindrance to the settle-

ment and development of the farming lands of the Colony." Parliament
authorized the raising of ?15,000,000. in sums not exceeding 7% millions a
year, at an interest not higher than 4 per cent. Early in 1895, 7^4 millions

were raised in London by the sale of 3 per cent bonds of the New Zealand
Government at prices which made the actual interest charge 314 per cent,

and the Advance Office proceeded to loan out the money in New Zealand on
first mortgage on land used for farming, dairying, or market gardening.

3 In the case of urban or suburban land, the limit is $10,000. The owners
of such property were not included in the original act. but this was remedied
in 1899.
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The payments are half-yearly, so that a borrower, on the instalment

plan, pays at the most $3 on the hundred every half year to settle

the interest and cancel the loan in 73 payments, or 36^^ years. The

same sum has to be paid every half year, but as the principal grows

less and less, the part of the payment needed for interest diminishes,

and the part added to the sinking fund increases. After the 22d year

more than half of each payment goes to wipe out the principal. The

borrower may pay in $25 or any multiple of that sum at any time to

be applied on principal or interest as he directs, and in case of an

instalment loan he may, at any time, pay off the whole balance of the

debt, but with a fixed loan such full settlement can only be made at

one of the half-yearly dates.

Fixed loans must not exceed half the value of the security. Instal-

ment loans may be half the value of the lessee's interest in case of

leasehold security, but may be three-fifths of the value of the security

if it is a freehold. Absolute secrecy is guaranteed the borrower. The

law forbids the officers of the Advances Department to divulge par-

ticulars about value, business, income, loan, etc.

WII.XT THE MONICY POWF.R THOUGHT OF IT, AND TlMv NET

RESULTS.

Of course, the capitalists who were getting 7 and 8 per cent

or more for loans had conscientious scruples against the Gov-

ernment's lending at low^ interest ; at least to anyone but them-

selves, and especially to their customers.* There was an out-

cry in England against "ihe cheap-money scheme," and the

money power of the Colony was furious, but it could not control

legislation, for the farmers owned the Government.

The law was promptly put in operation, and its manifest good

sense and beneficial effects so strongly appealed to Xew Zea-

land's sister colonies in Australia that five of them have fol-

low^ed her example in establishing Government loans. '^

* In the coal debate. 1901, I'remiei- Seddon remarked tliat when he first

sketched advances to settlers in the "Foxton speech." in ISOo, he was called

"a social devil" for proposing loans to farmers at low interest.

The United States Consul to New Zealand says : "The loans have been a

great boon to struggling farmers, who were paying as high as S per cent on

their mortgages. Immediately this money became available, interest came
tumbling down to 4 per cent for good freehold security. ... I need
scarcely add that the large land holders, mortgage companies and money
lenders generally did not favor the cheap advances to settlers, but their oppo-

sition was utterly futile. With the advent of the one-man-one-vote and the

extension of the franchise to women, the power of corporate wealth in this

country appears to have been irrevocably destroyed." (U. S. Consular
Reports, Vol. 53, 1897, p. 37.)

BWest Australia, 1894: South Australia, 1895; Victoria, 1896; Tasmania,
1898; New South Wales, 1899, expanded in 1902. (The remaining colony,

Queensland, loans money to cooperative sugar mills at '.iVj per cent, and to

meat and dairy companies at 5 per cent, but has not established a general

loan office.)

The system has been adopted through nearly the whole extent of a conti-
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More than $11,000,000 have been borrowed in England at

3 to 3^:^ per cent, and over $13,000,000 have been loaned to

New Zealand farmers, traders and workingmen at 4^/2 and 5

per cent. The fees for making papers, searches and registra-

tions are very low, so that borrowers save in costs as well as in

interest.

Such care has been exercised by the Government officers that

no bad debts have been made, and the superintendent reports

that the office has no securities lying on its hands. Many great

private loan companies have met with disaster in the colonies

;

have had large blocks of property thrown on their hands, and

have lost heavily, sometimes ruinously, but the Government

Advances Office has not lost a debt nor a dollar.'' Only in one

case was the Government obliged, as a last resort, to foreclose,

and in that case the superintendent was able to sell without loss.

At the end of the seventh year, March 31, 1902, the superin-

tendent reported that all instalments of interest and princi|)al

due to date had been collected.

nent as large as the United States. The total advances of the Government
offices in the colonies now exceeds 25 millions, over half of it in New Zealand.

In South Australia the Loan Office established under the State Advances
Act is called the State Bank. The money is not obtained from England, but

is raised locally by issuing 5-year 31/2 per cent bonds, guaranteed by the

Government. They are negotiable and payable to bearer, and are taken

mostly by savings banks and insurance companies This plan enables the

department to get its funds as they are needed, and so avoid having idle

capital, as was the case in New Zealand at the start. On the other hand, it

pays 3% per cent, while New Zealand gets her funds for 3 to 314 P^r cent.

The Victorian Office obtains the money from the Government Savings Banks
at 3 per cent, while in New South Wales the Treasury gets the money by sell-

ing 3 per cent inscribed stock.

The West Australian Agricultural Bank Act resembles the South Aus-

tralian law, and 31/2 per cent is paid for the funds. The borrower has 5 years

before he need begin to repay the loan; then he must pay it in 50 half-yearly

instalments. The office makes advances by instalments, instead of paying
over the whole amount as soon as the loan is granted. The Government man-
ager sees that the money is applied to the purpose for which it is lent, and if

not satisfied on this point he may refuse to pay further instalments and take

immediate steps to enforce repayment of the part of the loan already given

out. In seven years, dealing with a multitude of loans, the office has lost only

$50. It makes a small profit. The interest charged to borrowers is 5 per

cent. In South Australia and Victoria it is 4y2 per cent; in New South
Wales, 4 per cent.

" Banks and lending companies have fallen into trouble chiefly from two
causes: (1) Overvaluation of securities, and (2) runs or sudden recalls of

their capital by panic-stricken depositors and investors. The Government
Loan Office raises money in a way that secures it from the second, even if the

superior confidence in a State institution could in any case be shaken, and the

first cause is avoided by careful regulation and administration. The superin-

tendent cannot authorize a loan. Only the Board, composed of leading civil

servants, can do tliat ; and before it grants the money it must examine not

only the report of its own valuers, but the independent valuation of the

Government Land-Tax Department, the valuations of which, being made for

taxing purposes, have been scrutinized, perhaps challenged, wrangled over,

and reduced.
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The net profits of the office are more than $250,000 a year, or

a little over $25 for each borrower. The profits would have

been still larger had the 5 per cent interest fixed in the original

act been maintained, but in his budget speech for 1899 Premier

Seddon showed that on the last $2,500,000 borrowed by the

Government for advances the earnings were $125,000 a year,

while the money cost the Government only $75,000, and pro-

posed that the people should have the benefit of this profit by a

reduction of yi per cent in the rate of interest. This was done,

with a condition of prompt payment, and now the office, through

the growth of its business, is again making a good profit, in

spite of the reduction.

The average amount loaned is about $1,500. A considerable

number of borrowers pay before the money is due. Ninety per

cent pay within a fortnight. Sixty-three per cent of the

advances were wanted to pay off existing mortgages made with

private lenders at high rates—7 or 8 per cent as a rule, and

some higher still.

convenience; and economy eor producers.

When the New Zealander goes to the post-office he sees this

notice on the wall

:

ADVANCES TO SETTLERS

THE GOVERNMENT ADVANCES TO SETTLERS OFFICE HAS MONEY TO LEND

On Fixed or Instalment Mortgages in Sums of £25 to i'30flO

on Freefiold or Government Leasehold.

BORROWt'RS HAVE THE RIUHT TO REPAY LOANS EARTL) OR

WHOLLY AT A\Y TIME.

Fixed Loans for Any Term not Exceeding 10 Years, and Instalment

Loans for 36 '_ Years.

INTEREST AT 5 PER CENT, OR 4}4 PER CENT IF PAW PROMPTLY,

WITH 1 PER CENT ADDITIONAL IN CASE OE INSTALMENT LOANS

ON ACCOUNT OE REPAYMENT OE PRINCIPAL.

ALL COSTS VERY LOW
XO CONIXIISSION OR BROIvERAGE KEES CHARGED
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The farmer gets his money through the post-office, and
makes his interest payments there.

It is no longer necessary to rely on the banks and usurers.

The farmer has only to go to the nearest post-office to get into

communication with a lender who charges no commission or

brokerage, and no fees except for actual expenses ; never exacts

usury ; does not foreclose
;
gives him thirty-six years and a half

to pay off the loan in small instalments, but will let him pay it

faster if he wishes, and when it finds itself making a profit,

gives him the benefit by reducing the rate of interest. And
even if the farmer does not borrow from the Government, he is

helped by the new departure, for outside interest charges came
down on the run when the Government office got ready for

business in February, 1895. Other lenders had to reduce their

rates or leave the field.'

It is estimated that the entrance of the State into the money
market has made an average reduction of 2 per cent in the

interest charge on over $300,000,000 of debt, saving $6,000,000

a year to the producing classes.^

Without a cent of cost to the taxpayers, thousands have been

relieved of the overweight of debt. Capital gets a less return

and labor more. The law has put the dollar down and man-

hood up.

The nationalization of credit has proved almost or quite as

important as the nationalization of land.

''Government returns for the year ending April. 1805, and April, 1900,

show the change. The bulk of the mortgages registered in the former year
were at 6 to 8 per cent, while many were at 9 and 10 per cent. These were
the rates on registered mortgages, secured on the best real estate in the
Colony. The interest den^anded on second and third-class securities was. of

course, still higher. In 1899 the bulk of the mortgages were at 4 to 6 per cent,

and the loans at higher rates were few, altho the years from 1895 to 1899
were years of rapidly-growing prosperity. Till the Advances Act struck the
market, the legal rate of interest allowed by courts of justice on unpaid debts
was 8 per cent. It was then reduced to 6.

' A siniilRr saviner in the United States in tlie same proportion to popn'a
tion would mean about $600,000,000 a year in the pockets of farmers, workers,
and business men who are paying interest on private loans. The Government
can borrow at .3 per cent or less, and 1 per cent more would probably cover
the cost of handling. So that our people might borrow the money they need,
in the firm name (the name of the Government or the great firm of the
People & Co.). at a total cost of 4 to 41/1 per cent, instead of paying 5 to s

per cent in different parts of the country for long-time loans and more for
short leans. Multitudes of small people, of the classes most in need of relief,

would be benefited, and the weight of money in relation to life would be
diminished.
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THE AIOXEY RING AND THE LAND RING
"SMASHED."

Thus the State took the right-about-face on taxation, land

and lending. The poor still pay taxes—as indeed they should

pay something toward the support of the Government, if it

treats them fairly and gives them a chance to make a decent

living—but there is no longer a premium on monopoly and

speculation, nor a penalty on industry and enterprise. There

are still overgrown estates in New Zealand, but the tide has

turned. The movement is no longer toward the concentration

of land, but the contrary. There is still private lending, but

the people's banks and offices control the business. Cash and

credit had been the monopoly of the rich ; now the people

manage the machinery of finance, and use the cash and credit

of the Government to get loans for themselves at low rates,

and break down the monopoly of the rich. Credit is a pubhc

utility operated by the State.

Graded taxation and public ownership of land and credit

go far toward solving the problem of monopoly. The new
land and tax laws, instead of protecting and aiding monopolies,

carry the dynamite to burst them up. These laws '"'smashed

the land ring," and the Government loan and banking laws

"smashed the money ring." And they did far more than that

;

they set up a steady constructive moveriient in the direction of

wealth diffusion, public absorption of capital, and the nation-

alization of the soil, which is the avowed policy of the Govern-

ment. The Minister of Lands has declared that he "would

like to see the time when all the lands of New Zealand were

nationalized," and William Rolleston, a leading Conservative,

said in the last campaign (1899): "We shall never have

national prosperity in New Zealand until we nationalize every

foot of its land."

x6
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Progressive taxation with improvements and small holdings

free, the resumption and division of estates, limitation of area,

and leasing instead of sale, supply machinery that enable the

State to take the unearned increment of land values, acquire

the ownership of the soil, encourage the beginnings of wealth,

break up monopolies, and make it very difficult to acqviire an

overgrown fortune. The time is probably not far distant when
it will become clear that it is of no use to attempt to be any

kind of a big monopolist in the land of the graded-tax. More-

over, it is easy to increase the pressure of the land and income

taxes in the upper regions, so hastening the equalization of

wealth and securing additional funds for the State purchase

of monopolies and other public purposes. The train of events

is not only moving in the direction of wealth diffusion and

state ownership of the land, but the speed of the engine can

easily be increased, and it is the intention of the engineer to

put on more steam in the near future. "There is no point

more firmly fixed in the popular mind," says Mr. Lloyd, who
had special advantages for forming a judgment in the matter,

"than that these taxes shall be increased until they have done

the work for which the reform was begun."

MEMORIAL OF A MAORI CHIEF SLAIN IN BATTLE.

This old memorial of the Maoris may make a fitting tombstone for the money-
ring and the land-ring. A Maori chief represented organisation for aggression,
and that was the natttre of the money and land rings. They zuent gunning for
the people and the 7-ights of the community, but the people Ared back and they fell.

After the whites came the gun became the symbol of war. Before that the
Maoris fought with spears and tomahazvks of green jade. Bows and arrows ivere
unknown to them. They had no metals or pottery; no merchants or miners; no
flocks or herds or domestic fowls; nothing but war, hunting, fishing and agriculture.
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OTHER AiOVEMENTS OF THE LIBERAL YEARS.

The Liberal Ministry did not confine its attention to taxes,

land and credit. Many other reforms were considered in this

first triennial, 189T-3, and a number of measures were drafted

and pushed in Parliament. From the start the Government

aimed to improve the conditions of labor. The movement to

substitute cooperative labor for the contract system; to lift

the life of factory, shop, and mining- workers ; and to banish

strikes and establish universal arbitration ; was developed by

Premier Ballance and his colleagues from 1891 on, side by side

with progressive taxation and the land laws. Woman suf-

frage and other electoral reforms were also favored from the

first. An effort was made to simplify judicial procedure, and

rid the law still more completely from technicalities. Vital

changes in the railway management were proposed, and many
other measures more or less important were vigorously dis-

cussed.

Some of the labor laws were passed in 1891-2 with the

progressive tax and the land act; and woman suffrage, with

some other electoral reforms, was attained in '93. But with

these exceptions, the ijolicy of the Government so far as it

depended on legislation, was for the most part held in check

till 1894. This was due to three things. The Conservative

Senate was naturall\- inclined to hold up the Liberal r)ills. at

least till it could see how the ])eople would vote in 1893. Poli-

cies on which the people had already pronounced in the elec-

tions of 1890 might be allowed to pass, and measures which

possibly would disgust the people or help in any way to defeat

the Liberals, might be indorsed, but the rest had better wait

—

maybe the vote of '93 would clear the air and put the Con-

servatives in jjower once more—at any rate it was not wise

to pass so many im|)ortant bills till the people had had a

chance to sav what thev thought of them.
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Besides this blockading" attitude of the Senate, there were

difficulties in the House. First, the necessity of time and

repeated discussion to unify the members on the details of

important bills, and second, the fact that the Prohibition

Question took possession of Parliament in 1893, and swept

aside every important policy measure except the Electoral Act.

An equal suffrage act was passed, and a liquor law, described

in another chapter. The rest of the Liberal bills went over

and piled up in the statute book of 1894 like the tides in the

Bay of Fundy. The elections of '93 nearly paralyzed the

Opposition in the House, and convinced the Senate that the

people wanted the pending measures passed—the temperance

folks were resting on their arms, polishing up their bayonets

and getting back their w-ind—and so the way was open for

industrial arbitration. Government loans, compulsory repur-

chase, the railway bill, and the rest, to be enacted.

Some of these institutions have been described already;

others occupy separate compartments in future chapters ; a few

brief matters will be dealt with here, relating to 1892-3.

COURTS OF justice; REMOVAr. OF TECHNICAL DEFECTS.

In 1892 a law was passed to get rid of the difficulties, injus-

tice, and expense caused by legal decisions based on technical

defects. Cases are to be decided on their merits, and no man
is to lose his rights because of any technicality. The law

explains itself. It declares that : Whereas, in many cases

great expense and frequent failures of justice have been

occasioned by the fact that warrants, orders, or judgments

have been quashed on appeal for technical error, and it is expe-

dient that all legal questions should he detennincd on their

merits; therefore :—Be it enacted that in case of such appeal

the court before which it is brought, may on such terms as

it deems best as to costs, amend such warrant, order, or judg-

ment, and adjudicate as if no omission or mistake had been

made.

THE ELECTORAL BILL.

The electoral reforms so earnestly desired by Ballance

—

equal suffrage for men and women, and further safeguards

against multitudinous voting—after being twice wrecked in

the Upper House, were passed in 1893.
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The women must ha\e a suite b\' themselves, so we will give

them a place three doors beyond this in the chapter on Equal

Suffrage. But two other important members of the electoral

act may find room in this section. One of them in the

clause that carried the one-man-one-vote principle to its

complete issue b}' providing for one-man-one-registration,

that is to say, no voter shall register on more than one roll.

Consequently property-owners were not only cut down to one

vote in one district at a general election, but were prevented

from voting in another district at a by-election.

COMPULSORY VOTING.

'J'he other ])rovisi()n referred to is. intended to put pressure

on electors to insure regularity in the exercise of the franchise

by attaching a penalty to any failure to vote without good

excuse. If an elector, \\ho is not a candidate at a general

election, nor ])rohibited l)y law from voting at the election,

fails to vote at such election, his name is expunged from the

voting-list; and imless he appears and excuses the neglect to

the satisfaction of the court, he loses his vote at the next

election.

This system w'as put in practise at the end of 1893, the rolls

being purged by striking off the names of all who had not

voted at the general elections of that year, and the process has

been enforced under the law ever since.
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THE LEADER

FaIvI^s in His Prime; and the; Nation Mourns,

BUT THE March Goes On.

John Ballance did not live to see the establishment of all

the noble institutions he had aimed to achieve. He overworked

himself in his great office, and met an untimely death May i,

1893, in the prime of life and in the midst of the tremendous

transformation he and his Liberal colleagues and supporters

were making in the laws and institutions of their country. The

whole people mourned his loss. He was so good, kindly, true,

and sane that he was deeply loved by the people, and respected

even by those most bitterly opposed to the policies for which he

stood.

As our prose-poet has said of another:

"He died where manhood's morning almost touches noon, and \vliile

the shadows still were falhng toward the west. While yet in love with

life and raptured with the world, he passed to silence and pathetic dust.

"Yet after all, it may be best, just in the happiest, sunniest hour of

all the voyage, while eager winds are kissing every sail, to dash against

the unseen rock, and in an instant hear the billows roar above a sunken

ship. For whether in mid sea or 'mong the breakers of the farther

shore, a wreck at last must mark the end of each and all. And every

life, no matter if its every hour is rich with love and every moment

jeweled with a joy, will, at its close, become a tragedy as sad and deep

and dark as can be woven of the warp and woof of mystery and death.

"This brave and tender man in every storm of life was oak and

rock; but in the sunshine he was vine and flower. He was a wor-

shipper of liberty, a friend of the oppressed. He sided with the weak,

the poor, and wronged. He added to the sum of human joy. He was

the friend of all heroic souls. He climbed the heights, and left all

superstitions far below, while on his forehead fell the golden dawning

of the grander day."

A few years after the Premier's death, the State erected in

the Parliament grounds a marble statue to the memory of this

just and kindly man, and any one who looks at the memorial
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may read the secrets of his great success m the Hues of the fine

head and noble countenance, that tell of his high character and

intelligence, and in the words engraved on the base of the

statue, "He loved the People."

Sometimes the loss of the leader means the wreck of the

cause, but not where the people are saturated with the new

thought and many men of ability have the light in their souls.

The Hon Richard J. Seddon, :\linister of Public Works, was

chosen to succeed Premier Ballance. Years of valuable service

had shown that his heart was true to the people, and that his

indomitable will and massive physique held boundless promise

of accomplishment. The land and fiscal legislation of 1891-92,

and the labor laws of those years described in future chapters,

were carried under Ballance's administration; while the land

resumption act, the nationalization of credit, and nearly all the

political battles spoken of in succeeding chapters of this review,

were carried under Premier Seddon's lead.

The new Premier kept Reeves, McKenzie, Ward. etc.. in ilio

Cabinet, and, so far as practicable, kept the personnel and policy

of the Government substantially as before, so that there was

no break in the Liberal administration. Premier Seddon was

heart and soul for the same great principles and purposes that

animated Ballance, and the Liberal movement was not only

safe in his hands, but gained in strength as year after year

added new victories, and proved the value of former triumphs.

Since Mr. Seddon became Prime Minister the Liberal admin-

istration has been sustained by large majorities in four suc-

cessive triennial elections, the last of which, in November,

1902, continues the Liberal party in power till 1905, with a

majority which, the Premier writes me, is most satisfactory
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to his Ministry, viz : 52 menibers for the Liberal Government,

6 Independents and 22 Opposition,—a majority of more than

two to one over the Opposition, without counting the Inde-

pendents, who are likely in most cases to go with the Liberals.

HON. R. J. SEDDON.

In the threefold capacity of Minister of Fublic Works, Minister of Defense
and Native Minister in the Ballance Cabinet, Mr. Seddon haa already shown great
executive poiver; and his record in Parliament ivas one long history of earnest
effort in the cause of the small farmers and zvorkingmen, and the common people
generally. In place of the contract system of constructing public works he
established the cooperative system described in a future chapter. He and the other
Liberal leaders zvere substantially as one in carrying the land and labor laws,
woman stiffrage, and the nationalisation of credit, but on the liquor question there
was serious combat in the Liberal camp, as we sJiall see in the next chapter.

This portrait of the Premier was taken in his Masonic clothing as Most Wor-
shipfiil Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of the Ancient. Free and Accepted
Masons of Nezv Zealand, zvhich means, in ordinary English, the head of the order
(the Masonic Fraternity) in New Zealand. In the United States the Grand
Master's apron is plain and the collar (or sash) is absent. The Masonic clothes
(or regalia, as the uninitiated call them) differ considerably in different countries
and colonies.
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THE TRIENNIAL REFERENDUM ON THE LIQUOR
QUESTION.

In the fall of 1893 a local option liquor bill was put on the

statute book.^ For the five years from 1893 to 1898, the liquor

question disputed with land and labor the chief place in the

public interest. It even split the Liberal Party, the fight

between the Prohibitionists, the local optionists, and the license

men grew so intense.

For thirty years and more, d"inking" and drunkenness had

been on the decline in New Zealand," and for a long time the

per capita consumption of intoxicants has been far lower than

in Great Britain, and less than half what it is in the I'nited

States.^

In 1881-2, license laws were enacted which prevented the

increase of licenses in any district unless sanctioned by a ref-

erendum of the ratepayers. If a district were without licenses

it would remain clean uiuil licenses were authorized by ref-

erendum vote. This was a sort of semi-local option. You

needn't go any further in if you don't want to, but if you

iThe "Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act," October 2, ISnn.

«The Long White Cloud, p. 3G3, written in 1808. See next note.

3 The consumittion in New Zealand and the United States is as follows, in

gallons, per capita :

Iviuivalent In

Spirits. Wine. Malt. Total. Proof Spirits.

New Zealand 08 .14 8.70 9.52 1.80

United States 1.36 .63 17.49 19.48 3.7".

For 1881 the contrast was :

New Zealand 1.06 .31 9.37 10.74 2.10
United States 1.38 .47 8.65 10.50 2.70

The per capita consumption is smaller in New Zealand than it was twenty
years ago, while in the L'nited States it is much larger than it was, nearly
double in gallons per head. In both countries there has been some increase in

the years of rising prosperity since 1895. from 7% to 9',/o gallims in New Zea-
land and from 16'(. to 19i{, in the United States.

This small consumption in New Zealand, as compared with the United
States, is specially remarkable in view of the fact that our bartenders are
men, while the public houses of New Zealand, like those of Kngland, take the
prettiest girls they can get for barmaids.
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are in you have no option about coming out—you must stay

in. Besides this semi-option in the ratepayers, the admin-

istration of the hcense law—granting and renewal of licenses,

etc.—was transferred on motion of Sir Wm. Fox, from nomi-

nated to elective committees chosen by the taxpayers. The

committees might refuse renewals of licenses on the ground

that they were not required ; but in the next twelve years they

closed out only thirty or forty licenses on this account. The

taxpayers were conservative.

There was a growing prohibition sentiment in the Colony,

however, and by 1892 the movement exhibited great vitality.^

.\ powerful evangelist, Rev. Mr. Isitt, and a brilliant organ-

izer, Mr. Walker, gave the movement so much strength that

in 1893 with the help of Sir Robert Stout, their great champion

in Parliament, the Prohibitionists determined to demand the

enactment of a prohibition bill. The Premier, believing that

public sentiment in the mass was not in favor of such a sweep-

ing measure, introduced a strong local option bill, and the

decks were cleared for the battle.^' Every other important

• "A strong body of total abstainers, first roused by the fiery zeal of Sir
Wm. Fox, had been gathering there. Until nigh his eightieth year, the white-
l)earded patriarch lent the weight of his public standing, high character and
unsleeping energy to the cause. The New Zealand Alliance, of which he was
<^ne of the founders, supplied a rallying point for enthusiasm. Its spokesmen
and lecturers traveled from town to town, and from end to end of the Colony ;

and the branches of the W. C. T. TJ. furnished new and powerful agencies.
From 1S91 onward the agitation took a front place in public affairs."

(Reeves in State Experiments, II, p. 309.)

"Premier Seddon, in moving the second reading of his local option bill,

said : "As the result of a decision that the people could not pledge candidates
for the licensing committees (if a candidate expressed an opinion in the elec-

tion and acted accordingly on the committee, the action of the committee was
held void) we have had the prohibition crusade. We have had an agitation in

the country, and I venture to say there is no subject on which members are so
conversant as the liquor traffic and the necessity of its control and regulation.

Social reform in the way indicated in this measure is an absolute
necessity."

Fergus said : "We were elected .3 years ago, before this question became
a burning issue, and we have no right to pass such .a bill without referring it

to our constituents. Such a drastic law is only holding out a premium to sly
grog selling, and thereliy defeating the very object we have in view—that of
regulating the traffic."

Duthrie said: "The Government is driven to it. The country tin all

sides is calling for a measure dealing with the traffic. This direct veto, this
appeal to the people, will have a great influence in the direction of inducing
good conduct of the public houses."

Captain Russell, the great Constrvative. said : "A plague on both your
houses, I am not a supporter of the Prohibitionists, nor of the licensed vict-

uallers. They are each an insufferable nuisance."
Roilesion, the leader of the Conservative Party, said : "The two parties

are those who want to stop drunkenness and those who want to stop drinking.
I favor temperance. Absolute prohibition in other countries is a failure. It
has led to habits of drinking in bulk, drinking in cellars and out-of-the-way



SIR ROBERT STOUT, K. C. M. G.

An eminent Liberal, and Leader of the Prohibitionists in rarliamcnt till 1S9S.

Chief Justice since iSgg. A famous statistician and publicist; one of the most

intellectual men in Australasia.
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policy bill except the female franchise act, went by the board,

blocked or killed in one chamber or the other.

The ministry carried full local option. At each triennial

election of representatives three questions are submitted to

the voters of each district.

(Continuance)— i. Shall all existing licenses be continued?

(Reduction)—2. Shall the number of licenses be reduced?

(Prohibition)—3. Shall all licenses be abolished?

The citizen may vote for one or two of these proposals, but

no more. And to carry prohibition a vote of 3 to 2 is required

;

for the others a majority is sufficient.''

Ri;suLTS.

The first poll (1894) resulted in closing 72 houses,' and the

places, sly grog selliug, constant evasion of the law, and consequent degrada-
tion of the population."

Stout, the foremost champion of prohibition, quoted Gladstone as having
introduced a Direct Veto Bill in England, and as declaring : "It has been
said that greater calamities—greater because more continuous—have been
inflicted on mankind by intemperance than by the three great historic scourges
of war, famine .and pestilence combined. That is true, and it is the measure
of our discredit and disgrace." Stout continued : "The temperance people
ask that this question should be sent to the people, and if the people say that
licenses should continue they are willing they should continue, but it must be
the voice of the majority. . . . This is a sham bill. I believe the Licensed
V'ictuallers' Association (the liquor dealers) would have given a more reason-
able bill to the tempei-ance people than this measure."

W. 1'. Reeves said the Yi majority clause was necessary. "A great num-
ber of students and impartial men, absolutely disconnected with the liquor

trade and in sympathy with the temperance party, who have studied the work-
ing of prohibition in America and other countries, have come to the conclusion
that where prohibition is backed up by a large majority of the people it can be
made fairly effective, but that where it is not backed up by the enthusiasm and
assent of a large majority it is not effectual."

The Premier had a majority of 35 to 13 in the contest over the bill.

(N. Z. Pari. Debates, Vol. 81, pp. 168, 179, 182, 185, 190, 435, 439, 442.)

° If a reduction is carried, the licensing committee must close 10 per cent

of the bars, and may close 25 per cent. It must shut first the houses whose
landlords have had one or more offenses indorsed on their licenses, and next
the smaller houses.

If no-license carries, all the licenses in the district are canceled on the

next licensing day, i. c, about 8 months after the poll. Wholesale, as well as

retail, licenses are refused. All sales of liquor in the district are unlawful.
Anyone may buy it outside, however, and import it for his own use or to give

away.
In addition to the powers given by referendum vote, a licensing committee

may cancel any license if the holder is convicted of a serious offense, or if his

house is a drunken and disorderly place; but the committee cannot now (as it

could from 1882 to 1803) close houses merely because they are not required.

A notorious drunkard can be cited before a magistrate and declared a pro-

hibited person, and then no licensee can lawfully serve him with drink. Cliil-

diren under 16 are not to be supplied with liquor for their own use, and no
liquor can be sold to Maori women.

' By the original act no option poll was to be valid unless half the enrolled

electors voted. The liquor party spoiled several polls by inducing their friends

not to ballot. So the 50 per cent provision was repealed in 1895, and the

local option vote fixed for the same day as the general election, which is relied

on to secure a full vote ; and the 50 per cent requirement now applies only to

districts where there is no Parliamentary contest.
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carrying of prohibition in tlie district of Clutha. The next

two polls left things as they were, but showed the growth of

prohibition sentiment, and the fourth has shown great

strength and made new gains of territory.

In 1896 under the Amendment of '95, the poll was on the

same day as the election of representatives. The Prohibitionist

vote nearly doubled but the Opposition trebled. In 1899

the one prohibition district remained as before; 14 districts

gave a majority for no-license, but not the requisite 3/5; 37

districts gave a majority for continuance ; and in 24 no pro-

posal was carried, 5 of the polls being invalid, and 19 failing

to give the required majority for any one of the propositions.

This was owing to the fact that many voters did not avail

themselves of the right to mark two proposals, but were con-

tented with voting on one. In seven districts reduction beat

continuance, but no houses were closed thereby, for all voters

in the no-license division who do not also vote for reduction

are counted against it, that is, a majority of all persons voting

on the license question must declare directly for reduction in

order to carry it.

TiiK remarkable; growth of the prohiiution votk.

Another vote has just been taken, November 25, 1902,

and according to returns from Prohibitionist sources,'^ it has

resulted in a majority for prohibition in the whole Colony,

and the requisite 3/5 to secure prohibition in 5 new districts,

making six with the one already under prohibition—all country

districts with a small population, ten or twelve thcnisand at the

last census (1901). Fourteen (ithcr districts are reported as

giving majorities for reduction.

The following table shows the vote summaries

:

Votes for For For >'<>

Year. Continuance. Reduction. Licenso.

IS!)4 42,429 16,090 48,993

lS9fi 139,580 94,555 98,312

ISil'.l 142,443 107,751 118.575

1902 . 140,328 128,348 144,604

* Oiir j;rear lenipprinu'o Iciulor, tli<> Hon. .Tolin (i. Woolli'.v. is acquainted

with the men who have sent these returns, and he assures me that their cor-

rectness may lie relied iipun. 1 have myself no doubt of the veracity of pur-

pose and Intent of the Prohibition leaders; they are most estimable men, but

rremendously enthusiastic. The ofEcial figures for Nov., 1902, are not at

hand.
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The following details are also instructive. Note the fall of

the license vote and the rise of the no-license poll

:

District Votes For and Against License.
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rural country, and they appear to me to prove conclusively

that the ordinary grog-shop system of liquor-vending in

country places is still the direct cause of a frightful amount

of needless and preventable mischief and misery.

As the figures relate to a period ending in 1897, I have made

inquiry in 1902 in a trustworthy quarter unconnected either

with the trade or the Prohibition party. The opinion expressed

to me in answer to my questions on the condition of Clutha

was, that "it will be safe to say that the good results have been

maintained."

RELATIVE TRAFFIC—VARIOUS COUNTRIES.

The number of licensed houses in the Colony has fallen in the 8

years since 189,3 from 1.719 to 1,515, and the recent vote will cause

-aisji^^,..

New Zealand's Olympic Range.

Tlie MoKiitains of the Southwest Coast, bcloiv Milford Sound.

li'ltalczer may be thought of the drink question—whether Nature did ziell in
sut^ptying men everyichere with water to drink instead of rum—it is clear that she
did right in making her oceans out of water instead of alcohol; otherwise a lighted
match dropped overboard from a ship might cause a conilagralion worse than a
prairie tire, and under the tropic sun the oceans would vanish, leaving their beds as
dry as strong drink leaves a man. Water is a great success in the landscape
and it is quite wholesome and refreshing as a drink after you get used to it.

a further marked reduction—about 200 bars, the Prohibitionists think,

will be closed in the 14 districts that voted reduction, November, kjoj,

which would leave onlj^ some 1,300 in the Colony. In 1893 there was
one licensed place to each 390 persons ; now, near the end of 1902, there is

one house to about 560 people, and, if the estimates of reduction

rrsulting- from the vote just taken, are correct, there will soon be only

line licensed place to 640 persons. In the United States, in spite of

prohibition over wide areas, under local option and prohibitory laws,

there is still i saloon to 400 people; Holland has one tavern to 300

people; in England there is a "gin-palace" to every 145 inhabitants; in

Belgium there is a drinking place for every 36 inhabitants; and in

France one for every 30 of the population.
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Comparing New Zealand with the Austrahan states by the aid of

Mr. Coghlan's statistics for 1898, we find the following contrasts

:

Comparative Temperance Data for Australia and New Zealand.
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(litifcrences as vlI nuisl be atliibutcd to other causes; for Tasmania,

which lias no temperance laws, is the soberest of the slates, and

Queensland, which has full local option is the least sober but one.

Tasmania has a cool climate ; is off by itself, and the people are

(|uiet and comfortable but not rich. New Zealand is also insular and

cool, but is anything but quiet, and the people are the richest in the

world. South Australia is hot and dry, but is like New Zealand in

having been colonized by specially tine stock, and in having excellent

schools and powerful total ab.stinence societies. West Australia was

set on her bad eminence by her gold-fields, and the fact that she had

2 males to i female when the above data we're ol)tained and an abnormal

Ijrojiortion of adults among the males.

x.\T[ox.\i. rkfere;ndum on prohibition-—THE 3/5 ruli-:, etc.

Tlie I'l-ohibitioiiists of Xew Zealand desire to reditce the

c(iiestions to two—prohibition and license, aboHsh the 3/5
recjiiirement for no-Hcense, so that a majority can secure pro-

hibition, and obtain the referendum on the question of national

\noh\h\t\on.

In a recent session. Premier Seddon brought in a bill ])rovid-

ing for the submission of this fourth ([uestion of national

prohibition, l)ut it was not carried. If it had been, and a

majority vote had been made sufficient, the election returns

of 1902 indicate that the Colony would now be no-hcense from

end to end.

'J'he re([uiremenl of 3 5 majority to esta])lisli prcjhibilion in

any district, iho very olinoxious to the temperance societies,

has more reason back of it than may at first appear. It secures

a reasonable stability, and prevents a see-saw from license to

no-license anil back again. 'J'he law stipulates that if licenses

are once refused by a 3 5 \ole. they can only be restored by as

large a vote. A no-license victory, therefore, brings with it

something like finality. Even in the license districts it has

been virtually impossible to obtain an\- new licenses since 1893.

The question of increase is no longer submitted, and the Gov-

ernment has not even used the power reserved to it to license

new clubs. Still it is very hard for the majority in any dis-

trict of a democracy to think it fair to keep things as the

minority wish, and contrary to the wish of the majority, espe-

cially in a matter of such intense concern as the liquor traffic.

In 1896 four districts had a majority for no-license, in 1899,

\2 districts, and in i()02 the whole Colony, yet until this year

17
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only one district had the requisite 3/5 to establish prohibition,

and even now only 6 small districts out of 62 will have pro-

hibition, tho on the total vote and the majority principle the

entire State w^ould be cleared of the traffic. To men and

women believing in majority rule and fervently in favor of

prohibition such a condition of things is of course exasperating,

and they do not hesitate to make a fuss about it. Prohibition

and Government Fire Insurance are the burning issues now
in New Zealand.

SUGGESTIONS AND PRGBABIUTlEIS.

The more moderate temperance people, who see with equal

clearness the evils of drunkenness, but think they depend very

largely on economic and social causes, and that temperance

legislation can be of little avail except so far as backed by

a vigorous public conscience, are satisfied with an earnest cam-

paign of education and the 3/5 vote when the work is thoroly

done. Some of them would like to see a trial of the Gothen-

burg system, or Government control as in South Carolina or

Russia, or State manufacture as in Switzerland, or the public-

house trusts that are being established in England. In view

of the facts : ( i ) that the social element is a large factor in

the drinking habit, and (2) that profit is the spur of the

organized liquor traffic, it would seem to be wise to provide

that in any district where licenses are allowed by the voters,

the licensees selling intoxicants should provide also a full line

of temperance drinks at regulated prices, making a good profit

on the temperance drinks, but none on the intoxicants, which

should be wholesaled by the State to license districts at prices

as high as might be deemed advisable and sold by the dealer

without profit. This would take away the motive of the

trade to push the sale of intoxicants and put the com-

mercial emphasis on the sale of temperance drinks, at the

same time avoiding any need for speak-easies, since persons

desiring liquor could get all they wanted of guaranteed purity

at reasonable rates in congenial society without risking a viola-

tion of law. Tax-payers could be prevented from having any

interest in the continuance of licenses and State sales in their

district, by providing that the profits coming to the State from

such sales should be devoted to special scientific or educa-
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tional purposes, or spent in the no-license districts for public

purposes beyond the range of probable taxation. Such a

plan might offer more to both temperance and liberty in the

larger towns and cities than Prohibition itself unless there

were sufficient public sentiment behind it to secure efficient and

cordial enforcement.

None of these methods, however, appear to have the slightest

chance of general favor in New Zealand at present. Pro-

hibition and the victualer's license are in battle to the death,

and no third measure is likely to get a trial now.

[ffW ' iT^

f:-



Chapter 48.

EQUAL SUFFRAGE.

TJlLv BALI,OT FOR WOMEN OX THE; SAME) TERMS AS MEN.

One morning in September, 1893, the women of New Zealand

woke to find themselves enfranchised,—the first women of tlie

world to receive the national franchise from one end of the

country to the other. Under the law of September 19th,

abolishing' the sex qualification in national elections, women of

both races, European and Maori, have the right to register and

vote for representatives on the same terms as men.*^

Tliis great extension of the suffrage, doubling of it. in fact,

through the female franchise, constitutes the most sweeping

constitutional change in the history of New Zealand. Yet it

came with much less labor and conflict than many smaller

measures. The women themselves on tlie whole made little

effort in the matter. A few of them put nnich time and energy

into the movement; but the suft'rage came without request on

tlic part of the great majority of them.^ For many years there

had been more or less agitation for woman suffrage, especially

on the part of the temperance people.- But the movement was

headed b}' men, and but few women took part in it.

Away back in 1867 the law provided that any "person" 21 years

old and a taxpayer having a specified amount of property was entitled

to a place on the "Burgess roll," or list of citizens having the municipal

franchise. In 1878 the Grey Government proposed an Electoral P.ill

° But tbey cannot be members of tbe House ; and tbo under the word-
ing of the Constitution it would seem that tliey might he appointed to the
Senate, yet this is not the usage, and usage is often as strong as the written
law, and sometimes stronger. Women may. however, be elected to scliool

boards, district road boards, city councils, etc., and any city ma.v elect a

woman as its chief executive. One city has elected a Mayoress, Mrs. Yates, of
Onehunara, who is considered an able woman, but of somewhat hasty temper.
an attribute which has facilitated some emphatic collisions with the opposi-
tion in the council.

1 Westminster Review, 143, p. 35, E. Reeves. See p. 201^, star note.

^Contemp. Rev. (1894), Vol. 65, p. 435.
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permitting all women ratepaj^ers to vote for members of Parliament.^

Robert Stout, the Attorney-General, in moving the second reading,

placed great emphasis on the fact that women ratepayers already had

the municipal suffrage, but Parliament was not prepared to abolish

taxation without representation in respect to the election of its own
members, and refused even the mildest instalment of national woman
suffrage.

It was not till 1887 that a Government—the Stout-Vogel coalition

—

ventured to bring in a bill for the general extension of the suffrage to

women, whether taxpayers or not. Sir Julius made an eloquent speech

predicting the value of women's cooperation in public affairs and the

ennobling influence she would exert in national politics. He carried

the bill to a second reading in the House, but it went to pieces in

committee of the whole.*

In October, 1887, the Stout-Vogel combination lost office (it had

not possessed much power), and for three years and a half Atkinson

and the Conservatives held both office and power. Yet the demand

for equal suffrage was kept alive, mainly by the efforts of Sir John

Hall, one of the most distinguished Conservatives of the Colony.

When, in i8gi. the Progressives found themselves for the first time

in power, as well as in office. Hall, tho in opposition, at once took

the opportunity of promoting the franchise measure he was so heartily

in favor of. Ballance was equally in earnest in the matter, and a

clause was put in the Electoral Bill, then before the House, according

the suffrage to all adult women. The matter had had little or no

part in the campaign," labor, land and taxation occupying practically

^ Sir Win. Fox. who was then the head of the temperance movement in

New Zealand, and who had had .35 year.s' experience of pul)lic life and been

foiu- times I'remier. supported the bill, saying: "Women are e(nial to men in

their minds, in iheir influence: more than equal in their influence on wise

legislation of any l^ind : more than man's equal in those sentiments whicli have
most influence in promoting the true welfare of a country. They are less

likely to be debarred from voting according to their real opinions. They have
no cliques, no parties, no overdrawn accotmts at the bank. If a woman sees a
good object before her, she goes straight at it."

* One of the most thoughtful opponents of the measure, Mr. Scobie Mac-
kenzie, declared that the main outcome of woman suffrage would be to give

plural votes to a certain number of men, especially the married men of the

<'olony. Supi)orters of the measure said that was all right. Kachelors might
regard it as an unjust discrimination, but if they were worthy tlioy might end
the discrimination at any time. Aside from joking, the friends of the female
franchise regarded its tendency to increase tlie influence of family life—tlie

best element in the community—not as a demerit, but as one of the principal

merits of the bill. After the women got the suffrage, Mr. Scobie Mackenzie
I)leasantly assured them that lie had opposed it from the conviction "not that

the suffrage was too good for women, but that women were too good for the
franchise." He was re-elected.

t^ In the debate on the bill. Sir .lobu Hall said: "It is tho outcome of

considerable discussion and of a prolonged struggle out of doors. There are

not many new arguments, but the old ones have become red hot. The chief,

the unanswered, the unanswerable argument appears to me to be that the

claim is based on the principle on which our political edifice is built : that
everyone who is bound by the laws has a right to a voice in making those
laws, with obvious limitations as to criminals, lunatics, and children before

the years of full discretion." He said furtlier that taxation and representation
should go together (and practically all women pay taxes direct or indirect) ;
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the whole attention of the people. But the new labor element and the

Liberals of all sorts supported the bill from conviction, and it easily

passed the House, the vote on the second reading being 33 to 8. In

the Senate, however, the Conservatives were still supreme," and the

measure was lost by a vote of 17 to 15.

In 1892 equal suffrage again passed the House, and the Legislative

Council, or Senate, accepted it, but insisted on an amendment allowing

the women of country districts to vote by letter, like sailors, shearers,

harvesters, and commercial travelers. The House refused to agree

to the amendment, regarding it as an attempt to circumvent the secrecy

of the ballot, and thinking that while it was reasonable to set aside

the ordinary system of voting in the case of a comparatively small

number of persons whose business made it difficult for them to go to

the polls, it was wholly unreasonable to allow half the voters, or

nearly half, to depart from the usual methods without necessity. So

the bill fell through once more.

In 1893 the temperance question became the leading issue in

Parhament, and the suffrage bill came forward with new

interest. Prohibition sentiment grew to fever heat in 1892 and

1893. The temperance people saw in the movement for equal

suffrage what they believed to be a great opportunity. They

threw the whole strength of their ocganizations into the move-

ment, utilizing, especially the Woman's Christian Temperance

Union.* Their passionate advocacy roused great enthusiasm.

quoted Gladstone in favor of woman suffrage ; said it would increase the

power of the home element, and declared there was plenty of evidence that
women wanted the reform, as he had presented a petition signed by 9,000.
women. Some women were indifferent to the ballot, and so were some men.
It was objected that home duties would be interfered with, and that women
would be annoyed and insulted at the polis. It was not so, he said, in

America, and quoted reports from Wyoming, showing that better men were
elected, and that not a rough word was given the women voters, but, on the
contrary, the presence of the women had "civilized and tranquilized in the
West what had been a rough ordeal." (N. Z. Pari. Debates, Vol. 73, pp. 497-

500.)

* A member of the Senate said in the debate that "one of the greatest

principles of Liberalism is to remove disabilities—to get rid of barriers."

"This question has been agitated for years and years. It has been a

question that has been brought up at public meetings on almost all occasions,

'Are you in favor of the female franchise?' and the answer has invariably
been 'Yes.'

"

A telegram was read, urging the passage of the bill, and signed "on behalf
of 10,000 women who petitioned the Council" in favor of equal suffrage.

(N. Z. -I'arl. Debates, Vol. 'i4, p. 406 etc.; National Supt. of Franchise.
W. C. T. U.)

* The first organized demand from the women themselves had its

origin in 1885, with the introduction from America of the Women's Christian
Temperance Union, including as a planlj of their platform the demand that
women should vote on the same terms as men. The first petition presented
by the W. C. T. U. was prepared in 1888. But the efforts in Parliament had
no moi-e success in 1888 and 1889 than attended Vogel's bill in 1887. In

1890, and again in 1891, petitions bearing the signatures of 10,000 women
were sent in, but the bill each year was defeated. By 1892 several Women's
Franchise Leagues were formed outside the W. C. T. U. and cooperated
heartily, so that the new petition had 20,274 signatures of women; ajid in

1893 the petition contained 31,872 signatures of adult women.
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Many meetings were held, and thousands signed the petitions

for equal suffrage. Petitions signed by over 30,000 women

were presented to Parliament. The liquor interest, becoming

alarmed, bestirred themselves to get counter petitions. But it

was too late, and probably they could not have roused effective

opposition among the women even if they had begun earlier,

for the mass of the women, tho not active in the movement for

the suffrage, "found it rather agreeable than otherwise,"'^ and

were far more favorable to the franchise than to the liquor

interest.

In Parliament, besides the advocacy of Sir Robert Stout with

the Prohibition Wing, Sir John Hall and Sir George Grey were

very active in behalf of equal suffrage, supporting it on broad

principles of democracy and self-government. John Ballance

had pledged his Ministers for the bill, so the Ministry was solid

for it. and many Conservatives were with it also ; some because

they believed it just, and others because they thought it would

strengthen the Conservative Party through the "innate con-

servatism" of women and their probable tendency to vote with

the Prohibitionists, and thus widen the split in the Liberal

Party. So for the third time the measure passed the House,

and finally, just on the eve of the elections, the Senate passed

the bill by a vote of 20 to 18, in the belief, it is said, that it

would result in the defeat of the Liberals at the polls.** In this

they were mistaken. The rush of the women to the polls for

registration ; the interest taken by them in the elections ; the

orderly character of the contests, and the increased Liberal

majorities returned that year and each election since, are all

matters of familiar history.

HOW Tlllv WOMEN VOTED.

Some of the Liberals who voted for the measure in the House

did so with serious misgivings. They believed in the ultimate

e(|uality of woman when she had evolved sufficiently to make it

''Reeves, State Experiments, I, p. 104.
* "The Conservatives hoped much from lier innate conservatism. What

turned tlie scale was a belief, held hy many opponents of the Government, thai

the women would espo\ise the cause of tho Prohibitionists, who were by this

time at lopgerhoads witli Mr. Soddon. tlie I'rogressive Premier, and therefore
witli Ills colleagues. It was clear that the liquor question was a troublous one
for the Liberals, and that the advent of the women might Intensify their

troubles. Yet even this belief only just turned the scale in the Legislative
Council." (W. P. Reeves, State Experiments, I, pp. Ill, 112, 115.)
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safe, but doubted if the time were ripe in New Zealand, as the

mass of women had taken no part in the agitation for equal

suffrage, and manifested no particular interest in or under-

standing of political affairs. They thought, however, on the

whole, that the women were entitled to an opportunity to show
what they could do with the suft'rage, and it turned out that

their interest was far greater than had been expected. At the

first election, November, 1893, 90,290 women voted and 129,792

men.*

The time from September 19th, the date of the law, to

November 28th, the date of election, was very short, yet more

than 100,000 women registeredf (109,461 out of 139,471 total

adult females in the Colony) . They flocked to the public meet-

ings, where, by common consent, the front seats were given up

to them. They listened to the candidates with earnest attention,

but without display of emotion.'' "The women, from the first,

regarded their political privilege as a sacred duty."^'' "They

sat row upon row, listening without a sound, and their sombre

dresses, and still more sombre silence, impassive faces and irre-

sponsive stillness unnerved young orators, and damped even

old Parliamentary hands. "^^

The contest was warm. The progressive land and tax and

labor laws and the whole policy of the first three years of

lyiberal Government were before the country. The prohibition

question was at fever heat, and the demand for State funds for

denominational schools was vigorously pushed. Candidates

abounded,—the pay for members had been lately raised to $100

a month. Bishops harangued their flocks ; clergymen stood for

constituencies
;
prayers were offered and hymns sung for the

victory of temperance. It was predicted that the women would

go against the Liberal Ministry; would vote with the Prohibi-

tionists, and that they would do as the priests and preachers

desired and vote for grants to church schools. The result was

contra on all three counts. The supposed great power of

* At the election of 1899, 119,550 women and 159,780 men went to tlie

polls, 71 per rent of the women of the Colony and 75 per cent of the men.
In 1:»02 al)oiit 05 per cont oV the women of the Colony were enroiled. Jind

75 per cent of those who were registered went to the polls and voted.

t As in the case of the men in this country, as well as in New Zealand, a

considerable number of those who registered did not vote.

» Saturday Review, Vol. 87, p. 328.

'" Chatauqnan, August, 1899, p. 485.

II Saturday Review. 87, p. 328.



FIRST CHURCH, DUNEDIN.

Mitity thought that the Chiiicli ivoiild hai'e more inttuciicc zvitli the VJOinen

than the State; so that when they came to the ballot they zcoiild follom the advice

of the clergy and vote to desecularize or denominationalizc the public schools.

But it turned out that the zvomen icere quite as much alive as the men to the

wisdom of the separation of Church and State, and the dangers of clerical inter-

ference ic'iV/i the free secular public school system zvas an illusion.
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religious teachers, exercised to the full, failed to change in the

least the system of free secular education. The agitators for

grants to denominational schools were placed in a more hopeless

minority than ever. The Prohibitionists gained some notable

victories, but local option has held the field, and till this year

(1902) only one district adopted prohibition under it. And
finally the women voted overwhelmingly with the Liberals, so

that "they came out with 54 Representatives to 18 of the Oppo-

sition, even if all the Independents were counted with the

Opposition."

On election day, the ladies were the first to vote. They were given

the right of way in the morning hours, and by amicable arrangement

were allowed in the cities to have certain booths pretty much to them-

selves until noon,—a New Zealand elector may vote at whichever booth

in his district he chooses. The women went quietly in twos and

threes and little groups. They were not canvassed on the way, nor

molested in any manner. When the polls closed at seven o'clock over

ninety thousand women had peacefully voted, and the proportion of

spoiled ballots was very little larger than at previous elections.

There was "no confusion, no jeers or interference of any kind. All

went as if the women had always voted. During the whole day not

a single drunken man was to be seen anywhere." This is the statement

made at the time by Mr. R. H. Bakewell, a gentleman who was most

intensely against woman suffrage, Liberalism, and secular education.

Some time after midnight it was known that the Progressives had

swept the field, and with a sigh of relief or resignation the Colony

went soberly to bed.

Three days later (December i) Mr. Bakewell wrote the following

lament : "The result of the election is now known, and it is a crushing

defeat for the Opposition party, which is, in fact, almost annihilated.

From the Middle Island only 4 members of the Opposition wer.c

returned and the leader of the Opposition, Mr. Rolleston, was defeated.

In Wellington Robert Stout (Liberal and Prohibitionist) was returned

at the head of the poll. In Auckland George Grey (Liberal) was

returned at the head of the list. He is immensely popular with the

women. The Colony is committed for three years to a course of

extreme radical legislation. The Opposition is powerless. All the most

powerful members are either defeated, or, like Sir John Hall, have

given up politics. We must trust to beer and the banks to save us

from absolute ruin. Such are the results of the Female Franchise

!

It is to be hoped that it will be a warning to English Conservatives.

We shall probably for some years to come be a dreadful object lesson

to the rest of the British Empire.'"" Mr. Bakewell's last hope for

salvation from Liberalism did not materialize, for even beer and the

banks were reduced to subjection by the Liberals. Instead of being a

"K. IT. Rakewell, in mth Century, 35, p. 268, et scq.
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dreadful object lesson, New Zealand is regarded as a beacon light.

Before the election Mr. Bakewell had predicted that the women would

vote almost unanimously with the Conservatives. It must be very

exasperating to a prophet when people wont do any of the things he

predicts.

RESULTS.

The leading results of woman suffrage in the nine years it

has been in operation, covering four Parliamentary elections,

are as follows

:

I. A greater regard to the personal character of candidates,

and a decided improvement in the personnel of the Assembly.

Honest dealing, political integrity and upright living count for

more than oratory and party prestige. Even the comparatively

slight hold of partisanship has been still further weakened, for

the women show a strong tendency to vote for a man of high

character in another party in preference to a candidate of

questionable character in their own party. Character often

weighs more with them than ability or party affiliations. On
this point the evidence is emphatic tho not undisputed. ^^

13 Premier Seddon. who was at first unfavorable to woman snEErage. says,

after seeing it worl^ for nearly nine years: "One distinct chance lias been

wrought : a man whose private and domestic or business horor would not bear

inspection would not pow obtain liiRli [jiihlie i)osition "' After the first el<(i ion,

the Sydney Morning Herald, December 0. 180.3, remarked that it had been

claimed that woman's vote would tend to a distinct improvement in politics,

and said: "This has proved to be the case. Women in hulk all over the

Colony have considered personal character, and voted in the majority of

instances for men of good character and repute. The result is that the New
Pailiament is undoubtedly ahead of the last in character. It will be an
eminently practical, business-like, and respectable House, yet a very radical

assemblage." In the Porum, 2?!. p. 181 (1807), Mr. Lusk says: "At both

elections—and markedly so at the last (180()). which took place a few months
ago-—candidates were favored whose personal chaiacter stood h'gh and whose
political record was irreproachable. Ability, even where it was well known
and had long been publicly recognized, failed io many cases to secure election

where personal character was questionable. ISIen new to politics, but credited

by the public with honesty and good character, were again and again victori-

ous over others who weie not only better known, but presumably far more
able. Finally, party distinctions seem to a considerable extent to have lost

their hold upon voters, who, in not a few cases, appear to have preferred to

trust a candidate ranged on the other side, rather than vote for one of their

own party in whose character they had no confidence. Such would seem to be

the results so far as candidates are concerned, and they are universally
attributed to the influence of the female vote."

Mr. Reeves is not in harmony on this point. He says : "All but 2 or 3

per cent of members in the average colonial Parliament have always been at

least respectable. All but the same small per cent are still respectab'e. There
has been no charge whatever." The weight of evidence, however, is against
him. The pcrcitiiafjc of respectability may not he materijilly altered, but the

dajree of respectability has changed, and the increased tendency to emphasize
the character test in choosing among candidates is so manifest that the news-
papers, both Liberal and Conservative, complain that men of distinguished
ability and long public service have been turned down by the women s vote
because of some blemish in their persm.nl record.

Mrs. Atkinson. President of the Women's Christian Temperance TTnion of
New Zealand, is inclined to agree with Reeves rather than with the Premier.
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2. There has been a "marked and increasing improvement in

proceedings of all kinds from the public meetings and platform

speeches to the conduct of voters on election day.""

3. In dealing with issues the women appear to be less influ-

enced by commercial considerations than the men, and more

given to considering the ethical and humanitarian aspects of

measures under discussion. This is what leads them to vote so

strongly for temperance and against gambling, etc., and in

favor of better protection of children and the destitute. The

dollar weighs less with them, and human life and virtue more,

than with the men whose lives arc so full of industrial struggle

and business cares. Thus their influence tends to balance in

some degree the over-commercialism of the time. The women
contribute their conscience, sympathy, and love of right ; the

men contribute their practical sense and experience and logical

power. Each is stronger and better for the influence of the

other. And the symmetry and balance of public life are ren-

dered more perfect than if power were in the hands of either sex

alone.

4. The weight of public opinion has been greatly increased,

practicall}' doubled in efifect, and in reference to questions of

justice and humanity much more than doubled. Twice as

many human beings in each constituency are voters, and the

politicians, to whom votes are the breath of life, are proportion-

ately sensitive. ^^

5. The weight of the family has been increased, and the

weight of the floating bachelor vote diminished. There is a

marked tendency to vote by families, which gives new influence

to the permanent interests- represented by the family, as against

the transient interests of the floating population, and diminishes

the chances of ill-considered and hasty legislation. The elector

who can easily leave the Colony if affairs become unpleasant is

not likely, as a rule, to use his ballot as carefully and thought-

fully as the head of a family who is permanently located, and

She thinks the hope that woman would make moral character the first essen-
tial in a public man has not been fulfllled. and says the claim that "a man
whose moral character has the slightest taint upon it cannot be elected" is

not true. She is doubtless right in this, but that does not invalidate the
claim that "the women voters give more attention to character than men do,"
a statement which is supported by an overwhelming mass of facts and
opinions.

"Forum, 2.'?, p. 181, Lusk.

"Saturday Review, 87, 1899, p. 329.
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cannot go away if things get into a snarl. Yet under universal

male suffrage the voting power of the floater is as great as that

of the family man. This is not so as a general thing under

equal suft'rage. It is not true that the women vote blindly with

their own folks, voting the same way as their husbands, fathers

and brothers. They couldn't do that unless they cast several

different ballots apiece at each election. But it is true that a

solid, honest, kindly man, who enjoys the confidence of his

family because he deserves it, does in most cases have the addi-

tional influence of the votes of his wife and daughters. So the

great preponderance of political power is given to the families,

to the most permanent, important and elevated interests, and

to those most entitled to influence legislation.^*'

6. The women are studying politics. They have formed a

large number of civic societies, and these, through delegates,

are coordinated into a National Council of the Women of New
Zealand. This Council was founded in April, 1896. It meets

once a vear, and its sessions last about ten davs. The members

read papers, discuss the questions of the day and adopt resolu-

tions bearing on political questions and social well-being. At

first some of the papers made fun of the National Council, but it

has survived that ordeal, and is now seriously accepted as an

important public institution. As the Council represents many

thousands of intelligent, wide-awake voters, its deliberations

are watched by public men, and in many instances its recom-

mendations are put in eft'ect by the (jovernment, either tlirough

administrative or legislative reform.'"

7. In respect to specific measures supported by the women,

it is admitted that improved provisions for industrial schools

and the protection and adoption of children, raising the age of

consent from 13 to 16 "in a country where women come to

maturity much earlier than in England ;" a strong law against

keepers of places of ill-repute ; appointment of female inspect-

ors of factories, asylums and other institutions ; laws against

sweating and against gambling; the admission nf women to the

bar. etc., are largely due to their influence.'^'*

1" Westminster Review, 14.*'., p. 35.

"North American Review, 168, p. 510 (1800).

18 Reeves and Walker. "Tlie White Ribbon," the offloial organ of the

W. C. T. U. of New Zealand, in the issue of Feb., 1003, gives the following list

of measures passed since 1803 affecting women and children, in the passing of

which it is thought the possession of the franchise by women has had an
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Not only has additional legislation against immorality been

inspired by the women voters,—they have also inspired the

Government to greater stringency in the administration of the

laws against gambling, disorderly houses, etc. The women
have stood steadfastly by the whole land, tax, labor and co-

operative policy of the Liberal Government, and their influence

helped to secure industrial arbitration and old-age pensions.

The National Council of Women, held at Christchurch, in

1896, passed resolutions in favor of the nationalization of the

soil, a general compulsory 8-hour day and a minimum wage

established by law ; also a resolution that "in all cases where a

woman elects to superintend her own household and be the

mother of children, there shall be a law attaching a certain just

share of her husband's earnings or income for her separate use,

payable, if she so desires, into her separate account." The

women of New Zealand ask for equal pay for equal work,

whether it is done by man or woman. Firstly, as a matter of

economic justice, and, secondly, in order that the woman may
have the same freedom and independence as the man, and be

under no temptation to accept, for the sake of a comfortable

subsistence, a marriage that does not appeal to her heart.

The New Zealand woman demands equality of opportunity

for her children. She does not cherish any ideal of a dead-

level society. She expects a higher class in attainment, pos-

session and responsibility. But all the doors must be wide

open for her children to enter that class and climb for the top

without more handicap than nature gave them.

We have already seen that the women stand firm for the

secular public schools, in spite of the appeals of the clergy for

church schools. It is said that woman's vote gave the working-

men the balance of power in New Zealand, and also that it

secured the local option law. This is incorrect. The local

option law was enacted before woman suffrage went into effect.

influence : "A law making the conditions of divorce equal for both sexes ; a
Testator's Family Maintenance Act, by which the economic rights of wife
and family are protected: an Infant Life Protection Act (to prevent baby
farming) ; an act which admits women to the profession of Law ; amend-
ments in the Industi'ial Schools Act: Sander of AA'oirrn .*ct: an Art tr I'ro

vide Legal Separation without expense : an Act to regulate the adoption of
children : an Act to bring Servants' Registry Offices under regulation ; amend-
ments made in the Municipal Act, giving wives a vote in virtue of the qualifi-

cation held by their husbands: Technical Schools Established; an Act granting
Old Age I'ensions to both sexes : amendments to Factory Acts, which give
girl apprentices better wages, and by which the health and interests of shop
girls are safeguarded; an Act to raise the Age of Protection (Consent)."
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and the workingmen (in fusion with the farmers) got hold of

the Government in 1890, not 1893. It is said that woman suf-

frage has closed 25 per cent of the pubHc houses/^ and all of

them after 10 P. M. That may be true. In one town, for-

merly noted for its drunkenness and disorderliness, absolute

prohibition has been secured under the local option law,

whereby the place has become one of the cleanest in the Colony,

diminished its police, and its jail, for want of use, has been

made headquarters for the Salvation Army.

The greatest complaint, and practically the only complaint

now made against woman suffrage, is that it has not carried

prohibition throughout the Colony, as some of the leading advo-

cates of equal suffrage, Sir Robert Stout, for example, expected

that it would do. The Prohibitionists did gain enough in the

first election (1893) to pass a prohibition bill in the House, but

it was turned down by the Senate, and at the next election

(1896) prohibition was rejected, the ballot going in favor of

candidates who believed in local option. In the elections of

November 25, 1902, as we have seen, five more districts (mak-

ing six in all, with Clutha) obtained the Ys vote required to

establish prohibition, and there w^as a majority in the whole

Colony for prohibition, so that the movement is now decidedly

in favor of legislative teetotalism.

RESULTS IN NEW ZEALAND LEAD AUSTRALIA TO ADOPT WOMAN SUFERAGE.

The experiment of New Zealand was carefully watched by Australia,

and the results were so satisfactory that South Australia followed

suit in December, 1894, West Australia in July, 1899, and New South

Wales in August, 1902, the latter move being largely influenced by the

fact that a few months earlier the national suffrage had been granted

to women throughout the Commonwealth of Australia, the Federal

Parliament having passed, in April, 1902, an act emancipating nearly

800,000 women, and establishing universal manhood and womanhood
suffrage in national elections throughout the continent.'"

Experience in New Zealand, Australia and our Western States,^ unites

'^ There are no "saloons" or mere liquor shops in New Zealand. The law
does not recognize the sale of intoxicants as a business by itself, but only as

an incident to a hotel or restaurant or victualer's business, to which the

absorption of fluids forms a natural appurtenance. (Lusk, 23, Forum, 178.)

=« Sir E. Barton, Premier of the Commonwealth, said. July, 1002, that

"he was formerly an opponent of the movement, but had been converted to its

support by observing the results that had attended its adoption."

-' Wyoming gave women the full suffrage in ISCO : Colorado in 1S03 ; Utah
and Idaho in ISOG. Before September, ISO.S, women had municipal suffrage in

one State (Kansas, 1887), and school suffrage in 19 States; and since that
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in proving that if women possess the suffrage they will use it ; that

there is no disorder in consequence, nor rudeness to the women voters;

that they are not -afraid to go to the polls, nor do the men of any

class try to discourage them from so doing. Household duties are

not neglected. There is no sign of family discord, disdain for marriage,

or anv revolution in dress or manners. Enfranchisement has led

date they have received some form of partial suffrage iu 5 others, l)esides the

two according them the full ballot.

England gave women the right to vote in municipal elections in 1809, and
has done nothing more. In the Australian colonies women had the municipal
suffrage before 1893, New South Wales leading the procession by passing the

Act of 1867, the New Zealand Act of the same year being broad enough to

admit women taxpayers to the Burgess roll. Since 1893 women have received

the full suffrage in three of the colonies, and in the Commonwealth as stated

in the text.

In America the development of equal suffrage seems more likely to be a

growth, a .State at a time, rather than a sweeping national change. Among
those who have expressed themselves in favor of woman suffrage are John
(juincy Adams, Chief Justice Chase, Charles Sumner, Wendell Phillips, Ralph
Waldo Emerson, Wm. I^loyd Garrison, Henry Ward Beecher, George Wra.
Curtis, John Stuart Mill, ('has. Kingsley, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Mary A.

Livermore, Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, Louisa M. Alcott, Clara Barton, Florence
Nightingale, James Freeman Clarke, Joseph Cook, Henry Wadsworth Long-
fellow, John Greenleaf Whittier, Wm. T. Harris, George W. Cable, Huxley,
Theodore Parker, I'hillips Brooks, Geo. F. Hoar, James A. (iarfleld, Abraham
Lincoln, and Theodore Roosevelt. The latter voted for it in the New York
Legislature, and when he became Governor recommended it in his inaugural
message to the Legislature. January, 1809.

A few eminent men, like Dr. Lyman Abbott and Herbert Spencer, oppose
woman suffrage. Spencer favored equal suffrage in his young manhood, but
now opposes it, because, he says, woman cannot fight. His experience with
women appears to be rather limited. The main argument advanced in this

country against the female franchise is based on the physiological law of

division of function, and the economy of division of labor. The sympathy of

men with women is sufflcienf to insure .justice to the gentler sex. Women are
not adapted to politics, and it is a waste of power and life to require both
sexes to study political affairs, when half the race can do the work as well,

or better, than the whole. Equal suffragists reply that sympathy has not
proved sufficient to secure justice, the law's favoritism toward men making it

very clear who made the statutes ; that political life cannot be managed as
well without the conscience of woman and her superior devotion to principle

to correct the overcommercialism of man, and that the study of political

affairs is not a waste of power, but a valuable education to which women have
a right. There is certainly force in the plea for division of labor in this

complex modern life, yet it is clearly not conclusive—it is not generally
thought that the men should do all the eating or all the wearing of clothes, or

all the studying of arithmetic, riding on bicycles, or traveling en the railways,
nor even all the making and spending of money—division of function is not
till' only law of life, and its application is limited liy other laws.

Most thoughtful jieople in synn)athy with poi^ular government, and
familiar with the irresistible movement of the 19th century toward democ-
racy and the extension of the suft'rage to class after class in the advaiici>

toward government by the people, believe in the ultimate enfranchisement of

women, but opinions differ as to the time and circumstances that may justify

the change. It is a question of the stage of development or degree of civili/.a

(ion to which the society has attained. In a community of low type demo<'racy
in any form may be a failure, as appears to be the case in some of our cities

now. The citizenship must attain a certain degree of civic virtue, tlionght-

fiilness, honesty, energy, and independence, or bandit gangs, bosses, and
moneyed aristocracies will rear their thrones on the forms of republican guv-
ei-nment. The unconditional gift of the ballot to the negro at the close of the
Civil War is thought by many to have been an injury to him and to the whites.
It is true that women as a class are by no means so ignorant and undeveloix'd
as the blacks at the time of their emancipation, but their knowledge of politics

and practical affairs is not large enough to remove the doubt as to their fitne.ss.

One thing, however, seems to be clear, viz. : that if the door to i)rogress is
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neither to divided households nor divided skirts. On the contrary,

family life has been strengthened with a new sympathy; politics have

gained a new influence full of high motive and comparatively free

from commercialism ; the home has more weight in political affairs,

and character has more weight in elections; temperance, morality,

justice, and high principle have somewhat more influence in legislative

bodies; and the passage and enforcement of humanitarian laws is more

vigorously demanded and jealously watched. The strength of parties

as a rule has not been much affected. The prophecies of evil indulged

in before the e.xperiment have not l)oen fulfilled ; and the niiilennimn has

not begun to perform in any of these countries, unless New Zealand

may be deemed to have symptoms of an attack (which, however, began

NAPIER.

Chief town and port of the District of Hawke's Bay.

From the villas and gardens of the wealthier citizens on Prospect Hill (a part
of which is shoivn in the foreground) the view is exceedingly fine. The Bay is

ranked with that of Naples, as one of the most beautiful in the world.
The women of the villas here and in -the wealthier quarters of other cities did

not take to the suffrage much at the first election, but have since sho7i'n their
appreciation of the ballot and used it quite largely.

opened by the adoption of the initiative and referendum, woman suffrage will
come whenever the people are ready for it, which is likely to be as soon as any
large part of the women manifest a desire and a reasonable fitness for it.

Education and the referendum, therefore, appear to l)e true bases of the suf-
frage movement. The matter of supreme importance now is the extension of
manhood suffrage to measures as well as men. so that the adoption of progres-
sive measures of any sort may no longer depend on the interest or whim of a
few legislators, but be decided l)y the voice of the community itself whenever
the people so desire.
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before equal sufifrage was enacted). But it has, at least, been proved

beyond question, that in free, wholesome, well-educated and well-

developed Anglo-Saxon communities, women can be suddenly enfran-

chised in a body without doing the slightest harm to themselves or any-

one else.

ANTICIPATIONS Of EXTREMISTS ON BOTH SIDES EAILED OF REALIZATION.

Desperate efforts were made in New Zealand at first to found a new
party based rather vaguely on temperance, purity and patriotism, but

it died a natural death. Woman's vote was honorably won, and, as is

publicly recognized, has never been cast from unworthy motives, but

it cannot be organized on an abstract proposition. It regards the

exigencies of the time, and applies the principles of right and justice,

and individual, social, and especially family welfare, to the concrete

questions of the day.

Some of the enemies of the sufifrage also thought it would turn

things upside down. They too have been disappointed. It was feared

the women would do too much. Now the indictment is that they have

not done enough, so the Prohibitionists say, and the clergy who want

denominational schools agree with them. Opinions of equal suffrage

range from the view that it is a failure because it has not insisted

(in immediate prohibition, to the judgment that it is an unqualified

success.^^

The undoubted facts are that none of the dire predictions of the

enemies of woman suffrage have come true,"^ nor all the rosy antici-

pations of its most enthusiastic friends,'* but on the whole its results

^ Chautauquan, August, 1899, p. 485, "The experiment lias been an un-
qualifled success, and is now heartily indorsed even by men who formerly
opposed it."

^ Domestic discord, children forgotten, husbands uncared for, dress and
appearance neglected, divided skirts, smoking cigarettes, scorn of marriage,
general unsexing of women. Women wouldn't vote; would be insulted at the
polls ; parties upset ; progress stopped. Women would vote as the priests and
ministers told them to. Could be duped by any handsome, plausible man.
regardless of his fitness for office. Didn't know enough to vote intelligently on
national issues, etc., etc.

A member in debate in 1893, after saying he understood a petition of

thirty thousand women had been sent to Parliament, declared that he was
opposed to the measure. "Women were more impressionable than men, and
more in the hands of the clergy," adding this delicious bit of argument: "It
is always a first step in the decadence of a nation when men hand over gov-
ernment to women, and I think the country must be said to be tottering to its

fall." (N. Z. Pari. Debates, Vol. 81, p. 142.)
None of the fears, big or little, have materialized, either in New Zealand

or Australia. Sir E. Barton, now Premier of the Commonwealth of Australia,
says that "in his experience of the practical working of woman sufifrage he
has not found one of the evils which it was predicted would attend its adop-
tion."

"* A mighty social revolution would result, a new era of truth and right-
eousness. "If it succeeds," wrote Mr. Pitchett in the Australian Review of
Reviews when the New Zealand law was framed, "it will simply revolutionize
modern politics all over the planet." The Prohibitionists considered their
cause as practically won when they got the equal suffrage bill enncted (and it

looks now as tho they would win, but how much depends on education and how
much on woman suffrage may be questioned—the Prohibition States and tue
e(iual-suffrage States are not identical in America). Churchmen and Roman
Catholics looked for a great reinforcement of the party hostile to secular
education in the public schools, but have been disappointed.
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have been beneficent; that it is now heartily indorsed by the people in

general, including very many of those who opposed its adoption, and

no suggestion of repeal is even hinted by any one; and that many of

the Liberals have found their expectations fully justified. They voted

for equal suffrage not merely on principle, but on grounds of practical

reason and demonstrated fact.

WHY THE FULL SUFFRAGE WAS GIVEN TO WOMEN.

Mr. Lusk says that under a partial franchise women had for many
years taken an active and intelligent interest in public affairs. "The
general education act of 1877 provided for provincial school boards

that were to spend the school moneys, choose the teachers, and erect

and maintain buildings. These boards were elected by school com-
mittees and these in turn by the heads of families. Widows and wives,

whose husbands were absent, voted. It was noticed that no one took

more active and intelligent interest than the women, and they were

gradually elected as members of the committees, in which capacity

they rendered excellent service. Five years later (1882) the licensing

laws were revised and licenses placed in charge of local boards elected

by all the ratepayers, male and female. Again the women showed real

interest and practical common sense, and the results were so good that

in 1886 women were admitted to the ballot in all municipal elections

on equal terms with men. All these rights were used by the women
with such good common sense and understanding as to demonstrate

their fitness for dealing with political affairs. And this demonstration

is thought by many to be one of the principal causes of their advance-

ment to the full suffrage in 1893."^

Mr. Reeves differs on this point. He says : "The women had left

the elections alone, and generally speaking had not displayed the

faintest desire to become voters. One or two of them had sat on

school boards ; a few hundred who were ratepayers were conducted to

the polls every three years and recorded their votes without comment
or observation. Otherwise women knew nothing of public life, and

public life nothing of them. They were as unprepared for the exercise

of their novel right as a newly-enfranchised class could well be.""°

Another writer thinks an important cause of the victory of equal

suffrage was the extended usefulness of the women of New Zealand."

Including the business of housekeeping, less than i^ per cent of the

25 Lusk, 2."} Forum, 177. Mr. Lusk lias not noted that women taxpayers
voted in Municipal elections long before 1S8G.

2* State Experiments, Vol. 1, p. 213.

^ "The New Zealand women have the franchise because they do their fair

share of life's duties. . . . Symjiathy of tluught and action, through co-

partnership of work and simple family life, is the key of the position." This
is why the women got the sulTi'age in New Zealand, nnd why they vote in such
close sympathy with their fathers, husbands, and brothers. (E. Reeves, West-
minster Rev., 143, pp. 36, 47.)
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capables are idle.'^ Substantially the whole body of women are living

simple, earnest, useful lives in vital and helpful relation with the

economic system of the Commonwealth. Taking so large a part in

the active life of the State, the plea that justice entitled them to a

share in making the laws, appealed to statesmen with especial force.

There is no doubt that all these conditions had some part in bringing

about the enfranchisement of w^omen, but the principal causes appear

to have been the Prohibitionist belief that it would favor their cause,

the Conservative belief that it would cripple the Liberal Party, and

the conviction of leading statesmen and members of Parliament that

it was the logical outcome of the principles on which free institutions

rest.

The five men who did most to bring the question to the front and

keep it there, were Sir George Grey, Sir Robert Stout, Sir Julius

Vogel, Sir John Hall, and John Ballance. Only one of these was a

Prohibitionist, and only one was a Conservative at the time the act

Vv^as passed. These men supported woman suffrage because they thought

it just and right and in accord with democracy—they were convinced

by the same arguments that were so unavailingly used bj' Mill on the

other side of the earth ;—and they all five honestly believed, not only

that woman suffrage was an essential part of Government by the People,

hut that its influence would strengthen and purify public life.

VIEWS OF PREMIER SEDDON AND HIS WIFE.

We may close this account of one of New Zealand's most interesting

experiments with a few words from Premier Seddon and his wife.

^ The following table shows how the women of New Zealand were occu-

pied about the time the suffrage was conferred upon them :

Occupatinns of ^Vomcn in Xeir Zealand, ('rnnus of JS9t.

Housework.
Wives or widows performing domestic duties 83,800
Relatives assisting in same 35,600
Others assisting in same, including visitors, lady help, etc 4,500
Paid domestic servants (largely for widowers, 7,700) 3 3,800

General Industry.

Paid industrial, commercial, agricultural, and professional woi-kcrs. .. 2S,2n0

School.
Girls at school and college (10,400

(lirls receiving tuition at home 4,400
Infants and children at home, non-assisting 40,000

(41,600 of tliem under 5 years of age.)

No Occupation.
Women of independent means 2,100
In asylums (700), hospitals (200), jails and reformatories, plus

refugees, beggars, vagrants, etc. (1,600) 2.70(t

The total number of women over 14 was 169,000. Of the 2,100 women
of means, more than 500 were over 65 years old, and at least 1,000 of the
1,600 in the last line were sick or incapable. So that less than l'^ per cent
of the capables between 14 and 65 were idle. Out of 90,000 wives, 80.000. or
90 per cent, managed their home work without paid lielp.

There were nearly 14,000 earning wages in domestic service, and twice
that number working as school teachers, factory hands, sewing giris, sales
girls, clerks, etc. The nnivei-sities and colleges were open to women, and a few
scores had taken degrees, but there were no lady lawyers or doctors. There
are now perhaps a dozen woman doctors in the Colony, and since the admis-
sion of women to the bar two or three have availed themselves of the privilege.
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The Premier says: "When the law was first passed, some of us

were very doubtful of it. Some years ago I voted against woman
suffrage. But in 1893 the head of the Government, Mr. Ballance,

pledged the Ministry, of whom I was one, to carry it through. Mr.

Ballance became ill, the task of carrying through the bill fell on my
shoulders, and altho not over-convinced of its wisdom, I was in honor

bound to see that it was passed. It has now been law sufificiently long

to remove it from the experimental stage, and to show how it will

affect the home life of our people. The best proof of its success may
be found in the fact that there is not even a whispered suggestion of

repealing it. It has come to stay."

"In matters of social reform, the care of children and of the aged

and afflicted, the women of the Colony have taken the deepest interest.

The effect of the change upon the elections has been most gratifying.

Since the passing of the Act, hotels are closed upon election days,

canvassing is stopped, electors on their way to the poll cannot be

interrupted, and all is safeguarded in such a way that women can go

to vote for a member of Parliament with the same safety and propriety

as tho thejr were going to a place of worship."

"The fear had been expressed by many in New Zealand that the

granting to the franchise to women would lead her to forget her place

in society, and to the neglect of her home duties. But they have found

their fears on that score to be utterly groundless. The women of the

Colony have not been in the slightest degree unsexed, and with their

worthier and larger sphere of action they stand higher to-day than they

did formerly."

In answer to the question: "How did women get the suffrage in New
Zealand?" Mrs. Seddon replied:

Ry the ordinary machinery; petitions, public meetings, and personal

pressure upon Members of Parliament. The agitation for it began a

good many years ago, then languished for awhile, and then became

verj' earnest again. It was supported always bj'- the Conservatives, who
were under the impression that women would vote mainly on their

side, but this expectation has not been justified. It was a Liberal

Ministry, with my husband at the head, that gave the franchise to

women, and at the elections that have since taken place women have

maintained the same Government in power."

"Were you in favor of woman suffrage before it was obtained.''

'

"No ; I was opposed."

"Will you please tell me why?"

"It was because I thought that women should not mix with anything

so rough as contested elections used to be. I thought they were belter

out of the turmoil of politics, and that it would be unpleasant for them

to be canvassed and to have to vote."

"Do you now believe, in the light of experience, that it is a good

thing?"

"Yes, most decidedly 1 do. There has been no disturbance and no

unpleasantness of any sort connected with it, and it has done the women
a great deal of good to take an interest in public affairs."
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"Tell me about the 'discord in families.'
"

"Oh, there is nothing in that at all. Our married women vote, and

so do girls living at home, if over 21, but we find that where the

family life is at all what it ought to be, there is apt to be a family

opinion. Of course, it is possible that sometimes the vote is given

by husband and wife, or father and daughter, in different ways ; but,

as a rule, we find that families all work together."

"One thing more : has there been any attempt on the part of priests

or ministers of any denomination to manipulate the women's vote? A
good many men in our country who deny representation to women
give as their real reason their fear that women would be priest-ridden.

Has anything like that been found to be the case in New Zealand?"

"Certainly not," said Mrs. Seddon, emphatically. "In New Zealand

we have perfect religious equality. There is no State Church, as in

England. In the management of public afifairs, altho, of course, any

minister would have his own personal influence with his friends, yet

the public opinion of the women voters, as much as that of men, would
be at once roused against any attempt to introduce direct clerical inter-

ference with secular affairs."

A CIVIC TYPE.

Thouglitfulness and beauty are not inconsistent. Thought adds a charm to

beauty, and lifts even the plain woman far above the mere butterfly beauty. Where
the women not only win love and admiration for their sweetness, goodness and
physical attractions, but also command respect for their reason and judgment, the

civic question, "Shall our mothers, wives and sisters be our equals or our subjects?"
acquires redoubled force.
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CARING FOR LABOR.

'JTIE LABOR DEPARTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT EOR THE

UNEMPLOYED.

The interests of Labor have received no less attention than

land, taxation, credit, the liquor traffic, and the electoral laws.

In fact, in the truest sense, the land and tax and credit laws

are labor laws, for they all advance the interests of the farmers,

and artisans, and other working classes, and cut the ground

from under their opponents. But in the narrower sense of

labor legislation the Liberal Parliaments have been very active

also.

In May, 1891, a deputation headed by the members for

Wellington, waited on Premier Ballance to urge that the Gov-

ernment should deal with the problem of the unemployed. The
Premier had with him the Hon. Wm. Pember Reeves, Minister

of Justice and Education. During the discussion the sugges-

tion was made that the Government should use its officials to

furnish reports from the country districts, where there might

be a demand for workmen, and so enable the idle workers

crowded in the cities to know where work could be had. Min-

ister Reeves caught at the hint, and at the Premier's requesl

look the matter in hand. From that incident grew the Labor

P)Ureau of New Zealand, which has been copied in each of

the five continental colonies of Australia.

The New Zealand Labor Department^ has at its head a

Labor ^Minister, who is a member of the Cabinet. The Depart-

1 Mr. Reeves was the first Minister, remaining in otTioe till he went as
Agent-Oeneral to London, in IsnC). Since tlien Mr. Tregear lias been Labor
Secretary. The Department was really established as a practical recognition
of the "right to work," and the example has been followed.

Now South Wales and Victoria, as well as New Zealand, have practically
admitted the right to employment, and the obligation of the State to aid the
nnemployed to find work.
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nient has four functions. First : It relieves the unemployed

by aiding them to get work. Second : It acts as the channel

through which the Government obtains manual workers for

the public service. Third : It inspects factories and shops,

etc., and sees that labor laws are enforced. Fourth : It pub-

lishes a monthly labor bulletin.

The collection and i)ublication of statistics is not neglected,

but the hrsf duty of the De])artment is to find work for work-

less men.- Its ])ul)]ic emi)li)}menl bureau.s ha\'e become one of

HON. WM. PEMBER REEVES.

The First Labor Minister.

IVith the syiiipulhy and ussisfance of Fremier Ballancc and other incnil'cr.s- oj

I he Libenil Cabinet, Minister Reeves established the State Einfloyiucnt Bureau,

tcith agencies all over the Colony, to act in conjunction zi'itli the .^tate Raili>.'ays

and the Public Lands Department in a systematic effort to aid the unemployed in

finding tcork and building liomcs.

2 In 1S95 the Government .set up a Registry Office, or employment office,

for female servants In Wellington, as a branch of the Labor Bureau, and all

the registry offices on the i.sland were regulated and put under the control of

the Labor Department. Women and girls had sometimes been badly treated by
the private employment offices,—overcharged or induced to put up at a boardiuv;

house owned partly or wholly by the keeper of the employment agency, and
kept dangling till their savings were spent ; or they might be sent to a dis-

reputable place. Mr. Reeves says that such extreme cases were not common,
but that petty trickery and overreaching were common enough till the Servants'
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the most helpful features of New Zealand life. The chief

agents in this work are the factory inspectors, and the smaller

agents are the policemen. The policemen all over New Zea-

land are on the lookout for opportunities for employment to

be reported to the labor bureaus. The main object is to get

the workless out of the cities and larger towns, and into the

countrv districts where they are needed. There is work

somewhere for every reasonably-efficient and fairly-decent man

if he only knew where to look for it. But left to himself the

impoverished workman out of a job and out of money, does

not know where to go. So the Government, his Government,

the great cooperative association to which he belongs, steps

Tknts kor the Unemployhd who no to Work in The Forests and on the Roads

IN THE Out Districts.

in and hcljis him to tincl work somewhere in the public ser\ice,

or with some private employer who has applied to the bureau

for a supply of labor, or who is reported as needing help. And

to smooth still more the path of honest industry the Depart-

ment gives the men passes on the State railways. They under-

Registry Offices Act of 1895 required employment agencies to be licensed and
registered, regulated their fees, and sul)jected their books and methods to the

inspection of the Labor Department. Tlie law also forbids the combination of

a registry business with the kcoping of a boarding liouse. After this law had
been in operation t! years New Si>iith Wales thought well enough of it to copy

it in December, inul.
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take to refund the fares out of their earnings, and if they go

into Government employ, the fares are afterward deducted

from their wages. The Government it is thought does enough

for them in giving them work at good wages and advancing

their fares. But when the unemployed go at their own risk

to look for work in some outlying district it is not usual to

require them to refund the railway fares. '^

The first 12 months the Department found work for 2,974

people, 2,000 being placed in private employ, and 974 in Gov-

ernment employ. In the 5 years from 1891-96, when work

was slack, the Department placed over 14,000 deserving work-

men, sending 8,981 men into Government employ, and 5,139

to private employment. From June, 1891, to April, 1902, the

Department found work for 28,700 men with 64,900 depend-

ents.

The Labor Department, Police Department,* Land Depart-

ment, and Public Works Department with its railways, roads,

water works, and building operations, all cooperate to find

work for the unemployed, and settle the workers on the land

with homes of their own. The efforts of the Land Depart-

ment to provide suburban homes for men working in the cities,

have been described in the chapter on Compulsory Repurchase.

The aid of the Railway Department through low fares for

workmen in and out from their work will be stated in the

chapter on Railways for Service. The system of cooperative

^ Reeves, State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand, Vol. 2, p. 220.

* In the Westminster Review, Vol. 144, December, 1895, p. 641, I Qnd the
following interesting statement by the cultured New Zealand writer, Edward
Reeves :

"Englishmen who know the measure of success that has attended even the
praiseworthy little efforts of the Salvation Army to bring together employers
and unemployed, hardly need be told in detail what can be done by a Minister
of Labor with an enthusiastic staff under him ; with 200 special agencies ; with
a zealous helper in every magistrate and police constable in the Colony,
thoroly knowing and reporting monthly to him the character, needs, and capa-
bilities of every employer in every police district; by a Government department
having full power to convey men over 2,000 miles of railway, or by steamer or
coach to where employment and the Minister's agents await them, and to
recover out of the future wages of the benefited and grateful laborers passage
moneys advanced to them and to their wives and little children. Such an
organization is rarely deceived by the undeserving. Confronted by the officers
in blue, who know his antecedents, and can show to him his whole past his-
tory neatly docketed, the 'moodier,' the true loafer, here at least, meets his
match. The Labor Bureau is an admirable institution. It is in its infancy,
and will probably show more brilliant results when the system has had time to
be perfected. Meanwhile it can boast that from June 1, 1891, to December 31,
1894, timely succor, unalloyed by the taint of charitable aid, was given to
12,053 workmen, on whom were dependent 27,381 persons. Of the total
amount advanced to these persons for railway and steamboat passage and
other purposes, 81 per cent has already been refunded."
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employment on the railways and other public works will be

discussed in the chapter on Cooperation. It remains for us

to state here the special forms of land relief not already

described, and then direct attention to the specific "Labor

Laws" of the Colony, some of which are among its most

famous enactments.
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LABOR AND THE LAND.

The placing of labor on the land has always been one of

the great objects of New Zealand Liberals. Ballance began

the work on a permanent basis in 1886, and IMcKenzie con-

tinued it in 1891 and succeeding years.

The Land Department allows a man to take a lot of 10 to

200 acres on lease in perpetuity in one of its 46 or more

"improved-farm settlements," remits or abates the payment

of rent till he is able to pay it, advances money up to $50 for

a single man, and $150 for a married man, to help him build

a home ; and gives him employment in cooperative groups on

half time, making roads or constructing railways or other

I)ublic works near by, so that he can make a living while he

is clearing and planting and raising a crop ; or it will pay

him wages for clearing and sowing his own land, adding the

advances to the capital value of the land on which he is to

pay rent.''

This is McKenzie's pet idea, but village-settlements and

special-settlements, like those started sixteen years ago. are

also provided for by the present land laws, and are still develop-

ing. By such means the unemployed are given work and

homes, and the poor from the slums of the cities are deposited

on the land. According to the last report (1902) the improved-

6 New Zealand Year Books, 1902 and pi-eceding years. The following,

from Edward Reeves, December, 1895, is interesting in this connection :

"Roads through Crown forests are in future to be made by the unemployed
that have passed the test of cooppratinn. Along the lines of road sections of

land, on which they can work for themselves every alternate fortnight, are to

l)e allotted

—

men vith families heing preferred in the first place as making the

best permanent settlers: married men without children in the second; a man
engaged to be married in the third. It is jiroposed to erect saw mills, which
the men will be taught to manage. Trees will be cut into lengths suitable for

wood pavement. By Government agency the timber will be carried to and
sold in European markets, where the demand is practically Inexhaustible, thus

not interfering with local trade or private enterprise." (Westminster Review.
Vol. 144. p. 042.)
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farm settlements, villag-e-homestead settlements, cooperative

associations, and other special settlements that have grown

ont of Ballance's efforts to afford employment and settle labor

on the land, contain in all about 15,000 people, occupying over

200,000 acres. A similar movement in the United States in

proportion to population, would give us labor and cooperative

settlements containing- nearly a million and a half of people,

and occupying- 20 million acres.

The Government outlay for each "village settler" is $30,

for each "improved-farm settler," $680, and for each tenant

of the repurchased estates, $5,000. The average area is much

_ 4 ^L. .^.
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people. The Government gave them nothing but a chance

to earn their hving. No food or clothes or money was given

them ; advances were made to them but they had to pay for

everything in the end. The result has been that their char-

acter as well as their comfort has been improved, and they

are earnest, independent, self-respecting, hard-working citizens

of the thoughtful Republic.'^

"New Zea landers call their country "The Ideal Republic." In the strict
political sense of the word, of course, it is not a republic, because of its rela-
tion with England (see chapter on the Constitution). But in spirit and sub-
stance it is more truly a republic than many a state that has the form through-
out.

i^tir^SgL-

.Af

'n

HOMES FOR THE HOMELESS.



.Chapter 51.

THE STATE FARM.
*

To help men who are out of employment and to aid in trans-

forming- non-efifective into effective labor, a State Farm has

been established at Levin under the management of the Labor

Department. Eight hundred acres of heavy forest and scrub

were assigned by the Land Department for the purpose. The
unemployed were put to clearing ofif the timber, working cooper-

atively on good wages. The sales of timber and produce,

the value of the improvements, and the rise of land values have

recouped the cost of the enterprise; and many families have

been supplied with temporary homes, and their breadwinners

changed from uninstructed and inefficient workmen into skill-

ful, self-supporting, and self-respecting workers able to get

employment anywhere.

The majority of the tenants are elderly men who never

learned to farm or to do anything else in good shape. They

are taken to the farm with their families, taught to use the

axe and the spade in cooperative groups, instructed in the

science of agriculture, and changed into excellent workers,

who take up land themselves or get good places outside.^

The scheme is very similar to one of the parts of Gen.

Booth's plan. T have seen in the General's shops in England

' Mr. Tregear. the present Labor Secretary, advocates State farms for the
retcntiuu and discipline of the "incurably vagrant atoms of the population."
the loafer on his wife's earnings, the habitual drunkard, etc.—every sympathy
and help for the honest worker out of employment, but discipline for the un
employable,—compulsory employment for the "bum." Tho New Zealanders
of long residence in the Colony tell me they do not know of any "tramps'" of
the professional sort, such ag we have in great profusion, yet there are men
who do as little work as it is possible to contrive to do and live. In fact,

there are two classes of these parasitic human microbes, one rich and one poor,
both very small in New Zealand, but still present. It is the poor parasites
Mr. Tregear has in mind in his idea of compulsory employment. The other
sort are harder to deal with, but even this germ disease of the body politic
will yield to the cleansing power of education and a reasonable equalization of
the economic circulation or wealth product of the community.
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i^roiips of workiiieii of the same class that go to New Zealand's

State farm. The purposes are the same also—employment for

the unemployed, industrial education, and the graduation of

class after class of well-trained experts, if possible, or self-

sustaining, competent workmen at the least. The principal

difference is that in New Zealand the Government has taken

vigorous hold of the work of caring for the unemployed, and

so it is done on an adequate scale. Whereas in England the

Government has b'een too much occupied with schemes of power

and money-making, to give any attention to so trifling a matter

as helping work people get a living, and become good self-

sustaining citizens. So General Booth has 1)cen left to wrestle

with the problem of cleaning out and renovating the products

of English slums, which, with the means at his disposal, is

much like bailing out an ocean steamer with a tin cup.

If Governments did their duty by the children of each gen-

eration in the wav of industrial education there would be no

need of State help for elderly inefficiency, but so long as the

])resent system, or lack of system, endures, the State should

make provision for the non-efifectives. If the channels are

left unguarded so that ships may go upon the rocks, there

should at least be some life stations to save the shipwrecked

sailors.

So '^^c:??,-^^^^^

'''''t«f«Bt-i^. h' ai-i^" •..;•;<'

i«^W''''

,

'' ''
' HI''li''''



Chapter 52.

THE FACTORY LAWS.

Factory legislation began in New Zealand away back in

1873, when Vogel was Premier, but the splendid laws that

have lifted the 50,000 operatives of New Zealand far above

the factory workers of other lands iii general comfort and

condition, belong to the recent Liberal years.

In September, 1873, with almost no debate or objection Parliament

passed a bill embodying the principle that no woman or girl should

work more than 8 hours a day in a workroom, and that the employ-

ment of a single person of the weaker sex in working on articles for

trade or sale would make the place "a' workroom' within the meaning
of the law. It also prohibited factory work for females at night, and
between 2 o'clock Saturday afternoon and 9 o'clock Monday morning

;

provided that the regular day should not begin before 9 A. M. nor

end later than 6 P. M. ; and secured four full holidays in the year, all

without loss of pay. It was further enacted that "All workrooms shall

be properly ventilated." The law did not include piece workers nor

shop women nor males of any description, but a beginning had been

made and the fundamental principles of factory regulation recognized.

In the next twelve years a few small amendments \vere made. Piece

workers were put on the same footing, as time workers. Children

between 10 and 14 were put on half time, and in 1881 the factory

age was raised to 12 years. Boys under 18, as well as females, were not

to work at night, nor over 8 hours a day.

In 1889 the sturdy Scotch of Dunedin were startled to find that the

sweating system had established itself among them. Seamstresses were
working intolerable hours for starvation wages. Merchants under
stress of competition were giving out contracts to small firms or

individuals who set up little workshops employing handfuls of women
and girls. Goods were also given to solitary outworkers. The class

who looked to sewing for a partial support or for pocket money, were
the worst enemies of the drudges who had to live by the needle's

earnings. The wages of finishers and sewing machine women had
fallen 23 per cent, and with some of the outworkers the fall was greater

still. In some factories women could not make over 36 cents by
working all day and taking work home to fill the hours till midnight.

More fortunate workers, by finishing 2 or 2^ dozen cotton shirts a day,

19
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could make $3 or $4 a week by working every day and every night and

Sundays.^

The Otago Daily Times, one of the ablest Conservative papers in

New Zealand, exposed the situation, and public sentiment was roused,

not only in Dunedin, but throughout the Colony. A committee of

leading men was formed to devise means of abolishing the evil. They
set to work to awaken a public demand for an effective factory law,

and to organize a local union of the tailoresses. The union came first,

and with public sentiment back of it, secured much better wages and

conditions for the sewing women of Dunedin.

In 1890 as a result of the Dunedin agitation a Royal Commission

was appointed to inquire into the state of labor and industry, and

its report led the Atkinson Govermnent to lay before Parliament a

Factory and Shops Bills somewhat on the lines of a very unsatisfactory

act that had been passed in Victoria in 1885. The portion of the Bill

dealing with factories, much amended and improved, was passed by

the Progressive Parliament that came into power in 1891. In 1894

and 1896 other important factory acts were passed, and in 1901 the

whole law of the subject was revised, improved, and consolidated.

WHAT IS A FACTORY.

The law of New Zealand defines a factory as any room or

place zvherc two or more persons are employed, or where there

is machinery driven by artificial power for preparing articles

for sale or trade, or packing goods for transit. Every bake-

house and every laundry is a factory, as well as a woolen mill

or a shoe shop. The occupier of the factory is counted as

one of the two persons required to constitute a factory, except

that a man and wife working together are coimted as only one.

This definition makes the smallest work rooms factories within

the regulative provisions of the law.

AGE, HUAT/ril, KOUCATION.

Chddrcn under 1^ may not zcork in factories. Inspectors

may grant i)ermission for younger children to work in the

smallest kind of factories, but permission is seldom given. No
girl under 15 can be employed at typesetting, nor under 16

at any work in a i)lace where dr}- grinding in metal works, or

the dipping of lucifer matches, is going on, or in brick or tile

or glass works, etc.

1 Investigation of the shirt makers and sewing women of Aiickhuid in ]S9*2
showed average wages of .$2. .50 a week. Some young women wlio had heen
years at the trade, and were good workers, only received .^2.25 a week, and the
hours were very long.
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Betzcceii 14 and 16. in order to vjork in a factory, children

must have a certificate of physical fit)iess, and must have

passed the fourth standard in the public schools, or an exami-

nation equivalent to it.

GElNKRAL CONDITIONS.

The law requires good ventilation, ample air space for each

employee, fresh drinking water, and proper times and places

for meals. Every factory must apply proper sanitary arrange-

ments, and must be kept clean. Machinery must be well

guarded, and safe, and fire escapes must be provided. Other

provisions relating to holidays, hours, wages, sweating, etc.,

are so novel as to warrant description in some detail.

HOLIDAYS AND HALF-HOLIDAYS.

Women and boys under 16 are entitled to 6 whole holidays

per year, and the factory must give a half-holiday beginning

at I p. UL one afternoon each week, which must be given to

piece workers as well as time workers, antl without deduction

of pay in case of the latter. In practise about all the factories

close on Saturday- afternoons. The law is firmly enforced. A
man cannot even keep his own daughters working in the hours

that are made theirs by the factory acts.

HOURS.

'JMie hours for females and boys under 16 were limited to 48

a week by the earlier law s, l)ut the act of ipoi reduced the time

to 75 Iiours a -i^'cek (except in woolen factories, where 48 hours

are allowed), and a woman or child is not to work over 8)4

hours in any one da},-' nor more than 4'j hours continuously

without at least ^ of an hour for meals and rest, nor after

1 p. UL of one working day each week, nor at night (from 6

p. m. to 8 a. m.).

The act of igoi declares that leitli a fezc specified excep-

- With tile written consent of an inspector, a woman or Ixjy may work
overtime not exceeding 'A hours a day, nor more tliaii L' days a week, or :!<i

days ill a year, and not on any holiday or halt-holiday.
Overtime must be paid for at a hijjher rale than ordinary lime. The

e.xtra i)ay must not he less than T_' cents an hour for those receiviiifi .$2.50 a
week or less, and not less than 18 cents an hour for others. The clause on
this point in the law of 1S04 was the first legal provision for a minimum rate
of pay enacted in the colonies. Tlie rate of overtime pay for piece workers
must not be less than 2o per cent above ordinary rates.
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tions,^ no male worker shall be employed in or about a factory

for more than 48 hours a iveek, nor over 8^ hours in any day,

nor more than 5 hours continuously without an interval of at

least ^ of an hour.

The earlier laws did not directly provide short hours for

men, but confined their attention as to hours to women and

children. The old regulations, however, respecting women and

children had the effect of securing a practical 8-hour day for

the great majority of workers, men as well as women, because

most factories and workshops could not be run to advantage

without the women and children. But there were exceptions

until the recent enactment carried the law to its logical con-

clusion.

When we consider that the hours and conditions of labor

determine the amount of leisure and vitality the workers are

to have left for social intercourse, intellectual improvement and

civic thought and activity, we may get an inkling of the meas-

ureless importance of these labor laws in their relation to civil-

isation and go'c'crniiiciit, especially in a democracy.

ABOLITION OF THU SWEATING SYSTEM.*

For the extinction of sweating the Factory Acts afford pub-

licity and limitation of outwork, while the /Arbitration Law
offers full relief through thoro regulation of wages and con-

ditions for any body of workers who choose to organize and

avail themselves of its provisions.

The Factories Act of 1891 required full records to be kept

of all work done outside the factory, names and addresses of

the workers, quantity and description of work, and remunera-

tion received for it, and these records were subject to the

scrutiny of the Government inspectors.

^ Men engaged in getting up steam for machinery, or employed in bacon or

sausage-casing factories, dairy factories or creameries, fish-curing and preserv-
ing worlss, freezing worlis, jam factories or canning factories, pelt works and
fellmongeries are excluded from the 48-hour provision.

Awards of the Arbitration Court, establisliing hours after the passing of

the Factories Act (1001), may override the 48-hour section. And in .January,
1002, the Court, with the consent of both the masters and men concerned,
fixed the hours for the bakers in Auckland at OI/2 per day.

The Arbitration Court may also award hours shorter than those provided
for by statute, and has frequently done so, as we shall see in a future chapter.

* The term "sweating" is applied to the employment of men, women, or
children in dwelling houses to make clothing, cigars, or other articles at
starvation wages.
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In 1894 it was further provided that a label should be affixed

to all articles made outside, so that the purchaser might know
exactly the conditions under which they were manufactured.

Every merchant, ag'cnt or distributor who issues any textile

material to be made up by piece workers or home workers into

articles for sale, comes within the law, whether he has a factory

or not.

The label, which nuist not be less than 2 inches s([uare. is in

this form :

AIADE BY FLORENCE DONALD
At No. 210 Hanover Street

IN A

PRIVATE DWELLING
OR

UNREGISTERED WORKSHOP.
Affixed Under the Factory Act.

Any person unlazvfnUy removing or defacing this

label zvill be prosecuted.

Such a label must be attached to all textile goods made or

partly made in a dwelling or unregistered work-room, and must

not be removed before the clothing is sold. Failure to affix

such a label where required by law is punishable by fine as high

as $30 for each offense, and improper removal of a label is

finable up to $100.

The act of 1896 declares that if the occupier of any factory

lets out textile work to be done outside, it shall not be sublet

or done anywhere except on the contractor's own premises by

himself or his <nvn work people to whom he pays wages; and

no one employed in a factory or work-room is to do work for

such factory anywhere else than in the factory.

All the provisions above stated are consolidated in the Fac-

tories Act of T90T.

BOYS AND GIRLS PROTECTED.

W .\(.i;S SECURED TO YOUTHFUL WORKERS.

A practise near of kin to sweating is that of employing girls
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and boys without pay on the plea of teaching them the business

or some similar excuse, and after a time discharging them and

filling their places with new workers on the same plan. Fac-

tories and stores would engage girls and boys for three months

or so, telling them that they could not expect pay till they got

some experience and learned enough of the business to be of

value to their employers, then they would be paid. At the end

of the three months or other period of sham apprenticeship,

they would let the young people go as not being worth any-

thing, or on some other grotmd, and take a fresh lot on the

same terms. Such methods are unfair to the workers, and to

honest merchants and manufacturers, and are condemned by

rightminded people in America as well as in Xew Zealand.

But Xew Zealand has gone further than condemnation—she

has abolished them.

In 1895 it was found that 591 factory girls were working

without pay, and 175 for 60 cents a week or less. In 1898 the

number of unpaid young girls had risen to 872, of whom 733
were supposed to be learning dressmaking or millinery. In

1899 the "Employment of Boys and Girls Without Pay Pre-

vention Act" was passed, forbidding the employment of young

people without pay, and providing that the wages of boys and

girls under 16 should not be less than 5 shillings ($1.25) a

week, with an annual increase after that age of 3 shillings

weekly until the age of 20. This is for the 8-hour day. and

irrespective of overtime. Wages must be paid in full at least

once a fortnight, and no premium for employment or appren-

ticeship may be given or taken.

These provisions are incorporated in the Factory law of

1901, but, like the clauses against sweating, they apply to a

much broader field than factory life, and they are carefully

enforced throughout the Colony by the earnest inspectors of

the Labor Department.

INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT.

Every factory must be registered and is subject to rigid in-

spection by State officers. There is a chief inspector and 163

local inspectors, one for each district. They may examine a

factory at any time, and the manager must give all informa-

tion that is desired about the workers, machinerv, etc. A record
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must be kept of the names, occupation, hours, and wages of

each employee, and the age of those under 20, and this record

must be open to the Labor Department inspectors at all times.

Effective inspection began at the opening of 1892. Many

factories were found to be too crowded, not enough air space,

poor sanitation, etc. In luany cases women and children were

working long hours for low wages, boys and girls sometimes

without pay. Within three months the inspectors had stipu-

lated for improvements and alterations in 913 factories, and

bv 1896 excessive hours and bad sanitation had been pretty

well hunted out of factory life in Xew Zealand. The exter-

mination of sweating and the quasi-theft of child labor, proved

a longer task as we have seen. There is still work for the

factory inspectors to do, but the worst evils have disappeared,

and others are fast disappearing under the pressure of the

Liberal laws.

Most of the employers are ready and willing to deal fairly

with their employees, and very glad to have the law control

the conscienceless few who would otherwise break down fair

conditions by ruthless competition. After the housecleaning was

over, the clearing out and re-arranging necessitated by new

legislation, things have run on smoothly for the most part.

The srreat Labor Minister W'm. Pember Reeves bears frank

testimonv to "the general good humor and honesty with which

.most employers have accepted and complied with recent

restrictive laws"—factory and shop laws, industrial arbitration,

etc.

Against the few fractious people who do not adjust themr

selves to the labor laws the tines and penalties are vigorously

enforced, and they soon discover that the laws are not dead

letters, and that the inspectors cannot be tritled with, evaded,

bullied, or bought. Here are some of the cases under this sec-

tion and the next. An employer fined $40 for working his

girls overtime for two successive weeks. Another fined $10

and costs for not allowing one of his female employees a full

hour for her dinner. A baker who kept his own daughters

working all night one time, was arrested as soon as the in-

spectors learned the fact, and charged $5 for each girl, with

the warning that the next time it would be $50. A restaurant

keeper who worked his waitresses overhours one day was fined

$^6, etc.. etc. Xcvertheless, the laws are liberally interpreted,
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and administered with common sense. If there were an unex-

pected crowd of people in town or other emergency requiring

extra work in bakeries and restaurants, etc., and no time or

opportunity to secure extra help, an employer asking his work-

ers to serve overtime, and treating them right as to extra pay,

and time relief on succeeding days, would not be molested. It

is the people who disregard the spirit of the law who have to

pay the fines.

^

No doubt there are breaches undiscovered. No law is per-

fectly obeyed. But incalculable good has been done already.

And the law is likely to be more and more perfectly carried

out each year, for the inspectors learn where to expect viola-

tions and watch for them, and the sentiments and habits of

the whole people tend to grow into harmony with just and

useful laws that are steadily enforced.

There is a tremendous contrast between the sickly, jaded,

frowsy, overworked and underpaid girls in some of the mills

and factories (not to speak of the sweatshops) of this great

country, where they are working ten, eleven, and even twelve

hours a day (in dingy, dirty, ill-ventilated rooms), ignorant,

coarse, and inefficient, because deprived from childhood of

reasonable opportunities of culture and development—a tre-

mendous contrast between these girls and the healthy, rosy

cheeked, well paid, well dressed, well bred, well educated mill

girls of New Zealand, w^orking 8 hours a day with a weekly

half holiday and lady inspectors, liberal laws, and an Arbitra-

tion Court to guard them against abuse, and still further im-

prove their condition.

Some American travelers in New Zealand have been

specially struck with the rosy, healthy mill girls happily at

work or merrily riding to and from the factories on their

cycles. And the eminent judge sent to New Zealand from

New South Wales to examine the working of the Arbitration

Law could not refrain in his report from enthusiastic praises

of the factory system. Speaking of his visit to an Auckland

shirt factory he says : "It was one of my pleasantest official

sights, to see the large number of healthy girls working under

5 In cases where the broad rules of the statutes would not work well, the

inspectors may grant permission for overtime, etc., within moderate limits;

and the Arbitration Court, by an award adapted to the specific conditions of

the trade, may entirely depart from the statutory rules.
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conditions which seemed almost perfect. Incidentally, I zvoidd

pa\ my tribute of admiration to the excellent provisions of the

Factories Acts ivhich restdt in this state of things being normal

"with all the operatives."



Chapter 53.

THE SHOP ACTS.

If there is an occupation in which long hours are an ab-

surdity from every point of view, it is that of the ordinary

storekeeper. In the case of factories and farms, it is possible

to argue that more product and more profit may be secured

with a long day than with a short one. But it is not possible

to argue that the customers of ordinary shops will buy less if

they have to do their buying in fifty hours a week instead of

eighty. If some shops close early and others do not, the former

may lose some custom, but if all the stores close early business

is not lost but simply condensed into fewer hours. Restaurants,

soda fountains, and similar places of amusement and recrea-

tion, are of course not included in the phrase "ordinary shops."

Ordinary retail shops are not wealth producers, but simply

distributers. No nation is richer because competition and lack

of organization drive its shopkeepers to make prisoners of

themselves and slaves of their employees. On the contrary

it is poorer by just the amount of benefit that would result to

shopkeepers and assistants, and indirectly to others, from the

leisure for health, culture, social development, etc., afforded by

closing one afternoon in each week and a few hours before

bed time on other days.

Such considerations and the desire to do as well by the shop

assistants as by factory employees, led Wm. Pember Reeves,

the Labor Minister, in 1891 to plan and push a Shop Assistants

Act.^ There were many difficulties. Druggists, fruitsellers.

1 In his efforts to secure better conditions for commercial emi)loyees, Mr.
Keeves had the sympathy of many of the store keepers, who saw the value of
early closing. Over and over again agitations for voluntary early closing had
enlisted the support of a majority of the store keepers of the locality, and
were only beaten by the nnunitable minority. Legislation was only resorted to
after the failure of many attempts to secure early closing by voluntary agree-
ment. When it is once made plain to the average store keeper that his busi-
ness will not suffer by having it done within reasonable hours, he becomes a
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A later I'ictiiic of the Labor Minister, 'a'ho. U'ith llie liclf^ of Premiers Ballancc

and Seddon and their Liberal supporters, pushed through more novel and progres-

sive labor lazes in four years than any nation of Europe or Ameriea lias enacted in

as many centuries.
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fishmongers, eating houses and places of refreshment must

keep open. Photographers and hairdressers would be seriously

injured by closing on holidays, and the public would be incon-

venienced. And as Mr. Reeves says : "No ruler less powerful

than a Czar may meddle with the sale of newspapers." After

the vendors of perishable goods are provided for, and the holi-

day traders, and dealers in urgent necessities, the question of

the country store must be met. The struggling tradesman in

the rural districts, keeping store by himself or with the aid of

his wife or daughter, must not be harassed with limitations

inapplicable or unnecessary tmder the conditions of his busi-

ness. And the convenience of the public must be duly re-

garded, and justice done to traders of all classes both in city

and country.

An Early Closing Bill passed the House in 1891, but was

rejected by the Senate, and provoked so much opposition in

the country that the Government was satisfied to try for weekly

half-holidays, with shorter hours for women and children, and

seats for shop girls. Mr. Reeves got a piece of his law enacted

in 1892, and another piece in 1894, but it was not till 1895,

after a five-year tussle, that the Legislative Council allowed the

complete law to go on the statute book.-

PRINCIPAL PARTS OF THE) FAMOUS SHOP LAW.

The main provisions of the law are as follows

:

I.

—

Short hours and early closing. Females and boys under

18 employed in stores are limited to 52 hours a week, and to

friend of early closing. If it had not been for this the new legislation could
hardly have been secured, for the shop keepers are so numerous and strong
that, if united against the law, they could probably have held it ofC for many
years at least.

- Only one early-closing act worth mentioning was passed by any of the
colonies before the New Zealand Act of 1892. This was the Victorian statute
of 1885, providing that shops and factories should close at 7 o'clock five days
of the week and at 10 P. M. Saturday, but exempting several classes of shops
and permitting municipal councils to allow other classes to remain open or to
require still earlier closing. The local authorities were also left to fix tlie

penalties for breach of the law. The results were uneven and unsatisfactory.
The first well-conceived and effective shop law was the New Zealand act of
1892. Victoria followed suit in 1896, and advanced another step in 1900.
Western Australia, 1897 ; New South Wales, December, 1899 ; South Australia
and Queensland, December, 1900. In all the colonies the shop acts are work-
ing well.

Victoria limits women and boys to 52 hours a week and 9 hours a day,
with an allowance of 11 hours one day of the week. Seats are provided for
the women. The Governor in Council may declare a weekly half-holiday in

any trade on receipt of a petition of the majority of shop keepers engaged in

it. In 1900 the 52-hour limit was extended to all males employed in or about
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93^ hours in any one day, exclusive of meal times. This means

that as an hour is given (and must be given under the law)

to the midday meal, stores which open at 8 a. m. must let the

women and children stop not later than 6.30 p. m., which prac-

tically compels the stores of cities and towns to close at supper

time. Overtime is allowed on 40 days a year for not more

than 3 hours a day.

The law requires (in a clause added by the Senate) that all

banks and merchants' offices (other than shipping, tramway,

and newspaper offices) shall close at 5 p. m. on ordinary days,

and at i p. m. on Saturday. But the clerks may work over-

time for 10 days a month 3 hours a day, and two half-yearly

periods of 4 weeks each are allowed for making up the ac-

counts^—at these times the regulation is suspended.

2.

—

Weekly Half Holiday. Stores in cities, boroughs, and

town districts (and banks and merchants' offices as above)

must close at i p. m. one afternoon each week. In weeks that

the shops of Melbourne and its suburbs, carters, porters, and night watchmen
alone excepted.

West Australia limits women and boys to 48 hours a week, and shops,

with few exceptions, must close at 6 o'clock five evenings of the week. A half-

holiday is also required.
In New South Wales shops in cities, towns, and townships must close at

1 P. M. one day in the week, 6 P. M. four days, and 10 P. M. the other day,
excepting chemists, flower shops, hair dressers, fruiterers, confectioners,

tobacconists, news agents, and other venders of narcotics and stimulants in

lifitels, restaurants, and wine shops : also undertakers" shops,-—the first three
may keep open till 9, the others till 11—the last exception being made in order
that the means of caring for the consequences of some other exemptions may
be at hand. The law has been in force since Kew Year's Day, 1900, in

Sydney. Newcastle, and 128 other municipal districts, and is working smoothly
except in the poorer districts of the cities, where the negligent, procrastinative
buying of the poor makes "the shop keeper and his assistants the white slaves
of the housekeepers, whose petty purchases extend over the whole day, late

into the night, and cease only with sleep. Half the long hours," says the
Labor Report, "that are spent in the stuffy, ill-ventillated shops are wasted in

mere dawdling, the actual work being capable of being packed into few hours.
But years of slipshod household management in these neighborhoods have
built up a system of casual night trade that is difficult to reform."

After seeing the New Zealand laws in operation eight years, and that of
New South Wales in action one year. South Australia and Queensland, In

December, 1900, enacted shop laws similar to the act of New South Wales.
In Brisbane the Queensland law fixes Saturday as a half-holiday, but in o^her
places the shop keepers may take a referendum vote as to which afternoon
shall be the half-holiday.

These short-hour laws are of the highest value. They get rid of part of
the waste of human life and energy entailed by unchecked competition. The
foolishness of needless hours is being met by the united effort we call law.
But the twin foolishness of establishing and maintaining multitudes of
needless shops has not been dealt with yet in any colony. A wise codperatlon
and fuller organization of industry, coordinating the who!e distributive sys-

tem and abolishing the waste and semi-parasitism of partial idleness, would
release for other much-needed service the labor and capital buried in ninety
stores out of every hundred, but no country has yet evolved to that stage of
development, tho the coopcrators of Great Britain have gone some distance
along the path that leads to it.
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contain a public holiday the statutory half holiday is waived,

the public holiday being a sufficient fulfilment or substitute.

The day on which the stores and offices shall close at i o'clock

may be selected by the local council. The local authorities

usually select Wednesday or Thursday, hardly ever Saturday,

which is market day, the farmers' day in town, and also the

factory workers' holiday. Out of 105 districts only 2 chose

Saturda}" in 1901. Shopkeepers, however, have the right to

close Saturday if they choose, instead of the day chosen by the

town council. Only a few do so. If Saturday is the appointed

day, butchers, barbers, and photographers may choose some

other day.

The local authorities have power to change the factory holi-

da\- to the same day as the shop holiday, but they do not. The
factory hands take their weekly recreation on Saturday, and

the shop assistants as a rule on Wednesday or Thursday.

Chemists, fruiterers, and confectioners" shops, railway book-

stalls, hotels and restaurants in towns, and all shops in the

country are exempted from the closing law, but all the assist-

ants employed in them must be given a half-holiday on some

day of the week convenient to the employer.

3.

—

Scats must be provided for store girls, and they must be

allowed to use them at reasonable intervals. No storekeeper

may directly or indirectly prevent their use.

4.—All stores must be kept clean and well ventilated.

now IT WORKS.

The results on the whole have been excellent. In its in-

complete form the law caused much complaining and many
lawsuits in 1894-5, ^'^^^ since the Upper House allowed it to

!)(.• made fairlv complete in the latter year, its course has run

smoothly. It is found that the purchases of the public are

not affected or business interfered with, except in rare in-

stances. It costs the shopkeepers less to keep open 9 hours

than 12 or 14. They save in fuel and light and in other ways.

Some of the suburban stores find their trade slightly increased,

probably because their customers no longer go to the city in

the evenings to gaze at the brilliantly lighted shop windows and

spend their money in town. .Most shopkeepers and all the

assistants are warm believers in the short-hour svstem. The
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law has made an end of the overworking of women and boys

in stores.

There was at first some evasion of the clause requiring seats

for girls, but on the whole shopkeepers are now reported as

paying a fair amount of respect to this provision also.

Besides the protection of the Shop Acts, the shop assistants

have the Arbitration Court to go to for redress of grievances

and regulation of hours, wages, and conditions ; and several

bodies of them have availed themselves of this right.

A recent Congress of representatives of the two million

cooperators of Great Britain resolved "That this Congress of

representatives of cooperative societies having over 5,000

shops established for retail trade, and employing in them about

45,000 persons, declares itself emphatically in favor of the

principle of early and compulsory closing of shops." (See

Report of Cooperative Congress, 1902, p. 26.)

AUCKLAND FROM THE WHARF.



Chapter 54.

THE EIGHT-HOUR DAY.
•

New Zealand is "the land of the 8-hour day." This does

not mean that everybody works 8 hours, but a very large part

of the laboring classes have the 8-hour day, and from one end

of the Colony to the other 8 hours is recognized as the stand-

ard WORKING DAY both in public and private service. This is

due to the mingled force of industrial organization, public

opinion,^ and law.

A dozen years ago when the jubilee of the founding of the

Colony was held, an aged carpenter rode in the foremost car-

riage, the honored survivor of the 8-hour pioneers. Half a

century before (in 1840) on landing in New Zealand a little

band of pioneers had met and resolved that 8 hours was a fair

and reasonable day, and should be recognized as the working

day of the new land. That was the foundation of the 8-hour

movement in New Zealand. For many years the principle

did not win general assent, and workers were compelled to

exceed the 8-hour day ; but it was never lost sight of ami many

especially among the carpenters and printers held sturdily to

the 8-hour day, even taking low wages rather than long hours.

In 1873 the 8-hour rule was established by Parliament for

all female workers in factories. The easy course of this bill

through Parliament shows how general was the assent to the

8-hour principle. The enactment helped the movement by en-

dorsing the principle, and by making it inconvenient for many

of the factories to run more than 8 hours. In Vogel's "Hand-

book of New Zealand," 1875, p. 258, we read that "in all

mechanical trades, and for laborers in general, the standard

day's work is 8 hours."-

In 1878 trade imions were made lawful, the rule against

' "The S-hour system for constant labor is settled by public opinion and
the spontaneous action of all the trade unions, with insignificant exceptions."
(Edw. Reeves.)

"So far as the S-hour day and the half holiday arc concerned, the Liberal

20
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"restraint of trade" being bent sufficiently to allow the com-

bination of working-men for the purpose of raising wages, etc.

And in 1879 the Governor received authority to grant crown

lands as sites for workingmen's clubs. Thus legalized and en-

couraged the new trade unions took up the old pioneers' idea as

a cardinal item of their demands, and have unflinchingly main-

tained it ever since in spite of a rapidly increasing immigrant

population. "To New Zealand belongs the honor of being the

first country in the world where 8 hours is voluntarily a stand-

ard day for constant labor. "^

Organization and public opinion have been supplemented

and enforced by short-hour laws. The Factories Acts are

based on the 8-hour day. The Mining law (1886) declares

that no youth or boy shall be employed over 48 hours a week,

nor more than 8 hours a day, except in case of emergency (and

no female is to be employed at all). The Coal Mines Acts of

1 89 1 made 48 hours a week's work for men, and the act of

1 90 1 says that a miner shall not be employed underground for

any longer period in any day than 8 hours, subject to existing

awards of the Arbitration Court and to agreements for over-

time at 1^4 pay. The Public Contracts Act (1900) provides

that the maximum length of the working day on any public

contract, State or local, is not to exceed 8 hours. Even the

shops acts, tho not yet down to the 8-hour l)ase, have greatly

lessened the hours of mercantile employees, and may in the

not far distant future bring them all the way to the 8-hour

standard. The Labor Department's inspectors are not satis-

fied with the 52 hours limit for stores. Alargaret Hawthorne,

one of the Government inspectors of shops and factories, says

in a recent report, "I find that women and girls in the shops

(stores) work harder than many people imagine. Many of

Government has received too much credit from those who have only hecome
acciuainted with New Zealand legislation in the last few years, and have not
followed it back to its sources. Thirty years ago the short-hour movement
had gained considerable headway through usage and the force of public opinion,

and the S-hour day and half-lioliday for women and children in factories and
youths in mines was enacted into law many years before the upheaval of 1S!)0.

(See the Employment of Females and Others Acts, 1873. and Amendments, and
the Factories Act, 1S81, providing a lialf-holiday for all women and yomig
persons under IS employed in any factory or place of business, and prohibiting

the employment of any female or child over S hours a day. See. further, the
AUning Act of ISSt?, providing that no youth or boy shall be emi)Ioyed over
48 hours a week, nor over 8 hours a day. except in case of emergency.)

The Liberals have greatly aided and extended the short-hour movement,
but they did not originate it.

•Westminster Review, Vol. 144, p. 6.S8, December, 1805.
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the girls are quite done up at 4 p. m. when tea time comes and

are not fit for another hour and a half's work. I think 8 hours

a day is quite long enough for work in such places. A regular

hour for closing should be adopted."'

Next to the Factory Act of 190 1. that fixes 48 hours a week
for men and 45 for women and children in all the workrooms
of the Colony, the most important legal provision for estab-

lishing short hours is the Arbitration L^aw of 1894,—perhaps

it is even more im])()rtant in respect to short hours than the

Factory Acts, because it is so much broader in its scope and

so much more elastic in its adjustments—it covers substan-

tially the whole industrial field, and the Court may decree 8

hours or less or more,—the Arbitration Act puts the force of

the law behind tlie short day as fast as the working people

demand it and can show that circumstances justify the order.

Women and children, however, in many occupations need

the protection of a definite short-hour law much more than

men. and they are the very classes least able to organize and

secure the benefits of the arbitration act. It was for their

relief that Parliament ])assed the first 8-hom- clause in 1873.

and it was the lot of women and childworkers that in later

years roused public opinion to the need for industrial legisla-

tion. There is still something to be done in the way of shorter

hours for the women and children on the farms, in the stores,

and in domestic service, and the advantages of equalization

and better adjustment between difl^erent occupations might be

secured by a general 8-htiur law with reasonable exceptions,

and su])ject to modification by decree of the Arbitration Court

to secure due flexibility. lUit no such general law has yet

been passed^ by Parliament, tho vigorous efforts have been

made in that direction. A number of general 8-hoiu- l)ills have

been introduced, and in T901 the Government sup])orted the

measure. The reader may get an idea of the situation by glanc-

ing over the following extracts from two of the debates, one

uncK'r the Conservative Atkinson (lovernment in !88(), and the

other under the Liberal Seddon (lOvernment in 1901.

DKP.ATI'.S l\ rAKl.lAMK.NT ON Till': S-IIOTR (JUKSTIOX.

(1889) llall: "Tliis I5ill seems to prevent any person, even doinc^tics.

' ( )iic (if imr lii'si ,-niilHiiiii('s states iliiii a general 8-hoiii- law was enacted

in I'.Mil. hut that is a mistake. Such a hill was introduced and l)ack<>d by

I'rcniier Seddon, hut was not passed. See debate below.
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working more than 8 hours. ... It would not answer. ... I

have been in the Colony 2,7 years, and 8 hours has always been the

rule. There is no grievance."

Burton : "When I came to New Zealand, 23 years ago, I found the

hours (in farming) 4 hours less than I had worked at home. . . .

The farmers pay i shilling (25 cents) an hour in harvest time and give

food. There is no need for the law."

Taylor : "Not long ago Chancellor Bismarck stated in the German

Parliament that the German Government was prepared to support an

International Labor Bill, making it compulsory on the part of all

nations not to allow their people to be employed for a longer period

than 8 hours a day, and Gladstone indicated that he favored it in

England."

(1901, July 11) G. W. Russell, moving the second reading of his

8-hour Bill : "Eight hours as a day's work is universally accepted in

theory. So far as the awards of the Arbitration Court are concerned

and as regards our factories, mines, and so on, the principle is

universally admitted. In fact the Arbitration Court has recently been

fixing even the less period of 44 hours per week, in order that the

workers may not be required to work more than 8 hours in any one

day, and may also have the benefit of a half holiday. . . .

"But while the 8-hour day is accepted in theory, there are a large

number of cases where it is not carried out, and this Bill is intended

in the first place to lay down the broad principle that 8 hours shall be a

day's work, and in the second place to deal with those cases where

an 8-hour day is not practicable. . . . Clause 2 provides that 8

hours shall be a day's work, but the hours may, by agreement, be more

or less on particular days, subject to the maximum fixed per week

—

48 hours, except for employees in hotels and boarding houses, and

domestic servants, who shall not work over 12 hours in any one day,

including meal hours State employees are within the 8-hour

rule. . . . Now as to overtime. Personally as an employer I do

not believe in overtime. Neither do I think that any one who has the

employment of men will ever think it is desirable that any man
should be worked longer than 8 hours a day. If you are working men
for a longer period than 8 hours a day they do not give you as full

value for your money as if they were working no more than 8

hours. . . . But there are some industries in which circumstances

require longer hours, and in such cases overtime is to be paid

for at 1 14."

McGuire : "The Bill will ruin the Dairy industry."

Premier Seddon : "The Government supports this Bill. We will

do all we can to assist the Honorable Member in getting the bill

through, and if he fails, I shall take up the measure and go on with it.

It does not matter to the Government that it has been introduced by a

private member. If a measure is for the good of the people, it does

not matter to the Government how or by whom it was intro-

duced. . . . There are certain occupations to which it cannot be

applied, but why on earth, because a difficulty exists, should you still
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continue to keep thousands of others, to whom it can be applied, without

the benefit of it?"

(Other members) : "There were attempts in this House 16 or 18

years ago to bring about an all-round 8-hour day, but it was found

impossible. Can't be done with country labor. . . . Domestics are

masters of the situation anyway Eight hours is ruinous to

harvesting, shearing sheep, dairy business, etc. . . . We ought to

protect the children of the dairy farmers from getting up at four o'clock.

Country children are roused out of bed too early and work too long.

But the countrj' members won't support the Bill. . . . Thompson
(country member) : I will support the Bill. I have never in my district

known a man to work for more than 8 hours, and I have never asked

a man myself to work for a longer period. For people engaged in

dairying, farming, or other pastoral pursuits, 8 hours a day is long

enough to work. It is unfair that a small settler, his wife, or his family

."^hould have to work 15 or 16 hours a day for a living. Let those zvho

live ill the cities and get high zvages, pay fair prices for produce and

give the fanners shorter hours. The farmers are forming a union to

get justice in this matter. The people who have gone on the land, and

have been clearing away bush (forest) are not going to work 16 hours

a day for a bare living, while the workers in the towns work 8 hours,

draw high wages, and enjoy themselves."

(Several members) : "Eight hours should not apply to dairying or

agriculture." McKenzie : "The people engaged in agricultural pursuits

must Zi'ork out their ozcn salvation in their own zvay." Graham:
"Everj^ one who has spoken has approved the 8-hour principle, but

hardly an}' one fully approves the bill." The Trades Council of Christ-

church waited on the Premier and exacted a pledge that an 8-hour

bill would be introduced. Within the last month or two the hours in

flour mills have been lowered by the Arbitration Court from 12 to 8 per

day. . . . There is pozver under the Arbitration Act to settle the

zchole thing."

The Bill passed the second reading by a vote of 25 to 17. In com-

mittee, on motion of G. W. Russell, emploj'ees of farms, runs, or sheep

stations were put in the exception clause with domestics. But the Bill

did not become law even with this amendment.

(N. Z. Hansard, Vols. 64, 116, 117, 118.)



Chapter 55.

TRADE UNIONS AND THE CONSPIRACY LAWS.

Among the laws inherited by the Colony from England were

the common law rules about conspiracy and restraint of trade,

and several labor statutes of astonishing severity which were

not definitely repealed till the year 1894. Let us glance first

at these statutes.

The English Act of 1562 (5 Eliz. c. 4.) contained among
other things the following provisions

:

"Be it further enacted that all artificers and laborers being hired

by wages by the day or week, shall, betwixt the midst of March and

September, be and continue at work at or before 5 of the clock in the

morning, and continue at work and not depart therefrom until betwixt

7 and 8 of the clock at night, except it be in the time of Ijreakfast.

dinner, or drinking, the which times at the most shall not exceed

above 2^ hours in a day ; that is to say at every drinking JX hour,

for his dinner one hour, and for his sleep, when he is allowed to sleep,

the which is from the midst of May to the midst of August, ^4 hour at

the most, and at breakfast Yi hour. (2) And all the artificers and

laborers betwixt the midst of September and the midst of March shall

be and continue at work from the Spring of the day in the morning
until the night of the same day, except it be in times afore appointed

for breakfast and dinner."

Wages of all servants, laborers and artificers were fixed once each

year by a justice of the peace or sheriff, and proclaimed throughout the

district. Punishment was provided for those who gave more wages
than the rates proclaimed, and for the worker who took more.

Sections 35-36 of the statute provide that if a householder having

and using ^ a plowland at least in tillage, shall require any person

under the age of 21 years to be an apprentice and to serve in hus-

bandry or any other art or science, and he refuses, he can be cited

before a justice of the peace and compelled to serve 7 years.

The English statute of 1725 (12 Geo. I. c. 34) to i^revent

unlawful combinations of workmen employed in the woolen

manufactories declared that

:

"Whereas, great numbers of weavers and others have lately formed
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themselves into unlawful clubs and societies and have presumed,

contrary to law, to enter into combinations and make by-laws and orders

by which they pretend to regulate the trade and the prices of goods

and to advance their wages unreasonably, and, Whereas, such persons

so unlawfully assembling and associating themselves have committed

violence and outrages on many of his Majesty's subjects, and by force

protected themselves and their wicked accomplices against law and

justice; Be it enacted that all contracts, covenants or agreements, and

all by-laws, ordinances, rules or orders in such unlawful societies

heretofore made or hereafter to be formed for regulating prices,

advancing wages, lessening hours, etc., shall be illegal, null and void.

Anyone acting contrary to this law shall be liable to imprisomnent.''

The Eng-lisli Act of 1825 (6 Geo. lY, c. 129) says:

"Whereas, such combinations (trade unions) are injurious to trade

and commerce, dangerous to the tranquillity of the country, and especially

prejudicial to all who are concerned in them; therefore. Be it enacted

that no association of workmen shall by violence or threats or intimida-

tion or molesting or in any w'ay obstructing another, force or endeavor

to force an employer to alter wages, hours, or rules, or mode of carrying

on his business, or to keep anyone from working for him or to get

anyone to join the society or club, under penalty of imprisonment of

the members, with or without hard labor." Workmen might, however,

under the law, meet to consult on the wages and hours to be demanded

of their employers.

These three statittes, tho practically dead, remained a i)art

of the law of X'ew Zealand till 1894.

In addition to specific statutory prohihitions. trade iniions

were illei^al under the conimun law as comhinations in restraint

of trade, and the coinmon law ndes regarding criminal con-

spiracy made it a piinishahle offence for men to combine to

refuse to work for any i)articular person or do any other act

to obstrtict his business, altho sitch act might not be criminal

when done by a single person not acting in concert with others.

An agreement between employees to leave the service if the

master did not comply with some demand was a criminal con-

spiracy to molest and obstruct the employer, tho it was not

criminal for any one man to leave if his demands were not

satisfied. A combination to ])rcvent the ])urchase of the goods

of a merchant or manufacturer was criminal, tho any one

person could refuse to buy such goods and try to persuade

others to do the same. The "bovcott" as such a combination is

called is a "means of intimidation" within the conspiracy

law. Gas stokers on strike in London in 1872 were convicted

of criminal conspiracy to molest and control the company. "If
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you think," said the judge, in his charge to the jury, "that

there was an agreement between the defendants to interfere

with the masters by molesting them so as to control their will,

and if you think that that molestation was such as would be

likely in the minds of men of ordinary nerve to deter them

from carrying on their business according to their will, then

that is illegal conspiracy."

'j^

A TAPUED CHIEF EATING WITH A FERN-STALK.

A person or thing that is tapn is tinder a ban. Tapu practically means stop,

keep off, imtsn't touch, till the priest by an apt>ropriate ceremony removes the ban.

Sick persons of rank are tapu and their houses and utensils. No one must touch
them, and they cannot touch their food, but must eat their potatoes, etc., tvith a
stick, or be fed by others. A married ivoman and a girl betrothed are tapu. A
male undergoing the process of tatooing was tapu and had to dzveli apart. A
road on zvhich a native is hurt is declared tapu. So with a mill or a building tvhere
an accident occurs. Weeks and even months of idleness often occur through decree
of tapu issued in obedience to religiou_s superstition and resting largely in the last

anaiyis uPon the priestly nwtii'c o' presc-iiuf the t^ower of the t>rir':tlwod.

Sometimes a counter tapu will comt>el the st'eedy removal of the ban. Two
Yankee boys who were working Nezv Zealand Kauri logs into lumber employed
about 80 Maoris to haul the big logs down a- mountain to the saw-mill. One day,
as the long line of yelling natives zvent dozvn the steep rood on a run, the log over-
took the rear of the column and rolled over a native, killing him- instantly. The
log and the road were daubed with red and declared tapu. That meant long idle-

ness—a religious strike, and a German ship was in the harbor zvaiting for a load of
lumber. After thinking a bit, the Yankees fi.ved up a strategem. One of them
drew some blood from his arm and then zvent to bed. The other in the evening
daubed the blood oz'er the door step and sill of their little store where the natiz'es

got their provisions. The ne.xt day he refused to sell or giiie the Maoris anything
to eat or let them go into the store, pointing to the blood, declaring the store tapu
and moaning as if something dreadful had occurred. After three days the Maoris
came to negotiate the remoz'al of the tapu, agreeing to take the tapu off the road
and go to work if the ban were lifted from the store, an arrangement which met
the wishes of the Yankee dealer in tapu.

This tapu superstition is of the same order of enlightenment as the Caucasian
.:uberstition against union "in restraint of trade." Industrial union, zvhether of
labor or capital, is as e.vcellent in itself as political union. The danger lies, not in

the organisation of industry, but in the use of industrial pozver bv labor or capital
for private or class interests opposed to the public good. New Zealand lias taken
the tapn off the trade unions.
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In 1871 England enacted ihat trade unions should not be

deemed unlawful simply because they were in restraint of

trade; and New Zealand followed with a similar enactment

in 1878.

In 1875 the English Parliament modified the old Conspiracy

Law, and in 1894 New Zealand enacted a law called the Con-

spiracy Law Amendment Act, which swept away practically

all the old restrictions on trade unions, supplementing the act

of 1878 (which released combinations of workingmen from

the charge of illegality as in restraint of trade) by repealing

the statutes of 1562-1725-1825, cited above, abolishing all the

old discriminations absorbed from the English law against

organized labor, and legalizing any combination in furtherance

of a trade dispute, provided no act is committed by the associa-

tion that would be unlawful if done by one person ;^ with an

exception, however, as in the English Act of 1875 in relation

to persons employed by a city or town or any local authority

or by any company or contractor who by statute or contract is

under obligation to supply any city, town or place or any part

thereof with gas, electric light or water. If such employees

combine or agree to leave without due notice (14 days), when

the effect might reasonably be expected to be that the people

would be for any time deprived wholly or to a great extent

of their supply of gas, electric light or water, the employees so

combining are liable to fine or imprisonment with or without

labor.

1 In the United States the old conspiracy law is still in force to a con-

siderable extent—there are still many things an individual may lawfully do
which if 'attempted by a trade union would be met by injunction or indictment
for criminal conspiracy. The workingmen of Massachusetts are at this very
time (1002) contending with a recent decision of the Supreme Court against
picketing, and are endeavoring to bring sufficient force to bear on the Legis-

lature to get the law changed.
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OTHER LABOR LEGISLATION.

A FAMILY Ol< WAGE LAWS. HIGH PAY AND EXCELLENT CONDI-

TIONS. CONSUL Connolly's remarks.

Some of the most important laws and institutions affecting

labor interests are still to be discussed. Compulsory arbitra-

tion, old age pensions, and cooperative construction of public

works, three of the most astonishing achievements of the Lib-

eral years, will be dealt with in separate chapters of their own.

The direct management of railways ( 1894) which was largely

a labor measure, and the Compensation Act (1900), the most

vigorous employers' liability act in existence, will also be de-

scribed in future chapters. There are many interesting points

in the thirty odd "labor laws" of Xew Zealand that cannot be

noted in this brief review, but there is a family of statutes

relating to wages which may well receive some attention here.

The group consists of the Truck Act, 1891, the Mining Act, 1891,

the Contractors" and Workingmen's Lien Act, 1892, the Workingmen's

Wages Act, 1893, the Bankruptcy laws. 1892 and 1893, the Shipping

and Seamen's Acts 1894 and 1896, the Wages Attachment Act of 1895,

and the Puhhc Contracts Act of 1900,—the employment of Qirls and

Boys Without Pay Prevention Act, the Wages Protection Act, the

Railway Acts, and the Arbitration law, which also relate to wages, are

treated elsewhere. The titles of some of these laws look as tho they

referred only to workmen, but, in fact, they protect the wages of work-

people, applying to women as well as men. and to youths and girls

under age.

THE TRUCK ACT, 1 89 1.

Before the Liberal Ministry came into power, workingmen

in mines and mills had sttffered much through the practise of

paying their wages in goods instead of money. In this way

the employer made two profits : the first upon the labor of his

men, the second upon their ]')tirchases ; and if, in dealing with
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the store, a debt grew up through buying on credit, the em-

ployer obtained a very annoying hold upon the worker. The

same practise prevails to a large extent in this country. Even

as we write, a vigorous complaint is made in one of the New
York papers, that in the mill and mining districts in various

l)arts of the United States, the men do not get paid in cash,

but are given books of credit and must trade out their wages

at the store belonging to the company that employs them.

The Liberal Government of Xew Zealand stopped this abuse

at once by the Truck Act of 1891, providing that li'agcs must

be paid in cash and not in goods.'^ When an employer has

agreed to pay a certain wage, he must pay it in full, in cash,

promptly, and without any sort of stipulation, expressed or im-

plied, as to how, when, or where it is to be spent.

With a few necessary exceptions, an emploj^er who, himself, or

through an agent, partner or servant, sells goods to a workman in his

employ, cannot recover their price, nor set it off against any wages

he may owe the workman. In ordinary industry the law shuts out

nearly every sort of payment from the workers to their employer. He
may. however, recover house rent, and pay for meals given under his

own roof, medicine, medical attendance, and forage.

Landlords may equip men contracting with them to fell timber,

supplying each man with tools and outfit up to two months" wages to

enable him to begin work. Seamen, farm hands, and men at work in

sheep and cattle runs, are left outside the Truck Act. In many pastoral

tracts, if the employer were not permitted to supply goods, the men
might have to walk or ride many miles to get a pair of boots or a

shirt, and on shipboard the se\erance from ordinary markets is still

more pronounced.

On the other hand, public contractors—one or two of whom had

greatly abused the truck system—are strictly forbidden to provide work-

people with any supplies whatever. Even the small latitude allowed to

ordinary employers is denied to them.

LIKXS FOR W.VCES, &C.

The lien for wages, or right to claim pay from the land,

buildings, or property of the employer, or the owner on whose

])remises the work was done, and provisions for weekly pay-

ment and preference in insolvency, are important to workers,

but of less novelty than most of Xew Zealand's labor laws be-

cause more fully adopted in other lands.

'Followed by So\uli and West .\iisti',Tli!i in isiiO. and liy Npw South Wales
in 10(»n.
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By the act of 1891, dealing with gold-mining, a lien for unpaid wages

is given to working miners. When wages are 7 days overdue they

may register a lien against the mine, and are "deemed to be in

possession of the claim."

Under the Contractors' and Workmen's Lien Act (1892)' contractors'

laborers, engaged on buildings or works of construction, if their wages

are not paid, can register a lien against the land and property on which

they are employed. The owner must then see that the men are paid

or his property is liable. On completion of the contract the property

owner must ascertain that the contractor has paid his men, or must

hold back a quarter of the contract money for a month to give the

workmen a chance to attach it. Such laws are very beneficial to work-

ingmen, but rather discouraging to a certain sort of contractors, who

used to take contracts at cut-rates, depending for their profit on

flight,—carrying of? the contract money and leaving exasperated workers

and merchants without their pay.

Under the Workmen's Wages Act (1893) any manual worker may

claim to be paid weekly

—

wages are payable weekly unless there is an

agreement to the contrary. And any contractor's workmen whose

week's wages are a day in arrears, may serve notice on the contractor's

employer and stop him from paying any further contract money to the

dilatory contractor.^ In other words, the workman can attach the

contract money; his wages are a first charge upon it.

In case of bankruptcy workmen have a preference over other

creditors of the bankrupt's estate to the extent of $250 for work done

during the two months before the bankruptcy. And clerks are given

a preference for unpaid salary due for services during the four months

preceding the breakdown.

NON-ATTACHABLE WAGERS.

The attachment of zmges helozv $10 a zveek is forbidden by

the Wages Attachment Act of 1895. A New Zealand work-

man's wages can only be attached for debt when he gets more

than $10 a week. In such case the excess above $10 a week

may be attached.*

FULL WAGES.

Shipowners, foreign or domestic, who engage in the New
Zealand coast trade must pay any seaman they hire in the

Colony, the full rate of wages current on the coast at the time.

= Followed by West Australia in 1897.

3 Followed by West Australia in 1808, with the proviso, however, that the

first charge shall not exceed $50 for each workman.
* In this case there is an English precedent that goes beyond the New

Zealand law. Victoria passed a similar act with the same $10 limit in 1898,

and South Australia the same year followed the English law by exempting all

wages and clerks' salaries from attachment.
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The wages must lie i)aid the first week of each month, or as

soon after as the ship comes into port. And if the payment

is made in foreign money, the men must be given also the cur-

rent rate of exchange.

The PubHc Contracts Act of 1900 provides that wages paid

by any pubHc contractor must not be less than the ruling wages

in the locality, nor less than those fixed by the Court of Arbi-

tration.

The zuages of coiniuoji labor are z'cry high absolutely,^ and

relatively to the salaries of foremen and managers, they leave

America and Europe out of sight behind them. Most of the

workers have always been better ofif than their fellows in the

old w'orld. The new soil, the fine climate, the absence of

overgrown cities and the strong public sentiment in favor of

thoro education of all classes of children, have given the work-

ing people a great advantage from the early years, and in

recent times the trade unions and the Liberal laws together

have lifted the condition of the laboring classes above that

attained in any other country, and far above the general con-

ditions prevailing in Europe or the United States ; only the

most advanced states of Australia that have followed New
Zealand's lead in many respects can claim to have made any

near approach to New Zealand's labor progress.

In this connection the following passages are of interest.

Speaking of the New Zealand laborer, Edward Reeves says

:

''The old world terror of absolute penury is unknown to him.

Tf there be no room for him in any trade or job, he goes on the

land, to the Kauri gumfields, to the bush section, which the

(lOvernment will partially clear for him, to the State sawmill

in the almost inexhaustible forest. He cannot starve." And
he has a powerful and impartial court to protect him from

injustice or oppression, and a sympathetic and progressive

Government full of the representatives of the working-people

—small farmers, tradesmen, artisans, and laborers—to devise

new means for the improvement of his condition, and help

him to help himself to comfort, culture, and fortune.

Writing of what New Zealand has done for the wtM'king

classes, the United States Consul to New Zealand says : "The

land laws of this country are unique, having no parallel in the

" See Appendix, Civilization Tables.
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modern world that I am aware of. . . . The poor, the work-

ingman and the struggHng small farmer and mechanic, are

relieved from the burdens of taxation as much as possible.

. . . The hours of labor are shortened to 8 per day, and to

the constant worker is given a half holiday in every week,

besides at least six full holidays in the year, under full pay

;

thus affording him more time for rest, recreation, and intel-

lectual development than is enjoyed by his fellow-workers in

any other part of the world. There is a general diffusion of

wealth, no great poverty, and not a single millionaire as far

as I know. . . The men who have inaugurated these honest

Christian reforms are animated by a sincere desire to promote

the universal welfare, to resist the aggression of the strong,

and lend a helping hand to the meek and lowly. You may
call these principles by any name you choose, but the facts

are as herein related. . . The people of New Zealand are

blessed beyond all others."'"

" Review of Reviews, "Tlie Toilers' Paradise, or Wliat New Zealand is

Doing for Labor," Vol. 1.3. 1896. pp. 81, 82. See also Westminster Review,
144, p. 633.
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ArriiAL r.oAKDS FOR PL'BLIC EAIPLUVKKS.

The post and telegraph and railway men and other employees

of the Government have Appeal Boards before which they

may bring for decision any question that arises between them

and the management of the department. Each Board has three

judges: one representing the public, one chosen by the em-

ployees of the department,^ and the third by the management

of the department. For example, the railway employees have

two Appeal Boards : one for the North Island and another for

the Middle Island. ( )n each Board there is one judge appointed

by the Governor, one elected by the officers of the railways of

that Island, and one elected by the employees of those roads.

Any man who is dismissed, suspended, fined, reduced in rank

or pay, or who is in any wa}' "aggrieved with any decision

of his superior ofificer" has an appeal. In case of a fine not

exceeding $io the appeal lies to the Minister; in other cases

it is to the Appeal Board. No lawyers are allowed to appear

in the trial of cases before the Appeal Boards. The men or

the managers may appear for themselves, or by any reputable

person, but not b\- attorney.

The association of railway men may also share in choos-

ing a labor judge for the general Arbitration Court, which

has jurisdiction of industrial disjiutes throughout the Colony.

And if at any time the men cannot agree with the Minister,

they may bring their case before the .\rbitration Court if they

wish. So they ha\'e three methods for the settlement of

grievances: F^irst. appeal to the Minister and conciliation with

the management; Second, ajjpeal to the Ai:)peal l>oard ; and

Third, appeal to the ArbitratitJii Court.

Before this svstem of conciliation and arbitration was

' I'ost and Telegraph Act, 1894. Government liailway Acts, 1S94, 1896,
lUUl.
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adopted there was considerable friction and difficulty between

the railway management and the men, especially in 1890 under

the Railway Commissioners arbitrary rule; but the relations

between the railway management and employees have been

smooth and satisfactory since the Appeal Boards were estab-

lished.

PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS ORGANIZED AND INCORPORATED AND

COURTS OF APPEAL ESTABLISHED.

Any ten or more teachers in the public schools of any educa-

tional district, may associate and register with the assent of

the Minister of Education, and thereby become incorporated

under the Act of October 31, 1895. In each district a Court of

Appeal is established to hear and determine appeals of the

teachers against dismissal or suspension. Each Court con-

sists of three judges: a magistrate appointed by the Minister,

a person chosen by the teachers' society in the district, and

another selected by the Board of Education that orders the

dismissal or suspension in question. The Court decides upon

the merits of the case and may waive any technical error or

defect in the proceedings.

The teachers of New Zealand are no longer subject to the

whim of a school board or committeeman. Their rights are

protected by a public hearing and the processes of judicial

procedure and decision.
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1 XDLSTRiAL ARIiiTRATioN

On Demand

( )i- Kithi-:r Disputant ix ax Industrial Difficulty.

The Administratu)n of Ji^'sticl in Labor Disputes.

Judicial Decision ix Place of Strikes and Lockouts.

Abolition oe Industrial War.

Xew Zealand is the land of industrial peace; the first country

to abolish strikes and lockouts, and establish judicial decision

of labor difficulties in place of the primitive method of settle-

nunt by battle. The same prolific year ('94) that did so much

for the nationalization of land and credit through its resump-

tion and banking- laws, accomplished also the judicialization of

labor disputes. And of all Xew Zealand's far-famed achieve-

ments this is the most interesting and important—a law that

enables either party to an industrial difficulty to bring the

matter into court and have it decided by an award with the

binding force of a judgment of the Supreme Court—a law that

has ])Ut an end to the battles of capital and organized labor and

given the Colon}- unbroken industrial peace for the whole

eight years since the Act went into effect.

The industrial conciliation and arbitration law provides that

in any industrial dispute between organized labor and any em-

])lo\er or employers, either disputant may demand a settlement

by arbitration in place of confiict. In other words either party

to such dispute may call for the administration of justice in

the case, just as either party to any other sort of dispute may

sumnu)n the opposing party before a tribunal for judicial de-

cision on the merits of the case. It is mandatory arliitration,

or arbitration on demand, which means simpl\- the adminis-

tration of justice extended to labor disputes.

The system rests upon two broad facts: (i) That decision

21
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by reason is better than decision by force; and (2) That there

are. three parties in interest in every industrial trouble, labor,

capital, and the public; and as the public always wants arbi-

tration, if either of the other parties desires it also there is a

majority of 2 to i in favor of peaceful settlement/

THE me;thod.

Local boards of conciliation were instituted with 4 to 6 mem-
bers, half of them chosen by organized labor and half by

organized capital ; with appeal to a Central Court of Arbitra-

tion of three members, one judge elected by the labor unions,

another by unions of employers, and the third (who is Presi-

dent of the Court, and must be a Judge of the Supreme Court)

appointed by the Governor, who also fills all vacancies if work-

ers or employers fail to elect. M'herever the workers in any

trade are legally organized (any 5 can form a imion and

register without cost) the law takes effect

.

Any legal labor-vmion (a union registered under the trade-

union act, or the Arbitration Act, or both), and any employer or

organization of employers may sue and be sued under the Act,

but only organizations registered under the Arbitration Act

can take part in electing the members of the conciliation boards

and the judges, and either party to an industrial dispute, em-

ployer or labor-union, may begin proceedings under the act,

after which anything in the nature of a strike or lockout be-

comes unlawful, and the business must continue on the old

1 T]iis is the fundamental distinction between mandatory arbitration

and what is called "voluntary arbitration." The latter requires assent of

both disputants, which means unanimous consent of all three parties in in-

terest : labor, capital, and the public. Dissent of one party may prevent
voluntary arbitration, which is, therefore, subject to blockade by a minority,
whereas mandatory arbitration acts upon the will of the majority.

The New Zealand system, which I have ventured to call mandatory
arbitration or arbitration on demand, is usually termed "compulsory arbi-

tration." That name is ambiguous and infelicitous. It is true that as in

all regulative laws there is an element of compulsion in the system, since
either disputant may compel the other to arbitrate—but it is not com-
pulsory in the full sense ordinarily carried by that word—it is not obli-

gatory upon the parties. If neither desires to arbitrate, the law does not
require it. There is no more compulsion in it than in any other case of the
administration of civil justice through the judicial machinery of the State.
If two individuals or two corporations have a dispute either party may cite

the other into court and have the matter determined by judicial decision,
and we call that the "administration of justice ;" but if one party to a

labor dispute is allowed to cite the other into court it is called "compulsory
arbitration." It would seem better to speak of it as the "judicial decision
of labor difficulties," or the "administration of justice in labor disputes,"
or for short, "mandatory arbitration," or "arbitration on demand" of either
party.
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terms till the case is settled. If a strike or lockout has already

begun before application for a hearing, it must stop, and men
discharged because of the difficulty or their union activities

must be reinstated. All concerned : employers, corporations,

and trade-unions, can be summoned ; the whole trade in the dis-

trict can be brought into Court, and the decision may be made
binding on all employers and all workers, union or non-union,

in the industrial district (or even throughout the Colony since

TQOo), and may be enforced by process against the person or

property of a delincjuent in the same manner as a judgment of

one of our courts of last resort. After the award the law does

not compel the employer to keep on doing business, or the

employees to keep on working, but if they do keep on working

and doing business in that trade, it must be in harmony with

the terms of the decision. And the stoppage, if one should

occur, must be bona fide—anything in the nature of a strike

or lockout to escape the award would be instantly checked by

the Court. If the workers of any trade remained without

legal organization, they could still strike; or if they disbanded

their registered unions on due notice they could strike after

existing proceedings and awards ceased to have effect, or for

a cause not covered by an award ; or if organized labor and

its employers both got so hot that each was determined to fight

the matter to a finish and neither would call the other into

court, then also an old-time strike or lockout would be pos-

sible. But none of these things have occurred. The broad

facts are that labor does not disband or withdraw its registra-

tions under the Act, both workers and employers organize and

register more and more each year, and strikes and lockouts

have practically ceased to exist—none at all within the range

of the law in the whole 8 years, and only seven petty quar-

rels among unorganized workmen and Government employees

outside the scope of the Act.'

= The first disturbance after the Act came into force took place in a
Kold-mine in 1806. The company reduced wases. and the men struck. The
men were unorganized and had scarcely heard of the Afliitration Act. which
was then a novelty. They were advised to organize and invoke the law.
Thev did so. and the strike came to an end at once. In 1000 ahout 40 men
li.-nilinR coal from a mine struck for higher wages. The comnanv refused,
and on the advice of the heavers in the mine, who had n 'ready formed an
industrial union under the Act, the carters did likewise, and the Arbitration
law brought this battle also to an end—it had lasted only a few days alto-
gether.

Three other litde contests outside the law were of Goverimifnt em-
ployees : 50 unorganized bricklayers in one case, with whom the Government
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The workers in New Zealand know they can trust the Gov-

cninient and the judge it selects to be impartial, and experience

has shown the judgments to be so wise and fair that the Court

has the confidence, not only of thfe workers and the public, but

of the great majority of employers also.

The original Act included all the workers in factories and

mines, builders, painters, carpenters, butchers, seamen, rail-

way men, etc., but was held by the Court in 1899 not to cover

grocer clerks, street-car men, or livery-stable employees. In

1900, however, an amending and consolidating act was passed

extending the act to store men, clerks, farm laborers, and all

who work for wages or salaries except some employees of the

National Government, most of whom are otherwise provided

for.-' At the same time the Court was authorized to make

awards for 3 years instead of 2 as under the original law, and

voluutaiily agreed to submit the dispute to arbiti-atiou, and iu others l.j or

16 railway hands (in the interregnum) whose unreasonable demands were
rejected, whereupon they hastily resumed work.

In 1901 some bricklayers in Auckland asked for better terms and their

employers agreed, but set the time of change a month ahead, while the men,
demanding the advance at once, struck and stayed out a fortnight, when
the matter was compromised. This silly trouble arose quite appropriately

on the first of April and was settled on the l.Sth.

These, with another small and short-lived strike of unorganized gold

miners, compi-ise all New Zealand's labor outbreaks from 1895 to 1902.

(See State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand, Vol. 2. pp. 1.39, 140.)

Mr. Reeves says "It was never intended that the act should apply to strikes

of unorganized workmen. They were never likely to be formidable enough
to constitute a danger to the public welfare, and therefore did not call for

State interference." The trifling nature of the outbreaks just enumerated
supports this view.

"The Telegraph and Postal clerks, the Teachers and State Railway
I'mphjyet'S have special Appeal Boards of their own. (See chapter on Appeal
Itoards, above.) And the railway employees may appeal to the Arbitration
Coiu-t whenever they vote to take advantage of tlie Arbitration Act, but
they have nothing to do with the local conciliation lioards.

In view of the special boards established for the leading departments,
the liberality of the Government's treatment of employees, and the lack of

any such natural or automatic limit or guide iu the fixing of wages as exists

in i)rivate industry, it was deemed advisable not to include State depart-
ments in the original Act (Aug. 31, 1894) except the State Railways, one
of the chief objects of framing a law to stop strikes being to prevent a
paralysis of the transport of the Colony.

The law of October 18, 1894. abolisliiug the Railway ("ommissiou. au<l

bringing the railways under the direct management of the (Jovernment, took
them out of the i)rov!Si<ns of the Arbitration .\ct and i)ut them in the class

i(» which the-Act did not apply. I5ut the amendment of 19(t() again brought
I lie State Railways within the scope of the Arbitration I^aw, and the Union
of railway workers is now allowed to resort to the Arbitration Court. All
other civil servants are as yet outside the Act. and th(> railway men do not
seem iu any hurry to make use (»f it, being satisfied witli their special Ai)peal
Hoards. There is a strong sentiment in favor of bringing all (Jovernmeul
employees within the Arbitration Law. and an amendment was adopted iu

the House in 19i)0 to that effect, but it was afterward cut out, the Law
being extended to the railwa.v workers as a compromise.

(For a late expression of the I'remier in respect to State employees and
the Arbitration Act, see debate in the chapter on State Coal Mines.)
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it was further enacted that "even after its term had expired

an award should continue in force until one of the parties

thereto applied to the Court for a revision. This means that

only by the legal dissolution of all the registered unions of a

trade, or the express Hat of the Court itself, can a trade once

regulated cease to be regulated." The Court was empowered

to make awards binding throughout the Colony instead of mak-

ing a series of district awards as before; to hold non-unionists

to obedience to awards in their trade ; and to hold new comers

or persons entering the trade after the award, to be bound by

it without citing them into court for a hearing. The conclu-

sions of the conciliation boards were made binding unless

appeals were taken to the Court, instead of being as formerly

mere recommendations for the enforcement of w?hich the suc-

cessful party must appeal to the Court unless the other party

accepted the board's suggestions.

Another amendment Nov. 7, 1901, permits either party to

a reference to take the case straight to the Court instead of

threshing it out first before the local board. Some cases have

since been taken direct to the Court, but a number of others

have been brought in the old way before the boards, which

often succeed in bringing about a settlement without proceed-

ings in Court. All the points of the law cannot be stated in

this brief review, but we must not omit the referendum amend-

ment of 1898 requiring that before a union initiates arbitration

proceedings it shall be ascertained by ballot that a majority of

its luembers wish to do so.

now TT CA.MIi ABOUT.

The great strike of 1890, described in a former chapter, with

other lessons in the disastrous effects of labor wars, convinced

the trade-unions and the public that some better method must

be found for the settlement of disputes between workers .and

emplovers. In the jMaritime Strike and in other conflicts also,

labor had oftered to arbitrate but capital refused. This led

some thoughtful men to take the position that if either of the

parties to a dispute desired to arbitrate the other should be re-

(|uire<l to do so, and that is the basis of the Xcw Zealand law.

As we have said, but can hardly say too often, there are really

three parties in interest in every such case : labor, capital, and

the ])ublic ; and the public always wants arbitration instead of
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battle, and if either of the other parties desires it also that makes

a majority for peaceful settlement.

The Labor Minister, Hon. Wm. Pember Reeves, the famous

author of the Arbitration Law, was at first in favor of volun-

tary arbitration; that is, arbitration at the desire or with the

consent of both labor and capital. But a careful study of the

results of this method showed that it was inadequate. Every-

where, in the United States, England, France, Germany, etc.,

he found long records of destructive and costly strikes and

lockouts, blotted with violence and disorder, in spite of arbitra-

tion statutes and industrial courts and vigorous private efforts

to secure the peaceful settlement of industrial difficulties.

Voluntary arbitration always failed where it was most needed.

In small disputes it succeeded admirably, but in large afTairs

where one or both parties were obstinate or hot it failed utterly.

If both parties were cool and wanted to be fair, voluntary

arbitration could be arranged. But if either party was angry,

or more anxious to have his way than to be fair, or was de-

termined on a course he knew a just and impartial arbitrator

probably would not sanction, voluntary arbitration was power-

less, as was abundantly shown in the thousand strikes a year

in Great Britain, the home of the voluntary arbitration move-

ment, and the thirteen hundred strikes a year in the United

States, with forty million dollars annual loss in each of these

countries on account of labor battles.

Mr. Reeves therefore turned his attention to mandatory arbi-

tration. He drafted a bill in 189 1. The trade-union leaders

studied it carefully and then supported it steadily till it was

passed. In 1892 the Minister pushed the bill in Parliament.

It passed the House that year and again in '93, but was rejected

both times by the Senate on account of the strong opposition

of the employing classes and the general conservatism and

obstructiveness of the Upper House. In the general election

of 1893 it went before the voters, and when the Senate saw the

emphatic endorsement the people gave the Liberal Government,

it allowed the Arbitration Bill and several other important

measures to become law.

I

THE MACHINERY IN MOTION.

The Act went into effect Jan. i, 1895, and by the latter part

of the year 61 trade-unions, "the pick and flower of the labor
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Author of the Mandatory Arbitration Law. Now AgentGenerai, for New
Zealand in London.

Mr. Reeves is the most distinguished writer New Zealand has produced, and

one of her greatest publicists. The compulsory arbitration law, so skillfully drazvn

by him, has abolished strikes and lockouts, and after 8 years' experience is cordially

approved by the great majority, both of workers and capitalists. Thus New Zealand,

by the union of its common sense and civic patriotism with the skill of its great

Labor Minister, has led the zvorld in solving the problem of bringing industrial

disputes within the sphere of judicial decision and ousting the primitive method of

settlement by battle from its last stronghold, except international disputes, and

they, too, are rapidly being reduced to the civilized method of arbitration or

judicial decision.
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of the Colon}, "" had registered under the Act prepared to sub-

mit their disputes to fair arbitration. '^ One employers' asso-

ciation had also registered. Now, in 1902, about 250 labor-

unions are registered under the law and 75 bodies of employers.

The Shoe Case.

The very first use of the law averted an impending conflict

in the shoe trade. The trade had been in continual ferment

for many years. There was constant antagonism and dissat-

isfaction, and some costly strikes had occurred. In 1891 repre-

sentatives of the boot makers' trade-union and of the manu-

facturers of the Colony met in conference, made an agreement

and established local and central boards of arbitration and

conciliation. Both masters and men expressed their complete

satisfaction. But a few manufacturers of one city—Auck-

land—a very small minority of the trade, refused to be bound

by the decision arrived at. The result was an ugly, obstinate

and expensive strike in Auckland. The stubborn minority won.

The workers' union was broken up. The factories were filled

with boys and non-union employees. Many small factories were

started, and competition became severe.

These evils led to another conference and agreement in i8q2,

with a trade board of arbitration behind it, and this kept the

peace for three years. On the expiration of the agreement an

effort was made to form another, but a few manufacturers

refused and set up a new harsh schedule of wages, rules, and

conditions, seriously changing the position of their men for

the worse. The men refused to accept the new conditions and

ordinarily a strike would have been the result. But this crisis

in the shoe trade came soon after the Arbitration Law had gone

into eftect.

^ Registration imcler tlie Act was not necessary to set tlie law in motion.

.\ny trade-union tho only registered under tbe Trade-T'nion Act could be

plaintiff or could be made a defendant in arbitration proceedings. And all

employers whether organized or not were brought within the jurisdiction

of the Court, otherwise they might have defeated the Act by refusing to

(.rganize. On the labor side, legal organization was made the basis of the

law for several reasons. First, it placed the fundamental option in the

workers, for if they do not choose to establish or maintain legal organization

in any trade, they would be outside the law of 1804. Again it would not

do to allow each individual worker to bring his employer into court to lix

liis wages, hours, etc.. It was also desired to encourage organization and col-

lective bargaining. The full privileges of the Act, including a share in the

election of the conciliators and arbitration judges, can only be secured by
either workers or employers through organization and registration under the

Act.
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The public, inchuliiii;- most of the Ijoot niaiuifactnrcrs and

employees, were "sick of l)attle-fiekl arbitration" and willing to

trv "court-room arljitration." So the men, with encciurage-

ment from many of the manufacturers, brought suit under the

new Arbitration Act. The Court did not endorse the claim of

the obstinate minority to the "right of free contract" and "lib-

erty to manage their business as they pleased," which meant

the right to cut their workers and steal away their neighbor's

business by cruel employment and cruel competition, regard-

less of the interests of the public, of labor or of the mass of

the cajMtal engaged in the trade. Neither did the judges admit

the claim of the men that o)dy union help should be employed—
a contention that had been one of the main causes of the fric-

tion and strikes of the past.

The award ordered that union men should be given prefer-

ence in employment where equally competent and ready and

willing to do the work/'' decreed a 48 hour week, with $10 as

the least wages to be paid, required all work to be done in

the shops to stop sweating, and established trade boards of

conciliation and arbitration with' full powers of fixing prices

and settling disputes. In short the Arbitration Court did sub-

stantially what the majority of workers and manufacturers had

tried to do and failed because of the opposition of a few houses.

The court succeeded because its award had the force of law or

a judgment of the SujM'eme Court, and it could and did hold

these kickers to the terms laid down, and so protected decent

employers against guerrilla competition, and labor against con-

scienceless capital.

One strike in this trade had cost the men alone $30,000. and

caused the angriest of feelings." The arbitration proceedings

were quiet and good tempered, took onlv a dozen men frc^m

their offices and work-rooms, and the business meantime went

on, wages and ])rofits being earned as tho no contest was in

progress. And from that day to this (1897-1902) the shoe

trade of Xew Zealand has settled its difficulties by intelligent

decision of an im]iartial tribunal, without any interruption of

"'As we shall see hereafter the Court does not order sucli prcferoicc
unless the workers are well organized and the i;nion is practically (ii)en ii>

.my decent woi'ker in the trade on reas(inal)le terms.
' I-loyd's "Country Without Strikes" (1!»'m»). p. 4fi. From that work

and Keeves" "State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand." the records
of the Court, and vai'ions minor sources of information, these descriptions of

arbitration cases arc condensed.
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trade, and without any conflict more serious than debate

—

not one day's idleness, not one day of passion, not one blow

struck.

The men asked to have counsel, but the law does not allow

counsel unless all parties consent, and the manufacturers said

they did not intend to be so represented and therefore must

deny the request, so there were no lawyers in the case. At the

opening of the proceedings the principal representative of the

manufacturers said: "First of all I should like to compliment

the employees on taking the course they have and not going out

on strike, which would have been deplorable. I hope we shall

work harmoniously together and do the thing which is just

and right." At the close of the case the presiding judge com-

plimented both sides on their clear and thoro presentation "and

the good feeling which had been shown."

The Seamstresses.

The sewing women of New Zealand cities, shirt-makers and

tailoresses in factories and stores, are also among the workers

early benefited by the Arbitration Act. The whole clothing

trade of the Colony has been pacified and developed, protected

against fraud, svveating, and unfair competition, and rendered

stable and respectable from top to bottom by judicial control

of the unscrupulous minority.

In Auckland, where conditions were bad, as we have seen

in a former chapter, a union was formed in 1892, but the manu-

facturers fought it, discharging leaders and any operatives

known to be active, and tho pviblic opinion was with the work-

ing girls and many leading citizens tried to aid them, the

negotiations broke down and the trade reverted to anarchy and

sweating. After the Arbitration Law was passed, the union

was revived, and a schedule of wages agreed upon between it

and a great majority of the employers, but 5 refused to agree.

The Auckland Tailoresses' Industrial Union therefore with the

assent of the better class of employers instituted proceedings

before the local board under the Arbitration Act, and obtained

an increase of wages averaging 15 per cent, tho the new wages

were only $4.35 a week for first-class finishers (of shirts, coats,

pants, etc.), with $3 for the inferior hands, and $1 for begm-

ners in the first four months, $1.25 the second four months,

etc. In stating the case the representative of the union, speak-
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ing in behalf of the employers and employed who had agreed

to the new wages, remarked: "It is undoubtedly wrong that

honorable and fair-dealing manufacturers who are prepared

to pay a fair wage to their employees should have to compete

against others who are working their factories at a difference

of over thirty per cent in the wages of their women workers.

There has not been any spirit of antagonism in this matter.

It is a battle really in behalf of those who are prepared to do

the right thing and to keep down the extension of the sweating

system."

When the arrangement expired the employers without liti-

gation made a new and still better agreement with a provision

that "employers in employing labor shall not discriminate

against the union, nor do anything directly or indirectly in the

engagement or dismissal of hands for the purpose of injuring

the union," and this agreement filed in the Supreme Court

under the provisions of the Arbitration Act, bound both parties

like a decision of the Court.

The sewing women of the merchant tailor shops in Welling-

ton got a 2 years' award in September, 1898, giving preference

to unionists, limiting apprentices to i to 4 workwomen, stipu-

lating that all work should be done in the employers' shops,

and fixing $7.50 as the minimum weekly wage for good coat

and trousers hands (and $6.25 as the lowest for inferior

hands), with 45 hours work per week, and all overtime to be

paid as time and a quarter, and piece-work out of business

hours also to be paid 25 per cent extra. The women had asked

for a higher wage—$9.37 for first class hands, while the mas-

ters had been willing to give only $6.25. The rates under the

award were 60 cents to $1.25 a week more than the terms

offered by the employers, besides the other benefits of the

decision. The secretary of the union says : "We are a lot better

off than we were."

In Dunedin 42 out of 49 clothing fimis signed an agreement

with their employees, but 7 refused, and the women in 1899

appealed to the Arbitration Court, which gave a decision similar

to that just cited from the W^ellington award. It appeared in

this case that the intractable minority held out because the

agreement reached by the majority would put an end to a

fraud that was being practised in their stores. They were in

the habit of taking orders for clothing to be made according
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to measure at custom-made prices, and then sending" the orders

to a factory to be made up by factory workers at factory prices,

instead of sending the work to their own tailors and tailoresses.

The profits of this fraud on the pubhc they put in their pockets,

or used the margin to cut prices to the detriment of competitors

who honestly gave their customers what they paid for. The

Court put a summary stop to this cheating of customers, order-

ing th.at "all bespoke work—all goods sold as tailor made"

should be made as represented in the establishment of the em-

ployer. The judge told the representative of the irreconcila1)le

minority that "They would have to come in under the same

conditions as the rest of the trade, if they were going to con-

tiiuie in the tailoring lousiness."

In all these cases the better class of employers helped the

workers to organize, and cooperated with them in bringing

the cases imder the Arbitration T.aw to bind the unreasonable

minority.

Many working girls and women in the stores and shops of

our cities are receiving only $3 or $4 a week for hours that

in the clothing trade not infrequently amount to 12 or 14, and

even 16 a day—and children are employed at 50 cents a week

up. If these workers were in New Zealand they could appeal

to the Arbitration Court and get a 45 hour week r44 hours

now) with $6 to $8 pay at the lowest, and children (under the

recent provision) not less than $1.25 a week. Honest dealers

would be protected from sweat-shop competition, the public

would pay fair prices for good work made under safe condi-

tions, and all working girls could afiford to live decent lives.

Other Cases.

A few years ago when the linotype machines came in, there

was a strike in Chicago that sus])ended all the daily newspapers

in the city for several days. \\'hen the typesetting machine

invaded New Zealand offices the Typographical Union, failing

to come to an agreement with the employers, took the matter

into Court and settled the difference without the loss of a day.

]n Dunedin an agreement was reached by means of a friendly

conference between employers and emplo}ed in the presence

of the judges; the power behind their wise and kindly sugges-

tions being sufficient to secure a settlement without any trial

at all.
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In the six Aveeks' Homestead strike in the iron works ( 1892),

brought on by a cut in the wages of a few workers, there were

riots, a two days' Pinkerton battle with the strikers, many
Uves lost, forty non-union men poisoned at their meals, much
property destroyed, great loss in wages and product, immense

excitement throughout the country, incalculable intensification

of the antagonism between labor and capital, and complete fail-

ure of the men with permanent loss of their places by many of

them. That was an iron settlement in the United States.

When the iron workers of New Zealand had a grievance in

1899, they took it to the Arbitration Court and obtained an im-

VlCi'URlA STREET, AUCKLAND.

The employees in these stores and factories have the right to appeal to an

impartial tribunal for the redress of any grievance in their relations with their

employers or the settlement of any industrial dispute.

l^artial hearing and a just judgment binding the companies

hard and fast, without anger or bloodshed or loss of property.

In 1894 we had a great coal-miners' strike spreading over

eleven States and one Territory, whole counties terror-

ized, strikers intrenched in open insurrection, much property

destroyed, troops powerless to preserve order, shooting, evic-

tion, dynamite, assassination, kidnapping, torture, pitched bat-

tles, many lives lost, to say nothing of the suspension of

industry and the incalculable losses of labor, capital, and the

public. And now (1902) we are having another tremendous
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coal strike in the anthracite regions of Pennsylvania, throwing

150,000 men out of work, making fuel scarce and high over a

large part of the country, depriving industries of the coal they

need, filling our beautiful cities with bituminous smoke and

dust, and causing inconvenience and loss in their homes and

business to twenty or thirty millions of people, all because a

few coal barons refuse to arbitrate the grievances of the work-

ers, as the men desire and offered from the start to do.

The evening after the first draft of this section was written

the New York papers contained the following account in letters

three inches high

:

FORTIFIED CeiDP OF STRIKERS COHFRONTS THE THOOPS

TROOPS ORDERED TO SHOOT TO KILL

Miners at Shenandoah Startle the Twelfth

Regiment by Throwing np Fortifications

on Top of the Huge Indian Ridge

Colliery Culm-heap Command-

ing the Militia Camp.

The next night the papers said

:

SHENflNDOflfl ROLED BY BAYONETS

MARTIAL LAW IN FORCE IN THE REGION
OF THE STRIKE.

In spite of the efforts of President Mitchell and other leaders

of the mine workers there have been many cases of violence

to men exercising the right to continue at work, and to "scabs"

coming in to take the places of the strikers. Coal has gone up

from $5 to $20 and even $25 a ton, and is hard to get at that.
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The total losses already incurred in the five months this dis-

astrous conflict has been in progress, run up into the millions.''

In New Zealand, instead of Chicago, Homestead, or Shenan-

doah labor wars, there are quiet and orderly hearings. The

miners got awards and agreements binding the coal companies

in 1899. Two companies neglecting to comply with the terms

as to wages, etc., were fined by the Court and compelled to

come into line. The men got justice without delay or suspen-

sion of work. The companies got justice, peace, certainty,

and effective protection. And the public suft'ered no injury-

no armed conflict, no troops, no industrial civil war, no lives

lost or property destroyed, no mines closed down, no wages

lost, no interruption of business, no bitter feeling between

classes or individuals—only a summons to debate, a friendly

discussion, a thoro investigation, an order or agreement with

the force of law and the power of the Government behind it,

backed by enlightened public sentiment with full knowledge

of the facts.

Conditions may not be right at present in this country, or

in many others, to make mandatory arbitration a success. The

public sentiment and confidence in the Government, especially

among the working classes, that have played so great a part

in New Zealand, are lacking here as yet. But the incalculal)le

value of the results where mandatory or majority-rule arbitra-

tion can be applied, indicate the importance of pushing for-

ward the educational and governmental changes required to

secure the needful conditions for its success.^

Neither the Chicago strike, that blocked the business of a

continent and cost about ninety millions of dollars, nor the big

conflict now going on in the coal regions with 150,000 men

thrown out of work and the coal supply cut off from whole

"Through the wisdom and energy of President Roosevelt and the ad-

mirable management of President Mitchell, of the Miners" I'nion, the case

has now been submitted to an .\rbitration Commission, and the war is over.

The mine and railway owners did not want to arbitrate, but President Roose-

velt practically forced them to do so. The people are very glad that he

did ; they heartily endorse this compulsory arbitration ; they believe the

owners had no right to refuse to arbitrate; the unanimous verdict is that

it is an excellent thing to refer the matter to judicial decision instead of

combat, and let the men go back to work in the mines, earning their living

and giving the people coal.

Now what we need is a permanent system for accomplishing the same
thing in all classes of Industrial dispute. Not a sporadic reference to arbi-

tration here and there after a five months' fight, but a systematic means of

sectiring arbitration in all cases at the very start without any fight at all.

* See chapter on Pontrasts and Conclusions.
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States full of people, nor the violent disorders of the street

railways in several of our giant cities, nor any other of the

twenty-five thousand strikes and lockouts we have had, would

probably have occurred under a mandatory arbitration law,

covering the whole field of industrial disputes, administered

by impartial courts, and backed by enlightened public opinion.

II.

SIMPLE, CHEAP, SWIET, AND KFKECTlNlv JUSTICE.

The Arbitration Court is simplicity itself. The judges sit

at a table on the same floor as the disputants. No lawyers are

allowed without consent of all parties, which is rarely given.

The Court is bound by no precedent or rules of evidence or

technical matter of any kind. It is to decide in such manner

as it deems will accord "with equity and good conscience,"

"avoiding all technicality." It may summon witnesses and call

for books. Its judges are not removable during the three-

year term except for bankruptcy, crime, insanity or absence

from three consecutive sittings of the Court, or by vote of

both Houses of Parliament. Its decisions cannot be revised or

controlled by any other court. The boards must report on a

case within two months after application for the hearing of it.

And the Court must make its award within one month after

it begins to sit for the hearing of any reference.

The boards and the Court alike insist that the complainant

shall endeavor to arrive at a private understanding before a

hearing is granted, and if this has not been done the tribunal

will adjourn the proceedings to give the parties a chance to

see if they cannot settle without litigation. Not infrequently,

whenever the parties are willing in fact, a conference of the

disputants is held in presence of the Presiding Judge, or of all

three judges, and through the wise and kindly suggestions of

the Justices the parties are often brought together and a settle-

ment attained without trial. Everything possible is done to

secure amicable agreement without litigation.

The Act provides that an "Industrial Agreement" signed by

the parties and filed in the Supreme Court shall have the force

of law, or of a judgment of the Court. Such agreements are

frequently made voluntarily, and it is the practise of the boards
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to recommend, and of the Court to order the signing of such

agreements embodying the terms of the decision. On the ex-

piration uf an award the parties often agree to continue it for

a new term, or come to some modified understanding without

going into court.

Preference for Union Labor.

The awar<ls have raised wages, shortened hours, and im-

proved conditions. Where the workers in a trade are well

organized and the unions are open to any decent operative in

the trade on reasonable terms, the Court orders employers to

employ union members in preference to non-unionists whenever

there is a unionist equally competent for the work and ready

and willing to do it. If the trade is well organized, but the

rules of the union are exclusive or the admission fees too high,

the Court orders preference to take efifect when the union

modifies its rules so that any worker of good character in the

trade who wishes to join may do so on payment of an entrance

fee not exceeding 5 shillings and subsequent contributions not

exceeding 6 pence a week.

Awards of union preference have been granted in more than

fifty cases, including all the leading trades of the Colony. The

employers fought this most energetically, and even carried it

in 1899 to the Supreme Court, in spite of the clear declaration

<if independence in the Arbitration Act that "no award, order or

])rocee(ling of the Arl)itration Court shall be liable to be chal-

lenged, appealed against, reviewed, quashed or called in question

by any court of judicature on any account whatsoever." The
Supreme Court and Court of Appeal held that the Arbitration

Court had a right to do as it pleased in the matter, and in 1900

Parliament ex])ressly endorsed the policy of giving preference

lo unionists, it is in line with the whole trend of the law in its

encouragement of organization both of lalior and capital, with

free i)lay for all their powers of good, but with their teeth

ih"awn.

Xon-unionists already emi)loye(l are not to be interfered with,

and union men are to work in ]iarmon\- witli them, l^nionists

who receive preference must also accord ])referenee to cmplov-

ers who are organized.

Building Trades.

The Court has awarded carpenters an S hour dav for hvc

days and 4 hours the other day—44 hours a week, a luiniiuinn
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wage of 32 cents an hour, overtime paid at the rate of time

and a quarter for the first four hours, and time and a half

afterwards, with double pay for Sunday work. Men who do

not consider themselves able to earn $2.50 a day may work for

such lower wage as may be agreed on with assent of a com-

mittee of the workers and employers, or the secretary of the

union or the chairman of the local board of conciliation. Time

and expenses of traveling to country work to be paid for.

Preference given

:

"Employers shall employ members of the association in preference

to non-members, provided that the members of the association are

equally qualified with non-members to perform the particular work

required to be done, and are ready and willing to undertake it."

"Where non-members are employed there shall be no distinction

between members and non-members, and both shall work together in

harmony and receive equal pay for equal work."

"Any dispute under the two last foregoing rules, if it cannot be set-

tled by the committee above referred to, shall be decided by the board

of conciliation."
'

Painters, Etc.

Painters, paperhangers, glaziers, grainers and decorators,

44 hours a week,^ 30 cents an hour, overtime paid as i54 time,

i^ time from 8 p. m. to midnight, and double time after mid-

night. Workers who are old or otherwise unable to earn the

minimum wage of the award, allowed to work at a lower rate

agreed on by the union or chairman of the local board. Union

preference and provision for apprentices, as follows

:

"All boys working in any branch of the trade shall be legally indent-

ured as apprentices for the term of five years, but every boy so em-

ployed shall be allowed three calendar months probation prior to being

so indentured.

"The proportion of apprentices to journeymen employed by any em-

ployer shall not exceed one apprentice for every four journeymen or

fraction of four. For the purpose of determining the proportion of

apprentices to journeymen in taking any new apprentice, the calculation

shall be based on a two-thirds full-time employment of the journeymen

employed for the six previous calendar months.

"Arrangements between employers and apprentices existing at the

time of the coming into operation of this award shall not be prejudiced,

* In America thousands of workers are organizing great strikes to get
a 55-hour week, ton hours five days and five hours on Saturdays : employers
are res'sting the demand, and whole industries are paralyzed in consequence.
In New Zealand trade after trade has got a 48-hour week from the legisla-

ture without any strike except at the ballot box; and is now getting even a
44-hour week from the Arbitration Court without appreciable loss of time or
wages or any injury to the public.
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but any employer then employing any apprentice under any verbal

arrangement must procure such apprentice to be duly indentured within

three calendar months thereafter.

"The wages to be paid to apprentices shall be : For the first year,

6s. 6d. per week; for the second year, los. per week; for the third year,

15s. per w-eek; for the fourth year, £1 per week, and for the fifth year,

ii 5s. per week."

Cooks.

Pastry cooks 8^/2 hours, $10.50 minimum a week, with the

usual provision for incompetents, Hmitation of employment of

youths, and preference.

"Members of the union shall be employed in preference to non-

members, provided there are members of the union who are equally

qualified with non-members to perform the particular work required to

be done, and are ready and willing to undertake it.

"The last preceding clause shall not interfere with the existing en-

gagements of non-members, whose present employers may retain them
in their service in their present capacities or in any other capacity.

"Where members of the union and non-members are employed to-

gether there shall be no distinction made between members and non-

members; both shall w^ork together in harmony, and both shall work
under the same conditions and receive equal pay for equal work."

Printers.

Compositors: Case hands, 48 hours, $14 and $15 a week

minim,um; linotypists, 42 hours, $16.50 minimtim; bottom

piecework rates also fixed, union preference, and apprentices

limited to "one for the first two journeymen permanently

employed, one more for the next three journeymen employed

and one additional for every five journevmen permanentlv em-

ployed."

Coal Miners.

Coal miners got an 8 hour day, $2.50 per shift at the lowest,

and many other provisions relating to balloting for places,

piecework, difficult places, wet places, hot places, helpers,

truckers, timbering, etc., together with the following:

1. Saturday shall be a half-holiday when the mine has worked three

full days previously in the same week.

2. The horn shall be blown at 8.30 p. m. when the manager knows
for certain that the next day \\'\\\ be an idle day.

3. No coal shall be worked on shift wages in places where piece-

rates have been fixed, except by special arrangement between the mine-

manager and the local committee of the Workers' Union.

4. No more than two workmen shall be employed in one place on
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the same shift, unless special arrangements have been made with i-egard

to prices between the mine-managers and the local committee of the

Union.

5. An}' matter not provided for in this award may be settled by

agreement between the company and the local committee of the Work-
ers' Union.

6. Preference of Unionists (conditional).—If and after the Workers'

Union shall so amend its rules as to permit any person of good char-

acter and sober habits now employed as a miner in this industrial

district, and any other person now residing or who may hereafter

reside in this industrial district who is of good character and sober

habits," and who is a competent miner, to become a member of such

1° In other cases, the Dunedin carpenters, and Wellington pi-inters, for

example, the preference clause begins with the words

:

"If and after the union shall so amend its rules as to permit any person
now employed in this industrial district in this trade, and any other person
now residing or who may hereafter reside in this industrial district who is

a competent journeyman, to become a member of the union upon payment of

an entrance fee not exceeding 5s.," etc., as above.
Unions that have renounced the right to strike- except in a court-room,

and are open to any decent worker in the trade, are clearly entitled to pref-

erence. One of the principal policies of the Ai'l)itration Law is the en-

couragement of organization. Only by organization do the workers come
within the pi-ohihition of strikes and lockouts. Only by organization can
they acquire the right to bring their employers into Coiu't or to choose the
members of the boards and Court. When the law interferes with the trade-
unionists' "sacred right of insurrection," and they register under the Arbi-
tration Act, manifesting their willingness to give up the right of war without
trouble or protest, it is only fair that they should receive special considera-
tion.

The preference is not unfair to non-union men for' they can easily join

the unions, or if they do not wish to enter existing unions they can form
unions of their own. Any five workers can register as an industrial union
without cost, and the Court would not be likely to give preference above any
industrial union, however small, for industrial unions are the express instru-

ments and proteges of the Arbitration Law. The imions are of great benefit

to non-unionists as well as unionists, in probing grievances, negotiating,
arbitrating and watching the observance of awards. Their exertions and
expenditure in conducting successful proceedings benefit non-unionists as
well as themselves, altho the non-unionists have given no help.

Neither is the order of preference unfair to employers. Employers are
bound by the awards just the same whether their employees are union or
non-union, and as the President of the Wellington Industrial Association,
a strong body of employers, has pointed out, the award of preference does
not destroy an employer's right to pick and choose amongst individual work-
men, and the employment book clause (appended to the preference provisions
of the printers, carpenters and miners awards above cited and .in many other
cases), really aids the employer's choice. In respect to this the President of

the Wellington Association says :

"As unions where they get preference have now to be entirely thrown
open, they must of necessity have all classes of workmen. But that does
not imply that employers must either take or keep on an unsatisfactory
workman because he is a iniionist whose union has preference, for the award
expressly provides that a public record must be keiit of where workmen pre-

viously worked, so that an employer may satisfy himself as to the fitness of

a workman before engaging him."
Moreover, union labor is more valuable to an employer than non-

union labor, not only because of the superior efficienc.v that characterizes it

as a rule in all Knglish-speaking coimtries, but in New Zealand because of

the further advantage of its serenity—it has taken off the war paint. As
Mr. Reeves says : "Non-unionist labor is usually valued either because it is

cheaper or because it is more peaceable. But under the Arbitration Law
non-unionists must get the same pay as the unionists, and unionist strikes
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union upon payment of an entrance fee not exceeding 5s., and of sub-

sequent contributions, whether weekly or not, not exceeding 6d. per

week, upon a written application of the person so desiring to join the

Workers' Union, without ballot or other election, and shall give notice

of such amendment with a copy thereof to the company, then and in

such case and thereafter the company shall employ members of the

Workers' Union in preference to non-members, provided that there

arc members of the union equally qualified with non-members to per-

form the particular work reipiired to be done, and ready and willing

to undertake it: Provided, That this clause shall not interfere with

engagements sul)sisting between the company and non-unionists at the

time when such amendment as aforesaid shall be made and notice

thereof shall be given to the company as aforesaid, but that the com-

pany may continue to employ an\- miner then actually employed by

the company as theretofore, altho such miner may not be a member of

the Workers' Union, and altho such miner may, froni want of trade

or otherwise, be from time to time not actually employed in the mine.

Until compliance by the Workers' Union with the conditions of the

last clause, the company may employ miners whether members of the

Workers' Union or not ; but the company shall not discriminate against

members of the Workers' Union, and shall not, in the employment or

dismissal of men. or in the conduct of the mine, do anything for the

purpose of injuring the Workers' Union, whether directly or indirectly.

When the members of the Workers' Union and non-members are

employed together there shall be no distinction between members and

non-members, and both shall work together in harmony and shall receive

equal pay for equal work.

So .soon as the Workers' Union shall perform the conditions entitling

the members of the Union to preference under the foregoing clauses,

the Workers" Union shall keep, in some convenient place in Kaitangata,

a book to be called "the employment-book," wherein shall be entered

the names and exact addresses of all members of the Workers' Union

who shall from time to time be desirous of obtaining employment with the

company, and the names, addresses, and occupations of all persons by

whom such member of tlie Workers' Union shall have been employed

during the preceding two years. Immediately upon any such member
of the Workers' Union ceasing to desire employment with the company a

note thereof shall be entered in such book. The executive of the Work-
ers' Union shall use their best endeavors to verifj- the entries contained

in such book, and the Workers' Union shall be answeralde as for a

breach of this award in case any entry therein shall be wilfully false

to the knowledge of the executive of such union, or in case the executive

,nre abolishefl. It is only the non-nnionists (in a trade wliorc tluM-" is no
award in force) who can stril<o, and wlio—tlio I'aroly and then only in petty
groups—do. They are. therefore, to tliat extent, the more dangerous ser-

vants of tlie two. Nor. he it noted, does an employer wlio lias only non-
union men in his factory stand clear of the Act. N'or. again, can he take
himself out of it by dischai-ging his miion liands and pleading that he has
none in his emplo.y. If an award has been made dealing with the trade in

his districi. he is bound by it as much as his competitors who employ union
labor."
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of such union shall not have used reasonable endeavors to verify the

same. Such book shall be open to the company and to its servants,

w^ithout fee or charge, at all hours between 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. on every

working day. If the Workers' Union fail to keep the employment-book

in manner provided by this clause, then and in such case, and so long

as such failure shall continue, the company may employ any person

or persons, whether a member of the union or not, to perform the work

required to be performed, notwithstanding the foregoing provisions.

Notice shall be given by the union to the company in writing of the

place where such employmenti-book is kept, and of any change in such

place.

Slack Times.

The Court has recommended that in slack times employers

shall, if the men desire it, distribute the work among their

employees, giving each a share rather than discharging any.

Employers Protected and Aided.

One of the most important functions of the Court has proved

to be the protection of fair and honest employers from the

wage-cutting of conscienceless competitors and the frauds of

dishonest rivals. The Court stops sweating practises with a

strong hand, and compels those who are addicted to cut-throat

competition and guerrilla warfare, to come out of the bushes,

pay standard wages and give the trade, the workers, and the

public fair play. Competition goes to quality, skill, and pro-

ductive power, instead of to wage shaving and oppression of

labor. This abolition of wage-cutting and unjust competition,

and the fixing of hours, rates, and conditions for definite

periods, enables manufacturers and capitalists to make contracts

and calculations for the future with a certainty and safety

unattainable under the old regime. This, together with their

sympathy and sense of justice, explains why it is that so many

employers in New Zealand have cooperated with the workers

to bring their trades before the Court. The reasonable ma-

jority want to bring the unreasonable minority under the law

and tie them fast with decent regulations. Employers in many

instances have done this, helping their men to organize and

present issues to get decisions binding upon the whole trade.

Before the law was passed the mass of employers and

workers in the boot business and in other trades had been

willing to make reasonable agreements and had tried to establish

arbitration of differences, but had been foiled by a few intracta-
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ble employers who would not come into the arrangement.

Instance after instance has occurred where the great body of

workers and employers in a district have arrived at an under-

standing and put it into an industrial agreement, but finding a

few who would not sign, have taken the case to the Court,

which has ordered the "kickers" to conform to the terms of the

agreement reached by the trade in general. In the ^^>llington

Tailor case, for example. 26 out of the 28 merchant tailoring

establishments signed an industrial agreement with their

employees, but the General Drapery and Importing Co. of

supre;me; court, christchurch.

The development of judicial methods is one indication of the greatness of a

f'eople. The treatment of courts is an index of civilisation. If a nation builds

palaces for stock exchanges and houses its courts meanly, it probably devotes itself

more to trade than to justice; but if it builds its best for courts and schools,

churches and public buildings, its civic conscience is in a healthy condition.

New Zealand and the firm of Kircaldie and Stains refused con-

currence. They were called into court and the judges, after

hearing, ordered them to accept and abide by the terms of the

said industrial agreement. In another case 159 master builders

signed an industrial agreement embodying the recommenda-

tions of the Auckland Conciliation Board, but 19 employers,

including the city council, refused, so the case went to the
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Court to bind these stragglers. We have already seen how

appeal to the Court was necessary in the shoe business and

the clothing trades to bind a small fraction of employers,

irreconcilables, commercial dead-beats and cut-throats, to the

terms agreed to by the bulk of tlie employers and the workers.

The Arbitration Law and the powerful Court have simply

compelled the stubborn minority to do what the great majority

wished to do or were willing to do.

Number and Nature of Proceedings.

Over two hundred suits have been brought in the 8 years the

Act has been in operation. Most of the suits are brought l)y

the men, but not all; and most of the judgments have been

favorable to them, but not all. When decisions have gone

against the trade-unions there has been some grumbling, but

no disobedience. Some employers have tried to evade the law

or refuse conformity to it, especially two coal companies that

did not pay the wages ordered by the Court. Such breaches

have been promptly checked by the Court without the need so

far of any severe measures, the highest penalty yet inflicted

being a fine of $125 and costs.

One of the most remarkable results of the New Zealand

system is the cordiality and friendliness that has been developed

between employers and employed. The discussions in Court

are in good temper, and employers, judges, and observers from

other lands frequently comment on the good feeling shown

and the kindly relations that exist between labor and capital

both in and out of Court.

The suspicions and hostility that accumulate when employees

work in the dark and under the arbitrary rule of capital are

dissipated in the light of the facts afforded by arbitration

proceedings, and by the consciousness that the final control is no

longer one-sided or arbitrary, but rests in a body representing

all three partners in industry—labor, capital, and the public.

ADVANTAGES OF MANDATORY ARBITRATION.

Some of the benefits of the New Zealand system are as

follows

:

T. Industrial peace. Safety from the interruptions, losses,

disorders, animosities, and debasements incident to

labor wars.
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2. Justice. A strike ur lockout affords no guarantee of a just

conclusion. It does not decide by right, but by might.

It is the business of a court to investigate and deter-

mine what is fair-—while the business of a strike is to

see which party is the stronger.

3. Fairer diffusion of wealth. The workers, especially those

most poorly paid before, have been awarded a larger

share of the industrial product. Sweating has been

stopped, and dishonest and objectionable profits cut

off.

4. Conditions of labor equalized and improved so far as

reasonably possible under existing circumstances.

5. The Civilization of Commerce aided, not only by the attain-

ment of enduring peace in place of intermittent labor

wars, but l)y changing the fundamental question be-

tween employer and employed from : "How little can

this labor be had for in the competitive market?" to

"How much is this labor fairly entitled to?"

6. Organization encouraged and safeguarded. Preference

given to unions that are fair and open, a premium

put on organization by privileges accorded it, and at

the same time a powerful check placed upon the abuse

of organized power.

7. Collective bargaining established on sure foundations : No
more refusal to deal with unions, or insistence on

separate agreements with helpless individual workers.

8. Trade honesty guarded and enforced.

y. Publicity secured. The light let in on industrial facts,

giving labor the truth and affording public opinion a

solid basis for true and vigorous action.

10. Kft'ective protection of fair and honorable employers from

the ruinous competition of commercial cut-throats,

and the tricks and frauds of imscrupulous rivals.

1 r. Certainty in calculating wages and cost, and making con-

tracts for the future.

T2. Prosperity developed and intensified.

13. Stability of business and assurance of profit.

r4. Attraction of capital and lowering of interest and insuranci'.

15. Cordial relations between employers and employed at all

times, ev?n in the midst of industrial disputes.
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16. Longer and richer life for the individual and the Common-
wealth through elimination of conflict and passion,

and the lessening of worry.

T/. A nobler manhood, with broader sympathies, and fuller

reliance on reason and justice. Nothing is more im-

portant than the character development resulting from

the new conditions.

18. The Arbitration liabit—the habit which is being formed of

relying on arbitration to determine industrial diffi-

culties.

19. The ideals and sentiments appropriate to conference and

debate evolving and taking root in place of the ideals

and sentiments appropriate to battle.

20. The spirit of commercial conquest and industrial dominion

being weakened and the spirit of mutualism strength-

ened.

21. Control of industry by a body of directors representing all

three parties, instead of only one.

22. New educational forces put in action.

23. A notable example given of simple, cheap, swift and

effective justice.

24. Government strengthened and domestic tranquillity ensured

by removal of one of the chief sources of disorder.

25. Political liberty supplemented and perfected by the develop-

ment of industrial liberty
—

"free institutions" cannot

be really free till neither employers nor workers can

dominate each other.

26. Solution of the trust problem aided by recognition of the

principle that industrial power is a public trust, and

by judicial restraint of organized wealth.

27. Another field added to the social territory wrested from

private war and violence. A higher civilization

through a new extension of decision by intelligence

in place of the barbarous method of decision by battle.

28. Unities of interest emphasized rather than oppositions of

interest.

29. Help in the movement for international arbitration and

the abolition of war,—every diminution of conflict

lessens the spirit of conflict, and every success of

arbitration aids its extension.
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30. The growth of cooperation favored by the harmony and

coordination estabhshed by arbitration—a most

important result, for only cooperative industry can

remedy all the evils of economic inequality and remove

the last remnants of antagonism -between labor and

capital by making their owners identical.

OBJECTIONS.

The principal objections urged against the New Zealand

system in the Colony and out of it, are that "compulsory

arbitration" is an interference with liberty, an infringement

of the right of free contract, and the capitalist's right to manage

his business as he pleases ; that it would hamper industry,

strangle prosperity, and drive capital out of the country; that

voluntary arbitration is better; that courts are liable to be

manipulated in favor of capital ; that workingmen are not

responsible, cannot be held to the awards, and so the law is

one-sided and unfair; that too many suits are brought by the

workers ; and that if dull times come the decisions will cut

wages down and then labor will rebel and repeal or defy

the law.

Almost every law interferes with liberty in some way. Com-

pulsory education, compulsory sanitation, compulsory payment

of taxes, legal limitation of railway and trolley fares, telephone

and gas charges, etc., factory laws, Sunday laws, temperance

laws, oleomargarine laws, laws limiting the height of buildings

and requiring fire escapes, laws against nuisance, libel, theft,

violence, disorder, etc., etc., all interfere with liberty. If we

are not to interfere with liberty we must throw away our

statute books. The true question is not whether there is an

infringement of liberty, but whether there is a justifiable

infringement. Individual liberty must yield wherever the

public good clearly requires it. There is no right to liberty to

do wrong. A government that has a right to forbid crime,

disorder, nuisance, conspiracy, and duress has a right to forbid

strikes and lockouts.

The New Zealand law, however, does not go so far as this

;

as already remarked, it is not compulsory in the full sense

conveyed by that word. If both labor and capital wish to

fight New Zealand does not compel them to arbitrate. It is
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only when one disputant demands arbitration that the State

joins with him and requires the other to suljmit the contention

to judicial determination. It is exactly the same thing- that

has been done for centuries in other classes of disputes. Every

court of justice is a court of compulsory arbitration in the same

sense. The trouble largely arises from an unfortunate nomen-

clature. If the New Zealand system were entitled "The Admin-

istration of Justice in Labor Disputes," as it should be, the

objection would vanish.

Moreover, unless the parties agree, there is no escape from

compulsory process of some sort. The fixing of wages and

hours by strike or lockout is quite as compulsory as their

determination by mandatory arbitration. It is only a question

between the compulsion of force, and the compulsion of reason

and common sense.

Finally, the compulsion under mandatory arbitration is not

only of a better quality, but less in amount than under a systcui

of coercion by conflict, or the fear of it. How little compulsion

is really used in the New Zealand system is not generally under-

stood. Much more of the compulsive element is attributed

to judicial arbitration than really belongs to it under a proper

system." In this, as in other cases of the administration of

^1 ni the Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social
Science for July, 1002, p. 32, I find the following: "I concur with Senator
Hanna, who does not believe in compulsory arbitration. ... If men
were compelled to work by order of the State, with the representatives of
the State entering with whip in liand or a commitment to the jail, it woukl
create a nation of sullen, \inwilling and resentful workers; a condition that
we do not wish to encourage ; a condition which would be most hurtful to

our industrial and commei-cial greatness and success." These words are
entitled to most respectful consideration, for they come from the President
of the Amei-ican Federation of Labor. It is clear, however, that President
Gompers could not have had the New Zealand system of arbitration in

mind, for the State does not undertake to compel men to work when the
conditions prove unsatisfactory. After the arbitration either party may
stop. But the Court has proved its ability to make decisions that both sides
would rather accept than to quit, as they always have the right to do.

And no class of workpeople in the world is further from being a "nation of
sullen, unwilling, resentful workers" than the New Zealand unions, volunta-
rily registering under the Arbitration Act and gladly appealing to their demo-
cratic Court, in which they are fairly represented. It is in America you v^'ill

find sull'^n and resentful workmen when Federal injunctions prevent redress
of grievances by strikes, without provision of any rational substitute. If

the public welfare will not permit a railway strike or lockout paralyzing the
traflSc of the country, tlien it is surely the duty of society to give to labor
iinother means of defence as good or better than the one that is taken away,
and the only method of doing this at the present stage of pre-cooperativo
development is to establish industrial arbitration with the power of the law
l.ehind it. When the law curtails the strike it should provide the arbitration
coiiir.

The Ivondon Spectator says compulsory arbitration makes slaves of work-
iugmen, as they have to accept wages that are fixed by the Court. It is
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justice, it is only the tew that are subjected to coni])ulsiou to

make thcni couform to regulations which the majority regard

as fair anil reasonable. In the march of evolution there is

always a straggling lot in the rear of the procession of progress

who refuse to conduct themselves according to the ethics

recognized by the average conscience. It is the business of

the court to ascertain the dictates of this average conscience,

the ethics of the great majority, and re(|uire the stragglers to

obey them.

There is no unlimited right of "free contract;" usurious con-

tracts, immoral contracts, contracts in restraint of trade, or

against public policy in any way, are unlawful. Moreover,

contracts between employers and emplo}-ed are ordinaril}- far

from being free.^- There is in realitv much more freedom of

curious if tlie law miikes slaves of the worlvcrs that tliey should year after
year organize and register under it in larger and larger numbers. The work-
ingmen of New Zealand appear to enjoy the new slavery. The fact is that
the Court only fixes niiiiinnun wages. The men are free to get as much more
as they can. But no competent worker can accept or employer pay to him
a wage-rate lower than the living wage determined b.v the arbitrators. Wages
have to be fixed somehow. The only question is whether they shall be ti.xed

by force, economic violence, struggle in the dark, or by investigation and
impartial judgment in the light of all the facts.

A writer in the London Times criticising the New Zealand institution
says : '"Is it conceivable that at the close of the nineteenth century either
inasters or men would submit to such a tyrannical judicial interference with
their liberty?" For eight years New Zealand masters and men have been
subnatting to the Arbitration Court, and not merely submitting but apjjeal-

ing to it, often by mutual assent of the majority of both masters and men.
ft? is not a case of tyranny but of democracy—the Arbitration Court is a
i-epreseiitative body, a special industrial legislature chosen by workers, em-
pl()yers and consumers. If it is right to put political power in a represen-
tative body called a Legislature, why is it not right to put industrial power
in a representative body called an "Arltiti-ation Court"".'

In some cases local labor leaders in this country have refused to arbi-
trate because they said that a submission to arbitration implied a willing-
ness to conii)romise the dispute. It is trtio that boards of arbitration do
show a tendency to split the difference. Many times the truth and justice
of the case lies between the two extreme positions of the disputants, and
when this is so a just verdict will have the outward appearance of a com-
promise, but when one party is wholly right in any claim it is the duty of
the arbitr.-ilors to find for that party in respect to that claiiu. and i here is

no more implication of a willingness to compromise in submitting a labor
dispute to judicial decision than there is in trying any other sort of case in

court. If the plaintiff can i)rove he is right he expects to win his suit.

For a discussion of some other objections, etc., see an article on Arbi-
tration by the present writer in the Arena, Vol. 17, p. 6G3, March, 1S!)7.

^-What is called free contract is often free only on one side. 'J'he

rai)italist knows all the facts of the business, the worker frequently knows
nothing of the profits or possibilities of the trade; the t-mployer can wail,
the workman must have work to get bread lor hiuiself and his faiu'lv. and
other needy workers are pressing for employment willing to take whatever
they can get so it will keep them. Is that free contract in any reasonable
sense? When a large emi)loyer contracts with the individual worker, the
employer is too free, and the worker not free enough ordinarily. It is only
when the workers combine to substitute collective bargaining for individual
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contract under compulsory arbitration than without it, for an

honest effort at agreement is a condition precedent to a

reference, and the strength of the parties is equaHzed by the

right of each to take the case into court ; and very many differ-

ences are settled by agreements really entitled to be called free.

The desirability of free and honorable contract is therefore an

argument in favor of arbitration, not against it. But so far as

the objector claiming freedom of contract means an unlimited

right of the strong to make the weak agree to their terms

without any restraint in the interests of justice and the public

good, no such right can be allowed.

Neither does capital possess a right "to manage its business

as it pleases." Values are created, not by capital alone, but by

labor, capital, and the public. Values are the joint product

of three factors, two living and one dead ; and it is manifestly

unfair to leave substantially the whole direction and control

of business in the hands of individuals and boards of directors

representing' only the inanimate partner in production, ^^ putting

bargaining that sometliing like a reasonable balance is attained in industrial

contracting.
A member of the New Zealand Parliament recently put the matter in

a strong light when he said in the House. .Tulv 2, 1002 : "Does not any man
who has read the history of this or any other country know that 'free-

dom of contract' means freedom to work men as many hours as you can

force them to work, and for as little pay under any or all circumstances—

•

that freedom of contract means grinding the faces of the working-classes?"

" Organized labor is right in demanding a share in the control of indus-

try. But the unions, in combating the domination of capital, too often seek

to establish in its place a counter domination of their own that is quite

as arbitrary as the rule of capital. Regulations and orders that prevent

a compositor from working a press or a pressman from setting type, or a

foreman fi'om putting his hand to the work, or a mason's assistant from
laying a brick, or a plumber from nailing up a shelf, or one kind of a car-

penter from doing another sort of carpenter work, regardless of liberty,

economy, convenience, or necessity, are not to be tolerated, no matter how
good the motive of such regulation may be. To force employers to discharge

faithful non-imion workers : to call out the men on strike from the shops of

liberal-minded employers against whom there is no complaint, and cripple

or ruin them for the fault of unregenerate competitors; to tie up the trans-

portation of a State, or the building operations of a city without reasonable

notice or opportunity for arbitration ; to boycott, persecute, maim and kill

law-abiding citizens because they do not belong to a union—such things are

outrages, partly justified perhaps in the present state of industrial war,

but none the less outrages and not to be permanently endured. The despot-

ism of the trade-union is quite as bad as the despotism of capital, especially

where the union is dominated by ignorant demagogues attaining and hold-

ing their power for selfish ends and by methods similar to those employed
by the low-grade politicians in our city governments. Labor and its

cause have the profoundest sympathy of all right-minded people, and it is

clear that the unions have done incalculable good, but it will not do to

ignore their mistakes. Their excesses are their own worst enemies, and may
do the workers as well as the public almost as much harm as the wrongs of

capital. Neither the arbitrary rule of the capitalist nor the arbitrary rule
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the dollar above the man instead of the man above the dollar,

and instituting- rule by the dead minority in place of government

by the living majority. Yet New Zealand is the first country to

turn the tables by establishing an effective board of directors

representing all three partners, with more votes for the repre-

sentatives of the living than for the representatives of the inani-

mate partner—more power in humanity than in property.

Voluntary arbitration is very good as far as it goes, but, as

we have seen, it fails just where it is needed most. We have a

record of about 25,000 strikes and lockouts in a quarter of a

century, with losses of 500 millions to the labor and capital

involved, to say nothing of the damage to the general public.

We have sixteen States with voluntary arbitration laws, and a

National Federation for the same purpose, and vigorous private

efforts to secure peaceful settlement, but tho some good work
is accomplished, the tide of conflict rolls on practically

unchecked. Even the Massachusetts board, the best of all, does

not succeed in the big cases, and the. Civic Federation totally

failed in this hundred-million-dollar coal strike in Pennsylvania.

Great Britain, the leader in voluntary arbitration, has 800 to

1,000 labor wars a year, at an estimated annual cost to the

country of 40 million dollars. France has had 4,273 strikes in

8 years, and the German industrial courts settle only 4 per cent

of the labor conflicts. In the nature of things voluntary arbitra-

tion must fail wherever one party does not wish to be fair, or is

too hot to forego a battle.

When the bill was under discussion in Parliament the Oppo-
sition were entirely favorable to the conciliation boards, but

strenuously objected to the Court. Everybody accepted volun-

tary arbitration, but few at first saw the need of mandatory

arbitration. Even the author of the law thought that 9 out of

every 10 cases would be settled by the boards. But experience

has shown that nearly .)4 of the cases are taken up to the Court.

The people like compulsion, finality, binding decision, not mere
recommendation.

i)f the walkiiifr delegate can be permitted. The unity, sense and purjxjse
of industry must be emphasized, and tlie interests of the public and the
future duly considered. When the iiuhlic passes the kitten stage and gets
its eyes wide open, it will insist on industrial management or control repre-
senting all three factors, for in that way only is it possible to safeguard
the interests of all, and prevent the arbitrary rule of capital or labor, or
the possible combination of labor and capital to fleece the public.
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The other great argument urged by employers and llu'ir

representatives was that "compulsory arbitration would hamper

industry, destroy prosperity and drive capital from the Colony."

But the fact has proved precisely contrary.

As a result of the strike of the Amalgamated Society of

Engineers in England, some years ago. some very important

concerns moved their works to Russia and Belgium and other

countries, but there have been no withdrawals from New
Zealand on account of compulsory arbitration. ( )n the con-

trary, capital has flowed into the Colony faster than before.

Industry has not been hampered, but many of its difificulties have

been removed. Prosperity has steadily advanced, is greater now
than at any time for over twenty years, and New Zealand has

become the most prosperous country in the world. Not one

trade or business has been injured by the arbitration law.'*

1' Before the law wa.s enacted an employers' eouvenlii.n denounced it

as "most prejudicial." and even after it had been in operation three years
a lobbyist rei)resenting- an association of caiiitalists referred to the amend-
ments acts as "these Infernal bills ;" bnt in .June, 1000, after these infernal

bills were passed and this most prejudicial law had been at work nearly
five years, the Canterbury Chamlier of Commerce, one of the chief mercantile
associations in the Colony, published these sentences in its forty-first annual
report

:

"Probably at no period in tlie liistory of Xew Zealand can we find such
unmistakable signs of general prosperity as we have experienced during the

past year. Our industries, almost without exception, have had their capaci-

ties taxed to tlie very utmost, skilled labor has been practically unobtain-
able, and, except in the case of one or two exceptional trades, there is

every prospect of a continued demand for the productions of New Zealaii<l

labor. The number of workers employed in our factories in the year 1S!).">

was 20,879. This number has steadily increased until, at 31st jMarch, lOOii,

the number employed reached 48,038, being an increase of 10,050, or nearly
(>4 per cent in five years. No stronger proof could be reciuired of the forward
march of our industrial army, and it is satisfactory to note tliat the indus-
tries that have benefited most by the wave of prosperity which we are now
enjoying liave been able to give to the workers higher wages and improved
conditions of emiiloyuient."

.Tudge Backhouse, the Commissioner from New South Wales, taking
trades long mider awards for special notice speaks of tlie high prosperity of

the clothing industries, iron ti-ades. and building trades, in which "awards
had given tlie men shorter hours, higher wages and other benefits," and the
coal industry, wliich the .Tudge says has "not only not been hampered
by the provisions of tlie Act, but has derived advantage from them, and
without them it is more likely than not. considering the state of tlie coal
markets of the world, there w<^uld have been serious trouble between the
owners and the men." Summing liis results tlie .Tudge says : "My investi-

gation sliowed that with possibly one exception, industries have not been
hampered by the act—the boot trade is the exception. Here there lias not
been the advance one would have expected from the general expansion in

other industries. It would certainly appear that the conditions impuscd
have been such tliat this particular trade lias not shared in the general pros-

perity." When we examine the matter, however, we find nothing in the
awards to account for the condition of the boot trade. Tlie hours are
longer (48) and the $10 minimum wages lower than the awards in a number
of other trades. Moreover the conditions of the awards have been repeatedly
continued by agreement of employers and men after the term of award ex-
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Capital has not left the country, but has been drawn to it with

a new attraction due to the stability of business and security

from the interruptions and losses incident to labor wars. It is

not arbitration that hampers industry, but the absence of it

—

it is not arbitration that stops machinery, paralyzes business,

and wastes millions of liours and dollars, but the strikes and
lockouts consequent upon the lack of arbitration.

In respect to this "hampering of industry," Mr. Reeves says

:

For some years past, labor in almost every trade has been fully em-
ployed, the numbers of the worklcss have fallen progressively, employ-
ment from being scarce has become plentiful, in all the towns building

has been brisk, new factories have been opened, and the shopkeepers

who deal with the w'orking classes admit cheerfully that business is

better and bad debts fewer than at any time in the last twenty years

in the Colony.* The annual reports of the Chambers of Commerce and
the periodical reviews of trade and business published by the New
Zealand papers on both si.des in politics tell the same tale. But the

briefest and most convincing argument for disabusing the mind of

anyone who may fancy that the New Zealand Arbitration Act has

hampered industry is to be found in the following figures, which give

tlie hands employed in the registered factories of the Colony for the

last seven years. It may be remembered that "factory" in New Zealand

means workshop, small or large, and that registration is universal.

Year. Hands Employed.

1895 29.879

1896 32,387

1897 36,918

1898 39,672

1899 45.305

1900 48,938

1901 53,460

Additional evidence is found in the census returns. The

I)ired, whicli could hardly have been the case if either side had had reason
to believe those conditions onerous or in an.v way injurious to tlie trade.
The fact is that the business has for many years been somewhat overdone,
and in common with the shoe manufacturers in some other countries it is

feeling American competition. Mr. Reeves says that any one acquainted with
the history of the boot trade in New Zealand for the last twenty years will

hesitate about attributing its condition to arbitration. Mr. Lloyd says : "I
heard of no case in wliich an employer had been crippled or an -industry
hurt by an award : . . . The prosperity of the country is incontestable."
.\n(l those statements agree witli the mass of evidence in my possession.

* "State Experiments," Vol. II, p. l.ST (Sept., 1002). See also Reeves'
Introduction to Lloyd's "Country without Strilics." and the letter just received
from I'remier Seddon (cited in a note to the chapter on the I'eople's Trust
infra, and in the prefatory pages of the book), which brings the testimony to
continued prosperity down to our date of publication.

23
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census of 1901, as compared with that of 1896, discloses the

following contrasts

:

Manufactures and Works in 1896 and 1901

Number of establishments'" 2,459 3,^63

Hands employed" 27,389 41,726

Wages paid £1,907,592 £3,098,561

Average wage, males, men and boj's £77-2 a j'ear £81.7

females, women and girls £29.8 " ^3^-3

Horse power 28,096 39.052

Value of plants £5,796,017 £7,959,631

\'alue of output of manufacturers £9,549,000 £17,141,000

From 1894 to the present writing (1902) the number of

employees in factories and workshops has about doubled—an

increase of about 100 per cent, while the poptilation has

increased only 16 per cent. From 1896 to 1901, while popula-

tion increased about 10 per cent, the number of factories and

works increased 30 per cent, hands 52 per cent, wages 62 per

cent, value of plants nearly 40 per cent, value of output almost

80 per cent—the music does not chime with the croakers' sad

refrain of "driving out capital and hampering industry."

It is true that courts may be partial to or manipulated by

capital. It is an objection that applies to all courts. Yet I

suppose we would not wish to abandon judicial procedure and

go back to the arbitrament of battle. It is clear, however, that

to give such a plan a fair start the Government should fairly

represent labor as well as capital so that the presiding judge it

selects may be impartial and enjoy the confidence of both sides.

Such conditions existed in New Zealand and it would be

difficult to inaugurate the system till organized labor had faith

in the Government and the judges it would appoint. If good

judges were once selected the chance of their corruption by the

pressure of wealth would be very slight.

As to the plea of one-sidedness, there is really no lack of

mutuality, for labor can be held individually and collectively to

obedience to the awards.
^'^

>^ Omitting Government railway workshops and Government printing
fiffice.

1' Excluding dress making, tailoring, shirtmaking. millinery, etc., wliiili

were not included in the census of '96. The Labor Department figures include
these.

" Arbitration is really a means of getting away from one-sidedness and
approaching mutuality. The one-sidedness of the ordinary industrial methods
is emphatic, and aside from cooperation and public ownership the best hope
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In reference to the charges that too many suits are brought,

it must be noted: i. That it is perfectly natural and right that

a considerable number of suits should be brought in the early

years of the new regime, but fewer cases will occur when the

various industries have once been regulated—when the trades

of the Colony have threshed out their differences, got a full

knowledge of the facts, well-considered regulations, and trade

boards in the principal industries as automatic regulators.

2. That an effort at settlement by private conference must

always precede action. 3. That a strong tendency is already

manifest to continue awards or come to reasonable agreements

uu the expiration of judgments without going into Court.

4. That the Court has full power to refuse consideration of

frivolous suits. 5. That the cases have averaged only 3 or

4 a month, for the whole Colony; and 6, That the use made
of the law proves its value and the need there was for it.

The plea that organized labor, tho accepting awards on a

rising market, will not accept awards that might be necessary

on a falling market, is based on the assumption that working-

men are lacking either in fairness or sense. We believe this is

not true. The reason workingmen fight reductions made by

employers in times of financial ebb, is that the reductions are

made in the dark—the workers do not. know the facts. They
do not trust the capitalists and they have no means of knowing
whether the drop is really necessary or only an arbitrarv act

of employers to enlarge their profits. The Arbitration Court

will bring the real facts to light. And when the conditions of

trade (by reason of a change in foreign markets or some other

"f nuituiility lies in arbitration. Yet this argument, long ago exiil.nliMl in

New Zealand, is still used in America.
Senator Mark Hanna, who is a large employer of labor, says that

"employers object to compulsory arbitration because it would be one-side<l
owing to the lack of responsibility of the workingmen." Unions with
thousands of dollars in their treasuries and workingmen who own tlieir

homes, as a very large part of the workers of New Zealand do. are certainly
not open to that objection. The Senator !s president of the National Civic
Federation, which was organized for mediation in labor' difficulties, and has
done some go<;d work, but utterly fail('<l in the case of greatest need— the
big strike which raged for so many month.s in the anthracite coal mines.

The Senator says that in the recent hearings of the U. S. Industrial
("ommission "representatives of l)oth employers and working people gave
testimony against compulsory arbitration." I can imagine a Commissicm
centuries ago examining into the state of public opinion on the Copernican
theory or the law of gravitation, with the result that "representatives of all
classes expressed themselves as strongly opposed to these ideas." Our people,
as a rule, knew about as little crncerning compulsory arbitration as the
people who denounced Copernicus, Galileo and Newton knew about astronomy.
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cause of falling prices), demand retrenchment upon the clear

fdcts, it is reasonable to suppose it will be quietly accepted.

To say that laboring men will not accept retrenchment at such

a time is to charge them with a grievous lack of fairness which

their history does not justify. In Melbourne the compulsory

arbitration wages boards have had dull times to face and have

nevertheless done excellent service. There is no trouble in

cooperative works when reduction is necessary, because the

workers know the facts, and the whole thing is open and fair.

Moreover, the arbitration habit has taken hold of the people

and is likely to resist any difficulties the future may have in

store. Whether prices are falling or rising, judicial decision

is superior to battle, and in the one case, as in the other, the

disposition for conflict is avoided by settlement before the

dispute gets up to explosive temperature—the hunger for

justice is appeased before the appetite for a row is developed.

OBJl^CTS Oi- Tllli U\\\ ]?UI.T^ILLED.

The principal objects of the law in Mr. Reeves' own words

were : first, "to put an end to the larger and more dangerous

class of strikes and lockouts"—those in which organized labor

is concerned ; and second, "to set up tribunals to regulate the

conditions of labor." In other words the primary objects were

industrial peace and justice. Both these purposes have been

fulfilled—the battles of organized labor have ceased; injus-

tices formerly sufifered in silence by the workers because too

weak to strike or because deterred by the cost and risk of

failure in the struggle, have been redressed as well as the

grievances of powerful unions ; and conscienceless employers

who seek profit by the oppression of labor and the use of dis-

honest or unfair practises in competition, have been compelled

to do business under reasonable conditions, to the great relief

and benefit not only of the workers and the public, but of the

great majority of employers also.

A GREAT SUCCESS.

That the institution is a great success is abundantly proved

by the record of its results and by the words and acts of the

labor unions, many of the leading capitalists and employers,

Parliament, the people and the press, with strong endorsements
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by committees of investigation from Anstralia, and, clearest

of all proofs of approval, imitation by neighboring states.

Employers generally were strongly opposed to the law at

first, but now the great majority are favorable to it, and some

of those who vigorously opposed it are now among its strongest

friends.

The shipping round Xew Zealand is mostly in the hands of

two companies: the I'nion Steamship Co., and the Northern

Steamship Co. Both of them support the law. Mr. James

Mills, manager of the Union Co. and one of the largest

employers of labor in the Colony, has expressed emphatic

approval, saying that the Act is "a very beneficial one and one

of the most important that has been passed." Mr. Ransom,

manager of the Northern, also fully believes in the principle

of compulsory arbitration.

Mr. Blackwell, managing director of the largest woolen

mills in the Colony, and one of the largest in the world, came

before a committee of the House in 1900 to offer some sugges-

tions on behalf of the Canterbury Employers' Association in

relation to the consolidating act, and both the suggestions sent

by the Employers' Association and his individual expressions

of opinion were emphatically favorable to the Act. "It would

be impossible to conceive of a more useful measure," said the

Employers' Association, in a paragraph to which Mr. Black-

well called special attention and personally endorsed, adding,

"There is no antagonism now whatever there may have been

in the past."

Leading representatives of the Builders' Association at Well-

ington, Christchurch, and Auckland, have almost unanimously

expressed approval.

In the boot and shoe business, the clothing trade and many
other industries, many of the better class of employers have

urged their employees to organize, and have cooperated with

them in instituting proceedings under the Act in order to estab-

lish fair conditions and shut off cut-throat competition.

A prominent employer says: "rndcr the old system, our

dififerences with our men had to be settled by a brutal fight.

Now two committees meet before the Court, and meanwhile the

industry goes on just as if nothing were the matter."

He quotes the manager of one of the largest coal companies

in the Colony as declaring to him that, altho he had always
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been opposed to the present Ministry, he had to admit that this

law was a magnificent thing for any statesman to have done

for his country.

"We know just what to count on," he said.

One of the most successful employers and capitalists in the

country describes the situation of the employer under compul-

sory arbitration as one of "perfect comfort."

The following is from Mr. Outrim, Chairman of the Vic-

torian Factories Commission that journeyed through New Zea-

land this year (1902) examining the workings of compulsory

arbitration

:

''We examined a very large number of witnesses from both sides,

and. with the exception of one employer, there was a unanimous opinion

that the principle of the Conciliation and Arbitration Act is a sound

one, and that they would be very sorry indeed to go back to the old

order of things.

"Our witnesses were mainly representative of large organizations

—

men like the president of the Chamber of Commerce, secretaries and

presidents of employers' associations, and officers of the various indus-

trial unions. They all say that it is a most beneficial law."

In ic;oo when the arbitration statutes w^ere being revised

and consolidated only one representative of capital appeared

in opposition to the system. The large and increasing regis-

tration of employers' unions under the Act and of w'orkers'

unions also is further evidence of the wide-spread favor the law

is receiving among them.

It is agreed on all sides in New Zealand, that organized labor

in the Colony is practically a unit in favor of the institution.

The fact that organized labor has not disbanded or struck or

withdrawn its registrations under the Act, but on the contrary

continually increased its manifestations of allegiance, shows

that it is getting better results than by the old method. If

more could be gained by strikes and lockouts labor and capital

would not be' registerino- under the Act more and ir.ore everv

year. Clearly they both believe compulsory arbitration better

than conflict.^*

1* Now and then a statement appear.s in the English press that the

Arbitration Act has failed. This is due to generalizing from expressions of

displeasure on the part of one or two parties against whom decisions of

the Court has gone. A party losing a suit before the Arbitration ("oui't

sometimes makes disagreeable remarks as in litigation before other courts.

Some years ago a couple of coal companies that were fined for paying
less wages than the Court awarded were quite sure the law was not :i

good one, and. stirred up all tlie opposition they could. Once in a while a

trade-union can't see the justice of a ruling against some of its claims, and
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Mr. Reeves says the trade unions did not try the law for

twelve months, but they have become "enthusiastic believers in

it, and the free use they have made of it has formed the chief

text of the complaints made against it." Notwithstanding the

pressure of many workers and employers to get their trades

regulated 'in the early years—a mild case of clustering when

the bargain counter is opened up—it is certainly far better to

have a plethora of arbitration than to have an epidemic of

strikes such as we are enjoying in the United States.

In 1901 after watching New Zealand's experiment six years,

New South Wales sent an experienced and impartial judge

of high character and ability to study the institution on the

ground. He traveled all over the Colony and interviewed a

large number of employers, manufacturers, merchants, cor-

poration men, officers of labor unions, etc. (150 representative

persons altogether), taking special pains to get the testimony

of those who had formerly been prominent in opposition to the

Arbitration Act. His report to the Government, tlio a cool and

dispassionate statement of facts, made so strong an impression

in favor of the New Zealand system in corroboration of what

was already known about it that New South Wales adopted

a similar law that same year. We have room here for only a

few sentences from the report. After describing at length the

New Zealand system and its effects, the Judge says

:

"A very large majority of the employers of labor whom I inter-

viewed arc in favor of the principle of the Act. One only did I meet

who said out and out, 'I would rather repeal it and have a straight

stand-up fight,' while another was doubtful whether the present con-

uses some Impolite language about the Court and the law till it cools down to

normal temperature. The language of trade-unionists is pretty vigorous
anyway in New Zealand as well as in America. In the ordinary discussions
of their meetings, one not well acquainted with them would frequently
think they were abusing each other and their best friends, when they are
merely debating an important question in a style they may consider patterned
after parliamentary models. In one instance not very long ago a painters'
union was dissatisfied with a decision of the Arbitration Court, and expressed
its disapproval. Everything of this kind is bent, twisted, magnified and
colored up to newspaper jiitch in the English press and copied, with frills

and variations, by American journals. So it has been reported that the
vorking classes of Xcic Ya aland are so dissatisfied with the .Vrbitratim Act
that they are going to have it repealed. It takes a man with an expansive
mind to make such a report as that out of the transient dissatisfaction of
one trade-union, but a flexible modern press correspondent can do it. The
fact was specially astonishing in this case, however, because many trade-
unions throughout the Colony not only indorsed the Arbitration system as a
whole, but have passed resolutions specifically approving the judgment or the
Court in this particular matter about which the painters' union found fault.
(See N. Z. Parliamentary Proceedings, Vol. 122, pp. 11-12, September 2, 1902.
See also Chapter on The People's Trust infra.)
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dition was better than the pre-existing. The first, in a letter, has since

considerably modified his statement.

"The unionists to a man believe in the Act, and the non-unionists

as far as my observation goes, find no fault with it.

"I found on the part of the men, none of that opposition to com-

pulsory arbitration which is such a marked feature in England and the

United States.

"The Act has prevented strikes of any magnitude, and has, on the

whole, brought about a better relation between employers and em-

ployees than would exist if there were no Act. It has enabled the

increase of wages and other conditions favorable to the workmen,

which, under the circumstances of the Colony, they are entitled

to, to be settled without that friction and bitterness of feeling wliich

otherwise might have existed; it has enabled employers, for a time

at least, to know with certainty the conditions of production, and

therefore to make contracts with the knowledge that they would be

able to fulfill them ; and indirectly it has tended to a more harmonious

feeling among the people generally, which must have worked for the

weal of the Colony.

"It goes far beyond settling disputes in which, but for its provisions,

there would have been strikes. It is used as a means of fixing the

wages and general conditions of labor in many industries, and without

doubt, will eventually be so used in all."

As a result of New Zealand's success New South Wales

adopted compulsory arbitration Dec. 10, 1901 ; West Australia

came into line in 1900 and improved the system in 1902; Vic-

toria establishefl trade wage boards in 1896, a plan likewise

adopted by South Australia in 1900 in place of her broader but

imperfect and practically idle law of '94. The sentiment for

compulsory arbitration has become so strong in Australia that

there is a movement now to establish a Federal Court of Arbi-

tration.^^

The movement of public opinion in New Zealand is clearly

shown by the growing enthusiasm of labor as a whole, the

change of the mass of employers froni enemies to friends of

the measure, the favorable attitude of the press,-'' the large

majorities given the Liberal Government at each succeeding

election, and the tone of the debates in Parliament.

When the law was drafted in 1891 it was considered so

" See Appendix for Australian law.s.

-0 The press, as a rule, approves the system, and even papers opposed

to the Government have ceased to attack the arbitration law tho criticism

of details, especially in relation to some of the conciliation boards, is to be

found in papers of all political shades. The Otago Daily Times, for esamplo,

Uie leading Opposition paper in the Colony, said, after Ave years' experience

of the law: "It cannot be even plausibly urged that the effect of the Con-

ciliation and Arbitration Act has so far been injurious or damaging."
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strange and dangerous that even the Liberal Government
thought best to wait, and the Labor Minister was not allowed

to move the second reading for a year. In 1900 when the con-

solidating and amending act was under discussion there was
earnest debate over details, but the measure itself, the system

of compulsory arbitration, found no one to attack it but one

member, a remnant of the old stock, who was mildly chaffed

by his colleagues as the Rip Van \\'inkle of New Zealand.

CAUSES OF SUCCESS.

The success of compulsory arbitration is attributed by Mr.

Reeves-^ to the friendliness of Parliament, the high character

and ability of the presiding judge, "the exclusion of barris-

ters" and "the absence of formality in the proceedings of the

Court," which "saved it from being swallowed by a load of costs

or stranded on the barren sands of technical quibblings," "the

steady revival of prosperity," the high level of intelligence and

respect for law in all classes, and "the determination of the

])ublic to give it a fair trial"—to which I think we should add,

the care and skill with which Mr. Reeves drafted the law, the

fact that the Liberal Labor fusion of farmers and workingmen
had elected a Government in which organized labor had con-

fidence, the inherent justice and virtue of Arbitration (the

essential superiority of decision by intelligence over decision by

force), the check-mate of the little, irreconcilable, inherently

pugilistic minority by the compulsory feature, the fact that

an open door to swift, easy inexpensive, common-sense settle-

ment keeps the industrial atmosphere from rising to the fight-

ing level or economic boiling point, and the rapid growth of

an arbitration habit in a community where the administration

of justice in labor disputes is once thoroly established.

Mr. Reeves specially emphasizes the influence of public opinion, and

the services of Judge Williams, the first President of the Court. His

ability, kindness, common sense, impartiality, and high sense of equit3%

were doubtless of great value. But there are many judges of high

character and ability in every civilized country. The bench attracts

and develops that kind of manhood. Under a government and in a

social and civic atmosphere that is industrially reasonable and fair to

both labor and capital, the judges as a rule, full of the spirit of their

-1 State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand, Vol. 2, pp. IIS, 150,
169, 171.
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time and country, administer the law consciously or unconsciously in

accord with the dominant thought around them, and the attitude of

the public mind. Judge Williams left the Court in April, 1898. Since

then Judges Edwards, Martin, and Cooper have successively presided

over the Court, all with great success, tho the decisions are not always

up to high-water mark in this any more than in other courts of justice.

Full praise is willingly accorded to Justice Williams and the other

excellent judges who have so well administered the law, but care must

be taken not to overestimate the personal elements in the case. As
Mr. Reeves himself remarks fifty pages further on : "The odds are

heavily in favor of the successful discover}' of fair working conditions

by any impartial, intelligent, and honorable referee." It is a true

system in the hands of good men. The same Justice Williams as a

judge of the Supreme Court administered the laws of New Zealand

before the Arbitration Act was passed, but strikes and lockouts pre-

vailed notwithstanding. Able administrators were there as in other

countries, but the law had not arrived. Men had legs and wheels and

cranks a hundred years ago or more, but they couldn't pedal a mile a

minute till the bicycle was evolved.*

In reference to the influence of public opinion Mr. Reeves says

:

"The very nature of a compulsory act demands as a condition precedent

to it, not only that reformers in a community shall desire to see it

made trial of, but that public opinion shall have been educated up to

wish for it too. Either labor or capital must be ready to invoke it.

. . . In free countries, therefore, it is likely to have to wait until

the people are sick of industrial war and the public catches at it as

a relief. . . . The success of such a law depends upon its

deliberate acceptance by public good sense. To attempt to force such a

statute on an unwilling people would be foredoomed to disaster. No
compulsory arbitration law could work for a month in a democratic

and civilized community unless opinion there had deliberately declared

for a thoro trial of it in labor disputes."

The fact that compulsory arbitration went into efifect upon a rising

market made it easier for employers to endure the substantial increase

in wage rates decreed by the Court. Prosperity always smooths the

way to industrial reform, tho it frequently puts the motive to sleep.

It must be remembered, however, that periods of rising prices are

prolific of strikes. In trade after trade labor has to fight for its share

of the new profits. This has taken place in other countries, but New
Zealand, the most prosperous of countries, has been quiet, while labor

by peaceful means has secured a fuller share in the new prosperity

than in any other commonwealth. One thing more must be noted in

this connection : the extraordinary prosperity of New Zealand is in

part due to the arbitration law which has given the Colony unbroken

tranquility and freedom from labor conflict losses, and an industrial

harmony and prevision unknown in other lands.

* The editor thinks someone may question tliis, so I state on tlie authority

of the Scientific American that "a mile was made on a bicycle, paced by a

locomotive, a few years ago, in a little less than a minute."
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Cominuiiitics form habits of thought and action as well as indi-

viduals, and it is quite as important they should form good habits.

If they get tlie king habit, or the corporation habit, or the money
seeking habit, or the strike habit, it is hard to break them into better

ways. But if they once come under right conditions to acquire the

arbitration habit it will last with the full resistance bestowed by the

great law of the survival of the fittest, and would carry the institution

over far greater difficulties than any experienced in New Zealand, just

as our democratic habits and well-grounded faith in government by

the peoi)le keep us true to popular sovereignty and democratic institu-

lions in spite of boss rule, machine politics, corruption and disaster in

our city governments.

The New Zealand law had enough compulsion in it to hold duwn
ihc pugilistic few, and compel the mean little remnant of barbarism

in the community to accept the civilized methods of settlement desired

b\' the majority, who could therefore resort to arbitration without fear

of having the resulting compact or award wrecked by cut-throat com-

petitors or refusal of any of the parties to abide by the terms arrived at,

and by the practise of arbitration under such protection could demon-

strate its value.

The importance of a Government in which labor has faith, as a

condition precedent to a satisfactory scheme of arbitration, is manifestly

great. It would be possible to forbid strikes and lockouts, leaving the

parties to select special arbitrators in each case in the ordinary way,

and giving the award the force of a judgment. But such a plan could

not secure the harmony, continuitj^ or comprehensiveness of juris-

diction and decision attained bj' a State or National tribunal, nor

would it ensure the representation of the public interest on the boards.

And if a Court is established, the Government entrusted with the ap-

pointment of the presiding judge must have the confidence of organized

labor, or it will have rough sailing; and if its action is made to

depend at bottom on the assent of labor as in Mr. Reeves' New Zealand

law, it will not sail at all without the confidence of the workers. The
absence of this faith was one of the causes of the failure of arbitration

in South Australia. A compulsory law was passed the same year as

in New Zealand, but it failed completely. Unlike the New Zealand

law, the trade-unions were beyond the jurisdiction of the court unless

they registered under the act, and practically none of them did register

for the reason as they state, that they were afraid of some of their

judges."" New Zealand workers had secured a Government and courts

in which they had large faith, and they would have had to dissolve

their trade-unions to defeat the jurisdiction of the Arbitration Court,

instead of merely refraining from registering imder the Arbitration .A.ct

as in South Australia.

Yet even in New Zealand, notwithstanding the fact that labor leaders

and unions worked for the Bill, and in spite of the strong reasons the

"There was no energetic desire to use compulsory arbitration. If [jiihlii:

seiUiinent liail demandetl it the law could easily have been amended and the
objections of the trade-unions obviated.
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workpeople had for confidence in the Government and the large con-

fidence they actually had for the most part, there were still grave doubts

and apprehensions on the part of many in respect to the appointment of

that very Judge Williams who proved so admirably fitted for the posi-

tion. He had been a Justice of the Supreme Court since 1875, and his

social position and antecedents naturally classed him as aristocratic

and conservative, yet his impartial administration of the Arbitration

Court quickly won the confidence of trade-unionists while retaining the

respect of employers."^ In reference to this matter Mr. Lloyd says:''

"The first judge of the Arbitration Court, tho a man of the highest

character and unquestioned impartiality, was still so thoroly identified

socially with those who are not expected to have much sympathy with

the working-classes, that the trade-unionists felt no little apprehension

as to what was to be expected of his interpretation of the law. But

it was he who initiated the policy of preference, and established it so

firmly that it has never been departed from. Tho he was in fact what

some called a 'Tory' judge, and was feared correspondingly by work-

ingmen, he decided nine times out of ten in favor of the men ; not, he

said, because they were workingmen, but because they had the right 01

the case."

Distrust of the Government and its courts is one of the reasons why
State arbitration makes so little progress with organized labor in Grerd

Britain and the United States, other causes being that labor leaders for

the most part, judging by the absurd objections and misstatements

some of them make concerning it, do not give sufficient time and atten-

tion to the subject to comprehend it thoroly as the New Zealand labor

leaders did, and that some of the leaders here and in England are

constitutionally opposed to anything that may interfere with the battle

array of labor and capital, in which they hold so prominent a position,

and thus perhaps endanger their personal power and prestige as com-

manders in the conflict. Some of the crowned heads of Europe oppose

democratic institutions and the abolition of war, some politicians oppose

direct nominations and the referendum, and some labor leaders are

human too and think of their selfish personal interests first. Most of

them, however, we are happy to say, oppose judicial arbitration, we
believe, from a sincere conviction that conditions are not ripe for u

yet. The election of governments fairly representing labor as well as

capital and capable of establishing impartial labor courts, education, and

the rcfercudiiin are the antecedents most to be desired.

RESULTS.

The bottom qtiestions in this relation are whether wealth

and industrial opporttinity are to be distributed accordini^ to

force and cunning-, or according- to reason and jtistice ; whether

industrial control is to rest with one factor or in a body rej:)-

-3 Reeves' State Experiments, Vol. 2, p. 118.

=' A Country Without Strikes, pp. 64-5.
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resenting all three ; and whether business is to be interrupted,

production stopped, transportation paralyzed, enormous losses

incurred, and animosity enkindled, through periodic labor wars

and epidemics of disorder, or peace is to be established and

domestic tranquility ensured.

New Zealand has taken her stand for reason, justice, partner-

ship, peace, order, safety, harmony, economy, and domestic

tranquility. She has shown that trade-unionists may be per-

suaded by the logic of experience to prefer court arbitration

to conflict, and that the unions may grow and prosper in con-

sequence; that the decision of a State tribunal may be as just

and moderate as that of a private conciliation board ; that there

is no serious difficulty in enforcing its awards ; that cheap,

simple, swift, and effective administration of justice in labor

disputes is easily practicable ; that compulsory arbitration has

not strangled industry nor fettered enterprise ; that wages can

be increased, hours shortened, and other conditions improved

wholesale without injury to business but with decided benefit

to it; that prosperity has not been diminished, but intensified;

that the need for litigation growls less as industry after industry

is thoroly overhauled and regulated by awards, the facts

l)rought to light and the cordial relations introduced by the

new system leading to agreements without suit ; that many
who bitterly opposed the Arbitration Act before they expe-

rienced its benefits, are now among its strongest friends ; and

that industrial peace can be established whenever public opin-

ion is ready for it. State arbitration in New Zealand does

not stop industry, waste the funds of unions or the capital of

emptoyers, does not ruin thrifty w'orkmen and bring misery

into their homes, does not hurt trades related to the industry

under arbitration and tradespeople who have dealings with the

parties concerned, does not injure the public and drive away
trade to foreign coimtries. Strikes and lockouts and the

accompanying boycotts do these things—not arbitration.

Jn most countries the industrial world is divided into two

armed camps, from each of which occasionally comes an out-

burst of war. In New Zealand the organized hosts have laid

down their arms. New Zealand mulerstands the law of selfish-

ness and the law of industrial gravitation ; she frankly accepts

the two irresistible tendencies of modern industry under com-

petitive conditions, the first of which is that labor and capital
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will differ, and the second that they will organize to carry

their opposing points ; and she encourages organization and

settlement, and only insists that the settlement shall be peaceful.

One of the most important steps in the history of civilization,

was the substitution of a court of justice for the primitive

method of settling disputes by battle.-^ No civilized country

dreams of allowing two individuals or two corporations to

determine their difficulties by combat or persecution. Either

party may cite the other into court and have the whole matter

settled by compulsory arbitration. Even our States are denied

the privilege of making war, and one can be called into court

by a single individual. Aside from employers and employed,

nations alone have full legal right to play the barbarian, and

that will not last long, for International Arbitration is coming

with the sanction of the civilized world behind it.

There is clearly no more reason for permitting a corpora-

tion and its employees to fight out their dift'erences in the

public streets, than to permit two corporations, or two bodies

of employees to resort to conflict. Yet New Zealand, the

youngest of the great republics.'-'*' is the first to extend the prin-

ciples of peace and civilization and judicial justice to the set-

tlement of disputes between employers and employed, abolisli

strikes and bring the wars of ca]:)ital and labor to an end.

-^- In Tho Arena, Vol. 20. p. 2, "ludnstrial Battle and the Publie," I have
treated this point more fully, and will quote one paragraph here: "One of

the marks of civilization is the settlement of disputes by judicial decision

in place of combat. In the primeval age of barbarism all ditflculties were
determined by battle. We have learned to use the arbitration of a court of

.justice for all classes of cases but two. Differences between nations and
between employers and employed are still decided by the primitive method of

conflict. All other cases have been swept within the circle of civilized

methods. If two individuals or two corporations differ in regard to their

rights, either may cite the other into court to have the matter determined
by an impartial tribunal. If two States of this TTnion quarrel, they must
go to court and not to war, because 4.") States have agreed to that proposition
and are ready to enforce it. If civilized nations would agree to a similar
proposition in respect to international ditliculties war would cease. If the
people of this country would agree to judicial decision of industrial disputes,

strikes and lockouts would soon be curiosities of a bygone age."

In the same article the overwhelming interest of the Piiblic in the peace-

ful settlement of labor disputes is emphasized, and its right to insist upon
settlement discussed.

Some time in 1903 or 1904 I hope to publish in Tlie .\rena a fuller and
more systematic treatment of Arbitration on Demand than has yet appeared.

2« See pp. .''.3, 2.^0.



Chapter 59.

COOPERATION.

Abolition of the Contractor.

DIRECT EMPLOYMENT BY THE STATE ON THE COOPERATIVE PLAN
;

RAILWAYS, PUBLIC WORKS, LANl3 DEPARTMENT, AGRICULTURE.

STATE LECTURES; COOPERATIVE DAIRIES; STATE WAREHOUSES;
COLD STORAGE AND SHIPPING DEPARTMENTS.

Till 1891, the construction of public works had been carried

out under the contractor system. In that year the Premier

announced that this system had proved to be radically vicious,

and that the Government would adopt the policy of direct

employment on the cooperative plan, and the settlement of the

workers in homes of their own on the lands alongside of the

roads or other public works in which they might be engaged.

This method has been applied to railway constructimi, bridges,

public buildings, work on the public forests, and on the public

lands, in the farm and village settlements, etc., etc.

Four or more workers unite in a cooperative group, elect a

foreman, or two if they like, and take a contract for a given

piece of public work. Each man in the group has an equal

interest, and the men may elect a new f(^reman at anv time

thev desire' The workers obtain in this \va\' not onlv a fair

1 At first tbp men were asked to organize in parties of about 50 each
and select trustees, all the men to have an equal interest, and wages and
profits to be divided equally. The plan worked well from the start, but
cNperience showed that large groups did not work so harmoniously as was
desired, and now the parties generally do not exceed 1(» or 12 men. and do
not probably average much over 6. Instead of trustees, the men select
one or two "headmen"' or foremen. The foreman receives all the money,
signs the receipts, and is responsible for the proper carrying on of the worii.
A foreman may be removed by a majority of the group, or the Government
Kngineer in charge of the work may depose him, if the interests of the work
(iemand it, and call on the party to elect another. The Engineer is also
authorized to discharge any member of the group for cause. If a cooperator
is ill, his place is held open, or he may send a substitute. If one stops
without illness or other sufHcient cause, he has no claim after the day he
quits, nor can he be received back without consent of all the men in the group.

The Government provides trucks, rails, barrows, tents and tools free,
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day's wage for a fair day's work, but secure for themselves

also the profits that went to the contractor under the old sys-

tem. Labor is put on a higher plane, for every man is a

contractor and partner in the profits and the control. The

expenses of superintendence are diminished, as every partner

is practically an overseer watching the rest, and the drunken-

ness, idleness, or inefficiency of one would diminish the income

of all.

Elderly, delicate or inefficient men, who found it difficult

or impossible to get work with the contractors, are able to com-

bine in cooperative groups and help each other to make what-

ever they may be able, without cutting down the earnings of

able-bodied workers. Thus there naturally arises a sort of

classification of both the work and the men, the lighter work

being given to the aged and least capable, and the heavier work

to the strong and able-bodied.

MINISTER SEDDON AND THE ABUSES OF THE CONTRACTOR

SYSTEM.

The new system is- largely due to the sense, energy, sym-

pathy, and insight of the Plon. Richard J. Seddon, who was

then Minister of Public Works. He found the old contractor

system full of evils and abuses. If the contractor made a good

bargain with the Government, he reaped large profits at the

expense of labor and the taxpayer. If he made a bad bargain

and became a loser, he might fail to pay his workmen or other

creditors. Altho subletting was forbidden, there was never-

theless in practise a system of subletting which amounted

to a sweating system of the most flagrant and baleful charac-

ter. The contractors would take work at prices out of which

they could not make a legitimate profit, and then sublet at

sweating rates, in order to make money at the expense of the

workmen. Sometimes the people witnessed the exasperating

spectacle of a chief contractor making a large profit while his

sub-contractors were ruined and workmen and merchants left

unpaid.

except picks, shovels, and axes. Explosives (except liquor) are also provided
by the Government, but the cost is charged to the men. The cost of repairing

the plant and tools, is also borne by the men. The work done is measured
monthly, and payment made in cash to the foreman. The hours of labor

are limited to 4!S per week, and the men are not encouraged to work beyond
that time. (Special article in the New Zealand Year Book for 1894; see

also Journal Statis. Soc, Vol. 55, article by Sir Robert Stout.)
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Another scheme of the contractors was to put an extra good

man or two in each gang, pay them special wages by private

agreement, and have them set a kiUing pace for the other mei:.

They would also establish stores, and sell groceries and liquor

to soak up the wages of the men, fleecing them of a double

profit, one on the contract, and the other through the sale of

goods at unfair prices, the workmen being obliged to buy at

the contractors' stores either because there were no others

near, or for fear of losing their places if they dealt elsewhere.

Moreover the men who worked for the contractors were not

permanently settled on the land, but were compelled to migrate

when the work was done, and therefore constituted a floating,

unsettled population. The contractor often brought men with

him and others would be attracted by the news of the improve-

ment, then the work would be finished and the district would

find a threefold labor problem on its hands—its own laborers,

those the contractor brought, and those who had come to the

district of their own accord to take part in the new work.

Besides all this, the State received a poor return for its

investment, for some contractors scamped the jobs or furnished

poor materials, and the men took no interest in the work and

therefore did not work rapidly or well, and the result was
unfair and expensive construction. The Government was at

a further disadvantage because it could not control the work

—

could not hasten, retard, postpone or stop it. Strikes occurred

among contract workmen, keeping expensive plants and

machinery idle, interfering with public business, and causing

serious delay and waste.

ADVANTAGES OF THE COOPERATIVE PLAN.

As fast as the cooperative system has been applied these evils

have disappeared. The Government buys the best materials

and the men work with new energy born of interest and respon-

sibility. The earnings of the cooperators are nuich greater

than the wages under the contractor system.

Many workers make 50 cents to $1 a day beyond what they

used to get, and laborers of the vigorous sort employed by the

contractors (who as a rule take only the strongest men) are

able to double their former pay.- Yet the work has not, in any

- Sir Robert Stout stated in 1892 that the cooperators were making
25 to 50 cents a day more than contractors' pay. Talcing common labor alor.e,

24
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instance, cost the State more than it would cost by the pre-

vious method, and in nearly every case work done on the coop-

erative plan has cost the State less than it would have cost if

let in the old way ; and the work is of better quality than that

done by the contractor.^

Another advantage to the State is that cooperation gives

the Government complete control over its expenditure. The

department can suspend operations at any time it sees fit with-

out any liability for damages, while under the contract sys-

tem this could not be done without incurring claims from the

contractors for compensation. Under the old plan the expen-

official data indicate a still greater difference. Minister Seddon reported
that under tlie previous system the men had been receiving only $1.12 a
day, while under cooperation their net earnings averaged from $1.75 to

$2.00 for a day of 8 hours. The figures of the Public Works and Land
Departments for 1806, when several thousands of men were employed
cooperatively in building railways and constructing roads and public
buildings, show that ordinary day laborers earned an average of .fl.Sfl. The
average in 1902 is stated as somewhere between' $1.87 and $2. When we
remember that the cooperative averages include the earnings of groups of

elderly and comparatively inefficient men, who would not have been employed
at all under the contractor system, there is reason to believe that the saniv

class of laborers as iccre employed ty contractors, earned un^er cooperation
nearly double their former cumpctiiirc iraycs.

An engineer from New South Wales finds fault with the New Zealand
system, because "inferior men are sometimts emidoyed." He thinks ii

better to employ only first-class men at good day-wages, and relegate inferior

men to relief works. But one of the objects of the New Zealand plan is

to give second-rate men a chance. It keeps their self-respect intact, stimulates
them to do their best and is no detriment to the department, for the
iiuality of the work must come up to tlie standard, and being done by
I)iece-contracts, it costs no more than if done by first-grade men in the prime
of their vigor.

3 In his report for 1892 the Minister of Public Works stated that "the
works are carried out in a more satisfactory manner than under contract,

and at no increase of cost." Several years later the Government prepared a
table showing the mileage cost of railways built under contract and under
cooperation, and in every case the railroads built cooperatively cost less. It

is the duty of tne Department's engineers to see that the work does not
cost more than it would under the old system. They make the estimates
on the basis of whicli the piece-work is offered to the men, by calculating its

value at the prevailing wages for such work in the district, and adding
a percentage to represent contractor's profits, keeping in mind the rule

under which the Department works that the cost is not to be greater than
if the construction were let on ordinary contract at fair rates ; and in

practise the cost generally falls below this line, sometimes very much
l)elow. For example, when the Supreme Court at Wellington was to be
painted, the lowest tender from contractors was almost double the price at
which work was finally done by workmen employed cooperatively.

On the point of quality tne evidence is equally emphatic. "Work is

better done under the cooperative- than imder the contract system. No
attempts are now made to put whiting into the paints instead of white
lead, or to introduce inferior brands of cement or iron into the works, and
no walls are built dry in the center, or filled in with bats. The Government
finds its own materials, so the Department knows exactly what class of

material is used. These materials are carefully selected to insure their

being of the best class. The workmanship put in is also of a superior
kind. The men are the contractors themselves; they take a pride in their

work, and have no taskmaster standing over them, finding fault with them
for being too particular and taking too much pains." (Special Article in

Year Book for 1894.)
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diture under large contracts was bound to go on, even tho a

shrinkage of revenue, or unexpected demand for funds in other

directions, might make a postponement most desirable. Under

cooperation the Government may carry on the work more

leisurely or discontinue it altogether on reasonable notice to

the men. And on the other hand it reserves the right to

increase the numbers employed on any work, so that in case

of emergency it may push the work as rapidly as possible.

The danger of litigation, an item of considerable importance

under the old system, is practically abolished under coopera-

tion. And the cooperative system has been found to conduce

to public safety, especially in the case of the railways.

I'ublicity is still another advantage of cooperation. Every-

thing is done in the daylight. Through time sheets, engineers'

reports and monthly accounts, the public, the workers, and

their friends may know the ins and outs of the whole system.

No secrecy is possible, and none is sought.*

So the Commonwealth secures publicity, safety from litiga-

tion and labnr troubles, better materials, better workmanship,

and better citizenship. Tt does not have its work scamped, or

its taxpayers defrauded, or its working classes illtreated, or

the fair distribution of wealth disturbed, and it retains com-

plete control over its own business.

'JMie success of the cooperators is mainly due: first, to free

selection—the\' are voluntary associates, coming together in

groups of their own accord and not by the orders of a boss
;

second, to partnership contract, with its equality, independence,

and responsibility, in place of wage-hire without share in the

control, or any responsibility beyond obedience to a master

;

third, to pay in proportion to performance, which, added to

resi)onsil)ility and share in control, gives the men the deepest

interest in their work; fourth, to the assurance of good pav,

and the certainty of getting all they earn, secure from anv con-

tractor's frauds or bankruptcies; and fifth, to good treatment

and just dealing by the Department.^ As an example of tlie

* Reeves, in State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand.
^ The charge has been made in England that employment on the public

works in New Zealand is often a political reward. Like many other things
said in England about New Zealand, this charge is false. Political favoritism
does not exist and would not be tolerated. The officers of the Labor Bureau
who select the men neither know nor care what a man's opinions are.
Such a thing as boycotting a man for holding Conservative opinions has never
been known in the history of New Zealand's Liberal Government.

In giving employment married men have the preference over bachelors,
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spirit ill which the systtin is administered, I quote the follow-

ing from the special article in the New Zealand Year Book for

1894, p. 235:

"If it is shown after a fair trial of anj- work, that capable workmen
are not able to earn reasonable rates upon it, the prices paid can, with

the approval of the Engineer-in-Chief, be increased, so long as the

Department is satisfied that the work is not costing more than it would

have cost if let by contract at ordinary fair-paying prices."

PRKDICTTOXS AND RESULTS.

The opponents of the new departure predicted that political

pressure would be brought to prevent the discharge of

employees, and to make work for the sake of giving employ-

ment; that the work would prove more expensive than that

done by private contract ; and that the system would be found

inefficient. All these predictions have proved to be mistaken,

and the cooperative system has grown in favor with the Gov-

ernment and the people year by year.

As early as 1894 the Colony's Official Year Book said

:

"The bulk of the railway and road work and much of the

building work of New Zealand is now carried on under the

cooperative system. The method has been found as well

adapted for the laying of the rails and constructing station

buildings as for the eartli works, culverts, etc., which were

first attempted."

In 1893 Minister Seddon applied the method to the con-

struction of public buildings. In 1896 the system was carried

a step further by the application of it to the building of an iron

bridge, an experiment wdiich proved eminently successful.

The Land Department has also adopted the cooperative prin-

ciple : "With the exception of a few special items," says a

recent Land Report, "all of the work done by the Department

has been on the cooperative system." Last year (190I) as

many as 5,600 men w^ere employed cooperatively by the

Public Works and Land Departments—3,000 in the former,

and 2,600 in the latter.

The net results are the elevation of labor ; public work of

aud men living in the neighborhood over those from a distance. The personal
character of the men, their qualifications as workmen, and their need, are
also considered. One who has long been out of work is preferred to one
who has just ended a term of public employment. Other things being equal,
claims for work are determined by ballot in the presence of the men.



COOPERATIVE GROUPS BUILDING THE MAHOKINE VIADUCT.

Tlic Liberal Government luis adopted cooperative methods in place of the old

contractor system. The State constructs roads, raikvays, stations, public buildings,

and cz'en large bridges or viaducts of masonry and iron, by azvarding sections of

the zcork to groups of men on cooperative contract. Each group of workers is a

partnership electing its ozvn foreman and dividing the profits among all the mem-
bers. The result is that the State gets better Kork at lozuer cost, zvhile the zvorkers

hove risen to the dignity of partners, and make much better pay than formerly,

because they work with more zvill and because they receive the profits, which, under

the old system, would go into the pockets of a fezu contracting employers.

Mr. Seddon, as Minister and Premier, has been the leader in this movement,
'cith the strong support of Ballance, Reeves, McKenaic and other Liberals.
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better quality and lower cost to the State; and the elimination

of the contractor and his profits. The effects on character and

wealth-diffusion are incalculable. Cooperation is industrial

democracy in place of wage subjection ; brotherhood instead

of mastery.

Arch-Deacon Langley, of the Unemployed Advisory Board

of New South Wales,'' visited New Zealand in 1899 and inves-

tigated the cooperative system, and made a. most favorable

report, stating among other things, that there had been no

unemployed agitation in New Zealand in the eight years that

had elapsed since the adoption of the cooperative method in

public works.

THE GOVERNMENT TEACHES THE FARMERS COOPERATION.

The Government not only employs the cooperative method

in its own business, but does its best to encourage farmers and

workingmen to apply the same system in their affairs.

It has set itself systematically at work to teach the peo])le

cooperation.' Tt distributes literature, and sends out lecturers

"New South Wales and Vietoi-ia have introduced the cooperative system

of public woriis, and all the colonies are displacing the contractor system

with direct construction by the Government.

''The State is not only the largest landlord and principal employer, but

the chief agricultural teacher and adviser. An Agricultural Department,
organized by Jolin McKenzie in 1892, agricultural colleges, State farms,

experimentai crop and poultry stations, lecturers, literature, and leans, do

the work. Thousands of farmers visit the experimental stations every year,

and tons of leaflets are distributed throughout the islands, but traveling

instructors and lecturers are found more effective still. Next to the dairy

lecturers, the best results, perhaps, have been attained by the three fruit

experts, who traverse the Colony every year, inspecting, advising, and
lecturing. Every animal slaughtered is inspected, and condemned if unfit for

food,-—2.8"per cent of the cattle and .11 of 1 per cent of the sheep are found
tainted with tuberculosis. Herds and flocks are a'.so examined in the

fields, and the flocks of New Zealand, and Australia, too, have been cleansed

of scab.

Sir Julius Vogel says : "Special oflicers give instruction and advice to

farmers with regard to dairying produce, and fruit and forest culture.

A portion of the duty of other officers, such as stock inspectors, rabbit

inspectors, and veterinary inspectors, is to advise the farmers how to treat

stock and keep animals free from disease, and, in the case of rabbits, how to

destroy them. These advisory officers have been of great assistance to

farmers." (Fortnightly Review, ISb^, Vol. 59, p. 137.)

A great change has taken place in the last twelve years. Prior to 1890.

it is said, in New Zealand if any one asked the Government for information

on a matter calling for agricultural science, the question was sent to the

Colonial Geologist. If the inquiry related to insects, the geologist took

counsel of a certain telegraph clerk. If the clerk was puzzled, the "^ntter

was referred to the Registrar of the New Zealand University. Hardly a

-cargo of grass seed was landed that did not contain a mixture of weeds,

thistles, burr, sweetbriar, cats-ear, cape-weed, sorrel, furse, and other rubbish

which spread over the islands and added themselves to the farmers' worries.

Animal pests also multiplied with little scientific effort for their control.
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to talk to the people on this all-important subject. Cooperative

dairying- is the specialty. The Chief Dairy Inspector showed

in his report June, 1892, that the special work of the Govern-

ment was already having marked efifect. He says that "New

Zealand butter which last year (1891) was quoted in London

at £1 los. to £2 below the Danish brands, has during the past

season been quoted at about the highest figures in the London

market." It was shown that in the creameries 27^2 lbs. (or

2y2 gallons) of fairly good milk produces i pound of butter,

which averages 4 cents a pound more in price than ordinary

farmers' butter, while it takes 33 lbs. (or 3 gallons) of milk

in the old way, with pans and skimming and the common

churn, to make the same quantity, showhig 50 per cent more

returns from milk put into the dairy. If the dairy is coopera-

tive these profits go to the farmers. It is the business of the

Chief Inspector to visit factories and give addresses on the

benefits of cooperative dairying.

If a company, or association of farmers in any locality wish

to establish a creamerv. the Agricultural Department will send

The farmers did uot own the Government. But now the farmers do own the

(Jovernment. and it cooperates with them effectively for the suppression of

nnimal and vegetalile pests, the diffusion of knowledse. and the organization

and development of agriculture, horticulture, and dairying.

New Zealand spends .')i" cents a year for each inhabitant on agriculture:

the United Kingdom spends 1 cent, Australia 27 cents, France 22 cents,

Switzerland 18, Prussia 16, Italy 8, and the United States 10 cents,—New
Zealana s national expenditure for agriculture is the highest in the world,

that of the United States is the lowest among advanced nations, except

England's. It is no wonder that English agriculture cannot even hold its

own markets, when only a one-cent interest is taken in it by the nation.

In the United States the national contribution to Agriculture is 5 cents per

head of population, and the State contributions average a little less than

T) cents per head on the returns received from 3.3 States, including most

of those making large appropriations on this line : Massachusetts spends

7 cents per capita. New York 8^2, Pennsylvania 3. Delaware, Missouri, and
Kentucky 1, Vermont 2, Illinois and Ohio 2V2, Maine, Connecticut, Maryland.

West Virginia 3, New .Jersey and Arkansas 4. Virginia 414, Wisconsin, Michi-

gan, North Carolina 5, Iowa 514, New Hampshire. Mississippi 6, Rhode
Island, Louisiana, i), Florida 9y>, Oregon 11, Utah 13, Wyoming 14, North
Dakota 40, etc.

In the United States, as in New Zealand, Government does not confine

its educational efforts in this field to agricultural colleges, experiment stations,

and publications, but sends out lecturers from the colleges, scientific and
practical dairymen, veterinaries, experts in forestry, etc. For example, if a

fanner wants to know how to make the most out of his woodland he can

send word to the National Bureau of Forestry and a Government Forester

will come to him, go through his timber with him, mark the trees that

can be cut without injury to the forest, explain the principles of forestry

to the owner of tne woodland, so that he will know how to take the ripe

trees that can be spared each year, and help the young growth to rapid

and wholesome development, so as to get the greatest possible income from
the land without diminishing the permanent value of the forest. (For an
excellent account of this work in clear and simple language, see "The
(Jovernment and the Woodlot," by the Chief of the Bureau of Forestry in the

Youth's Companion, March 20, 1903, p. 147.)
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ail Inspector to look over the ground, and if he finds the farm-

ers have sufficient cows and a certain amount of capital, plans

and specifications will be supplied, and the Government will

advance money up to $10,000 to the company or association

to help them get land, buildings and machinery.^

THE GONKKN.MENT AS COMMISSION MERCHANT.

Cooperation does not end with the process of manufacture.

When the butter and cheese are ready for shipment, the Gov-

ernment will receive, grade, pack, ship, and sell it. It will do

the same with meat, poultry, rabbits, fruits, vegetables, etc.

It supplies cold storage free; it makes advances to the farm-

ers on their produce ; sends it to the London market ; sells it

at the best possible terms ; collects the funds, and returns them

to the producers less the cost of marketing.^

Here is a Commission Merchant who gives back the whole

profit to his customers, keeping only the actual expenses of

the business he transacts. All the farmer has to do is to

deliver his stufif at the nearest railway station. The Govern-

ment with its railroads, warehouses, and shipping offices does

the rest all the way to England and back.

The farmer may send his chickens, ducks, and goslings to

the Department alive if he chooses, and the Government will

kill, dress, grade, pack, freeze, ship, insure, sell, and remit—

-

all according to a schedule of charges furnished the shipper

in advance. The following item from a New Zealand news-

paper illustrates the situation

:

* South Australia, Victoria, Queensland and Canada also teach coopera-
tion and make loans to the farmers in aid of cooperative dairies. Queens-
land has two traveling dairies going about the Colony instructing the
farmers. South Australia has 2.''> State bulls of fine quality in various parts
of the Colony for the benefit of the dairying centers, to whien they are sent
from time to time. The Australian Colonies also loan money to the farmers
in the way of advances on their produce, and maintain warehouses and
shipping departments to send the products of the soil to the English markets.

Queensland's Meat and Dairy Produce Encouragement plan is pecul'arly
interesting. Money was raised by a special tax on cattle and sheep, levied

for 5 years. (1893 to 1808.) This money was used to make advances
10 the owners of meat works and dairy factories, to be repaid in 10
years with interest at 5 per cent. The repayments begin in the sixth year
of the lean, and are made in ten half-yearly instalments. As the money
is repaid the Government is to hand back to each taxpayer the amount
of his contribution to the special tax. This is a good example of the
taxation of a class to raise money to be used for the special benefit of that
class. It is a sort of compulsory cooperation in raising and lending money foi

the development of a specific industry.

" See Lloyd's Newest England and Reeves' State Experiments in Australia
and New Zealand for fuller descriptions of the mercantile activities of the
Australasian Governments.
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"The Agricultural Dcparlnicnt has decided to make its first ship-

ment of poultry to London in February. The Department has arranged

to kill and dress all birds sent to the depots, to be established at each

of the four chief ports, and it will also be willing to send them to

the home market at the risk of the owners. A small charge will be

made for killing, dressing, and packing. The cost of shipping the

birds to London will be equally reasonable."

The grading- of produce, which originated in New Zealand,

was at first regarded as an infringement of private rights,

but shippers soon found that it was of great advantage to get

notice at once of defects in butter or other products, so as to

correct them immediately, instead of continuing to ship a

poor article to England the whole season, with danger of

loss on inferior and perhaps unsalable goods.

Before the State went into the shipping business, the

small producer was practically unable to reach the great mar-

kets of the world, because the ship-freights and insurance on

small shipments were so high. But the Government gathers

up the small lots and ships them as one big consignment,

and so obtains the lowest possible freight rates, and the

highest market prices for the farmer and fruit growers and

dairymen.

Tf produce sent to the Government warehouses is too poor

f(jr export, the Department will market it at home. So the

farmer is in no danger of having his products thrown back

on his hands a total loss.

During the summer months, when there is little export

business, the cold-storage rooms are rented to butchers and

produce dealers, which helps them, and enables the Govern-

ment to make an income and keep its employees at work instead

of closing up.

New Zealand maintains a produce agency in London, and

it is proposed that the Colony should establish a Governmeni

warehouse there, and open a store in every important town in

England for sale of New Zealand products. The Minister of

Agriculture in A'ictoria recommends that all the Australasian

Colonies should unite to build big stores in London, and estab-

lish produce exchanges in various parts of the city.

New Zealand and South Australia are both considering the

establishment of lines of State steamships to carry their prod-

ucts to European markets at the actual cost of transportation.

The Premiers of the Colonies favor this plan.
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Premier Secklon Ijclieves that cooperation and public

ownership together are able to take care of the troublesome

problems of the modern industrial system. While waiting for

the nationalization of the coal mines, he applied the coopera-

tive principle with good effect by leasing a coal mine that was

under the control of the State to a Miners' Trade Union to

be worked by them cooperatively. And the nationalization

of the mines and forests, roads, railways and steamships, tele-

graphs and telephones, post and express, banks, land, insur-

ance, etc.. is itself, in a true democracy, only a wider form of

cooperation.

A SHIP OF THC ORIENT LINE.

England to Australasi.i.

Travelers may take passage on tin's Hue for the cities of Australia and .V^t.

Zealand via the Suez Canal.
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J^AILWAYS FOR SERX'ICE.

J II 1(^94, the glory year of land-resumption, Government

loans to farmers, nationalization of credit, labor legislation

and judicialization of strikes and lockouts, still another most

important move was made through a vital change in the

national railway policy. The Commission system inaugu-

rated in 1887, under which the roads were put in the hands

of Railroad Commissioners appointed by the Governor with

the assent of Parliament, and not removable during their

5-vear term of office except for misconduct, did not prove

satisfactory in New Zealand.^

^ In some of the Austiallaii luloiiics tlio ("onimissicii system has \vorl<e<l

well. In New Snutli Wales, for exanii)le, the Coniniission, while ohtaininu:

an increased profit, lias not worI<ed tlie railwa.ys with sole regard to profit.

Imt in such a manner as to benefit the population as a whole. An enlightened
and puhlic-spirited Hoard will pursue the same polic.v a.s an enlightened
Ministerial management, but if a Board proves unenlightened it is much
more difficult to displace than an objectionable Minister. There is no guar-
antee against trouble between the Commissioners and the public, or between
the Commissioners and tlie men. In fact, it may be that even direct manage-
ment by a (Jovernment actually controlled by the people, is not proof against
strilves unless the system of judicial decision of labor disputes has been
adopted. But it is far less subject to labor troubles than any form of
trust management or private operation. On the one hand such a (Jovern-
ment will be likely to accede to any reasonable demands of the men, and on
the other hand the men could not hope to force unreasonable demands by a
strike—the Government with public opinion back of it could easily crush a
strike. Our Courts have several times taken the wind out of railway
strikes by enjoining interference witli interstate commerce or the transfer
of the mails, and a National Legislature could annihilate striking by forbidding
combinations to tie up tralfic. or letiuiring workers to give rcasiJiiatile iiotici'

before quitting the public service, under penalty of line and imprisonmerit.
A strike ajrainst the people's government and the people's railways wnuhl
be a very different thing from a strike against a private corporation. Even
the labor members in a National Legislature would not sustain, nor sympathize
with, demands of the railway employees for wages <u- conditions placing them
much in advance of the mass of workers in other occupations representetl
by the labor members. A well-built government can stop labor wars at
any time it chooses. It may permit labor conflicts between third parties,

but if it were directly involved and the "insurrection of labor'' became an
insurrection against the Government, it would be likely to exert its power
and stop the strike with a vigorous hand.

The great question in New Zealand fand in Australia) has not been
between public and private ownership, as all parties agree that public owner-
shiii is best, but between the different alms and methods possible in the
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The Commissioners managed the roads with a view to mak-

ing a good financial report. They aimed at profit. It was

charged in Parhament and out of it that rates were so high

that fire wood went to waste in the forest and potatoes rotted

in the fields, while people in the cities were cold and hungry

in the years of depression ; that goods were frequently hauled

more cheaply by wagon than by rail ; that while rates were

reduced somewhat now and then, it was done by reducing

wages ; that the pay of the men was cut, while the salaries of

high-priced officials were increased ; that boys were employed

to an extent unknown before—and New Zealand does not

like the spectacle of idle men and busy children ; that the Rail-

way employees were in constant agitation, while the Post-

Office men, who w^ere under direct control of the Minister,

were tranquil; that in the strike of 1890, the Commissioners

acted in cooperation with the great shipping monopoly and

the Association of Employers, and refused to grant the request

of the Railroad men for an interview to arrange terms of

peace ; that the Commissioners refused for years to recognize

the Union of the men, and afterwards went to the other

extreme of allowing a few union officers to boss the service.

In the Maritime Strike, when the wharf laborers would not

unload the vessels, Mr. Reeves says

:

"In Canterburj-, New Zealand, the Commissioners in charge of tiio

State railways, determined that their lines should not lose business

ordered fifty of their men to go down to the wharves at Lyttelton and

help to unload cargo destined to be carried on the railroads. When
the men—unionists themselves—refused to leave their regular work
and thus fight their brother unionists, the Commissioners instantly dis-

management of public roads. The primary aim may l)e revenue or service.

New Zealand has tried both and found the latter the more satisfactory.
From the very first the more liberal and progressive statesmen of the Colony
steadily adhered to the service principle. The main question as to method
has been how much control the Parliament should retain. Before ISST
it had full control and went into details and routine that any board of

directors, especially so large a one, would do better to leave to permanent
managing officials or appeal boards. In 1887 the pendulum swung to the
other extreme and the people's board of directors did not retain even the
power to control the general policy of the reads. Since 1804 the middle
course has been pursued of leaving detail and routine to a permanent
management with broad regulations and courts of appeal, but retain ng
in the Minister and Parliament the full control of the railway policy. This
has worked much better than either of the former plans and is probably as
satisfactory as any management can be until the diminished capitalization
and cost of transportation, or the organization and federation of industry,
makes it possible to equalize the burdens of distance and transit throughout
the Colony—an end that may very likely be approached through the zone
system.
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missed them. The union lu which they belonged, the Amalgamated
Railway Society, protested publicly and angrily, and found noisy sym-

pathizers. Thereupon the Commissioners summoned four of it? chiet

office-bearers before them, and gave them ten minutes to choose be-

tween leaving their society and quitting the public service. Refusing

to submit, they were forthwith dismissed.'"'

If it had not been for the steadying infiuence of Ballance,

Seddon, Reeves, and other leading statesmen who were known
to be friendly to unionism, and who advised the men to wait,

the State railways wotild probably have been drawn into the

strike. ,

The Commissioners were honest, but they were simply

Railroad men, running the roads to make money for the

Treasury. It was a commercial system, and its managers,

during their continuance in ofifice were almost as much beyond

the reach of the people as are the managers of our private

roads. The treatment of shippers was almost as arbitrary as

the treatment of employees. Even the public safety was not

well cared for. Passengers traveled with nervous apprehen-

sion over bridges which had to be propped up, and where

screws could be seen to be one-third rusted through. The
Commissioners made contracts without asking for tenders,

and ordered supplies abroad that could have been furnished by

New Zealand firms.

Public indignation became intense. The air was full of

complaints. The Commissioners were denounced as "monop-

olists" and "irresponsible despots." The Board was estab-

lished ostensibly because of dissatisfaction with former

methods, but the dissatisfaction with the direct system of man-

agement in 1887 was nothing compared to the dissatisfaction

with the Commissioner system in 1893.

The abolition of the Commission was made an issue of the

campaign of '93, and the people, by an overwhelming major-

ity, elected representatives pledged to put the roads under

direct control of the ^Minister of Railways and the Parliament,

and bring the railroads within speaking distance of the people.

In 1894 this change was accomplished,'' and since then New

= state Experiments in Australia and New Zealand, Vol. II., p. 89.

^ The vote in the House in favor of restoring the railways to the
management of the elective Government was 45 to V.\. A (Government Railway
Bill passed the House in 1S93, but the Senate crossed out all the important
clauses, and insisted on the appointment of another Board of Commissioners
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Zealand has had real pubhc ownership of her railways. They
are in the liands of the elective Government, and that, in fact

as well as in name, represents the whole people.

now Tilt; GOXIiKNM^NT HANDLES THK RAIL^VAYS.

The result is that tlie roads are no longer run primarily for

for a year to let the matter go over the clectiiius ami give the people a
chance to express themselves. Premier Seddon said : "The Railway Com-
.missioners provoked, and almost brought about, an upheaval during the
strike period of 1880-90. We, in this House, prevented the railway employee.s
from taking part in that upheaval. The policy of the Commission is

<(>ntralizing trade and population, and producing high rent, disease, and
degradation. Whereas, if we had working-men's trains, the workers could
go from the large centers, improved value would be given to pro|)erty outs'de,
the people would have more healthy homes, and their general condition
would be improved. . . . The Commissioners increased the salaries of
highly-paid railway otiicers without consulting or notifying Parliament. .

There is general discontent among the men employed on our railways, and
there has been unfair promotion. . . . Grave dissatisfaction exists among
the employees and on good grounds, while conditions in the Postal and
other State departments are satisfactory. . . . Local industries are
complaining, the farmers are complaining. . . . Empty trains, and along
side, traction engines, bullock drays, and wagons, carrying goods that ought
to go by rail. . . . The Commission system is a failure in Vicforia also,

a worse failure than in New Zealand. The ruin of the Chief Commissioner,
Mr. Speight, and the spending of something like .flOO,000 in legal expenses
in the fight between one section of the press representing the Commissioners
and another section representing the people, illustrates the situation—from
the whole course of this matter and the terrible disclosures that have been
made during the course of the trial, any one who has followed it will see.

tliat conditions in New Zealand tho unsatisfactory, are not so bad as with
our neighbors."

Captain Russell, leading the Opposition, said : "The Railway Commis-
sioners of New Zealand had been .successful—the net income had risen,

llie per cent of expenses had fallen from 69 to 61 [see below], salaries
had been increased and rates reduced."

Sir Robert Stout declared the management of the Commissioners entirely
unsatisfactory. I'revented the Railway T'nion from being allied with other
unions. . . . Clad the Bill provides for a Hoard of Appeal. The men
will have a chance of being heard, which, I am afraid, they have not had
in the past. . . . Lists have been made of men to be punished because
distasteful to certain otiicers of the unions, and the men on the list have
l)een reduced by the Commissioners £100 to £150 in pay. Another list of
men to be promoted has also been followed. Our railways should not be
managed by irresponsible officers dictated zo by a few oflicers of a trades-
union. I have never been against trade-unions. I would giv^ them absolute
freedom and every right to unite and carry out their objects. But I do
object to five or six of the head ofBcers of any trade-union practically bossing
the service. (These charges by the leading statistician and Prohibitionist of
the Colony, who is now Chief .Justice, were denied by the Commissioners.)

Mitchelson, who had been Jlinister of Public Works in 18S7 and
largely responsible for establishing the Commission, said : "It cannot be
denied that there is dissatisfaction with the railway management
There always will be. . . . The Commission is a success, employees
lietter of!:, speed accelerated, heavier I'ails, grades flattened, curves straight-
ened, improved rolling stock, reductions in rates, commutation tickets
%d. a mile first class, and V^d. second class, the ratio of expense
decreased from 64.86 to 62.70, the net profit per train mile inei'eased from
L's. 6d. to 2s. 9i/.d.'' (7 cents increase jier train mile.)

Morrison : "The Commissioners have introduced no innovation."
A Member : "They have reduced the rates."
Morrison : "Yes, by reducing workmen's wages, and look at the niggardly,

cheeseparing economy they have practiced all over the Colony. Look at our
railway bridges. Bolts rusted, bridges dilapidated. One bridge had to be
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pro/it, but for service, and the men are treated with the con-

sideration due to partners in the business.

The Premier and the Minister of Railways have announced

it as the definite poHcy of the Government, that all profits

above the 3 per cent needed for interest on the railway debt

shall be returned to the i)eople in lower rates and better accom-

modations.'*

The report of the Minister of Railways for 1899 announced

a reduction of 20 per cent on ordinary farm products and 40

pcv cent on butter and cheese, etc. These concessions

amounted to one-seventh of the receipts—equivalent to a

reduction of $150,000,000 on the yearly freight rates in the

shored up with sleepers after inspection before the officials would so liack

over it. The Clutha bridge, that cost $325,000, has not been painted for
15 years. Many of the screws were found, on inspection, to be corroded 3
l)arts through. Other bridges, on inspection, found unsafe, entirely unfit for
traffic. ... A system of petty economies practiced for the purpose of
enabling the Commissioners to show a satisfactory balance sheet.
Commissioners refused to reduce rates for farmers' grain in bad years."

bmith : "The railway men have grievances unnumbered—not redressed
as they should be,—ignored, can't get replies from Commissioners
promptly. . . . The rates are too high. The Commissioners want to
say : 'See how well we have managed. We have increased the profit on
capital from 2% per cent to nearly 3 per cent," and they say that is

good management. I say that is bad management, because the rates are
too high. . . . We have two weak engines hauling a train up grade.
Why not have powerful engines? Because the bridges will not carry them."

Hall : "Employees are ill-treated. Platelayers work longer hours than
men in ordinary private employment, and their holidays are abridged to
something like ". days a year. They are treated in a way in which no
oi-dinary employer would treat them. They have applied to the Commissioners
to be relieved from some of their hardships, but the Commissioners have
I a ken no notice of their complaints. . . . There is danger to passengers
from the methods of traffic through this mountain gorge, but questions
from Parliament about it have been ignored by the Commission.
When the Napier bridge washed away, the Commissioners hauled bales
of wool to Waupakurau and left the farmers to haul it over and reship
it at nearly double cost, when the railways could have hauled it 5 miles
further to the bridge without trouble, and could have seen it all the way
ihrougli. The farmers didn't appeal to the Commission. They knew it was
no use. No concessions ever came from them."

'The net revenue for the year ending March 31, 1902, is ."..4". per ("ni
on the capital cost, and large reductions and improvements are promised
this year. (See below.) "The management believes it is not desirable, mn-
just, nor politic, nor expedient to take out of the pockets of the settlers
more money than is absolutely necessary to pay the interest on the
capital cost of the railways : and that, in fact, we ought to return to the
settlers all profits over and above 3 per cent." (N. 'A. Hansard, Vol. 120, p.
G05.

)

The sentiment hi favor of using the railways as a means of settle-
ment and national development, is so strong that any proposal to run the
roads for ju-ofit, even so far as to provide a fund for the extension of the
laihvay system, has no chance in New Zealand. It is thought better to have
low rates and raise the money for new roads, etc., by taxation. In fact, the
value to the country of cheap transportation is so highly estimated by some
that they would have the roads operated below cost, or even run the railway.s
U-pp. defraying all expenses out of general taxation as in case of ordinary
roads, fire service, education, etc.
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United States. In 1900 the new Minister of Railways, Mr.

Ward, announced a general lowering of passenger fares as

the first fruits of his administration. "The announcement was
received with cheers by the audience—stockholders in the

roads."

From 1895, when the roads came into the control of the

Liberal Government, to April, 1902, the reductions are esti-

mated at $2,350,000, an amount nearly equal to half the total

receipts in 1895, and as the Minister says, "truly a stupendous

amount to have been given away in concessions by wav of

(voluntary) reductions to the users of the State railways."^

July 8, 1902, Minister Ward in making the Financial State-

ment announced still further reductions amounting to $200,-

000 a year, or over 2 per cent on the gross receipts last year."

An equivalent reduction in the United States would mean a

•' The I^Iinister of Railways says that the "enormous concessions g:iven

in regard to passenger fares in the last two or three years, have increased the
ti'afflc on the railways enormously, and the results have paid the Colony,
and after the returns for the coming year showed the workings of the nev.'

reductions already decided upon, he looked forward confidently to making
still further large reductions in passenger fares." (N. Z. Hansard, Vol. 122,
p. 16.)

8 New Zealand IlaiisfinJ. Vol. 120, p. 140: "It is with a great deal of
pleasure," said the Minister, "that I intimate that the Government lias

decided to make further reductions this year upon wool freights and pas-
senger lares ; also in rates for small lots of dairy produce, butter, cheese,
eggs, bacon, poultry, and honey ; in the minimum of artificial manures from
30 cwt. to 5 cwt. ; and in the extension of the period of free return of stud
horses, cattle, and sheep. These concessions represent in roimd figures a
reduction in rates of at least £40,000 per annum. The chief direction
that the passenger reductions will take will be for long-distance fares.

It will generally be recognized that those who wish to travel the greater
distances upon our railways should have some inducement held out to them
to do so; this, as a matter of business, is the correct policy to adopt.
It is proposed to keep the universal system of charging that now prevails
u)ion our railways in operation, with this material alteration : that after
lifty miles the charge will be reduced both for first and second class by 14 d-

per mile for distances of 51 to 100 miles, and then a further reduction of

1/0 d. per mile for all distances of 101 miles and over.

"I am confident that these alterations, which are quite independent
of the popular excursion rates (which will still be continued) will be appre-
ciated by the public generally, and I have little doubt that the increased
number of people who will avail themselves of train journeying will make
up for the reductions of the fares at a very early date. I do not anticipate.

Judging by the additional traffic which the former reductions in fares have
brought to our railways, that the loss in this respect will be long con-
tinued ; on the contrary, I expect to see the revenue increased from it rather
than otherwise within a reasonable time.

"Taking the years 1805 to 1902, I find that the ordinary passenger
traffic has increased by 3,450,558 (nearly 100 per cent increase) and the
season ticket business has grown 250 per cent; sheep traffic has increased
by 1,204,039; goods by 1.480.786 tons; and the revenue from £1,150,851 to

£1,874.586, an increase of £723,735 (31/2 million dollars). The expenditure
for the same period has increased £520,077. The number of employees has
increased from 4,957 to 8,313. The increase of traffic daring the eight
ypars represented by the figures quoted is quite unprecedented in the history
of our railways."
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concession of $30,000,000 a year to railway users, but our

roads have been increasing their rates in recent years instead

of diminishing them, and the average receipts per ton-mile

and passenger-mile have risen.

NO SPECIAL r'iWORS FOR BIG SHIPPERS, CORPORATIONS OR

COMBINES.

Care is taken in New Zealand that small men shall not be

put at a disadvantage. The State roads carry 400 pounds

at the same rate as the ton-rate or the train-load rate, and

one bale of wool goes at the same rate as a thousand. No
such thing is known in New Zealand as the lowering of rates

to a shipper because of the great size of his shipments. A
traffic ofificer, when asked if a man could not get a lower rate

if he shipped a thousand tons, replied, "No, not if he shipped

ten million
!"

All the rates are made by the management . openly. There

are no secret modifications of the tariff. There may be a

variation on schedule rates to equalize a long haul, or enable

a distant mine or factory to reach the market in condition to

compete with nearer rivals, but the total charge is never lower

than the rate that is given to others for the same service.

THE RAILWAYS AND THE CHILDREN.

The State roads are used to advance the cause of education.

Children in the primary grades are carried free to school.

( )lder children pay $2.50 to $5.00, according to age, for a

three-months' season-ticket up to 60 miles. This gives them

a possible 120 miles a day for three to six cents, in round num-

bers, or 20 to 40 miles for a cent. -If a child goes in and out

six miles each day, he rides twelve miles for three cents.

Excursions for school children are arranged at the rate

of fifty cents for a hundred miles out and back—200 miles

for fifty cents, or 4 miles for a cent. For teachers and pupils

above fifteen years of age the charge is $1 for the same dis-

tance. The Minister figures that the Department loses on

these trips at four miles for a cent, but he justifies the low

rates for school and factory excursions on the ground that

"from an educational point of view very marked and bene-
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ticial results must follow," thus subordinating the lower forms

of wealth to the higher. By these excursions the country

children come to town, where they are received by school com-

mittees, who conduct them over museums, newspaper offices,

gas works, ocean steamers, etc., and explain everything. A
thousand city children see fields of waving yellow wheat

reaped and bound; see orchards, forests, mountains, lakes and

glaciers ; look over sheep runs and cattle ranches ; view dairy-

farms and creameries; and learn about the country and the

life of the country people. There is no educative force supe-

rior to well-directed travel, especially in youth, when the senses

and observing powers, as well as curiosity, open-mindedness,

and intellectual assimilation, are at their keenest.

The Railway Report for 1902 says : "School, factory, etc.,

and holiday excursion tickets were introduced by the Govern-

ment in 1896, and have been a most pronounced success. The

number of passengers is nearly double, and the revenue 2^/3

times greater than in 1896."

Books are carried by the Government to and from libraries

at one-fourth the parcel rates; and newspapers, three pounds

75 miles two cents, any distance six cents, eleven pounds any

distance fifty cents.

The interests of labor are well guarded. Workingmen's

tickets in and out from the principal points are sold at 2

shillings a week,' or twelve rides for 48 cents, within any

ordinary reasonable distance. Workmen going ten or twelve

miles out, as many do, travel about 3 miles for a cent, or a

4-cent fare each way. The roads are used at cost or less to

redistribute the unemployed and to settle the people on the

land. The Railway Department works in harmony with the

Labor Department, and men are carried to points where their

labor is needed, and, if necessary, their fares are advanced,

and they may pay them back to the Government from their

earninjrs when thcv are able.

^ They must go Lefore 8 a. m., but may return at any time. On an
ordinary suburban run a week's travel, in and out each day. startins after

8, costs 4s. fid. (.$1.08), so that the concession to the working peo|)lp is a

55 per cent deduction. Any one, whether a worker or not, may buy the 2s.

weekly tickets, but the concession was made for workers, and is chiefly used
by them, the 8 o'clock proviso practi'.'ally limiting it to them. Last year
(1901) the Department sold about 50,000 of these weekly suburban tickets.
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In time of depression the Government makes special efforts

to provide work on the railways. Instead of building too

fast in the boom-times and helping to produce a panic, it

reserves its construction, so far as reasonably possible, for

seasons when men are in need of employment. By so doing

it not only aids labor and the general prosperity of the coun-

try, but it gets its roads built more cheaply than if built in

busier times and on the upward slope of the market.

Another plan to assist the working-people, in which rail-

ways have a prominent part, relates to the abolition of the

contractor, and the substitution of direct employment under

the cooperative system already discussed in a preceding sec-

tion.

If the railway employees have any grievance, the Arbitra-

tion Court stands ready to redress it whenever the men choose

to use their privileges under the Arbitration Act ; or they

may rely on their own special Railway Appeal Boards.^ Each
of the two boards (one for the North Island and one for the

Middle Island) consists of three members, one appointed by

the Governor, one chosen by the officers, and one elected by X
the men. Every railway employee has a right to vote for a

member of the Board, and to bring any question before it in

regard to dismissal, reduction of wages, or any other matter

that comes up between him and the management. Three

appeals against decisions of the Railway Department were

heard last year (1901) by the Appeal Boards; and the men
were successful in two of the cases. Railway employees in

New Zealand do not have to remain silent in case of griev-

ance, nor do they have to take their complaints before a super-

intendent or manager independent of them and opposed in

interest to them.

The railway force is thoroly classified, and appointments

and promotions are made under regulations calculated to

secure efificiency and give merit its deserts. There is an edu-

cational qualification, and every applicant for a place on the

niilway must produce his school certificate. He cannot get

a job, even as a laborer, unless he gives evidence of a rea-

sonable education. Examinations must be passed for promo-
tion. Other things equal, promotions are made with regaid

« See cliapters 07 aud 58.
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to priority and length of service, l^ut an able man may be

jumped over his inferiors, if they are not well fitted for the

work that has to be done.

Since 1896 the Government has given the men a consider-

able increase of pay, amounting in some cases to over 60 per

cent of the former wages, as shown in the following table:

Pay of Railway Employees.

T'nder Act of If^inl UxDER Law of 1901

finooi . . ,
r£i2ri0

700 !

i-isiiiK l>y:ui-
J

yoo
(ieneriil ^lanager.. tSOO a year
Clik-f Kns'ineei- ij-t()

district Traffir risiiis l>v ainuial
\

""•" i"'^''''"

.AIanaoer.s oOl) iiicivin'cnts to £o.')0 000 I

'"*'"*« ' <> [ ()2r)

2(1 grade Ji") •
• ^7o ' o20 "

" o7o

3d grade :{ii " " 100 -120 "
'• ">00

Loeoniotive Engi-
neers 400 '• ' 4.-)0 fiOO "

'
tVJ.-.

2d grade :Ji"j •
' :i75 "viO '"

•'
•>75

:id srade 27-"> '• •' :{00 42o "
" 500

Firemen 7.s "xZ a ilav rising- to t»s d 7s Gd rising to 9a- d

„ ,
I 9 •' ' '• •' 10 9 " " 10

Brakemen
-^ j,

.. ""86 8 " " 8 6

Signalmen 7 " " 8 (J 7 6 " " 9&10
Slmnters 7 •• " " 8 •"« 7 li •' " 10

Laborers ti ('> " " •• S 7 • 8 C,

Old-age pensions and special railway superannuation and

relief funds for retirement on part pay upon incapacity, relief

in case of sickness, aid to family, etc., help to ease the lot of

the railway workers.**

The farmers' interests are carefully considered by the

railway management, as indeed they should be, since the

farmers are the principal stockholders of the roads and the

most important element in the Commonwealth. Lime and

certain fertilizers and animals specially useful to farmers, are

carried free. Skimmed milk is returned from the dairies free,

^lanv other things are carried for the farmers at exceptionally

low rates. In the farmer's busy season work on the railway

is slackened, so that men can go to the farms in the harvest

time when extra- hands are needed there.

A few years ago a snow storm of unusual severity occurred

in Otago, destroying a very large number of sheep. The loss

was so great that many of the ranchmen were threatened with

" See chapter on Old-Age Pension.s, and legislation of 1002. Railway
Beneficiaries, infra. The Department report for 1002 says: "The sum of

£2,240 (.itll, 200) has been paid as compensation and compassionate allowances

to members retired from the service and the relatives of members deceased

during the year."
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ruin, but the railway rates on sheep were reduced to allow

the farmers to restock their runs at very low cost. In this

way the Department not only rescued the settlers, but also

saved the Land Department from heavy losses through the

probable inability of many of the damaged farmers to pay

their rents. And even the railways, tho the Minister thought

they would lose, did not suffer by the transaction, for the

increased traffic more than made up for the lower charges.^"

Walker, a keen observer of conservative tendencies, says

:

"The railways are worked, so far as consonant with national

interests, for the direct benefit of producers."

In the case of private railways usually a few men. secure

not only the profits of transportation, but those which come

from a rise in the value of land along the railways. ^^ New
Zealand keeps these, so far as possible, for the people, and it

is a most important source of public wealth. It is estimated

that every dollar spent on the railways gives twice that

amount in the increased value of the land. The rise of value

resulting from the building of new roads is frequently much
greater than this. The Official Year Book for 1901 discuss-

ing the Public Works Policy of 1870 and the Government

railroads, says : "The effect on the whole has been to increase

enormously the value of landed property ; land which before

the construction oi railways was valued at £1 to £2 per acre,

having been subsequently sold at prices varying from £10 to

£20 per acre."

Private roads must have immediate profits, for the stock-

holders want dividends and want them now ; but public roads

can spend for years more than they receive, and yet their

owners may obtain ample returns, not merely from the educa-

tional, political, and social advantages of the public system,

but through the development of their industries and the

increase of general values.

When the people want a new railway in any part of the

1" Lloyd in Newest England.
11 This was the case in New Zealand to a large extent as to land values

till recent years. But now the land around new stations, about which
towns and cities are likely to grow up, is held by the State for future
lease or sale after the rise of value following the railway development has
been realized.
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countn they petition the Minister, and pledge their represen-

tatives in Parhament to work for it. If the Minister approves

he introduces a hill, and if Parliament approves, the road is

huilt. Parliament acts on the initiative of the Minister, and

he acts on the initiative of the people.

Log-rolling among members to get new lines, political press-

ure by Representatives to get jobs for their friends, manipu-

lation of roads to favor individuals or sections of the coun-

try, the solid railway vote keeping a corrupt administration

in office forever, and other difficulties hypotheticSlly attached

to Public Ownership by its opponents, have not materialized

in New Zealand, and are not likely to manifest themselves

to any serious extent where the Government^ as well as the

railroads, is really owned and operated by the people. Where
political rings and bosses are in control these evils are very

likely to occur, but Avhere the common people have actual

control the administration is practically sure to be honest.

Even under the Commissioners in New Zealand there was no

dishonest management. ^-

There has been no political corruption and no trouble with

the patronage. There are no passes for politicians and their

friends, and no discriminating freight rates, or low charges

for persons with a pull. Even the ( )il Trust could not get a

rebate in New Zealand. The crimes against honest trading,

and the still greater crimes against honest legislation, which

have been such serious elements in the railway problem in

the United States, are wholly unknown in "the New Republic

of the South." New Zealand has never paid dividends on

watered railway stock, nor excessive interest on bonds. The

roads have cost about $40,000 a mile, and the rates are fixed

so as just to cover expenses and interest.

1- Writing of the railways of Australia and New Zealand under the

Commissioner system, in the North American Review, Vol. 169 (1899), p. 88.S.

Mr. Lusk, former member of Parliament in New Zealand, says : "There has
never been a suspicion of undue influence brought to bear, by parties or by

(Jovernments, on the ofHcials of the colonial railroads; it has never been

alleged that the service was used as a means of adding strength to an
administration, or that its offices were filled with partisans. The system
pursued practically prevents such a thing. The Commissioners make appoint-

ments, but, once appointed, employees can only be removed for cause, and
can demand a trial before a commission of inquiry when suspended for

alleged cause. The result has been efficient service."

Mr. Lusk elsewhere says of the New Zealand roads : "The Government
of the day can neither procure the appointment or dismissal of a railway
official of any grade, from a station master to, a laborer."

The present civil service regulations and Appeal Boards afford as high

a guarantee of efficiency under the Minister as under the Commissioners.
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TluTc is a strong sentimeiU in favor of adopting the zone

system, which has proved so successful in Austria-Hungary

and Russia, and which, it is claimed, was proposed in New
Zealand by ~S\r. A'ailc long before its adoption in Europe, but

has not been tried in its birth place yet, owing apparently to

the fact that the inventor's demands and peculiarities* make

it very difficult for the authorities to reach an agreement with

him. The Railwav Minister and manv members of Parliament

have declared themselves in favor of giving the system a trial

with both goods and passenger traffic under conditions that

may be easily met.^^ And the management is making gradual

approaches to the zone system, or applications of the principle

involved in it, through uniform excursion and commutation

rates over considerable areas, and the division of the whole

passenger traffic, in connection with the recent reductions for

long-distance travel, into three stages corresponding with the

distance zones, (i) within 50 miles, (2) from 50 to 100 miles,

(3) beyond 100 miles.
^"^

Tn 1895 the Government took over the ^lidland Railway,

the principal private system then remaining in the country.

The length of the Government lines open for traffic Alarch,

1902, is 2,235 niiles. In addition to this, there are 88 miles of

private railway, namely, the Wellington and ^Manawatu Rail-

way, 84 miles, and the Kaitangata Railwav Company's line,

4' miles.

Accidents are few in X"ew Zealand, the care for safetv being

greater than the average with us. But the service is inferior

to ours,^'' as is the case all over the world both in private and

1^ See chapter on "Whal Next:" infra. On the other liand. the peoijle in

some sections are coniiihuniii}? hecaiise tlie excursion rates from points ten or
twelve miles out, are tlie same as for Iwenty-four miles.

" See note (>.

15 The road-bed, the rolling stock, the speed, and the general con-
veniences of travel are not up to our best standards, which is due partly to
rhe al)sence of any such enormous traffic as that which passes between
our giant cities creating a revenue that .iuslifies a splendid outfit, and partly
to our mechanical superiority over all the rest of tlie world. New Zeahuid
has recently imported a number of Baldwhi locomotives and sixty-three
passenger cars from the United States-. With traflic increasing (iO per cent
in five years (100 per cent in passenger business and 50 per cent in freight)
tne Oovcrnment shops have riot been able to keep up with the demand for
rolling stock. 1'hey are being enlarged to meet the increasing need of the
Department. Within the last two or three years the Westinghouse lirake
has been fitted to the rolling stock of the North Island, and the Middle
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public systems. Other factors than ownership determine the

energy and efficiency of transport. The private management

in Italy is the worst I have ever seen, and the public manage-

ment in Germany the best, outside the United States—in some

respects better even than ours. In the line of machinery and

transportation we lead the world. But it is agreed on all sides

that the service of the Government lines in New Zealand is

much superior to that on the private roads, and the same thing

was true when the private lines in the Colony were much

larger than at present. Neither public opinion nor Parliament

would consider for a moment a proposal to sell or lease the

Government railways to private capitalists on any terms what-

ever. On the contrary, the movement is toward the absorp-

tion of the remaining private lines. There has been for some

years an increasingly powerful public sentiment in favor of

Island will be supplied in the next three years. The interlocking gear,

and the electric train-tablet have been introduced at a number of stations

and are being vigorously pushed. July 2, 1902, the Minister stated to

Farliament : "The money expended for these purposes has gone in the right

direction, and I am of opinion that to completely equip the rolling stock

with a brake of the power and efficiency of the Westingliouse will result

in great economy in the working of our railways. The first consideration,

however, and one that I place above all others, is the insuring, as far as

human foresight and effective means can do, the immunity of the traveling

public from accidents."
Foot-warmers are being supplied for use in the chilly mouths (May,

.Tune, July, and August), 1,000 being added this last year, and heating
furnaces are being built at various points with tlie view of furnishing all

the passenger cars in the Colony, both first and second class, with these foot-

warmers. This plan of heating, which is so much in vogue in Europe,
strikes an American traveler in a very funny spot. But it answers quite

well in such a country as Now Zealand, where the distances are moderate,
anu the climate so mild that the trees can keep their leaves the year through.

Second-class coaches are also being supplied with cushions. As the

bulk of the passengers, four-fifths at least, travel second class, the fact

tnat their cars have just begun to get cushions and warmth, might be

thought to indicate that the people are very economical and easily suited, or

else very primitive. We must remember, however, that many of our people

ride long distances first class in trolley cars without cusnions or heat, and
find them more wholesome than the enervating upholstery and stifling heat of

many of our railway coaches. Mr. Acworth, the great English railway
authority, gave me a sound talking to on the latter point, when I extolled our
railway service in a conversation in London some months ago ; in fact, he
impressed the matter so deeply upon me that I can hardly breathe right

in a heated car since I came back.
For promptitude and progress New Zealand shows a good record The

policy of further separation of freight and passenger services, acceleration of

trains, and provision of further facilities, wherever the business warrants it,

has been vigorously carried out in the last two years. The time record

(1902) for the principal trains shows the average late arrivals as follows :

Minutes. Minutes.
For long-distance passenger trains 1.16 against 1.70 last year.

For suburban trains 55 " .90 "

For long-distance mixed trains '.1.24 " 1.90 " "

This includes delays from all causes, and is an excellent record.

Both Liberals and Conservatives in I'jirliament are agreed that the

Minister of Railways is exceedingly enterprising in his management of the
railways.
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State operation of the Wellington and Manawatu Railway, the

Chambers of Commerce and the municipal and local authori-

ties of the districts through which the line runs, urging the

people to demand the purchase of the road by the Government.

The purchase was provided for by Parliaments*^ in November,

1 90 1, but the stockholders did not agree to the terms and the

negotiations have fallen through for the present. 'But it is

likely they may soon be successfully resumed, so that even

this small remnant, or rudimentary survival of private man-

agement, may disappear in the near future.

The building of new railways to open up the country more

completely to settlement is going rapidly forward, and the

construction of through trunk lines in both islands to secure

more direct and rapid transit between the chief points, is

being pushed with special vigor by the people's agents.

Perhaps the most interesting of all the novel phases of rail-

way management in New Zealand, is the sort of semi-per-

petual cross-examination of the head of the Department by

the people's representatives in Parliament. The House acts

as a board of directors watching the management. "When

will the new station at Duncdin be completed?" asks a mem-

ber. "Will the Government try the zone-system in the Auck-

land district?" asks another. "Will the Minister consider the

advisability of issuing excursion tickets in the winter, good

for three months, so that the .dairy hands and farming com-

munity may travel at excursion rates in their dull season ?"

"Will the Department further reduce the rates on sheep?"

"When will foot-warmers be put in second-class cars on the

Wellington and Napier line? I understand they have been

furnished in the Middle Island, and my constituents want

to know if they are going to have them in their district."

"What has been done with the £400,000 of railway bonds

authorized last year?" "How much are the cooperative work-

ers on railwav construction making now?" "Whv do the

i«An Act was passed in 1900 auUiorlzing the Governor to enter into

negotiations for tlie pnrcliase of tlie Manawatn Koad, the terms to be

subject to the approval of Parliament. The arrangements were made, and
November 8, 1!)01, a law was passed providing for the purchase of the

Manawatu line on specified conditions, some of which were as follows

:

1. Consent of the majority of the stocKholders. 2. The price to be such as

might be agreed upon by the Governor, not exceeding £951,845. This limic

figure was based on the value of the company's assets (roadway, rolling

stock, and other tangible property), which were reported to Parliament as

amounting to £yi>4,365.
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machinists in the railway shops get less pay and work longer

hours than other Government employees?"

The Minister answers all questions. The facts are given to

the Representatives and to the people. The whole manage-

ment is open to the daylight. Any organization or individual

in any part of the country may, through his Representative,

ask the Minister a question and get at the facts. The sense

and conscience of the House and of the people are playing on

the railway management almost the whole year through.

And if anything is not right Parliament has the power, and

being the people's Parliament has the motive also, to fix it

in accord with the public interest.

Imagine our railway managements subjected to such a

cross-questioning and such control ! What a scattering there

would be in the railway offices, and among the shippers, too,

if the daylight were turned on the railway tariffs and inter-

locking interests. What a melting of our ^lillionairedom

would transpire if the railway managers were working for

the people, instead of for themselves and little groups of

speculating stockholders. But it could not be done in

America yet, for the common people do not own the Govern-

ment.* That is the first condition. So long as industrial mag-

nates may control the Government they can control the rail-

ways either directly or indirectly. In New Zealand the com-

mon people own and operate the Government and are therefore

able to have the railways managed in their interest.

* The essence of ownership is cdntrcil. If railway Ivings. trust magnates,
and industrial princes, with the aid of unscrupulous politicians, control the
Government in whole or in part, to that extent the Government is owned,
not hy tlie peo])l(\ l)\it by tlio monopolists and ])olitit'ians. The initiative

and referendum, giving the people effective and continuous control, is essential

to render public ownership of the Government certain and secure.



Chapter 61.

PASTORAL TENANTS' RELIEF.

Sympathy is one of the remarkable characteristics of New
Zealand's public life. Her statutes and institutions are rich

with its light. We see it in the public trust office ; in the effort

of the insurance department to save a man's insurance when he

is unable to pay the premium ; in the remission of taxes and

rents in needy cases ; in the old-age pensions and the labor laws

;

everywhere a gentle forethought for misfortune, and a fra-

ternal helping hand. Even the pastoral tenants or run holders,

with whom the people were so long at war, have been treated

by the Progressive Government with the greatest consideration.

And we must give a few paragraphs to an act of brotherly

justice and far-sighted wisdom in relation to these tenants.

In 1895 an unusual snow storm killed large numbers of sheep

in the mountains, and caused serious loss to many run holjlers.

The matter was brought up in Parliament, and the Government

considered what it could do for its tenants and other sufferers.

The result was that, October 31, 1895 (early in the New Zea-

land spring), an act was passed for their relief. It said:

"Whereas, in certain high-lying parts of the Colony exceptional

loss of live stock has been caused to persons engaged in pastoral

pursuits by the unexampled severity of the past winter, and in

particular by the heavy falls of snow ; and, whereas, it is expe-

dient in exceptional cases to afford some measure of relief to

the sufferers," therefore the remission of sheep rates and the

remission or refund of the whole or any part of a year's rent

were authorized. The land boards, after inquiring into the

facts of each case, could remit rents or extend the leases at

reduced rentals. The tenants paid interest at 5 per cent on the

rents and sheep rates remitted. Run holders not tenants of the

State could also claim the remission of sheep rates. The result

was the saving of many ranchmen from ruin and the avoidance

of great indirect loss to the community.
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The leveling of accidents, and diffusion of the burdens of

misfortune, so that they shall not fall with crushing weight

upon any innocent individual, is a principle of the deepest

justice and common sense that is finely illustrated by this act

of relief, as well as by insurance and old-age pensions. It is

hard to see any reason why the people should not use their

government as a means of mutual insurance and protection

against all sorts of accident and loss not caused by the fault of

those who need relief. The principle is repeatedly recognized in

the laws of New Zealand.

A NEW ZEAIvAND RANCH.



Chapter 62.

LOCAT. RATING ON UNIMPROVED VALUE.

The; So-Callkd

"LocAi^ Option on the: Single-Tax,"

In Ruaijty a

Provision for the Initiative and Referendum

ON A Moderate Land-Vaeue Tax.

A few years ago it was heralded through America that New
Zealand had adopted the "Single-Tax." That was not quite

true, but it was true that the General Assembly gave local

authorities, towns, cities, counties, road districts, etc., the

option to substitute for their local property taxes, a land-value

tax of equal amount.^

On petition of 25 per cent of the ratepayers when the

number on the roll does not exceed 100, or 20 per cent if the

number is between 100 and 300, and 15 per cent if the total

exceeds 300, delivered to the Mayor of a borough (city or

incorporated town) or the Chairman of a county council or

ordinary town or road district, a poll of the ratepayers must

be taken not less than twenty nor more than twenty-eight days

after the said delivery, in the same manner as in the case of

a proposal to raise a district loan.- The rates on unimproved

1 "Rating on Unimproved Value Act," 18!)6. The abolition of the prop-

pi-ty-tax for State purposes discussed in a former chapter, did not remove the

hical property taxes. A law authorizing the local rating of land values was
part of the poUcy of the Ballance Government that passed the progressive

land and income taxes of 1891-2, and a bill to confer the power on local bodies

easily passed the House. The Senate, however, offered a much more obstinate

resistance to the rating bill than to the other, and threw it out for three

successive years, the last time by only one vote. Not until 1896 was it allowed

to become law, and then only in the form of a permissive measure of the

mildest sort. The bill passed the second reading in the House, Sept. 2, 1895,

by a vote of 43 to 12. (N. Z. Hansard, vol. 90, p. 158.)

-By the original act at least one-third of the ratepayers must record their

votes or the poll would be of no avail. But now under the "Local Government
Voting Reform Act, 1899," the question of adoption is decided by a majority

of the valid votes recorded, whatever number of votes are cast. In the case

of a referendum vote on a loan proposal, a three-fifth majority of the tax-

payers voting is required. (Local Voting Reform Act, 1899.)
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value may be so adjusted as to produce as much as, but no

more than, the former property rates.^ If a local authority

has a rating- power up to V^d in the pound on the capital value

of its property, then it can levy any rate in the pound on the

unimproved value of the land in its district, so long as the

producing- capacity of such rate is no more than that of the

^d rate on property values.* A rate of i shilling in the pound

on the annual value is deemed equivalent to ^d in the pound on

the capital value.

If a town or city or other district establishes the land-value

tax, it cannot go back to the property-tax for three years ; then

it can l;e re])ealcd in the same way it was adopted. An e(|ual

period nnist pass after the rejection of the measure at the

polls before it can be presented again.

The act does not apply to water, gas, electric light, sewerage,

nor hospital and charitable-aid rates, nor affect the receipts

from land sales, rents, licenses, etc. The total receipts of local

bodies in 1901 were $12,390,000, less than a third of which

represented the property rates for which land-value taxes may
be substituted. Aside from the income from public works,

however, about two-thirds of the revenues appear to come

within the classes for wdiich the land-tax may be adopted.

A XTMr.KR nx- Mr-xTrTP.\i,TTTr:s iiavi^ adoptkd tiik i.axd-tax.

Down to our date of publication, out of 456 towns, cities

and districts to which the act applies, the cities of Wellington

and Christchurcli. twent\-three towns, and about forty smaller

districts, or 65 kjcal l)odies in all, have adopted the land-value

rating; while Auckland cit\-, six towns, and one county—

8

districts in all have rejected it. The vote in \\'ellington was

1,261 for, to 591 against the substitution of the land-value tax

f(ir the property-tax. In Auckland the record was 1,697

"Under the rating Act of 1804 and preceding acts, local taxes are to he

levied in some places on the "rateable value" of the real property in the dis-

irict, and in other places on the "capital value" of the realt.v (lands, buildings
and all improvements). "Capital value" is the value of the fee-simple. "Rate-
able value" is the rent at whicli the property would let per year less 10 per
cent in case of lands and hereditaments, and 20 per cent in case of buildings
and fixtures. The rateable value must not be estimated at less than 5 per
cent on the fee-simple. A dwelling or other building unoccupied for 6 month's
(either in one stret<'h or in several vacancies) during the year, pays only half
rates.

^ Kxcluding water and gas rates, which do not belong in this discussion
of taxation.

26
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against, to 753 in favor. But in most cases the majorities were

overwhelming for the land-tax. Palmerston North Borough,

for example, 402 to 12 in favor; Stratford County, 399 to 23;

Fielding Borough, 268 to 56, etc., etc.

It is too soon yet to tell what the results will be, but the

experiment will be watched with interest. Like the substitu-

tion of a land-tax for the property-tax in the National revenues,

it means the relief of improvements, a new stimulus to indus-

try, and a new burden on speculation and monopoly.

e;ffe;ct upon the taxes.

The average local tax in the boroughs (cities and towns) is

a little less than 10 per cent of the annual values (rental

values) of property (land and improvements) as assessed.

The average tax in the rural districts amounts to but 6 per

cent on the annual value of property as assessed.^ To raise

the same revenue by the land-tax, would require, in the cities

and towns, an average rate of about 20 per cent on assessed

annual land values, and 9 per cent in the country, which would

mean the taking of 16 per cent of real ground rents in cities

and towns, 7 per cent in the country districts, and an average

of 10 per cent of the yearly land value rentals of the Colony."

In other words, if all local authorities were now under the local

land-tax act, they would be taking in taxation about one-sixth

of what the ground would rent for in cities and towns, one-

•' See the New Zealainl Year Book, 1!tn-j. pp. l;00, 202, .300. 4^!.-,. iw tie

(lata.

"The elements of the problem are:—assessments estimated to average

four fifths of real values ; land values in the cities and towns are a shade

under half the total property values (land and improvements), 2.3 to 4,S

being the average for the boroughs ; land values 65 per cent of property values

outside the boroughs, and 00 per cent for the whole Colony ; and a little less

than a third of both land and property values are in the boroughs.

The statutory rule for assessment is 10 per cent under real value for

l&nd and 20 per cent below for buildings, etc. But the margin is often wider.

Some comparisons laid before Parliament a few years ago, show the difference

between the tax valuations and the prices asked for the properties, which,

however, were probably somewhat too high.

Location of Estate. Tax Value. Price Asked.

Auckland 46,76.5 120.635

Hawke's Bay 104,545 125,457

Wellington 2,097 3,500

Marlborough 41,245 50,125

Canterbury 76,297 104,494

Otago 30,869 47,940

Southland 56,076 75,000

357,894 527,151
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fifteenth of real ground rents in the country, and one-tenth

of the "annual-unimproved-land-vaUie" (or ground rents) for

the Colony as a whole.

A few specific illustrations will show how the law works in

the cities, and in small towns. Wellington has been collecting

10 per cent on assessed annual values of property for general

and separate and special taxes. The land-value is to property

value (land and improvements) as 5.1 to 9, so that 16 per cent

of the rents wdll provide an equal revenue. Christchurch col-

lects 15 per cent on property, has land-values a trifle less than

half the total, and will therefore need something like 25 per

THE CHRISTCHURCH SHIPPING POINT, PORT LYTTELTON.

Christchurch with its suburbs had a pcpulation of 57,000 by the census of 1901.

It is one of the four largest cities in New Zealand.

cent of the actual land rents. Auckland collects ii per cent on

property, and the assessed value of the land is over half the

total assessed values, so that i8 per cent of land rents would

do if she concludes to adopt the land-tax. Dunedin collects

10 per cent on property, has assessed land-values a little below

the halfway mark, and so would need 17 or 18 per cent of real

land rents. Melrose (3,000 population) is collecting a land

value tax equivalent to 10 per cent on assessed annual land-

values, or about 8 per cent of her actual land rentals. Pahiata

(1,200 population) and Karori (1,200) collect a tax amounting
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to 16 per cent on assessed annual land-values, or 12 per cent

on rentals. Greymouth (3,750) collects 223/^ per cent on

assessed land rents and Woodville 18 per cent, but the margin

between assessment and real values may be larger in these

towns than in other cases. I have been told by New Zealand-

ers living in the country and acquainted with affairs in the

smaller places, that assessments in some localities are only

about one-third of the actual value. Palmerston North (6,534

population) collects 9 per cent of assessed land rents, or per-

haps 7 per cent of real rents.

The local land-tax is paid by all landholders, large or small,

and without deduction of mortgages or allowance for lease-

hold covenants. The latter omission has caused some difficul-

ties that have led to a call for amendment. For example, the

tax on a property in Lambton Quay, Wellington, went up from

£29 15s in 1 90 1 -2 to £71 6s for 1902-3. The chief value is in

the land, and the tax therefore is greatly increased by the new

law. The trouble is, that under the covenants of the lease, the

lessee must pay all the taxes, so the landlord still gets his

ground rents, and the occupant is mulcted. In another Wel-

lington case the tax on the annual property value for 1901-2

was £46 3s, and on the unimproved value for 1902-3 it was

£99 17s, and the lease has six or seven years to run. In another

case in the same locality the tenant of a brick building with eight

years more of lease finds his taxes raised from £37 to £62.

Other instances show ascents from £16 17s to £23; from £13

5s to £23 7s, etc., etc. It is proposed to change the law so that

the increase of tax in such cases will be borne in part at least

by the landlord. The tax is intended to hit ground rents, and

the law should be so worded that the tax will be payable out

of rentals, not out of tenant's profits from business or income

from personal exertion.

While the averages work out to very mild results, the effects

upon indiz'iduals are sometimes decidedly uncomfortable. If

there is no building on the land, or one of very small value,

the new method just about doubles the tax the owner or occu-

pant has to pay. Market gardeners, for example, in city dis-

tricts, are in some cases, it is claimed, practically ruined by the

change. On the other hand where there is a building of high

value on the lot, so that the ground value is only a small part of
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the total, the taxes are much lower now than under the old

system.' This puts a premium on high l)uildings and costly

improvements, and it also tends to overcrowding;^ No doulH the

New Zealanders will gradually mold the law, as they have in so

many other instances, till it avoids the difficulties revealed by

experience, and accomplishes the purposes of its adoption

which were : (
i
) To distribute the burdens of taxation more

e(|uitably; (2) To take part of the unearned increment for

public use; (3) To stop speculation in land and especially the

holding of idle land by absentees waiting for labor and capital

in the Colony to develop new values for them.

IJMIT OF .MUNICIPAL TAXATION^ AND TIUv TOTAL LAND-TAX.

Two other important points remain to be considered : the

effect of the tax at the limit of municipal taxation, and the

effect of the local land-tax in combination with the State tax.

Under the ninnicii)al law a city or town may levy general

^ The avei-ago rate of taxation Is ordinarily about (loiil)led for the city or
town as a whole, but the rate is paid on half the former values on the average,
so that the general result is the same as before. But a particular owner, the
value of whose property is five-sixths imi)rovenients and only one-sixth land-
value, will pay a double rate on one-sixth in place of the single rate on six-

sixths and gets off with one-third of his former tax, while an owner whose
land-value is five-sixths of his total will pay two-thii-ds more tax than
formerly.

s On the third reading, Sir Robert Stout protested against the measure,
saying it would ""allow millions and millions of property to escape taxation

—

<»wners of banks, merchants, warehousemen, etc., would only have to pay about
half the local rates they pay now." The curse of Wellington is that the
streets are too narrow and the buildings too many per acre, and this will make
men still more economical in the use of land, and more prodigal in building.
He was in favor of exempting imi)rovements on farms, but not in cities.

John McKenzie declared that Stout was opposing what he had said years
before (1878), when the Government of which he was a member introduced
the first land-tax; that the troul)le in Wellington was that the vacant spaces
were held by speculators—that's what crowded the buildings and this bill

would help to make it unprofitable ^to hold land out of use—"this is the third
time the bill has passed the House, for it will pass, and the country has
endorsed it."

Mr. O'liegan. the leading Single-Taxer in the House, said : "The present
system fines a man for improvements. The just principle of the land-tax is

that the une'arned increment of land, being created by no individual, but by
the whole community, necessarily belongs to the community."

^tr. Earnshaw said : '"This bill is a plank in the labor platform of

Dunedin. If ever there was an application of the single-tax it is in this bill.

It is purely a single-tax so far as local government inirposes are concei-ned.'"

(See to the contrary, the text and the ajipendix, especially the manifesto of

the New Zealand Single-Tax League.) "'The workingman will find that his

land will fall in value. We are going to give enormous concessions to aggre
gated wealth, and on the other hand those who have bought land are going
to have a confiscating tax put upon them."

Parliament was not frightened by tnese exaggerations, the bill passed
the third reading by a vote of 41 to 7 (N. Z. Hansard, vol. 91, p. 79), and
the Legislative Council passed it the following year.
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and special rates up to 15 per cent of assessed annual property-

values, equal on the average to a little over 30 per cent on the

assessed annual land-values, which would mean about 25 or

26 per cent of real ground rents in the urban districts. That is,

about a quarter of the annual rentals attributable to unim-

proved land-values—a quarter of what the ground does or

would actually rent for, is the limit of the law under present

conditions. As improvements become a larger part of the

total property values, the fraction of ground rents that may be

taken in local taxes will grow somewhat larger.

The combined effect of State and local land-tax is as fol-

lows :

State Land-Tax plus Local Land-Tax

The ratios for the two uppeu groups represent the condition of things in

the average community after its adoption of the local land-tax ; the third

group shows the effect upon the whole Colony if the local land-tax were

adopted by all local authorities.

Average Per Cent of Real Ground
Keiits Taken bv the L,and-Tax

State Local Total

Six-sevenths
of the landholders
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fifteenth of their grouiid-rents, instead of the one-twentieth

they pay now under the property-tax ; the middle-class farmers

would pay one-eighth of their land-value rentals—about half

to the State and half in local taxes ; and the rich agricultural

owners would pay on the average one-sixth of their groimd

rentals, one-tenth to the State and the rest to the local authori-

ties. In the cities and towns small holders exempt from the

State tax would pay an average of one-sixth, middle-class

holders a little over one-fifth (one-sixteenth to the State and

one-sixth to the municipality), and large land owners would

pay a quarter of their rents (one-tenth to the State and one-

sixth to the city or town). The average for the whole Colony

would be about one-seventh of the ground rents taken in taxes

—4 or 5 per cent by the State and lo per cent by local authori-

ties.

If the boroughs should tax to the limit of the law, small

holders in cities and towns would pay a quarter of their ground

rents, the middle class nearly a third, and rich landlords a

little more tJian a third, including the State land-tax.

At the limit of the graded-tax, and under the highest local

rating authorized by the law. if there we"e such a case, the

millionaire landlord would pay nearly half the rental value of

his land in State and local taxes.

RELATIONS WITH TJJE SINGLE-TAX.

It is manifest that the statement of some opponents of the

local land-tax in New Zealand, and some Single-Taxers in

other countries, that the local rating law of '96 was an adoption

of Henry George's "Single-Tax," is incorrect. Even with the

State tax the great mass of landholders would only pay 7 per

cent of their ground rents to public use, while those in the cities

and towns w'ould not average over 21 per cent with present

revenue requirements, or 30 per cent at the limit of municipal

taxation—a long way from the George idea of taking 90 per

cent of land-value rentals, especially when we remember that

over two-thirds of the land-values are in the country districts

with the 7 per cent land-tax, or one-thirteenth of the distance

to the Henry George plan. \\'hile it is clear, however, that

there is a wide margin between the George single-tax and the

New Zealand land-tax, it is nevertheless equally clear that
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considering- the possibilities of larger taxation in municipalities,

bringing the total land-tax up to an average of something like

a third of the ground rents, the law does go a considerable

distance toward what is desired by the more moderate Single-

Taxers nowadays. When we return from the possibilities to

existing facts we find that only one-seventh of the local bodies

have yet adopted the Act, and that where adopted, the local

land-tax plus the State land-tax, takes on the average about

one-fifth of the whole rentals due to land-values.

While New Zealand is not in sympathy with the full single-

tax program, as shown by her internal revenue duties, her

graduated income and inheritance taxes, and her exemption

of all small owners from the State land-tax, which funda-

mentally distinguish the New Zealand system from the Single-

Tax, as fully explained elsewhere.^ yet it is apparent that the

Colony has taken a leaf out of the unearned increment phi-

losophy ; is in full harmony with much that is best and most

important in George's teaching; and is ready to put it in prac-

tise so far as she finds it safe, practicable, and just to do so.

She is not willing to take the whole dose, but will take rather

more than a homeopathic taste of it. With two of her largest

cities under the land-tax and two under the property-tax, she

has an excellent chance in the next few years to tell whether

the medicine is good or not.

" See Taxing the Monopolists, and Appendix.

Vcnliiring Out.
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EXTENDI X(^. THE USE OF THE REFERENDUM.

New Zealand uses the Referendum to a considerable extent

in local affairs. Not only is the status of the liquor traffic

determined in each district by a local option vote, and the form

of local taxation made to depend on the Initiative and Refer-

endum, but all loans desired by local bodies must be decided

on by Referendum. In State aft'airs the admirable system of

direct nominations, questioning" and pledging of candidates,

and unpartisan balloting, gives the people so real and direct a

control over the Government that they have not so much need

of direct legislation in its more definite forms as they otherwise

would have. Every election is a sort of referendum.^ and the

main issues arc very fully discussed, so that the men elected

know pretty well what the people want in respect to the chief

questions raised in the campaign, and the general policy of

legislation to be pursued. In case of disagreement between the

Ministry and the House followed by dissolution of Parliament,

the issue goes to the peo])le in a very direct and vigorous

' It IS a common thing in the New Zealand Parliamentary procedure for

measures to be brought forward by the Ministry, or by private members, with
the idea of securing a di.scussion that will awaken and direct public interest,

and then let the matter go over the next election to feel the pulse of the
people. It is a common thing also for members speaking on measures that
are being pushed for passage during the current session, to declare that so
important a bill should go over the elections, so that the people nia.v have
an opportunity to express themselves upon it before it Is enacted into law.
Examples of this occur in the debates on the Public Works Act, 1870, the
Kepresentation Act, 188!), the Land Acts, the Woman Suffrage Bill, tlie

Liquor Question, etc.. etc. In the deliate on Proportional Kepresentation, in

LSsn {New Zealand Hansard, vol. 04, p. 2.^7). W. P. Reeves said: "The people
have had no opportunity of expressing an opinion upon it. It may be said
I hat the same objection has been raised whenever a bill has been brought l.n

which has not l)een the subject of discussion at the elections. But thei-e are
bills and bills. This is a bill which strikes at the root of our whole elec-

toral system, and we have no more right to pass it without having first

consulted the electors than we have to grant female suffrage or sell our rail-

ways" without consulting the people.

The point is not always raised in the way of objection by any means ;

it is often made by those who strongly favor the measure under discussion,
but think the voice of the people should he taken on it.
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manner. Nevertheless, the mixture of issues incident to ordi-

nary elections, and the possible non-conformity of legislative

bodies to the people's will, especially in case of the appointive

Upper House, make a fuller provision for the Referendum

very desirable.

-

Several times a Referendum Bill has been introduced in

Parliament, and in 1901 the measure was pushed by the Gov-

ernment and passed the House by an overwhelming majority,^

but was rejected in the Senate by a vote of 29 to i. In spite

of the shortening of the term of Senators and the infusion of

new members the appointive Senate is not as liberal as the

elective House, the it must in fairness be noted that the Senate

stands in a specially delicate relation to this bill, since one of

the questions likely to be referred to the people under its ref-

erendum provisions, is the question of abolishing the Senate

itself. This year (September, 1902) the Liberal Government

has again pushed the Referendum, and it has passed the second

reading in the House by a vote of 45 to 10.

The New Zealand bill as amended in 1901 in Committee of

the Whole and introduced by the Government in 1902, pro-

vides for a referendum : ( i ) In case a Government bill

introduced by message from the Governor, is passed in two

successive sessions by the House, or by the Senate, and is each

time rejected, or neglected, by the other chamber, or amended
in a way the passing chamber does not agree to, so that the

bill is lost; (2) In case any other bill introduced by the

Government or by a member, is lost by the double-distilled

deadlock just explained, and the House declares for a refer-

endum on the measure; (3) In case a bill passed by both

-The movement for the referendum has considerable strength, not only
in New Zealand, but in most of the Australian colonies. The Governments
have supported the measure vigorously, but wherever it has passed the Lower
House it has been rejected by the Upper House. The Commonwealth Act pro-
vides for the submission of Constitutional Amendments, but the movement in

the States is mainly an effort to substitute the popular vote for the Second
Chamber which seriously disturbs legislation in all the colonies. In New
Zealand the movement is much broader than this, tho the deadlocks between
the two Houses is an important element in it.

2 The growth of sentiment in favor of the Referendum is shown by the
votes of successive years. In 1803 the vote in the House was 33 to 20 against
the second reading of the Referendum Bill ; in 1894 it was 24 to 19 against,
with Premier Seddon, W. P. Reeves, Ward, Cadman and other Liberals
against it; in 1895 the vote was 28 to 14 against it; while in 1901 the vote
was 44 to 13 in favor, with Premier Seddon pushing the measure, and most
of the Liberals with him, and in ]9{'1> the vote is 45 to 10 for the Referendum
with the Government again favoring its enactment.
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Houses contains a provision that it shall be reserved for a

referendum ; or (4) In case a resolution is passed by both

Houses in favor of submitting to the people any legislative

proposal set forth in such resolution. If such proposal is

approved by the referendum, the Government must within

10 days after the commencement of the next session, introduce

a bill to give effect to the proposal. If a bill submitted to the

people is approved by them, it shall be regarded as a law passed

by the General Assembly under the Constitution Act.

If a bill or proposal is negatived at the polls the question

is not to be submitted again for 3 years, "unless 10,000 citizens

demand it" by the initiative* and the above provisions are again

complied with. The referendum vote is to be taken on a day

appointed by the Governor not less than 28, nor more than

90 days, after the session, and at a general election if one

occurs between those dates.

Premier Seddon suggested that "the referendum might be

taken through the census." i\Ir. Pirani proposed (in 1901)

that the poll might be taken through the post-office to save

expense and permit the workingmen to vote without losing a

day's work, or any part of a day. Premier Seddon opposed

this as dangerous tinkering with the ballot. "In the House,"

he said, "I reckon 75 per cent of the members are in favor of

the Referendum, and 90 per cent are opposed to interfering

with the ballot system." The postal amendment was lost three

to one.

RKASOXS FOR EXTENSION OF THE REFERENDUM.

( I ) One of the arguments for the Referendum most insisted

on both in New Zealand and Australia, is the need for some

means of overcoming the obstruction of the Upper House.

It is said that even the principal issue of a campaign has not

always been settled by the vote of the people, the Upper

* Mr. Ell (1001) said this recognition of the Initiative was insuflBcient

;

the people should have a right to demand a poll on any question, whether
it had ever been submitted before or not. The submission should not depend
on that, or on a disagreement of the Houses, on a resolution of Parliament,
but on the option of tlie people. And lie moved an amendment establishing
a 5 per cent popular initiative, but it was lost 40 to 9. This .vear (inoiJ) he
has given notice that he will move an amendment for the initiative on peti-

tion of 25.000 voters, tlie total number of voters who wi:i be on the rolls at
the coming election being estimated at about 400,000. Another Eiberal, Mr.
Arnold of Dunedin, thinks 15 per cent should be required for an initiative

petition.
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House in some of the colonies refusing to pass bills even when

the people had declared for them. Year after year, as Premier

Seddon declared in the Referendum debate of 1901, the Legis-

lative Council, or Senate, has turned down legislation desired

by the people and passed by the House of Representatives,

and there is at present no way of over-ruling its vote except

the clumsy plan of packing the Upper House with new appoint-

ments. The Referendum offers a just and simple method of

checkmating the Senate, and averting any deadlock between

the two Houses. (2) Even in the Elective House there is

often a serious difference of opinion as to what the people wish

and the interests of the country demand, and it would be very

helpful to the Representatives to have a means of ascertaining

the will of the people clearly and definitely on important ques-

tions, such as National Prohibition, the Elective Executive,

Proportional Representation, Preferential Voting, Abolition of

the Senate, or making it elective, and other burning issues

enumerated by Premier Seddon and other members of Parlia-

ment. (3) The directness of the Referendum as contrasted

with the confusing mixture of men and measures in ordinary

elections, has been specially emphasized in the New Zealand

debates.^ You get an expression of public sentiment on each

» In the debate of Sept.. 1902, in the House, Mr. Steward said : "Tlie

practical necessity for a bill of this sort is presented to us in a very marlved

way just before going, as we are now, to tlie public platform for a general

election, because there are a number of issues upon which it is supposed the

public will be returning an answer at the general election, and because there

are so many of these issues presentea that it is impossible to define, from the

result of the election of candidates, what was the decision of the electors

regarding each of tliese particular points. For instance, we have had a
number of petitions before this House asking for the abolition of the total-

isator. That is a matter upon which the electors would like the opportunity
of expressing their opinions, and I do not see how they can possibly do it

except by a referendum, such as is suggested in this bill."

In the same debate, Mr. Ell said : "There are questions such as Bible-

reading in the schools, and the abolition of the totalisator (a method of

gambling), which are burning questions. Now, we are here legislating for

the people. We wish to carry out the will of the people, but how do we
know under our present system what the will of the people is upon any
particular question? We have no means of judging absolutely. A candidate,

or two or more candidates, stand for a constituency. One of them proposes
a certain number of reforms which he considers would be for the good of the

people, and another candidate holds another set of views with regard to

reforms, and the elector has to select the candidate who, in his opinion,

advocates the best set of reforms; but the candidate he selects may not
represent him with regard to the totalisator, the elective executive, the con-

stitution of the Upper House, whether it should ue an elected or a nominated
body ; but he may represent him with regard to land-settlement, and other
matters. No member can claim to represent the people in his constituency
upon all questions. That is an iulierent defect in our system. I think we
should give the people an opportunity of expressing their opinion upon par-

ticular questions."
Mr. Manan said : "With the referendum, you focus the opinion of the
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specific question 1)\' itself, without entang-lemcnt with other

issues, or with personal considerations respecting- candidates.

In fact, as a rule, public o])inion on any disputed matter cannot

be known w ith certainty in any other way, for in everv election

the character and personality of candidates are important

factors exercising' a determining inlluence on the result, and

usually there is also a ])lurality of issues to further obscure

the specific opinions of the people. (4) The Referendum

greatly simplifies the election of representatives. So far as

(he people may vote directly u])on important issues it

becomes less necessary to consider those issues in the electicju

of candidates, and the attention of the voters can be fastened

on the character, ability, and general policy of candidates with

little or no interfering cross-currents from their attitudes on

nible-reading in the schools, abolition of the Council, or other

specific referendal issues. Quoting in substance from a Liberal

Member in the recent debate (September, 1902) : ''If you have

the Referendum in existence, you are able to withdraw from

the conflict of a general election some of the disputed points

which might otherwise tend to distract attention from the

broader or more vital issues of the campaign. Take for

example the (piestion of prohibition, or llible-reading in the

schools, or the totalisator; these are three subjects upon which

many persons would probably be disposed to fight altogether

independently of political color. \ow the effect of a Refer-

endum on any of these subjects, would be to practically with-

draw that question altogether from the vote of the ])eo])le in

connection with the larger issue as to what should be the

general policy and make-up of the (lovernment in the future."

And if the people have a right to demand the Referendum on

a specific issue, a similar tendency to remove the question from

the consideration of candidates and the choice of representa-

imlilic on uiie stil),ii'ct ; puhlic npiiiion is concentrated on uno point, tliat is,

I lie particular finoslion rci'erred to tiieni, and conseqiienlly tnere is no mis-

talviufr tlioir opinion, or will, in regard to it." ( N. 'A. Hansard, vol. Vl'l, pp.
o74, i"i75, .585.)

The Government connnission in Victoria reported : "'J'he Commission are
strongly impressed with tlie advantages of tlie referendum. It provides a

simple method of ohiaining an accurate expression of the popular wid oii

any question."
For the discussion of the Ileferendum in Switzerland see Sullivan's

"Direct Legislation through the Initiative and Referendum," and for the
Ueferendum Movement and its rationale in the T'nited States, sei> I'arsons'

"Direct Legislation" iKipiity Series), Pomeroy's "By the I'eople," and "D. L.

Kecord;" and Oberholtzer's "The Referendum in Use in Americft,"
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tives, is the result. (5) The Referendum acts as a check on

hasty legislation. (6) It would have a strong educational

effect. The people would take a still keener and more intel-

ligent interest in politics if they voted on specific measures.

(/) It is simply the proper recognition of popular sovereignty,

the right of the people to direct their agents and control the

Government and the making of the laws. It is essential to

continuous, complete, and effective government by the people.

( 8 ) It improves and strengthens representative government

by making it more truly representative. (9) The very exist-

ence of the power will have a strong influence on Parliament,

making both Houses more sensitive to public opinion, and so

avoiding in many cases any necessity for an actual Refer-

endum. (10) The bill is not perfect—it should give the

I)eople the initiative, and the right to demand a Referendum

on measures passed by both Houses in the ordinary way—the

option of requiring a referendal vote should be in the people

as well as in the Parliament, but as an earnest member said,

"if we get the Referendum on the Statute Book we shall affirm

the principle, and the law can be amended and improved from

year to year till it covers the ground."

.A. composite; photo of objections to the referendum.

The opponents of the measure declared that the people were

not able to judge of legal enactments. It would be absurd

to present bills to the people, for lawyers were the only persons

who could understand the laws. The reply was that it might

require much talent to frame a law, but not so much to tell

whether it was good or bad after it was made. Many most

important questions were already referred to the people, the

whole policy of the Government with all the legislation of a

Parliamentary term was submitted to the people in a lump at

each election. It could not be more difficult for them to decide

on one measure by itself than to pass judgment on the whole

work of a Parliament. Moreover, if the people were to choose

representatives they could decide on measures, which were

much less complicated than a man containing numberless

proposals, bills, and amendments, and unlimited possibilities of

good and evil.

The opposition said that the expense would be too great.
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and the annoyance of the people unnecessary. The people had

no time or inclination to bother with specific bills. A general

election was a referendum on all leading measures, and that

was enough. Under this bill "the people can only record their

votes on the whole bill ; they have no means or form by which

they can suggest amendments or improvements."

Tn the Legislative Council the main objections were that the

bill was "a slur on the Council," and that "under the Refer-

endum the Council itself could be abolished." In the House

this was not regarded as an objection, but rather as an argu-

ment for the bill. Other objections were that the Referendum

was "unworkable and impracticable." The people were not

to be trusted ; "They might alter the constitution of the Legis-

lative Council," said a member, "or abolish it, which I should

deem a lamentable alteration in our Constitution, or they might

do other things I would not approve."

"I know of no bill that ever comes before this Assembly for

which I have a greater contempt than the Referendum Bill,"

said a vigorous member in the House debate a few weeks ago

;

"it is absolutely and completely subversive of everything in

the shape of representative government.—It is simply casting

away our own responsibility in a cowardly fashion. It enables

us to avoid ticklish subjects. We say, 'Oh, we will pass this

on to the people and let them take the responsibility.' If this

is to prevail what is the use of sending us here at all. We had

better throw up our constituencies, and have so many wooden

men placed here to record votes. It is cowardly, sir, in m\

opinion."®

Another member said, "New Zealand is in the van ; it leads

all the Australian Colonies ; let well enough alone." The reply

was that "New Zealand should keep in the van by taking the

lead in the adoption of the Referendum." Captain Russell

declared that the Referendum was a "conservative measure,"

and had so proved in Switzerland, yet he opposed it with all his

force tho he is the leader of the Conservatives. "You wouldn't

get a decent man to sit in either House," said another. " A])])eals

to passion would be used," and "legislation would be passed

without discussion." "It provides that the tail should wag
the dog"—the Legislature being the dog and the people the

"Camcross of Taieri. N. Z. Hansard. Sept. 24. 1002. vol 122, ]. .^Tf,.
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tail, according to this gentleman's conception of his relation

to his constituents. Finally a member produced the argument

that to add the Referendum to the representative system would

be like buying a dog and then doing the barking yourself. The

reply was that the Referendum was not intended to transfer

the barking to the owner of the dog, but simply to enable him

to control the dog, so that he could make the dog bark when

he wished him to, and keep him from barking when he wanted

him to be quiet.

THK HKART 01" RliFJiRENDUM LOGIC.

The Referendum in its fullest form confers on the people

the powers of instruction and veto, proposal, adoption, and

rejection, but it does not follow that they will do the work of

the legislators, any more than the power of proposal and veto

in respect to the plans of your architect and the work of your

builder, leads you to draw the plans yourself, or lay the bricks

and fit the windows with }^our own hands. You may not be

able to plan a house or build it, but you can tell whether it

suits you or not. And you should have full powers of instruc-

tion and veto so that your agents may do the work as you

wish it done, and not become your masters, acting according

to their own will, and not according to yours. For this pur-

pose something more is necessary than an expression on gen-

eral policy. The people should be able to say to the Liberal

Ministry: "We like your policy on land, labor, credit, etc.,

but we do not agree with this specific measure—the compulsory

vote, for example, or early closing of stores;" or "we want

you to establish proportional representation," or "nationalize

the steamships," etc. It is- simply a question of effective and

continuous control of the Government by the people in respect

to matters of definite legislation as well as in respect to its

general policy.

Condensing the argument into a single paragraph, the Con-

servative Opposition said the Referendum was impracticable

and costly, and the people uninformed and nut to be trusted

—

to vote the way the Conservatives thought best. The electors

were already sufificiently represented, and could petition Par-

liament if they wanted any particular legislation. But if the

petition were made imperative it would amount to a "cowardly
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forsaking of responsibility" on the part of the Parhament.

Representatives would become mere "wooden men," shorn of

real power and use'fulness. The people had no time to attend

to it, and would vote "conservatively" anyway, yet the popular

initiative was "legislative dynamite."—The Liberals on the

other hand laid stress on the right of the people to rule, sepa-

ration of issues, deadlocks, the educational value of the Ref-

erendum, the trustworthiness of the people, the excellent use

made of the Referendum in Switzerland and the United

States, and the improvement of the representative system that

would result by making the representatives expert advisers and

legal architects for the people, rather than the masters of the

people for the time being.

Those who may be interested to go a little more deeply into

the logic and illogic of this important discussion, will find

some extracts from the Parliamentary debates in a future

chapter entitled "What Next?" and some references to leading

books on the Referendum in the section on "Bibliography" in

the Appendix.
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DEVELOPMENT

Of Some Early Institutions.

While evolving new institutions the Liberals did much to

develop the laws enacted and the public services established

in the early years. Rates were reduced, service improved, and

facilities increased. Part of the story under this head is told

in the chapters dealing with taxation, banking, the labor laws,

the railways, and the cooperative system in the public works,

extension of the referendum, etc. ; but some other facts, not

large enough for separate chapters, may be noted here.

TELEGRAPH AND TEILEPHGNE.

Telephone rates were lowered and 12 cent telegrams

introduced. For 12 cents a message of 12 words (count-

ing address and signature, and reckoning five figures as

one word) may be sent to any point in the Colony, a distance

of more than 1,000 miles in some cases. Each added word costs

a penny (2 cents). The average receipts are about 24 cents

per message, including press despatches. Payment of telegraph

charges is made in postage stamps.

The rate for the telephone is $25 a year uniform charge,

and the total receipts from public and private stations amount

to a little less than $30 per station. There are 23 central

exchanges and 35 sub-exchanges. In March, 1902, there were

9,260 exchange connections, or 11 + stations for each 1,000

inhabitants, the same as the estimated relation of exchange

telephones to population in the L^nited States. The number

of telephone conversations is not reported, but the use of the

telegraph is the highest in the world, 5 messages per year for

each inhabitant, or double the density of traffic in any other
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country, and five times the density of telegraph communication

in the United States.

STREET RAILWAYS.

The Tramways Act of 1894 provides that authority for the

construction of a tramway can be obtained only by a local

authority. The order is secured by application to the Governor

and must specify the fares and charges that may be taken by

the municipality. It may lease these lines for a term not more

than 21 years, and may give the lessee all the powers of working,

etc., that the City Council or other local authority itself pos-

sesses. It may take tramways by compulsory purchase on

paying the value of the plant as fixed by arbitration, and all

powers of the company pass to the municipality the same as

if the local authority had built the lines to begin with. The

municipality is answerable for all accidents, just as a private

company would be.

A City Council or other local authority shall not (i) apply

for the authorizing order, or (2) delegate the authority it gets,

or (3) sell the tramways, or (4) lease them, or (5) compel

the sale of a tramway to itself, or (6) acquire possession of

it by voluntary purchase, unless by a referendum vote of the

taxpayers in each case.

THE UNIVERSAL PENNY POST.

On January i, 1901, New Zealand established a "Universal

Penny (2-cent) Post." The Postmaster-General in his report

for 1901, says: "This year will be memorable on account of

the introduction of the Universal Penny Post. The first

Universal Penny Post to be introduced by any country in the

world." New Zealand sends a half-ounce letter 12,000 miles

to England for 2 cents, and at the same rate to any other point

in the British Empire, and to many foreign countries,—128

states and countries altogether.

Australia at first refused to come into the penny arrange-

ment, but in his speech to Parliament July i, 1902, the Gov-

ernor announced that the Australian Commonwealth had agreed

to admit New Zealand letters at the penny rate, so that the

penny rate now applies between New Zealand and any place
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in any country of the vast Empire or in the long list of other

countries that have entered the compact with the wide-awake

democracv of the South Pacific.

POST-OFFICE AT MASTERTON.

Erected in 1900.

Masterton is a small place of -lOOO inhabitants in the North Island.

THE INSURANCE DEPARTMENT.

We have already seen in chapter 19 that the Government

Life Insurance Department outstripped all the companies in

fair competition. Under Liberal management the department
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has proved so successful as to extort admission of its success

even from the most implacable members of the Opposition.

Altho New Zealand appears to be the healthiest of countries,

its death rate being the lowest, its people are among the most

fully insured. The Government insurance alone amounts to

$66 for every European inhabitant, man, woman and child, or

$360 for every grown man. iVnd including the companies the

total life insurance is $143 per capita or $780 for every man.

The following table afifords an idea of the relative amount

of life insurance in some of the leadine nations :^

Life Insurance in Various Nations.

Country
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is engaged, New Zealand does not follow even the United

States, but heads the whole procession. The figures for the

United States are two years later than for New Zealand (the

beginning of 1902 against the beginning of 1900, the latest

full data given in the New Zealand Year Book for 1901).

Industrial insurance in the United States is $20 per capita,

and fraternal insurance (Odd Fellows, Good Templars, etc.)

is $7 per capita, leaving $105 per head for ordinary life insur-

ance, against $143 in New Zealand. For the beginning of

1900 (the date of the New Zealand facts) the United States

figure was $90 per capita or $485 for each grown man, against

$143 per capita or $780 for each grown man in New Zealand.

I have dwelt on this at some length because life insurance

is one of the refinements of modern civilization ; one of the

highest evidences of progress; one of the best results of pros-

perity and intelligence, confirming domestic tranquility and

business security, and gauging the forethought, and to a large

extent the unselfish forethought, of the people.

THE PUBLIC TRUSTEE.

In chapter 20 the discretionary power of the Public Trustee

was referred to as a matter of special interest. A few illus-

trations from recent cases will show what valuable results have

been developed from this remarkable power.

Sometimes a will is drawn in such a way that serious loss or

inconvenience would result from its literal execution. In such

a case the Public Trustee, so far as the safety of the ofiice will

permit, endeavors to avoid the difficulty by carrying out the

wishes of the beneficiaries, if a majority of them can agree on

a reasonable course.

insurance practically relates to nothing more than funeral expenses, and
makes no substantial provision for the family. But in the case of fraternal
assurance, amounting to $1,250 per certificate, life insurance exists in as real
and substantial a form as if a policy were taken out in an ordinary company.
In estimating the total life insurance for the United States, therefore, we
have added the fraternal to the ordinary insurance, which seems to afford the
fairest basis of comparison. And if we are right in this, the United States is

still several boat lengths ahead of the best of the other crews. The great
bulk of our fraternal insurance, amounting at the opening of this year (1902j
to more than .$5,500,000,000, is of comparatively recent growth. But even
before this, life insurance exhibited great activity in this country. In 1880
the United States had nearly twenty times as much life insurance, and in

1890 nearly seven times as much, as all the rest of the world put together.
Tho other nations are coming up, our insurance per head is still more
than double that of any other people outside of Australia and New Zealand.
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For example, a man died leaving a will by which his whole property

was given to his family, which consisted of his father and mother,

sister and brother. Before his death he had shown himself most
anxious to assist his parents and his brother and sister, who were being

educated and whose education could not continue without his help.

He was having a house built so that the family could live rent free,

but he died before the house wis finished. According to the law the

father and mother should have been paid their shares of the estate in

cash, and the shares of the brother and sister should have been kept

until they were of age and then delivered to them in money. But if

this had been done, the house could not have been completed, and the

money already spent would have been sacrificed. Worse yet, the boy, a

promising scholar in the high school, would have had to leave his

education unfinished and go to work to earn his living. Instead of

doing this, the Trustee, with the consent of the father and mother and

the girl, used their shares to complete the house and handed the boy's

share over to him. This enabled the lad to finish his education and
the family to complete their house and live together in reasonable

comfort free of rent. For the good of these people the Trustee used his

discretion under the clause authorizing him to apply ''any moneys in

his hands toward the maintenance, education and advancement of any

person interested, ' and took the risk of repudiation of his action by the

children when thej' came of age.^

While the Trustee is collecting claims and settling the estate,

the family of the decedent may be in need, and in such a case

the office makes reasonable advances for the maintenance of

the widow and infant children. Sometimes a testator will

direct the sale of his whole estate, forgetting that many little

possessions, such as his watch, favorite books, furniture, etc.,

are of great value to his family and friends but of small

account at auction. In such cases the Public Trustee .will

preserve the little treasures for the family, and even if the

estate is insolvent, so that it is necessary that everything shall

be sold, he will have these small possessions, to which the

affections of the family cling, valued and oft"ered privately

to the relatives and friends.

In one case a man of large property died without making a will.

He had intended to will his property to his two children, and had
often indicated to his son what property he intended to leave him
and had told the daughter how he intended to provide for her. The
son had worked as his father's manager for many years and knowing
that the property was to be his, had drawn no wages. The daughter

^A case cited by Mr. Lloyd, from whose writings and the New Zealand
Year Books (especially that for 1898) the materials for this section have been
largely derived.
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had kept house for her father without pay. When the father died,

it was discovered, not only that he had left no will, but that no proof

could be found of his marriage to the mother of his children. Under

such circumstances the law gives the property to the State, and the

son and daughter had no legal claim upon it. Their moral claim, how-

ever, was very clear and strong, and the Public Trustee, instead of

enforcing the law, set his wits to work to save the property for the

young folks. He employed them to manage the property and told

them how to apply to the Government for a surrender of the title of

the State in their favor, in which application they were successful.

One of the most important consequences of the wide author-

ity reposed in the PubHc Trustee is the avoidance of the delays

and interruptions in the management of property that are

incident to the ordijiary methods of administration. The

Trustee may at any time exercise whatever power may be

necessary for the protection of an estate, whether testate or

intestate. This authority is highly serviceable to the interests

of estates that may be suffering, or in danger of suffering,

injury from neglect or delay in taking out probate or admin-

istration. The manager of a great business dies, with no

relative or partner near. If the enterprise were to stop,

it would mean ruin and loss of everything to his heirs, and

yet they may be thousands of miles across the sea and unable

to take any action in the matter. The Public Trustee steps in

and keeps the business going until the rightful successors can

be found.

A man carrying on a sheep ranch in New Zealand died in the busy

season of the year. The person named as executor in his will was in

Scotland. By the ordinary law, no one had a right to do anything

with the estate, except the executor or some one with power of

attorney from him. But neither the executor nor the power of

attorney could reach the Colony for months, and for the business

to stop would mean enormous loss. The Public Trustee took charge

of the ranch and carried on the business so successfully that when

the executor came from Scotland there was little left for him to do.

There are now (1902) over 3,000 estates in the hands of

the Public Trustee, with a value of $12,000,000, and the

investments of the office amount to more than $8,300,000

—

equivalent to 300,000 estates, with over $1,000,000,000 of value,

and $800,000,000 of investments for the United States if we

had a Public Trust Office here, with a business in the same

proportion to population as the New Zealand office.
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PROPERTY QUALIFICATION FOR NATIONAL
SUFFRAGE ABOLISHED.

In 1896 the property qualification for National suffrage was

swept away entirely even as an alternate qualification (saving

existing registrations), and residence is now enough, and the

only thing that is enough, to entitle a man or woman of proper

age, character, discretion, and nationality to enrollment for

the election of representatives.

As a result of this act and the abolition of plural voting in

municipalities by the law discussed in the next chapter, every

person 21 years old, who has resided in the Colony one year,

and in the district 3 months preceding the registration of his

vote, is entitled to registration and the ballot, provided he or

she is not an alien, lunatic, or person of unsound mind, or a

public defaulter, or convicted as an idle and disorderly person,

or rogue and vagabond, or of some serious criminality

(treason, felony, or an offense punishable by a year or more in

prison) for which he has not obtained a pardon or undergone

his punishment. But no person can be registered on more

than one roll in the Colony nor have more than one vote in

any national or municipal election.
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MUNICIPALITIES AND THEIR GOVERNMENT.

Altho the one-man-one-vote principle was established as to

National elections in 1889, and had much to do with the victory

of the Liberals in 1890, it was not till 1898 that manhood

suffrage was adopted in municipal government. In that year

the municipal franchise was reformed by abolishing multitu-

dinous voting,^ making "residential occupancy" a sufficient

qualification for all voting except on proposals relating to loans

or rates (for these a person must be a ratepayer or the holder

of a freehold estate in land worth $125 or more), and pro-

viding that any qualification possessed by husband or wife

should be deemed to be possessed by the other also.

The reformation of the municipal franchise has lagged

behind the National movement. Under the municipal law of

1886 the burgess roll (or list of citizens entitled to vote in

municipal elections) was made up of taxpayers not in default,

/. €., persons holding assessable property and not in arrears in

the payment of their taxes. Every one 21 years of age, whose

name was on said roll had

1 vote if his ratable property in one or more tenements

was put down on the valuation list at less than i^o

2 votes if he stood on the assessment list between £50 and £100

3 votes if he stood on the assessment list between .£100 and £150

4 votes if he stood on the assessment list between £150 and £350

5 votes if he stood on the assessment list above £350

But at the election of Mayor each burgess had only one vote.

iThe idea that voting in political corporations should be based on prop-

erty interest, as in joint stock companies, is not yet extinct in New Zealand.

It lias departed from National politics, and in municipal or "borough" affairs

has been limited to referendal votes on loans and rates, with one vote to a

man no matter how much property he holds, but in the country districts the

old idea still has considerable vigor. The word "borough" in New Zealand

includes city and incorporated town, and as shown in the text any moderate
area with 1000 people on it may be a borough, with Mayor and Council and
burgesses. Below these in the scale of organization are the villages and
country districts, and in case of the submission of any question to the rate-

payers of such a district, and in the election of members of any local

authority outside a borough, a taxpayer noted on the valuation roll at $5000
or less, has one vote; $5000 to $10,000, two votes, and over $10,000 three

votes. (No. 13 New Zealand Laws, 1899, Oct. 19.)
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The Municipal Franchise Reform Act of 1898 changed all

this and made other material alterations. First, it created two

new and independent methods of attaining a title to the suf-

frage in addition to the ratepaying title. One of the new
titles is "residential occupation," and the other is possession of a

small freehold. A person who for the preceding 3 months

has been a resident in the district, a tenant or subtenant of any

house, office, shop, or other building, at a rent of iio a year,

is entitled to registration on the burgess roll whether he has

any property or not, or pays taxes or not. And a person who
is the beneficial owner of a freehold estate in land worth £25

or more in the borough, is also entitled to registration, tho

he may not be a resident and "may pay no taxes. Second, no

person shall be registered for more than one qualification, nor

on more than one roll in the Colony, nor have more than one

vote at any election, whether he is registered as a resident or a

freeholder under this act, or as a ratepayer under the Act of

1886. But a person who is enrolled on the residential quali-

fication cannot vote on any poll relating to loans or rates.

Before 1898 a man without property could not vote at all in

municipal elections ; now he can vote for officers, etc.,- but not

on public loans or taxes. A majority of the ratepayers voting

will decide a question of taxes, but a loan proposal requires

three-fifths of those voting on the referendum.

. By the law of 1900, taking effect January i, 1901, any area

not over 9 square miles, with no two points more than 6 miles

apart, and having 1,000 population or more, may constitute a

borough. And any male or female 21 years old with a free-

hold of £2^ value, or a place on the assessment list, or a resi-

dential occupancy as above described, paying £10 annual rent

after deducting rents of subtenants payable to him, can register

in one ward and have one vote and no more, with the same

provisions as to voting on loans and rates, qualification of

husband and wife, etc., as above.

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP.

New Zealand's towns have had for many years the right to

establish municipal water, gas, and electric light plants, and

tramlines. Sir Robert Stout, now Chief Justice of the Colony,

said a few years ago : "In most towns that have been incor-
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porated the municipality owns both the gas and the water

works. The tramways pay a rental to the local authority, and

there is reserved the option of purchase. There are some

privately owned gas works it is true, but the tendency is for

the municipality to become its own supplier of gas, water,

libraries, bath houses, etc."- At present (1903) all the cities

own and operate their street-car lines, water, gas, and electric

plants, and the general results are very satisfactory. The ser-

vice is good and the rates much lower than in the United States

with private ownership, tho ordinary wages and prices range

higher in New Zealand than in our country. The usual fare

on the street cars for rides within the limits of the city is one

penny (2 cents), and the longer rides extending into the

suburbs are not more expensive than with us.

Nevertheless, altho New Zealand's cities have gone much
further than ours in the development of public ownership, her

municipalities have not upon the whole made so much progress

in this direction as the cities of Great Britain. Among the

reasons for this are the following facts : First, the possession of

the general power to establish municipal works has made it

easier for municipalities to secure good terms and favorable con-

tracts with the companies. There is no other preventive of cor-

porate extortion, poor service, or other misbehavior, so effect-

ive as the right of the municipality to go into the business itself,

especially with the initiative and referendum as means of start-

ing the machinery. Second, until very recently (1898) local

Governments have not been democratic in their organization,

the ordinary householder having one to three votes, a man of

considerable property, four or five votes, and the poor man
none. An aristocratic franchise like that is not favorable to

municipal ownership. It places the control of the local Gov-

ernment in the hands of the same people who ordinarily own
the public-service corporations.

Democracy has only just been established in municipal

affairs in New Zealand. Now that power is in the hands of

the people, the spirit and practise of public ownership may
permeate municipal life as fully as National affairs. The

National Government, however, has so much the lead, and the

people have got so much in the habit of looking to it and rely-

2 J. Statis. Soc, vol. 55, pp. 389-390.
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ing upon it for all they wish to accomplish, that municipal

business cannot be expected to attain so large a development

as in countries where the State does little for the people beyond

the maintenance of order.

In New Zealand the telephone exchanges are all in the hands

of the State. And there is a tendency to follow the example of

New South Wales and other Australian States and make the

street-car lines of the cities State property.^ The police force

is already a State institution, and the municipalities have noth-

ing to do with education, which is carried on by thirteen district

boards under a State system and Minister of Education.

MAYOR AND COUNCIL.

Each borough (city or town) has a iSfayor and a Council

of 6 to 18 members. If the borough is divided into wards, 3

councillors are chosen in each ward for a three-year term,

and one-third or one in each ward, go out each year. The

Mayor is elected annually. In the cities the Mayor receives

one or two thousand a year. He takes the rest of his pay in

honor, and the happiness of high service and the direction of

important affairs. The councillors take all their pay in this

way, as they have no salaries, and no- chance to make any

perquisites. There are no boodle-contracts or franchise-grabs

in New Zealand, and even party differences and disputes about

National policies are kept out of municipal government. 'Tt

has not been the scene of party conflicts and there has never

been charged against any of the local bodies or any of their

members any corruption," says Chief Justice Stout.*

TAXATION.

The Council of any city or town may levy a "general rate

not exceeding in any year 2s (48 cents) on the pound on the

annual 'ratable' value, or 6 farthings (3 cents) on the pound on

'The possibilities of coordination or of competition between the rail-

roads and a net-work of trolley lines connecting the cities and towns, makes
it in many respects desirable to bring the street railways under the same
general management as the railroads. And if this management is public the

benefits of coordination may be secured without danger of extortion or other

infringement of the people's rights.

In Wellington, however, where it was thought the State might take the

tramways, they have been municipalized. (See below.)

*Open Court, vol. II, p. 583.
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the capital value of the ratable property," and also separate or

special rates not exceeding i shilling on annual values, or 3

farthings on capital values, for "constructing, providing or

establishing, or extending or completing, or maintaining, work-

ing or repairing, any public works of any description whatever,

or purchasing or otherwise acquiring any undertaking what-

soever for the benefit of the whole district or any ward
thereof."^ Translating this into percentages, the general tax may
equal 10 per cent of the annual rental value of assessable

property, and the special tax 5 per cent. If the rating act of

1896 is adopted by a referendum vote of the taxpayers, both

the general and special taxes may be levied on land values or

the rentals dvie to land values, in such a manner as to produce

the same revenue as the authorized rates would produce when

levied on property. No loan can be voted except upon a ref-

erendum of the ratepayers. The average municipal taxes,

as we have seen, are below 10 per cent on assessed annual

values, about half of one per cent on the assessed capital value

of land and improvements, or perhaps 40 cents on the hundred

dollars of actual value of land, buildings, and fixtures.

WELLINGTON.

The capital city, Wellington, with its suburbs, has a popula-

tion of 50,000, having nearly doubled since 1886. It was

founded in 1840 by the New Zealand Company, on the shore of

Cook Strait and became the seat of Government in 1865.

Unlike most New Zealand towns it is largely built of wood

owing to the earthquake shocks that were felt in Wellington

in 1849 and 1855, but there has been for some years a growing

disposition to build in concrete and brick. The Government

departments occupy what is said to be the largest wooden

building in the Southern Hemisphere. The city owns its

water works, library, public baths, recreation grounds, etc., and

recently it has taken over the tramways. There was some talk

of the State's acquiring the Wellington street-car lines, but

Premier Seddon informs me there is no intention of doing this

at present since the lines have been taken over by the munici-

pality. The city is excellently lighted by electricity.

B Municipal Corporations Act, Oct. 18, 1900, '95.
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Coming into the harbor the scene develops from an indis-

tinct, haze-blended cluster of buildings in a hollow to bright

green hills, white houses, red houses, yellow houses, stone-

colored houses, some on top, some on the sides and more at the

foot of the hills, with wharves, vessels, business blocks, rail-

ways, tramcars, wagons and people in profusion. Some of the

bond stores and warehouses in "Lambton Quay," near the

wharves, are very fine buildings. The foreign trade is large

;

two or three thousand ships come in each year from foreign

ports, besides the vessels engaged in local traffic.

The city is growing rapidly—over 44 per cent in ten years.

The principal industries are iron and brass foundries and other

works for the repair and supply of ships, saw mills, soap and

candle works, boot factories, aerated water works, meat-

freezing works, coach-building shops, rope and twine works,

sash and door factories, brick yards, tile and pottery works,

besides a match factory and numberless smaller works of

various kinds.

The Government car and locomotive works are here, the

Government Printing Office, the Weather Bureau, the General

Post-Office and State Insurance Office, the Harbor Board

offices, the School of Art, the Colonial Museum, Botanical

Gardens, Parliament Buildings, and the residence of the Gov-

ernor. The chief public buildings are the Houses of Parlia-

ment, the Supreme Court, the Government Offices, the Wel-

lington College, and the Hospital.

The post-office is a large, square, stone building, with a

round cupola and clock and chime of bells. It is down near

the wharves, and next to it is a handsome red brick building,

with grey stone trimmings, recently erected by the Government

Insurance Department. The Government Building covers two

acres ; is four stories high ; has three front entrances ; and con-

tains about 160 Government offices.

In Thorndon, the most beautiful part of the city, filled with

trees and villas, the Parliament Building and the Government

Building rest side by side in a fine location overlooking the

harbor. They are surroimded by extensive and beautiful

grounds. The lawns are well kept, and the gardens are full of

beautiful flowers.

In the legislative chambers for the House and Senate the

members' seats and desks are arranged in semi-circles facing
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the speaker, as in our halls of legislation, and four galleries,

for ladies, the press, strangers, and speakers, extend round the

room.

In the pretty residence districts of the city the gardens are

divided by hedges ; and some of these hedges are solid masses

of geraniimis 6 feet high and 4 feet through, and covered from

end to end with a mass of glorious bloom. The grass is green

and flowers bloom right through the winter. Frost is unknown
in Wellington. It has the same mean annual temperature as

\\^ashington, but the extremes are less.

Where Flowers Bloom All the Yeiir.

The streets are narrower and the houses closer together in

parts of Wellington than in other New Zealand cities. Nature

provided an excellent and spacious harbor, but wailed it in by

high ranges covered with thick and almost impenetrable forest.

The town was hemmed in by the sea in front and the cliffs

and forests at the back, and these limitations condensed it.

But the obstacles have long since been overcome, and the city

has extended north and south and also laterally over a large

area reclaimed from the harbor. Fine roads join the city with

fertile tracts inland, and the railways carry large numbers of

workingmen up the Hutt \alley to their suburban homes every

night. There are many trees and gardens in the residence

28
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parts of the city, and there is one very broad street, called

the Basin Reserve, with two rows of trees in the middle,

a foot-path between them, paved with asphalt, and open to

the sky, the sea-air, and the sun-light. This public prom-

enade and recreation ground runs a long distance through

the city. The Botanical Gardens which form a part of it

are well kept, and contain a nursery of valuable trees and

plants for distribution to all parts of the Colony.

The view of the city from the surrounding hills, especially

from Flagstaff Hill, is fine. On the "flats" are thick clusters

of houses joined by two intervening fringes, one of villas dot-

ting an elevated terrace, and the other of shops and stores

broadening on the beach. The lake-like harbor lies shim-

mering within its amphitheater of hills, and in the far north

may be seen the evergreen peaks of lofty mountains forest-

clad. Parts of the city itself are almost forest-clad, the trees

ill many places almost hiding the buildings. One structure here

can be seen around the world. From the modest Parliament

Imildings in this capital city came the greatest revolution of

the 19th century, and they are still the home of the most pro-

gressive government on earth.

AUCKLAND.

Auckland, the metropolis of the Colony, has with its

suburbs a population of 68,000. It rests on a lofty promontory

overlooking one of the most beautiful harbors in the world.

Alike from the sea and from the neighboring hills, the city and

surrounding country present a charming picture. Scattered

for many miles to the southward are beautiful villa-like houses

with tasteful gardens and shrubberies, while to the northwest

the view is closed by high-wooded ranges.

The commercial position of the city is unrivalled. It is the

centre from which radiate the principal railways and steamer

routes. The Auckland docks in the hands of the Harbor

Board cost over a million dollars. One of the docks is 313 feet

long; another is 525 feet long, and can accommodate at the

same time tw^o of the largest vessels in His IVIajesty's fleet.

There are numerous industries, including ship-building, foun-

dries, sugar-refining, flour-mills, fibre manufacture, meat-

preserving, meat-freezing, boot and shoe making, timber con-
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verting, sash and door and general wood manufactures, rope

and twine, pottery, brick and tile, varnish, and many other

works.

The streets are well paved with enduring eucalyptus blocks

on a solid concrete base, and the city has stone sidewalks, a

fine system of electric lighting, good tramways, beautiful parks,

excellent telephones, pure water, and pure government.

Among the notable public buildings are the Government

House, the Postal and Telegraph Offices, the Supreme Court,

the Auckland Institute, the Temperance Hall, the Freemason's

Hall, the Opera House, the Choral Hall, and the Public

Library, to which George Grey gave his fine collection of books

and manuscripts.

There are admirable public recreation grounds at Auckland.

The Government Domain, about a hundred acres, includes a

botanic garden and a cricket ground, and Albert Park, fifteen

acres of nature, is in the heart of the city, like the Boston

Common.
A most enchanting view of the city and harbor and sur-

rounding country, can be obtained from the top of Mount
Eden, an extinct volcano, 650 feet high, which lies a short dis-

tance from the city.

DUNEDIN.

One of the loveliest and liveliest of New Zealand cities is

Dunedin, on the south-east coast. With its suburban popula-

tion it has 53,000 people, a little more than half of them in

the suburbs. In Auckland also the population is about evenly

divided between the city proper and the .suburbs, but in \Wi-

lington less than one-eighth of the people live in the suburbs.

The business part of Dunedin is on level land near the

harbor, and the residences occupy the sloping hills, which rise

on the west. The city proper is about 2}^ miles long by a

mile wide, and is bounded on three sides by what is called the

Town Belt, a reservation a thousand feet wide, with a pretty

road running through it from end to end from which many

charming viev/s of the city and harbor may be obtained. The

city has forty miles of metaled and well-drained streets,

with asphalt pavements, gas and water, substantial buildings,

and many handsome edifices. It is well endowed. Its rent
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roll amounts to about $50,000 a year. It owns gas works on

which it makes a profit of $15,000 a year. The debt is 2^4

millions, but in addition to gas works valued at $500,000 and

land worth over $1,000,000, the city owns water works repre-

senting $1,250,000, and public buildings, etc., bringing the

total assets up to 3 million dollars.

Dunedin has a University with separate faculties for Arts

and Science, Law, Medicine, and Mining, a training college

for teachers, a School of Art and Design, an Art Gallery,

Museum, Theater, Public Atheneum and Mechanics' Institute,

Botanical Gardens, etc. There are fine hotels and residences

and beautiful stone buildings for commercial, social, and char-

itable purposes. The city is connected with the suburban

boroughs by an excellent system of cable-tramways. Many of

the dwellings are built high up, and peep picturesquely out of

the surrounding foliage. The views of Dunedin and its

suburbs from the water and from the hills are beautiful.

CITY AND TOWN LlF'E.

There are few palacial residences in New Zealand's cities

and towns, but a very large number of comfortable homes.

In the two-storied wooden houses, scattered among gardens

and plantations, in which even the wealthiest class are usually

well content to live, many refined and cultured men and women
may be found, but no frivolous, butter-fly society, rivalry of

show, or social dissipation.

Literary and musical societies, art clubs, camera clubs, yacht-

ing, rowing, and cycling clubs, and other athletic associations,

abound. Banks and offices close at 5, and the stores must also

close early, as the law forbids the employment of women and

youths under 18 for more than 52 hours a week. These regu-

lations, with the weekly half-holiday clear the way for literary,

athletic, and social activities.

There are some tenement districts especially in Wellington,

which the Government is striving to relieve by establishing

suburban settlements and workingmen's homes up the Hutt

Valley, with cheap and ample service of workingmen's trains

at 50 cents a week. Similar services exist in all the large

cities. There are no such social plague-spots as infest our

cities, no such crowded slums and reeking alleys as we possess.
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Nowhere do the poor Hve herded out of sight of grass and

trees, with only sHts of heaven to give them gHmpses of blue

sky and fleecy clouds. No class breathes at night the heavy

air of swarming rookeries. The cities are not disagreeable to

the eye nor unwholesome to the lungs. Go up on the hills near

any of the cities and you will see a panorama of trees, grass,

and flowers. Except in a few central blocks, gardens and

orchards everywhere meet the eye—the cities and towns are

buried in eternal green, and the best views, in their lavish

verdure remind one of Washington as seen in the springtime

from the dome of the Capitol or the top of the Monument.

It is easy for all classes to live healthy, manly lives in these

cities. The death rate is very low, and the citizenship very

high. Fresh air, good water, good food and plenty of it, short

hours of labor, good pay and plenty of time for recreation, help

to explain why you can have colonial cities with a death rate as

low as II in the thousand.

Parliament insists on municipal slaughter houses and thoro

inspection.*' Great care is exercised in respect to what comes

into the Colony, as well as about what goes into the stomach.

Noxious plants and animals are rigidly excluded, whether they

wear pants or not. A well-posted New Zealander tells me

that no mad dog has ever been known in the Colony. Dogs

coming from abroad are quarantined 6 months before admis-

sion. Similar care is exercised in respect to other classes of

immigrants. "Neither typhoid, small-pox nor cholera has ever

found a lodgment in any New Zealand city or town," said

Chief Justice Stout, a few years ago, and tho the plague has

recently got a slight foothold, it was speedily cornered and

controlled, and the Colony's immunity from disease continues

to astonish visitors from other lands. And the people are as

clean morally as they are physically. Even their city politics

are clean, as well as the rest of their living. There are no

spoils, no boodling aldermen, no government by corporations

and monopolists.

The building of such wholesome, comfortable, prosperous,

and well-governed cities, is by no means the least of New
Zealand's achievements.

* The Slaughtering Act, 1900, requires every town of 2000 or more to

provide a public abattoir where all slaughtering must be done, the inspec-

tion of which is in the hands of the Agricultural Department's OflScers.
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Yet excellent as they arc in many ways the same useless

multiplication of stores that mars our cities prevails in New-

Zealand cities also. They are strictly modern aggregations of

commerce and manufactures,—collections of stores, ware-

houses, factories, puhlic buildings and dwellings, comfortable

but mostly common-place, without the art treasures or archi-

tectural grandeur of some European cities, or the sky-scrapers

and crowded commercialism of our over-grown cities. They

are hives of workers with practically no idle class, no blackened

Bowery slums, or glittering Newport froth, no nests of stock

gamblers or other parasites, and hardly a millionaire. But

the general commercial atmosphere is still competitive, not

codperative. In spite of public ownership or full coopera-

tion in the railways, telegraphs, telephones, water, gas,

banks, land, insurance, coal mines, etc., and numerous coopera-

tive groups in productive lines, and in spite of the harmonizing

effects of arbitration^ the dominant type in business is still the

non-cohesive, aggressive individualism that expresses itself in

competitive industry, instead of the mutualistic individualism

that seeks all its purposes through union, and naturally

expresses itself in cooperative institutions.

Auckland and its Harbor.

Viczij from the hills of Auckland across the city

to Mount Rangitoto, a mountain isle in the harbor, zvhosc

name means "bloody sky." It is an extinct volcano, but zcas named by the Maoris

at some remote period of activity.
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OLD-AGE PENSIONS.

To free the aged and deserving poor from want, relieve

them from the stigma of charity and the poor-house, and

enable them to live at home in freedom and independence when

their days of work are done, New Zealand in 1898 established

a system of moderate annuities from the State Treasury for

•such persons as a right, based on principles of partnership and

brotherhood, justice and humanity—the value their lives have

been to the Commonwealth in earlier years, the responsibility

of society, and the worth of kindness and good treatment, not

only to the recipients, but to the whole community.

It is clearly just that one who has built his best years into

the wealth and prosperity of a country and lived a virtuous

and helpful life, should have a reasonable subsistence in old

age without the ignominy and restraint of the poor-house. All

civilized nations recognize the duty to make provision for the

destitute, but the duty of placing that provision in deserving

cases on the plane of justice instead of charity, and making it

conform to the liberty, independence, and comfort of the

recipient, has just begun to dawn upon the world. The bitter-

ness of charity is keenly felt by the better class of the aged

poor, and the fear of want in old age hangs like a shadow over

the whole lives of the wage workers. Their labor has helped

to create the values on which the nation's industries rest and

from which its income largely flows. Our best colleges pay

their professors annuities in old age as part of the fair remun-

eration of their toil. Soldiers and civil servants receive pen-

sions because of the service they have rendered the community.

But the workers in the factories and on the farms are just as

necessary to the public welfare as the police and postal clerks,

and have Just as much right to consideration in old age,

whether on grounds of sympathy or justice. Yet till recent

years, no nation has recognized this principle.
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In Germany, the Bismarck Government, in 1889, adopted a plan of

compulsory workpeople's insurance against old age and invalidity with

small contributions from the Imperial Treasury; but Denmark,' in

1891, was the first to enact a real old-age pension law with substantial

annuities from the State. The next year Dr. McGregor, head of the

Charities of New Zealand, urged that better methods than charity and

the poor-house be devised for dealing with the aged poor, and, in

fact the statesmen of the Colony were already working on the problem."

McGregor argued that industrial veterans should be treated as worn-

out soldiers, deserving a comfortable support or pension from the State.

He thought the drift of legislation and discussion in Germany, Denmark,

England, etc., indicated the rise of a strong sentiment in favor of "a more

sympathetic, discriminating treatment of the aged poor. Our unjust

system of distributing the proceeds of labor must compel society to

face the duty of making such provision for deserving old age as shall

not involve any sacrifice of self-respect in accepting it."

The Progressive Liberal Association, which has done so much to

inspire and energize the progressive movement in New Zealand, took

up the pension idea, but advocated universal pensions for rich and poor

alike so as to avoid all suggestion of pauperism in the recipient.'

Public opinion, however, was not roused till 1896, when the Seddon

Government brought down an old-age pension bill, which, tho in

advance of public sentiment, found both Parliament and the people

quite ready to entertain the question. The bill proposed to allow 10

shillings a week to persons 65 years old and 20 years resident in New
Zealand, whose income, other than from personal exertion, was less

than $260 a year. In moving the second reading,* Premier Seddon said

:

"This is the most important bill I ever moved and I earnestly desire

it passed into law." He stated that Sir Harry Atkinson years before

had tried to impress upon the people that "some provision should be

made for those who in the evening of their days had not been provided

for," but there were serious defects in the measure then submitted (by

Atkinson, the Conservative Premier). Captain Russell, leader of the

Opposition, said that Premier Seddon's speech was "twaddle, pure

electioneering, he does not wish to place the measure on the statute

book, and it will never pass its third reading in this House."

The second reading was carried 42 to 6, but in Committee of the

Whole an amendment was carried in favor of a universal pension

scheme, so that "all persons, even those getting thousands of pounds

a week, could come in and get their 10 shillings a week" from the

1 See Appendix.

2 Early in '92 Sir Robert Stout wrote : "A scheme for old-age pensions

has been elaborated, and an attempt will be made to solve the difficult problem
of making some provision for laborers in their old age." (.Journal Statis Soc,
vol. 55, p. 403.)

3 The Trade and Labor Conference of the New Zealand trade unions in

1900 made the same demand.

* New Zealand Parliamentary Debates, vol. 95, p. 622, et seq.
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State, so the Premier said the Government would drop the bill till after

the recess.^

Immediately afterward came the general elections of December, 1896,

and the principle of old-age pensions was earnestly discussed. Candi-

dates throughout the Colony were asked if they favored old-age pensions,

and most of them said they did, the Conservatives adding: "If anyway

can be found to make them practicable." The Liberal Government was

returned with a large majority, and the old-age pensions bill reappeared

in the session of 1897. This time it was in more practical form, and did

not propose to give pensions to elderly men who might be earning

considerable incomes. The debate became a contest between Mr. Sed-

don's plan of pensions freely given to deserving and needy old people,

and a general contributory scheme advocated by the Opposition as a

counter to the Government's plan. The Premier's bill was carried in

the House, but wrecked in the Senate.

The next year, 1898, Mr. Seddon pushed his bill again. It was

thoroly debated in the House, and various amendments carried, designed

for the most part to defeat imposture, exclude the undeserving, and

reduce the amount of the pension. Altho the second reading was

voted 35 to 12, the Opposition put up a tremendous struggle, exhaust-

ing the resources of debate and resisting the bill at every stage. The
contest in Committee lasted 11 days, and ended in a continuous sitting

of nearly 90 hours. But the steady resolution, robust physique, and

shrewd self-possession of the Progressive Premier, and the unfailing

support of the Liberal members, carried the measure at last, and the

Senate, strengthened by new Liberal appointments, approved the bill

20 to 13. The institution has proved a great success and New Zealand's

example has been followed by New South Wales (1900) and Victoria

(1901).^

THE NEW ZDAI^AND PI,AN.

The New Zealand law' says : "Whereas it is equitable that

deserving persons who during the prime of life have helped to

8 A pension claim registration act was passed in 1896 witli the object

of ascertaining tlie probable cost of a pension system. Persons having reached
the age of 65, resident 20 years in New Zealand (imprisonment being reckoned
as absence), and without income in excess of .?250 a year, were entitled to

apply for a pension certificate, which would be good if a pension fund were
afterward established.

•5 See Appendix.

'Nov. 1, 1898, amended Oct. 18, 1900, and Nov., 1901. The original act

gave the Government authority to pay the money for 3 years only, so that
without furtlier tiv'tion of Parliament the law would have expired in 3 years.

The act of 1900 made the measure permanent ; allowed 4 years absence during
the residence period, in place of 2; made 1 year's naturalization sufficient in

place of 5 years ; altered the provisions in respect to ausband and wife ; and
provided that no one should be refused admittance to a charitable institution

merely because he was a pensioner. The act of 1901 adds a few provisions
as to deputy registrars, pension agents, interpreters, and deceits as to prop-
erty. The text and subsequent notes represent the law as it is now after the
amendments of 1900 and 1901.

For the amendment of 1902, coming to hand after this chapter was
written, see note 23.
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LiBERAi, Premier.

Organizer of Cooperation in Public Works. Founder of Old-Age Pensions, etc.

The fight in Parliament to pass the Old-Age Pension Act was one of the

greatest Parliamentary contests we have heard of in any country, the Premier and
his supporters sustaining the strain of a continuous session for 3 days and 3 nights,

till the Opposition got tired and condescended to allow the large majority to pass

the law they wanted.
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bear the public burdens of the Colony by the payment of taxes,

and to open up its resources by their labor and skill, should

receive from the Colony a pension in their old age : Therefore,

be it enacted," etc., that any citizen^ over 65, who has resided

in the Colony 25 years", is of moderately good character,^" and

not possessed of property amounting to more than $1,600 clear

(i. €., above all debts or encumbrances), nor a yearly income

of $260 net,^^ is entitled to a pension
;
provided he has not

directly or indirectly put property or income out of his hands

in order to qualify.

If the net income is under $175, and the property above debts

is not over $250, the maximum pension of $90 a year is given

;

but for each $5 of net income above $170, and also for each

$75 of clear property above $250, one pound, or $5, is deducted

from the pension, so that it vanishes when the clear property

reaches $1,600 or the net income rises to $260 a year. No
distinction is made between men and women, but in case of

married couples living together, no pension is to be granted

* The claimants must be subjects of His Majesty, and if naturalized must
have been naturalized a year ; and Asiatics are excluded whether naturalized
or not.

The pensioner retains his right to vote. By English law, and in some
of our States, a pauper loses his franchise—a victim of the poorhouse or one
too poor to pay his poll tax cannot vote, tho he may have paid thousands into
the public treasury in former years.

* The residence need not be continuous ; the applicant need not stay in

New Zealand continuously for 25 years—he may be absent as much as 4
years of the total period relied on, if the rest of it, the time of- his actual
residence, foots up to 25 years.

By the act of 1898, the claimant must not have been absent from New
Zealand more than 2 years altogether in the quarter of a century before
making application for a pension, but the act of 1900 extends the right of

absence to 4 years during the period of 29 years or less in which the 25 years
residence is counted.

" The pension is barred if, within the past 25 years, the claimant has
been imprisoned 5 years for an offense dishonoring him in the public estima-
tion ; or if, within 12 years, he has been imprisoned 4 months, or on 4 occa-

sions, for any dishonorable offense punishable by imprisonment for a year
or more; or if, at any time, for 6 months or more, the claimant (if a husband)
has deserted his wife, or failed without just cause to provide her with
adequate means of maintenance, or neglected to maintain his children who
were under 14, or (if a wife) has deserted her husband or children under 14;
or if the claimant is not of good moral character, or has not, for the 5 years
preceding the application, lived a sober and reputable life.

^ In estimating income, it is provided that sick benefits and funeral funds
from friendly societies are not to be included, nor income from property, that
being involved in the property exceptions and deductions stated in the text.

One getting free board and lodging from a friend or relative is regarded as
having £25 ($125) income, and may still draw the maximum pension. Money
received from relatives or friends, or benevolent sources, as a gift is not
counted in income.
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that would make their combined total net-income more than

$390.^^

The law applies to Maoris as well as whites ; but aliens,

nomads, and Asiatics, criminals, drunkards, wife deserters,

and those not living a sober and reputable life are shut out.

THE TESTS.

The tests of the law are need, desert and age.

The age Hne of 65 years represents in a general way the time of

incapacity, and is, therefore, coordinated with the element of need. But

it is too arbitrary to be entirely satisfactory. One man may be old

and feeble at 50. and another vigorous and able to care for himself

at 80. If the pension is not meant as a reward for attaining the age

of 6s. nor a dividend to partners a certain length of time in the firm,

but intended to relieve need, it should not be given to one abundantly

able to make a good living tho he may be over 65, and should not be

refused to one of deserving need, who is not yet 65. This is merely a

suggestion, not a criticism. The necessity of attention to cost and

limitation of expenditure, and other considerations, required that a

line be drawn somewhere, and tho imperfect, the 65 year snow line has

proved a good practical limit for the beginning of such an experiment.

Desert is measured by residence and character. As a rule a person

of fairly good character living 25 years in a country has done enough

for it to be entitled to comfort in old age. Here again the tests do

not secure full justice in individual cases. A man may live a "reputable

life" for 25 years, or 50 years, and never do a stroke of useful work,

or benefit the community in any way. While another may have been

of the greatest value to the country, tho he" has been in it only 5 or 10

years, but the law must draw broad lines to avoid the excessive cost

and difficulty of investigation and decision in respect to the details

of each individual case. A half pension might be given after 15 years

residence and a quarter after 10 years, if such residence were accom-

panied by vigorous and useful labor, but where a single average line is

to be drawn 20 or 25 years has seemed a reasonable requirement, not

only to the statesmen of New Zealand, but to those of other countries

dealing with this problem.

As to character, if you are of "good moral character," have not

" In the case of husband and wife not living apart under decree or
deed of separation, the net property or income of either is to be deemed not
less than half the united property or income of both, but this does not operate
to reduce the actual net capital or income of the one who is seeking a pension.
If his actual condition shuts him out, or if his presumptive half of the united
resources brings him to the limit, he cannot have a pension. The pension
granted to either husband or wife must not exceed such a sum as with the
total Income and the pension of the other, if any, will amount to .?.S90 a year.

It seems (luestionable whether it is wise to arrange the law so that
husband and wife living apart under decree of separation can draw full

pensions up to an Income of $200 each, or $520 together, while if living

together and trying to be friendly they are limited to $390. This puts a
premium on living apart.
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deserted wife, husband, or children, have been "sober and reputable" for 5

years, behaved yourself fairly well for 12 years, and done nothing out-

rageous for 25 years, the magistrate will pass you on the character

test," and the State will give you a pension, if you fill the other require-

ments. In the Parliamentary debates the provision that an applicant

must be of good moral character and have lived a sober and reputable

life for 5 years, caused a member to exclaim, "A man will have to be

a saint to earn a pension in New Zealand." Another member replied,

"When a man has reached 65, it is high time for him to be a saint."

It may seem hard to some to have to be solier 5 long years, but the

majority of the people regard the conditions in favor of sobriety and

good conduct as entirely reasonable, and it is certainly good statesman-

ship to use the hope of an annuity as an additional motive to morality.

It is true that the law in its encouragement of virtue does not go

so far as to refuse a pension to all who cannot show a clean record

from beginning to end. The Commonwealth is forgiving. The people

recognize the fact that a man may mend. One may desert his wife,

or even commit a serious offense, and yet become in after years a very

useful citizen. So the law draws broad lines between chronic crim-

inality, or habitual wrong doing, and occasional hpses long outgrown,

fixes substantial periods of probation, and holds out hope to those who

reform in time. You may have a pension altho you were once a drunk-

ard, if it was over 5 years ago; or were in jail for several months for.

libel or assault and battery, etc., if it was 12 years ago; or underwent

5 years or more of penal servitude for a felony^ if 25 years have since

elapsed; or deserted your wife for a period less than 6 months—too

much cannot be expected of a man especially if his wife is not possessed

of a sweet disposition.

Need is determined by lack of net income amounting to $260 a y^ar,

and clear property amounting to $i6co, as already explained in text

and notes. Under the law of Victoria" the claimant must show tliot

he has no children or parents able to support him, but in New Zealand

the possession of well-to-do or wealthy relatives is no bar to the State

annuity. The Radicals of New Zealand want to have the pension iavv

so broad that even a person who is wealthy in his own right can draw

the pension, so as "to avoid all suggestion of pauperism in the recip-

ient," but the Liberal Government has from the first steadily retused

to favor any such scheme of "universal'" pensions, on the ground that

it is not necessary or wise, and that the Colony cannot afford it. On

the other hand, while refusing to abandon the test of need, it has not

yet made the relief coextensive with deserving need, since many such

cases may occur before the age of 65 is attained. In Victoria a person

65 years old, or "of any age" who is "permanently disabled or in

permanent ill-health caused by having been engaged in mining or anv

unhealthy or hazardous occupation," may claim a pension if the case

comes within the other conditions. This is recognized by the New
Zealand press as a distinct advance upon their own law, which is likely

to be amended so as to include cases of disability below the age of 6^.

"For precise details, see note 10. "See Appendix.
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Many believe in abolishing the age limit entirely, except so far as it is

indirectly involved in the residence condition, so that the date of disa-

bility shall be the date of the pension whether it occur before or after

65, and a person over 65 may not have a pension if able to maintain

himself, nor one disabled fail to get a pension because he is not yet

65—in other words, they believe that deserving need is the reason of

the law and should be its sole test.

Those who advocate the "universal plan," disagree with this and

base the pension right primarily neither on age nor need, but on desert,

claiming it for rich and poor alike as a sort of partnership dividend.

METHODS OF POOR RELIEF.

There are four general classes of schemes for relieving the poor.

First, charity, public and private, including old-people's homes, poor-

houses, soup-kitchens, free distribution of food and fuel, and other help

that comes as a gift, and not as a right. In common with other coun-

tries. New Zealand has had for many years a system of both outdoor

and indoor relief under the care of her Charitable Aid Boards, besides

a fair share of private benevolence. Second, plans based on reward of

thrift and encouragement of self-denial, like the compulsory-insurance

and State-contribution scheme of Germany." Third, the Cooperators'

and Socialists' ideal of a universal and comfortable provision as a right

accruing upon disability, a plan which, however well it might work

in a true cooperative commonwealth, can hardly be regarded as adapted

to a society in which masses of men are wasting their energies in com-

petition and in useless or even pernicious industries. Harvard profes-

sors are pensioned on disability as part of the established conditions of

employment, and when, by the evolution of employers and emoloved

and the development of cooperation and public ownership, labor in

general comes to' bear a reasonable resemblance to thnt of the teacher

at Harvard in respect to earnestness, utility, cooperation, and devotion,

a similar plan may be used throughout, but not while hundreds of

thousands care little or nothing for the utility of what they do, or the

service of society, aiming to get as much and give as little as possible.

Fourth, plans for the moderate assistance of the deserving poor as a

right—a partial application of the principle underlying the cooperative

ideal'" under (he limitations of existing conditions.

AIM OF THE NEW ZEALAND LAW.

The New Zealand law belongs to the latter class. It aims to assist

1^ The invalidity and old-age Insurance law of Germany was enacted .Tune

22, ISSn, and subjects to compulsory insurance all persons working for wages
or salaries up to $476 a year. The olrl-age and invalidity insurance fund is

formed by equal contributions from employers and employed, and a subsidy of

.'F12 a year is granted by tlie Empire on each annuity. The great difficulties

are: H) that many fail, often through misfortune, to fulfil their oblicration to

contribute, and so lose their share in the fund—in 4 years 60.000 claims had
to be refused, and (2) many even of those who keep up their contributionB

can ill afford to do so.

J« If practically all were deserving, and few were so rich as to make a

[lension superfluous fas might occur under a cooperative system with its

universal utilities, and equalizations of wealth), the fourth class would merge
into the third.

20
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the portion of the deserving poor most likely to need help, to such

extent as may be done without too great a financial burden for the tax-

payers to bear for a new experiment. It is not based on benevolence, but

substitutes justice for charity. It recognizes the principles on which the

second and third plans are based, and seeks to apply them, as far as they

are reasonably applicable, to existing conditions. Its purpose is not

merely to provide a subsistence minimum of a shilling a day (or $90 a

year), but to help the deserving aged poor to an income of ii a week, or

$260 a year.

The ideal of the law is that a person should have at least $5 a week."

The State, however, does not propose to furnish the whole of this

desirable minimum. . It wishes the citizen and his people to join in the

effort to provide a comfortable support, so it enters the proceedings as

a partner, contributing about one-third of the desired revenue; a con-

tribution sufficient to ensure the pensioner against pauperism, but not

enough to weaken his effort to provide additional income for his old

age. It is thought the institution tends to encourage thrift and virtue.

Thrift is favored by hope and a good start. Put an egg in a nest and

the hen will lay more and raise a brood. So the worker with a Govern-

ment nest-egg sure, will strive to add to his old-age resources, when,

many times, without this encouragement, the workman with a large

family to raise on a slender income, would be deterred by the hopeless-

ness of the situation from making any effort to provide for his later

years.

Sometimes the law as it stands now has a tendency to work the other

way in respect to employment after sixty-five. In one examination the

j udge said to an applicant

:

"You are not entitled to a pension. Your income last year was over

a pound a week."

"Thank j'ou, sir," said the man, "it shall not happen again."*

That is a possible effect, now and then, so long as the law dates the

annuity from a specified age, instead of making its commencement
depend on incapacity.

Relatives able to help support the old folks are not relieved of the

duty by the pension law—the courts allow a partial abatement—but

compel the relatives to contribute a reasonable amount in addition to the

pension.

" A man who has no income and no property gets $90 a year. If his

clear property is not more than the amount of the exemption ($250), and
his income aside from property does not amount to $175, he still gets the full

pension of $90, making his possible income $260 plus what he gets out of his

property. If his property is above $250, or his net income $175 or more, but
below the upper limit of the law ($260), £1 ($5) is deducted from the pension
for each £1 of net income above $170 and for each £15 ($75) of clear prop-
erty above $250, leaving him still a sufficient pension to bring his total income
up to $260 a year, or $5 a weelr. For example, if his property were $250.
and his net income $200, the pension would be $60. If his clear property
were $550, or $580, or $600, and his income (aside from rent or other receipts

from his property) were $200, the pension would be $40, with the expectation
that the rent or interest on the property would bring the total revenue up to

$260 at the least.

* This and a few other eases are taken from Lloyd's "Newest England."
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"If your sons think they are going to get out of supporting you

because j'ou have an old-age pension, they will find themselves in the

wrong box. They have got to reckon with me," said the judge in one

of these cases. An old man with a 7s pension per week continued to

receive by order of court, 5s a week from his five sons who had together

been voluntarily contributing 8s 6d to their father's support. In other

cases children have been required to pay half what they had been giving.

As many of these contributions, voluntary and otherwise, come from

workers not well able to pay them, the relief afforded in this direction

by the State annuities is an excellent thing. But now and then a case

occurs in which a pension has to be granted under the law to an aged

man or woman whose children are rich and amply able to give the

parent every comfort. In one instance, a mother had years before con-

veyed the whole of her property to her sons, who were now well-to-do,

and some of them wealthy, yet they were quite reconciled to her support

by the State. One of them said : "We can all find our mother in money

—we are all willing to do so; but we are glad now to find that she is

independent, and can go to the Government regularly and draw her

pension." To cover such cases, it might be well to provide that where

near relatives are easily able to afford support, no pension should be paid

from the State Treasury, but the $90, or even the whole $260, should

be paid by such relatives in proportion to abiUty and nearness of rela-

tionship or strength of obligation. The payments might be made to the

post-office to be handed over by it to the pensioners, who would thus

be rendered as independent as if the pension were paid by the State.

If the duty of relatives is not to be deemed the primary obligation, or

if on any ground the obligation of the State is to be made coordinate

with that of the relatives, instead of being displaced by it, then the

Government might be authorized to pay the same pension as if there

were no well-to-do relatives, requiring such relatives to pay an equal

amount, or a sum that would be reasonable under all the circumstances,

so as to provide a more ample settled income than the State annuity

alone. The action of the courts when called upon is in the latter direc-

tion, but Parliament has not yet established any rule to control this

class of cases.

THE OLD-AGE PENSION LAW IN OPERATION.

The act went into effect November i, 1898. It provided for

iniblic hearings of appHcants before pohce magistrates, who

were to examine and determine claims. The pension districts

were proclaimed in December, and notices issued throughout

the Islands, informing the people how to make application.

Hearings were held in January, and the first batch of pensions

was paid in March, 1899. In five months 7,487 pensions were

granted, representing an annual payment of $640,000. April,

1901, there were 12,405 pensioners, 10,356 of them receiving
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the full $90. The total was $1,060,000, averaging a little over

$80 per person. The census of 1901 showed 31,353 whites

over 65 years old. A little more than one-third of these were

pensioners. April i, 1902, after 3 full financial years of opera-

tion, 12,776 pensions were in force, 1,055 o^ them belonging

to Maoris, and the cost for the year was a little over a million

dollars. ^^ Some 15,000 pensions have been granted, but deaths

and cancellations have cut down the number, and now nearly

balance in effect the yearly grants on new applications, so that

the list is increasing very slowly as is shown in the accompany-

ing table

:

Year
emiiiifif

March 3

I'en«ir>ns in
foice at t-iid

of year

About 15 in each 1,000 persons are pensioners, or i in 67.

The present population of New Zealand (November, 1902) is

about 845,000. A shade over 4 per cent are 65 years old.

Less than 40 per cent of these come within the law. The rest

are not poor or fail in respect to residence or some other con-

dition. The cost of administering the law is about $13,000 a

year, or $1 per pensioner, including $2,500 in contributions to

the post-office for the assistance rendered by that, department.

Everywhere in the post-offices of the Colony of Kindly

Justice hangs the notice

"OLD BGE PENSIOUS,"

with directions how to obtain them. The post-offices furnish

application blanks, etc., and pay the pensioners their instal-

ments.

At the hearings, the magistrates ask questions about the

property, income, and character of the applicant, his term of

"The sum paid out was £207,468, or about $1,037,000. About $15,000
worth of instalments were forfeited during the year. The roll now calls for

$1,086,000 a year to the 12,776 pensioners.
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residence, etc., and he must bring evidence to satisfy the judge

that he is past 65, of good moral character, and has been lead-

ing a sober and reputable life for the preceding 5 years. The
judges will not accept testimony as to character from relatives.

Neighbors, former employers, clergymen, etc., are brought in

as witnesses of character. The evidence of any friend or

neighbor of good repute is usually accepted as sufficient. The
pensions are awarded only for a year. The application must

be annually renewed. The annuities are paid in monthly

instalments.

A few examples will show the workings of the law.

Gentleman, 80 years old, "never been in prison," nor deserted or

neglected wife or family, "teetotal abstainer all his life," janitor of a

school fifteen years, lives with his son, no property or income
;
granted

$90 annuity from the Treasury.

Brisk little man, 66, earns $150 a year as a sort of clerk, and has a

little house worth about $300 with a debt of $100 on it; used to drink,

but was cured of the alcohol habit twenty years ago, had trouble with

his wife, but didn't desert her or refuse to provide for her—she left

him and went off with another man—granted $90, making a total in-

come of $240. The full pension is given where the property above

charges and encumbrances does not exceed $250, and the income, other

than that derived from property, is less than $175.

An old lady of 67 owned a little house worth about $500, in which

she lived with an orphan grandchild. She kept one lodger at $1.50

a week, and took in what sewing she could get, making about $180 a

year altogether. Her son and daughter each sent her $6 a month.

Pension of $75 a year granted her, and her children ordered to con-

tinue half their contributions, affording her a total income of $287 if

she continued to do as well with her sewing and lodgings as in the

past. She does not get the full pension of $90 because her property

runs over the exemption of $250 by three full increments of $75 each,

which takes off three pounds, or $15, from her pension. Nothing is

subtracted from the pension on account of her income from sewing,

etc., for about $1 a week of the $1.50 paid by the lodger is attributable

to property—rent for the room and furniture—so that her income aside

from property returns does not exceed the $170 allowed for such income

before anything is subtracted from the pension on account of income.

An applicant with $500 in the Savings Bank got a pension of $75 a

year. His clear property exceeded the $250 exemption by three in-

crements of $75, so that three five-dollar deductions were made from

the full $90 pension.

Another case was postponed because the claimant did not bring

his savings-bank book, nor his income tax return.

A woman whose husband was earning $320 a year applied for a

pension. Under the law, half the husband's income is attributed to

the wife (tho it does not guarantee that she shall get half of it). Her
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income was, therefore, considered to be $i6o, which would still permit

her to get the maximum pension were it not for the further provision

that the pension granted husband or wife must not be so large as to

lift their total net income above $390. This cut her pension down to $70.

Old people in benevolent homes maintained by the Colony are not

debarred from receiving pensions, and may remain in the homes if

they choose, but in that case the pensions are paid to the authorities, to

be set against their maintenance.

An applicant admitted on examination that he had drawn all but

$250 of his funds out of the savings-bank, and given it away, because

he thought he had too much money. He was rejected on the ground

that he had deprived himself of property in order to qualify. He should

have spent his money, as he needed it, till his remaining funds came

within the limit. Unless he had other property, he was far below the

limit anyway. He seems to have mistaken the exemption $250 for the

pension vanishing point, $1600; or perhaps he was anxious to get the

maximum pension at once.

A widow stated her age as 67, but the Court ascertained that accord-

ing to her second-marriage certificate she was only 64. The Court

informed her that "she could not be 64 to be married, and 67 to be

pensioned at one and the same time." She was too youthful for a

pension and must wait.

In another case the judge detected an alteration in one of the figures

of a birth-certificate. A telegram was sent to the district officer for the

true figures, and the lady lost her annuity.

Among the wonderful things New Zealand has accomplished, perhaps

none is more remarkable than the vision of women manifesting pleasure

at the recognition of their age, and even committing frauds in the

attempt to prove themselves older than they are.

Here and there a fraud on the law succeeds. There are

no pension lawyers, so that fraud is not reduced to a science.

But imposture exists, nevertheless, and its complete elimination

constitutes the principal problem in the administration of the

law, as is the case also with the administration of tax-laws.

Some investigators do not agree on this point, however. Mr.

Lloyd states it as the best opinion he could get that "the per-

centage of fraud that escapes the court is infinitesimal," and

that practically all the successful applicants are deserving.

"Only once," he writes, "did I see among the would-be pensioners

any one really looking disreputable. He was a vagrant of the most

undeniably chronic type. He admitted cheerfully that he had been in

prison, but, he urged, 'never for any criminal ofifense.' He had been

turned out of the Home on account of drunkenness.

"'What else can a man do,' he demanded, 'if he is turned out, but

.turn' vagrant?'

C'T *:'i shall have to search the criminal record,' the judge said. The

mail stood -aside while the court officials went to look him up. They
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soon returned with a formidable list of convictions. Some of them

were for particularly unsavory offenses. The application was sum-

marily rejected. The man stepped down with a cheerful face, apparently

as clearly satisfied as the judge that he had been properly rejected.

'That,' he said, referring to his record of convictions, 'was an impedi-

ment, I knew; but as I was an old colonist I thought I might as well

make the application.'
"

From what New Zealanders have told me, and from facts

brotight to Hght since Mr. Lloyd wrote, I believe his state-

ment in reference to fratid is too strong; but later and fuller

investigations confirm his conclusion as to the worthiness of
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His description of the groups of claimants will be recognized

as just and true by all familiar with the working of the institu-

tion.

"Almost all looked decent folk ! hardly any but were clean, fairly

intelligent, and neatly clad. A significant feature was the tiny amount
disclosed of dire and utter poverty relatively to the whole population

of the Colony. Poor people there were; but there was little trace of

the sordid, dismal social wreckage of the Old World—the rubbish and

'tailings' of urban society. Dirt, rags and the worst forms of grime

and degradation were very little in evidence. The aged poor of the

Colony were found to be, as a class, emphatically decent rather than

repellant. Of 6178 fresh claims for pensions made during the second

year, only 13 were rejected on grounds connected with personal char-

acter. This may fairly be reckoned good evidence of the sound quality

of the old age pensioners as a body. The assembling of these bands

of aged and unlucky people in the magistrates' courts to ask for the

very moderate help granted them in the evening of life, has furnished a

series of object lessons far more eloquent than any number of speeches

and articles. There, in concrete form, has been exhibited the tragic

union of old age and* misfortune, one of the most pathetic sights which

can appeal to a nation's conscience.''^'

Nevertheless, sound and honest as the mass of the pension-

ers are, attempts at fraud and imposture have been made by

unscrupulous applicants, and some of them have proved suc-

cessful. In October, 1901, a pensioner in the Auckland dis-

trict was prosecuted for obtaining a pension by divesting him-

self of property for that purpose, and was fined and his pension

cancelled. To ascertain how much trickery was going on

Parliament appointed a committee of inquiry. The investiga-

tion did not go very far, but the evidence taken went to con-

firm the impression that imposture, tho not rife, was sufficient

to call for action. Premier Seddon anticipated the conclusions

of the committee by bringing down an amending bill to guard

more carefully against abuses. In moving the second reading-

he frankly admitted the existence of a limited amount of fraud :

"I had a letter a couple of days ago from Christchurch. The wife of

a pensioner died after the act was passed; putting the two properties

together, she had i6oo ($3000) in bank. There is another case on the

West Coast where a pensioner died who had £500 ($2500) in the bank.

"I place these facts before the House. They are entitled to know
that a state of things exists that ought to be seen to. I must confess

that the magistrates do not think this evasion is widespread; but the

1* State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand, vol. II, pp. 259-264.
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opinion held by the general public, and by members of Parliament,

differs very much from that of the magistrates. When you have a

wholesale undervaluing of property, it shakes confidence."

The Premier put the case in debate rather strongly, which

is not unusual with a vigorous speaker seeking to impress the

House with the necessity of passing his bill. Speaking of

abuses in connection with the native interpreters, he said

:

"Interpreters have charged as high as £3 for a single application, and
they have charged nothing under a guinea. In order to make these

guineas they have gone round districts looking for old Maoris and get-

ting them to make applications.

"It is simply to remedy these defects of the present law that the

bill is brought forward. It is necessary to stop abuses, which, I regret

to say, exist. One case was given me by a member the other day, which
was known to himself, where an old couple divested themselves of a

farm, gave it to a married daughter, and after this was fixed up they

applied for a pension; and they now live with the daughter on the land

that was their own, and drive in a pony chaise once a month to draw
the money. Well, of course, that is an isolated case, but when you have

cases of that kind the sooner we lock the door, and prevent that occur-

ring in other cases, the better for all concerned. "*

The amending act provided that, whenever application for

a pension or its renewal is made to a magistrate, the clerk of

his court must notify the deputy registrar of pensions, and the

deputy or his agent may attend the hearing and examine the

applicant. He may also examine any bank officer or other

person able to throw light on the applicant's means, and his

questions must be answered. Transfers of property are to be

carefully inquired into. If, after the death of a pensioner, or

the pensioner's wife or husband, it is found that there was

more property than the law allows in respect to the pension

granted, the State recovers double the excess of pension paid.

One having more than $1,600 of property at 65, may find it

reduced by loss or legitimate expenditure, so that at 66 or

later he may be entitled to a pension. But if at any time he

gives away his property, or puts it out of his hands for the

purpose of obtaining a pension, his claim will not be honored.

The law strikes at pension agents and procuration, by making

it an oiTense to receive money for procuring any pension ; and

a special penalty is provided for licensed Maori interpreters

guilty of procuration.

* If the universal pension scheme wore adopted, such questions of fraud
would be avoided, for a person of the required age, etc., would be entitled

to a pension no matter how much property he had.
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The present safeguards against imposture and abuse, under

the original act and its amendments, appear to be fairly good,

tho still stronger measures are suggested in Parliament.^"

Forfeiture and cancellation of a pension may occur not only

for fraud in obtaining it, but for misconduct afterward.^^ The

law is based upon and encourages good living both before and

after. The people know that unless they live good lives they

cannot get the pension if they should need it; and after they

get it they know they cannot keep it except on the same condi-

tion. If a pensioner is found to be a habitual drunkard, or is

sentenced to imprisonment for 12 months or more for any

"dishonoring" oflfense, "the pension shall be cancelled'' and

drunkenness, or any ofifense "dishonoring him in public esti-

mation" and punishable by imprisonment for a month or more,

may forfeit the annuity. It lies in the discretion of the court

to cancel one or more instalments. And if the judge finds

that the pensioner "misspends, wastes, or lessens his estate,

or greatly injures his health, or endangers or interrupts the

peace and happiness of his family, the court may order the

instalments paid to a clergyman or justice of the peace or

other reputable person for the benefit of the pensioner, or may

cancel the pension." You must behave yourself if you want

to get and keep a pension in New Zealand. You must not

even disturb the peace and happiness of your family, else you

may have to say good-bye to your pocket book. It is said that

the women had something to do with that provision. If so,

we congratulate them. It is an admirable thought. Expand

the idea a little by means of a general provision that any man,

not a pensioner merely, but any man, may be deprived of con-

trol of his cash account on proof that he "interrupts the peace

and happiness of his family," and the docility of married men

will be assured.

It appears then that a pensioner is not only liable at any

time to forfeit his certificate if convicted of a serious offense

or shown to be living a drunken, riotous, or spendthrift life,

but that even a single intoxication or other minor misdeed may

cancel the right.

^ See note 23, debate on the amending act of 1902.

^ Moreover, an instalment is forfeited if not drawn with reasonable

promptness. The pensioner cannot make the Pension Department serve as a

bank. The Postal Savings Banks are ready to render that service.

No pensioner can assign his pension, or grant a legal charge upon it.
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The Registrar says in his official reports that the admin-

istration of the law has been remarkably smooth, and that very

few pensioners have misapplied their money. There have been

a few, but not very many, cases of drunkenness among- them.

June 15, 1900, the Registrar wrote, "After a year's additional

experience, I may add that the usefulness of the measure is

now generally recognized, and that the anticipated difficulties

raised by adverse critics are not apparent in its practical

working."

The law is not perfect, but its defects are not of the essence, and

will be amended away as experience shows what improvements are

needed. It is hkely that after a moderate residence, a part pension at

least may be given disabled workers at the date of incapacity, instead

of at a fixed age limit; the amount may be made flexible instead of

rigid, adapted to secure a comfortable support under all the circum-

stances as in Denmark, and the full pension may be raised to $130 as

in New South Wales," or even higher. As it is now a feeble old man
with an invalid wife or a young child, and no income, gets $90 instead

of the $250 or $300 that are needed, while another old man who has a

comfortable home with a well-to-do son and really needs nothing, gets

the same $90 annuity.

The property limit may be lifted to encourage thrift, and income

from all sources kept together in estimating the right to a pension. It

does not seem best that the possession of a small property that affords

little or no income should bar the annuity.^ The fact that $325 of

" See Appendix.
23 fciince the text was written an amending act lias been Introduced to

enable an aged person having a small property (not over .$1.")00 in value)
and otherwise entitled to a pension, to deed the property to the Public
Trustee ; have its value subtracted from the amount of his property for the
purpose of computing his pension right ; live on the premises rent free and
draw the full pension if other conditions for it are fulfilled ; and if at any
time he may wish to take the property back, the Government will deduct the
amount it has paid him in pensions above what it would have paid if he had
held the property together, with 4 per cent interest on the said amount, and
reconvey the property, after which it must be included in his property values
and his pension adjusted accordingly.

If the owner dies leaving a wife or husband entitled to a pension, the
arrangement may be continued during the life of such survivor. On the
death of such survivor, or of the owner in the absence of such survivor, or

where from any cause the pensioner is no longer entit'ed to a pension, the
I'ublic Trustee is to sell the property, deduct the amount due the (iovernment
for excess payments as above, and pay llu balance to those entitled to the
estate.

The bill also provides additional safeguards against fraud—revision and
cancellation, recovery of excess, penalties, etc. In the debate in the House a

leading member said : "There is nothing like adetpiate provision for investi-

gating into each case. What you want is a real inquiry out of court, where it

can be done witliout offense, and thoroly done. You want an officer in each
district absolutely sot apart for the purpose of sifting these claims before they
come before the magistrate. If the Department were represented in the courts

by an officer who would do for the pensioners what the Commissioner of

Taxes has to do for the taxpayers—really test each claim-—then, without
any publicity or harassing of any kind, wc should have a real and searching
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property deducts $5 a year, and $400 deducts $10, etc., may be a

temptation to poor people nearing the pension age to transfer their

property, or even to waste it. Mr. Reeves suggests that intending

applicants may outflank this part of the Act by buying a small annuity.

Beyond the exemption of $250 every $75 in possession takes off $5
of the pension, but that same $75 would buy an annuity of something

like $8, so that a person 65 years old with a home worth $320, and

$1600 or so besides, can keep his home, buy an annuity of $174, and

still get the full $90 pension ; whereas if he kept the $1600 he would
get no pension at all. Unless he can make his property pay him over

$264 or 16 per cent a year with certainty, he had better take the annuity

and the pension. It is well to limit the amount of property that can be

held non-productively by a pensioner, and it is a good idea to encourage

investment in endowment policies, but it is also wise to stimulate thrift,

and with that object the exemption, at least in respect to productive

property, might be raised.

The law may be amended to exclude not only drunkards as at

present, but the makers of drunkards, liquor sellers, keepers of gambling

dens and disorderly houses, also speculators and others who have spent

their lives in pernicious activities instead of useful industry, or one-tenth

of the pension, or a fifth, or some other emphatic fraction, might be

deducted for each year in which the applicant had been engaged in

any such improper business or occupation.

Finally the provisions concerning married people should be remodeled

so as to remove the penalty on domestic union ; relatives in easy circum-

stances should be required to pay the old-age pension in place of the

Government, or else pay an equal amount in addition to the State

annuity; and provision should be made for reciprocity as in the later

acts of New South Wales and Victoria, so that as the old-age pension

system develops in other nations, the time may come when a man may
go from country to country all over the civilized world and stay in each

as long as he chooses without risk of losing his pension when the time

of need arrives.

MOST POPUIvAR, YUT MOST BITTERLY CONTESTED.

The old-age pension, is an institution of the highest value.

It marks an epoch in civilization, as a most important step in

the equalization of benefit, and the embodiment of justice and

brotherhood in laws and institutions. It carries into the second

childhood something of the same spirit that makes the first

childhood smooth and beautiful. It sweetens the life of the

working classes with the certainty of support in old age, in

investigation." The bill does not as yet (Sept., 1902) contain a provision for

such an oflScer. It has passed the House and gone to the Senate and seems
likely to become law this session.

P. S.—It is in the Statute-Book of 1902, being enacted substantially as
reported in the House and above described.
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freedom and independence, and on a basis of right, instead of

charity. It is a new cooperation for the common good, a new
safety, an improvement and even a prolongation of Hfe, for

the effect of even a moderate pension regularly paid in length-

ening life, is well known.

It has captured the heart of New Zealand. It appeals to

the kindliness of the people and their sense of justice, and is

undoubtedly the most popular of all the splendid measures

carried by the Liberal movement.

Yet it was the most bitterly contested of all, not excepting

even the graded-tax, Government loans, land-resumption, or

the arbitration bill. They were all hotly fought, but the tem-

perature rose to white heat when it came to old-age pensions.

The graded-tax and land-resumption affected chiefly the big

land owners; Government loans hit the money power; arbitra-

tion was distrusted by a considerable body of employers ; but

all these people and many others were involved in the taxation

that might be necessary to meet the pension disbursements.

Over 900 speeches were made against the bill in the first

session, and over 1,400 in the last. Single members of the

Opposition exploded more than ninety times against the meas-

ure, saying anything they could think of to consume time and

wear out the Liberal majority. The members manifested a

little of the volcanic energy of the geyser regions, and speeches

grew in the Parliament as fast as rabbits and sweetbriar in

the country. To win the day the grand Premier and his sup-

porters, refusing to adjourn, "sustained the strain of a con-

tinuous session from Wednesday till Saturday night, when the

Opposition finally gave way, and the bill was passed by a

handsome majority."

The Liberals stood by it for the democracy and equalization

and sympathy in it. The working people desired it for its

freedom from the taint of the dole. Only the rich men opposed

it whose land and income taxes were likely to be intensified

to provide the funds for pensions. "Those best able to bear

it," the Ministry said "will have to contribute in proportion

to their income and position to this old-age pension fund."

They thought the graduated land-tax and the customs duties

on luxuries might be "earmarked" for the pension fund.

Even without these candid statements the monopolists saw
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clearly enough that their wealth would be called on for annui-

ties to be given the working people who had helped to create

that wealth, and they fought the measure with all their

strength.

They said it would burden the Colony needlessly and increasingly,

sap the springs of thrift and self-reliance, tax the thrifty for the benefit

of the improvident, and subject poverty to degrading conditions. Work-
ers should save for their own old age. The Government might con-

tribute a little, but not relieve the workers of the necessity of saving

for themselves.

Wm. Rolleston, one of the ablest of the Conservatives, said that

the bill failed to separate the deserving from the undeserving, the

industrious from the thriftless, and proposed an amendment "estab-

lishing pensions on a contributory basis and making provision for the

supplementing by the State of annuities and allowances earned either

in the Government Life Insurance Department, or in any approved

friendly society, trade-union, or other organization." This was the main

plea of the defense. Their leaders did not take the ground that no

pensions should be given, but they stood out for a contributory scheme

that would reduce the relief afforded by the State to a mere trifle com-

pared to the outgo under Premier Seddon's plan.

Captain Russell, the political leader of the Opposition, said: "The

Premier spoke of New Zealand's being in the van of civilization. I

admit that we have traveled very fast, and that we are benefiting

by the course of legislation and the experiences which have been

gained from all parts of the world, but I do not feel sure that we
can properly boast ourselves, notwithstanding our Liberal experiments

and our public institutions elected by all classes of society, wiser than

the rest of the world. I think every one will agree that it is extremely

desirable that there should be some form of provision for old age, but

we cannot take away the principal incentive to thrift and self-reliance

without injuring the people. The principle of taxing the frugal and

industrious to provide gratuities for the reckless and improvident is a

wrong one. It is a system of forced benevolence toward those who,

whatever the Premier may say, are amongst the least deserving of our

people, by their being supported out of the hard-earned savings of the

self-denying portion of the population"'"* (the great landowners and

corporations?).—In the Senate"^ an opposing member said, "I feel that

this bill will bring great disaster on the Colony. We cannot maintain

the expenditure."

Some declared that only dissolute and drunken loafers and profes-

sional paupers would avail themselves of the law. The fact is, how-

ever, that this class is expressly excluded by the act, and the very

few such persons who have attempted to get pensions have found

the way completely barred. Of the fifty applicants or more that Mr.

Lloyd saw examined he says that "only one could have sat for the

2* New Zealand Pari. Debates, vol. 103, pp. 540-1,575-6.

25 Ibid. Vol. 105, p. 337.
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portrait drawn by the opponents of the bill, and he was peremptorily

rejected," and a survey of the data from all the districts makes it clear

that the great body of pensioners are of excellent character, as we
have seen.

In respect to the assertion that the act would tend to destroy thrift

and demoralize the working classes^that the workingman would say

to himself, "There is no need to save

—

I'll get a pension anyway," the

friends of the measure claimed that the law would encourage saving

and promote thrift instead of destroying it. "The pension,' said Mr.

Reeves, "is more likely to induce the poorest to lay by a few pounds

to supplement the State's allowance by, say, the purchase of a little

annuity, or to continue to earn some small wage for the same purpose,

than it is to incite them to waste their last shilling because, forsooth,

when they come to 65 they are to be recipients of a shilling a day."

"There is now," said the Premier, "something for the aged worker to

hope for. He or she can say, 'If I keep on till I am 65 I shall have an

old-age pension.' So they struggle along, and sobriety and virtue are

encouraged. Under our previous system there was no hope, and weak
workingmen or workingwomen took to drink, theft and vice. The
others worried on, but in despair, with no energy, breakmg down." It

is certain that the pensioning of public employees has not discouraged

reasonable thrift on their part, and it is difficult to see how the moderate

pensioning of other deserving workers could repress desirable thrift

within the property and income limits of the pension act, or in most

cases even beyond those limits ; for there are few, who are able to

save with justice to themselves and their families, who would not

prefer to build up an independent property and have an ample income

of their own in old age instead of relying on the meager support

afforded by the pension and the correlative income that may go with it.

To the oft-repeated and most overworked argument of the Opposi-

tion, that workingmen should save up enough for old age during their-

working days, the conclusive reply was that a worker with a family

needs all his income for present expenses. He earns perhaps $1.50 a

day. One^third of it goes for rent. With five or six mouths to feed,

clothes to buy and shoes and school books, doctor's bills to pay, and idle

days or weeks now and then very likely in dull times or between jobs,

how can he lay by anything for old age? After his children grow up

he may be able to save a little and he should be encouraged to try to

make full provision for his later years, but if he fails under the condi-

tions of modern industry his title to relief is clear, and that relief

should be in a form that is free from the taint of charity, and consistent

with a manly independence and fraternalism, as the right of a retired

copartner to a share in the profits of the great firm. The Liberals dwelt

with force on the ups and downs and inevitable accidents of life, the

uncertainty of investments into which the people are tempted to put

their small savings, the inroads of sickness and lack of employment

eating up the savings of the poor, and the recurrence of periods of

contraction and depression, to which all countries largely occupied in

growing raw materials for Europe, are especially liable.

Even the desirability of saving was questioned in the case of a poor
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man with a family. As Mr. Reeves puts it: "The question is whether
amongst the poorest wage-earners, thrift (in the sense of saving) is a

virtue or not. It is one thing to teach a workman earning less than

30 shillings ($7-5o) a week to spend his pittance wisely, another to

induce him to hoard it." It is a better form of thrift in a father to

raise his children in comfort with a good standard of living, than to

scrimp and cramp their lives to lay up a few dollars in the bank. Money
is for life, not life for money.

To the plea that pensions should be given only to those who had
contributed for a series of years on some insurance plan, the Premier

replied : "All our aged Colonists have contributed." And he showed
that property throughout the Colony had been enhanced in value

100, 200, 500, sometimes 1000 per cent, by the roads and railways, farms,

and settlements built by these old settlers, and paid for largely with

public funds on which they had helped to pay interest. Every one who
had been a part of the constructive and developing force of the State

was a factor in the creation of the Colony's prosperity, whether he

labored directly on any public work or not. Besides, no German scheme

of direct contribution could meet the needs of the case. Persons now
old, who in the prime of hfe paid taxes and helped by their labor and

skill to open up the resources of the country, are entitled to a pension

now. It will not do to say : "They must contribute," They cannot

contribute any more than they have. "The days of their youth and

the days of their earnings are gone,""° as the Premier said. And it is

not kind to require them to be born again after the law is passed so

as to come in under a direct-contribution plan.

Even with those who have still time to make the insurance payments,

it is clear that to limit the pensions to those who succeed in getting and

keeping up the required insurance, would be to refuse aid to those

most in need of it and often quite as deserving as any of the more

fortunate. The act recognizes the contributory principle—it leaves the

pensioner to secure $170 of the $260 it wishes to help him obtain;—but

it does not limit its aid to those who have a private annuity of their

own, because the contributory principle goes deeper than any annuity

insurance, and affirms that a life of useful toil, or the raising of

•healthy, intelligent, industrious children, is quite as valuable a contri-

bution as the payment of money in premiums, and because, in addition

to the contributory principle," it recognizes also the principles of justice,

brotherhood, and humanity. "Those who have fallen in the struggle

of life have a claim upon their fellows," said Premier Seddon. "It is

against all natural and economic law that favored and successful

persons should have every luxury within their grasp, while other men
and women look forward to old age with feelings of anxiety, fearing

that, owing to circumstances beyond their control and the infirmities

of age, they will not be able to make their living."

"Some years ago," said the Premier in his closing speech, "when a

quarter of a million was asked because Providence had sent disastrous

snow storms in the North Otago and Canterbury districts, destroying

a" New Zealand Pari. Debates, vol. 103, p. 572.
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large quantities of stock and causing much loss to the flock owners, this

Parliament passed legislation in two days which gave relief to that

extent. We allowed a reduction to the extent of £400 ($2000) a year

in some cases to our Crown tenants. As disaster had overtaken them
we relieved them of their obligations. Disaster has overtaken many of

the aged of our Colony ; they have fallen in the industrial struggle. The
State has a perfect right to relieve them by granting them pensions."

This was the last word of the debate. A vote was taken, and the

bill was approved by 25 to 15.

On the whole the New Zealand Act has been hailed as a great

advance by thoughtful people all over the world. Here and there, how-
ever, oppositioh has manifested itself, and sometimes sought to prejudice

public opinion by unscrupulous and entirely baseless charges. For
example, in the London Times there appeared, in October, 1899, anony-

mous charges of corruption against the New Zealand Government and

the officers entrusted with the working of the pensions act, because of

the large proportion of pensions granted in Westland, the constituency

of the Premier, and in four cities of the Colony. The inference was
that these districts were corruptly favored, because they supported the

Government. The truth was, however, that the four cities were just

the parts of the Colony where the Liberal Government was weakest,

two-thirds of the members from them being in opposition. The high

ratio of pensioners in the Premier's district results from the fact that

it is an old gold-field which for many years has been gradually failing,

so that numbers of diggers and others more or less dependent upon

them have come to want. New Zealanders of both parties and thoroly

acquainted with the situation, regard the integrity of the magistrates

entrusted with the granting of pensions as above reproach. And even

if there were corrupt judges here and there it would prove nothing

against the principle of the pension law, but only that honest judges

should be put in their places.

In the debates on the amending acts of 1900 and 1901, after some

years of experience under the pension law, it was admitted all round

that the act had come to stay. The Opposition criticised the cost, which

was greater than the original estimate; declared that many of the pen-

sioners had been spendthrift and careless; that there was no sufficient

safeguard against imposture; that pension money was being wasted in

drink, and that wealthy children took advantage of the act to transfer

to the State their duty of maintaining their parents. The real force of

these criticisms was that the act stood in need of amendment, which was
exactly what the Liberal Government was attempting to accomplish,

and did accomplish, as we have seen. Captain Russell stuck to the idea

that old-age pensions would discourage thrift, and stood by the party's

old counter scheme of contributory insurance.

At the other extreme from the Conservatives, with their plans of

limitation and curtailment, stood the Radicals and Socialists, urging

the widening of the law to a free and universal system. In spite of the

Socialists' motto, "To each according to his need," they want everybody,

rich or poor, to have a pension.

30
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The same demand is made in New South Wales, and the case is

strongly put by the Sydney Bulletin. It enumerates the restrictions of

the pension law as to character, residence, etc., and the deductions on

account of property, and declares that "most of the deductions are direct

penalties for thrift" (a view quite opposite to the Conservatives' con-

tention that it is the pension, not any deduction from it, that is likely to

discourage thrift). The Bulletin continues:

"In a hundred years' time people will probably lay down their history

books to marvel that men were ever so barbaric as to put such restrictions

on the means of life and comfort in old age. .lust now the Old-Age Pension
idea is new. In a little while the view will broaden. The whole tenor of

the proceedings, both in Victoria and New South Wales, shows that those

who are administering the act, regard it as another form of charitable relief,

and granted as a benevolent favor by the taxpayer, which is utterly wrong.
Tliere's no charity in it. It's a provision made by the whole community for

the whole community's old age. It is old-age endowment without a costly

system of bookkeeping to ensure that each member of the community shall

pay his full contribution and no more or no less. If the pensions are paid
out of the revenue and spent in the country, the necessary taxation to raise

the means to pay them will lose half its sting. Every man, pauper or million-

aire, is entitled to an Old-Age Pension from the State if tne whole community
is taxed to raise the money. Therefore, let him have it, and let the scheme
be what it was intended to be—a system of National Old-Age Assurance."

This argument would sweep away all character restrictions, as well

as property limitations, and base the pension right on the fact of having

been taxed to help provide the pension fund, "the State collecting from

each a premium according to his means, on the understanding that he

shall be insured against want and privation in his last days."

The Liberal Government in each progressive colony has

taken a median stand, between Conservative retrenchment on

the one hand and the Socialists' plan of universal pensions on

the other. It has not attempted to construct the pension system

on a plan appropriate to a time a hundred years in the future,

when competitive institutions may have ceased to exist and

men may all be worthy cooperators ; it has simply tried to

meet the need of the people with as little burden and expense

as may consist with a reasonable fulfilment of the purpose,

and the success of its efforts is attested, not only by the

enthusiastic support of the great mass of the people, but by the

fact that,, after nearly four years of operation, surviving critic-

isms are directed almost wholly to details and restrictions,

there being practically no antagonism to the principle of the

law.
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THE CAPTURE OF THE SENATE.

One of the greatest obstacles the Liberals have had to con-

tend with is the Senate, or "Legislative Council," as they call

it. Many a time it has held up a progressive measure for one,

tvi'o or three years. It took a four-years' battle with the Upper

House to pass the bill for compulsory resumption of bloated

estates. Local option on the land-tax was rejected three times

by the Senate. Twice it defeated industrial arbitration, and

old-age pensions. Woman suffrage, the perpetual lease with

periodic revisions, and other Liberal measures were also

turned down by the Council. In a recent debate in the House

(on the Referendum Bill, 1901) a member said: "There was

a time when the principal employment of the other Chamber

was not merely to revise our bills but to consign them to the

w^aste-paper basket. The Land Act, the first Electoral Bill,

etc., etc., were thrown out during the first session I was in the

House (1891). I think no policy measure of the slightest

importance passed this House that was not rejected by the

other, and as a result a huge mass meeting was held in Well-

ington to protest against the action of that Chamber."^

The members appointed for life by the Governor "on behalf

of Her Majesty" were naturally conservative, and the Cham-

ber was out of touch with the people. In the early nineties,

while the House and the Colony were strongly Liberal, there

was scarcely any representation of Liberal views in the Sen-

ate. The Ballance jVIinistry appreciated the situation at the

start, as is shown by the law of 1891, enacting that Senators

appointed after that date should have a seven-year term instead

of a life tenure. They may be reappointed when the seven

1 He added : "The T'pper House now nOOl) I am told is no longer stand-

ing in the way of the wishes of this Assembly." This appears to be true, as

a rule, yet owing to peculiar circumstances stated in the text, the Senate
turned down the very bill the member was then discussing.
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years are up, but the fact that they go out at the end of seven
'

years unless reappointed affords an opportunity for the injec-

tion of new blood every few years and brings the Senate into

closer accord with the people.

As the members already in the Senate when the law was

passed were not affected by it, but continued to hold for life,

no immediate house-cleaning was possible under this law,

unless the mortality of the Upper House should be increased

in some way. As we discovered earlier in this history, Bal-

lance obtained the appointment of twelve new members in

1892. Whether this injection of Liberalism was intended to

have that effect or not, it probably did act as an irritant, lift-

ing the death rate in the Upper House through the additional

facilities afforded for concussion of the brain, and disturbance

of the circulation, etc., by the development of temper in debate.

At any rate the Senators died off so fast that while there were

only a dozen or so Liberals out of 44 Senators in 1892 after

the infusion of new blood, and 17 in 1894 that had been

appointed under the Liberal administration, the Government

obtained a majority in the Upper House in 1899, and now
(1901-2) 26 members are Liberal appointees,^ against 18 of

the old regime.

As the general election of 1899 gave the Liberals 52 mem-
bers in the House of Representatives against 22 for the Oppo-

sition, the Progressive control of the Government became so

strong that it looked as tho they would not have to work an

expansion policy on the Senate, or wait two or three years for

laws the people want now, or even perhaps sit up all night to

pass a Liberal bill. There are different degrees of progres-

siveness, however, among the Liberals themselves, as is shown

by the Senate's rejection of the Referendum Bill in 1901 by

a vote of 29 to i after it had passed the House by an over-

whelming majority. But this bill has a peculiar relation to

the personal sensibilities of the Upper House since one of the

2 Altho the appointments are made by the Governor it is thoroly under-
stood that he is to appoint the persons designated by the Ministry, and the
Premier does not have men appointed who appear likely to obstruct the work
of the representative Government and the will of the people. Here and there
in the Parliamentary proceedings members ask the Premier "whether he will

in making appointments to the Legislative Council remember the claims of

Southerland" (or some other district) "to additional representation," or "if

in making further calls .to the Council he will consider the claims of the
medical profession to more representation," or "will appoint men recom-
mended by the Agricultural Association or the Trades' Council?"
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earliest uses likely to be made of it is the submission to the

people of the question of abolishing the Senate altogether.

The senior member of the Legislative Council is Mr. Bailie,

appointed in 1861, and still serving out his life sentence in the

Senate. Sixteen of the present members were appointed in

the sixties, seventies, or early eighties—twenty to forty years

in the Council—and as a rule a man is well advanced in years

before he gets into the Senate.

At present the Government is not making new appoint-

ments as vacancies occur, and there is some talk of letting

the Upper House die a natural death. Instead of securing a

judgment of capital punishment, or amputating the Senate

from the body politic all at once, it may prove a less painful

operation to let Father Time amputate one cell at a time.

END VIFAV Ui- THE PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS.



Chapter 69.

IMMIGRATION CAREFULLY GUARDED.

To shut out cheap foreign labor and other undesirable immi-

grants, the Immigration Restriction Act of 1899 provides

that, except so far as modified by action of the Governor in

Council, no person (other than one of British birth or

accredited by a foreign Government, or a seaman going out

again) shall be allowed to land unless he writes and signs an

application in some European language. Persons contami-

nated with idiocy, criminality, or other contagious disease are

excluded even if they make application in every known dialect.

A person violating the act is subject to a penalty of $500 and

liable to removal from the country. The master and the owner

of the vessel in which he comes are severally liable for the

$500 and the expenses of said removal.

New Zealand welcomes immigration adapted to democratic

institutions and 20th century civilization, but desires no adul-

terated goods. She will not pollute the stream of life in the

new world with the refuse of the old, nor dilute her civiliza-

tion with inferior stock, nor lower the standard of comfort

with low-grade labor; nor imperil her progress and her

freedom by the influx of immigrants unfit for self-govern-

ment.^

1 All the Australian colonies have enacted drastic restrictions on immi-

gration, and the Commonwealth in 1901 decided to insist on a reading and

writing test for all immigrants. Premier Barton dealt with the matter at

the outset of the first Federal session. Fifty words are to be dictated to

and written by the immigrant in a European language. The law prohibits

the bringing in of laborers under contract to do any work in the Common-
wealth, except skined_ workmen of special knowledge and crews of vessels

intended for Australian coasting trade, the latter to be paid the wages current

in colonial waters. It has also been provided that the Kanaka laborers

(blacks employed on the sugar plantations of Queensland) must go after

1906. The Australians are determined to wipe out the black spot on their

map. They will have a "White Australia," cost what it may.

The work of excluding Asiatics and colored people began as soon as the

colonies got self-government. In 1855 Victoria enacted that a shipmaster

must deposit $50 for every Chinaman he landed there. Other colonies fol-
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The law was aimed chiefly at Chinese immigration, which

is intensely obnoxious to all the Anglo-Saxon Colonies of

Australasia. It has been said that the Chinese are an "indus-

trious, peaceful, frugal people, with a civilization, learning and

education of their own." The reply is that Chinese immigrants

are admitted by all observers to be utterly unfit for political

rights in a democracy. They have no conception of free gov-

ernment and civic responsibilities. They rarely become citi-

lowed this example. In 18SS official figures showed that 4.500 Chinese had
entered New Soutli Wales in twelve months. There was a panic. The poll
tax was raised from ?5() to $500, and the tonnage ratio from one Chinaman
to a hundred tons to one for each three hundred tons. The Chinese arrivals
fell to 9 per annum. Victoria (1888) raised the tonnage to five hundred
tons per evevy Chinese passenger with no poll tax. This did not prove as
effective as the Act of New South Wales. In 1895 a conference of the Aus-
tralian Governments was held at Sydney, the outcome of which was another
batch of exclusion laws in 1896, aiming at all colored aliens, Asiatics or
Africans. These laws were reserved for consideration by England and did
not receive the Royal assent. The Secretary of the Colonial Office. Mr.
Chamberlain, took the ground that for the future exclusion laws should not
be aimed at any nationality, but at undesirable persons generally. The Natal
law of 1897 followed his suggestion, and has since been copied more or less

completely by the Australian colonies;—it excluded: (1) Any person who
fails to write in some European language an application for admission. (2)
A pauper or person likely to become a public charge. (3) An idiot or lunatic.

(4) One having a loathsome or dangerous contagious disease. (5) One con-
victed within 2 years of a serious non-political offense. (6) A prostitute or
person living on the earnings of prostitution. The New Zealand law omits
the second and last, and stipulates that the writing test shall not be applied
to persons of British birth. Tasmania omitted the sixth clause. New South
Wales struck out five of the six clauses, leaving only the first. West Australia
enacted all six clauses, improving on the first by rcquirinq immigrants to write
fifty vorcls in Englisli dictated from some British author.

In their restriction laws the Australian colonies liave in part followed
the lead of the United States. Our laws exclude Chinese, paupers, criminals,
polygamists, contract labor, and persons suffering from loathsome and con-

tagious diseases. The provisions of the law of March 'M\, 1891, have shut out
many thousands, yet floods of immigrants still pour upon our shores, and the
average quality grows worse and worse. The pressure of overcrowded popu-
lations, of severe military requirements, of distressed labor conditions, etc.,

on the one hand, and the prospect of good wages, homes, and freedom in

America on the other hand, di'ives and draws hundreds of thousands from
Europe to the United States, and as the cost of transportation falls the
immigrants come from lower and lower strata in Italy, Hungary, Russia, etc.,

to the serious complication of our already dilticult industrial and political

problems.
In the early days it was comparatively difficult to cross the ocean. It

required energy and enterprise in the immigrant to save the needful money,
make the long journey over sea and establish himself in an unknown land.

There was a sort of natural selection, or sifting by obstacles, and we got

good raatei-ial. But now the transfer has become so easy that the immigrant
steamers are tapping lower strata than formerly. Forty years ago 90 per

cent of our immigrants came from Northwestern Europe, and kss than 1

per cent from Southern and Eastern Europe. Now, only 20 per cent come
from Northwestern Europe (United Kingdom, France, Oermany and Scandi-

navia), while nearly 80 per cent come from the lower classes of Southern
and Eastern Europe (Spain, Portugal, Italy, Austria-Hungary. Poland and
Russia). That is, our low-grade immigration used to be alicut one hundredth
of the high-grade immigration, whereas in 1901 the low grade was three

times, and now (1902) it is estimated at four times the high grade. The
immigrants from the Southeast are ten-fold more illiterate and three-fold

more criminal than those from ihe Northwest. In 1901-2 nearly 30 per cent
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zens. They take no interest in political affairs and have no

knowledge of them. Their civilization was arrested ages

ago, their education petrified, their learning confined to a

handful. They do not bring their women ; they seldom

marry; they have no family responsibilities, no social interests,

no capital, no knowledge of English. They will live in

hovels and scorn sanitation. They are unclean, conceal con-

of our total immigrants over 14 years of age were illiterate, and only 15 per
cent had any skilled trade. And we are getting about a million a year of
such material, mostly unfit for republican institutions and difficult to assim-
ilate, especially when the immigrants gather in little Italies, Russias, and
Hungaries, keeping their own language and customs to a large extent.

A recent study of Chicago by C. D. Buck, of the University of Chicago,
shows that there are in that city 500,000 speaking German, 125,000 speaking
Polish. 100.000 Swedish, 90,000 Bohemians, 50,000 Norwegians, 50,000 Yid-
dish, 35,000 Dutch, 25,000 Italian, 20,000 Danish, and 67,000 more speaking
various foreign languages. There are only three cities in the German Empire
that contain as many German-speaking people as Chicago. It is the 3d
Swedish city in the world ; the 4th Polish city : the 3d Norwegian city ; and the
2nd Bohemian city. Forty distinct languages are spoken by the foreign
colonies in Chicago, not counting dialects. More than half the population of
the city speak a foreign language-—not because they have learned it as
scholars, but because they were bom to it, and have not yet become sufficiently

Americanized to use the English language.
Twenty years ago or more after reading in "Our Country" Dr. Josiah

Strong's powerful discussion of the dangers of low immigration, the present
writer suggested that if in addition to the ordinary conditions of character,
health, etc., immigrants were required to read, write, and speak ordinary
English, the provision would act as an automatic selection of the fittest, as
the obstacles of former years did. Men and women of sufficient energy and
intelligence to get a working knowledge of English before leaving Italy or

Russia would probably make good citizens, would be open to the ideas and
influences of their new home, and would not be so likely to gather in the alien

clots that offer such resistance to civic digestion and threaten a serious case
of national dyspepsia.

An educational test, much less vital than this, but still of great value, is

being advocated by the Immigration League (Prescott F. Hall, Secretary,
Boston, Mass.), with some powerful backing in Congress. But it is not
likely to be enacted. The steamship companies, and the railway, mining, and
manufacturing interests that want cheap labor, are too strong. It might be

wise, not only to enact a strong educational test, but to require immigrants
to live in this country 21 years before voting, the same as our boys have
to do. Thoro identification of interest and understanding of conditions, are
essential to good citizenship as well as education.

The tangle of our black inhabitants cannot be so easily unravelled as
Australia's. Education and industrial training, however, can do much, and
the cause of political justice and real harmony may be aided by a gradual
readjustment of locations—the whites moving slowly North and West and
the blacks gravitating South to form a group of black states round the gulf

in which they may at last achieve self-government, or the blacks might be

thinned out all over the South by diffusing the excess in the North and West,
or aiding the settlement in Cuba of those who are willing to go. Cases are

on record of the changing of black men to white apparently through the

forage of some sort of innocent microbe tnat eats up the pigment in the black

skin. If the means of making this transformation at will could be dis-

covered it would be interesting to see what could be done through a whole-
sale erasure of the color line. It is clear, however, that even so great a

superficial change as this could not banish the thieving indolence, immorality,

and insolence of the lower grades of negro in the South. Only education,

intellectual, moral, and industrial, and economic energy and independence
can make the negro efficient, honest, clean, and fit for civilized life, or give

him actual possession of the political rights accorded him by the Constitution.
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tagious diseases from the authorities, and are a menace to the

pubHc health. It is true that they are industrious, but that

is not enough. A man may be industrious and yet be dirty,

miserly, ignorant, a shirker of social duty, a source of weak-

ness in the civic life, and a danger to the public health. All

these most of the Chinese immigrants are. IMoreover, their

low plane of living makes even their industry a curse instead

of a benefit. The white workman is expected to be clean and

comfortably dressed ; to marry and have children, to be well

fed and clothed and educated ; to have a home that will be

a credit to the neighborhood, to read books, magazines and

newspapers, take part in the social life of the community, and

give a reasonable amount of time and intelligent attention to

public afifairs. To accomplish this he must have short hours

and good wages. But in many trades that do not need much

intelligence, but only good staying qualities—something alive

that can keep moving—the Chinaman without family, or social

or political interests, or even a stomach that calls for good

food, can keep at work 16 hours a day and live on 8 or 10

cents' worth of rice in two meals a day, and be as fresh in the

1 6th hour as he was the first. His competition is unfair.^

He degrades the standard of living. In trade his ideas are

undercutting and deceit. He comes only to extract what he

can from the Colony and take it back to China. After scrap-

ing up two or three thousand dollars he goes home. At one

time the returning Chinese were taking an average of more

than a million dollars a year from the Australian Colonies.

They are an injury to us in every way, and all classes of our

people are agreed in desiring their exclusion.^

New Zealand began the work of exclusion in 1881, when

an act was passed imposing a tax of $50 on each Chinaman

landing in the Colony. There were 5000 Chinese in the

* Edward Reeves says : "The New Zealander knows too well that the

almond-eyed, wooden visaged, man-machine of the 400.000,000 race at his

door, untiring, sober, healthy, cheap to feed as a Spanish mule, can do excel-

lent work at some trades for 16 hours a day and be as fresh and contented

on the 16th as on the 8th ; and he cares as little to find out whether 8 hours

really give better industrial results than 10 or 12 or 16. as to ascertain how

many generations and how much expenditure of human life and soul would

suffice to produce a New Zealander like that common Mongolian workman.

He simply puts his foot down and decrees : 'The man who is determined to

work more than 8 hours must go elsewhere, or we shall pass a law to compel

him.' " (Westminster Ileview, vol. 144, p. C;!G.)

» Condensed from various New Zealand statements and writings, chiefly

those of W. P. Reeves.
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Islands when this act was passed. In 1882 only 23 more
came in. The act appeared to be effective. But later the

influx rose again to two or three hundred a year. In 1888 it

was provided that no vessel should bring more than one Chi-

nese passenger to each hundred tons.* In 1896, after a

struggle with the Legislative Council, the Seddon Govern-

ment succeeded in raising the poll tax to $500. Three years

later Parliament enacted the general restriction act cited at

the opening of this section, establishing a reading and writing

test in a European language. The law of 1896 is still in

force however, and even if a Chinaman gets in under the law

of 1899, by action of the Governor in Council, or by writing

an application in some European language, he must still pay

his $500 admission fee.

Distance and cost have so far protected New Zealand from

any large amount of immigration from the lower classes of

Italy, Hungary, and Russia. There are some indications how-

ever that this immunity may not last, and if it does not, there

is so strong a disposition to prevent deterioration of the

average citizenship and labor level, that no matter where it

comes from, low-grade immigration would probably be

resisted by law.

To some most excellent people in both hemispheres it seems

unjust and cruel to shut the door against a man because he

is ignorant and penniless and undeveloped. But the great

majority of thoughtful persons regard the matter as a choice

of evils, and believe it a lesser evil to limit the locomotion of

the unfit than to imperil the civilization of the more progres-

sive countries by an inundation of low-grade life. A family

does well to be careful about the sort of people it admits to

daily contact and intimate association with its children. And
a nation may wisely exercise a similar care. A country has

as much right to protect itself against inroads of destitution,

•• About a hundred Chinese from the steamer Afghan, who had been
refused admission to Australia, were landed in New Zealand. Fearing the
continuance of throwing on their shores cargoes of coolies shut out from
Australia, the Government by order in Council resorted to the device of
proclaiming the Far East and the Malay Archipelago infected countries. This
gave them power to detain in quarantine all ships coming thence. No use
was made of the invention, however, and Parliament was content with the
tonnage amendment noted in the text.

The number of Chinese in the Colony fell to 4,444 in 1891, and to 2.846
in 1901, of whom 31 were females. Only 75 Chinese (74 men and 1 woman)
came to the Colony during 1901, while 145 (140 men and 5 women) left.
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ignorance, immorality, or unfit material tor advanced civic

life, as it has to guard against inroads of adulterated goods,

pauper-made commodities, sweat-shop labor, contagious disease,

or any other bad influence. It is quite as important to exclude

moral and intellectual diseases as physical diseases. Men
and women saturated with the ideas and habits of thought

and feeling appropriate to despotic institutions arc quite as

dangerous in a democracy or republic as the smallpox. A
flood of undesirable humanity is a much more serious prob-

lem than the importation of a mass of undesirable merchan-

dise. The condition of the lower classes in the old world is

pitiable, but even if they go in crowds to a new country, the

space they leave soon fills right up again with the same sort

of social molecules or cells, and the principal effect is the

degradation of the new country. The immigrants form little

Asias, Italics, Russias, etc., in the midst of Anglo-Saxon

states, keeping their language and customs in large degree,

huddling together in hard, indigestible lumps that threaten

the new world with civic indigestion and political and indus-

trial ailments, both acute and chronic. A famous clergyman''

once said that if a lion eats ox, the lion does not become

ox, but the ox, lion. That is true if the lion eats in modera-

tion, but if he takes in ox a good deal faster than he can

digest it, he may become a very sick lion, or even cease to be

a live lion at all.

A state like Xew Zealand, that aims to secure work for the

unemployed, and pays pensions to the aged poor, has special

reason to exercise care in selecting those it takes into the

partnership, and for whose well-being it becomes responsible.

New Zealand claims the right to exclude from her Association

all new comers who do not seem calculated to make reasonably

useful members of it—the right to keep her soil for men fit

to be free and self-governing—the right to prevent the lower-

ing of her standard of life.

Immigrants of the right sort are gladly received in New
Zealand.'' Nowhere can men and women of energy, sense.

^ Henry Ward Beecher.

8 One of Uie causes of New Zealand's great success and rapid progress lay

in the Wakefield plan of selecting and assisting, immigrants in the early days,

as we saw in the chapter on Colony Building. Somewhat similar methods

were again extensively used in the seventies under Vogel's l'ul)lic Works and

Assisted Immigration Policy, and were continued in operation more or less for
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and character find a more hearty welcome or a better chance

for acquiring a home and a competence. But people left over

from the Middle Ages are not wanted in the Up-to-Date Com-
monwealth.

many years. But the practise of nominating immigrants to be brought out
partly at Government expense was discontinued Dec. 16th, 1890, and there

has been no free immigration since that time. Certain reductions in fares

are, however, arranged by the Agent General in London with the shipping
companies, for men with moderate means who intend to talie up land and
settle in the Colony. The attractions of New Zealand since the Liberal-Labor
Party has been in control, are sufficient to draw many settlers without public

payment of fares. From 1885 to 1891 the number of people who left the

Islands was about 20,000 more than the number of arrivals. But in 1892 the

excess of arrivals over departures was about 5000, and in 1893 (the year of

panic in Australia and the rest of the world except New Zealand) the excess

was over 10,000. The balance, tho smaller in subsequent years, has always
been on the right side, and this year (1902) so many have come from Aus-
tralia in consequence of the droughts in that unfortunate country, that the

question of putting up a few more bars has been raised in the New Zealand
Parliament.



CllArTER 70.

OTHER IMPORTANT ACHIEVEMENTS.

It is not possible in one small study to deal with all that

New Zealand has done or even bring into view all the impor-

tant heights of accomplishment in the landscape of the past,

but a few other summits must be sketched in before we leave

the picture.

GOVERNMENT PURCHASE OE A PATENT.

Observing that valuable patents are sometimes held out of

use by some powerful corporation with whose business they

might interfere, and that they are frequently limited in their

utility by the high rates charged for rights under them, the

Government of New Zealand has inaugurated the policy of

national ownership of important patents by appropriating

$50,000 to buy a cyanide patent for the reduction of ores in

order to throw it open to the public at reasonable rates.

^

GOVERNMENT INSURANCE AGAINST ACCIDENT, ETC.

In 1899 accident insurance was added to the Government's

insurance business ; and deduction from wages for accident

insurance by employers was stopped by the "Wages Protection

Act."

The establishment of Government Accident Insurance is of

special interest. Workingmen had been complaining for

years that employers subjected them to constant exactions for

insurance which in many cases was of no avail to the employee.

He might lose his job the next week, and, taking another

place, find himself uninsured or subject to another deduction.

On the other hand the employers considered themselves justi-

fied because they were only recouping themselves for the risk

1 See OflBclal Year Book, 1898, p. 515 ; and the Cyanide Process Act 1897.
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put on them by the Employers' Liability Act. This unfor-

tunate condition of things was met by putting the Govern-

ment into the accident insurance business and forbidding

employers to make any deductions from wages on account

of accident insurance and prohibiting insurance companies

from receiving money from a workingman for insurance the

benefit of which was to go to the employer.

In January, 1902, the Commissioner of the Government

Insurance Office said

:

"The benefits which the people have derived from the existence of

the Government office are shown by a comparison of the rates ruling

in this Colony with those in South Australia, where the business is

solely in the hands of private offices. In South Australia the work-

ers' compensation rates (premiums for employers' liability insurance)

are in many lines double those ruling in New Zealand, whilst, as the

benefits under the South Australian (Employers' Liability) Acts are

considerably smaller than under the law of this country, the rates there

should be the lower of the two."

The three companies doing accident insurance business in

New Zealand have united to form a sort of trust or combine

and adopted the rates established by the Government Office.

THE COMPENSATION ACT. EMPLOYERS' UABILITY.

New Zealand began on this line in 1891 and '92 by improv-

ing on the English law of employers' liability, but these early

efforts were eclipsed in 1900 by a law which gives the worker

a right to coinpensation for accidents against employers public

or private, and allows him to hold the sub-contractor, con-

tractor, owner, and finally the property itself in or about which

the work was done. Clearly a workman's life and health

weigh more in New Zealand than buildings, mines, ships, or

all the wealth and profits of owners and employers. The

breadth and vigor of the measure have caused much excite-

ment among large employers. The owning classes seem to

be more stirred up about it than they have been over any-

thing that has occurred since the arbitration act and old-age

pensions. Even the farmers find this labor prescription rather

unpalatable, and some of them don't want to take the medicine.

I shall never forget the force with which a wide-awake ranch-

man from north of Auckland impressed upon me his view of

this act. And whatever may be thought of the wisdom of
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the measure there is no doubt that the statute justifies his

emphasis

:

The Act provides for compensation in all occupations where the

sufferer is employed: (i) in any industrial, commercial, or manufact-

uring work which is part of the employer's business; or (2) in any

mining, quarrying, building, engineering, or other hazardous work
carried on by or on behalf of the employer, whether as part of his

ordinary business or not. Even shipowners and farmers are within

the act.

The Government, municipalities, and local bodies are liable in the

same way as private employers.

A contractor's workmen may look for compensation either to the

contractor or his contractee. They are jointly and severally liable.

And where there is a sub-contractor, he shares the liability. Compenf-

sation is a first charge on a bankrupt employer's estate. In case of an

accident in or about a mine, factory, building or vessel, the compen-

sation is a charge on these properties from the time the accident occurs.

A worker cannot relinquish his right to compensation, and all con-

tracts to that effect existing at the time the act came into force, were

thereby determined. All accident insurance policies issued thereafter

must contain only such provisions as may be approved ])y the Governor

in Council.

In case a worker dies of any injury caused by an accident within

the law, his dependents may recover $1000 to $2000, or if they were

only partially dependent, they may have such sum as the court deems

reasonable.

All questions arising under the law are settled by the tribunals set

up under the arbitration act.

If a worker is injured by the zvilful act or by the negligoice of the

employer, he may claim under the Compensation Act or outside of it

for civil damages.

Injur}' caused by the worker's "seriuus or ivilfiil misconduct" does

not entitle him to compensation, nor does a "triHing accident," which

does not disable him for a fortnight. If he wishes protection against

such losses, he must get it, so far as the just principles of insurance

permit such protection, by taking out insurance at his own expense.

The interpretation of the limiting clauses of the Compensation Act is

liberal, however, as is nearly all the work of the New Zealand courts.

In a case heard by the Arbitration Court at Auckland in January, 1902,

a worker claimed compensation for the loss of three fingers caused by

puUing her hand into machinery. Ilcr employer said she had been

warned not to do this. But the Court held that such negligence was a

different thing from serious or wilful misconduct, and she recovered

compensation.

October 3. 1902, an amendment was passed providing that the com-

pensation to which a worker is entitled under the act in respect to his

total or partial incapacity shall be a weekly payment not exceeding

50 per cent of his average weekly earnings. Such payment shall be
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made during the incapacity of the worker, but shall not exceed $10 a

week, and the total liability of the employer in respect to such com-
pensation shall not exceed £300 ($1500). The act shall apply to work-
ers in agriculture, which is defined for the purposes of this law as

including horticulture, forestry, and the use of land for any purpose of

husbandry, inclusive of the keeping or breeding of live stock.

It has looked sometimes as if a large part of the employers

of the Colony were going to be up in arms against the Gov-

ernment about this legislation. It has been discussed in the

Farmers' Union and the Trade Associations often with

emphatic protest. Big manufacturers and wealthy farmers

seriously object. If a plow or a threshing machine doing his

work is broken by accident, the farmer expects to pay for it,

but if a man doing farm work twists his arm or breaks a leg

or is otherwise accidentally injured, the rural employer is not

accustomed to the idea that he must pay. The thought that

all damage incident to the business should be borne by the

one who takes the profit of it, and on whose order and

account, or under whose control the work is done, has

already become more or less familiar to the owners of mills,

employers of masons, carpenters, etc., in building operations,

railway and mining companies, etc., and it may soon seem

natural and right to extend the same principle to workers in

the field. The discussions in the Farmers' Union have

already led many farmers to take this view. And the result, as

with the earlier employers" liability laws, is likely to be that a

large amount of employers' liability insurance will be taken out,

thereby diffusing the losses and burdens due to accidents to

such an extent that they shall not rest with crushing weight

upon any one. It is natural that employers' liability laws

should have applied at first where complex machinery or other

conditions of special danger beyond the control of the worker,

or the negligence of other employees existed as additional

reasons. And it is natural that New Zealand, with its

unequaled care for labor, its earnest pursuit of justice, its

tendency to equalize conditions and subordinate property to

life, and its Government Accident Insurance Department as

an additional motive, should be the first to extend the principle

to its logical conclusion.

ELECTION DAY A HALE-HOUDAY.

In 1900 it was provided that Election Day should be a half-
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holiday. This is another step toward reUeving the duties of

citizenship from industrial pressure. In ^Massachusetts there

is no holiday on election day except for the saloon keepers,

and many a man loses his vote because he is working at a

distance from his polling place, and does not want to leave his

work, or knows his employer does not wish to spare him.

In 1900 and 1901 besides some new legislation partly noted

already and partly to be noted presently, a number of impor-

tant amending and consolidation acts were passed. For

example—the laws relating to Government railways, industrial

arbitration, factories, compulsory purchase, land for settle-

ments, municipal corporations, post office, public trust office,

etc., were revised and re-enacted in excellent form in con-

solidation acts, comprehensive, concise and admirably indexed

by marginal annotations and preliminary analyses. The laws

relating to agricultural and pastoral societies, Government

loans, shops and shop assistants, mining, public works, protec-

tion of animals, etc., were amended. The old-age pension

policy was developed and made permanent ; electoral laws and

employers' liabilit}'- acts were revised and improved, and the

establishment of State coal mines was provided for.

The Big Waves and the Kisiiig Tide.

:-,\



Chapter 71.

STATE OPERATION OF COAL MINES.

In New Zealand the shipping ring owns the principal coal

mines, so that the coal ring and the shipping ring are in a

combination-combine like the coal ring and the railroad ring

of Pennsylvania. The result has been the same there as here,

viz., exorbitant prices for coal. A committee of the New
Zealand Parliament investigated the matter in 1899 and found

that the "ring" had everything its own way. There was

practically no competition in the business. Coal was $9.25

a ton in Wellington. The committee found that the price

could be materially reduced without interfering with wages

or reasonable profits. They recommended "that the Govern-

ment procure steamers for the purpose of conveying coal pur-

chased by the Government at the ports of shipment" and

"the opening of retail agencies under State control."

In the debate on this report Premier Seddon said : "The

State can get screened coal for its tramways at less than $5

a ton, and why should the workingman have to pay $10 a ton?

It will pay the State to buy coal and retail it at $6.25 a ton."

He did not stop with State purchase and sale of coal, how-

ever, but went on to predict that "The time is not far distant

when the State will be working its own coal mines. I do not

see why it should not do that as successfully as it works the

railways."

The very next Parliament passed an act in 1901 establishing

State ownership and operation in the coal-mining business,

and the Government, without delay, began prospecting opera-

tions at Seddonville, and also acquired possession of the coal

lands formerly held by the Greymouth-Point Elizabeth Rail-

way and Coal Company, and the partially constructed railway.

In his statement to Parliament, July 8, 1902, Acting-Premier

Ward said''

:

1 New Zealand Hansard, 1902, vol. 120, p. 147.
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"In the laying out and working of the State colHeries due consider-

ation will be given to safety, economy, and the efficient extraction of

the coal with the least possible waste. To insure this it is absolutely

necessary for the mines to be opened out on a systematic and compre-
hensive plan."

The Government is now opening mines in pursuance of this

plan—constructing tunnels, buildings, and tramways, and

bringing up the railways.

-

In the debate on the State Coal Mines Bill, October 2}^, 1901,

Premier Seddon told the House he wished it "to affirm that

the time has arrived for the State to have its own coal mines.

We have State railways. State steamers. State telegraphs, and

we should have State coal mines. We can save 5 to 7 shillings

($1.25 to $1.75) a ton. The coal can be mined and put on

the boats for less than 10 shillings ($2.50) a ton, and the

freight by steamer is 5 shillings ($1.25) a ton, a total of 15

shillings, against 21 shillings or 22 shillings the Government
has to pay the companies for coal, while private consumers

are paying as much as 42 shillings ($10.50) a ton for coal for

the mining of which the collier gets but 2 shillings 10 pence

(70 cents). The coal proprietors even took upon themselves

to raise the price of coal half a crown per ton tho paying no

more for labor or freight. Industries are stifled by the high

price of coal. House rent and cost of fuel eat into the wages of

labor. The companies limit the output and are not mining

enough to fill the demand, so that we have to import coal

from Australia, altho New Zealand has abundant deposits.

There is an alliance with the steamship interest. When the

cooperative men took the Alokilumi mine, supposed to be

valueless, the Union Steamship Company charged them 6 pence

to 9 pence more a ton from Westport to Wellington than it

charged the Westport Coal Company. The matter has been

before the members for years.^ "The Government has brotight

2 Tsew Zealand Hansard, vol. 120, p. 170. Since this chapter was written
a letter from Tremier Seddon says : "The State Coal Mines have commenced
operations."

^ One of the most amusing and illuminating incidents of the debate
occurred in a side discussion relating to this point. Mr. O. W. Russell, a

Radical member, instead of discussing the Bill, devoted himself to abusing
Premier Seddon, because he had not brought the measure before the House
years before. Mr. Russell said that the Premier would get the credit for the

Coal Mine Law, whereas he himself (Mr. Russell) had asked the Government
as long ago as 1804 if it would not introduce a bill for the State operation of

coal mines. The Premier, he said, was "an oi)portunist. He never takes a

question such as the State Coal Mines or the Old-Age Pensions on his own
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down the Bill deliberately and after the fullest information.

We will first supply the State railways and other Govern-

ment needs and then sell to private consumers."''

One member (Willis) said he had learned from a coal mer-

chant that "There is a monopoly, and coal dealers have to sell

at the price agreed on by the mine owners." If any reduc-

tions were made in freight or wharfage the price of coal was

lifted enough to absorb the difference. "The Harbor Board

of Wanganui, having ii,ooo ($5,000) profit, reduced the

rates of wharfage on coal from 2 shillings 6 pence to i shilling,

thinking the poor of the town and the manufacturers using

steam engines, would get the benefit of the reduction, but they

did not, for within a few days afterwards the price of coal

was raised by the mine owners equal to the amount of the

reduction in wharfage, and the whole of the £1,000 is now
going into the pockets of the coal mine owners, while not a

penny is going to the people of Wanganui."

The only speech in opposition was made by a coal mine

owner, Mr. Allen, who frankly stated that he w^as largely inter-

ested in coal mining. He objected to the bill for the reasons

:

I—That it would "give the Government more patronage."

2—That there were "no big profits in coal ;" and 3—That the

"State can't work as cheap as a private concern because of

direct personal interest." He did not seem to be sure of this,

however, for he said a little later: "The ultimate result will

Initiative. He waits till other men have educated the public mind ; then he
takes possession of the idea, carries it into efiEect, and takes all the credit."

Mr. Russell thought the Premier altogether too slow, he said : "If the
advanced section of the Liberal I'arty had been represented in the Govern-
ment benches, the State Coal Mine proposal instead of being brought down
in 1001 would have been brought down 5 or C years ago, and Old-Age Pen-
sions instead of being introduced in ISOS would have been brought in at any
rate in 18n."> wlien the public mind was educated for it."

In reply the I'remier showed from the Parliamentary records that in

1S91 he had secured the passage of a clause (§ GO of the <."oal Mines Act,

1891) giving the Government the right to resume coal lands, on compensation
to the owner or lessee, and to operate the mines subject to the sanction of

Parliament by resolution. In the debate on that Bill Sir Geo. Grey had said

that the Government should be authorized to work any of the mines, and
work them on cooperative principles with the workers. That was four years
before the Honorable member (Itussell) came into the House. And earlier

still Sir Geo. Grey's Bill sketching the functions of the State, included a
measure for working a State coal mine, and the speaker (Seddon) had advo-
cated it in 1870 and 1881 in the debate on that Bill.

Those who imagine that public affairs in New Zealand are in the control

of Radicals anxious to shoot ahead of public sentiment, will find much fimd
for thought in this discussion. The Libernl Government really represents the
great middle class and not the extremists.

* Substance of the Premier's opening on the State Coal Mines Bill. N. Z.

Pari. Debates, lOiU, vol. 110. pp. (;s(t-(;s4.
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be that if the State can compete and sell at a cheaper rate than

can be done by private owners, the private owners will have to

give in."

Mr. Millar stated that the Westport Coal Company's divi-

dends were 7 per cent in 1898, 7^ per cent in 1899, and 8

per cent in 1900, and that it had been in the habit of opening

up new mines and creating valuable properties out of working

expenses. The Colony had vast coal beds, yet there was prac-

tically a coal farnine in Christchurch and ^^'ellington in the

winter of 1900.

Mr. Ell, of Christchurch, said : "The bill contains an answer

to a demand that has been made by the public of New Zea-

land for a good many years." . . . "The Government has no

right to sell the minerals in the earth anyway ; if a man buys

land he has only a right to the surface."

In his closing the Premier said he was "willing to place the

State mine workers under the Arbitration Act with some limi-

tations. Care must be taken not to place the power of tax-

ing the Government in the hands of persons not responsible

to Parliament." In pursuance of this idea a provision was

framed binding the State miners by the awards of the Arbi-

tration Court in any case in which the Court so declares.

This gives the State miners the benefit of any awards secured

in cases brought by other mine workers, but does not authorize

the State workers to take the initiative in an appeal to the

Arbitration Court for an increase of wages, etc.

When the coal ring misbehaves in America and the price of

coal goes skyward, a good President may do something as a

weighty individual to aid a settlement, but the Government as

such lies quietly by, or sends some soldiers to help the ring-

work its mines without the aid of miners who are so disagree-

able as to insist on good pay and fair weighing. But when

the coal ring in New Zealand misbehaves the Government goes

into the business itself, owning and operating coal mines, and

transporting and selling coal at reasonable rates.

There is an opinion by a IMassachusetts court (Opinions of

Justices, 155 Mass., 601) to the effect that the legislature

could not authorize the opening of public fuel yards, the sale

of coal and wood not being a public purpose in the opinion of

the majority of the court. The ground of decision was that

buying and selling coal did not differ from buying and selling
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other commodities in general, and the judges thought it

would be bad policy to open the door for the Government to

go into mercantile business. In a strong dissenting opinion

Judge Oliver Wendell Holmes, afterward Chief Justice of

Massachusetts, and now a member of the United States

Supreme Court, used these words

:

"I am of opinion that when money is taken to enable a

public body to otfer to the public without discrimination an

article of general necessity, the purpose is no less public when
that article is wood or coal than when it is water or gas or

electricity or education, to say nothing of cases like the support

of paupers, or the taking of land for railroads or public

markets."

New Zealand agrees with Justice Holmes, that the supplying

of coal to the people at reasonable cost is a public purpose

clearly within the sphere of Governmental activity. In fact

New Zealand regards the Government simply as the People's

General Agent to do any business for the people that the people

want it to. And the tendency to State enterprise in any matter

in the nature of a monopoly is one of the most marked char-

acteristics of recent years.

It is the settled law of this country as well as of New
Zealand that private monopoly is contrary to public policy, but

"our Government aids and abets monopoly, thereby violating

the fundamental principles of our jurisprudence expressed in

statute and common law and constitutions and underlying them

all," while the Government of New Zealand combats monopoly

in the only thoroly effective way yet discovered, viz., by going

into the business itself.
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Chapter 72.

PROGRESS AND PROSPERITY.

For a dozen years the Common People have controlled New
Zealand. In four full Parliaments the Liberals have held the

House and the Executive Power, and tho the Senate has

delayed many measures it has almost always yielded to the

l^ersistent pressure of the Elective Chamber or the voice of the

people at the general elections, and since 1899 the Progressives

have had a majority in the Council also.

Not only have the Liberal-Labor representatives of the

common people ruled the Colony for twelve years, and been

reelected for three years more (Nov., 1902), but the power of

Conservatism has fallen step by step and jolt by jolt as the

Progressive institutions one after another have proved their

utility and success, till the Colony has become so overwhelm-

ingly Liberal that Conservatism has ceased to be a material

factor and the real struggle is between the different degrees

of Liberalism. The people who want to conserve^—to keep

1 In speaking of the Conservatives it must not be forgotten that many
called by that name have manifested much progressive spirit In some direc-

tions. John Hall, for example, a prominent Conservative, was a leader in

the woman suffrage movement as we have seen, and Wm. Russell, leader of

the Conservatives in the House, supported compulsory arbitration.

Again the distinction between Ijiberalism and Radicalism must not be lost

sight of. The ordinary Conservative mind is apt to confuse them and class

all Progressives as Radicals. But the true Liberal is a man who combines
high principle and love of progress with practical common sense. He advances
by solving a succession of practical problems in civic and social justice—the

Liberal statesman deals with existing evils and inconveniences in the spirit

of the inventor, business manager, and humanitarian philosopher rolled into

one. He looks far ahead but keeps his feet on the ground. He goes forward
a step at a time with careful adjustments at every move to meet all prac-

tical difficulties, testing, molding, modifying as experience suggests.

The true Radical on the other hand is a man who sees one or two prin-

ciples or grasps one or two thoughts with great intensity, but does not give

due weight to other principles and facts, and misses therefore the true pro-

portions and practical limitations of life and progress. He dwells on his one

idea till he cannot do justice to anything else. He is impatient of limita-

tion and wants to turn the steam on full blast at once, oblivious of the

Itreaking of couplings and the danger of collision. He helps to educate others,

but is not a trustworthy General iSIanager, I'rime Minister, or President. A
Radical or two located on each of the claims that need attention, make it
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things as they are—no longer count ; movement has come to

be second nature and progress has become a national habit;

the only question is in what direction the advance shall be and

at how fast a pace.

Prosperity in most abundant measure has accompanied the

development of Liberal institutions—a prosperity which in

proportion to population is without a parallel. Every traveler

in New Zealand sees it ; official investigators from America,

Europe, and the Australian States, attest it; Government

reports and trade publications prove it ; the literature of the

Colony is full of it, and the Parliamentary debates and the

newspapers are saturated with it. Down to the end of this

year, December, 1902, the time for closing this account. New
Zealand's wonderful prosperity has continued with every pros-

pect of its abiding in the future. Australia has suffered from

droughts and thousands have gone from there to New Zealand

and to Africa, but New Zealand has no droughts and her

prosperity is undimmed.

To say that prosperity has acco)iipaiiicd the development of

Liberal institutions is to state but half the truth, for the

Liberal institutions have been a part cause of the Colony's

exceptional business success. The Liberal policy warded off

llic panic of 1893 and saved the banks in 1894-5. Industrial

peace under arbitration, State loans at low interest, and the

exemption of improvements from taxation, have greatly stimu-

lated industrv. The division and closer settlement of the land

sure that tho Liberal who looks all arouud him will not lose sight of any
mine that ought to be worked.

The Radicals or Extremists have never ruled New Zealand ; they want
universal pensions—New Zealand established pensions for deserving need

:

they want all taxes abolished but that on land-values, and no one exempt
from that—the Liberals believe in the income and inheritance taxes and tlie

exemption of small men; the Radicals want free transportation—the Liberals
think transpoi-talion at cost is as far as it is safe to go now; some of the
Radicals want the nationalization of all the means of production and dis-

tribution- the Liberals are satisfied to nationalize gradually the great
monopolies, establish mandatoi'y arbitration, and encourage cooperative
industry to abolish the evils of competitive struggle in the great tield that

must be left to voluntary effort and organization.

The Radicals of a country can never rule it for any length of time under
democratic institutions iind continue to be Radicals : for the practical diffi-

culties of governing and transforming society will change them into Lit>erals.

or even Conservatives sometimes, or else, if they persist in trying to go too

fast for the time and place, the disgusted peoi)le will turn them out. The
value of Radicalism, however, if it is not violent, is very great in an educa-

tional way. It almost always contains at least a part truth for the future.

The truth in the Radicalism of one ago becomes the I^iberallsm of the next

and the Conservatisni of the century following, and what seems Radical In

one country may be only Liberalism in another and outgrown Conservatism
In a third.
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have increased its productivity. National railways and tele-

graphs have reduced the transportation charges to a minimum,

and short hours, good pay, and excellent treatment of the

workers, have added to the efficiency of labor. Care of the

human machinery of production is more important even from

a material point of view than care of the machinery of steel

and brass, vital as the latter is.

This year, 1902, the surplus in the Treasury was $1,350,000,

besides $2,500,000 spent out of revenue on railways and other

public works. About 16 million dollars out of the revenues

have gone into public works in the last ten years. For a nation

of 650,000 to 800,000 people (exclusive of Maoris), at the

beginning and end of the ten-year period, this is an excellent

record—equivalent to a billion and a half out of revenue in

the United States for the construction of works to be owned

and operated by the people.

New Zealand's progress would have been worth while even

if it had made her poor for a time. Individual reformers do

not generally find any dividends in it. We are glad New Zea-

land has broken this rule. Gilt-edged progress is certainly

attractive. New Zealand's Progress and Prosperity is far

better than the Progress and Poverty Brother George found

in other countries. If the progress is of the right sort and

well balanced it is likely to improve the resources of the com-

mon people and of the community. Institutions that benefit

society ought to pay. Moral, intellectual, and material

advancement, individual and social, belong together, and there

is a screw loose in any country where bad men can achieve

riches by activities antagonistic to the public good, while good

men often find it hard to get a competency.

THE SESSION 01" 1902.

Premier Seddon has been away this year in Africa and

England, to see what was the matter with the Boers that they

should keep on fighting the English so long, and to represent

New Zealand at King Edward's Coronation. An old Maori

says the Premier put an end to the Boer conflict
—

"250,000

soldiers had been fighting in that war for two years," he sa3'S,

"and had not settled it, but now that 'Dick' Seddon has gone

there the trouble has been settled at once.''

The following paragraphs from the proceedings of this

present session may be of interest:
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"Parliament was prorogued on the 8th November, 1901, to the Qth

January, 1902; thence prorogued to the 13th March; thence to the 15th

May; thence to the 12th June; and further prorogued to the ist July,

when it met for the dispatch of business.

"The Council met at half-past two o'clock p. m. Shortly afterwards

His Excellency the Governor entered the Chamber and took the chair.

A message was forwarded to the House of Representatives, desiring

the attendance of members in the Council Chamber. The members of

the House of Representatives, with their Speaker, accordingly attended.

Extracts from the Governor's Speech.

"Honorable Gentlemen op the Legislative Council, and Gentlemen
"of the House oe Representatives :

—

"An Imperial Conference of the Colonial Premiers and representa-

tives of the British Cabinet has been summoned to meet in London,

and, as you are aware, the Premier of New Zealand is representing

this Colon}-. Lnportant subjects will be discussed there, and Parlia-

ment may be asked to pass such legislation as will be necessary to

give effect to the decisions of the Conference in so far as they affect

New Zealand.

"His Majesty having honored New Zealand by inviting the Premier

to attend the Coronation ceremonies as his guest, Mr. Seddon pro-

ceeded to London b}' waj' of South Africa. ... He reached London
on the 14th of June. . . .

"Trade with South Africa has developed during the year, and I am
happy to say that a considerable portion of it has come to New Zea-

land. . .

"I am pleased to inform you that the Australian Commonwealth
has agreed to admit New Zealand letters at the penny rate, and our

penny postage system has thus within the British Empire become

universal. . . .

"The legislation passed during the last session of Parliament creating

a system of Maori Councils has been favourably received, and promises

to be successful. The Native Minister has visited the various parts

of the Colony and met large numbers of Maoris, placing before them

fully the nature'and details of the system. It is with pleasure I inform

you that the relationship existing between the Europeans and Maoris

is of the happiest description, and that the new legislation gives good

hope of higher and more intelligent life for the Maori people. . . .

"Since the last session of Parliament I have visited various parts

of the Colony, and am happy to inform you that upon all sides I found

evidence of progress and prosperity of the people. . . .

"Notwithstanding many heavy and unusual items of non-recurring

expenditures, and the large concessions made to the public in railway

charges, Customs duties, and postage rates, the result of the year's

operation has been satisfactory. The revenue has kept up. and a sub-

stantial balance stood to the credit of the Colony at the end of the

financial year. . . .
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"Measures will be submitted dealing with the electoral laws, so as

to bring them more in touch with the existing circumstances of the

Colony; they will include the Referendum Bill, which was passed last

session by one branch of the Legislature.

"A Bill providing for Siafe fire-insurance will also be intro-

duced. . . .

"You will also be asked to consider a measure making provision for

aged and retired officers of the Railzi.'ay Service.

"The labor legislation is zuorking ivith reasonable smoothness, con-

sidering the complex interests involved, but soine amendments of a

detail nature may be necessary.

"In the opinion of my Advisers the question of preventing com-

binations by which the prices of food-supplies are improperly raised

to consumers is of importance, and should be considered.

"You will be asked to make provision for the important work of

prosecuting the trunk lines of railway, as well as of carrying on other

lines now in course of construction. . . .

"The timber industry is active, but, to insure its permanency, further

provision should be made for tree-planting and forest-conservation.

"Further provision is equally necessary for the roading of the lands

to open up back blocks and assist settlement. Several estates have

been acquired under the Land for Settlement Acts, and are being

satisfactorily disposed of, and it is the anxious desire of my Advisers

to do all in their power to make the settlements a success.

"Pi-oposals on these subjects will be submitted to you, and in addi-

tion you will be asked to deal with measures relating to mining mat-

ters, the public health, the protection of young persons, company-law,

and other subjects affecting the social and industrial welfare of the

community.

"Commending the proposals of my Ministers to your earnest atten-

tion, I pray that, with the blessing of Almighty God, the results of

your labors may be for the good of the Empire, and of lasting benefit

to the people of New Zealand."

The next day the Minister of Railways gave the House the

annual railway statement from which we have already quoted

;

money was voted for public expenditures (the Imprest Supply

Bill) and a chosen member of the House made the "Address

in Reply" to the Governor's speech or "Speech from the

Throne," as it is called. In discussing the addresses in reply

in the House and Senate, members may give loose rein to their

thought. They express themselves in the freest manner, and the

criticisms, desires, and approvals of the people are mirrored

in these debates—finance, railways, prosperity, land settlement,

second ballot, prosperity, "daily-increasing prosperity,"

employers' liabilit}^, prosperity, King Edward, Premier Sed-

don, trade with South Africa, prosperity, State saw-mills, the
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Maoris, State fire insurance, prosperity, prosperity, prosper-

ity—a two-days' wilderness of talk—but however different

the members' views on other subjects, they were all agreed on
the wonderful prosperity of the Colony. It is an excellent

thing- to let the members blow off steam in this wholesale

fashion the first two or three days. After a man has had a

chance to give his colleagues and the country the benefit of

his accumulated wisdom in respect to the condition of things

in general and what the Government ought to do in particular,

he is more likely to l)c a reasonable and useful legislator for

the rest of the session.

]n the absence of the Premier, who is also Minister of

Labor and Colonial Treasurer, the Hon. J. G. Ward, Post-

master-General and Minister of Railways, has been Acting-

Premier and Acting-Treasurer, and in the annual Financial

Statement of the Government (Jnly 8, 1902) he says:

"The revenue proper of last year exceeded six millions ($.30,000,000)

—the highest in the history of the Colony. The actual figures are

^6,053,070, or £234,451 in excess of the estimate, and £200,364 in excess

of the revenue received during the year ended March, 1901. This has

been obtained not only without extra taxation, but in spite of large

concessions made in custom duties, in railway rates and fares, and in

the adoption of penny postage of letters. Such expansion is, I tliiiik,

satisfactory evidence that our people are prosperous and our trade is

flourishing.

"As regards the income-tax, I do not apprehend that the steady

increase which has continued since its inception will be checked. I

place this increase, however, at the moderate sum of £6,000, raising

the estimated receipts to £185,000, which with the £300,000 of land-tax,

makes a gross total of £485,000—a sum greater than has ever been

received from direct taxation.

"The buoyancy of the revenue under this heading proves conclu-

sively the prosperous condition of our farmers and the productiveness

of our soil, and, further, the soundness of business generally, as

evidenced by the increasing profits of our merchants and others who
contribute to the incomc-ta.x.

"Honorable members will recollect that my colleague intimated, some

time ago, the intention of the Government to reduce the mortgage-tux

as soon as practicable. It will generally be conceded that any relief

in this direction must tend to bring about an easing of the local interest-

market—a result in which the Government, as well as private borrow-

ers, are much interested. There is no good reason why in the course

of time the ruling rate for the issue of Government loans in tlic

Colony should exceed 3I/2 or even 3 per cent, and every relief given

to lenders will tend to bring this about. As a step in this direction I

am glad to be able to say that it is our intention to concede a reduc-
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tion of 25 per cent ofif the mortgage-tax, equal to £25,000. I trust that

honorable members will recognize that this abatement is a very sub-

stantial instalment towards the end which I have just indicated."

Then follow the announcements of the reductions in railway rates,

quoted in the chapter on Railways for Service.

"For the information of those who take an interest in the concessions

that have been made by the present Government since they have been

in power it may be convenient to state them, including the reductions

proposed in this Budget. Naming only four heads of revenue, the

concessions are as follows: Railways, £510,000; mortgage-tax,

£25,000; Customs, £738,000; Postal and Telegraph, £181,000; a total

of £1,454,000. As the whole of the land and income-tax collected in

the Colony in its highest year amounted to £492,000, some idea of the

value of the concessions that have been given to the people of this

country may be gauged from the foregoing figures. It certainly gives

a flat contradiction to those who have declared that the burdens of

the people have been added to by the present Government. . . .

"As honorable members are probably aware, the two largest States

of the Australian Commonwealth have, by inaugurating old-age pen-

sion schemes, followed New Zealand's humane action of 1898. . . .

"It is, I take it, the duty of the Government to control and direct

our public affairs in a manner that will promote, as far as possible,

the best interests of the people, and to do so consistently with a policy

which o\\^ may term 'safe.' The resources of New Zealand are almost

illimitable. ... I am confident that all will agree with me in

saying that the best interests of the country can be promoted by the

exercise of a judiciously progressive policy—such a policy as will make
provision for the constructing of roads in the interior, pushing for-

ward our railways (particularly the trunk lines), by assisting the

mining, agricultural, and other great industries so as to insure the

highest possible return to the individuals engaged in them, and thereby

adding to the financial resources of the public exchequer. If one and

all will approach the many-sided questions which are ever presenting

themselves for solution in a reasonable spirit, I feel certain that, as

the years go by, the properly-directed efforts of our people will result

in bettering the condition of themselves and promoting the general

well-being of our Colony."

During the session the Acting-Premier has advocated with

force and tact some of the new measures that Premier Seddon

and his Cabinet and fellow Liberals have at heart—extension

of the Referendum, the second ballot or majority elections

and other electoral reforms, Government fire insurance, Gov-

ernment railway relief fund, State telegraph and postal

increase of pay, reduction of the tax on mortgages, and a num-

ber of revisions and amendments of former laws. In the Sen-

ate debate on one of these—a bill to raise the penalty on

importing opium for smoking from $500 to $2,500, in order
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to put ail absolute stop to the smuggling of the drug—the

interesting ground was taken that it was not fair to stop John
Chinaman from smoking opium unless Europeans who were
injuring themselves with tobacco and intoxicants were also

stopped.-

The Opium amendment was enacted, improvements in the

old-age pension provisions, tax laws, land transfer, mining

laws, factories acts, etc., adopted, the electoral laws revised

and consolidated, and the railway, post, and telegraph bills

above mentioned passed. Most of these have already been

noted under their respective heads. State fire insurance, after

a vigorous debate, was referred to a select committee for

investigation. This and some other prospective reforms fore-

shadowed in measures introduced by the Government or the

members, will be noticed in a future chapter entitled "What
Next ?"

ADVANCE OF WAGES.

In the Railway chapter we have noted the recent advance

in railway wages effected by the Liberal Government.

- "If we can regulate this smoking of opium," said an old gentleman of

about sixty—"if we can prevent it^—why cannot we prevent other vices which
are of a more far-reaching ciiaracter than the smoking of opium? • * •

But if I ask that these other vices shall be controlled, or that if it is found
that they cannot be controlled the cause of them shall be abolished, I am
met with the rejoinder that it is an impossibility—that if the people want
these things they will have them. I say if that applies to the smoking of

tobacco and the drinking of intoxicants it also applies to opium, and that

what may be accomplished in the case of opium may be accomplished in

regard to cognate vices. There is not half so much injury, it seems to me

—

not half so much vice—in dreaming the happy hours away in an opium-
smoking divan as there is in soaking in a public house parlor or bar."

An Hon. Member.—"Have you tried opium?"
The Hon. Mr. Jones.—"I have not ; but I am willing to take other people's

experience. My experience of the quality and characteristics of opium would
lead me to suppose that it is a drug that has developed genius to a very
marvelous extent. That is something in its favor. But it seems to me that

it is quite right that we should try to put down any evil by legislation. Our
legislation is all designed for the purpose of making us better, happier, and
more prosperous. That is the object we have in view, but we have sometimes
adopted a crab-like procedure in order to attain it. The man who says that

you cannot make people happy or virtuous by .\.ct of I'arliament forgets,

that you may by certain conditions produced l>y Act of I'arliament make
people vicious or virtuous. I am not opposing this Opium Prohibition Bill at

all. I believe it is necessary that notice should lie taken of these evils, so

that they may be nipped in the bud. The pity is that we could not do the

same with the drink traflic. I declare that if we can abolish the smoking
of opium or the presence of opium in this country, as we have practically

done by the Bill passed last year, then I say we can do the same with regard

to the drink traflic. * • * Why should you go and prosecute poor '.Tolm'

in this way whilst you allow people to injure themselves with smoking?
Plenty of people have the pipe in their mouths from morning till night, and

injure themselves, and we do not say anything to them or pass laws about It.

And we also have people making beasts of themselves with drink,"
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Anotlier instance of the same policy may be found in the law

of October ist, 1902, lifting the wages of some of the postal

and telegraph employees and shortening the period for reach-

ing the maximum salary. The following table shows some

of the changes. It will be noticed that even with the raise the

wages of Government employees, such as letter-carriers for

example, are not as high as in this country. The aim has

been to secure good wages for all sorts of labor whether in

public or private employ, rather than to give specially high

pay to some Government employees^ while other classes of

workers have very insufificient remuneration. Our letter-car-

riers are well paid, but our messengers, and the clerks in the

third and fourth-class post-offices (who are private employees

of the postmasters), are very poorly paid. Such contrasts are

contrary to the New Zealand policy. The average pay per

worker is more than it is here, but the distribution is different

—the high-grade workers get less as a rule and the low-grade

workers more than in this countrv.

Pay of Post and Telegraph Employees.
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The time required to climb from the miniimim lo the maximum
salary in a given grade was cut down by the amending act from 12

years to 7 for assistant dispatch clerks, from 8 years to 5 for assistant

counter clerks, from 5 years to 3 for distributors, etc.

'I'here was some objection to the increase of $500 a year in

the salaries of the chief officials, or rather the objection was

to making permanent by legislation the increase which had in

fact been made by the Government a couple of years before.

It was also objected that the bill did not increase the pay of

the exchange clerks, but Acting-Premier W^ard said legislation

was not necessary, the Government had power to grant

ir.creases up to $100 and that was what it proijosed to do.

RAILWAY WORKEliS' RlvUKF FUND.

SPKCI.M, I'KONISION FOR OLD AGF^ ILT.-HFALTH AND TNCA1\\CITV

( )ctober 3, 1902, a new plan of retiring-allowance and ill-

health relief was adopted for the Government Railway

employees'* to take ettect January i, 1903. Any one then

employed by the Department in an}- permanent capacity can

elect within six months to come under the act, and persons first

permanently employed after the act takes effect coine under

its provisions as one of the conditions of their employment.

The fund is to be raised by contribtitions from the employees

with the interest accruing from their investment by the Public

Trustee, and the Government guarantees any deficiency in the

fund.

The contribtuions made nionthl\- are to lie at the following

rates

:

when the age of tlie employee at the
Percentage of salary ti,„e ^f the first contribution is

3 per cent not more than 30 years

4 " " . . between 30 and 35 "

5 " " " 35 " 40 "

6 " " " 40 " 45 "
.

7 " " "45 " 50 "

10 " " over 50 years

The following clauses describe the Ijenefits under the act

—

retiring-allowances and payments in case of illness or inca-

pacitv of an employee being estimated on ilu- basis of one-

sixtieth part of his pay for each year of service the employee

* Oovernnii'nl Itiiilway Stipcrannnat ion I'lind .Vet. l!)<ii;.
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has rendered ; if he has been receiving" $600 a year, for example,

and retires after forty years' service, the Government guar-

antees him $400 a year for the rest of his life.

14. Every contributor whose length of service in the Department is

not less than forty years, or whose age is not less than sixty years,

may at any time retire from the service of the Department at the

expiration of three months' notice of his intention so to do, and shall

thereupon be entitled to receive from the fund an annual allozvance for

the rest of his lif-e computed as follows

:

For every year of service he shall receive one-sixtieth part of his

annual rate of pay, but in no case shall the total yearly allowance

exceed two-thirds of such annual rate of pay:

Provided that the Board may, with the consent of the Minister,

extend the provisions of this section to any case where the con-

tributor's service is not less than thirty-five years.

15. Every contributor who with the consent or by the direction of

the Minister retires from the service of the Department on the ground

of being medically unfit for further duty shall on his retirement be

entitled to receive from the fund an allowance for the rest of his life

computed as mentioned in the last preceding section, but not exceeding

the maximum amount therein limited.

16. (i) If any contributor voluntarily retires from the service of

the Department before becoming entitled to a retiring-allowance under

this act, or if his services are dispensed with from any cause other

than misconduct, he shall be entitled to a refund of the whole amount
actually contributed by him to the fund, but without interest, together

with any compensation to which he is entitled under section seventy-

six of "The Government Railway Act, 1887."

(2) If any contributor is dismissed or his services are otherwise

dispensed with for misconduct, he shall be entitled to a refund of the

whole amount actually contributed by him to the fund, but without

interest.

(3) If any contributor dies before becoming entitled to any retiring-

allowance, there shall be paid to his legal personal representatives the

whole amount actually contributed by him to the fund, but without

interest, together with any compensation to which he is entitled under

section seventy-six of "The Government Railway Act, 1887," But
if such contributor dies leaving a wife or children surviving him, then

(in lieu of such payment to his legal personal representatives) there

shall be paid to or for the benefit of his widow, during her widow-
hood, the annual sum of eighteen pounds, with an additional sum to be

paid to or for the benefit of his children (if any) of five shillings per

week in the case of each child until the child attains the age of four-

teen years. The annual payment to or for the benefit of the widow or

the children shall be made in such a manner, to such person, and by
such instalments during the year as the Board thinks fit, but in no case

shall payments be at longer intervals than four weeks. Or the widow
may, if she so elects, be paid in a lump sum, in lieu of the foregoing
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allowance, such portion of the amount of contributions actually paid

by the contributor to the fund, and of the compensation to which the

contributor was entitled under section seventy-six of "The Govern-
ment Railway Act, 1887," as the Board having regard to the rights

of the children, if any, thinks fit

20. With respect to every retiring-aUoivance granted under this Act
the folloiving provisions shall apply: (i) The retiring-allowance shall

be paid by equal monthly instalments, the first instalment being payable

one month after the date of. the grantee's retirement.

(2) In lieu of his retiring-allowance, the grantee may, on his

retirement, or at any time before receiving his first instalment, elect

to accept a sum equal to the total amount of his contributions to the

fund, together with any compensation to which he is entitled under
section seventy-six of "The Government Railway Act, 1887.'

(3) If, not having so elected, he dies before the total amount paid

to him in respect of retiring-allowance is equal to the total amount
of his contributions to the fund, together with the amount of compen-
sation to which he is entitled under section seventy-six of "The Gov-
ernment Railway Act, 1887," the Board shall apply for the benefit of

his widow and children or legal representatives the difference between

the aforesaid amounts.

(4) In the case of a retiring-allowance being granted before the

contributor has completed forty years' service, or has attained the age

of sixty years, on the ground of his being medically unfit for further

duty, his retiring-allowance, or any one or more instalments thereof,

may be forfeited by the Board if he fails to submit himself for further

medical examination when required by the Minister, or if, being

reported medically fit to return to duty, he fails to do so when required

by the Minister.

(5) If he is convicted of any crime on indictment, or if he is con-

victed as an associate of thieves or prostitutes, his retiring-allowance

shall be administered for the benefit of his wife and children (if he

has any), as the Board may see fit, or for his own maintenance when
the Board is satisfied that he is of good behaviour.

21. Where by the direction or with the consent of the Minister a

contributor returns to duty while in receipt of a retiring allowance,

his allowance shall cease, and all his rights and liabilities under this

Act as a contributor shall revive.

22. In no case shall any retiring-allowance or other money granted

under this Act be in any way assigned, transferred, or alienated from

the grantee, or be subject to "The Bankruptcy Act, 1892."

23. Where any payment is made under "The Workers' Compensa-

tion for Accidents Act, 1900," in respect of an accident to a contribu-

tor the following provisions shall apply:

(i) Where death results from the accident the benefits that would

accrue under this Act in respect of that contributor shall absolutely

cease and determine, but his legal representatives shall be entitled to a

refund of the whole amount actually contributed by him to the fund

but without interest; and
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(2) Where total or partial disability results from the accident so

that the contributor becomes medically unfit fur further duty he shall

not be entitled to any allowance under this Act during the period to

which the payment relates, except so far as the payment is less than

such allowance.

A contributor's rights arc not affected l)y the stoppage of

his contributions during periods of ill-health, when he is off

duty and his pay is stopped.

The fund is to be administered by a Board consisting of

nine members : the ISIinister, the Solicitor-General, the Public

Trustee, the General Manager of the State Railways, and five

persons elected by ballot of the contributing employees—two

being chosen by the first divis'ion of employees, and three by

the second division. The control is, therefore, in the hands of

the representatives of the railway workers themselves.
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THE PRTXCIPLES INVOLVED.

The full significance of the measures we have reviewetl

cannot be brought out in this section. Their meaning and
consequences occupy nearl\- all the rest of the book. But we
may note before leaving this sketch in perspective that the

first Liberal Labor decade has reversed the Policy of the

Commonwealth on at least a dozen vital lines, and established

the following principles as the basis of New Zealand civic life

:

1

.

That the taxing power is to be used not merely for reve-

nue but to advance the public good, by encouraging enterprise,

breaking down monopoly, aiding the diffusion of wealth, etc.

2. That the people have a right to the increased value of

land resulting from ])ublic improvements and the development

of the country, and that every individual has a right to the

use and a share in the ownership of the earth—the land and

all its wealth belongs to the people.

3. That the gradual nationalization of the soil, through

resumption and leasing of land with limitation of area, and

rents and taxes to take the unearned increment for the public

use, is a just and practicable method of dealing with the land

problem.

4. That Government should guard the interests of labor

even more carefully than those of capital, for the hours and

conditions of labor mold manhood and citizenship, and deter-

mine the vitality of the people and their leisure for intellectual

and civic development.

5. That the law should recognize the principle of the living

wage, and secure to every worker a fair ilay's pay for a fair

day's work.

6. That the right to work is a clear corrollary from the right

to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, the latter privi-

leges being of questionable value without the former and the
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State must open the way to employment for those in need

of it.

7. That direct employment is more just and economical, and

better for the workers, than the contractor system, wherefore

the latter must be abolished from public work.

8. That cooperative methods have proved superior and shall

be established in public work and fostered in private business.

9. That the substitution of judicial decision in place of set-

tlement by conflict, shall be extended to disputes between

labor and capital, industrial peace and the administration of

justice in labor difficulties belonging with the other objects

of judicial procedure.

10. That industrial power is a public trust, and the public

interest is the dominant interest in business as in politics.

11. That the control of industry should be in a body repre-

senting all three parties in the production and distribution of

wealth—labor, capital, and the public—the principles of

democracy, partnership and majority rule applying to indus-

trial life as well as to political life, and aristocratic and arbi-

trary control being as bad in one case as the other.

12. That economic freedom and independence are essential

to full political liberty.

13. That veterans of industry shall have pensions as well

as veterans of war; any orderly person who has put years of

labor into the development and enrichment of the country

having a right to a reasonable subsistence after his days of

work are done.

14. That public utilities should be constructed, owned, and

operated by the people.

15. That public railways shall be run for service, not for

profit, and the management kept in touch with the people.

16. That the fundamental test of a railway system or any

other institution, industrial or political, is not its financial

results, but its human results—its effect on the pubHc good

—

its relation to manhood, morals, government, civilization and

progress.

17. That farmers and workingmen have a right to use the

Government in which they are partners to get loans at low

interest, and that Government-lending abolishes usury, pre-

vents oppression, and aids the diffusion of wealth.

18. That banking and credit shall not be left to private
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manipulation, speculation, and monopoly, but controlled by the

State in the interest of all ; the nationalization of credit being

as important as the nationalization of the soil.

19. That private monopoly of vital interests is contrary to

the public welfare, and the State is in duty bound to manage
banks, take railways, operate coal mines, buy up patents and

do all other acts necessary to prevent it.

20. That a nation as well as a family has a right and a

duty to keep itself sweet and clear of contamination, a right

to keep its soil and its civic partnership for those who are

fit to be free and self-governing, and who will not lower its

intellectual and spiritual level or dilute its civilization.

21. That the question of license or prohibition shall be left

to local option under the referendum, and that taxation of

land-values for local purposes shall also be left to local option

with the initiative and referendum.

22. That sex has no essential relation to the right of self-

government, wherefore women shall have the franchise on the

same terms as men.

23. That equity demands political equality and self-govern-

ment in municipal affairs as well as national.

24. That in politics and industry as in science, experiment

is the best method of arriving at truth, guiding the experiments

by the light of the principles evolved from past experience.

25. That one object of the law should be to remove all

needless barriers and artificial disabilities.

26. That accident and misfortune should not be left to fall

with crushing weight on innocent individuals, but that burdens

not resulting from the wrong conduct of those affected should

be spread over the community like taxes, in proportion to

ability to bear them.

27. That legislation should be in the interest of the whole

people, not of a special class or party.

28. That the diffusion of wealth, comfort, intelligence and

virtue, and the equalization of opportunity, are prime objects

of political and industrial institutions.

29. That the Government should be kept close to the people

through short terms for legislators, direct nominations and a

ballot that favors individual thought and judgment in voting,

good civil service rules, and the use of the referendum in one

or other of its many forms.
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30. That the Government is simply the people's agent to

manage any business, or do any act for the pubHc good.

Every one of these principles has been established as the

result of practical efforts to deal with actual problems and

existing conditions. Confronted with specific difficulties and

dang^ers, an earnest, open-minded, common-sense, true-hearted

people, have sought for remedies, and naturally found them

in laws and institutions based on principles that accord with

the public good. Moving in this wav from a concrete evil to

its logical remedy, progress has not been the carrying out of

a preconceived program, but a series of adaptations to present

need, the recognition of the principles on which the adapta-

tions rest, accompany or following, but rarely much preceding,

the original application. As Kepler's laws were not mere

theories like the generalizations of the Ptolemaic astronomy,

but were found by drawing the curves required to connect

specific instances and unite the results of practical observations,

so the principles worked out in New Zealand express the facts

of her experience and represent her history and progress.

The tremendous contrast between the Liberal years and

former times, created by the recognition and application of

these principles in the last twelve years, will be made clearer

bv the following comparisons

:

BEFORE 1890.

Taxation for revenue only.

Dead-level property-tax.

Improvements taxed.

Enterprise discouraged.

Small farmers and merchants

overburdened.

Speculation and monopoly fos-

tered.

Freehold favored.

Land monopoly growing lux-

uriantly.

Land for speculation.

The tide of population moving
from the country to the city.

AFTER 1S90.

Taxation for the public good.

Progressive land-value and income

tax.

Improvements exempt.

Enterprise encouraged.

Small farmers and .merchants

favored.

Speculation and monopoly

repressed.

State ownership favored with

leases in perpetuity and limita-

tion of area.

Resumption of large estates and

taxation to break up monopolies.

Land for use.

The movement of population

tm-ned back toward the countrv.
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(Before 1890—Continued.) (After 1S90—Continued.)

Capital the chief care of the Gov- l.ife and Labor the cliief care of

eminent. the Government.

The right to work, not recognized Right to work recognized and

by the State. guarded bj' the State.

Contractor system in public Direct employment in public

works. works.

Competitive indu.stry in full pos- Cooperative industry established.

session. fostered and extended.

Labor difficulties settled by strikes Labor difficulties settled by judi-

and lockouts. cial decision.

The pauper house for the aged .Annuities from the Treasury for

poor. the aged poor.

Railways under a bureaucracy and Railways under management in

run for profit. touch with the people and run

for service.

The heart of the banking .system Heart of the banking system

in pri\ate control. under Government control.

Credit a private monopoly. Credit a public utility operated by

the State.

Loans for the rich at reasonable Loans for small men also at low

interest, but not for the man of interest,

small means.

Coal-ring in the saddle. The Government in the coal busi-

ness.

License practically unalleviatcd. Local ojition with the referendum

on prohibition.

Life tenure for senators. Seven year terms for senators.

Male suffrage. Equal suffrage.

Multiple voting for rich men in One person one vote in municipal

municipal elections. elections.

Serious political inequality. Near approach to full political

equality.

Rapid intensification of industrial Strong movement toward indus-

inequality. trial equalization.

Government by and for mnnnpo- Government by and for the penplo.

lists.

And this transformation was wrouylu, not with swonl and

caniimi. htit with print and speech and ihoni^ht : not with hul-

lets, l)tn witli l)allots. It was a revolntion in ^\\\\w as I'ldl a

.sense as many of the great revohitions that bear that name in

history, yet it was a peacefnl development, a revohition l)y

evohition, the l)all()t rehehion of the common pet>])le against
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monopoly of land and money and government, unjust taxa-

tion and ill-treatment of labor. Even the French Revolution

itself, the greatest civic convulsion of modern times, did not

result in a more complete reversal of the permanent policy of

the Government than is involved in the change from land

monopoly to nationalization of the soil ; from taxation of

HALVS SOUND, SOUTHWEST COAST OF THE MIDDLE ISLAND.

improvements and fostering of speculative monopoly, to

exemption of improvements and progressive taxation of land-

values and incomes to adjust burden to ability and to burst

up monopolies ; from non-recognition of the right to employ-

ment to full recognition of and provision for it by the National

Government ; from the contractor to direct employment ; from
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soup-kitchens and competition to cooperative industry; from
settlement by strikes and lockouts to industrial arbitration in

a court of justice; from the poor-house to old-age pensions;

from usury to Government lending- at low interest; from

license to local prohibition; from polygamous ballots for the

rich man in municipal elections and masculine suffrage every-

where to the emancipation of women and full political equality

of men and women with one vote for each citizen in both Par-

liamentary and numicipal elections ; from government by and

for monopolists to government by and for the people.

Such are the elements, or some of the elements, of the Indus-

trio-Political Revolution of 1890, the most important event

in the history of New Zealand and one of the most important

in the history of the world. Just as the guns of Lexington

reverberated round the globe, and the influence of the Ameri-

can and French Revolutions permeated all thinking peoples,

helping to mold their political history, so the new emancipa-

tion in this far Colony, the twin sister of New England, is

radiating its force throughout the civilized world, and will

become a powerful factor in molding the political and industrial

history of the future. An invasion of armies may be repelled,

but an invasion of ideas is irresistible. The world owes nuicli

to pioneers and discoverers; most of all to those who dis-

cover or establish truer human relations.

Mr. Lloyd calls New Zealand "Newest England." It is still

more truly "Newest America," for nowhere else is found such

vigor and advance. In its own particular field it even out-

Americas America. From savage cannibalism to the highest

civilization in a lifetime, from one of the poorest countries

of the world to the richest in half a century, from racial war

to racial harmony in a generation, from industrial war \.o

industrial peace in a decade, from charity to justice, compe-

tition to cooperation, monopoly to diffusion, despotism to

democracy, government by landlords and the money-power

in their own interest, to government by farmers and working-

men in the interest of all as the outcome of a great election,

is certainly a record of change in condition and policy, which

for quantity, quality and speed of progress is without a par-

allel. The superb lessons on the modifiability of human life

and institutions afforded by the history of New Zealand, and

the splendid possibilities of a thoughtful union of the common
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people at the polls to elect men pledged to their interest, are

of incalculable importance to the world.

1853

i86s

1870

BIRTH-DAYS OF PR0GRE;SS.

Before passing to a study of the causes and combined results

of New Zealand's novel institutions, the reader will find it

helpful to fasten in his memory the following selective retro-

spective :

1840 Annexation of New Zealand to the British Empire.
Constitution Proclaimed.
Postal Savings Batiks.

Vogel's Public Works Policy—national railroads, telegraphs,

etc., the first important move in the material develop-
ment of the country.

Government Insurance^ Public Trust Office, Australian Ballot.

\ Provinces Abolished.

1 Grey's Appeal to the People on a democratic and progressive

1 platform.

Manhood Suffrage, residence made sufficient for the ballot with-
out property.

Ballance^s Village Settlements, placing idle labor on idle land,

with Government loans to help the settlers build and plant.

Competitive examinations for civil service.

One-Man-One-Vote in electing Representatives.

The Great Strike and Its Failure.

A New Political Force—Organized Labor at the Ballot Box, hand-
in-hand with the Farmers and the Common People in every
walk of life, working together through direct nominations
and non-partisan voting to elect a People's Government,
and winning the

Liberal-Labor Victory, of December, 1890, which placed the
Government in the hands of the People's Representatives
and led to the establishment of

—

Progrcssiz'C taxation of laud-values and incomes i8gi-2

Labor Dcf^artuicnt and Public Employment Office 1891-3

Direct employment and cooperative policy 1891-4

States leases and nationalisation of the soil 1892-4

ll^oman suffrage and local referendum on prohibition ... .1893

Resumption and division of large estates 1894

Judicial decision of industrial disputes 1894

Gov't loans at lozv interest to farmers and workingmen . . .1894

Further nationali::ation of credit by State control of
Nezv Zealand Bank ". .' 1S94-5

Truer public ownership of railways, and absorption of

the principal private system 1894-5

Initiative and referendum on local land-value tax 1896

Political equality in election of inniiicipal officers 1898

Annuities from the Public Treasury for the aged-poor. .. .1898

State operation of coal mines i^por

And other transformations due to Government by the People

in place of Government by monopolists.

1876

1879

/SS6

1889

1890

and

some

of its

conse-

quences

to

1902

I
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THE PEOPLE'S TRUST.

The largest industrial trust in America, the giant steel com-

bine, including all the water in its composition, owns less than

a sixtieth of the wealth of the United States. The largest

industrial trust in New Zealand owns about one-sixth of the

total wealth of the country. The American trust is owned
by a few men and managed for their private profit. The New
Zealand trust is owned by the people and managed for their

benefit. One is a private monopoly ; the other is The People's

Trust—the great combine we call the State, managed by the

board of directors we call the Government, elected by the

stockholders of the corporation, the whole body of men and

\\-omen in the Commonwealth.

The State is not always a people's trust. It is sometimes

a private monopoly, owned and controlled by a class or even

by an individual. In such cases whatever is in the hands of

the Government, whether it be court, army, post-oflfice, railway,

l)ank. or any other service or property, is practically or poten-

tially a private monopoly also.

For years before the transformation of 1890, the Govern-

ment of New Zealand, under the multitudinous suffrage and

preponderating influence of the rich, was for the most part

the representative of a class-combine, a landlord-trust, and

tho some of the executive departments were fairly well man-

aged in the public interest, they were sections of a benevolent

paternalism, not coordinate parts of a universal cooperation

or fraternalism. The railways, telegraphs, tax laws, machinery

of legislation, 'etc., were not really public property. ^\ hatever

words and phrases may be used there can be no public ow ner-

ship in fact unless the people own and operate the Govern-

ment. The Government is the finidamental monopoly that

controls all the rest, and (here can 1)e no real ami reliable public
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ownership of anything unless there is public ownership of the

Government.

As a result of the election of 1890 and subsequent years the

people of New Zealand now own the Government. The vari-

ous classes of society are more fully represented in Parlia-

ment, and the State has become the People's Trust, performing

numberless services for the common benefit of the whole

community without unjust discrimination against any indi-

vidual or class.

Some of the things this People's Trust, Civic Fraternity,

Cooperative Industrio-Political Combine, or Democratic State

does for the people are as follows

:

(i) It provides for safety, order, and defense.

(2) It conserves and promotes the public health.

(3) It owns and operates civil and criminal courts to estabhsh jus-

tice through compulsory arbitration of disputes arising from contract,

tort, or criminal conduct.

(4) It establishes Appeal Boards and Arbitration Courts to settle

labor difficulties or contests between employers and employed on the

same principles of judicial arbitration that are applied to the settlement

of other disputes. By this means strikes have been abolished, labor

organizations protected and encouraged, cut-throat competition ban-

ished, em.ployees of private concerns assured fair treatment; and public

school teachers, post and telegraph and railway men and other Gov-

ernment employees secured against unjust dismissal or discharge and

supplied with easy and peaceful means of redress for any grievance.

(5) It provides by special act that all these courts, civil, criminal,

and arbitration, shall decide upon the merits and not upon the techni-

calities of the cases brought before them.

(6) It owns and operates an all-pervasive system of public schools

for the free and universal education of the young.

(7) For children without proper means of subsistence or whose

parents are in indigent circumstances, good homes and practical train-

ing are provided in the industrial schools, ^ or the Minister of Educa-

tion may find them homes in proper families and pa^'^ for their sub-

sistence, or accord the service of the child to the family in return for

maintenance; or the child may be apprenticed with fit persons to any

trade or calling.

(8) In its care for children and young people, the State provides

that First Ofifenders. instead of being imprisoned and fastened to the

^ The earnings of the child in the Minister's care beyond the cost of his

maintenance are deposited to the credit of the child and paid to him in later

years or passed to the State funds as the Minister may direct. (Industrial

Schools and Adoption of Children Acts, 1881-1882-1885-1895.)
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criminal class, may be released on probation under conditions intended

to help them regain their standing in the community and avoid the

failure of self-respect and degrading associations that so often follow

imprisonment of the young.

(9) To guard elections and facilitate the choice of directors for tlie

People's Trust, the law provides for

:

Direct nominations by petition of the people without the interven-

tion of caucus or convention.

Questioning of candidates by their constituencies.

Australian voting booths and the unpartisan ballot or alphabetic list

of candidates without indication of their party affihations.

Fine and forfeiture of office for any corrupt practise, even the treat-

ing or free conveyance of voters.

Voting by mail for citizens away from home.

And a half holiday on election day to prevent industrial pressure

from keeping the voters away from the polls.

A BIRD'S EYE VIEW OF NELSON.

(10) To bring the Government still closer to the people:

The terms of Senators have been shortened.

The time of Parliament cut down.

The suffrage accorded to women as well as to men.

A practical referendum on national affairs provided, not only through

direct nominations, popular questioning of candidates and inde-

pendent voting at the regular triennial elections, but through

special appeals to the people at any intermediate times that Parlia-

ment is dissolved because of disagreement between the Ministry

and the House of Representatives, the question on which they

differ being carried then directly to the people at the polls.

And constant use of the referendum in municipal affairs.

(11) Laws are made for the people; not for any special interest

or class.

(12) The administration is efficient and free from the taint of spoils.

Appointments to the civil service are based on merit ascertained by
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competitive examination. Promotion depends on length and efficiency

of service. The emploi'ees are secured against unjust dismissal or

oppressive treatment by their right of appeal to an impartial tribunal.

(13) In place of the old property-tax, progressive land and income

taxes are established, with improvements, small estates, and hard-pressed

citizens exempted, and the burdens placed on wealthy owners and

monopolists. Our capitalist trusts have adopted the policy of taxation

in proportion to inability to resist it. The People's Trust adopts the

policy of taxation in proportion to ability to pay. The capitalist trusts

use for their private profit the power of making monopoly charges,

which amounts to the power of taxation without representation and

for private purposes. The Public Trust uses its power of taxation with

representation not for private profit nor even for public revenue alone,

but for the public good—to secure the best possible industrial, political,

and social eflfects that ca'n be attained by the wise and skillful use

of this vital Governmental power. It uses the taxing power to dis-

courage and destroy monopoly and speculation, encourage industry

and enterprise, and aid the diffusion of wealth—not merely to fill the

treasury, but to do it justly, and in a way to advance the public welfare

through its influence on the creation and distribution of wealth, and

on all the activities and relations of men. This purpose requires for its

fulfilment that the taxing power should not be applied to dollars

unintelligently, for revenue only, regardless of individual and social

consequences, but should be intelligently applied to men with due regard

to their financial status, the sources of their wealth, and their relat'ons

to the prosperity and progress in the communit}'.

(14) The People's Trust has established roads and highways

throughout the Commonwealth, and opened them to the use of every-

one free of charge, instead of collecting heavy tolls, as a private trust

would do.

(15) The People's Trust has built a net of railways, purchased pri-

vate lines, and operates now a national system of railroads, including

practically all the lines in the State. It does not manage the roads for

profit, as a private trust would do. but aims to give the public the

greatest possible service at reasonable cost. The Government also

owns and operates extensive car shops and locomotive works at

Wellington.

(16) It owns and operates the post-office and carries letters, news-

papers, books, and parcels for the people at reasonable rates.

(17) It owns and operates the telegraph and telephones as part of

the public system for the transmission of intelligence, upon the cheap-

ness, efficiency, and impartiality of which, business, social intercourse,

and education so largely depend.

(18) It establishes and conducts savings banks to encourage thrift,

aid the common people to accumulate wealth, keep it in absolute safety,

and invest it at fair interest.

(ig) It owns and operates in the public interest the centra! bank of

issue in the Colon)—the heart of the banking system.
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(20) It maintains a Public Loan Office, and controls the machinery
of credit and the rates of interest by lending money to fanners, mer-
chants, manufacturers, and working people on easy terms and at low
interest. The postal banks, public trust office, Government insurance

office, and land department also make loans at low rates and on good
terms.

(21) It prohibits panics, alleviates depression, and has declared that

it would allow no decent bank in the Colony to fail.

(22) It has established a Government insurance office for life, endow-
ment, annuity, and accident insurance, with the guarantee of the

A CLOSER VIEW OF MOUNT COOK.
" T/ie Glory ofXew /'Zealand,'" a snowy summil 12.^^0 feel high, in the Soulhern Alfis.

Middle Island. (See pp. iiy, fijj, 5//, 5/(5.

)

Government behind it; and the office does a far larger business than

any private company in the Commonwealth.

(23) It conducts a public trust office for the management of estates,

investment of money under the guarantee of the State, the making of

deeds, mortgages, wills, and other instruments for the people correctly

and at low charges.

(24) It has bought a valuable patent, to be held by the Government

and thrown open to the public at reasonable rates.

00
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(25) It owns large docks, where men-of-war ami merchant vessels

may be repaired.

(26) It owns and operates State steamers.

(27) It owns and operates hotels and sanitarinms, and has estab-

lished baths for the use and enjoyment of the thermal springs and

medicinal pools.

(28) It has set apart the geyser district and volcano farm in the

middle of the North Island as a national park and pleasure and health

resort.

(29) It acts as tourist agent, conducting travelers over tiie moun-

tains and through the forests to see the snowy ranges, lofty summits,

magnificent glaciers, tumultuous rivers and water falls, vigorous geysers

and sulphur springs, and other splendors of New Zealand scenery.

(30) It has set aside large forest reservations and established

Government ownership and operation of them to protect the head

waters of rivers, conserve climatic conditions and scenic effects, and

provide a timber supply for future j'ears.

(31) It has established experimental and model farms, one for each

hundred thousand of the population, and depots for dressing and pack-

ing poultry at all the chief centers ; also a State farm, where the un-

employed may find remunerative work, and where inefficient laborers

may be transformed into trained and effective workers. In connection

with its farm work, it has spent considerable sums in the purchase and

importation of stud horses and cattle of excellent quality.

(32) It has provided village and farm settlements, where the poor

may make homes for themselves and have cooperative employment if

they wish.

(33) It has established a land system based on the principle that the

land of right .shall belong to the people. It recognizes the fact that the

interest of the State in land is not merely in the funds to be derived

from its sale, but in the increasing value due to the development of the

country and the moral, industrial, political, and other effects of the

system of land tenure or occupancy. This principle leads it to dis-

courage the freehold and the monopolies resulting from it, and adopt

decided measures for turning the land movement from speculation to

use, and from the building of private monopoly to the gradual develop-

ment of public ownership. It limits the area one man -may hold, pro-

vides for compulsory purchase and division of large estates, opposes

land monopoly by progressive taxation and the advantages of the per-

petual lease as well as by the power of eminent domain, gives the

preference to the landless in the public leasing of the land, aims to take

the unearned increment in rents and graded taxes, and moves with

avowed purpose toward the nationalization of the soil.

(34) It has simplified the methods of dealing with interests in land

by providing for the registration of titles, so that the owner.ship of any

piece of land and all interests in or charges upon it appear together in
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one place in the registry; and the Government certificate of proprietor-

ship gives an absolute title, with the guarantee of the State behind it.

(35) It does nearly the whole conveyancing of the country in its

land transfer office and its public trust office.

(36) It has Government lime kilns, and retails lime at $3 a ton.

(2,7) It has established Government ownership and operation of coal

mines to check the extortions of the coal ring, and provide the people

with fuel at reasonable cost.

(i^) It accords to municipalities the right to establish and maintain

water works, gas and electric-lighting plants, street railways and other

public utilities, subject to the referendum.

(39) It requires municipalities to maintain public slaughter houses

under inspection of the .\gricu!tural Department.

(40) It provides for local option on the question of license or pro-

hibition.

(41) It accords municipalities the right of local option in the estab-

lishment of the land-value ta.x in place of the property-tax.

(42) It sends out lecturers and literature to teach the farmers the

benefits of cooperative dairying, furnishes inspectors and veterinaries,

and acts as general adviser and cooperative educator in respect to agri-

cultural, horticultural, and dairying interests.

(43) It loans money to dairy associations, to enable them to get

land, buildings, and machinery.

(44) It provides cold storage free for butter and poultry, fruits,

vegetables and other produce intended for export.

(45) It acts as Commission Merchant for the farmers, receives farm
products, meats and provisions, eggs, butter and cheese, and even live

poultry, at its railway stations, carries them to its warehouses at the

ports of export, kills, dresses, grades and packs, keeps in cold storage,

ships to its agents in London, sells, collects and remits the funds to the

farmers, less the cost of the transaction.

(46) It aids the farmers also

by arranging railway work so as to release in harvest time the

extra labor needed in the fields

;

by free transportation and low freight rates on fertilizers, agri-

cultural implements, etc.

;

by special rates in case of special need, as when the lieavy snows
destroyed so many flocks of sheep, and the Government rail-

ways helped to save the farmers by carrying stock to replenish

the runs at very low cost;

and by remitting the rents of settlers on State lands in cases of

misfortune or hardship,

as well as by its loans to settlers. Government insurance and

trust offices, postal savings banks, telegraphs and telephones,

employment bureaus, cooperative dairying, cold storage and

shii)ping departments, roads and general railway service, elec-

ti(jn laws and tax provisions. pui)lic schools, and arbitration

courts abolishing strikes and improving the conditions of labor,
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so that the \vr)rkers are better able to buy the farmers'

products.

(47) The People's Trust manifests an earnest care for labor; it

knows that men are more important than money ; that labor has a

deeper interest than capital, being, in fact, the cause and purpose of

capital, at once the creator and the beneficiarj^, and also an all-impor-

tant factor in determining the qualit}' of democratic institutions and

civilizations, which are largely dependent on the type of manhood
and character developed by industrial conditions and the leisure and

vitality left to the worker for intellectual and civic development.

Therefore, it regards the hours and conditions of labor as matters of

the highest moment, to be carefully guarded by the State. It aims to

exterminate unwholesome conditions, overwork and wage cutting,

sweating and slums, and establish healthy conditions, fair pay, short

hours, certain employment, and land and homes within reach of the

whole body of the working people.

(48) It recogxiizes the right to work, believing that the duty of the

State to protect the citizen in his right to life, libert}'. etc., requires it

to safeguard the right to employment, which is essential to the reason-

able enjoyment of all other rights. To guard the rights of labor and

afford relief to the unemployed, it has established a Labor Department,

with a Labor Minister ranking as a member of the National Cabinet,

and Public Emplo3-ment offices, working in harmony v/ith the public

works and land departments to provide employment for all who need it.

It uses the railways to distribute labor at cost to the points where it is

needed, and gives low fares to Vv'orkingmen to and from their work

each day.

(49) It has decreed an 8-hour day and a half-holiday for workers in

factories and stores, seats for the sales girls, good ventilation, safety

elevators, and guarded machinery ; no night work for women and

young people, no employment of boys and girls without pay, no pay-

ment of wages in truck, and many other regulations calculated to secure

the health and good treatment, advance the interests, and elevate the

conditions of the working people.

(50) It has practically abolished sweat-shop work by thoro inspec-

tion, provision for the labeling of goods, prohibition of supplementary

night work taken by factor}^ hands to do after hours at home, etc., and

fines for the violation of the law.

(51) It has adopted the policy of abolishing the contractor system

in the construction and maintenance of public works, and the substitu-

tion of direct employment by the State under cooperative conditions,

whereby the wages of the men have been greatly increased, their

industry and character developed, the quality of the work improved, the

cost of construction diminished, and the profits on the work diffused

among the men, instead of going to build the fortunes of a few con-

tractors, as under the former system.

(52) It has abolished the old discriminations of the law against

trade-unions, and encourages and protects the organization of labor.
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making it a condition of the right to appeal to the Arbitration Court

for the settlement of labor difficulties.

(53) It encourages industrial and provident societies, building

societies, agricultural and pastoral societies, and other associations for

mutual education, insurance, and social intercourse, and the develop-

ment of science and industry.

(54) It purchases estates in or near the cities and towns, and divides

them up for workingmen's homes, and makes advances to workmen
to help them build their homes.

(55) To deposit the slums of the cities on the land in suburban

villages and rural settlements, empty the crowded tenements into the

PRINCES STREET, DUNEDIN.

country, and open the way for all who wish to devote themselves to

agricultural or pastoral pursuits to settle on land of their own, are

parts of a definite policy systematically carried out by the Government.

(56) It has turned back the tide of population from the city to the

country.

(57) It benefits labor also, both directly and indirectly, by means
of the policies enumerated in speaking of the farmers (42 to 46). The
postal savings banks. Government insurance, public schools, direct

nominations, unpartisan ballots, questioning of candidates, etc., are of

prime benefit to artisans as well as farmers. And the cooperative

dairying and nierchanting, the liberal land laws, the use of the railways
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and the power of taxation to favor the small men (farmers, merchants,

and manufacturers) and encourage enterprise and improvement, help

the laboring classes as much as any part of the community. In fact,

the great mass of the farmers are as truly workingmen as those who
labor in the factories and on the railways, and they recognize that their

interests are one. The interests of all producers are substantially

identical, and the vital interests of the entire community, rich or poor,

intelligent and ignorant, good and bad, industrious and idle, are in

truth in perfect harmony. Each life reacts on all the rest, and none

can be as it should be till all are right. Every man is immersed in the

laws and institutions and social environment of his time, and so long

as the atmosphere is impure his blood will feel the taint.

(58) The People's Trust has established State annuities for the

aged poor, so they may live at home in their declining years secure

from want.

(59) Justice is put in place of charity.

(60) Political corruption is unknown to this Trust.

(61) Rings, bosses, and party machines do not exist.

(62) Private monopoly no longer flourishes nor sits in the seat of

power. Sentence of death has been passed upon it, for the People's

Trust is like the others in this one respect, that where competition proves

impracticable or undesirable it takes the market for itselT; but as that

means the Commonwealth, while the others are but little groups, there is

the whole distance from selfishness to public spirit, the width of the

ethical world, between the absorption of the market by the People's

Trust and its capture by any private combine.

(63) Equalization of opportunity and diffusion of wealth are among

the prime objects of the New Zealand Trust. The purpose one who

moves among the people hears most frequently declared is to have no

paupers and no millionaires.

(64) The Commonwealth aims to get rid of tramps, slums, idleness,

overwork, sickness, sweat-shops, strikes, lockouts, rack-rents, usury,

foreclosure, tax-sales, evictions, monopolies, speculation, panics, extor-

tion, ignorance, inharmony, and injustice.

Tn carrying out these purposes the main reliance of the State is on

the principles of public ownership, education, popular discussion and

free ballot, arbitration, cooperation, legislation and administration for

the pubhc good, and Government l)y and for the people under a system

which secures the services of experts without their mastery, and keeps

the making and enforcement of the law in close communication with

the sovereign people.

OrPOSITION AND MIS-NTPRICHENSION.

What do the wealthy Conservatives of New Zealand thinV

of all this? Each new develo])ment of democratic institutions

has alarmed them at the start. Several times they have really
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believed disaster would follow the Liberal laws. But their

fears have proved groundless, and now they are getting quite

used to political earthquakes, and are fully reconciled to many
of the changes they desperately opposed at first.

We may get a good idea of Conservative opinion and its

gradual amelioration by comparing the writings of some Con-

servative authorities with the recent statements of the United

States Consul and the Commissioners sent to New Zealand

from Australia in 1901 and 1902. One of the strongest pre-

sentations of the Conservative view is to be found in the writ-

ings of an English barrister who spent many months in the

Colony studying its politics in 1894 and 95. As his large

acquaintance lay chiefly among the Conservatives he had no

difficulty in getting frank expressions of their views.

Summing up the more important counts in the Conservative indict-

ment, as presented by him in 1896, it appears that what was resented

more fiercely than anything else was the law making large estates

liable to resumption by the Government, and the progressive taxes,

whereby the owners of great estates are forced to give them up. The
Shop Assistants' Act has also caused a great deal of irritation. Con-

servative merchants do not like the provisions for compulsory closing

and half-holidays, and the penalties for working employees over hours

or keeping open beyond the time prescribed by the act. It is further

said that the administrative action of the Government tends to keep up

the price of labor, and that the price of labor is already unreasonably

high. The Conservatives also dislike the "cheap-money scheme," or

Government loans at low interest to farmers and workingmen. The
Conservatives say that "this has created a class of debtors who in

conceivable circumstances might be able to apply effectual political

pressure for the reduction of their interest. The Conservatives do not

share the progressivist's idea that much can be done by legislation to

ameliorate the condition of the masses. Not being idealists, they regard

with little interest the humanitarian ideals of Mr. Reeves and other

Liberals. What they see is the Government of the Colony, which they

had been accustomed to control, in the hands of men they despise."

Many will regard the progressive taxes, early closing, high

wages, and other charges of this indictment as an excellent

eulogy or certificate of good character for the Colony.

Mr. Lloyd tells of a man from Savannah who had been 34

years in the Colony. He was warm in his praises of his

adopted home; but the legislation, especially the land legisla-

tion, he said, "was rotten." Later in his conversation he

revealed the reason for this opinion. He had done his best
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business, he said, till late years, "in little specks in land, but

the new laws had killed it dead."

One of the best records of Conservative opinion is to be

found in the "Annual Register," published in London, and

reflecting the views of the English capitalists who have

invested large sums in New Zealand. A few paragraphs will

show how these people regard the progressive movement in

the Colon3\

In 1891 the Register said:

"The principle, for the first time introduced in any British Colony,

of making the larger properties pay at a higher rate, will have the

obvious tendency to limit all improvement in the condition of the

Colony, to increase the burdens of productive interests, to lessen the

attraction New Zealand presents to the British immigrant. The graded

ta.x is likely, if ever carried out, to lead to the departure of some of the

best colonists, together with a considerable amount of capital from thr

country."

The predicted departure of capital did not take place. On
the contrary British capital has continued to flow into the

Colony, and is now more eager than ever to invest itself there.

The following is from the Register of 1893:

"Not content with being the largest employer of labor, the Govern-

ment of New Zealand has proposed, and has already partly carried out,

a scheme of State agriculture and State sheep farming. It was decided

to establish four public farms, on which the labor was to be conducted

on the most advanced socialistic cooperative principles, and of which

the- profits were to go into the public treasury."

The Colony has nine public farms now and is considering

sites for others, yet the sun is still shining, the sky has not

fallen in, and capitalists are still willing to receive interest in

New Zealand.

In 1894 the Register remarked

:

"The history of New Zealand under the vigorous administration of

Mr. Seddon, continued to be marked by bold and startling experiments

in legislation. The heroic measures which were adopted in 1893, in

pursuance of the paternal policy of making the State the general factor

of the Colony, the head grazier, farmer and dairyman, with its hand in

every citizen's business, were carried a step further by the Prime

Minister, who, after denouncing the banks for their pusillanimity and

blindness to the popular interest, especially in respect of having deposits

largely in excess of their advances, publicly avowed that it was not fair

that the people of the Colony should suffer from the tightness or want

of money through no fault of their own. This generous declaration
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was followed up by a Bill, which was rapidly passed through all its

stages in the Legislature, authorizing the Bank of New Zealand to

issue 2,000,000 pounds of fresh share capital on a Government guaran-

tee. A Bank Shareholders' Bill and a Bank-Note Issue Bill were

simultaneously hurried through Parliament in the last days of June.

These measures, in direct violation of all accepted laws, and a manifest

interference with the liberty of individual trade, were not adopted

without strenuous opposition on the part of the moneyed classes, but,

their avowed object being the redistribution of what were supposed to

be the gifts of fortune, they were undoubtedly popular with the great

bulk of the community."

From the issue of 1895 we take the following statement

abotit New Zealand

:

"The Government continued to prosecute its heroic schemes for the

advancement, purging, and enrichment of the people, without appar-

ently any serious opposition from any party in the Colony. Regarding

the State as a machine for the elevation of morals, as well as for the

material and physical improvement of the people, the cure of poverty

and the elimination of disease, the ministers are not deterred from the

boldest experiments in legislation. To the laws already in force for

the compulsory cultivation of agricultural lands and the prohibition of

tuberculosis, there was added in the course of the year a gigantic

scheme for making the people their own banker, with provisions for the

suppression of the capitalist and the money-lender. A Bill was passed,

with little opposition, imposing the principle of fair rent on all property

holders. A limitation was fixed, beyond which neither the Crown nor

the private owner could legally exact a rent from the soil. In accord-

ance with the spirit of this measure, 4000 acres of land owned by the

New Zealand and Australian Land Company were compulsorily seques-

trated and thrown open for settlement."

These statements of the Register are not in all respects

strictly accurate, but they clearly reflect the Conservative capi-

talistic view.

For two years prior to the election of 1899 the Register said

that public sentiment was turning against the Liberal Gov-

ernment, and predicted that the election would give Premier

Seddon a set-back. After the election, however, it admitted

that the Premier had an increased majority, and in the last

two years, since New Zealand has shown her loyalty to Eng-

land in her war troubles, the Register has spoken more appre-

ciatingly of the Colony and its Premier.

The United States Consul at Auckland, Hon. John D. Con-

nolly, in his report to our Government (U. S. Consular

Reports, Jan., 1897, p. 36) speaks of the Opposition as follows

:
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"That the legislative innovations of the immediate past have shocked

the sensibiHties of a large number of prominent and well-to-do colonists

is unquestionably true, but at the same time, as against any inconvenience

they may have experienced on this account, there is the fact of increased

prosperity in nearly every branch of trade and industrial life throughout

the country. Farm products are fetching satisfactory prices ; manufact-

uring industries are running full time and paying good wages and fair

interest on the capital invested ; labor is remuneratively employed

;

interest on money has fallen from 6 and 7 per cent to 4 and 5 per cent

(this of itself is sufficient to prove that money is abundant). Millions

of English capital are flowing in for the development of the gold fields

of the Colon}', and the credit of the country at no period of its history

stood so high on the English market as it does to-day."

In various parts of his reports of 1894 and 1897, the Con-

sul refers to the intense opposition of the moneyed classes to

the land and income taxes, the land for settlements policy, Gov-

ernment loans to farmers, etc., and shows that events have

proved the Opposition groundless. The ruin and disaster pre-

dicted by the opponents of the Liberal measures have not come

to pass, btit on the contrary, there has been a remarkable devel-

opment of industry and increase of prosperity along the whole

line. And the Consul, tho evidently not in full sympathy with

the new laws,'^ nevertheless attributes New Zealand's pros-

perity largely to them.

1 For example he says there are "too many legally enforced holidays and
half-holidays and other useless interferences with the business pursuits and
life of the people" (p. 19 of Consul's Rep., Sept. 3, 189G, published in vol. 53,

U. S. Consular Reps., Jan., 1897). On p. 38 he says: "The great danger at
the present time is, too much legislation in one direction. This is the one
thing wherein the Government finds it really hard to resist the demands of

organized labor. There is, however, a very gratifying disposition manifesting
itself among the more reasonable members of the labor societies to let well

enough alone for the present—a disposition it is much to be hoped may
extend throughout the whole body of the workers. If not, I have no hesita-

tion in predicting a seriou.s revulsion of public sentiment and sympathy in the

next few years. Labor has had a good inning : common sense should suggest
moderation, now that so much has already been accomplished in the short

space of 4 or 5 years. I do not mean that, by any chance, the people would
revert to the old order of things, but they would call a halt in the trend

of legislation if no steps are taken in this direction in the near future." (The
last clause is not smooth but is verbatim as in Report.)

"The leveling process which began here about 7 years ago, has now
reached a point where prudence, good taste, and a due regard for the rights

of others might suggest a respite, and that too without loss of dignity or

interest to any class. Indeed for the well being of the nation as a whole,

it would seem desirable that for security and the uninterrupted maintenance
of public confidence in the Integrity and stability of government—such as it

now enjoys to the fullest extent—wisdom would suggest a modification of

the pace."
The Consul having stated that the strong legislation of the past few.

years had given New Zealand remarkable prosperity and resulted in condi-

tions inducing public confidence in the integrity and stability of the govern-

ment to the fullest extent, now suggests that the movement that secured

these results be discontinued so as to secure the same results in the future.
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Speaking uf llie progressive land and income taxes that tax

the wealthy and exempt the poor, the Consul says

:

"There were many who, through the pubhc press, in the halls of

legislation, and on the highwaj'S and byways of the countrj', proclaimed

their belief that the change in the incidence of taxation would surely

involve the country in financial ruin, but subsequent events conclusively

demonstrated how ill-founded were their apprehensions. The most

determined opposition to the new taxation came from the moneyed
institutions, loan companies, and the owners of vast landed estates. It

was found, however, as soon as the new system became law and was
thoroly established and fully understood, that, instead of involving the

country in ruin, it had exactly the contrary effect. The credit of the

Colony in London (which is, of course, the centre of financial opera-

tions so far as the colonics are concerned) increased to an unprece-

dented degree. New Zealand's credit is better to-day on the London
money market than is that of any other colony of Australasia. This

pleasant position is not attributable to the new system of taxation alone,

altho it may be fairly said to have materially assisted in establishing

confidence in the country. The non-borrowing policy of the Govern-

ment and the general recuperative powers of the Colony assisted in

restoring faith in llic country.""

On p. 4, United States Consular Report for January, 1897,

Consul Connolly says

:

"They were not so much to blame if they, at times, manifested some

concern, for the entire fundamental law of the Colony had undergone

almost a complete change, especially in respect to land and labor

legislation.

"Now, however, people are rapidly beginning to realize the beneficial

effects of the new era that has been inaugurated a few years back, and

are becoming reconciled to the innovations they were wont to condenm

heretofore.

"This restoration of confidence is the result of largely increased and

continued prosperity, which, in a measure, they attribute to the new

order of things, and in this they are to some extent warranted, for

This is not very logical, but it is very interesting as showing that at hciirt

the Consul is Conservative. He recognizes a good thing when he sees It put
in operation, and being an hcnost man he tells us that the Liberal laws
already passed have produced excellent effects. Hut in respect to the future

he is on the Conservative side, just as he would have been probably in respect

to Government loans, pul)lic banks, compulsory arbitration, etc., and some
others of the more startling changes if he had been consulted before the

passage of those laws instead of after they had proved successful. This
indication of the good Consul's tendency to Conservatism, while it may be

unpleasant to Progressives, must nevertheless give all the more weight to

his testimony concerning the success of New Zealand's advances. The
Liberals did not adopt the Consul's stand still recommtiidatiou, hut enacted

the Old-Age Pension Law, Government Oi)eration of Coal Mines, etc.. and are

still vigorously moving, with no cessation of prosperity or revulsion of public

opinion, but an ever increasing endorsement both at home ai>d abroad.

2U. S. Consular Ueport, vol. 44. April, 18!>4. p. (ilO.
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there is no doubt that thei^e has been considerable improvement in

nearly every branch of trade and industry.

'In any case, there was ample justification for the changes which

were made in the land laws, while the wisdom of the alteration in the

incidence of taxation from land and personal property to land and

income tax has now been fully demonstrated."

On pp. 32-3 of the same report the Consul again states with

still more emphasis that years of experience with the new laws

have silenced even the opposition of the wealthy.

"The land and income tax,' he says, ''has now (1897) become the

accepted and settled policy of the country. With the abolition of the

property and improvement tax for State purposes, improvements have

increased very largely all over the Colony. Both the press and the

people seem reconciled to the present system, but it has taken some

time for the wealthy and well-to-do generally to cease their opposition

to the new conditions. . . . Around the income-tax the battle

waged most fiercely. . . . But now, after about 6 years' experience,

there is scarcely a murmur from those who so violently opposed it at

the beginning. . . . Large contributors"' (a number of whom were

consulted by the Consul after receiving instructions from our Govern-

ment to report on the New Zealand tax laws), "with few exceptions,

admit that it is a just tax, and that they have no desire to return to the

old system.""

Later the Consul refers to the land settlement and advances

to settlers Acts and says (pp. 37-38) :

"I need scarcely add that the large landholders, the mortgage com-

panies, and the money lenders generally did not favor this kind of

legislation, particularly the cheap advances to settlers, but their opposi-

tion was utterly futile. With the advent of the one-man-one-vote and

the extension of the franchise to women, the power of corporate wealth

in this country appears to have been irrevocably destroyed. . . .

"I can say, however, that no ill effects of the change are apparent up

to the present; on the contrary, the country is more prosperous and at

least as honestly and as economically administered as it was under the

old regime.

"To say that this country is, in my opinion, more truly democratic

than any country in the world would be merely stating a simple truth

;

and to say that the present Government is a workingmen's Govern-

ment is equally true," in the sense that it is largely elected by and

pledged to workingmen, and looks out for the interests of workingmen.

"The Government is honestly endeavoring to place the masses in

possession of their legitimate rights with as little friction as possible,

and at the same time with due regard to vested interests and the pro-

priety of things generally."

s See Chapter on Land and Income Tax.
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The standard prediction of the Opposition in respect to each

new Liberal measure has been that its adoption would ruin

the country. The land and tax laws would drive capital out

of the islands ; the labor laws would hamper industry and limit

the productive power of the people; hard times would follow,

and bankruptcies "and low wages, etc., etc. None of these

results have come to pass. Capital has not left, but is more

eager to come into the Colony than ever. Wages have not

fallen, but have risen in most callings from 15 to 50 per cent

between 1891 and 1901, as is proved by comparing the wage

rates for fifty lines of business given in the Year Book of

i8y2 with the present rates for the same callings as given in

the last two Year Books, 1901 and 1902. New Zealand's per

capita income is the largest in the world, and is steadily rising.

Hard times have not resulted from her land and labor laws

but the contrary. Hard times may come perhaps by reaction

from ix)ssible depression in European markets, on which New
Zealand's commerce depends, but the indications arc that so

far as her progressive legislation is concerned, it is a cause

of prosperity, and if hard times do come it will be by outside

influence in spite of her Liberal laws and not because of them.

Moreover her successful resistance to the panic of 1893 that

swept over all the rest of the civilized world would indicate

that it will take a pretty vigorous outside influence to overcome

the momentum of her prosperity and the defenses of her

advanced legislation.

In December, 1895, a leading authority said: "The pros-

perity of New Zealand is patent to all. A country which can

spend £\ ($5) per head of population on public works in five

years out of revenue, must be in a thoroly sound condition."''

How clear then must be the prosperity of a country that can

spend $14 per head on public works out of revenue as New
Zealand has done in the last five years, counting from this

writing in 1902, and $6.50 per head in 1900 and 1901 alone.

Li June, 1900, as noted in the chapter on Arbitration, the

Canterburv Chamber of Commerce, one of the chief mercantile

associations in the Colony, declared that "Probably at no

period in the history of New Zealand can we find such unnus-

takal)le signs of general prosperity as we experienced during

'Westminster lleview, vol. \AA, p. 040.
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the past year. Our industries, almost without exception, have

had their capacities taxed to the very utmost, skilled labor

has been practically unobtainable, and except in the case of

one or two exceptional trades, there is every prospect for a

continued demand for the productions of New Zealand labor."

In 1901 the Royal Commissioner sent by New South Wales

to examine New Zealand conditions, with special reference to

the Arbitration Act and its effects, reported that "New Zealand,

since the Act has been in force (1895), has been advancing on

an ever-increasing Avave of prosperity." Writing this Fall

(1902), Mr. Reeves says: "Times are very good now. For

some years the Colony has been very prosperous. For the last

eight years the Government has been able to aid in making-

railways and those other public works which in the colonies

are usually paid for out of loan moneys raised in London.

. . . Business is better and bad debts fewer than at any

time in the last twenty years." W^e have already noted the

powerful testimony of the census data and labor department

figures, showing the enormous growth of industry from 1895

to 1902, inclusive.^ Wages are rising, houses and stores are

in demand, the building trades have more than they can do,

new enterprises are starting, business is brisk, the whole

Colony has the atmosphere of success. Without asking the

reader to take the personal impressions of the writer, who
wishes to be a clear and impartial medium for the transmission

of the facts, the evidence is overwhelming that down to the

present writing (December, 1902) New Zealand's political

advance has been accompanied by a most remarkable develop-

ment of material prosperity.

Nevertheless, in spite of the reports of the United States

Consul and other high authorities, the emphatic declarations of

the New Zealand press and trade journals, the Westminster

Review, and other reputable publications in England and

America, the clear refutation afforded by the census data, and

the impartial statements of the Australian Commissioners, we

continue to hear it asserted every now and then that New Zea-

land's new laws have brought hard times ; that wages are fall-

ing, and business is depressed, etc. Even in the midst of the

most unmistakable evidences of prosperity, a report was widely

6 Chapter on "ArbitraUon," subhead "Objections."
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circulated over a year ago that Premier Seddon had confessed

that the Colony was approaching financial embarrassment.

When hunted down, it was found that this assertion had noth-

ing- back of it except the Premier's statement to a delegation

that new loans could not then be raised for new undertakings

except at a higher rate of interest than formerly,Lbecaiise (and

tjiis^ oj^course, was omitted from the Tory reports) the rates

^f_Jnterest in_dTe_English money_market Jiad advanced on

accountj^Mhe Boer war.*^ In spite of numerous denials, the

report that the Colony was suffering financial embarrassment,

by reason of its social and economic experiments, continued to

gain currency until it received the attention of the Premier in

his amiual address to Parliament in 1901, the principal points

of which are as follows

:

"During the ten years since the Liberal party came into power the

population of the country has increased 19 per cent, the exports 40 per

cent, and the bank deposits 60 per cent. The wealth of the country per

family has increased from $5,700 to $7,400—a figure exceeded nowhere

in the world. The increase in the Colony's debts is large ($52,000,-

000), but the ^ of it invested in railroads, land settlements, advances

to settlers, etc., etc., not only pays interest on the bonds issued therefor,

but yields a profit of $300,000 a year to help pay the interest on the

remainder. Even the remaining debt is indirectly profitable, as nearly

all of it was incurred for new roads, bridges, and public buildings, and

for the purchase of native lands. There is no war debt introduced to

depress industry. The gains of the decade have been exceptionally

marked during the past 5 years of international prosperity, and most

marked of all during the year just ended. During this year the

Goyernment reduced railroad rates 6^ per^ cent, in pursuance of its

policy to reduce these rates wherever the reduction can be made and

the roads still net the Government enough to pay the interest on their

bonds. Instead of causinj^a deficit, this cut in rates was followed by

!iiich_gn i^icrease_in_traffic_as to yield the Government more than ever

before. Further reductions were made in its custom duties, postal

« Many students of finance consider it a misfortune that so wide-awake
and progressive a country as New Zealand should remain so far under the spell

of ancient monetary superstitions as to think that she must import from Eng-
land the coins and bank bills or counters with which to manage new Industries.

So far as she needs machinery or materials from England beyond what her

exports can pay for she may be justified in bormwing, but so far as she
borrows to get money to loan to farmers, back ui) her banks, set In motion
the labor she possesses, etc., there is no economic justification, for she could

create the money for herself and save to her people the interest that goes

over-seas for it to English capitalists. Through reasonable limitation of the

amount created, and regulation of the currency ^olume in correspondence

with the price level on the Multiple Standard system, the bills can easily be

kept at par either with or without a gold reserve. The volume of the legal

tender currency in relation to the business to be done with It determines Its

value. (See Kational Money, Equity Series, ir>20 Chestnut St., rhiladelphla.j

34
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rates, etc., Init all these combined, instead of causing the loss of

£350,000 (which would have resulted had not business increased),

caused, or were followed by, an increase in the Government revenues

amounting to £1,660,000."^

This year, 1902, early and late, in spite of refutations suffi-

cient to kill anything but a lie the hearer likes to believe, a new

batch of misstatements has been circulating in England and

the United States, to the effect that prosperity has failed ; that

drought and bad crops have caused multitudes to emigrate

from New Zealand to South Africa, and that the laboring

classes are so dissatisfied with the Arbitration Act that they

HAWK'S CRAG, BULLER GORGE,
Northwestern part of Middle Island.

are going to have the law repealed.^ The latter statement we

^ The financial report for 1902 lias already been cited in the chapter on
Prosperity and Progress.

* Misstatements are not confined to the critics. A famous writer wlio is

one of the most enthusiastic admirers of New Zealand, stated last year in the

Atlantic Monthly that the Colony has passed a general 8-hour law, but no
such law can be found in the statute book, and New Zealand's Agent-General
and her Premier say that no such law has been passed. There are 8-honr
clauses in the Factories Acts and Mining Acts, but no general 8-hour law.

Another instance occurs in a recent number of the Philistine, where it is

stated that in New Zealand when a man is arrested and on trial is shown to

be innocent of the charge preferred against him, a board of equity estimates
the damage caused to him by the mistaken arrest and trial, and the State
reimburses him. T^nfortunately this much needed application of equity has
not come to pass as yet even in New Zealand.
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have already dealt with in the chapter on Arbitration. As the

acting Premier stated in Parliament, September 2, 1902, the

sole nucleus for the nebulous exaggeration was the transient

dissatisfaction of one trade-union that did not win its case

before the Arbitration Court. The laboring classes as a whole

heartily endorse the law now as in the past, and many trade-

unions throughout the Colony have passed resolutions approv-

ing: the decision of the Court in the verv luatter that led to the

rumor of the disaffection of the laboring classes.'-*

The reports of droughts and bad times and a stampede from

New Zealand to South Africa are equally baseless. No one at

all familiar with the Colony needs to be told that it is still

(December, 1902) in the full tide of that remarkable prosperity

that has made it the richest and most prosperous country per

capita on the face of the earth. Australia has been plagued

with droughts, and multitudes have gone from there to South

Africa. Someone, whose geography was too weak to tell them

that New Zealand is a separate colony, 1200 miles from

Australia, and totally different in climate, made the rumor

cover New Zealand. The fact is that New Zealand is never

troubled with droughts,'" and so far is the exodus story from

the truth that, instead of multitudes leaving New Zealand,

multitudes have been coming to New Zealand from the stricken

regions of Australia—so many, in fact, that the question of

legislating to stop the impecunious intlux has been raised in

Parliament. ^^

There can probably be no more effective testimony than that

of American settlers in New Zealand. I talked a few days

since (December 9, 1902) with a gentleman of rare intelligence

and force, a well-to-do landholder, who went twelve years ago

"Since the text was written, a letter from I'remier .Seddon, April 1!)(i:'..

says : "Kefore the Arbitration Court, (is before any other Oourt, the loser

does not relish losing, lint the immense majority of the industrial classes

in New Zealand respect and esteem the Arbitration Act. It has raised wages,

shortened hours, granted holidays, overtime, etc., and In many ways given

precious i)rivileges to artisans, while the evergrowing value of trade and
l)usiness shows that masters as well as men thrive under the Labor Laws of

this Colony."
1" In the letter just referred to, dated April 4, 1903, Premier Seddon

informs me that the increase of employment, revenue, business, private and

public wealth, exports, etc., that has been so marked a characteristic of recent

years, marks "this year of lOO:? most of all." "As to droughts," he says,

"if we could only give Australia our millions and millions of tons of waste

water, the Conimonwcalth would be as pr<isperous as we are."

"N. Z. Hansard. Sept- 1!'"-. vol. llJ-J, p. 14.
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from one of our best States to be a citizen of "Brighter

Britain." I asked him how he liked the change, and in answer

to this and other questions he said

:

"I have never ceased to love the United States, but shall

always be glad I went to New Zealand. They call it God's

Country, and that comes very near expressing the truth. It is

a wonderful land, a land of plenty, peace, prosperity, and

progress. The people have taken hold of social and economic

problems fearlessly and intelligently, and inaugurated reforms

in advance of any other government in the world. The arbi-

tration system is working well. The workingmen have

brought too many suits, that's all. The labor situation is on

about the best possible basis. Prices, wages, and prosperity

are all on the up grade. Taxation? That is all right. We
find the land and tax laws are good, now the change is made.

I pay land and income tax. The taxes are not heavy.

Woman suffrage? Well, it is working smoothly now. At

first chiefly the rougher sort voted, and I did not approve of it.

But that is righted now ; the better sort vote, too, and it is all

right. There has been a little too much labor legislation lately

to suit some of us, that's all."

"Are you a supporter of the Seddon Government?"

"No; I'm an Independent and Prohibitionist. I am for Par-

liament as an Independent-Conservative."

"Do you believe in the Referendum?"

"Yes."

This is a specially interesting bit of testimony, because it

comes from a former American citizen of prominence, a man
politically opposed to the present Ministry; yet his thought is

substantially identical with that of the bulk of the middle and

working classes who support the Government.

Like every other progressive individual or organization. New
Zealand is abused on the one hand for changing the old ways

at all, and on the other for not transforming human nature in

the twinkling of an eye. The slightest thing is seized upon as

a basis for objection. On the idiotorial page of one of our

great dailies there is a statement that New Zealand cannot be

very satisfactory to the inhabitants, judging from the large

number of departures in proportion to population. It would

be equally brilliant and conclusive to afifirm that Mr. Jones

(who is seen coming out of his house three or four times a
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day) cannot find his home very satisfactory, judging by the

number of times he leaves it, or to assert that a hotel cannot be

very popular because so many people are seen coming out of it.

You must compare the arrivals with the departures, and find

out the nature of the outgo before you can draw any inference

from statistics of travel. When we do this in the New Zea-

land case we discover that the arrivals far exceed the depart-

ures, and that the departures consist of tourists who have been

to see New Zealand's beautiful scenery or famous institutions,

and of New Zealanders who are going abroad for business or

pleasure. Both classes of travel are relatively very large, a

fact which illustrates the attractiveness and prosperity of thq

Colony.

Some object to New Zealand because she has so large a debt.

lUit her assets are still larger tlian her debt,^- and even if they

were not, what difference could that make in the value of indus-

trial arbitration, cooperative industry, Government loans at a

profit, progressive taxation, closer settlement, employment for

the unemployed, etc., etc.? A man may be in debt beyond his

depth and still be an admirable inventor and discoverer, a

statesman of high ability or a great political and social re-

organizer. And it is the same way with a nation. Eut it is

not so in New Zealand's case, for, tho great in invention

and reorganization, she is very far from being insolvent ; so

far, in fact, that, as already stated, she is, per capita, the richest

country in the world. ^"

At the opening of nearly every Parliament for a time, the

Conservatives moved, a . vote of want of confidence in the

Liberal Ministry, but without success, and with less chance of

success as the years demonstrate the splendid service the

Liberal Government has rendered the Colony, as attested by

the prosperity and happiness of the common people.

12 See next chapter.

"See Part III. New Zealand's I'lace Among the Nation.^.



Chapter Y5.

THE NATIONAL ASSETS.

The Government oi New Zealand, or, more accurately, the

Commonwealth, owns over half the land of the Colony, most

of the banks, about all the railways, all the telegraphs and tele-

phones, the post-office and express service, the common school

system, roads, parks and lighthouses ; it also owns some hotels

and sanitariums, gas and electric plants, warehouses, water

BRUNNERTON BRIDGE, OR THE GREY GORGE
RAILWAY SUSPENSION BRIDGE.

works and docks, besides forests , farms, and mines ; and its

system of employment bureaus, loan offices, and insurance

agencies extends throughout the Colony. It is the largest

receiver of rents in the Colony, and the largest employer of

labor. It has the largest life insurance business and the largest

business as trustee of estates. It acts as chief commission mer-

chant, chief adviser to farmers and dairymen, chief educator
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to the whole people, ehief conveyancer, chief cooperator, chief

law-maker, chief arbitrator and chief defender.

Some idea of the valnc of the National Assets, or properties

and investments of the State engaged in these services, may be

gained from the following statement

:

National Assets.
Value

State railway's (tracks, bridges, stations, rolling-stock), etc. .. $92,000,000

Ordinary roads and bridges 27,000,000

Telegraphs 4.250,000

Telephones 853,000

Public buildings (schools, hospitals, courts, post and tele-

graph offices, warehouses, Parliament Buildings), etc... 11,800,000

Banks 2,427,000

Water-works and mining investments (gold and coal) 3,130,000

Lighthouses, docks, and harbor and river works 2,340,000

Defenses (general and harbor) 4,520,000

Thermal baths, hotels, etc 252,000

Other departmental works, gas and electric and minor works. 2,910,000

Lands owned by the State and leased out 33,940,000

Other State lands with minerals, forests and improvements. . 39,000,000

(Aside frnni the buildings, etc., above mentioned.)

Ivoans to municipalities and other local bodies 7,200,000

Loans to settlers 12,600,000

Total $244,232,000

J I mnst be remembered: (i) That the State lands are esti-

mated at very low values. In case of the leased lands, tor

example, the Government valuation is probably not over half

what private owners would claim. (2) Several million acres

of juiblic forest are valued at $5 to $10 an acre, whereas they

are fairlv worth three or four times that amount in all proba-

bility. (3) The railways, telegraphs, telephones, posts, banks,

mining properties, harbor works, etc., are valued at their

structural, or cost, values, with no allowance for franchises,

which in this country would be capitalized at high figures if

the services were owned by i)rivate capitalists. Tt appears,

therefore, that the above statement woidd have to be largely

increased to get at the real market values. According to

American methods the railways would be valued at not less

than double their stnicttn-al vahie,^ or abotit $200,000,000. and

1 If. instead of tho cost less <lp|)reciat'(m. or the expense of <1ii|ilieutioii.

or ilip corporation value based on possible earnings, we consider the real

worth of the railways in terms of former methods of transport, we shall
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telegraphs and telephones, post and express, would stand at

three or four times the actual investment. The State banks

are not put down in the list of public assets in the Colony's

ofificial returns, not even the investment in the big central bank

controlled by the State, but they certainly belong on that

list with a good round value. The holdings of any private

corporation controlling the heart of the financial system

of a prosperous nation would be valued far beyond par. The
stock of one of our New York banks, the Chemical, sells for

over 40 times its face value (shares of $100 par value are

quoted at $4100 bid and $4300 asked), and the stock of another,

the Fifth Avenue Bank, sells for more than 36 times its face.

fiud, according to Acting-Premier Ward, that "The real value to the country
of its railways is far more than sufficient to cover its national debt." In
fact, his figures show that the real value of New Zealand's railways is

something like half a billion ($500,000,000). His estimate is as follows:
"People have become so accustomed to the daily running of the railway

system of the Colony that very few take the trouble to institute a comparison
between the present means of locomotion and those which existed prior to
the establishment of the railway service. The enormous indirect value of

our railways is not appreciated to its full. I have been at some pains t<>

ascertain what was the cost by road and by rail of the conveyance of
passengers and goods at two different periods, viz. : 1875 and 1897. The
information I have obtained shows that the rates now ruling for road
carriage in those portions of the Colony not yet served by railway, vary
but little from the rates ruling for road conveyance in the early days of the
Colony, and they are still from twice to three times as high as the existing
railway rates for similar distances.

"In 1875 passenger rates were, for sixty miles, by road, £1 ; by rail for
the same distance, and between the same points, they are now only 5s. 7d.

The road rates in this case were thus 258 per cent greater than by rail.

Goods were charged £5 2s. 6d. per ton, against £1 10s. Id. per ton,
respectively, or 241 per cent more by road than by rail. If similar rates
were charged on railways the charges to passengers for using our railways
would be £1,602,229, and goods would cost for their carriage £2,676,485.

"The total cost for conveying passengers and goods, therefore, would
be £4,278,714, from which, deducting £1,250,000 for railway expenses, we
obtain a balance of £3,028,714. This amount, capitalized at ?, per cenl,

produces £100,957,133, which huge figures represent the additional value
of the railways over old methods, or the value by saving.

"In 1897 the passenger rates were, for thirty-four miles, by road, 12s.

6d. ; by rail between the same points they are now 2s. lid., or 320 per
cent greater by road than by rail. Goods were charged £2 5s. per ton,

aga'nst 17s. 9d. per ton by rail, or 154 per cent more by road than by
rail. If similar rates were charged on railways it would cost passengers
£2,043.152 for the same distance, and under the same circumstances the cost
of conveying goods would be £1,710,285. The gross cost for carrying
passengers and goods at wagon rates would, therefore, be £3,753,437, from
which, again deducting present I'ailway expenses, £1,250,000, we obtain
a balance in favor of our railways of £2,503,437, which, capitalized at
3 per cent, gives £83,447,900.

"I have shown only for purposes of comparison what the capitalization
on a 3 per cent basis of the saving of both periods, 1875 and 1897, would be.

"Our products are now being carried at far less than one-third the cost
of land carriage by road-wagon, and our passengers at from one-quarter
to one-sixth of the coaching fares, and vastly better accommodation, to
say nothing of the saving of time and increase of comfort."

The Minister has aimed to show the capital vaJiie of the saving effected
by the railways. But they have a value besides tliat. If a successful system of
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It seems clearl} witliin the truth to say that the national assets

of New Zealand if in private hands, or owned by American
trusts or corporations, would be valued at half a billion dollars,

or more than double the Colony's debt.

Against the National Assets stand the following liabilities:

For Public Utilities.

Railways $78,020,000

Roads and bridges 23,150,000

Telegraphs and telephones 4,240,000

Mines 3,610,000

Lighthouses and harbors 2,430,000

Other public works, buildings and improvements 18,815,000

Land purchased from natives 10,540,000

Land purchased under "Settlement Acts". 10,060,000

Banks 2,427,000

For Investment on Loans.

Advances to settlers 1 1,540,000

Loans to municipalities, etc 7,200,000

For immigration 1 1,900,000

For war and defenses.

Maori wars 1 1,430,000

Defense 8,235,000

Miscellaneous.

Provincial debts assumed by the State when the prov-

inces were abolished. Expenses of raising loans,

ftmds to cover insufficient receipts in 3'ears of

depression, etc 37,000,000

Total $240,587,000

Subtract accrued "sinking fund 5,010,000

Total (lcl)t $235,377-000

transport costs 100 millions, it has a value of 100 millions less depreciation,

whether it results in an economic saving over the previous system or not.

It has a value for ih,j work it does aside from any question of savins
in the annual cost of operation. So that the investment value of the

railways, or nearly 100 million dollars, must l>e added to the Minister's 417 or

.500 millions to get an idea of the social worth of the sy.stem. The Minister

has compared the cost of operation and maintenance (leaving out interest

(m the railway capital) with the charges for wagon-service, which, of

course, include interest or profit on the wagon capital. But as the highways,
over which the wagon service goes, are free, and no charge for their

maintenance or interest on their cost is contained in the wagon rates,

whereas the road expense is one of the main items in the railway
exjienditure, the comparison does not overstate the case In favor of the

railways. If the cost of the ordinaiy nails and wagi'Us that would he

necessary to do in the old way the work now done hy the railways, were
estimated, and the value of the time, life, and effort saved, were added,

it would be found that the saving elTected hy the railways and their worth

are far beyond the Minister's figures large as they may seem.

Such considerations do not. of course, affect the balance-sheet, but they

are of much interest in the study of comiiaraf!ve wealth— the value of the
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A large part of tlie Provincial debts taken over by the State were for

pulilic works, roads, bridges, harbor improvements, railways, buildings,

etc., but I iiave not been able to ascertain the amount.

THE D£:bT.

This is a large debt, nearly $300 per capita, the largest ptiblic

debt in the world in proportion to population except in Queens-

land, South Australia, and West Australia.- But the assets are

still larger than the debt. A private railway company is con-

sidered in most excellent condition if it has structural value or

actual investment equal to its stock and bonds. Why is it not

the same with a nation? When there is dollar for dollar of

valuable property behind the liabilities, a company with $300

liabilities per member is not worse off than a company with

$10 debt per member; and if its property, franchises and all

are worth much more* than its liabilities, while the other com-

pany has more debt than property, the company with large

liabilities is in much the better condition. If a company

increases its assets and its liabilities together, the increase of

obligation is a sign of increased wealth ; and if the Government

acquires a billion dollars worth of railway property well located

and constructed, and incurs a billion of debt for them, the

people are not worse off than before. The ownership of rail-

ways and telegraphs by a private company is not an element

of poverty or weakness, but an element of strength and riches.

It is the same with a nation. If a company owned all the land

national assets in terms of the wealth or means of accomplishment possessed
liy the last generation.

The difference between the railway service and wagon transit in operating
efficiency is far greater than the difference in total cost. That is, 100 men
with railway trains, tracks, etc., can move many times the freight and
passengers that can be moved by 100 men with horses and wagons. But
(he great cost of roadbed, rolling stock, and stations makes the contrast
of values and charges far less pronounced than the contrast of operating
efficiency.

2 It would not have been surprising if New Zealand's debt per capita
had been found to be the greatest of all, for her assets are the largest,

and she has also had a considerable outgo that Australia has escaped.
During the many years that England regarded Australia as an Imperial
Prison, the Homo Government financed it and provided it with many public
works, but New Zealand had to provide her own. Moreover, there were no
Maoris to buy out or fight at great cost ; the savages in Australia were so
few and so degraded that they were ignored in the settlement of the
country. The English recognized no right of possession in the formei
inhabitants of Australia or Tasmania and they were not strong enough to

resist, so that only New Zealand has interest to pay on native land purchases
or native war debt.

* More than double, as we have seen above.
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and monopolies in this country its per capita liabilities might

be exceedingly high without preventing its being the wealthiest

company in the world. It is the same with the nation.

It will not do to judge a company's condition or a nation's

by its liabilities alone." We must look to see what is behind

the debt. National debts so frequently represent smoke and

battle that there has come to be a sort of assumption that a

national debt is a dead weight, a l)ur(lcn of the ])asl u])(in the

present. Take, for example, the following items concerning

the debt of France

:

For Bonaparte's wars* $250,000,000

Restoration indemnities 290,000,000

Conquest of Algeria 184,000,000

Crimean War 451,000,000

Wars in Italy, Mexico, etc 160,000,000

Franco-German War 1,555.000,000

Public Works 1,260,000,000

Loss on issue of loans 1,000,000,000

Stuulries (palaces V, etc 1,000,000,000

Total $6,155,000,000

Here is a debt of $160 a head and nearly all tlead weight

;

nearly half of it for gunpowder, and over half the remainder

for palaces and other flummery, and losses on loans, (^nly

one-fifth of the total debt is for public works. In England and

America also nearly the whole debt is for war, and very little

for public works. In the case of New Zealand, less than 5

per cent of the debt went for war; at least 60 per cent (prob-

ably over 70 per cent) represents jniblic works and land ; 8

])er cent more went for paying investments in loans to settlers

^ An English nobleman, director of a great company, said to a New
Zea lander : '"It seems to me yonr Colony is going to the dogs." "What
makes you think soV replied the colonist. "You are in debt so large an
amount per head that I think you must he in a very bad way," said the

Knglishman. But he was asked : "Wotild you make out the balance sheet

of your company in that way. only showing the liabilities and not ihe
assets? If you did so, you would find your debt much greater per head
of the stockholders than that of New Zealand ; so that according to your
test you are in a very bad way, a much worse way than we are, altho you
think you are one of the richest companies in England. New Zealand does
not begin to pile up indebtedness like the nourishing companies of Great
Britain and the I'nited States."

• Napoleon was in the habit of taking funds and valuables wherever his

armies went, witli a view of making the concpiered countries pay for the
privilege of being conquered ; so the debt incurred for his wars never was as

large as the magnitude of his niierations might lead one to expect.
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and municipalities on good security ; and about 5 per cent was
used for the encouragement of immigration, which might also

be considered a productive investment.

When Sir Julius Vogel asked for the first appropriation

for public works and immigration in 1870 he said : "The
million and a half (pounds) for immigration I suppose to be

expenditure of an immediately productive nature."* If the

money had been spent to put cattle on the land it would have

been considered a business investment, and men are certainly

worth quite as much to the country and its productive power
as cows and horses. A good cow will produce forty or fifty

dollars worth a year in New Zealand, and a good man one or

two thousand dollars worth. It is the presence of the people

that gives value to the land and buildings and everything else.

It appears then that only about 5 per cent of the New
Zealand debt is waste, while 80 per cent of the French debt

is unproductive, and in the case of England and the United

States over 90 per cent of all the debt ever incurred has been

for war and economic waste entailed by the misbehavior of

men.

To sum up this important matter : There are two kinds of

debt : one representing existing value, and the other nothing

but fireworks or some form of w^aste. These two sorts of debt

must be carefully distinguished, or increasing wealth may be

mistaken for poverty, and vice versa.

New Zealand's debt represents in large part the value of

railways, telegraphs, telephones and other public works owned
by the State; and another large part represents land purchase

and loans to settlers. All these investments are remunerative.

Of the 52 million dollars net addition to the public debt since 1890,

over 50 millions went for lands, railways, telegraphs, water-works,

peopling the land, advances to settlers, and other public works and

paying investments. The revenue producing assets so secured not only

pay interest on their own bonds, but yield a profit of $300,000 to help

pay interest on the remaining debt for roads, bridges, schools, public

buildings, etc., the charge for which would otherwise have fallen wholly

upon taxation. In other words the increase of debt in New Zealand

in the last decade bej^ond what it would have been under a policy like

that pursued in this country, not only pays for itself, but relieves taxa-

tion on the ordinary lines. The fact is the profits which with us

go to private companies and individuals owning railways, banks, land,

* New Zealand Parliamentary Debates, Vol. 7, p. 106.
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etc., are being claimed by the State in New Zealand through these

investments represented by the debt, and are being distributed among

the people in the form of lower rates, interest, and rent, and lower

taxation for roads, parks, schools, and other free public utilities.

One-third of the total debt is for railway construction and equipment,

and the property is worth more than it cost. New Zealand has some-

thing to show for her debt. In spite of the Maori war debt there is a

dollar of public propertj^ for every dollar of public debt. This is con-

sidering actual constructive values only. If we include franchise values

also, as private owners would do, there are over two dollars of assets for

every dollar of debt. New Zealand and Australia enjoy the fine dis-

tinction of being the only countries in the world whose public debts stand

chiefly for public works instead of public wars, and represent construc-

tion rather than destruction. Increase of debt with them means increase

of assets. This sort of debt does not increase the burdens of the people,

but the contrary. When a private corporation issues stock or bonds and

makes a new investment, it does not deem its members burdened, but

enriched; and it is the same with the big company we call the State. If

a State owed 2 billions and the railway systems 12 billions, the public

debt would be increased six- fold by making the railways public ; but

there would be no more debt in the country than before, and no increase

of public burdens if the railway is a paying concern.

In his report to otir Government in September, 1896, the

United States Consul at Auckland says :^

"Notwithstanding the admitted prosperity of the Colony and the fact

that the Government has had a substantial surplus over expenditure

now for a number of years, the national debt continues to increase.

But this increased indebtedness is not of the usual character of debts,

for the reason that the country has security for nearly all the money
borrowed. Money had to be borrowed under Government guarantee

to save the £ank of New Zealand from closing its doors. This was
done to avert financial disaster, and if the Government had not come
to the rescue at the critical moment it would have brought the Colony

to its knees. The Government holds the principal assets of the bank

as security, and these are presumed to be ample.

"Money was borrowed to purchase large estates for the purpose of

settlement. Those who take up land under this system pay an annual

rental sufficient to cover the interest on the purchase money and the

cost of administration. The land is always vested in the Government
and this must be regarded as a good asset. One million and a half

sterling was borrowed last year in England at 3 per cent per annum.
This ii,500,000 loan is called the 'advances to settlers loan.' This

money is lent out to farmers at 4 per cent per annum." One per cent

is considered sufficient to cover the cost of administration."

» U. S. Consular Reports, Jan., 1897, p. 37.

"The interest was not 4 per cent but 5, and is now 4 Vi per cent. The
Consul has mistaken the interest allowed the farmers on partial payments for
the interest charged them on the loan. Otherwise the statement Is accurate.
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service, establishment of postal savings banks, telegraphs, and

In the general opening debates of the Senate in July (1902),

a member proposed the conversion of the debt into bonds at

2^ per cent, saying he thought the money could be had at

that rate. The Hon. A. L. Smith continuing the discussion

said

:

"I do not think, sir, that fifty millions of debt in a Colony like this

is very burdensome. . . . When we come to think that about twenty

millions sterling are invested in railways'' (ten millions in lands for

settlement, advances to settlers, the bank, etc.), "and when we consider

that the amount is only something like twenty-five weeks' cost of the

late war to Great Britain, or when we come to compare it with the

great railway and other private corporations of Great Britain with their

immense debenture capital, and remember our great national wealth and

the great potentialities of our Colony, our energetic people, and our

fine stimulating climate, I look upon fifty millions as of no moment

whatever. Why, Mr. Morgan has lately created a shipping combine

which represents thirty-four millions, in one stroke, of ships that in ten

years' time will be all obsolete. But I question (I do not wish to use

possibly an objectionable term), I question the commercial ethics dis-

played in this operation. It is almost a crime to so overload the values."

(New Zealand does not inflate her liabilities; there is a dollar of value

and more behind every dollar of securities.) "I predict that, within a

few years from now, Mr. Morgan and his confreres will have got away

with an enormous amount of money from the public, and will have

been lost sight of. I remember a large American combine which was

formed about ten or fifteen years ago with ten millions of money, and

to my knowledge it has been reconstructed four times since, and is

now in a hopeless state of financial confusion. . . . But as to our

fifty millions of debt, it is a mere flea-bite as compared with our

resources."

The Hon. W. P. Reeves says in State Experiments in Aus-

tralia and New Zealand, September, 1902, pp. 47-8:

"Speaking broadly, I assert without hesitation that the colonies have

done wisely in making land transport a State function, and in floating

State loans to be spent on telegraphs, telephones, tramways, waterworks,

harbors, land purchase, loans to farmers, etc. If they had not done

this their country would now be in the grip of financial and land-

owning companies; their masters would be forming the inevitable trusts

and pools ; industry would have to provide dividends on a number

of huge, over-capitalized concerns ; colonists would have to pay an

excessive price for every public convenience; and democracy in Parlia-

ment would be bought or bullied as the policy of the financiers might

.seem to reciuirc. Nor can there be a reasonable doubt that most of

(he public loans, perhaps nine-tenths of them, have been well spent.

The direct and indirect return is found in the ease with which the
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interest on tlu-ni is paid,, the rapid dcxelopment of trade and industry

in the last thirty years, and llie high standard of comfort enjoyed by

the colonists."

In his "National Wealth and Industries" (1890), Mulhall

speaks of the debts of Atistralia and New Zealand as follows

(substance condensed) :

"No other country ever had such a debt (£52 average per head,

1894). The highest on record is £48 a head in Hngland after Waterloo,

and the present average in Europe is £15. (i) But 60 per cent of the

Australasian del)t is for State railways and telegraphs, ^vhich leaves

ON Till'; Ui^ri;R WANGANUI.

£20 per head. (2) The public lands leased to squatters arc worth more
than the zvhole debt. (3) The wealth of Australasia averages so high

that the whole debt may be deducted and still leave a higher average

wealth than in any other country. (4) The earnings of the people bear

a very high ratio to the taxes."

The remarks of the same famous Statistician in his "Dic-

tionary of Statistics" (1899) in regard to the debts of Australia

and New Zealand are also of mtich interest in this connection.

"Public Works," he says, "represent 94 per cent of the actual debt,

namely 213 millions sterling, including 156 millions spent on railways,
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telegraphs, water supply, etc., which bring in a gross annual income

of 12 millions sterling, or 40 per cent of the total revenues. The

remaining 57 millions were expended on roads, bridges, parks, public

buildings, etc., which produce no (direct) income tho of equal utility."

"The annual charge for the public debt after deducting the net profits

of the railways is exactly 20 shillings ($s) per inhabitant. If we deduct

from this the revenue received from public lands (17s.) it appears that

the debt of Australasia imposes a burden of only 3s. (75 cents) per

inhabitant out of ordinary revenue."

In the case of New Zealand the burden is even less than this.

If the net receipts from all public business, railways, tele-

graphs, telephones, postal service, rentals, registration fees,

etc., are subtracted, there is only 50 cents per capita left of the

debt charge (interest and sinking fund) to come out of taxes.

Great Britain had to pay $2.50 per head out of taxes on her

debt before the Boer war, and now it is much more. In France

the annual debt charge is over $6 a head, and more than $4

a head after deducting all net income aside from taxes. In

the United States with the lowest national debt per capita in

the world, the annual charge is 42 cents a head, and the net

charge against taxes about 35 cents. This comparison with

the United States, however, is not entirely fair, because the

New Zealand debt includes the State (or provincial) debts

as well as the national debt. If we include the State debts in

this country the net debt charge would be about 52 cents per

capita, substantially the same as in New Zealand.

For several years now New Zealand has shown her ability

to get along without further borrowing if she chooses. She

can extend her public works out of revenue and gradually pay

off the debt so that she may not merely have a dollar of

national assets behind every dollar of liability as at present,

but many millions of assets with no liabilities against them.

The increase of population and development of industry will

help the process. As the country fills up the present slight

burden of debt beyond productive public income will diminish,

if the suggested policy is carried out. New Zealand has spent

large sums for land (paying the Natives, instead of taking

their territory by force or cunning) and for railways, etc.

:

now she has a good income and can pay off the bonds and own

her plant clear. She is like a young man who has spent a

large amount on his education and equipment for business,

land, buildings, machinery, etc., and is realizing an excellent
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iiioome that yields a good surplus above a comfortable living,

which surplus he may use to pay off his debt, or may do as

our corporations usually do, content himself with the payment

of interest on his obligations, and use his surplus for the exten-

sion of his plant, and even increase his indebtedness for this

purpose if he thinks it would be to his advantage.

Other things equal it is probably better for the individual,

the corporation, or the State, to get clear of debt as soon as

conveniently possible. Especially is it important to free the

railways, telegraphs, telephones, and other public services,

from capital charges. But the presence of debt is not in itself

a cause for alarm or even for criticism. However great the

debt may be, the assets behind it, and the values secured by it,

may be greater still.

Recurring to the statement of assets at the opening of this

chapter, we wish to call attention to the fact that it is not

complete, either philosophically or in an ordinary business

sense. The civilization and manhood of a nation, its laws and

institutions, the character and intelligence, skill and industry

of its people, are elements of wealth, factors in production and

industrinl i)ower. and items of the national resources, the value

of which cannot be accurately estimated, but is none the less

very real. \\ e may gain some conception of their importance

by imagining what would be the annual wealth production of

New Zealand if her 800.000 honest, intelligent, skillful and

industrious people with their excellent government, were taken

away and the Islands filled with untamed Indians, or with

shiftless, ignorant, misgoverned Turks under a rapacious and

o])])ressive despot. A New Zealand laborer gets $2 a day and

is wcirth it. An ordinarx Turk gets 14 cents a day and isn't

worth any more under the conditions that control him in his

own ciuinlry. with a government and institutions that destroy a

large part of the energy and efficiency he might otherwise

possess. The per capita wealth and income of a nation afford

some indication of the relative value of its civilization elements,

and on this test Xew Zealand heads the list."

SCliNIC ASSKTS AND TOURIST DlVIDIvNDS.

There is another item of the national assets the value of

^ See r.iii III. "New Zealand's I'lace .Viiioii^ llie Nations."

35
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which I have not been able to calculate. I refer to the scenery,

which is a source of considerable income to the Government

and the people, and is likely to be a rapidly increasing source

of profit in the future. "" In the warm months (December to

March) the mountains are full of travelers from every part

of the globe. The Government is the chief excursion agent,

printing illustrated guide books (which it sells at cost), carry-

ing the people on its railroads, keeping them in its hotels and

summer resorts, and curing them in its medicinal springs. It

may be well to relieve this rather mathematical chapter by

some account of the scenic resources of the Colony.

If you imagine yourself looking at the country from the

windows of a trans-Pacific aerial automobile you will note the

charming fiords of the Southwest coast, the lofty ranges of the

"Southern Alps" with glorious summits towering lo, ii, and

12 thousand feet and more in height, and shining glaciers

silently flowing down into the very midst of the evergreen

woodland. In blooming December the lowlands and mountain

valleys are full of beautiful flowers ; and the rich verdure

against the white background of the snowy mountains, with

the sunnv sea in the foreground, makes a picture never to be

* The Land Report for lOoo says it is estimated that tourists who
come to see tlie beauties and natural wonders of the country and visit its

health resorts, annually leave at least $.5tt0.000 in the Colony besides their

c'ontributi( lis to the customs. If half of this is proflt, as is likely to be the

case with tourist charges, the present capital value of New Zealand's

scenery, snowy peaks and thermal springs, etc., would be about 5 millions.

Hut this does not include home consumption, or the value of the scenery to

the New Zealanders for their own use and inspiration, nor does it allow

for future earning capacity, wliicli may develop to almost any extent without
much additional capital, as the scenery does not require repairs, and no
further investment in mountains, glaciers, volcanoes or bo-ling springs will

ue necessary. It is not impossible that in the course of time as ocean travel

improves, travelers enough may visit New Zealand from England and
Australia to pay off her English debt. It only takes a few travelers to pay
off a big debt if you know how to handle them.

New Zealand understands the monetary value of scenery as well as

Switzerland, wliich has had for many years an excellent income from her

landscapes, not by the productivity of her soil, but through the attractive-

ness of her lakes and mountains, turning her beauty into cash by judicious

management of the travelers who come to see tlie Alps and get a breath
of the mountain air. In Switzerland, however, the golden harvest has fallen

to individuals who did not build the Alps nor invent the snow, nor do
anything else to give them any claim to profit from the scenery. In New
Zealand a considerable part of the dividends on scenery, the financial retui-ns

from mountain, glacier, lake and sky, are absorbed by the Government foi-

the benefit of the whole community, which alone has any title to or

property in the artistic efforts of nature, if indeed any one has such a title.

In the last analysis it is probably unjust for either Government or individual.s

lo chai-ge more than the fair value of the services rendered the traveler

without inflation for scenic dividends or monopoly of visual delights, and
the (Jovernment method will come much nearer this ideal tlian the ordinary

individual tourist-taxer,
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forg't^tten. In the North Island your interest will be attracted

to the district devoted to earthquakes, geysers, and medicinal

springs, and infested with volcanoes and boiling pools, steam

and sulphurous vapors, which the Government has set apart

for a pleasure park and health rescM't, building" a iine sani-

tarium and enormous baths to make the district protitable to

the people as well as useful and attractive.

This scenic wonderland, this Switzerland of the South, v.ith

Dante's Inferno added and Norway's fiords and Italy's skies,

has in all about 66 million acres—28 million acres fit for agri-

culture, including forests and swamps that can be made fit,

27 millions adapted to grazing, 9 millions devoted exclusively

to scenery, mountain tops, glaciers, etc., and 2 million acres of

Hades also on exhibition.

The forest is a dense jungle of luxuriant beauty, giant trees

crowded together, bushes, ferns, shrubs, and flowers. The

prevailing color is a rich dark green relieved by bright fern

fronds, light tinted shrubs, crimson and snow-white flowers."

Orchids and gfrasses, climbing ferns and lichens, often conceal

the tree trunks. Manv of the forest flowers, the white convol-

» Fulldwins Uie custom of Australia, the New Ztjalanders call tlieir

forests "liush." In this "bush" some of the finest timl)er in tlie world is

found, splendid trees, tall and straight as if expressly planned for the

masts of ships, and trees that make such excellent materials for tables,

chamber suits, wainscoting, etc., that the timber is shipped in large

quantities to Europe and America. The most valuable of these timber trees

is tue Kauri pine. It grows to a height of l.'jtt feet and is often 10 or more
feet in diameter. The specimen in the accompanying picture is 46 feet in

circumference. A mottled variety is much prized for expensive finsh,

veneers and cabinet work. It has dark, wavy tints running through the

wood. s(jmetinies reseml)Iing long ostrich feathers. Such lumber is worth
I'roni JfLMiit to if~>(n) a thousand feet, and a single tree may yield twenty or

thirty thousand feet.

One of the principal mineral exports of Xew Zealand consists of the

fossil gum produced by ancient forests of Kauri. The trees of these former
forests have long since died and rotted away, leaving in the earth the lumps
of gum or i-esinous matter that had exuded from the trees and gathered in

the crotches of the branches. A traveler may see natives and whites too,

hunting for the lumps of kauri gum with long steel prods, and digging them
on*; with a spade. A good income is often realized in this way. The gum
is used for making fine varnish and as a sul)stitute for amber. Many a

shining coach, cabinet and sideboard both in Europe and America is coated

with this New Zealand varnish. Lumps of kauri gum are sometimes found
as large as a barrel and weighing 140 pounds, l)ut most of the pieces are

much smaller. Two young Americans found a deposit in a kauri swamp
from which it is said they dug 70 tons of excellent gum in two years. As
the average export price is !?300 a ton. and fine gvun brings more still, it is

easy to see that they did about as well tiuancially as if they had been

appointed judges of the United States Supreme Court, tho not quite as well,

perhaps, as if they had got themselves elected to the Legislature or appointed

by the machine to the St. Louis or the Philadelphia Councils. ( We say

appointed advisedly, for we believe in dealing with the substance of things

and not merely tlieir form. In form the councilmen of Philadelphia are

elected by the peoide, but in reality they are ai)pointed by the bosses.)
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\ulus, tlie starry clematis, the feathery blood-red rata. etc..

are lovely and abundant. When the rata blooms in February

there are gorges in the Xew Zealand Alps that are ablaze for

miles with "flowers that with one scarlet gleam cover a hundred

leagues, and seem to set the hills on fire."'

The convolvulus covers whole thickets with blooms as

delicate as carved ivory. Everywhere among the flowering

creepers, shrubs, and trees you may meet this beautiful bloom.

The koromiko with white and purple blossoms, and the mamika
with tiny starry tlowers. also add their charm. lUu the king

of the forest flowers is the crimson feathery rata ; yet sad to

relate, both the creeping variety and the tree are parasites.

Most gorgeous of all the flowering trees, however, as distin-

guished from shrubs and creepers, is the sea-ldving jxjhu-

'V?i

A KATRI TKKI'; ^6 FKF.T IX CI Rc'l'M I'l'R i:\CE.

It is about the saiiw girtit oi'er 40 feet up from the gioitnd, ivhere it branches.
There are records of trees 32 feet through ami 70 feet round. Large groves of
kauri gro'i' in the Auckland district. A kauri forest is grand. Massiz-c trunks, in

dark grey tyark, rise close together to a great height, their spreading arms and deep
green leaves presenting a l^icture of the greatest lu.vuriance and vigor. Some of the
kauris are among the oldest trees in the u'orld, originating long before the Chris-
tian era. yet they e.vhibit all the life and ,• ri,;..T,Mi,-,- ,,i early youth.
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The New Zealand forests arc evergreen. Many species of trees and ferns

grow side by side, in the cool, deep jungles, giant thiclccts and noiseless forests of

the North Island. The general hue is dark green, relieved by soft fern fronds,

light-tinted shrubs, and crimson or snow-white Howers. All through the kauri-

totara district the southern palm is plentiful, and is everywhere accompanied by

noble tree-ferns and palm-lilies. Numerous shrubs compose the underwood, and
the ground is carpeted with a rich growth of delicate, filmy fern.i. Over wide areas

on the lower levels pines and cedars are the dominant trees, zvhile
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tukawa with l)rilliant blood-red flowers, and leaves that are

dark on the iii)per surface and downy white beneath, most

beautiful in the lireeze. 'JMie ferns ran_qe all the way from

the dainty maidenhair to i^iant tree-ferns 30 to 60 feet high,

and show all shades from the palest tint to deepest emerald

and a green so dark it seems to be black.

Through all this splendid verdure and the cool fragrance of

the forests manv tumultuous rivers rush from the mountains

THt; i)K(Jl' SCKNK, WANGANUI RIVER.'

to the sea, and numberless waterfalls pour down from lofty

clififs. There is abundance of water everywdiere in New Zea-

land except in the railway capital and that of other public lUili-

ties ; they keep that dry. But there is plenty of water in the

landscape.

Slowly moving ice streams come from regions of per-

petual snow down almost to the sea, invading the haunts of

men and cooling the air with petrified winter from the moun-
tain tops. Tn some places the glaciers come down within 700
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feet of the sea level ; and the snow line of the Southern Alps

is 2,000 feet lower than in Switzerland, which means that the

wonderful land above that line is easily and quickly accessible.

A little way up from the mouths of some of the rivers the

drapery of the cliffs along the w-ater is very beautiful. "The

dark glossy green of the glistening karaka leaves, the feathery

waving foliage of the lace-bark, the white and purple bloom of

the koromiko, the richness of the ferns, and the glint of the

sunshine as it falls on the golden tossing plumes of the toe-toe,

the first cousin of the Pampas grass, with little rills and mists

of waterfalls veiling the mossy rocks, or some larger stream

gushing out of a dark leafy tunnel of branches,"" make up a

vision that delights the hearts of all who list to nature's

teaching.

The famous sounds of the Southwest coast have the reputa-

tion of being the loveliest series of gulfs in the world. Inlet

after inlet winds far in among the towering peaks of the

Southern Alps. In Milford Sound, the grandest of all, the

precipice rises 6,700 feet from the water's edge to the glacier

cap. The lower slopes are clothed with the vivid green of an

ever youthful forest seamed with roaring torrents and misty

waterfalls, while over all are the glorious summits draped with

fleecy clouds and snowy wrappings and wnth gleaming glaciers.

No better description of Milford Sound can be given than that

of Mr. Green of the English Alpine Club, from whom I quote

the following paragraph

:

"Vertical cliffs rose for thousands of feet on either hand, and we
drove in before a blast so strong as almost to make steaming unneces-

sary. The surface of the sea would now and then be torn off in

sheets, driven along in spin-drift, and again all would be calm as glass.

Waterfalls, resembling the Staubach, came down the cliffs from far

above the clouds, and were blown away in spray while in midair by

the fury of the storm. Wherever vegetation could get a footing on

these immense precipices lovely tree-ferns and darker shrubs grew in

profusion, all dripping with moisture, and running up the cliffs in long

strips of verdure till lost to our view aloft in the torn white mists. The
vivid green of the foliage was the feature of all this wondrous scene

which struck me most. Two or three miles up the Sound we steamed

close to an immense waterfall which, in one plunge of 300 feet, leaped

into the Sound with a roar like thunder, drowning our voices and

sending great gushes of spray over the steamer's deck. The face of

another great cliff was so draped with numberless small falls that it

'"From W. V. Reeves' excellent description in "The Fortunate Isles."
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seemed to he covered with a veil of silver gauze about 300 vards in

width. While passing along here we fired a gun; echo after echo

resounded from cliff to cliflf, and from invisible crags high over our

heads the echo again returned as a voice from the clouds. The mist

now showed an inclination to clear oflF, the rain ceased, and as we
entered the inner basin of the Sound the forest increased in beauty.

The totara pines, draped with festoons of grey lichen, contrasted well

with the soft green of the great fern-fronds, and formed a suitable

background to the scarlet blossoms of the rata which here and there

lit up the upper surface of the forest with patches of intense color.

Gleams of sunshine began to dart through the clouds, giving a moment-
ary flash on one of the numerous cascades, and then passing over forest

and cliff, added new beauties of light and shade. When about eight

miles from the open sea a booming sound rose high over the voices of

MILFORD SOUND,

Southwest coast of the Middle Island.

One of the most beautiful, and pcrhafs the very fittest, souiul iti the -vorld.

the numerous cascades, growing louder as we advanced, and rounding

a forest-clad point, wc came upon the grandest of New Zealand water-

falls, the great Bowen Fall. Its first fall is only about 50 feet into a

rocky basin, but. leaping from it upwards and outwards in a most won-

derful curve, it plunges down with a deafening roar in a single leap

of 300 feet. The Tc Anau was allowed to drift up in the eddy caused

by the fall, and being caught by the stream in the midst of drenching

clouds of spray, she was spun round as tho she were a mere floating

twig; then, steaming to a short distance she stopped again. The

weather had now taken up sufficiently for us to see, through an opening

in the clouds, the snow-clad top of Mitre Peak, which rises in one

grand precipice of 5560 feet from the surface of the Sound. The glacier
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on Pembroke Peak showed for a few minutes, and then was lost to

view ; but what we saw formed the grandest combination of scenery

upon which my eyes had ever rested."

Sutherland Falls, near Milford Sound, are nearly 2000 feet

high, or 1904 to be exact. Niagara is only 164 feet high, but

Niagara more than makes up in volume what it lacks in height.

Sentinel Fall, Yosemite, said to be the highest on earth, is 3270
feet from top to bottom. Three of the four highest falls in the

world are in the Yosemite, the other is in the Alps. The
Sutherland Fall of New Zealand is the fifth.

All visitors are captivated by the scenery. As Mr. LloycT

says. New Zealand is like Japan in a beauty of scenery which

even the oldest traveler finds it hard not to rave about.

"Ahnost every New Zealander Hves within sight of the mountains
or the ocean, or both. Its landscapes show long ranges and solitary

giants, tipped with Alpine glow ; there are waterfalls everywhere, some
of them among the finest in the world ; luxuriant country-side, golden

farms, lakes, geysers, volcanoes, forests with miles of pink, white and
red flowering trees in spring, and there are fiords of the sea threading

their way around the feet of mountains crowned with glaciers and
perpetual snow The scenery is a synopsis of the best of Norway,
Switzerland, Italy, and England, with occasional patches of Gehenna in

the pumice country around the hot lakes."

The hot place, or volcano farm and earthcjuake reservation,

is in the middle of the North Island around Lake Taupo. It

is about 170 miles southeast of Auckland and covers nearly

3CXX) square miles or 2 million acres, 30 miles wide and 100

miles long.

Soine of the finest land in the Southern hemisphere lies in

the North Island, but it lies v.'ithin 50 miles of the coasts.

When you leave these tracts and have risen a thousand feet

or so you come to a volcanic plateau in the center of which

rise the three chiefs of the tribe of active volcanoes, majestic

in their outlines, and fascinating because of the restless fires

within.

Of all the movable things in New Zealand, including laws

and customs, winds, rivers, and the surface of the earth, we
have least approval for the latter in its attempts at locomotion

;

they are apt to be so clumsy and full of disagreeable mistakes.

Yet this quaky region of steam and sulphur appears to have a

strange attraction for travelers who like to see the place where

earthquakes grow and geysers and boiling pools are manu-
factured.
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Fourteen miles inland from Milford Sound.

Otic of the highest ami one of the most famous falls iu the world. (Sec f- 554-)
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The tints of the rainbow are in the sulphur pools, and other

tints not in our rainbows ; all yellows from orange to the

palest primrose ; all reds from daintiest rose through carmine,

cardinal, crimson, and port to ruddy black, with the vermilion

series on the side ; the greens too are there from faintly tinted

white to superb Xiagara emerald. Some pools are black as

ink, others are clearest green, or deepest, purest blue, through

which thousands of silver bubbles shoot to the surface, float

and vanish.

This district is to Xevv Zealantl what- the Yellowstone Park

is to the United States, the national wonderland. The Yellow-

stone has no such healing waters as New Zealand's hot pools,

which are probably the most powerful and versatile medicinal

springs in existence; and the pink and white terraces presently

to be described, were far more beautiful than the terraces of

our mammoth hot springs ; but the geysers of the southern

]iark do not spout so high as ours. ^lost of them do not spout

at all, Ijut have settled down into beautiful thermal pools, in

some of which invalids may bathe most comfortably and with

astonishing benefit. Some of the geysers, however, have not

forgotten how to spout, and are ranked with those of Tceland

and the Yellowstone. Seen in the clear sunny air the giant

columns of water and foam, mounting, swaying, blown by

the wind into silver spray, and with attendant rainbows glit-

tering in the light are sights that fascinate the artist and all

lovers of nature's poetr}-. Through the middle of this curious

region runs the \\'aikato. the longest and most tranquil of

New Zealand's excitable race of rivers that swarm down the

mountain sides, career in spasms through the woodland, gallop

gaily over the plains, and plunge into the sea. The beauty of

mountains, lakes, streams, and patches of forest, with the

bright invigorating air and the geysers, pools, volcanoes and

other curiosities give the region a peculiar charm.

The crust of the quaky district is so thin and so unsettled

in its habits, that you feel as tho there were "little more than a

sheet of brown paper between you and Hades." Great cracks

open and new boiling pools burst into business. Clouds of

steam and sulphurous fumes rise from the pools. Rumbling

and exploding is the order of the day. Small earthquakes are

common and now and then a volcano will blow off its furnaces

in the A^esuvian fashion without previous announcement. In
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NGAtniUllOK, I- ROM r.l.LMv l^ARlv CUATKR.
Sonic monol'oli.its class the ncn' land and labor laws of Nc'c Zealand ii'/V/i the

2'olcanoes, but the mo~cment of Liberal legislation is more like the steady iif>liea7al

of a continent from submergence under the sea into the light of day.
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1886 Mt. Tarawera covered a number of Maori villages 60
feet deep with cinders and mud/'^The towns are not pretty

nor very clean, and Tarawera cannot be blamed for covering

them up out of sight, but she might have given the people a

chance to emigrate. The bottom of the big lake was blown
out and in its place came a yawning crater which sent up a

column of steam to a height of about three miles. The earth

broke open and one of the cracks was nine miles long.

This eruption destroyed the famous pink and white terraces,

which were formed by deposits of lime and silica from the

thermal springs l^owing down the bluffs of Lake Rotomahana.
They were exquisitely beautiful, resembling vast stairs of pink

coral draped with lace, on one side of the lake, and on the other

side a similar formation in pure white. They rose to a height

of sixty or seventy feet and were surmounted in the back-

ground by azure and sea green pools. These basins were filled

with the clearest of hot water, boiling and blue at the top and

changing in color to a lighter hue as it fell from terrace to

terrace. The water pattered in tiny cascades over the jeweled

walls of pink and white, and when the sun shone the hillsides

seemed alive with falling diamonds, pearls, emeralds, and

rubies. The terraces are now being reformed, and in the near

future nature will probably have rebuilt them in even finer

form than they were in the past.

The geysers of the thin-skinned district remind the visitor

of the Yellowstone, but the volcanoes and poisonous gases and

perpetual colic of the earth, are ultra Yellowstonic ; it is the

Yellowstone raised to the hundredth power. Its diabolical

instability and fiery disposition leave only one place known
to history or fiction with which it can be classed. Perhaps the

thing most like it in the United States, aside from Philadelphia

politics, is the Pittsburg region at the other end of the same

State. Sam Jones is reported to have said that "Pittsburg is

* In 1880 signs of volcanic activity began to appear. Millions of dead
fish were strewn on the coasts of the Bay of Plenty, probably poisoned by the
gases of some submarine eruption. In November. 1885, violent explosions
occurred round the White Terrace, the steam rising to KmjO feet. Finally, in

1886, the main eruption came, the explosions making the windows in far-off

Auckland rattle, lighting the sky with a brilliant electrical display, and tear-

ing the mountains asunder.
Aside from intellectual and social phenomena, and the ladies, of course,

there is nothing more interesting in New Zealand than the volcano farm,
where they raise the earth occasionally, and big crops of steam and sulphur
smoke all the time.
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hell with the lid off," and any one who wdll go through that

part of the country at night will conclude that the phrase is

apt in more senses than one. The lid is not oft' in New
Zealand's volcano plantation, but the cover is very thin and

contains a good many holes.

The hot springs of the volcanic region constitute the favorite

health resort of the South Pacific. The "Rachel Bath" has a

temperature of i(;4 degrees, which is enough to cook Rachel if

she stays in long. Then there is the "Painkiller Bath," and

the "Coffee Pot," which is said to be a cure for rheumatism

;

and the "Blue Bath" and "( )il P.ath" ; and the "Spout Bath" for

•f-^- '»--'-»'.

!*^!i»*4i

TJIK WHITE TERRACE.

See p. 558.

.1 natural staim'ay 111 glistening icliitc; cicstroycii /'y the enif^tion of 1606; but

similar ticf'osits are noic reforming.

members of Council, etc. Kach bubbling pool has its own
peculiar individuality with its own special medicinal properties,

and there are also cold showers to bring you back to life after

you have been boiled. The Government has control of the

springs, and fixes the charges. And people who have tried

them say that the charges are moderate, and that the springs

have the most wonderful healing properties in the world. The
Government does not advertise that the waters will cure all
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diseases incident to humanity, but it comes as near to it as a

conscientious law-abiding Government could/^

Not the least of the attractions New Zealand has to show the traveler,

are the Maoris and other living curios. The natives have already been
spoken of in the opening chapters. They are an intelligent and lovable

people. Some of the men are handsome, and the young girls are often

good looking. They have brown complexions with rosy cheeks, luxur-

"A MAORI PKli\'Cl';SS."

There is strength, courage and kindlitiess in the face of this chieftain's
daughter, and her luxuriant tresses 'would be deemed a (Priceless possession by any
American girl. Even the seven Sutherland sisters can show nothing finer, yet I
do not think the Princess has used any of their hair lotion, tho it is quite possible
she ivould be employed as a hair restorer advertisement if 'she ivere in the United
States. In her oivn country she is an heiress, rich in landed estates, and richer
still in health and vigor.

'I A few citations from the New Zealand Year Book for 1899 will
indicate the really remarkable success of the Government's baths in the cure
of disease :

"A. B., aged forty, a professor of music from South Australia, has been
for some years a sufferer from gout. He has the usual deformity of finger-
Joints, with chalky concretions. Occasionally the immobility of the fingers
has been so great that he has been unable to practise his profession. He
has pad Rotorua an annual visit for some years past. A very few of our
sulphur baths always set his fingers at liberty, and enable him to continur
his music teaching. The result is that he has left South Australia aud
settled himself permanently in Auckland, in order lo be within easy reach of
Ilotorua.

"I'erhaps there is no class of diseases in which we meet with more
uniform success than those affecting the skin. General eczema, which may
have resisted every form of treatment for years, is usually cured in a period
varying from six to thirteen weeks.

"C. B., a man forty-flve years of age, was admitted to the Sanitarium,
suffering from severe sciatica. Prior to his arrival he had been unable to
lie down for three weeks ; slept in a chair when he could, or with his head
on his arms at a table. He left at the end of three weeks without a trace of
his ailment remaining.

"Congestion of the liver, biliary catarrh, with jaundice and hemorrho'ds,
have been cured by the acid sulphur waters, which also prove useful as a
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iant black hair, and lieautifu! dark eyes. The women have their h'ps and

chins and breasts tattooed with inky scrawls. In the old savage days

tattooing was carried to great lengths, as we have seen in early chapters.

The missionaries forl)adc tlio practise, and as the Maoris were converted

the engraving of their faces and bodies became less frequent and exten-

sive. The Maoris who live in the geyser region do their cooking in

the Ijoiling pools or over a steam hole. No need to build a tire; a dry-

goods box or shoe box or soap box (they are not particular) sunk in

A MAORI Monil'.K AM) lllvK CIlll.l).

Maori mothers stilt carry llwir Inil'ics straj-'t'cd on tlicir hacks. It may not be

best for the babies, I have iw testimony from thent ami a]ii not an expert in baby-

ology, but it is con^'cnient for the inotlwr, as it lea-res tier hands free.

tile nuid over a steam hole makes a bake house alwa\'s ready for busi-

ness. ( )r meat, potatoes, etc.. can be piU in a basket or a bag made of

netted rope and dropped in a boiling pool, with a string tied to it. to

the basket or bag, 1 mean, and fastened to a stake near by. 'Phe

women cook their meals and e\en do their washing in these baby

volcanoes;

The natives keep droves of pigs and raise great quantities of potatoes.

Boiled pork and potatoes are their chief food. They are very hospitable

and always invite strangers to dine. Some of them will soak corn in

the streams till it is rotten and eat it with dried shark, a combination

topical iipplii:!! idii in dzciia and ulcerated tlu-oat. Tliis class of walcr also

lends to reduce i)letliorii and coi-piileiicy willionl prostration, insiii-es lieallliy

action of the skin, and ivlievcs torpor of the liowels.

"Ulcerated throat has l)eeu entirely cured in a few weeks, and loss of

voice from excessive use in pi-eacliinjj. etc., perfectly cured in four weeks."

36



A MAORI MOTHER AND HER HAI.FCASTE SON.

Tliis picture represents Ngeungeu, daughter of Tara, the principal chief of the

Nga-ti-tai tribe. She married Thomas Maxwell, an industrious English settler, ivlio

resided for many years near Auckland, and tlicy iccrc t'it.v happy together. Her
husband was lost at sea, and, tho solicited by numerous Europeans to re-enter the

marriage state, she refused. Her dress is of flax, made by herself, and ornamented

tvith tufts of scarlet wool. Her sou, James Ma.rwell, is shown by her side.
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the merest whiff of which will make a white man sea-sick. But ordi-

narily their food is wholesome and well cooked, tho they are not

hygienic in other particulars, social morality, drinking, smoking, cloth-

ing, etc. They will wear a suit of clothes one day and a hlanket the

next, and sit smoking in crowded huts the reek of which strikes one

like a blow in the face.

Some of the Maoris, however, have good incomes from labor or the

rentals of their lands, and live in excellent style. Handsome furniture

A Maori Xhj.age on tuk Wanganui.

The buildings on posts are barns, and are built

high to keep tlie rats from making otciiv TiiV/i tlic

corn and other provisions stored in them.

Tourists will find it an excellent plan to charter

a Maori canoe on the H'anganui and get the

natives to take them for a trip on the river to z'ic'v

the scenery and see the ^[aori -illages.

and every comfort and convenience, and even such luxuries as a silver

table service, can be found in some Maori homes.

Among the curiosities of the animal kingtlom there are several that

interest the traveler in New Zealand. Imagine a land crab that climbs

trees for a living. He devotes himself to the cocoannt i)alm ; climbs

to the top of the tallest, detaches the juicy nuts, letting them fall to the

ground, and then comes down to eat them at his leisure at the foot of
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the palm. Then there is the kea-parrol, mentioned early in this Ixiok,

that bores a hole with its bill in the side of a sheep and takes ont the

Till'. K1.;A I'AKKOT,

'( become ildi'ing surgeons lUid I'rafcssors of diuitoiuy and '<

kitlncys out of lij'ing shcef^ to gratify their dainty taste

I'ei-

for

These birds lia

section, cuffing the
ninfton.

The kca is one of the most remarkable of the New Zealand birds. When tirsf

discovered in 1S4H it teas a harmless fruit and insect-eating parrot: but ziith the
f->rogress of colonisation and the consequent stocking of the country ivith sheef', the
bird has developed carnivorous habits. If is thought that the value of mutton was
discovered by one of the parrots picking some fat from a fresh sheep hide hung
up to dry. The nezv dainty was fully appreciated and soon after the parrots began
to kill sheep e.vtensively for their fat. The part of the sheep chosen by these'
epicures is the kidney and the surrounding fat. They light on the back of the live
sheep, cut down to the kidney with their beak, take out the kidney and its fat and
leave the victim on the plain to die. The prompt communication by the first bird
of information concerning the newly-discovered lu.niry, and the sudden change of
zi'hole kea tribes into birds of prey, is regarded by naturalists as a very no-rel and
interesting fact.

The Kea is called "the green parrot." Its general color is olive green, but it has
other tints. The feathers on fhe sides are strongly tinged with orange red; the
primaries are dusky brotot, zi'ith the outer webs light metallic blue; fhe secondaries,
greenish blue, touched witti orange yellow; and the linings of fhe z<dngs and the
a.viliary plumes are z'ivid scarlet.

The Kea lives high up on the mountain ranges, near the snozi' line. It is an
e.rtremely inquisitive bird, to which characteristic it probably ozi'es its discovery of
the z'aiue of mutton.

In some localities fhe Keas ha've not yet learned to eat meat and the sheep on
the ranches in those regions are not disturbed by them.



Jl'licn the Maoris hod only stouc luitchct.i nml adzes it took 4 or 5 men t-iCO

nmntlis to fell a tree for a canoe. The ordinary canoe leas 1$ to 30 feet lou); and iS

to JO inches zeide. cut out of the solid trunk of a lotara f'ine, or kanri. Bnl some
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of these canoes Lcerc o'cer a hnnarca /cct long. There is ait So-foot war canoe in

the Auckland Museum, stained black and red and skillfully carved, and made to

accommodate loo ro'iocrs. Some of the Maori canoes were much larger than this.
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kidney fat. Think of a country where parrots l^ecome disco\erers and

professors of anatomy. And even this is not all. The crow has

learned to strike as sweet a note as any in the woodland; the hen has

become a skillful rat killer; a little mouse has invented a way of carry-

ing her young in a pouch on her breast ; and it is said that there is

an enterprising caterpillar which blossoms out and grows into a plant.

Gisborne says : "The vegetating caterpillar, the Hotete. is a singular

production; it is found at the roots of certain trees. The generally

accepted theory is that this caterpillar, in its passage underground, for

the purpose of its metamorphosis, catches in the folds of its skin the

minute seeds of a certain kind of fungus, which, rapidly germinating,

kills the grub and occupies its body, and afterwards sends up a shoot

and fructifies above the surface."

Then there is the velvet swan, black 3s the conscience of one of our

ballot stuffers; and the lizard that has three eyes; and the wingless

birds. The kiwis and the wekas are about as large as common hens,

with no wings, or wings so rudimentary as to be practically nil. and

feathers like coarse hair. In former times the wingless birds numbered

in their society the Moa, which was as tall as a giraffe, and as heavy

as a horse, with a body like a haystack and eggs as big as a foot-ball,

but travelers now can see this queen of the wingless tribe only in

imagination as reconstructed from its fossil remains.

Neither the steamship company nor the New Zealand Gov-

ernment Tourist Department has subsidized us or paid for any

advertisement, nor would one be given in the reading space

even if we owned stock in the steamship company, but the

reader may be grateful for a hint about the journey. Steamers

leave San Francisco for Honoktlu and Auckland every 2\

days. A round trip to New Zealand and return, good

for four months, costs $300, first class : second class, $250,

and third class $200. It takes 18 days for the voyage

from San Francisco to Auckland, and 4 or 5 days to go

from a city on the- Atlantic to San Francisco. Frisco is

only about 3 days from Chicago now, and New York is one

day from Chicago, so that the whole distance from ocean to

ocean may be made in less than 5 days. The four months'

trip may be comfortably made at a total cost of $600,

tho $1,000 makes the journey easier on the calculating gland.

About $5 a day from the time you leave home till your return,

is a fair estimate if you travel about much in New Zealand,

and you can spend $10 a day without laying awake nights to

plan the investment. The hotels charge $2.50 a day as a rule,

tho some in the larger towns ask $3 a day.*

The following paragraph from Murray's handbook is interesting in this
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The very first glimpse of Auckland is bewitching if the

weather is good, as it usually is. Verdant hills, beautiful villas

and well-kept prosperous-looking towns and villages greet the

eye, and most picturesque feature of all, the city itself, on its

lofty promontory overlooking the magnificent harbor in which

all the navies of the world might lie without crowding. Xew
Zealand is surrounded bv the "reatcst extent of ocean on the

TIIK LiTTLK CKKV KJW'I OL-' MiW ZliALA.XJJ.

A u'ingless and tailless bird about two feet long. The general color is a light

yelloic'ish broti'n, mottled in a wavy manner with blackish broicn.

Among Xeiv Zealand's zijingless birds may be numbered the capitalists zcho

threatened to leaze the country if the progressive land and income ta.ves 'cere

enacted, but have in fact remained and found so many big crumbs of prosperity

under the nezc regime, that they do not think of -calking aicay and Ziould not Hy if

they could.

globe—deej), wide, wind-stirred, flecked with foam, sprinkled

with blue islands, lit by l)rilliant sunshine, and clothed willi

genial air—such is the sea about the Fortunate Isles. A good

connecticn. "As wages in tlie Colony are very high, tipping is not so
universal as in lOiirope : and it is mucli to l)e lioped tliat tourists will not
e.Ktend this stupid and annoying (undeniocratie and aristocratic) custom.
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deal of this ocean gets into the air and some of it falls on the

land. Ikit the weather has not contracted the drizzle habit.

The rain comes down with business-like energy, then suddenly

the clouds break and soon the sun is shining from a clear sky.

The climate is beatific, at once poetic and practical, equable

and stimulating ; equal to California's best, and, New Zealand-

ers think, superior to it. Breezy, bright, cheerful, gloriously

healthful, with the climate as well as the politics of Brighter

Britain, the prevailing characteristic is light.

.&.- ^-•-.'pf-:

^i.i.<^j^i.^.^-.f!^^j^j:, 4^-jei(^„^

SCENE ON THE MANGA-NUI-TE-AO,

A tributary of the Wauganui.
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WHAT NEXT?
OR

THE FIGHTING LIXp; I X XKW ZKAI.AXd's POLITICAL

AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS.

There seems no reason to doubt that the rapidly accelerating;

movement in the direction of better organization and equaliza-

tion, transformation of competition into cooperation and

private monopoly into ])ublic ownership, that has filled the

recent years of Xew Zealand's history will continue in the

future. Some of the possible achievements of coming years

as indicated by the trend of events, the temper of the people,

and the definite utterances of their statesmen are as follows

:

(1) Nationalization of the great steanislii]) lines.

(2) State Fire Insurance.

(3) Complete nationalization of the hanking system by taking

over the middle-class banks, to do for all sorts of

business men what has already been done for the

fanners, tradesmen, and workingmen.

(4) Complete nationalization of co.al mines, carrying to the

limit the State owner.ship and operation of coal mines

already begun.

(5) Further nationalization of the land, carrying to their natural

conclusion the State leasing system and the resumption

and division of large estates.

(6) Further absorption of street railways by municipalities or

the State.

(7) Still more ample provision for workingmen's homes, and

entire elimination of anything like slimi districts in the

cities and towns.

(8) The zone system on the railways.

(9) Nationalization of the news service.

(10) Making the rivers furnish electric power to run the railways

and factories of the Colony.

(11) Extension of the use of the Referendum and Initiative.

("12) Majority clioice through preferential voting or the second

ballot.
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(13) Proportional Representation.

(14) Popular election of Senators, or Abolition of the Senate.

(15) The popular recall.

(16) Admission of women to Parliament.

(17) The "elective executive," or Ministry chosen directly by
Parliament.

(18) Improvement of municipal governmenl on the principles so

successfully applied in England.

(19) County electoral reform.

(20) Commencement of "old-age pensions" at the date of dis-

ability, and greater flexibility in the amount.

(21) The 6-hour day.

(22) National prohibition of the liquor traific.

(23) Abolition of the totalisator, a sort of gambling arrange-

ment.

(24) Regulation of trusts and combines.

(25) Free transportation.

(26) Free legal advice. Government lav,- offices where public

lawyers may give the people advice free, or at least at

such reasonable cost that a man would not have to

suffer injustice because unable to pay a lawyer to tell

him his rights.

{2']') Free justice, protecting the poor in their rights as well as

the rich, and making the administration of the law

depend on the merits of the plaintiff's case, and not

on the size of his pocket-l)ook.

(28) Thoro regulation of rents till the land is fully nationalized.

(29) Reduction of the tariff on necessaries.

(30) Increase of the progressive land and income taxes.

These are some of the things that Xew Zealanders are

tiniting to demand of their Government as we would say, or

as they would say in the words of Minister AIcKenzie, some
of the things "we are uniting to assist each other to get by

the use of our political powers."

state: ownership of ocean liners.

As to the nationalization of steamships Premier Seddon has

given the shipping-ring fair notice that if they do not do right

by New Zealand in the matter of charges, etc., he will stump

the country from end to end and the result will be a line of

Government steamers to carry the Colony's ocean trade.

In the Council, July 8, 1902, the Hon. R. H. Reeves said

:

"We have in this country one of the finest fleets of steamers,

belonging to the Union Company ; and if the Government can

see their way to take over the whole of the Union Company's
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fleet it would be one of the best things that could possibly be

done and mark my words, it will come to that yet."^

STATK Pike insurance.

The success of the Government Life Insurance Department,

and the conviction that the hre insurance companies are charg-

ing high jM-emiums and are combined to keep rates and profits

up, have led the people to believe that a State Fire Insurance

( )fi[ice would be an excellent thing. For several years there

has been agitation in this direction and the Government has

promised to bring in a State Fire Insurance Bill. This year

it did so, and July lo, 1902, Acting Premier Ward moved its

second reading and reference to a special committee in one

of his admirably lucid, closely reasoned, open minded, and

amicable addresses, which not only carry his points, but do it

with such gentle deference that even the Opposition, while

fighting the measure, have only admiration and kindly feeling

for the Minister.

The purpose of the bill is not to establish a Government

monopoly or drive the companies out of business, but to do

business side by side with them in friendly competition, "using

the power of the State to proteet the people from excessive

rates by fi.vnig fair jna.vniiinii charges for fire iiiswaiice

fhroiig/ioiit the Colony." The department is to be administered

and directed by men of experience, the board of control con-

sisting of the Colonial Treasurer, the Commissioner of Taxes,

and two competent men. of large business and commercial

experience or fire insurance training, appointed by the Gov-

ernor. Provision is made for reinsurance to shift the burden

of the excess beyond the liabilities the Office should stand,

and secure the wide diffusion of risks which is the essence of

insurance. Redemption of the capital is secured by a sinking

fund. And one-half the net surplus profits are to go for a

reserve fund : while the other half will go as bonuses to the

' A similar sentiment is growinj; in Anstrali.T. For example, the lion.
R. Reid, M.L.C., Chairman of the Mell)ourne Chamber of Commerce, .says
that in view of tlie danger from the great shipping combine, he sees no
hope but for the State to own a large and well-equipped line of steamers to
provide sure and continuous communication over the water-way between them
and the Old Country.

In England, too, the Morgan al)sorption of so many British ships has
made many frends for (iovernment ownership of steamship lines, so that no
foreign syndicate could buy them up.
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persons insured in the State Office, making the plan cooperative

Hke the Government Life Insurance Department.

The second part of the act provides for local option on uni-

versal or compulsory insurance, subject to the initiative and
referendum. In districts adopting- this part of the law a "fire

insurance roll" will be made out showing all the buildings in

the district divided into classes: ( i) The "uninsurable class,"

with which the State Office will have nothing to do, and (2)

all other buildings not otherwise insured, which thereupon by

operation of law, become insured in the State Office for their

insurable value, as stated by the manager making the roll, not

exceeding ^ of their capital value. The Act savs

:

"Upon coming into force of the iire insurance roll in any district,

and continuously thereafter, every huilding shown on such roll as not

then insured elsewhere than under this Part of this Act, shall, subject

to the provisions of this Act (as to uninsurable risks, etc.) and without

the issue of any policy, be deemed to be insured in the State Fire Insur-

ance Office."

The State ( )ffice wotdd then reinstire so far as necessary to

relieve itself from undue weight and concentration of risk,

and keep down the average in blocks, in localities, and in

the country. If any one office, jniblic or private, stood alone

for block after block in cities and towns, a single fire might

have ruinous efifects on the insurer. The risks in every block

and every locality should be divided and spread among the

shareholders and premium payers of many companies. Some
large risks are spread in variotis offices all over the civilized

world, so that a great conflagration like the Chicago fire can-

not fall with great severity on any one office.

The third part of the Act provides for an elaborate system

of fire protection through the extension and improvement of

the system of fire brigades, which are to be sustained by equal

contributions from the county or district and the fire insur-

ance companies carrying on business in New Zealand ( includ-

ing the State Fire Insurance Office) in proportion to the busi-

ness done by each company dtiring the last financial year. The
efifect will be that on the adoption of the Act in any district, the

State Fire Insurance Office will pay over half the cost of equip-

ping and maintaining the fire brigade. New Zealand has

already many efficient fire brigades and a good supplv of water,
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l)ul iIk' atloptiiiii (if this Act would ,i.',ri'atl\ increase the facih-

ties fiu- protection against tire.

'I he Act i? not to come into ettecl until it is adopted on refer-

endum \-ote in three boroughs and three counties having a

total population of not less than 60,000 and buildings worth

not less than $5,000,000. nor mitil arrangements are made for

reinsurance as above.

The advantages of the measm"e. as slated in the si)eeches of

the Acting- Premier and those who supported the bill in

del)ate,- are as follows: ( 1 ) It will be a check on high ])re-

miums. and ])revent anvthing like excessive charges for fire

insurance. The companies have combined to put rates up and

keep them up and premiums are exorbitant. There have been

three increases in the charges within a few years, while the

companies have been making large profits; 12 to 20 per cent

net surplus as a rule for the last ten years. In England com-

panies are satisfied with 5 per cent, but in New Zealand they

want three times that profit. The dividends paid by the

"National Company" from 1892 to 1901, inclusive, Avere I2)4

])er cent a }ear for five years, and 15 per cent a year for live

\ears : the "New Zealand Company" paid 15 i)er cent in

1893, and an average of I2^> per cent since, and the "South

Ih-itish" ])aid 10 per cent in 1893, 12J/2 per cent in 1894, 15

per cent in i8()5 and \)(\ ly^i per cent in i8(;7, "98, and "99,

20 i)er cent in 1900, and 22^/2 per cent in Kpi. "State

insurance will give relief not only to business people, but to

the farming industry, and to every owner of pro])erty

throughout .\e\v Zealand." (2) it will protect the ])eople

from the arbiirarx" conduct of the ct)m])anies. In some cases

owners of good properties have not been al)le to insiire them

at all. in other cases, where owners have asked for reductions

from the ordinary tarilT because their buildings were favor-

al)ly situated and the risks exceptionally good, the agents say :

"We admit all you say about the risk, but we must keep to

the tarift." The strongest combine and the nu)sl unfair com-

bine we have at the present day, is that of the insmance com-

panies. (3) The State can do the business at less expense

than the companies. "The experience of the Life Insiu'ance

I)e])artmeut shows that it cm do this business nnich more

.Now /.•;il;inil Ilansnnl. vol. liiO, pj). iiiO-i.");
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cheaply than any private concern of its size and age, and the

State should be able to make a similar saving in fire busi-

ness. ... It has got all its machinery ready to hand, office

accommodation, agents, auditors, etc., are already provided

in large part. They can afford to work at low rates, as they

are already in receipt of salaries." The State ( )ffice will not

be managed for profit, Init for the service of the people,

and the benefit of its savings will go to the insured in low

rates and cooperative bonuses.
( 4 ) It will stop in large part

the tribute that now goes over-seas to English stockholders.

(5) The vast extension of fire insurance, and the better pro-

vision for fire protection, will greatly lessen the suffering from

this source of injury. The public benefits of universal insiu'-

ance warrant compulsory provision for it, just as the benefits

of universal education justify compulsory provision for that.

(6) The State can offer better security to the owner than any

of the private companies.

Minister Ward's motion for second reading and reference

to a special committee was carried without division. The
committee's report and action by Parliament may be expected

next session (1903). Some further points in the discussion

are noted below as worthy the attention of these specially

interested in this plan

:

T. McKenzie : "Marine insurance should be included. The perma-

nent interests of the Colony are deeply Ijound up in the proper, careful

and economic insurance of our produce going to market. Take frozen

meat for example, if the farmer insures it himself he has to pay £3 to

£4, but the large freezing companies are able to underwrite it at Lloyds

for about i2 5s." Sir Wm. Russell, leader of the Opposition criticized

some detajls of the bill, but said: "I am by no means hostile to the

idea that the Government shall have a Fire Insurance Department. If

rates are too high let us establish a Government Department, com-

peting in friendly rivalry with the companies, and so bring down the

rates if they are abnormally high.' Other Conservatives objected to

the principle of the bill : "You are taking away our liberty," said one.

"It will interfere with private enterprise," said another. "The bill is

simply another means of obtaining voting power," said the man from

Patea. "We already have a large civil serxice and these officers nat-

urally vote for the Government in power." ( In the whole of the long

debate this was the only slur on the motives of the Ministry, and it

was so manifestly absurd that no one took the slightest notice of it.

The Liberal Government is not troubled about voting power; it has an

overwhelming vote behind it already, not on any spoils basis, but

because of the general satisfaction of the people with its course of
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action. Every one in New Zealand knows that State employees vote as

they please, being secure in position and rights under the civil service

rules, with the Appeal Boards and the Ar1)itration Court behind them.)

"I do not deny the success of the Government Life Insurance Depart-

ment." said the opposing member from Bruce, "but fire insurance is

different. You can calculate life insurance risks on the tables of

mortality, but fire risks cannot be calculated; they are entirely and

purely a matter of chance. The risk is too great. The measure is likely

to involve the Colony in serious loss." R. McKenzie : "The member

for Bruce always sees difficulties in any measures brought down by the

Government. The Advances to Settlers he .said would be a rank failure,

a serious loss to the Colony, whereas that measure has been a great

success, done much good and realized an excellent profit. What sort

of an authority is he? As a financial prophet he is absolutely useless."

Willis : "Last session it was stated to 1)e the intention of the Gov-

ernment to take possession of the business of all the insurance com-

panies in the Colony. I am glad this bill does not provide for a

monopoly. The intent is simply to protect the people against excessive

premiums. We may expect fierce opposition. I suppose there is no

combine that has more interested supporters than the insurance com-

panies. Their agents are legion, and their shareholders numerous. But

every progressive measure has been persistently opposed, and the

prophecies of evil have not come true. ... I can quote cases where

fires have taken place for the purpose of getting the insurance money.

That has been proved, and it is in consequence of the scramble among

the multitude of companies that these reckless risks are run."

E. M. Smith : "My constituents wish me to support this bill. Year

after year we have been clamoring for Government fire insurance,

because of high rates and lack of supervision over fires. In some cases

the agents rush down almost before the fire is smothered out, and pay

the insurance without any inquiry, to get the name of paying promptly

and so draw business. But such conduct encourages fires, as no proper

inquiry into the causes of fire is made in such cases; whereas, if the

Government had a Fire Department, they have the police, and the

courts and all the paraphernalia for inciuiring into fires, and there would

be better security against such risks. . . . Again as to fire protec-

tion, when the brigades have applied to the insurance companies for a

grant of money for having stopped a fire, they have been told in

language as plain as it was possible to tell them, that if it were not for

having a fire now and then they would not be able to get the people

to insure so readily.' . . . When the Advances to Settlers Act was

•'One would suppose the insurers would he anxhius to protect property to

the utmost. That used to be the theor.v, and in London fire protection was
in the hands of tlie conipanes. till ISfiG, when the city took charge of it. the

companies having performed the service vei-y badly. The fact is tliat the

l)resent system, insuring through agents pad in proportion to tlie insurance

tliey write, tends to focus attention uiinn the profits of policy-making, rather

than upon the benefits of security. Such agents are tempted to take im-

proper risks and to ovcrinsure, and so pi-ovoke arson and add to the causes

of insecurity. The history of suicides, child murders, etc., shows that life

insui-ance also not inri-eqnently leads to crime, through the departure from
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under discussion, 1 o\erlicai"d two nicnibcrs of the Opposition talking

in the Library and one of them said : 'If the Government gets this

measure through they will be in power for the next twenty years.'

Well, they have been in power for twelve years, and it is no wonder

the people will keep in power a Government that will pass such measures

in the people's interests. But let the Government lose the confidence of

the Commons or make an important move the people or their repre-

sentatives disapprove and out they go."

Herries (Bay of Plenty) : "Throughout the district I represent there

is a general desire that the Government should take up fire insurance,

but I object to the second or compulsory part of the bill." . . . Gil-

felder: "It gives me great pleasure to support the bill. ... A
short time ago, when the companies put their heads together and

decided to form a combination to put up and maintain high premiums,

a resolution was carried, at a large public meeting held in Invercargill,

in the following terms : 'That in view of the excessive rates now levied

by insurance companies for this town, the large general increase of rates

in New Zealand, and the excessive proportion of the premiums received

that is expended by the companies in other ways than in paying losses,

it is desirable that some other mode of fire insurance be adopted."

Then, a deputation waited on the Minister now in charge of the bill,

urging the Government to introduce a measure of this sort. As the

Sydney Bulletin says : 'Viewed in a cold business aspect, without ref-

erence to any abstract theory, but as a mere matter of cash and
convenience, there is a great deal to commend it. All the stereotyped

o1)jections, the old threadbare Tory scoffs: State interference with

private enterprise, grandmotherly legislation, and other catch-words

which the stagnant party uses over and over again, because it is inca-

pable of inventing anything new—may be taken as read. They prove

nothing except the exceeding liarrenness of the Tory intellect.' . . .

Many companies have been swallowed up, bought up, crowded out, or

ruined by the big companies."

Massey : "Mutual insurance as in Canada and the United States is

I)etter than State insurance. At present an insurance company or asso-

ciation here must deposit £50,000 of securities with the Government.

Let us lower the amount and so open the way for mutual insurance."

A Socialist member said : "I do not believe for one moment in the

right of the State to say to a man, 'W'e will insure your property

whether you want it insured or not.' " Another Socialist said : "If we

tho fundamenlal principle of insurance, namely, that it should relate only
lo loss, and that no one should make a profit by taking insurance. The
making of contracts by which the assured may gain by the very disaster
against which he insures, is a direct temptation to crime, and the payment
of agents ;n proportion to the insurance they write is a direct temptation to
the making of such contracts. The business should be so managed that a
fire or a death will be against the interest of all concerned. This can best
be attained by cooperative or put)lic insurance through salaried agents, post-
masters, or police sergeants, or some other class who could, in jierson or by
assistants, attend to the matter.

If any wish to investigate the interminable records of crime promoted
by overinsurance of property, or reckless insurance of life, we refer them to
A. C. ("ampbell's excellent book, "Insurance and Crime."

ft
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are to have State Fire Insurance why not make it a purely socialistic

institution at once, and save a great deal of expense. Let every man
make a yearly return of his property, and in case of its destruction let

him be paid its value, and collect the premium with the taxes." Still

another Socialist, Mr. Ell, of Christchurch, said : "The people have,

over and over again by public meetings and in various other ways, for

years and years past, been protesting against the action of the insurance

companies in keeping up high rates of insurance, and I consider it to be

an important function and duty of the State to see that th i property

of the people, furniture and buildings, should be insured at the lowest

possible premium. There is a system of State fire insurance in

Switzerland and the charges there now are much lower than the rates

quoted for the companies in England, and the latter are considerably

below the rates we pay. I am glad the Minister recognizes in

the bill the desirability of extending the system of local option, that

the institution shall only come into existence upon the wishes of the

people being consulted and on the people consenting to Part II of the

Act. With regard to the risk of the funds belonging: to such an institu-

tion being swept away, and the institution collapsinj, that is absolutely

impossible. You would have to sweep the State away. There is abso-

lute security here. When the floods in Hawke's Bay took place, there

was no objection to the whole community of New Zealand coming to

the relief of the unfortunate sufferers. There was absolute unanimity

of opinion in respect to that, as also in the case of the loss of sheep

by the snow-storm in South Canterbury some years ago. There was

another instance of the extension of State assistance, but there was

absolute unanimity of opinion in regard to it."

Acting-Premier Ward : "I might refer to the successful operation

of the Government Life Insurance Department. It has ^^ orked out

exceedingly satisfactory. So with the Public Trust Office ; there are

few people who would vote for the repeal of the statute that gives the

country that institution. And again, I think the House generally will

admit that the departure the State made in establishing the lending of

money to farmers has been successful. Altho great opposition was

shown to that innovation for a considerable period, there is now almost

a consensus of opinion that the Advances to Settlers Department has

done very good work. .'
. . The Canada system appears to have

some advantages. Last night a gentleman handed me a copy of the

Ontario Insurance Act, and on going through it I find the mutual asso-

ciations pay in to the Government about £10,000 as a guarantee deposit.

The mutual plan I think has a good deal to commend it and I shall

be glad indeed to inquire into it. It is not intended by the Government

to create a monopoly but to work side by side with private associa

tions, fixing the level of the fire insurance rates at an amount which

will not be regarded as too heavy by those who desire to utilize the

State Office or private institutions."

Hon. Wm. Bolt in the Senate: "It is really marvelous the anxiety

the insurance companies display to keep the State out of this business.

According to the companies it is such a risky business that the State
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will be completely swamped if it ventures into it. . . . As honorable

members know, this opposition to the State business has been persistent.

We have received letters and circulars from managers of insurance

companies all over the Colony, and from people not even connected

with the insurance companies ; but I am happy to think that the Gov-

ernment and Parliament have arrived at such a condition of mind that

they are not to be easily frightened by any such statements. Sir, we
all know that the Advances to Settlers Act, the Land for Settlements

Act, and the rehabilitation of the Bank were regarded as political hor-

rors at one time; but all the same they were carried, and I believe it

is agreed that they have proved of great advantage to the people as a

whole. But the fire insurance companies say the business is a perfect

Valley of Gehenna, in which the never-ceasing fires eat up everything

they have. But if that is so, I cannot see why those people should

enter into such ventures. Why do they not give up the profitless game?

It is very singular."*

THE ZONE SYSTEM.

The zone system of .railway tariff, which is making such

headway in Europe, is said to have originated in New Zealand.

MR. SAMUEL VAILE, OF AUCKLAND,

Inventor of the Zone or Stage System of railway charges.

It consists of a partial application to railroad charges of the

post-office principle of uniformity, without regard to distance.

• The small type, with the full text above and note H of the chapter on
Oovernment Life Insiiranct'. i-(mains in condensed form the main ideas

expressed in the insurance disciissiiins of 1002. N. Z. Hansard, vol. 120, pp.
114, 229-258—a fifty page roll of the rarliamentary phonograph.
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The railway system is divided into zones, and a uniform rate is

charged between any two places in the same zone, another

uniform rate obtains between any two places in adjoining zones,

and another uniform rate between places in zones having one

intervening zone, etc. ; the width of the zones increasing as you

go out, and the charge per mile decreasing by zone divisions as

the distances increase.* The advantages are a great simplifica-

tion of the tariff, a marked encouragement of travel, a large

reduction in its cost, and a strong tendency to diffusion of

population and equalization of values, and the opening up of the

outlying districts. Under the ordinary system the railways of

* A sketch given by the inventor, in which a poi'tion of a railway line in

New Zealand is represented, will afford a clear idea of the plan.

l'J6 m. Te Kuiti.

85 m.-

31 m.

22 ni-

ls m.

6 m.

— Kawa.

Lake Road.

-Frankton.

HiNTLY.

— Mercer.

I'UKEKOHE.

Drurv.

•Manurewa.

• Penrose.

=^=: Auckland.
(Each short stroke is a
station and long stroke
a stage.)

The long bars against certain names
in the diagram are the "stage" limits.

The stations are about 4 miles apart in

the country district.s, and tlie fare from
one station to another within a stage is

only the price charged for that stage.

Thus for the stage price of 4 pence (S

cents) one could travel from Auckland
to Penrose, that is, 6 miles ; and for 4

pence one could also travel from I'like-

kohe to Frankton, 54 miles. If a person
wished to go from Auckland to

Manurewa. which is two stages, he

would pay 8 pence, and if he wished to

go from Pukekohe to Te Kuiti (05 milest

he would also pay two stages, or 8

pence. From Auckland to Te Kuiti (six

stages) would be 2 shillings. Short

stages of 7 miles each were set up out-

side of each towoi ; a city of 600o

inhabitants or over liaving four 7-mile

stages ; one of 4000 inhabitants, two 7

mile stages ; one of 2000 inhabitants,

one 7-mile stage. These stages would be

redistributed if after a census it was
found that a 2000-inhabitant town had
become one of 4000, as it would then re-

quire two 7-mile stages, etc. As the
country became settled and filled with
towns the stage next each capital town
would be taken away, then the next, and
the next, till at last there would be only

one stage and one fare for the whole
State. Special tickets would be issued

for stations just over the stage division,

or close to a boundary.
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the world lia\e acted as a ceniripetal force, drawing the people

into the cities, while the zone system is intended to make the

railways a centrifugal force, diffusing population, encouraging

the development of remote districts, and equalizing to some

extent the transit conditions of cities and towns and villages

throughout the country.

Over twenty years ago, it is said, a Mr. Vaile, of New Zea-

land, advocated this sort of railway tariff, with very low fares,

and the plan received the earnest support of Sir George Grey.

A prominent Hungarian was in New Zealand when Mr, Vaile

was pressing his proposal upon Parliament, and six years later

Hungary put the idea in practise.^ Austria, Denmark, Sweden,

and Russia have also applied the system more or less to their

railway service with excellent results. And New Zealand has

made some approaches to it by adopting the policy of a decreas-

ing rate of charge upon increasing distances for both freight

and passengers, and by dividing the passenger service into

stages. But as yet nothing like a complete trial of the zone

system has been made in the home of its invention.

In this instance, therefore, an idea of great importance

claimed to have started in New Zealand has been first applied

by the State railways in other countries far less progressive

than New Zealand on the whole, and is still untried in the land

of its birth, the its advantages have been abundantly proved by

the experiments in Europe. In Hungary, for example, the

traffic doubled the first month, increased 136 per cent the first

year, and 300 per cent in four years; and, tho the average

reduction in fares was about 50 per cent, the growth of both

local and long-distance travel was so great that the net profits

of the roads were larger than before.

The situation in New Zealand is all the more remarkable in

view of the fact that the scheme has had, and still has, powerful

backing in the Colony. Sir George Grey indorsed it, as we
have stated. As far back as 1887, it is said, petitions for it

were signed by over 20,000 persons, and also by local bodies

throughout the Colony. Mr. Seddon, now Premier, considered

the matter favorably as long ago as 1892. The present Minister

^Thi3 Is the way Mr. Vaile's friends state the case, but some other
people say that the originator of the Hungarian plan owed most of his

Idoas to a couple of Knglish writers, and that the Ilnii^rarian system is quite
different from Mr. Vailo's.
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of Railways is in favor of giving it a trial. Several Parliament-

ary committees have investigated the plan and reported in

favor of it. Many members of Parliament have expressed

approval. A combination of wealthy citizens have offered to

bear all expenses of a trial of the system in the Auckland dis-

trict. Yet nothing has been done. The reasons for this

peculiar condition of things may be gathered perhaps from the

following portions of the discussion in Parliament, July 24,

1902, on a motion that a trial be given to the Vaile system

:

G. W. Russell and others: Mr. Vaile is on the right track, but the

demands he has made in connection with getting a trial of his policy

have been such that no Government could have supported them. One
of these demands was that the whole control of the railways on which

his system was tried should be handed over to him. No one in the

House would agree to hand over a section of railways worth a million

to a gentleman who, however correct his theories, had no practical

acquaintance with railway management. Yet that is the demand that

Mr. Vaile has steadily made, as he said he would not trust the railway

authorities to manage his scheme, because they would set themselves to

make it a failure in order to discredit him. Mr. Vaile has the unfor-

tunate disposition to regard every man who differs from him, even on

points of detail, as either a knave or a fool, and has devoted himself

to abuse of the railway people and the Government instead of arguing

his case. The greatest enemy of the Vaile system has been Mr. Vaile

himself. Had he, instead of abusing everybody who dififered from him,

been reasonable to those whose business it was to criticise and examine

his proposals, and been willing to accept a reasonable basis of experi-

ment, there would have been a trial of his system long ago.

Hon. Joseph Ward, Minister of Railways : I made an offer to Mr.

Vaile, October 3, 1900, but he has not taken it up ; an offer for a trial

of his system for all classes of traffic on the Auckland section of rail-

ways for not less than twelve months, under control of the officers of

the railway department, with a cash guarantee deposited in the Treas-

ury, and an estimate of the rolling-stock required. Mr. Vaile has not

furnished a statement of parcels and goods rates to go with the pas-

senger fares in his plan, which statement is necessary to calculate the

guarantee Auckland is to deposit, nor has he supplied an estimate of

rolling-stock. So far we have got no answer; all we have gotten is

abuse. It is apparent that once the sixpenny-stage system is adopted

there will be an enormous increase of passenger traffic, and there must

be additional rolling-stock, with increased cost of operation, all of which

must be covered. The people who are to receive the immediate benefit

ought to make up at least a portion of the cost, and they have stated

their willingness to do so. The Government is willing to give the stage

system a thoro and effective trial in goods and passenger traffic in any

district of the Colony on reasonable conditions. I would personally like

to see Mr. Vaile's scheme tried on the railways of the Colony, but if
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this plan is adopted of making travel dirt cheap it will mean an enor-

mous increase of traffic, and that would necessit ite extra carriages and

engines, which must be provided for. Is the House prepared to

authorize the Minister to try the system without a guarantee, and make
up out of the consolidated revenue any deficiency that may result?

McGowan and others : The Minister is taking the right way now to

introduce the system by division of traffic into 50 and lOO mile stages

and gradual reduction of fares. The decrease of freight rates according

to distance is already a part of the policj' of the country. The essence

of the scheme is the shifting of population from the centres to the

outside country districts.

Lawry, of Parnell, said he had received many letters saying the

Vaile system would be the greatest curse that could be inflicted on the

settlers, for if they w^ere induced to go to Auckland by the cheap fares

it would lead to their losing three or four days of their farm work.

If Mr. Vaile induced people to travel on the railway's when they had

no business, he inflicted a positive injury instead of a benefit upon them.

He was quite willing to admit that Mr. Vaile had spent his money, his

time, and his vituperation on this question. (Even the amiable Minister

said that if any one differed from Mr. Vaile he immediately took it

as a personal matter, and indulged in undeserved abuse of the officers

of the Railway Department and the Administration). Mr. Vaile had

repeatedly run for Parliament, but the people would not elect him. If

a plebiscite were taken on this question now the verdict would be that

the people of the Colony were satisfied with the present administration

of the railways.

Barclay : The State should make the experiment on its own responsi-

bility. Why ask for a guarantee? The evidence of the value of the

system in Austria-Hungary was ample (quoting the figures). The
irnprovement would be for the benefit of the whole Colony. If there is

any loss the country should bear it as the experiment is made in the

interests of the whole country.

The motion for a trial of the .system was lost by a vote of a against

it__to 26 for it.

Mr. Tregear, the Commissioner of Labor, referring to the fact that

the zone system in Hungary almost quadrupled the traffic and doubled

the revenue in about five years, and to the delay in adopting the system

in New Zealand, says, in explanation of the latter fact: "The State Rail-

ways in New Zealand are in the hands of men who do not work them

for profit. As soon as the returns rise above the sum that will pay the

small interest on their construction large concessions are made. The
passenger fares have been lowered so much that only two-thirds of the

fare charged two years ago has now to be paid. Similarly, freights have

been lowered and especially to meet the requirements of farmers a long

way off. Some materials (for instance, lime for manuring land) are

carried without charge at all, while only a nominal charge is made on

fruit for any distance. This careful nursing by officers instrucled to

make the prosperity of the settlers a matter of more importance than

profit to the railways has almost abrogated the necessity (many think)
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for a Zone system in the little Colony, but probably it will some day be

started and prove as great a blessing here as in Hungary or Siberia."

MAKING the; rivers RUN THE RAILWAYS.

A scheme is on foot in New Zealand to turn the force of

some of the tumultuous rivers in the North Island into electric

power to run the railway trains and shops, and to be distributed

to the chief manufacturing centers for industrial purposes.

There is power enough going tC waste in the rivers of New
Zealand, and in the sea about the Islands, to carry all the

freight and passengers of a giant nation and move the machin-

ery of a continent ; but how soon the proposal to tap this source

of riches mav be carried out we do not know. The con-

sideration of the scheme, however, is a further illustration of

the progressive spirit of the Government railway management.

FREE TRANSPORTATION.

Some are looking forward to railway transportation as free

as that upon ordinary roads ; freer, in fact, for they wish the

public to provide the wagons free as well as the roadway. In

the debate on the zone system, July 24, 1902, Mr. Fowlds, of

Auckland City, said he would "vote for a trial of the Vaile

(zone) system, and he did so not because he had faith in the

system, but simply because it was a nearer approach to what he

considered the right method of dealing with the railways,

namely, that the railways ought to be run absolutely free of

cost, and the expenses of running them should be collected by a

tax upon land-values. There is no intrinsic difference betwee^i

a perpendicular and a horizontal railway. In all the large

buildings of the world the owners rini an elevator from the

bottom to the top of the building, and they do not make a

charge to the persons who use the elevator. The elevator is

run free of cost, the reason being, that the owner of the building

believes that in running it free of cost he gets a return for his

money in the increased value of the premises for letting. He
contended that our horizontal railways ought to be run on

identically the same terms ; and he believed they would live to

see the day when the railways would be run on that basis ; then

the producers of the country would be put in a position that

they would be able to compete in the markets of the world in a
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way they could not do at present, or even under the zone

system."

THE 6-HOUR DAY.

No answer given by any New Zealander to my questions

about the next great move the working people are Hkely to

make, has interested me more than the reply of an employer

:

"Between us I think they are going to ask for a 6-hour day

without reduction of pay."

As they already have an 8-hour day w^ith lo-hour pay, and

in some cases only 44 or even 42 hours a week, the proposition

is not so startling as it may appear to those working on a 10-

hour basis. From 44 hours to 33 is not so big a jolt as from

60 hours to 44. It is questionable whether the 6-hour predic-

tion will come true in the immediate future. But there is no

doubt it will come in due time. High authority holds out the

hope that w4th the development of machinery and a wiser

organization of industry, three hours a day may be all that will

be required to produce for all the necessaries and comforts of

life. Then truly life will be worth living. Not that men and

women will be satisfied with only three hours of service; labor

that you want to do anyway and would do if you w^ere worth

a million, is very different from labor you must do in order

to get the means of life. And one of the principal reasons for

desiring the curtailment of the latter is that the former mav
be enlarged.

DISABILITIES OF WOMEN.

Several efforts have been made to remove the remaining

disabilities of w^omen, allow them to stand for election to Par-

liament, and place them in all respects on a political and legal

equality with men. W'licn it was first proposed to admit women
to the House, the suggestion was laughed out of Parliament.

But lately the proposal has received so much support in the

House that it is no longer treated as a joke, tho there is still

a considerable majority against it.

In one of tlie debates, a Maori nicnil)cr. Mr. Wi Pere, expressed

liis serious objections to female representatives as follows: "I am
afraid, if ladies were allowed seats in the House, it would distract

the attention of some honorable members, and they would not pay so

much attention to the affairs of the Colony as they would otherwise

do. Alfho T am getting up in years, I must confess I should be aflfected
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by a weakness of that sort. If the honorable gentleman in charge of

this bill would introduce a clause providing that only plain women
should be allowed to come into the House, I think the source of danger

would be removed ; but if any beautiful ladies were sent to this House,

I am quite sure they would lead astray the tender hearts of some hon-

orable gentlemen, particularly the elder members of the House. I say,

in conclusion, that if attractive ladies are allowed to come into this

House, I am quite certain my own wife will never consent to my
returning here."

elective; executive.

To American ears that would seem to mean the election of

the Governor, and there have been attempts in New Zealand

to pass a bill to that effect. In 1892 the second reading of

such a bill was lost by only one vote. In 1895 the majority

against it was ten. The inain trouble with such a move would

be the danger of a deadlock between the elective Governor and

the Ministry, each claiming to represent the people.

In New Zealand where the Ministry is the real executive, to

favor an "elective executive" means to support the proposal

that the Ministry should be chosen by direct vote of Parlia-

ment, instead of having a Cabinet made up by a Premier nomi-

nated by the Governor, subject to the approval of the House

or an appeal to the people as at present.^

A bill for the elective executive has been brought before the House

by a private member every year since 1894 and has received consider-

able support, but still lacks a good deal of winning out, the last vote

(1902) being 35 to 19 against it. The reasons urged in favor of the

amendment are that election is more democratic than appointment sub-

ject to approval, and that the liability of a Ministry to loss of office in

case of the defeat of an important measure it has introduced, has led to

the practise of letting bills drop when their passage seems doubtful

instead of pushing boldly forward on the line of conviction, so making

the Ministry followers, instead of courageous leaders.

The objections to the change are that the present system has grown

up with the Colony; is thoroly understood by the people and has given

excellent results;^ is like the system in use in England and in other

British colonies; and gives the dominant party in the House practical

control, while the elective executive would give the defeated parties a

* See chapter on the Constitution.

'' The Ministry is thought quite progressive enough, and by no means at

fault in waiting for the growth of public sentiment before pushing its

measures through. One of the strong points of the present system is that

"the Ministry tends to become a body which carries out the wishes of the

whole House rather than simply to lead its own party."
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voice in the choice of the Ministers, and might even take the question

out of Parliament altogether. The tendency would be to make the

election of representatives turn on the choice of a Premier. This would

change the flexible Ministry into a Cabinet practically sure of a fixed

term of three years (since there would be great hesitancy about using

the power of removal after the people had signified their choice), and

carry party organization and contest for executive power, with all its

attendant evils, into the country at large.'

OTHER GOVERNMENT CHANGES.

The abolition of the Upper House is favored by some, but

popular election of Senators seems a more likely solution of

the Legislative Council question. A bill for this purpose has

been framed, and Mr. Ell was allowed to introduce it (1902)

by a vote of 43 to 14, but the matter has not yet been threshed

out. The county franchise and the popular recall have also

received some attention, as we shall see. But the most im-

portant governmental questions relate to the representation of

minorities, the abolition of plurality elections, and the exten-

sion of the referendum. As the latter subjects occupy more

space than this chapter can afiford, the reader will find them

treated in Part III.

THE COUNTY FRANCHISE. .

The multiple franchise for the rich has been abolished in

national and municipal elections, but still exists in the elections

of county councils. There is a desire that this "relic of the

dark ages" should be abolished. "It is possible in a county to

have as many as nine ridings, and a property-owner, if he had

sufficient property, might have 27 votes, or three votes in each

riding in which he had the requisite property. ''° The Govern-

ment agrees that the present system of plural votes, under the

' In the debate of 1804, Win. Peml)er Reeves said : "The American
President is practically chosen by direct vote of the people. The result is

that every evil of the party system is exa;?gerated and extended. . . .

The measure would in fact talie away from the representatives and therefore
from the peop'e themselves, the power they have to remove from office any
Government tha^t misconducts itself. A fixed execut ve is bad. It consoli-
dates each party in the State. Wo would have party orfanizatinn. and
instead of its being found only in I^arlianient. it would be outside of Parlia-
ment, and in tlie country. At one blow it would get the rule of the Colony
for .S years. You would have the machine, the ring, the caucus, and the
boss."

The b 11 under discussion proposed that each Minister should be sepa-
rately chosen by I'arl'ament. and gave Parliament power of remova;, a vote
to be taken on demand of 20 members.

"N. Z. Hansard, vol. 122. p. 12G.
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property franchise in county elections, should be changed, but

the pressure of other business has so far prevented action.

TRUSTS AND COMBINES.

Except in land-ownership, ocean transport, and the oil trade,

New Zealand has not had to deal with any such powerful and
dangerous monopolies as those that afflict the United States.

The railways, which have done so much in this country to

create and foster monopolies, are owned by the nation in

Brighter Britain, and operated without discrimination in favor

of any trust or combine or other large shipper. The Govern-
ment, too, is so completely a people's Government ; so free

from domination by corporate influence, and so thoroly deter-

mined to support the interests of the masses, and especially

of the small men, that it would hardly have been possible for

monopoly evils to grow to very serious dimensions under the

Liberal regime. Nevertheless, some aggressive combines have

been formed, and American trust tactics have been applied

with sufficient vigor to cause disturbance in the public mind.

The coal combine, as we have seen in a former chapter, put up
the price of coal to an unreasonable figure. It has also compelled the

local dealers to keep to the tariff established by the coal-mine owners.

by threatening to cut off their supplies if they sell below schedule rates.

In the oil business the trouble has come from outside. The Stand-

ard Oil Company will ship from the United States to New Zealand

and undersell the New Zealand oil men, to kill and capture their

industry, recouping itself meanwhile by high prices in the United

States. "The supply and price of kerosene is regulated here from
America, and there is not a merchant or combination of merchants in

this Colony who dares to say 'booh' to the company."

The liquor monopoly, or brewers' union, seeks to control the liquor

traffic through the ownership of hotels, and the regulation of rents

so as to compel hotel keepers to buy their liquors from the combine.

The rents are put very high if they buy elsewhere, but are lowered

if they buy of the trust. These "tied-houses," as they are called, are

regarded as one of the greatest evils resulting from trust methods
in New Zealand, because: d) they increase the power of "Bung" in

the country; (2) the liquor sold by the combine is often of very poor

quality, bedrugged and adulterated, and very much more injurious to

health than ordinary spirits, bad as they are; (3) tenants buying pure

liquors elsewhere are tempted to sell after hours and evade the license

laws, in order to make up the "villainous rents ;" and (4) many of the

combine's licensed houses are "unfit to be inhabited as hotels, many of

them nothing but death traps, mere dens from which, if a fire does take

place in them, not half the people will be able to get out."
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The wheat ring, or Millers" Trust, is a combination of millers to

fix the price to be paid to the farmer for wheat, and the price of bread to

the consumer. It compels the bakers to join the combine by underselling

and boycotting them if they refuse. And it seeks to crush out com-

petition by selling below cost in one locality, while making up its

profits by high prices elsewhere. The millers say they combined "to

save the cost of too many agencies, and to stop the ruinous competi-

tion that was going on among them. Their intention was to earn

fair prices for themselves and the men employed in their works, and

pay a fair price to the farmer for his wheat, and not for the purpose

of extracting undue profits from consumers." The Trust's idea of

a fair price for the farmer, however, does not agree with the farmer's

idea.s on that point. Neither does the Trust draw the line of undue

profit just where the people would draw it. The use of boycotting by

the Trust to compel the bakers to come into the ring, shows an intent

to use wiiatever means may be necessary to control the market in

the interest of the combine. And arbitrary control of a necessity of

life by a private monopoly is dangerous to the public welfare. As
Premier Seddon says : "When w^e have all the millers combining,

and the bakers combining with the millers, the question is, where is the

consumer going to come in by and by? If they raise the price of

food on the workmen, then the workmen w'ill combine to get the

price of their labor raised, and where will the farmers come in? If

iliere is to be only one buyer in the Colony, it will probably have a

serious influence on the producer."

Next to the Millers' Tru.st, which is denounced on all sides, the

most obnoxious ring is the Meat Trust, a combination of meat com-

panies to keep down the price to the producer and fix the price to the

consumer.

There is a timber-ring also, and some other minor monopolistic

associations ; but those above mentioned are the ones that are agi-

tating public thought, and leading to earnest discussion among public

men as to the best means of "preventing the building up in New Zea-

land of any of those trusts and combines which have done so much

to make the United States of America in that respect unenviably

notorious.""

For land monopoly, the Liberal Government prescribed regu-

lation of holdings, progressive taxation, and State ownership/

For the coal combine, the medicine was State ownership and

operation of coal mines to fix the market price, and a liberal

dose of compulsory arbitration to do justice to the workmen.

If the shipping ring does not behave itself the Governinent

proposes to establish State lines of ocean steamers. To stop

the tied-house evil it is proposed that no brewer, or liquor

merchant, dealer, distiller or importer, nor any person inter-

10 Acting-Premier Ward, July 0, 1902.
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ested in any such business, shall be permitted to own, or have

any estate in, any licensed house. The brewers, however, can

easily find some other way to control the retail trade. If Pro-

hibition does not intervene, or effective public control of com-

bines, the big manufacturers will rule the market.

For the food trusts, and aggressive combines in general,

various remedies have been proposed, (i) Cooperation. In

the Parliamentary discussions of the trust question one of the

principal recommendations has been a proposal to the farmers

to form cooperative unions to handle their own products, wheat,

sheep, wool, etc., and so checkmate the piratical combines. In

fact organization on these lines has already begun. The injus-

tice suffered at the hands of the meat trust has roused the

farmers, and they have held lively meetings in various places,

and decided to form cooperative companies, and establish

cooperative works for freezing and handling their sheep.

Moreover, one of the objects of the Farmers' Union, which

has lately come into considerable prominence, is to secure a

fair price for farm produce by combination on the part of the

farmers themselves. The cooperative dairy associations have

been very successful, and there is no doubt that similar methods

will prove of great benefit in other fields of industry.

(2) It is proposed that the Government shall protect pro-

ducers by holding itself ready to buy wheat, sheep, etc., at fair

prices, selling again at a reasonable margin, and so exerting

a control over the market that would prevent oppression of

either producer or consumer. The Argentine Republic is

quoted as having combatted a wheat ring, and broken up a

"corner" in wheat, by State purchase of all the wheat the

Government could get, and fixing the price at a fair level.

(3) State flour-mills are proposed in order to govern the

market, and ensure fair prices both to farmers and to con-

sumers. And some declare that the true remedy for trusts or

other monopolies in general, is the establishment of State

industries in all the monopolized fields ; the State absorbing

the whole industry where it naturally belongs together, as in

the case of railways, telegraphs, etc., while in other cases, such

as mining, milling, merchanting; etc., it may be content with

an amount of public ownership sufficient to set the pace, and

hold private capital in the same industries to fair treatment of

producers and the public.
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(4) Judicial decision, or mandatory arbitration of prices is

also urged. The plan would put the final control of prices in

the Arbitration Court, or another Court constructed on similar

principles, representing all the parties whose interests are

involved. All-round evidence would be taken, and minimum
rates to producers, and maximum prices to consumers, would

be fixed in such a way as to do justice to all concerned, in like

manner as wages, or the prices of labor, are fixed at present by

the Arbitration Court. The prices of wheat and meat, etc., to

producers, and to the public, nuist l)e fixed somehow ; and,

when the organization of industry drives out competition, the

question is whether prices are to be fixed by a private monopoly,

or by a body representing all the interests involved, including

the paramount interest of the public. The public may protect

itself and the producers, capitalists, and workers also, by going

into the business itself, wholly or partially, establishing a public

monopoly or a competing public enterprise able to prevent any

private monopoly of the business; or it can compel the judicial

arbitration of questions of price, quality, service, etc., between

organizations of producers, middlemen, and consumers.

(5) Progressive taxation may be used to drive the organiza-

tion of capital into cooperative forms. Capitalists unite in

aggressive trusts because economy and profit lie in that direc-

tion. Make cooperative union, not only the most economical

as it is naturally, but preferable also on the score of private

profit for the promoters, and capital will organize in coopera-

tive forms. This can be done by putting high taxes on aggres-

sive, anti-social, piratical combines, and awarding low taxes to

combines organized on cooperative principles, opening their

books to public inspection, doing business in the daylight,

-paying fair rates to producers, treating labor justly, making

right prices to consumers, keeping only moderate profits on

actual investment for themselves, and submitting to arbitration

all questions arising between the combine and any other party

or parties.

(6) The State railways and the mails may be closed to

trusts that use the boycott or other unfair methods, or seek in

any way to monopolize the market. A monopoly might be

required to get a license, after thoro inspection of its methods

b\- public officers ; such license being granted each year only

on condition that its methods and conduct for the preceding
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year were just and reasonable, and possession of the license

being necessary to secure transportation of its goods whether
shipped by itself or others.

(7) Combinations may be forbidden by law, and the dissolu-

tion of existing trusts and combines ordered under heavy
penalties.

(8) Fine and imprisonment may be imposed upon persons

who organize or conduct unlawful combines, or have any active

connection with them.

Such are some of the remedies that have been proposed for the

budding evils of the trust. It seems of the utmost importance in

this matter to distinguish clearly between combination and the abuses

of the powv^r of combination. To forbid combines is not the right

way. In the first place it is useless to do that. That has been the

law for ages, but the trusts grow just the same. They thrive on pro-

hibition. They e.xist and develop in obedience to a law far higher

than any that can be enacted by any legislative body on this planet,

namely, the law of industrial gravitation, the law of integration and
economic survival of that which is economically fittest to survive.

No matter what laws are made, men will unite to save the wastes

of competition, and control prices, as soon as they get intelligence

enough to understand the enormous advantages of so doing. If

necessary the union may be by simple word of mouth, without any
union of property titles or incorporation or formal agreement. No
law can prevent these mutual understandings. In the second place

it would not be wise to prevent combinations of capital even if it

were possible. Organization is in itself of the utmost value. The
purposes of the Millers' Trust above stated are e.xcellent. But along

with the economies of union, there comes a power of controlling mar-
kets and compelling whole classes, and even the general public, to

stand and deliver, which power is very liable to abuse.

The problem is to keep the advantages of organization and get rid

of the evils of arbitrary use of the powers of organization. The New
Zealand law already encourages the combination of capital. The
Arbitration Act puts a premium on union among capitalists as well

as among workers. And capitalists have formed unions all over

the Colony, not merely for the purpose of the Arbitration Law, but

for general industrial control. In many businesses in the large cities

the employers have combined, and without abolishing the system of

tender altogether, they regulate prices, so that when a tender is sent

in now the person who wants the contract has to tender at a price that

will enable him to pay fair wages, and realize a good profit. These

are good objects and they cannot be attained without union. Neither

workers nor employers ought to be sweated. Common sense puts

the seal of reason on the organization of capital, and New Zealand

has put the seal of State upon it also. How then is union to be per-
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mitted and (.-ncouraged, while the abuses of the power resulting from

union are discouraged and eHminated?

Examining, in the light of this question, the proposed remedies

above set forth, it is clear that the second, third, fourth, and fifth

attack only the abuses, and leave the benefits of organization wholly

or almost wholly secure. Judicial' decision of conflicting interests as

to prices. State entrance into the industry, and guidance of the organi-

zation of capital into cooperative channels by the power of regulative

taxation with thoro public supervision and auditing, all seem to be

fairly satisfactory remedies. Cooperation among producers or con-

sumers to secure fair treatment is also of great value, but subject to

the danger that the cooperative union of sheep farmers, for example,

may use its power not merely to protect itself, but to fleece the public.

There is no complete safety in partial cooperation. Every trust and

combine, however aggressive on the outside is cooperative to some
extent on the inside. You must have the sheep raisers united coopera-

tively, and the meat handlers also, and the consumers or sheep-

eaters (or the State representing the public), and prices must be

settled liy some process of conciliation or arbitration of the opposing

claims of these three classes.

The most ill-advised of all the suggested remedies probably are

the last two, prohibition of monopolistic combines (laws attempting

to destroy combination itself along with its abuses, or even regardless

of the character of its methods), and personal punishment of the men
concerned in such organizations (also regardless of the goodness or

badness of the combine eflfected or conducted by them.) Such laws

liave been passed in America and Europe, but have not been enforced,

and cannot be made effective. They are utterly incompetent to pre-

\ent monopoly. They do not draw the line between the good and

bad of the problem of the trust. When manufacturers, merchants, or

others who have been quarrelling among themselves in the business

world, get sense enough to stop fighting each other, but, not content

with saving the wastes of conflict among themselves, turn their united

strength against the producer and the consumer, the way to deal with

them is not to say : "Gentlemen, you must quit that union business

and go back to fighting each other." Rut to say : "Gentlemen, you

have shown that union and cooperation are excellent things; let's

have more of them. It is all right to stop fighting among yourselves,

but you must not join to make war on the producer and consumer,

nor to force others into the combine or drive them out of business

by means of the boycott or underselling in one locality while prices

are kept up elsewhere. • This partial cessation of hostilities and con-

centration of attack is too hard on the attackees. If you stop fighting

among yourselves, as we hope you will, you must give up unregulated

battle against producers and the public. Cooperate with each other

bj- all means, but conduct your relations with outside parties also

with reasonable regard to cooperative principles, or submit those

relations to arbitration or judicial regulation."

The water must be squeezed out and kept out of the capitalization

38
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of the trusts (the railways, street railways, telegraphs and telephones,

and gas and electric plants too in this country), and they must not

make unreasonable charges, nor discriminate unfairly, between persons

and places, nor exclude labor and the public from a just share in the

industrial control.

The New Zealand Parliament has debated several bills intro-

duced by private members and modeled more or less closely

on the American statutes, with prohibition of monopolistic

combines under heavy penalties of fine and imprisonment.

These bills have been clumsily drawn as well as bad in method.

The one introduced this session (1902) was so broadly worded

that its prohibitions would even cover the cooperative associa-

tions which the mover advocated as one of the principal reme-

dies for the monopolies he was seeking to abolish. Nearly

every member who spoke to the bill this year, approved the

effort to avert "the danger of allowing anything of the nature

of the American trust to get a grip on this country." But no

one could be found, not even the mover himself, to stand by

the details of the bill, and a facetious member moved an

adjournment of the debate "in order to give the honorable

member time to make up his mind whether he was really in

favor of his own bill or not ;" and to allow the Government

to bring down the trust bill promised in the Governor's mes-

sage. The debate went on, but the bill did not become law, and

no law relating to trusts has yet been enacted. The private

bills have been inadequate ; and the Ministry is "waiting to see

the nature of the legislation recently put on the statute book

in America, as a result of the efforts and recommendations of

President Roosevelt.""

The Debates.

It may be well to add a few words about some of the meas-

ures introduced into New Zealand's Parliament on this line.

In 1893, for example, Mr. Shera moved the second reading of a

l)ill for the "Restraint of Monopolies," which he said was modelled

" President Roosevelt has manifested an earnest desire that something
should be done to control the trust evil. It is due to him that suits have
been brought against some combines under the anti-trust laws, and thai
Congrpss has created a Department of Commerce with power to investigate

the conduct of corporations employed in inter-state commerce, strengthened
the provisions against railway rebates, and enacted a law to expedite
important actions under the anti-trust law. In the proceedings against the
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on the Sherman Act. It prohibited every contract or combination in

any form whatever, or conspiracy in restraint of trade or commerce,

imder penalty of $2,500 and 12 months' imprisonment, and defined

"combination" as "an association for the purpose of raising prices or

restraining production." The mover frankly admitted that the press

of the Colony was practically a unit against the measure ; he had not

seen a single article in its favor. But he thought they misunderstood

it. Wm. Pcmber Reeves said that "the obvious eflfect of the bill first

of all would be to consign to gaol (jail) the whole of the trade union-

ists of the Colony (as it is said the Sherman Act would do if carried

out), and in the second place, it would render every member of a

society of prohibitionists liable to a fine of £500 and to twelve months'

imprisonment also. These might possibly be good features in the

eyes of some other members, but he was not prepared to throw so

considerable a section of his constituents into peril."'"

The vote was 17 for to 34 against the bill.

In 1900, 1901, and 1902 several bills for the restraint of

food trusts and the prevention of combines were debated. The

merger of the Pacitic railways, against the Beef Trust, against tlie poo'ing
of the Southern railways to control the cotton shippers, and against the Salt

Trust, the Govei-nraent has secured judgments against the combines. The
spirit of all this is admirable ; it is the spirit of justice, and protection of

the people against the abuses of corporate power. But the uisdoin of our law
is mixed, and the enlightenment flowing therefrom to New Zealand is quite

incomplete. Stronger safeguards against railway rebates in favor of big

shippers are unquestionably wise and needful here, but wholly unnecessary
in New Zealand. A department of investigation and publicity is good for

both countries, and the service rendered by I'resident Roosevelt on this line is

of the highest value. There have been periodic investigations of the more
aggressive trusts, and the general facts are known ; but the intervals of

darkness between the search lights prevent the full truth from impressing
itself on the public mind, and rousing the people to demand a remedy. The
new I)p])artnunt of Commerce, whtn it once gets under way, will mean
continttous and thoro publicity in place of partial and spasmodic publicity.

The anti-public trusts do not like publicity of any sort ; but they can get

along pretty well with the intermittent sort that gives the public time to

forget and the trust a chance to recuperate after each shock. The strong
light of full and continuous publicity will, we hope, enable the people to

distinguish clearly between good combines and bad combines, or between
the good and evil effects of combination, so that they will demand legislation

encouraging the one and suppressing the other, in place of indiscriminate

laws against trusts and combines as interfering with competition and the eco-

nomic superstition connected with it. Our anti-trust laws, and suits to enforce
them and dissolve the combines, pools, and trusts, are wrong in principle and
abortive in fact. Pooling, coordination, combination are right and beneficial to

the railways and the country, and should not be forbidden, but encouraged and
regulated. So with the Beef Trust, the Salt Trust, the Standard Oil, etc. :

it .s wrong and useless to try to destroy the combination. Organization is

good per Nc. and will persist in some form, if only by mutual understanding,
in spite of all the laws Congress can make, and all the suits the (Jovernmcnt
can bring. With all the I'residenc's energy and honest determination to do
his duty in administering the law, the aggressions of organized capital will

continue to grow, either in the light or in the dark, so long as the prohibi-

tions of the law are aimed indiscriminately at the good and the bad in the

trust, cindenining combinat'in and organizaticn as well as the abuses of

the power evolved by combination.
For the text of the recent laws, see Appendix to "Organization and Con-

trol of Industrial Corporations," Equity Series, 1520 Chestnut St., I'hila.

"N. Z. Hansard, vol. 81, p. 12S.
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Rings and Combines Suppression Bill,- introduced by Mr.

Hornsby, this session (1902), prohibited all combinations under

heavy penalties, and limited dividends to 15 per cent. It elicited

lively and prolonged discussion, the following paragraphs from

which throw further light on some of the points mentioned

above

:

Under the influence of the Millers' Trust a boycott has been insti-

tuted in this Colony. For example, supposing a baker dares to deal

with a flour-miller who is not included in the trust, then the other

bakers of the town in which he lives will go to this extent : they will

THE MUSEUM AT CHRISTCHURCH

Where, in a future age, the fossil remains of aggressi.Te trusts and combines

may rest by the side of Maori spears and tomahawks and other barbarous relics.

threaten the merchants with whom the man is doing business, and

tell them that if they do not cease to supply this man with the ordinary

articles of trade, leaving flour altogether out of the count, they will

boycott them. (Hornsby.) In my district a miller was threatened

by the combine that steps would be taken to put flour into the market

in Wanganui at a price that would always be under the price he

would charge. In consequence of the pressure brought to bear upon

him he has now finally decided that it is necessary to join that com-

bine. I maintain that the evils of these combinations must have very

serious consequences upon the people of the Colony. We have also
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10 remenihci" that not only are the millers working by every means

in their power to get entire possession of the flour trade in New
Zealand, but they are also working in combination with the bakers,

who made an agreement in their turn that they would not buy flour

except from the combine mills. In return for that the millers said

that they would not supply any baker unless he also was in the

combine with the other bakers. (Willis.)

W'c know what is going on in America, and what is being attempted

to be done here, and what has already been achieved, and altho this

country is young, the same methods are being attempted here to force

up prices that have been in force in America for many j'ears past.

As showing the need for the bill, a baker living in the neighborhood

of Christchurch, who has been in business for nearly thirty years,

came to my house just before I left for the session and told me the

following story. He said : "I refused to be bound by the conditions

attempted to be imposed. I have been in business nearly thirty years,

and up to a short time ago I secured my flour from a man outside

the Trust. This man joined the Trust, and wrote me that he could

not supply me with any more flour; so I went to a friend in the

trade and asked him to lend me two or three sacks to go on with

until I could secure some from a shipment I was getting into the

country from an outside source. This friend, however, told me that

he dared not do it, as the Trust would shut up his shop, and I had

to go after dark at night and get some sacks of flour from that man
in order to supply' bread to my customers."' ... In Auckland

City, the Millers' Trust lowered the price of flour by £2 a ton in order

to force the millers of Auckland to come into their association. It

will be a bad day for New Zealand if New Zealand allows any

combination to put into force such a power as that. (Ell.)

It cannot be denied that there is a combination, not only between

•the two meat companies, but involving a number of others extending

practically over the whole North Island, banded together to fix what

price shall be paid to farmers for their stock. And the two com-

panies mentioned go further, because in the city of Wellington they

have fixed not only the price to be paid for the stock, but they have

also fixed the price to be paid by the consumers for the meat. These

companies, when they desire to get several thousand pounds to add

to their buildings or plant, do not go about it in the ordinary way

by increasing their capital, or by taking money from the reserve fund,

but they simply put their heads together and put the price of sheep

down I shilling or 2 shillings, as the case may be, and at once the

money rolls in, and enables them to make the required additions to

their plant and buildings. With the honorable member who intro-

duced the bill, I am glad to find that at la«t the farmers have awakened

to the injustice under which they have been suff"ering, and that they

have been holding meetings at Hawke's Bay, at Waipukurau and other

places, and that they have decided to attempt to form cooperative com-

panies for the purpose of removing the evil. But I may say that they

cannot dn away with the entire evil. The evil in the Colony is only
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a fraction of the evil which exists outside the Colony, and which

besets the whole meat trade. (Field.)

I hate monopoly in every shape. But it is not necessary to assume

that a combination is of itself an evil thing. It may save a great

amount of waste in production and distribution. (Fowlds.)

In the interest of the consumer and the farmer it is highly essen-

tial that these millers' trusts should be suppressed, if it is possible

by legislation to do so; for, if not, we can look forward to the time

when in this Colony we shall have the same objectionable state of

afifairs obtaining as prevails in the United States of America, the

home of trusts. We hear in the North Island of the operations of

the meat ring. In the South Island the rabbit-export trade has con-

siderably increased, and as a result of its growth we find a combina-

tion among the rabbit-exporters for the purpose of keeping down
the trappers' remuneration to the lowest possible figure. Agam, when
we consider what the wealthy Standard Oil Company has done in this

Colony to fix the price of kerosene, and realize that they are declaring

a dividend of 40 per cent, when we know that they can pour oil into

this country at such a rate as to crush out any infant industry that

may be established here, and then raise the price so as to recoup them-

selves, we see the danger the consumer runs in the Colony if we
allow combinations of this sort to be formed here. (Gilfelder.)

The chief arguments which were used in the course of the speeches

to-night in favor of this bill are drawn first from America, and

secondly, with regard to the Millers' Trust within this Colony. Now,
with regard to America, it may be at once stated, and I think it will

be admitted by this House, that the enormous combinations and trusts,

which exist in that countr}' are absolutely impossible in New Zealand.

Our taxation system is based upon such lines that I believe the com-

ing into existence of millionaires, and the huge corporations which

they control, have been rendered by the legislation of the last ten or

twelve years, and are rendered an impossibility in this country. . . .

As to the Millers' Trust, does the honorable gentleman know that in

Christchurch for some time past the cash price of bread has been

4H pence per 4-pound loaf? (G. VV. Russell.)

It is idle nonsense, and it is unwise to compare the traders of this

country with those engaged in trade in the Old Country and iv,

America, where these great combinations link themselves together

charging high prices for the necessaries of life in order to make
millionaires of a few and to degrade the remainder of the popula-

tion. (S. W. Smith.)

I believe the tactics of the American monopolists are to some extent

being followed at the present moment here. If we look to America

we shall find some very startling facts with regard to combines, and

the manner in which they are allowed to extort from the millions in

that countr}' excessive prices for their food and clothing. The price

of meat is fixed in the United States by six persons; that is to say,

six individuals meet and fix the price of meat, and the consequence

has been that during the last year a sum of £20,000,000 more profit
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was made by the meat combine than was made in the year 1900. They
have obtained £20,000,000 from the people of the United States more
than they did in the previous year, and the price paid to the produc-

ers of the country for cattle was considerably less than it was in the

year 1900. Last year the price of meat was increased by the meat

trust 2'^ pence (5 cents) per pound in the United States. The same
thing has happened under the wool trust, and similar tactics have

been adopted by the millers' trust in the United States. The farmers

now, according to the most recent observers and writers upon that

country, are denied a fair price for their products, and at the same
time an excessive price is obtained from the great mass of con-

sumers. (Napier.)

Writers seem to think that the growth of trusts in America has

been largely due to the transportation system of America being in

the hands of private individuals and wealthy corporations, who in

their turn can influence the trusts. There is thus a vast net-work of

conspiracy which has influence from the producer to the consumer,

whether the consumer lives in Chicago or London. The writers upon

the question of trusts in the United States suggest as a remedy, for

doing away with the evil in that country, the nationalization of the

railways in the United States. Honorable members will thus see

the difference which exists in the circumstances in this country and

those which exist in America. It cannot be suggested here that the

growth of the trust system is owing to the private ownership of

railways, because here the State is almost the sole owner of the railways,

and the State does not give preference to any corporation, syndicate,

trust, or institution, such as is given by the privately owned rail-

ways in America. It was largelj' by those means that the meat trust

of 1901 was inaugurated and carried to such a state of perfection that

it was notorious that American meat could be bought in London
cheaper than it could be bought in some American cities. (McNab.)

The operations of the cosmopolitan ring-makers, the Pierpont Mor-
gans, the Rockefellers, and the Vanderbilts w'ill only have demon-

strated to us the potentiality of combines. They may not prove ene-

mies of the State in the long run. They will open our eyes to the

capacity of such concerns; and I believe with the honorable mem-
ber for Lyttleton, that they are hastening the time when the State

will take a greater control over all the means of transit and all the

necessaries of life, all the commodities and requirements of the people.

This being so, does it not strike home to the minds of members that

the people should have some means of constant control over the pos-

sible abuse of governmental powers? The full initiative and refer-

endum are needful, so that the people may fully control the Govern-

ment, or it may become the greatest and most dangerous monopoly

of all. (?Iutcheson.)

When the honorable gentleman endeavors to introduce legislation

which would destroy or prevent combinations of employers, he is work-

ing diametrically opposite to the interests of the laborers, because,

unless the employers are permitted to combine to get a fair return for
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the work they do, it is impossible for the laborers to get paid a fair

rate of wages, as awarded them by the Arbitration Court. . . .

The power to control trusts and combines should be vested in a Judge
of the Supreme Court with associates sitting with him, one represent-

ing the Government, and through the Government the people of the

Colony, and the other representing the particular interest that is being

discussed, exactly as you do in the Arbitration Court. . . . The
time may come when it may be necessary to set up a Board for the

purpose of preventing aggregated capital seeking undue advantage.

When the time comes to do that, my opinion is that we shall find a

remedy, not in attacking capital in the way that has been proposed in

this bill, but in regulating it by a system of extending the functions of

the State. ... If the time comes when the food stuffs of the Colony

are raised to an unfair price by a combination or monopoly, then the

Government will be quite justified in giving the lead to public opinion

by stepping in and saying: "We will ourselves start State flour mills

in order to keep the price of food fair in the Colony." (G. W. Rus-

sell.)

In Canada it was found that the cattle trade was being monopolized

to a large extent by a certain shipping ring, that the farmers and pro

ducers of beef were being ruined by the shipping ring. What did the

Government do? It immediately stepped in, and it said to these people,

"If you do not stop this practise we shall interfere and run cattle

steamers of our own for the preservation of the farmer." And it had

to do that finally, and the shipping ring, which had been for a con-

siderable time robbing the farmer of the profit which belonged to him.

was burst up by the action of the Dominion Government. Now, sir,

is it not conceivable that if rings and trusts are permitted to go on

they may, nay, they will, capture the food-products of the world? and

in that way plutocracy w-ill get hold of the democracy. (Hornsby.)

It seems to me that the only effective solution of this difficult ques-

tion is for the State to establish industries and run them as a national

venture. (Ell.)

In closing the debate the mover of the measure asked that members
would vote for the second reading in order to afiirm the principle of

opposition to monopoly and aggressive combines, proposing that the

matter then go to a select committee for full investigation of the trust

situation, final action to await the bill promised by the Ministry.

The mover said: "The people of this country will give the members
of the House a most hearty support if they see to it that this matter of

monopoly does not get its grip upon New Zealand." The bill was car-

ried to a second reading by a vote of 21 to 16."

It is very interesting to note how New Zealand turns to

America for light on the trust question. She puts the whole

world under her microscope, studies each germ disease and

social microbe in its favorite habitat, and ransacks every land

" See N. Z. Hansard, vol. 120, pp. 177-210.
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for remedies for social ills. Other nations may well imitate

her practise in this regard. We hope she will not look to

America in vain, and we are sure America may derive great

benefit from looking at her. Even on this question of the trust,

tho comparatively unimportant to her, the discussion in her

Parliament has gone deeper than any discussion of the subject

in our Congress, and has presented clearly and concisely the

principles on which a full and true solution must rest.

THF, ETERNAL LAND QUESTION.

In the early days there were great facilities for speculation

and the acquiring of large freeholds, and many obstacles to

genuine settlement. In the seventies encouragement was given

to cultivation in small freeholds. In the eighties, an efifort was

made to establish small leaseholds. During the Liberal years

(1891 to the present time, 1903) great encouragement has

been given to the leasehold system, so great in fact that it has

become the dominant element in the public land laws, and great

discouragement has been the policy in respect to large free-

holds. Popular as it is, however, there is still opposition to the

State leasing system. A recent meeting of freeholders de-

nounced it, and many who believe in State ownership of the

soil do not approve the lease without revaluations.

It seems probable that the great tendencies of the progressive

past will persist in the future ; viz., the effort to stop speculation

and private enrichment by the unearned increment, the placing

of the land in the hands of small owners and holders for

genuine use, and the growth of national ownership of the soil.

But it is not unlikely that plans and methods may be altered,

especially in regard to the resumption of estates. If, instead of

paying value down, the State would resume the land on the

plan of paying for it in a series of annuities, extinguishing the

private title in the next generation, a much more rapid nation-

alization of the land would be possible, and without injustice,

burden, or mass of debt, since a reasonable rental would meet

the whole requirement. By such methods large amounts of

land distributed throughout the Colony could be nationalized

each year without enlarging the public debt. And when the

private titles are extinguished the whole rents would come to

the public treasury. Mines, railways, electric plants, etc., could
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be absorbed on the same plan, making the profits extinguish

the private titles in a series of years. If at any time the owners,

becoming quasi-mortgagees under this revised process of

eminent domain, desired to realize a capital sum in place of the

annuity, they would have no difficulty in doing so in any of

the great money markets of the world.

OLD-AGE PENSIONS.

New Zealand's old-age pension system is likely to be modi-

fied so that, subject to the requirements as to residence, etc..

the right to the pension shall begin at the date of disability

instead of at a fixed age. The press of New Zealand recognizes

the advisability of this change. It is probable that the amount

CANTERBURY COLLEGE, CIIRISTCHURCH.

The English literature classes here are the largest recorded for any college or
uniz'ersity in the n'orld. The College (zvhicli really ra)iks witli the universities)

is also noted for the large number of ladies it sends through the New Zealand
University examinations.

of the pension may be better adjusted to the circumstances of

particular cases so that one who has no other resources may

receive more than $90 a year, while one who has a moderate

income from other sources may not receive so much as at

present.

PLUCKING THE GEESE. THE PROGRESSIVE TAXES.

One of the most vigorous movements in New Zealand at

the present time, is for the increase of the progressive tax. In
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her present land and income tax laws New Zealand has only

made a beginning. She recognizes the fact that the taxes

should be progressive both as to time and as to extent of

income or holding, the per cent increasing with the size of the

individual income or estate, and all percentages increasing by

easy stages every few years. One accentuation has already

been made since the original act of 1891. The graded land-

taxes in that law and in the amending act of 1893 were as

follows

:

I
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proper system of taxation, and insist that it is now a fair

subject for a gradually intensifying levy.

Lifting the graded taxes a few notches, and reducing the tarifif on

the necessaries of Hfe, is clearly one of the important moves that may
be expected in the near future. It is in the direct line of New Zea-

land's established policy. Premier Seddon has declared himself in

favor of it, and Mr. Ell, a young and vigorous Liberal, is leading an

agitation for a "lower taxation on life and a higher taxation on land

and luxuries." His society, the "Progressive Liberal Association of

Canterbury," has "papered New Zealand" with facts and arguments

about the evils of tariff duties on the necessaries of life. The average

rate of the tariff is 25 per cent but the rates on necessaries are much
higher: On sugar, 30 per cent; salt, 48; rice, 42; tea, 40; kerosene,

90, etc.

The bulk of the duties on necessaries falls on the poorer people.

The laborer, with six or eight people to take care of, perhaps, and

an income of five or six hundred dollars, must spend the whole of it

for necessaries, and has to pay duty on his whole income. While the

rich man, with an income of twenty thousand, and a smaller family

very likely than the poor man, can live on a small fraction of his

income and pay duty only on that part. If a direct tax were levied by

the Government on the whole of the poor man's income and only on a

tenth of a rich man's income, there would be a revolution in New Zea-

land (or in America if it were tried here), but the same thing can be

done in the dark, under cover of the tariff, and the people submit

because they do not realize what is being done. This trick of indirect

taxation is what the French statesman Turgot called "plucking the

goose without making it cackle."

There is one country (the only country besides New Zealand iii which

the common people have real and complete control of the Government)

that has thoroly reorganized the plucking business. The Swiss geese

have found out the trick and have turned it into direct progressive taxa-

tion, or the trick of plucking the goose where the feathers are thickest,

and where it will hurt the least. In several of the more radical cantons

the rich and well-to-do pay nearly all the taxes. In Zurich fifty years

ago all taxes were indirect; now we are told that $32 out of every $34.

or over seven-eighths of the whole, are raised by direct and progressive

taxation on incomes, inheritances, and real estate.

In the case of incomes, the largest pay at a rate of five times as

heavy as the moderate ones. In the case of property, the largest for-

tunes pay at a rate twice as great as the smallest. In the case of

inheritances, the tax has increased more than six fold in the last thirty

years. The larger the amount of property and the more distant the

relative the heavier the rate.

The poorest laborer pays about 2 per cent of his wages in taxes,

being 15 to 30 per cent better off than before the present system was

adopted; the well-paid clerk pays 5 per cent of his salary, being 10

to 20 per cent better off; the business man worth $50,000 or more pays
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THE MOA OF NEW ZEALAND.

From a specimen in the Ckrisichurch Afuseum. This giant of' the tribe of windless birds -was

sometimes 13 /eet in height^ or ** a^ tall ar onf m xn standing on another/' according to Afaori modes 0/
imasurejnent. The a'tori^ines hunted the bird and sucked itf "ggs. The skeleton 0/ a native has been
found buried in the earth with a M.ia egg 13 inches long in his hands in positionfor sucking". // was
I ntend-fd probably to sustain the traveler on his journey to the happy hunting-grounds.

The Afoii corresponds among birds to the millionaire aristocrat and giant cottseriali7'e among men:
theformer is extinct, and the latter is o$i the same road in X^iu Zealand.
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10 per cent of his profits, and rests about where he was; while the large

capitalist, worth half a million or more, pays 25 per cent of his income,

and so gives back, to the public a part of the excess that he receives

above what he earns. These laws have done a great deal to aid the

diffusion of wealth and check the too rapid growth of overlarge for-

tunes, and the results are seen in the fact that while Switzerland was
until recently very poor, the exchanges of wealth per capita there are

greater to-day than in any other country of Europe. It is certainly

an extraordinary fact, that the three million Swiss consume as much
wealth as the fifteen million Italians.

In the United States taxation is a powerful instrumentality

for intensifying- the unfair distribution of wealth, and for con-

ducting the earnings of the poor into the coffers of the rich.

In New Zealand and Switzerland taxation has become a power-

ful instrumentality for securing a better balance between the

rich and the poor. But New Zealand has only gone part way
in the transformation of taxation into accord with the principles

of justice and wealth diffusion, and the vigorous agitation now
in progress to secure another step in this direction seems sure

to win the day in spite of the intrenchments of the tariff.

Free justice, the referendum, national steamships, fire insur-

ance, mines, etc., are only a question of time. They are the

logical outcome of the underlying principles and purposes,

conscious and subconscious, under the influence of which the

whole movement of the last dozen years has taken place. In

fact all the probable developments we have been speaking of

are but a few predicted ripples on the surface of the mighty

stream that is moving toward industrial freedom, harmony

and organization for the benefit of all. They are right in line

with the splendid movement toward a richer and freer life,

wider union and more perfect organization, equalizing institu-

tions, and the uplift of the common people, that has filled the

19th century to the brim and in New Zealand reached a special

development. To the marvelous advance in knowledge, wealth,

and political liberty and union, that has marked the century

throughout the civilized world, New Zealand has added a grand

advance toward industrial harmony and justice. To the general

movement toward the mastery of Nature and the emancipation

of Humanity, the subjection of material forces and the libera-

tion of life, the transfer of servitude from men to matter, New
Zealand adds a vigorous effort to lift men not only above nature
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but above tbe dollar; to protect every citizen from the industrial

as well as from the ]:)olitical t\ranny of his fellow-men ; an

effort which is growing in vitality each year, and with the

development of economic thought and education, just legisla-

tion, public ownership of monopolies, and cooperative industry

in agriculture, commerce and manufactures, bids fair in due

time to transform the whole industrial disorganization and

conflict of modern life into full accord with the principles of

miion and organization, coordination, partnership, liberty, and

justice.
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SNAP-SHOTS OF SOME OF NE\y ZEALAND'S

LEADING STATESMEN.

L

SIR GEORGl<: GREY_, THi; GRl£AT G0VI;RN0R AND LIBliRATv

STATESMAN.

George Grey was the great-

est figure in the first half

century of New Zealand's

Colonial history. He was a

wise leader, capable com-

mander, eloquent speaker,

graceful writer, and a social

architect of high type ; strong

and practical, yet keeping

fundamental principles always

clearly in view. He was the

saviour and organizer of New
Zealand, South Australia and

South Africa ; and, besides his

statesmanship and military

pursuits, he found time by way
of recreation to be an ethnologist, a literary pioneer, and an
ardent book collector who twice founded libraries with the

books that had been the happiness of his working life.

He was a son of Col. Grey, of the British army, and was
born at Lisburn, Ireland, in 1812; was educated at Sandhurst

for the army ; entered the service in 1829 and became a Captain

in T835. Four years later he retired from the army and went

Governor Grey.
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on an exploring- expedition to Australia, where he was
appointed Governor of South Austraha in 1841. In 1845,

during the first Maori war in New Zealand, he was trans-

ferred to the Governorship of that Colony, and brought the

war to a successful close in a few months. For this he was
made a Baronet, and became Sir George.

When he landed in New Zealand he was a pleasant looking,

blue-eyed, energetic young officer, with a square jaw and firm

but mobile mouth, and a queer trick of half closing one eye

when he looked at you. He had a young and handsome wife,

and, tho this was not his first Governorship, he was but thirty-

three.

Grey had the knightly virtues, courage, courtesy and self-

control. He was full of self-reliance and dignity; knew how
to keep his own counsel and to mask his intentions. Tho wilful,

and strong in his antipathies, he kept strict guard over his

tongue ; but with his pen he was an evasive, obstinate con-

troversalist. He was indifferent to money, but greedy of

credit and reputation even to the extent of failing sometimes

to give his colleagues their fair share of credit. He was fond

of leadership ; but was truly devoted to the great principles

of liberty, equality and self-government for which he did so

much.

With the natives, after once beating them, Grey's relations

were those of pleasantness and peace. The chiefs recognized

his imperturbable courage and self-ccjulnd and were charmed

by his unfailing courtesy and winning manners. He learned

their language and studied their character and customs. His

tact in dealing with them was unequaled. He employed the

natives as laborers in making the roads, and so led them to

discover that wages were better than warfare. When a power-

ful chief refused to allow^ one of the Governor's roads to be

pushed through his tribal lands. Grey said nothing, but sent

the chief's wife a present of a carriage. Before long the road

was allowed. His infiuence with the Maoris enabled hiiu to

buy large tracts of land from them for the State on reasonable

terms.

When England sent out a Constitution for New Zealand in 1846

conferring on the Colonists the right of governing themselves, and

39
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also of governing the Maoris, Sir George refused to carry out the

act. He tried to satisfy the Colonists with nominative councils and

local self-government until their number in relation to the Maoris

justified the establishment of a National Government, of which the

whites were sure to have control even tho the suffrage were granted

to the Maoris. He drew the present Constitution substantially as it

was finally adopted, except that he wished to have the members of the

Upper House elected by the Provincial legislatures as our Senators

are chosen by the State legislatures. England objected to this and

decided that the Senators should be appointed by the Governor.

In 1849 Governor Grey persuaded the Home Government not to

deport convicts to New Zealand.

Grey found the Colony on the brink of ruin ; he left it in a state

of prosperity and progress, and went in 1854 to be Governor of Cape

Colony; but in 1861 he was again transferred to New Zealand to deal

with the second Maori war. He left the Governorship in 1868, and

soon after retired to private life on a Governor's pension. In 1875

he came into public life again to oppose the abolition of the provinces,

and remained to advocate triennial Parliaments, one-man-one-vote,

national ownership of the soil, and other democratic ideas. In 1877

to 1879 he was Premier, but he did not succeed in carrying the Parlia-

ment with him in his most vital plans. Atkinson and Hall, the Con-

servative leaders who opposed him, had not a tenth of his emotional

power, or grasp of principles, but their facts and figures had great

influence with the House. Moreover, as we have seen. Sir George

was not always sufficiently generous and considerate to his own lieu-

tenants who had their own ideas and their own follow'ers. and naturally

wished to have, their full share of credit and influence. He was not

very successful as a Parliamentary leader, but he was the greatest Gov-

ernor New Zealand ever had ; a man of high ability and noble nature, a

statesman of remarkable foresight, and a political educator of great

power and splendid purpose.

Grey had a strong personality from boyhood up. He distinguished

himself at Sandhurst College, in all his Governorships, and as a citizen

and member of Parliament. He played five leading parts in New Zea-

land : First, as Governor, with almost despotic powers (1845-53).

Second, as Constitution builder. Third, as Governor under the Consti-

tution (1861-8). Fourth, as a great democratic agitator (1875- on).

Fifth, as a leading member of Parliament, and Premier.

After he resigned office in Oct. 1879, Grey sat in Parliament con-

tinuously till Nov. 1890, when he did not offer himself. He was in

Parliament again March, 1891, having been in the meantime reelected.

He was a delegate to the Federation Convention in Sydney, 1891, and

stood almost alone for the one-man-one-vote principle, but gained

great popular support all over Australia through his speeches in the

leading cities of South Australia, Victoria and New South Wales, in

favor of equal rights.
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Opinions of Grey among his contemporaries ranged from the top to

the bottom of the scale. Froude and Olive Schreiner have described

him as a Christian hero and a noble statesman; while others regarded

him as a political rogue-elephant. The Viceroy whose hated house-

hold the Adelaide tradesmen would not deal with in 1844, and the

statesman whose visit to Adelaide in 1891 was a triumphal progress;

the public servant whom the Duke of Buckingham insulted in 1868,

and the Empire-builder whom the Queen delighted to honor in 1894,

were one and the same man. So were the Governor against whom
New Zealanders inveighed as an arch-despot in 1848 because he turned

down the unjust Constitution act, and the popular leader denounced as

an arch-demagogue by some of the same New Zealanders thirty years

afterwards because he advocated political equality and opposed the

land monopolists.

Gisborne says: "Sir George Grey has extraordinary abilities. His

perceptive faculties are singularly keen, his memory is very retentive,

and his mind is stored with varied and valuable information. He is

highly intellectual, and his reasoning powers are of a high order. He
is far-seeing, and, if he chooses to do so, he can look deeply into large

questions, and form sound conclusions. Cautious by nature, he is,

when he makes up his mind, firm and courageous in action. He is

persuasive in writing, eloquent in speech, with a considerable sense of

humor and pathos, and his manner is at times extremely winning.

These precious gifts, joined as they were in the prime of his life with

indomitable energj-, must ha\e raised him to the highest eminence, but

unfortunately they were alloyed with constitutional defects, which the

surroundings of his public career have aggravated, and which have

frustrated his achievement, not of greatness, for great he is with all

his faults, but of the highest positions of public usefulness." The
faults referred to, Gisborne explains, are the over-fondness for per-

sonal prestige already named, and the controversial tendency leading

to personal antagonism and bitterness.

Sir George was in hearty sympathy with the work of the Ballance

Ministry, and was one of the staunchest Liberals in Parliament in the

early nineties. The great Premier's land and tax policy was right in

line with what Grey himself had been teaching for thirty years. He
strongly supported the equal suffrage bill, and the women fully appre-

ciated his services. In 1893, the first year in which the women voted,

Grej' stood for re-election as a Liberal candidate for representative

from Auckland, and was returned at the head of the poll. He retired

from Parliament in 1894 on account of age, and the House passed highly

complimentary resolutions on his services to the State.

While in England the Ex-Governor took special interest in the Home
Rule movement, in which he was a firm believer. He died in 1898.

Every year of progress in New Zealand adds its testimony to his far-

sightedness, and his services as Governor and agitator are likely to be

even more appreciated by the next generation than by the present one.
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Premier Fox.

II.

SIR WIIvUAM FOX ; FOR PEACE), LIBERTY AND TEMPERANCE.

Here is another of the great-

est leaders of the early years

in the movement for political

freedom and peaceful relations

with the natives, and also in

the cause of total abstinence,

to which he gave his earnest

and unselfish devotion. He
was born at Durham, Eng-

land, June 9, 1812; educated

at Oxford; became a member
of the bar in 1842 and went to

Wellington, New Zealand. He
was four times Premier be-

tween 1856 and 1874, but his

greatest triumphs were as leader of the Opposition in the

House, especially when protesting against the war policy of the

Stafford Government. While he was Premier in 1870, a bill

was passed founding the New Zealand University ; and Vogel's

Public Works scheme was inaugurated.

He was an English lawyer of quick perceptions and great

intelligence, and traveled much, was a close observer, a good

writer and powerful speaker, with great powers of graphic

description. He was elected to the House in 1855 ^^^ soon

came to the front. Activity, pugnacity and aggressiveness

were the law of his nature. Impetuous, vehement, unrivaled

in sarcasm and force of invective, and always eager for the

fray, he had eloquence, humor, political knowledge, debating

power and all the artillery of attack. He was a sort of Wen-
dell Phillips in miniature without so great a purpose to sanctify

iiis battle, yet not without strong occasions for the exercise of

his abilities. He fought nobly for years in the cause of fuller

political freedom, resisted oppression in whatever form it

appeared, and secured legislative and administrative reforms

that gave his name the lustre of statesmanship.

Yet he was not a good Premier. Tho frank, considerate, obliging

and steadfast to his friends, he was too fond of personal denunciation

and his impulsiveness and fighting proclivities marred his constructive

power. He was never moderate. He could not control his colleagues
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and even lost touch with his party. He retired several years before his

death, in 1893. After his retirement from public life he gave himself

to lectures and addresses on the temperance question.

nr.

I'rcniicr Stafford.

SIK l'.l)W.\Kt) W.\l. STAI'l'dUl). TllIC WAR M J NlSTl'iK.

Sir Edward Stafford was

the greatest of New Zealand's

l^remiers before the i^iberal

years. He was the correlative

of Fox. His policy toward

the iratives in the trouble

time from t86o to 1 870 was

war to the bitter end. peace

through subjection by force;

while Fox and (jrey aimed

at conciliation, peace by just

dealing' and thoro understand-

ing; rather than by force,

in res])ect to the ])rovincial (|tiestion, the other great issue

of the early time, Stafford was a moderate Centralist, approv-

ing local self-government, btit o])posed to the absorption ot

national powers by the })rt)vinces, while Fox was at first an

ardent Provincialist, tho afterward joining in the movement for

the abolition of the provinces. Stafford was great as Premier,

but comparatively weak in opposition. Fox was superb in

opposition, but comparatively weak as a Premier. The result

was a vibration of power between the two. When Fox was

Premier he was sure to give Stafford some opportunity to

undermine him, and when Staft'ord was in power, the tremen-

dous streng'th of Fox in op])osition wotild sooner or later over-

come even the splendidiv guarded administration of the great

Premier.

Stafford was the only child of Col. Wm. Wakefield Stafford; was

born at Edinburgh in April, 1820; educated at Trinity College, Dublin;

and went to Nelson in 1843, where he became prominent in public

affairs.

He entered the House in 1855, was Superintendent of the Province

of Nelson, and three tinier Prime Minister, once for five years at a

stretch, the longest term of power in the history of the Colony until

tile present Premier Richard J. Seddon broke all records with his

ten years of Premiership already past and no limit yet in sight for
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the future. Sir Edward Stafford had the quahties of a great

executive. He was cautious without timidity, bold without rashness,

self-confident without jealousy, willing to take advice but exercising

good judgment in using it, fond of power but not abusing it, possessed

of an excellent memory, a good knowledge of men enabling him to

make admirable appointments, fine common sense, and a broad grasp

of principles without neglect of details. His speeches were noted for

clearness, argumentative force, and breadth of scope. His power of

work was immense when he chose to exert himself. Were it not for

the uncompromising war policy of his second administration (1865-

1869) his record would merit almost unqualified approval.

IV.

SIR FREDERICK WHITAKER, THE FAMOUS ADVISER.

Gisborne, the statesman his-

torian of the Colony, regards

Sir Frederick Whitaker as the

most remarkable man in New
Zealand history. For 40 years,

from his nomination to the

Council by Fitzroy to his re-

tirement from the Premiership

in 1883, he exercised a power-

ful influence in public affairs,

not so much through the offices

he held as through the tre-

mendous weight his counsel

had with public men. He was

not usually the chief actor, but

was for a generation the chief

planner, the great adviser of the great doers. He was a lawyer

with a keen analytic mind which saw all the possibilities of a sit-

uation. He practiced law in Auckland from its earliest settle-

ment with great success ; clear and forcible when he had a

good cause, few could surpass him in mystification and the

art of saying nothing in many words when he had a bad case.

He excelled in drawing bills, not the kind most lawyers draw

so easily, but legislative bills, good legislative bills, framed

in simple, comprehensive, precise language, and arranged with

admirable skill, every clause in its place, and exactly fitted

with all the rest to make a perfect whole.

He was neither a genius nor a man of high culture, but he had

enormous capacity for intellectual work, and his mind was clear and

Attornej'-General Whitaker.
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well balanced. He did not jump at conclusions nor omit important

data. He saw all round his subject. He was shrewd, cautious, far-

seeing, patient, persuasive, secretive, watchful, persevering, industri-

ous. Not eloquent nor successful before a multitude, but strong in

conference or in the Legislative Council where debate resembles mild

conversation in a quiet room. He was in Stafford's Cabinet in 1856,

with Vogel in 1873-77, Attorney-General under Hall. 1879-82, and Pre-

mier in 1863 and again in 1882. He died in December, 1891.

V.

SIR JULIUS VOGEI., TPIK INSTITUTION BUILDER.

Sir Julius Vogel, twice Pre-

mier of New Zealand and one

of her strongest leaders, was

born in London 1835; edu-

cated at the London Univer-

sity School and at the Royal

School of Mines, and went to

Melbourne with a certificate

of high proficiency, intending

to employ his talents in the

gold fields of Australia, then

lately discovered, but he was

soon elected to the Provincial

Council and became head of

the Provincial Government.

Later he went to New Zea-

land, and in the sixties was elected to the House of Represen-

tatives. He was a man of sanguine, kindly nature, quick con-

structive faculty, and peculiarly persuasive manner ; and these

attractive characteristics, together with his grasp of finance,

rapidly brought him to the front. His quick perception, rest-

less energy, persistent and indefatigable industry, tenacity of

purpose, foresight, wonderful vigor of mind, versatility, origi-

nality, boundless fertility of resource, great knowledge of

men and things, happy disposition and entire freedom from

vindictiveness or political malice, made him one of the best,

if not the very best, all-around leader New Zealand has had.

He became Colonial Treasurer in the Fox ^Ministry in 1869.

He was afterwards Postmaster-General, then leader of the

House, and finally Prime Minister from 1873 to 1875, ^^^

Minister Vogel.
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again in 1876, when he resigned on account of his health.

Knighthood was conferred upon him in 1875. He was Agent

General in London for New Zealand from 1876 until 1881, and

died in 1899. He w^as married in 1867 to a daughter of the

Colonial Architect. He wrote a number of strong pamphlets

and magazine articles, and a novel entitled "A. D. 2000."

The National Railways and Public Works Policy introduced by

him in 1870, when he Was Treasurer, was the means of bringing 100,000

immigrants into the Colony and constructing 1,200 miles of State rail-

ways during the ten years ending in 1881. New Zealand also owes
to him the establishment of Government Life Insurance, the Public

Trust Office, the adoption of the Australian Ballot, the improvement

of the title registration system, and the abolition of the Provinces which

stood in the way of a vigorous national life. His party became the

Conservative power in New Zealand in opposition to the Liberal pro-

gram of Grey and Ballance. But Vogel himself was very progressive

in his nature, as is shown by the measures already named. As a poli-

tician he has been characterized as "an imaginative materialist," because

of his union of practical sense with a clear perception of far-reaching

principles. Few men have left a better record. His name rests among
the first half dozen in New Zealand's roll of honor.

VI.

HON. CHARLES C. BOWEN. EDUCATION.

The Hon. Charles Chris-

topher Bowen is noted as the

Minister who carried the noble

Education Act of 1877, estab-

lishing the national system of

free schools on which New
Zealand's greatness rests. He
was a man of classical ciilture,

educated at Rugby and Cam-
bridge. He came to Canter-

bury in its earliest days ; was

chairman of the Canterbury

Board of Education from 1872

till 1874, when he was ap-

pointed to the Legislative

Council and became a member of Vogel's Ministry ; but soon

resigned and was elected to the House, where he took the fore-

most rank.

Minister Bowen.
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He was born in 1830 at Milford, Ireland ; and combined the Irish

affinity for politics with abilities and character of a high order.

He had gentle and winning manners, persnasive powers of a high

order, firmness, perseverance, conciliatory attitude, patient forbearance

from angry retort, and thoro mastery of his subject.

He retired from Parliament in 1881, and in January, 1891, was
appointed to the Legislative Council, where he still serves, a life

senator.

VII.

SIR HARRY ATKINSON, THE CREAT FINANCIER AND CONSKRVATlVE.

Sir Harry Atkinson, the

master mind of the Conserva-

tives, four times Premier, and

for 15 years (1875-1890) the

foremost figure in New Zea-

land poUtics, was born in

England and went to New
Zealand as an emigrant in

1855, at the age of 25. He
became Captain of volunteers

in the Alaori war, and ren-

dered such distinguished ser-

vice as to receive the thanks

of Parliament.

He rose to political prom-

inence during the discussion of

the abolition of the provinces

in 1875. T^i^ vigor and success of his replies to his great antag-

onist, George Grey, carried him at a bound to the leadership

of the Centralists, who in succeeding years became the Con-

servatives in opposition to the Liberals who gathered round

the standards of Grey and Ballance. This leadership he

retained till his health gave way, in 1890, and even after that

he was President of the Legislative Council, or New Zealand

Senate, tunil his death, in 1893, at the age of 62. He was

Minister of Public Defense in 1864, Colonial Treasurer in

1879, and Premier in 1876-7, 1883, 1884, and 1887 to 1890.

In the days of his prime he was regarded as the best debater

in the Colony, and was held in high esteem for the integrity,

simplicity and kindly straightforwardness of his character. He
was a gaunt and shaggy man, with a thoughtful face furrowed

Premier .Aikinsou.
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by care. He was as unlike his great opponent, Grey, in dis-

position and demeanor as could well be possible. The two
appeared to have nothing in common but inexhaustible cour-

age. Grey was all courtesy ; Atkinson was almost oddly tart

and abrupt. Grey's oratory consisted of lofty appeals to great

principles ; Atkinson's speeches consisted of plain and solid

statements of fact. He regarded Parliament as a place for

the transaction of public business. When he had anything to

say he said it plainly, with utter scorn of the graces of oratory.

Tho he was a punishing debater, he never hit below the belt.

Outside of the House he was a working Colonist ; inside, a

practical politician. It was sheer clear-headedness and force

of character that enabled him to control the Parliament with

little interruption for 15 years. As Treasurer he carried the

chief Protectionist duties. With his colleague, Hall, he

helped to repeal the land-value tax that Grey and Ballance

had obtained in 1878; but the one-man-one-vote law which

gave New Zealand manhood suffrage was passed under his

Ministry.

Reeves, who knew him, says that he had "theories of a quasi-social-

istic kind, but he did not allow these theories to influence his public

life to any appreciable extent." He was, in practise, simply the hard-

headed leader of those who opposed the labor, land, and tax reforms

of the Liberals and desired to keep industrial conditions substantially

as they were. At his death both friends and opponents joined in sor-

row for the loss of a brave and faithful public man.

Gisborne says the qualities that gave Major Atkinson so strong a

hold on the Government for so many years, were intense self-reliance,

great tenacity of purpose, great knowledge of finance, and wonderful

powers of concentration. "If he devoted his attention to a subject

there seemed to spring up in him a spontaneous growth of the faculties

and powers necessary to succeed in it." Yet "he was not a deep thinker

nor a man of large mind." His knowledge of finance was the keynote

of his career. It made him master of the Ministry, and Treasurer

continuously from 1876 to 1884, excepting two years. He was not a

popular leader; awkward, abrupt, and rather dictatorial, he depended

on his usefulness, not upon his attractiveness. His greatest fault was

his exceeding love of office, which made him subordinate political prin-

ciples and important measures to the retention of personal power;

and led him, after the Liberal victory of 1890, to perpetrate what Sir

George Grey and many others regarded as a fraud upon the Govern-

ment, by getting the Governor to appoint him to be President of the

Senate, and several other Conservative leaders to be life members of

that august body.
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VIII.

HON. JOHN BALLANCE, THE FIRST LIBERAL-LABOR PREMIER.

great

/^"
'^

Premier Ballance.

John Ballance, the

leader who led the common
people to victory at the polls

in 1890, was the son of a

North Irish tenant farmer. He
was educated at the local

National School, and in 1853,

when 14 years of age, he was

apprenticed to an ironmonger

in Dublin. Afterwards he

went to Birmingham, and then

to New Zealand in 1866, at

the age of 27, where he became

a sheep farmer, but soon

opened a jeweler shop at

Wanganui, about a hundred

miles north of Wellington. A little later he started a paper

called the "Wanganui Herald," and devoted himself to jour-

nalism. In 1868 he raised a cavalry contingent which took

part in the Maori war. He was elected to Parliament in 1875

as an advocate of the unification of New Zealand, but tho

opposed to Grey on the province question, he was with him

on land and taxation and franchise measures. He was a

member of the Cabinet from 1877 to 1879 and 1884 to 1887,

and Prime Minister from 1891 to his untimely death in 1893,

at the age of 54.

Soon after taking office in 1878 he announced that the Gov-

ernment would introduce a bill conferring residential suffrage,

to destroy the monopoly of the ballot by property owners. This

was the first announcement of the kind in any of the colonies.

Ballance thought that an Imperial Council of advice should

be formed in London to be the nucleus of a real Imperial Par-

liament, and that the colonies should share in proportion to

l^opulation and wealth in the defense of the Empire.

He was such a man as men delight to look upon, to associate

with, and to honor,—strong, honest, keen, practical, kindly,

generous, prudent, progressive, and of tireless industry. He
had a ':-ii:;oroiis eoitstnietii-e iiiiiul. and a loi'able nature, full
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of szveetness and light. He was an excellent debater and a

courteous, considerate chief. His speeches were not sparkling

or brilliant, but solid and robust, characterized by clearness,

force and earnest feeling. He did not use invective nor antag-

onize in any way, but persuaded and convinced by his clearness

and fairness. Opponents rising to reply to him, complimented

him on the strength of his presentation and said they never

heard a poor speech from Ballance. Unlike Grey, he had the

cooperative spirit which enabled him to act with others whether

he could lead or not ; and the fairness to give his colleagues

and lieutenants their due share of credit instead of claiming

it all for himself. The selections he made for his Cabinet,

Seddon, Reeves, McKenzie, etc., were most excellent. He had

not only a strong grasp of great principles, and a mastery of

details, but understood men also. He could rouse great public

meetings, and conduct wearisome and complicated business

discussions.

Being the son of an Irish tenant farmer, his opposition to land

monopoly was not a mere theory, but the outgrowth of practical expe-

rience. His Village-Settlement plan, inaugurated in 1886, by which

thousands of idle men were settled in good homes with public loans

to help them get a start in the world, had made him the most popular

Minister of the time among the workingmen. He was the author of

the first land-value tax law, and took a leading part also in securing

manhood suffrage. In 1888 he was chosen to head the Liberals who
were devoted to Grey's policy of enlarging the suffrage and democratiz-

ing the institutions of the Colony. The trade unions joined the Lib-

erals under his lead in 1890, and the same year, which was the first

in which manhood suffrage and political equality took effect in New
Zealand, the Liberal farmers and the workingmen together swept the

field and John Ballance became Premier of the Colony.^ Alone among
all the statesmen and people's parties of Australasia, he and his party

1 The United States Consul at Auckland, in his report to our Govern-
ment in 1897, speaking of the awakening of the people in the years preceding
1890 to the seriousness of industrial and political conditions, with depres
sion and bankruptcy prevalent, and capital controlling the Government
in the interest of monopoly and avoiding payment of its fair share of the
taxes, refers to Ballance, saying : "It was about this time that Mr. John
Ballance began to expose the true position of affairs to the people, and
he did his work so efficiently that the people rallied round him ; he was
elected and made Premier of the Colony. This was the beginning of the end.

"His unselfish devotion to the cause of the people was fully recognized
and admitted at once. His honor, integrity, and individuality so impressed
themselves upon the Colony that whatever measures he proposed were
invar ably adopted. But unfortunately he did not last long; from over-

exertion and worry he sickened and died."

He was opposed to further borrowing by the State, and proved that
the Colony could get along and make great progress without it. His suc-

cessor, however, has not followed his policy in this respect.
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succeeded in uniting Labur and the I-il)eral tarniers, tradespeople and

professional men, at the ballot box.

In his opening address as Premier he spoke of tax reform and the

settlement of the people on the land as the first things to be attended

to, and announced the intention of the Government to do away with

the contractor system and establish in its place direct employment on

the cooperative plan. He advocated progressive taxation to check

monopoly. He was strongly opposed to absentee landlordism, and

one of his rallying cries was, "New Zealand for the New Zealanders."

He was not a Single-taxer, believing it would amount to confiscation,

but he advocated State tenancy and led the crusade against the free-

hold. He believed in the nationalization of the soil by purchase,

and urged the resumption and division of the big estates. "There is

nothing," he said, "which will conduce more to the prosperity of tiie

country than cutting up those large estates and putting people on the

land. Increase the numlier of your estates, make easier the position of

the pnulucers, and you will multiply the energies of the Colony." He
lived to see his progressive tax ideas and part of his land and labor

policy put in operation, but he died before the complete adoption of

the measures he stood for. He was deeply mourned by the common
people and his name is revered from end to end of New Zealand as one

of her greatest citizens and leaders.

IX.

SIR Koiil.KT STOl"!", PK( )II 1 lUTFOXIST, l.ir.F.RAI,, L.WNVER, STATIS-

TICIAN', PREMIER, AXn CHIEF JUSTICE.

Sir Robert Stout, the col-

league of Grey and Ballance

in the struggle for political

equality and land democracy,

was twice Premier in the

eighties and a leading member

of the Liberal Parliaments till

1898. He was l)orn in the

Slietland Tsles in 1844. In his

early years he was a school-

master, but later became a

lawyer of marked ability at

the Dunedin bar. He entered

the House in 1875. and became

Attorney-General in Grey's

Cabinet in 1877. He is one

of the most intellectual, cultivated and philosophic of the

progressive men of .Vustralasia.

Chief Ju.slitc Stout.
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In 1887 he introduced a bill for compulsory purchase of large estates.

In 1893 he led the Prohibitionists in Parliament, and did it with

splendid energy and resource. He retired from Parliament in 1898,

and in June, 1899, was appointed Chief Justice of New Zealand, a

position he still holds.

He is noted as a writer and statistician; clear, logical, inde-

fatigable, ever accumulating rich stores of information. He has

enormous capacity for work and is never idle. In youth, it is said, he

was positive, self-confident, theoretical, wilful, and didactic, but he

has gradually outgrown these defects, and they were always tempered

by a kind and conciliatory disposition, except where his beloved tem-

perance cause and prohibition ideas were in question.

X.

HON. WILLIAM ROLLESTON, CONSERVATIN'E LEADER.

Hon. William Rolleston was

leader of the Conservatives in

the early nineties, but was de-

feated in 1893 by the women's

vote. He had been for a

quarter of a century a prom-

inent and respected member

of Parliament. For 8 years

(1868-1876) he also held the

important elective office of

Superintendent of the Prov-

ince of Canterbury (corre-

sponding to the Governorship

of one of our best States), and

it was there in 1874 he began

the Village Settlement system

which in after years, under Ballance and McKenzie, became

a vital and permanent element in the national land system of

the Colony. From 1879 to 1882 he was a Minister in Hall's

Cabinet, and was a member of the Whitaker and Atkinson

administrations, 1882- 1884.

Rolleston was born in Yorkshire, England, Sept. 19, 1831. He
graduated in 1855 with classical honors at the University of Cam-
bridge, and came to the Colony in 1858. He was at first very

conservative, but gradually became more and more radical in spite

of himself. As a Minister he was liberal, prudent and farsighted.

lie was a strong advocate of the perpetual lease. It was he, who as

Minister of Lands in 1882 brought down the first bill for the true

Minister Rolleston.
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perpetual lease with periodic revaluations. He disliked red tape and

procrastination ; was clear, methodical and industrious, of fine intel-

ligence, well educated, energetic, earnest, animated by the highest

motives ; but oversensitive and emotional, lacking somewhat in deci-

sion of character and definiteness of purpose, chiefly, it is said, from

an excess of conscientiousness, which made him so afraid of doing

wrong that he sometimes did not do anything. Gifted with excellent

power as a writer, his speeches w^ere full of good matter, but marred

in delivery by a hesitating utterance. A man of admirable parts, but

not perfectly fitted together.

XI.

HON. WILLIAM PEMBER REEVES^

THE GREAT LABOR MINISTER, AGENT-GENERAL AND AUTHOR.

Hon. Wm. Pember Reeves,

author of the famous Arbitra-

tion Law, and one of the most

brilliant of New Zealand's

pro_2;-ressive statesmen, was

btirn at Christchiirch, in New
Zealand, in 1857. He was the

eldest son of Hon. William

Reeves, a distinguished colon-

ist, r^Iinister in the Fox Cabi-

net, 1871-2, and afterward a

member of the Senate. Young
William Pember had a re-

markable career as a student,

winning four valuable scholar-
Agent-General Reeves.

gj_,jpg^ \rhich so pleased his

parents that they sent him to Oxford to be educated for the

English bar. But one winter in England was enough for the

young native of the Land of Light, and he entered the New
Zealand bar instead of the English. He soon threw up the law,

however, for journalism, devoted iiimself to the Lyttleton Times

(which his father founded and owned), and worked his way
up from a contributor to the editorial chair. He entered Parlia-

ment in 1887, stood with the Liberals, Ballance, Grey, Seddon,

etc., and became one of the leaders of the civic revival that

swept the country in 1890. In his 8 years' service in Parlia-

ment he proved himself one of its best debaters and most

capable legislators. In fact, at times, he is a brilliant speaker,
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eliciting applause by the very force of his presentation, which

at its best, is as clear and anal3^tic as a chapter of Euclid. He
is tall and rather, slender, with a keen eye and kindly counten-

ance ; an oval head, firm mouth, and great vigor and activity.

He is a very clear and persuasive lecturer, who always thoroly

understands his subject, and knows how to make others under-

stand it. If I were to meet him without knowing who he was

I would take him for a New England Yankee of the best type.

In 1891 he entered the Cabinet as the first Minister of Labor. In

addition to managing the public employment bureaus and superintend-

ing labor legislation in relation to factories, etc., he made a special

study of conciliation and arbitration. He traced the development of

arbitration in all the leading countries, including England, France,

and the United States, and found that the only way arbitration could

be made efifective and reliable was to make it compulsory in the same

sense that the settlement of other disputes by judicial arbitration in

courts of justice is compulsory, not in order that the minority may
rule the majority, but that it may not. Time and time again in New-

Zealand and other countries the majority of masters and men in

certain trades had agreed to terms of settlement or methods of

arbitration, sometimes after years of negotiation, only to have the

whole structure overthrown by an irreconcilable minority of com-

mercial cut-throats determined not to yield a particle of their privilege

of murderous competition. He saw that compulsion is only another

name for law. Taxation is compulsory; sanitation, education, and

good order also. His bill for compulsory arbitration was debated

through three sessions of Parliament, and twice thrown out by the

Upper House, but Mr. Reeves' presentation of the matter was so clear

and strong that the bill was finally passed in 1894 almost without

opposition.

Mr. Reeves' success in establishing industrial arbitration in New
Zealand whereby the abolition of strikes and lockouts has been accom-

plished, has thrown new light on the great question of extending the

practise of arbitration to international disputes, and given new hope

to the movement for the abolition of war.

He is a vigorous and pleasing writer. His "Long White Cloud"

is one of the best books about New Zealand, especially for her early

liistory; and his "State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand,"

is an excellent and authoritative, tho long and rather complex,^ dis-

cussion of some of the leading reforms in the seven progressive colo-

nies of the South Pacific.

Mr. Reeves went to London as Agent-General for New England in

1896, a position which he still holds. His successor as Labor Secre-

^ See Appendix. Bibliography.
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tary, Mr. Tregear, is full of sympathy with iho workingmen. and

equally full of common sense in his dealing with them. He has made

a lifelong study of the labor problem and was chosen because of his

well-known interest in schemes for the amelioration of the conditions

of labor. His motto is. "With work, everything; without work, noth-

ing." His estimate of the present industrial system is shown by the

following remarks in one of his early reports : "The wage-payer is

the master of the wage-earner; the landholder is the master of the

landless; and the owner of the machinery is the owner of the

machinist."

XII.

SIR JOHN HALL, LEADING LIBERAL-CONSERV.VTIX'K.

Sir John Hall was one of

the most useftil public men in

the Colony ; not eloquent nor

of striking ability in any way,

but painstaking, moderate, ac-

curate, conscientious, intelli-

gent, with good judgment and

common sense, thoro knowl-

edge of public business, untir-

ing industry and indomitable

pluck, — qtialities which, in

spite of some narrowness and

lack of enthusiasm, made him

one of the best all-round men
in the public life of his time.

Ill' was a leading member of

the House in 1856, in the Staltord Cabinet, 1866-69, i" ^^e

Fox and W'aterhouse Ministries, 1872-3, and Premier from

1879 to 1882, when ill health forced him to retire. He was a

leader of the Conservatives, yet it was on his motion that the

Electoral Act of 1893 was amended so that the voting clause

should include women, and sex cease to be a bar at the

ballot box.

John Ilall was born at Hull. Dec. iS, 1824. lie was educated on

the Continent. In 1840-3 he was in a merchant's office. In 1852 he

went to Lyttleton, in Canterbury, Xcw Zealand, and became a sheep

farmer. He entered the Provincial Council in 1853, and the National

House in 1855.

40
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XIII.

IIOX. JOHN MCKENZIE, THE IJBERAI, MINISTER OF LANDS.

John McKenzie, who with

Ballance and Reeves and Sed-

don, carried the land and

tax reforms that startled the

world in 189 1-2, was born in

Rosshire, Scotland, in 1838,

and went to New Zealand in

i860, at the age of twenty-

two. He became a successful

farmer in Otago, entered pub-

lic life, and for over thirty

years held positions of public

trust, first as Secretary of the

Otago Land Board, and after-

wards as Member of Parlia-

He was never defeated in an

Minister McKenzie.

ment and Minister of Lands.

election ; sometimes no candidate was put up against him, so

satisfactory was he to his district.

He was tall, broad-shouldered and massive, shrewd, sensible,

sincere, obstinate, outspoken, a warm friend and a bitter enemy.

His features were considered homely, but they let the kindly

light show through and that made him fine looking. He was
a good fellow, liked and admired by those who knew him, and
a debater of tremendous force and directness :^

Reeves speaks of him as "a gigantic Gael in grim earnest in the

cause of close settlement, whose plain-spoken exposures of monopoly
not only woke up the Liberals, but went home to the small settlers

far and wide.' He got his ideas on the land question as a boy in

^ Mr. Reeves says of Mr. McKenzie : "He spoke rapidly and with a strong
accent. He was not a smooth-tongued orator. His broad Doric, the delight of
the House for many years, was now and then of the roughest. When engaged
in knocking down foes he was none too careful to avoid treading on the toes
of his friends, and his foot was heavy. He would tell any set of men, even
newspaper editors, what he thought of them, and had a grufE scorn of self-

advertisement. The one object of his heart was to have the land occupied by
real settlers, and get rid of speculators and monopolises.

'

Mr. Reeves knew the great Scot intimately, and speaks of him with a
tenderness and a depth of appreciation very unusual with the calm Agent-
General. His tribute to McKenzie, pp. 272-5, vol. I, of "State Experiments,"
is in his best style. "McKenzie is an instance of a statesman—he deserves

.

the title—whose standing and influence within his Colony were great out of
all proportion to his reputation outside. Beyond New Zealand his name is
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the Highlands of Scotland, where he saw men and women foreclosed

and evicted. "The cruelty of the freehold'' was one of his pet phrases.

Behind the freehold he saw gathering in New Zealand all the things

he had learned to hate in Scotland : the rack-rent, foreclosure and

evictions, the concentration of land in the hands of monopolists, the

power to put sheep, cattle, and deer where men, w^omen and children

ought to be, the power to speculate and monopolize. "We have had

the freehold for fiftj^ years," he said, "and the result is these big

estates, the greatest curse of New Zealand."

There were 13 landlords (9 of them companies) who had 165

sheep runs, one company alone having 25. "One man, one run," was
the cry by which AIcKenzie drew the people to him. He had a map
made to show Parliament how the country was blackened with the

great estates.

He was a farmer and the representative of a farmers' district, and

he devoted himself to the establishment of a rational land system.

As a step in this direction he pushed through two laws in 1892 and

1894 ; one of them was intended to prevent future monopoly in the

public lands, and the other to break up existing monopoly in private

lands by State purchase, which should be compulsory if necessary.

Both made ample provision for the settlement of the people as ten-

ants of the State instead of under freehold titles and private land-

lords. The main idea of both his measures is that land shall be held

only for use, and only for such use as is for the public good, and that

the public shall be the judge of what is good for it.

He proposed the leasing system partly in answer to the entreaties

of settlers who had been foreclosed by the money lenders, and partly

as the result of his conviction that the freehold meant private

little known. In the Colony, from l.SitO to 1900 the phiin okl farmer was the

I)Gwer behind the throne. . . . There were speeches of his which were verital>le

trumpet calls. . . . On the platform, when sptalvinj; f<jr the reform for

wh;ch he was literally giving his life, there were moments when this shep
nerd from the hills, passionately direct and lifted up by the greatness of

his theme, could carry any nudimce away. . . . His successes in

debate were not unbroken however, for when provoked—and at times he
was deliberately badgered—his temper would explode in a rather appalling
fashion ; and then, as the tones of his Keltic voice grew hgh-pitched, he
would, if I may employ the figure, hurl himself at his tormentors in short
rushes as of a baited bull. Even then, however, the House was very tolerant
of 'John' and his explosions. And this was not merely because he was a

good fellow when off the stage, well liked by all who had stood shoulder
to shoulder or glass to glass with him. His hearers knew the difference

between bluster and the outburst of an over-wrought, sorely-tried tempera-
ment. ... If his temper was unequal, his heart was In his work.
Too earnest to avoid worry, too proud to shrug his shoulders at insult, a

farmer, not meant for desk-work and life indoors, he felt attacks and took

public life hardly. So his health gave way and he died before his time.

But he had held office for ten years, had been a ruler as well as an official,

had breathed life into the department of lands, and built up that of agricult-

ure. He carried the Land Act and the Repurchase I-aw. Thousands of

New Zealand homes are of his planting. It was not for nothing that, when
a youth, he had seen evictions, and had beheld Highland peasants, hunted
from the soil, encamping for the night among the gravestones of a church-

yard, their only refuge. Tii-st and last, year in. year out. the strong
Minister labored for genuine settlement : from that nothing ever turned him
aside; and so the rough indomitable man did work that will not soon pass
away."
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monopoly, and sheep in place of men. He fought hard to have the

leases made with 30-jear revaluations, but he could not carry this

and had to choose between giving it up or losing the whole law.

Compulsory purchase was at first defeated, but McKenzie made the

campaign in his district in 1893 on that issue and was triumphantly

re-elected. His compulsory provision was enacted the following

year. In ihe debates on the Land Bills, McKenzie pointed out that

the lands of the Commonwealth were largely in the hands of joint-

slock companies, many of them absentee corporations, and he quoted

from the speech of the Chairman of one of the great Land Companies

to the shareholders in London, to the effect that "they were going

to declare a dividend and bonus of 15 per cent, but the shareholders

could not look for any higher dividends or bonuses till wages had

been reduced in New Zealand."

Speaking of his experience on the Otago Land Board, he said

:

"The laws in those days were all made by monopolists. Land squat-

ters and speculators and land grabbers got into the provincial councils

and made laws to suit themselves. The people had no voice. A man
had to hold a certain area of land before he could get a vote, and

the people were represented entirely by one class, and they made the

laws to suit themselves."

Grey, Ballance, Stout and McKenzie were the great land demo-

crats, and from first to last were always faithful teachers of the doc-

trine of "Land for the people."

XIV.

THi; HON. george; o'rorke, speaker of the house.

Sir George Maurice O'Rorke

ha.s presided over the House

for nearly thirty sessions in

eight different ParHainents,

and is still Speaker. From

July II, 1879, to the present

time, whenever he has been in

the House, he has been elected

Speaker whether Conservatives

or Liberals were in control.

He performs the duties of the

chair with great skill, and his

decisions generally commend
themselves to universal ac-

ceptation. He is naturally

Speaker Q-Rorke. courtcous and obliging, but on

those rare occasions when there is a "scene" in the House, his

Irish blood gets overwarm and he acts with such vigor for
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the restoration of order that he is considered temporarily vio-

lent and abrupt. His absolute impartiality is unquestioned. All

parties and all individuals get fair play at his hands.

He was born in Gahvay in 1830; educated at Trinity Col-

lege, graduating in 1832; went to Victoria in 1852; and to

New Zealand in 1854, where he became a member of the bar

in 1868, and has been in the House most of the time since 1861.

He was a member of the Vogel Ministry in 1872-3; but

when his Chief announced his polic\- of abolishing the i)rov-

inces, Sir George resigned, lie had received his early training

in one of the provincial councils, and would not turn against

them.

His remarkable gifts as a presiding officer and the equally

remarkable common sense of the New Zealanders in keeping

him in the Speakership term after term regardless of party, are

the points of greatest interest in his career.

XV.

THE KT. HON. RICHARD JOHN SKDDON.

PERENNIAL TREMIEU oE THE PARADISE OP THE BRITISH EMPIRE.

The Right Hon. Richard J.

Seddon, the present Premier

and leader of democracy in

New Zealand, has achieved the

most remarkable record yet

made by any public man in

New Zealand. He has been for

ten consecutive years at the

head of the Government, and

is still the loved and admired

leader of the overwhelming

majority of the people.

He was born in England in

1845, f^f sturdy Lancashire

farming stock. He became a

mechanical engineer by |)r()-

fession, and is an associate of the American Institute of Mining

Engineers. \\ iih a T.oard of Trade certificate of his capacity,

he went to Australia in 1863, at the age of 18. Eour years later,

when the gold fever was at its height in New Zealand and the

Premier Seddon.
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rich discoveries on the West coast offered him chances of

fortune, he went to the Island Colony and New Zealand made
its promise good. Later he became head of a successful mer-

cantile business ; then he entered public life, and passing up

through Road Boards and Provincial Councils, the Board of

Education and the Mayoralty of Kumara, was elected a member
of Parliament in 1879. He has remained in Parliament ever

since, and is the only member of the House who has been so

long in the Assembly. When the Liberal Party came into

power Ballance made him iVIinister for Public Works. When
the Premier died, in 1893, Seddon was called by the Liberals

to take his place as their leader, a position he still retains with

the ever-growing confidence of his followers and the devotion

of the common people, whose interests are first in his thought

and always sure of his untiring support.

Even in his mining days, "Digger Dick," as he was called,

was always a champion of the oppressed. Any miner at the

mercy of a bully was sure of assistance from him. He is a

man of magnificent physique, tall and powerfully built and with

an energy of mind and body, and a knowledge of men and

things, that enable him to accomplish remarkable results. One
of our own statesmen, Webster, in his prime, w^as called a

"steam engine in trousers ;" and Premier Seddon has been

described as a "dynamo in pants." His strong, intellectual and

physical equipment and his deep sympathy for the people and

all that concerns them, make him a tremendous power in poli-

tics. He is a born democrat, fresh from the multitude, true

to the cause of progress, saturated with the principles and pur-

poses for which New Zealand stands. He is very fond of his

Progressive Commonwealth, and likes to call himself the

"Premier of the Paradise of the British Empire."

The people call him "King Dick," not because he is autocratic,

for he is the greatest democrat of them all, but because he is a

masterful leader, a natural king of men. Among a people elect-

ing their strongest and most popular leader to be chief or

king, he would have been chosen king in fact. As it is, he has

all the power a man can rightly have in a democratic country

and the pet title "King Dick" besides.

His opponents caricatured him at first, and the Prohibitionists mis-

understood him. But every year has strengthened him in popular

esteem. A French observ^er says : "When one speaks of the Min-
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istry in New Zealand, one is understood to refer to the Prime Min-

ister, the Hon. Richard Seddon, who is himself the whole Ministr>-.

He has several colleagues, it is true, in form, but it is he who does

everything; he is the master of the country, the 'King Dick,' as they

call him in the Colony."* This is an exaggeration. The Premier's

colleagues are strong and useful men. One of Mr. Seddon's strong

points is the selection of able colleagues, such as Sir Joseph Ward,
Hon. Wm. C. Walker, Hon. Wm. Hall-Jones, etc. Moreover, he is

not the "master" of the country, but its leader. There is no means by

which he could retain his power but through the continued confidence

of the people and their representatives.

The Premier is genial, frank, kind-hearted, a good comrade, fluent

and earnest in speech, always hard at work, 300 pounds full of vitality,

strong will, self-reliance, and imperturbable assurance. Red-tape snaps

in his fingers. He is Prime Minister, Colonial Treasurer, Minister

of Labor, Minister of Defense, and Minister in Charge of the Gov-

ernment Insurance Department and Public Trust Office. In 1901 he

took part in the proceedings on the floor of the House 400 times. It

took 8 big 50-line columns to index his eflforts, one line to an address

or reply. And he has all the Cabinet work just indicated besides. He is

President, Treasurer, Business Manager and Chief Legislator, rolled

into one. His performance is enormous, and the gastronomic sup-

plies he absorbs are in proportion. He is an astute politician of the

coolest pluck, of great quickness and marvelous staying power, and

uncommon capacity for taking pains. In the elections he throws him-

self into the campaign work with huge delight. . He is here, there,

everywhere, with energy enough for half-a-dozen leaders ; and his

mighty voice, clear common sense, and jovial presence cheer the sup-

porters of the Liberal Government at scores of meetings.

A strong opponent of Mr. Seddon, in reply to my question what

he thought of the Premier, said : "Well, he likes to have his own way,

but his heart is with the people. The old-age pensions made him

very popular; he put it through. I don't like his policy on the liquor

question. But he is honest in it."

"Could he be bought by the liquor interest?"

"No. He is not corrupt nor corruptible."

"How much is he worth?"

"Well, he's not rich, hasn't over £6.000 ($30,000), I think. He
made his money in mining business, not in politics. He is likely to be

poorer instead of richer the longer he is in office."

"Do you think he has the confidence of the people?"

"Well, he's been Premier ten years; that ought to answer that

question."

The Premier's energy, sympathy and resource, and his splendid

record in Parliament explain the powerful hold he has on the people.

He worked hard for the factory laws, old-age pensions, government

loans to settlers, compulsory purchase of large estates, and provision

* Andre Siegfried in tlie IUliic Politique ct Parliamentairc. (1899.)
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for workingmen's homes; and he favors the zone system, lowering

of the tariff, State fire insurance, control of trusts, majority elections,

and the referendum. Tho not a Prohibitionist, he is willing to sub-

mit the question to the people and abide by their decision.

He warned the coal-ring that if it did not act right the Govern-
ment would go into the coal business, and he has fulfilled his promise.

He has warned the shipping ring that if necessary to curb their exac-

tions he will go before the people in a campaign for the nationaliza-

tion of steamships. He has warned the wealthy citizens that they

may expect still heavier taxation. When he took office as Minister

of Public Works he found that altho the contractors were forbidden

to sublet by the express terms of their contracts, yet they were practi-

cally all subletting. Minister Seddon put a stop to this, saying: "It

is the sweating system in a most flagrant and baleful form." In the

campaign of 1899, when the Conservatives announced their purpose,

if successful, to abolish the cooperative system and return to the

contractor system, Premier Seddon said in his speeches that he would
stand by cooperation as long as he remained in New Zealand, and
would not return "to the days of sweating and of truck stores kept by
contractor's relatives," nor to the days when old men or men of

inferior capacity could not get work because the contractors did not

want them.

The Premier believes that cooperation and democratic industry are

the two hemispheres that will make up the industrial world of the

future.

One' of the issues brought forward by the Conservatives in 1899

was the substitution of the freehold for the leasehold. Premier Sed-

don said : "The end of the freehold system is that the mortgagee

gets the farm and the farmers get the road." The people had had
enough of the freehold and private monopoly of land, and they

returned the Liberals to power with a larger majority than before.

When Minister for Public Works, Mr. Seddon took strong ground
on the unearned increment question in dealing with the con-

tinuance of certain railway construction then in hand. He said:

"Every pound the Government spends upon the railway will give an

increased value of twice that amount to the land through which the

railway runs, which will be a benefit to a very few individuals."

Wherefore he declared it would be folly to go on with the construc-

tion till arrangements had been made with those owners for such sale

or lease of their land as would give the public the advantage of the

unearned increment.

In respect to the management of the railways, Premier Seddon
says : "It is my idea that the railroads are the servants of the people,

and that they should be run entirely in their interest. We want to

bring every farmer's product to the markets at the lowest possible

cost. If we can build railroads so that the man 100 miles from the

sea.shore can send his produce to the ship at the same cost as the man
who lives only 10 miles away, we raise the value of the first man's land

to that of the second. Nearly all the roads are making money, but
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there is no incentive to give anything else but the best service at the

lowest possible cost."

"But how about using such large bodies of men in Government

emplo}? Do not the clerks vote to keep 3'our party in power, and can

you not make them do so?"

"I do not think," replied the Premier, "there has been any attempt

to do anything of tliat kind, and I doubt if it could succeed. We have

rigid civil service rules and we maintain them."

"Do you think the United States can ever have successful control

of the railroads?" said the questioner.

"I don't see why not," said the Premier, "Congress might take

over the railroads at their market value, paying for them with Gov-

ernment bonds. Much cash would not be needed, for the holders

of the railroad bonds would be glad to exchange them for Govern-

ment bonds. I think your Government could run the railroads with

much more benefit to the people, and that the time will come when

your people will demand that it do so."

The workingmen believe in him because of his unvarying cham-

pionship of them from the earliest days. The country people believe

in him because of the vigor and tenacity with which he has fought

for their land and tax and money reforms. The Progressives in gen-

eral believe in him because he represents their ideas with courage

and force. He is a great leader of a great people.

XVI.

SIR WM. RUSvSKLT., LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION.

Captain Wm. R. Russell

(now Sir William Russell),

has been leader of the Opposi-

tion against the Liberal Gov-

ernment in the House since

June, 1894. He was born at

Sandhurst, England, Nov. 12,

1838, and was the son of an

army officer, Lieutenant-

Colonel A. N. Russell, who
went to New Zealand in 1845

and served in the Maori war.

William returned to England

three years later to be edu-

cated ; after which he also was

in military service in New
Zealand till 1861. He ])ought large estates at Flaxmere, in

Hawke's Bay, where he is extensively engaged in squatting

Sir Win. Russell.
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pursuits. After being for several years a prominent and active

member of Parliament he became a Minister in the Atkinson

Cabinet in 1884, and again in 1 889- 1890.

He is good-natured and gentlemanly, popular and respected,

and has considerable executive ability. But in debate he devotes

himself too much at times to personal remarks and foolish

predictions based on suspicion, often incorrect, as to the motives

of the Government in pushing the measure vmder discussion.

A passage in the debate on the Referendum Bill (1901) set

forth in a former chapter, throws light on this habit or attitude.

"As an organized body the Opposition has ceased to exist,"

said the Captain, "but as individuals we should still to the best

of our ability, criticize every measure he (the Premier) brings

down." This does not fully express the facts, however, for

the criticism has often degenerated from judicial consideration

of the measure to personal reflections upon the Ministry. On
the other hand it must not be forgotten that he has manifested

his cordial belief in Government railways, telegraphs, banks,

life insurance, etc., advocated proportional representation tho

opposed to the Referendum, expressed his readiness to aid in

establishing State fire insurance, favored the perpetual lease

with revaluations, and supported the arbitration act, which

many deem the most advanced of all the Liberal measures, and

the one it took the most thought to grasp and the most courage

to support. This shows that he is not actuated by mere party

spirit or blind opposition to the Government, but uses his

head and his conscience, and is not afraid to side with the

Liberals against his own followers if he thinks the Government

is right. In fact this leader of the Conservatives has so much
of the Progressive spirit in him that in Europe or America he

would be ranked as a Radical rather than a Conservative or a

Liberal.

In recognition of his long and faithful service, the Captain was

recently knighted by King Edward. From among the many con-

gratulations showered upon him from all sides we may quote the

following from a Liberal member in the House, July 2, 1902: "I think

it is a significant fact that all parties in the Colony, men of every class

in the Colony, have been rejoiced at the honor which has been con-

ferred by His Majesty the King upon so worthy a Colonist as Sir

William Russell. And it is also worthy of mention that this title has
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been bestoived at a time zclicii Sir IVilliam's opponents occupy the

position of Advisers to His Majesty's representative in this Colony."

OTHER MEN OE NOTE.

Many others are, or have been, very prominent in the public

Hfe of the Colony, but the scope of this book compels us to

confine our biographic notes to those whose names are identified

with some great advance, or whose service, by its combined dis-

tinction and length entitle them to a place in the front rank

of those whose mature and brilliant abilities have been devoted

to the Colony's progress or to the opposition to it. It has some-

times been very hard to draw the line. The Hon. Sir Joseph

Ward, for example, the able Minister of Railways, whom Mr.

Seddon chose to be Acting-Premier during his absence in Eng-

land, and wdio has shown himself worthy to stand in the place

of power that Ballance and Seddon have made famous round

the world, is a man who would add lustre to any administra-

tion; but we believe he belongs to the future, and has not yet

done the work that will give him his true place in the history

of the Colony (perhaps it will be the establishment of the zone

system or State fire insurance) . He is a brilliant star not yet in

its zenith.

Leadership has had a place in the development of New Zea-

land as it does in all great movements. This factor was

specially important in the earlier years. George Grey and

Julius Yogel did much that probably would not have been done

without them, at least for years to come, but by 1890 the whole

body of the common people had become so thoroly roused, that,

altho the leadership of Ballance and Seddon has been of great

value, there is little doubt that the people would have accom-

plished their purposes without them. There are always men

of ability in every community ready to lead the people to new-

achievements whenever the people are fit to be led. Even the

work of Grey and Vogel could not have been done if the people

had not responded to their suggestions. The same thing is

true of John Ballance, Richard J. Seddon, and William Pem-

l)er Reeves, whose work more than that of any others perhaps,

in the recent history of the Colony, bears the impress of indi-

vidual power.

Carlyle and some other writers have phiced too much importance

on genius and leadership. A gifted leader is a most valuable posses-
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sion if he is honest and true, but the story of New Zealand, the his-

tory of Great Britain and the records of the English cooperative

movement, all demonstrate that the common people can themselves

achieve the most remarkable political and economic success, and

find all the leadership they need in the ranks of toil. The same truth

shines out of our own history. Our greatest leaders, Washington,

Lincoln, and Grant, were not men of genius, as the word is usually

understood, but simply men of high character and common sense,

whom the stress of circumstances and responsibility developed into

great leaders.

We mu.st be careful therefore not to place too great an emphasis

on the individual element in this movement for the equalization of

power and opportunit}'. In his great campaign for democracy, George

Grey merely expressed the thought and feeling that was growing in

the minds of the people, otherwise he would not have won support.

A great leader is one who puts into vigorous words and action the

ideas and sentiments that have been born in the minds and hearts of

the people and are struggling for recognition and expression. They
may be dark or luminous in the popular mind, dumb and inactive, or

vital and vigorous, part of the silent, subconscious, unrecognized life

of the times, or alreadj- vocal among the multitude ; but in some
form the bud or the blossom of the new thought must be in the

public mind or the leader who expresses it will accomplish little but

his own discomfort. A philosopher who is far ahead of his age may
win some ridicule and persecution, perhaps, to add a lustre to his

name in the eyes of future generations, but he will not mold the law

of his time. The fact that Grey and Ballance did this under popular

government shows that the people had evolved so far, and were

already so full of the philosophy of political and industrial justice

that they could understand a.nd follow the doctrines of their illustrious

leaders.

Similar remarks apply to the work of Sir Julius Vogel, and to

that of Seddon, Reeves, and McKenzie, who have done so much for

New Zealand in her later years. It required high statesmanship and

political insight to draw the Arbitration Bill, and carry the Old-Age
Pensions, but the genius of the new time was in the people and their

Parliament, or such measures could never have been enacted and

enforced.
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EPOCHS AND THE EPOCH-MAKERS.

The history of New Zealand since man came on the scene

falls into four divisions : (
i ) The Ante-Caucasian Period,

ending- with Cook's landing, 1768; (2) The Period of the White

Invasion, culminating in annexation to the British Empire in

1840; (3) The Ordinance Period, during which the Colony

was ruled by English Governors and their ordinances, 1840 to

the promulgation of the New Zealand Constitution in 1853

;

and (4) the Parliamentary or Constitutional Period of self-

government, 1853 to the present time. This Constitutional

Period divides into the Provincial Age, 1853 to 1876, and the

National Age, 1876 to the present date.

The leading event of the first period was the landing of

the Maoris about the middle of the 14th century. In the second

period the coming of the missionaries, the annexation, the

treaty with the natives, and the first organized efforts at settle-

ment, are the principal facts. In tb.c third period the diffi-

culties with land titles and with the natives occupied the chief

place, but the establishment of courts, roads and bridges, postal

facilities and banking, also received attention. The great facts

of the Constitutional Period are the organization of popular

government with a responsible ministry, the public Avorks

policy, civil service regulation, electoral reform, land monopoly,

falling prices, the big strike, and the all-important Liberal-

Labor victory at the polls in 1890. with the land, labor, tax,

bank, suffrage, and Senate legislation resulting from it.

Th.e history of the Colony clusters abiuu the various stages

in the development of her Government as population gathers

around the strategic points of a railway system, or iron filings

around the poles of magnet. From 1840 to 1869 the actual

control of affairs was largely in the Governor. At first this

was because he was the only power in the field, and later
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because of the strength the office had gained in the early years

and because of the powerful personality of some of the Gover-

nors, especially George Grey. In 1840 there were no means

of communication such as now enable the results of a cricket

match in the Southern Hemisphere to be proclaimed in the

streets of London at noon on the day of the play. It took the

Governor of New Zealand eight months to send a message to

England and get a reply. The necessities of the case, there-

fore, made the Governor and his Ordinances in Council the

actual controlling power in the Colony. When the Constitu-

tion went into operation, and Parliament assembled, there was

CARVED GATEWAY OF PRIMITIVE MAORI VILLAGE.

The fences or stockades around the ancient Maori villages and the deep ditches

often dug outside the stockades, ivere very useful in protecting the inmates from

attack. Even the English soldiery found some of the stockades hard to deal zvith.

a battle royal between the Assembly on the one side and the

Governor and his Staff on the other. And even after a respon-

sible ministry was established it did not really control the

administration till after the retirement of Governor Grey in

1868.

From 1869 to 1890 with little interruption the Government,

as we saw in an early chapter, was in the control of the Fox-

Vogel-McLean-Whitaker-Hall-Atkinson combination, known

as "The Continuous Ministry," which was progressive as to
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public works and tlic hallo! , but conservative as to land, labor

and taxation.

Since 1890 the Government has been in control of the Liberal

Ministry, which is progressive on all lines. The Progressive

Party was born in 1877, but did not get thoro control of the

Government till January, 1891. Since then there has been no

break. Even when Premier Ballance died, in 1893, a member
of the existing cabinet was made Premier, and the new chief,

Richard Seddon, is still Prime Minister. So that the Liberal

Ministry is really more entitled to be called the Continuous

Ministrx than the old Fox-Atkinson vitascopic succession. It

PICTON, NORTHEAST CORNER OF MIDDLE ISLAND.

New Zealand towns and tillages no longer need stockades, for peace, unity and

civilisation have taken the place of warfare, severance and barbarism. Men and

women are safer now in the humblest home than they used to be in the midst of a

powerful army.

has been in power without a break for over 12 years, more

than twice as long as any other ministry was ever in office

without interruption. The first four ministries in New Zealand

were strangled in their cradles, and as late as August, 1884,

there were three weeks of political upheaval in which three

ministries went down. The death rate among ministries is

very uncertain, but the birth rate is accurately adjusted to it

so that there is no overcrowding of population.

The accompanying diagram exhibits to the eye the principal
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points in the political history of the Colony since its annexa-

tion. It will be noted that the first great development (national

railways, State insurance, public trust office, etc.), directly

followed the accession of the popular Ministry to full executive

control; and that the second great development (in the Liberal

period from 1890 on) immediately succeeded the transfer of

electoral power from the large landholders to the mass of the

common people through the combination of the residential

qualification for the suffrage with the one-man-one-vote prin-

ciple which went into operation at the election of Dec, 1890.

This sequence of events is much more than a mere coincidence.

There is a real causal relation between the democratization of

power on the one hand and progressive energy and national

development on the other. Yet it would undoubtedly be a mis-

take to regard the expansion of popular power as the sole or

perhaps even the chief reason for these periods of national

advance. The mixture of causes is manifest. In the later case,

the emphatic need for advance, and the existence of honest,

thoughtful, vigorous and united leaders and voters, were quite

as essential as manhood suffrage, else other democratic nations

would have made similar progress ; and in the earlier case the

change of power was coordinated with Vogel's personality, and

the attainment of settled peace.

GOVERNMENT
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GOVERNMENT—CONTINUED.
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Fox-Vogel=McLean Min-
istries, 1869-77.

Except
Stafford, i month, 1872.

Vogel, 1873-76, except Pol-
len, July, 6, '75-Feb, '76.

Atkinson, 1S76-77.

Qrey, Premier, 1R77-9.

HalUAtl<in8on-Whitaker
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Atkinson, S; to Jan, '91.

Ballance, Premier, '91-93.

Seddon, Premier .since

death of Ballance.

Events

{Peace. Public Works Policy. Na-
tional Railways, 1870.

Austt alhin Ballot. Gov' I Life Insurance,
established 1S70, under law of 1869.

Public Trust Office, 1872.

[
Provinces Abolished, 1875-6.

I

Qrey 's appeal to tlie peopleon a demo-
[ cratic platform, 1876-7.

I^and Act, 1.S77. Land-Value Tax,
1878. Repealed, ]S79.

Residence made sufficient qualifica-
tion for voting, is-q.

Ballavcf's plan for settling idle labor on
idle laud under Gov't lease, and aid-
ing settlers with Gov't loans, 1S86.

Non-Political Railway Comniis.sion es-
tablished, 1SS7.

One-man-one^vote. Equal manhood
suffrage under direct nominations
and unpartisan balloting.

I
flreat strike and its failure.

J
Organized Labor at the Ballot Box

I

hand in hand with the Farmers.
I LIBERAL-LABOR FUSION VICTORY

Term of Senators changed from life to
7 years, 1S91
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government insurance, show that civic progress was not lack-

ing even in this time of struggle.

The age of vigorous national development really began, how-

ever, with 1870. Till then the Colonists had been occupied

mainly with problems of safety and subsistence. The whites

by that time outnumbered the natives more than five to one.

and the peace of January, 1870, left them practically free to do

what they pleased with the new country. The era of railway

development and assisted immigration that followed was largely

responsible for the strong public sentiment that has wrought

the remarkable changes of recent years. The public works

showed the people what the Government could do for them.

And the growth of land monopoly that followed the building

of railways forced upon the people the necessity of action.

The leading events of the National Age fall naturally into

two groups which we may call the Government Group and the

Politico-Industrial Group. The first includes the following im-

portant items

:

Abolition of the Provinces corresponding to our States 1876

Triennial Parliaments in place of the 5-year term 1879

Seven-year terms for Senators in place of the life tenure 1891

Competitive examinations established for the civil service 1886

The Australian ballot, alphabetic, and free from party designation 1870

Residence made sufficient for voting in national elections 1879

In municipal elections 1898

One-man-one-vote principle estalilished in national elections 1889

In municipal elections 1898

Direct nominations: in early years, viva voce, but since September, 1890

nominations are made in writing signed by a small number

of voters (2 or more) and accompanied by consent of the

nominee and a $50 deposit.

Equal suffrage without regard to se.x; 1893

Abolition of the property ciualification even as an alternative 1896

When we reinember that onlv twenty-three years ago a man
without property qualification could not vote in New Zealand,

and that a dozen years ago a rich man could vote 5 times in

municipal elections, and as many times in national elections as

the number of districts he could travel to on election day, we
may realize how great a change has taken ])lacc in the Govern-

ment of the new democracy.

The movement for the extension and equalization of the

franchise is one of the most remarkable on record. New Zea-
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land is the only countn- on the globe where women have the

same right to the ballot as their brothers, from one end of the

country to the other, both in local and general elections. By a

series of enactments covering two decades the Colony banished

the sex and property limitations of the Constitution, lifted her-

self out of plutocratic government at the ballot box, and in

place of one of the worst systems of voting, has established one

of the best. Twenty-five years ago we were ages ahead of New
Zealand in t)ur election laws, but she has overtaken and passed

us. Political equality imder her system of direct nominations,

cross-questioning of candidates, and unpartisan ballots, is real

and vital. No stronger upward movement in the fundamental

matter of the ballot is to be found in any land.

The industrio-political development is, if possible, more
remarkable still, but it has already been so fully dealt with

that it is only necessary here to gather into one group the

]irinci]:ial factors in the great advance.

Before 1870:

Postal system, with parcels post.

Postal savings banks.

Telegraphs.

Title registration.

1870 to 1875:

National railways, telephones, and water works.

Government insurance.

Public Trust Office.

1890 to iy02, inclusive:

Organized labor at the ballot bo.K.

Farmers, workingmen, small merchants and manufacturers, etc.,

voting in harmony and carrying the election in the interest

of the common people.

Progressive ta.xation of land-values and incomes with exemp-

tion of improvements and small men.

Resumption and division of large estates, and effective limitation

of the area one man may hold.

Gradual nationalization of the soil an established policy.

Government loans at low interest to farmers, traders, and

workingmen.

Government management of the principal banks of issue.

Nationalization of credit.

Referendum on local land-value lax. anil nn the license ques-

tion.
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Labor laws, factory, shop, and mining acts, truck and wages

acts, etc.

The 8-hour day, half-hoHday, seats for shop girls, ventilation,

safety, and no sweatshops.

The unemployed helped to get work by State employment bureaus

and the Public Works, Land, and Labor Departments.

Direct employment in place of the contract system in public

works.

Cooperative industry.

Suburban homes for workingmen at low rents.

State railways operated for service instead of profit, and used

to aid education and help the farmers and workingmen.

Industrial arbitration and practical abolition of strikes and lock-

outs.

State annuities for the aged poor.

State ownership and operation of coal mines.

THK PE;OPLi;.

What about the people who have clone all this? What is

their ancestry, their character, condition and development?

The people of New Zealand are comparatively few,^ about 8

1 Till recently New Zealand lia.s lieen the least inliabitod land in pro-

portion to its capacity to be inhabited that has been found by European
explorers. Five hundred years ago more or less, when the Maoris came iu

their double canoes, "they found the islands almost destitute of game or

population except a few unsavory and unappetizing, but as the event proved,

not indigestible aborigines." Their cheerful gastronomic relations with
these predecessors and their incessant tribal wars among themselves prt.-

vented any rapid increase in the census. They never numbered more than

a hundred to a hundred and twenty-five thousand probably (the outside

estimate is a hundred and sixty thousand), and when civilization gave them
rum and muskets they melted away very rapidly, so that by 1840 they

numbered onlv about 60,000, and have since fallen to 42,000. The white&,

however, increased wonderfully. From 2,000 in 1840 to 30,000 in 1853,

and about 800,000 at the close of 1902. After the discovery of gold in

Oabriel's Gully (1861) the Europeon population rose from 99,000 to more
than 172,000 in 1864, an increase of nearly 75 per cent in three years. In

the first few years after the public works policy was inaugurated (1871-78)

the population rose about 69 per cent. Since then the rate of increase has
been much less.

By the census of March, 1901. the population of full white blood was
767,455, the full-blooded Maoris numbered 39,979. the half-castes 5.530 (3,123

of them living among the Maoris and counted in their total of 43,101), and
2,857 Chinese, making the entire population 815,820.

This is only a small fraction of the population the country could easily

sustain. The Islands would hold fully 20 millions of people on the agri-

cultural lands alone if they were settled as thickly as in Belgium, and many
millions more if all the available lands of every sort were occupied. But
it will be a long time before anything like the limit is reached, if it ever

is, for immigration is difficult, and the population is not increasing rapidly

now—less than 214 per cent a year, or under 25 per cent in a decade. At
New Zealand's age and for a long time afterward, the United States grew
at a much h'gher rate, 3 per cent a year or more down to 1700 ; 6 per cent

a year from then till 1775, and between 3 and 4 per cent a year most of

the time since imtil 1880, and it is still increasing more than 20 per cent

per decade, 25 per cent from 1880 to 1890, and 21 per cent from 1890 to

1900. A considerable part of our increase is due to immigration, much of

which is not desirable. Immigration is too easy with us.
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STACK EKKCTICI) 1-OK A MAORI FKAST.

In the old days the Maoris had great festivals, -^i'hen thousands of guests came
to eat and make speeches and receive gifts. A stage luas erected sometimes 80 or

100 feet in height zcith many platforms filled with provisions, etc., to be given azcay.

Holes were dug in the ground and tilled with wood and stones. The zvood was set

on fire till the stones were hot, 2chen native sweet potatoes, fish, birds, and
pieces of human flesh xcere put in with the stones and covered with earth tilt

cooked. Some natives told the missionaries that European flesh was salty and
disagreeable, but all did not think so. Cannibalism became e.rtinct about 1S40, but

there are Maoris still living who remember eating human flesh, and some of them

say they would enjoy a piece of "long pig," as they called the white man. In

1844 a giant feast was given near Auckland to the Waikato tribe. About 4000

guests were present. The provisions consisted of 11,000 baskets of potatoes, 100 large

pigs (not "long pigs"), 9000 sharks, a large quantity of flour, rice, sugar, and

tobacco, and over 1000 blankets -were also given away. Another great "Hakari,"

or feast, was given by the natives to Governor Grey in 1849 at the Bay of Islands

to celebrate the peace between the two races.
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to the square mile against our 26, England's 340, and Belgium's

590, but they are for the most part of excellent stock, the same

stock, in fact, as ourselves, the good old Anglo-Saxon with

English predominant, Scotch next, and Irish third,—one of

the most homogeneous blends of the world's best blood to be

found on earth. The foreigners are too few to color the strain,

and the Maoris are too weak to have any controling influence

on the course of events or the institutions of the Colony. It is

an Anglo-Saxon civilization, and its political and economic ex-

periments are Anglo-Saxon experiments.

The following table shows the white population and the

rapidly-diminishing significance of the brown and yellow

people

:

Persons Average Maoris Chinese

ofEuropean annual rate

descent of increase

1840 2,000 60,000

1853 32,000 115%
1861 99,000 26.

1871 256,000 15.8 46,000 5,004

1881 489,933 9- 42,000 4,444

1901 772,791 2.3 43,101 2,857

1902 792,000 2.5 2,857

A few half-castes, or mixed European and native population living

among the Maoris are included in the first and also in the third columns.

The total population at the last census, March, 1901, was 815,820.

The total population now, April, 1903, is about 850,000. The

present rate of increase is not high. Immigration from Europe

is discouraged by distance and cost, and immigration from Asia

is practically prohibited by law. The people do not marry

very early in life, which helps to make the birth-rate low, and

may have some relation to the fact that the death-rate is also

very low. From 1890 to 1901 the number of marriages among

the whites each year rose from 6 to nearly 8 per thousand of

population, while the number of births per thousand fell from

29^ to 25^. All authorities agree that the decrease in the

size of families is due to the resolve of an educated people to

maintain a high standard of health and comfort. In a healthy

country and among a prosperous people a low birth-rate is

a sign of the highest wisdom. The Merry Age of England

followed the elimination of surplus population by the plague.

The Black Death was a cruel adjuster. But intelligence will
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A MAORI MAIDEN.

Many Maori women make their own flax garments as they did in the old days.

Buying and selling iverc unknoivn to the natives till the whites came, so the zcomen

could not waste their time shot'fing (there was, however, a rude sort of barter

through the exchange of gifts regulated by strict etiquette). The natives dyed their

dresses prettily, being fond of bright colors, especially red and zvhite. Many of the

mantles were quaintly beautiful besides being icarnt and waterproof.

The Maoris are very musical, and the zfomen sing their babies to sleep. The
missionaries found they had over a thousand poetical pieces with a separate tune

for each, tho they were without any knowledge of writing.

An English boy who was captured and kept by the Maoris three-quarters of a

century ago, was made a chief when he grew up and adz'ised to take two or three

wives. Sixty women were brought to him for a choice, but he did not like any of

them and married two handsome, good tempered sisters, the daughters of a friendly

chief. It is said that the girl in this picture resembles the younger of this English-

man's wives. The story of this captive, Rutherford, tnust, however, be taken with

several grains of salt, for his imagination appears to have been more vigorous than

his love of truth.
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find a way to bring and keep the Merry Age of the Earth by
getting the growth of population in tune with the progress

toward perfecting the conditions of existence, and sending out

invitations to the unborn with some regard to the probable com-
fort of the guests when they arrive.

Children are well cared for. New Zealand education is free,

universal and compulsory. A little larger proportion of

children is in school than with us, and illiteracy is less. Aside

from the Maoris practically all the people over 12 years of

age can read and write, a good common school education is

the rule, and higher education is very general. Religion is not

compulsory, but appears to be practically universal, or at least

its profession is,—96 per cent of the population is put down
as belonging to some religious denomination, 81 per cent Prot-

estant, 14 per cent Catholic, nearly i per cent Jews, Buddhists,

Spiritualists (339), and Mormons (206), half of i per cent no

denomination, a quarter of i per cent unspecified, a little over

2 per cent object to stating their religion, and a little less than

I per cent are known to be unreligious. In the United States

about Ys of the people are members of some church, 30 per

cent of these being Catholic. The basis of classification is

evidently wider in New Zealand than with us.

Morality and intelligence are both very high. There is

nowhere a people more kindly or with a deeper sense of justice.

They are law abiding, industrious, independent, prudent, pros-

perous, temperate, tolerant, and openminded, and their energy

and public spirit are superb.

The vigor, self-reliance, and initiative of the New Zealanders

astonish their visitors. Those who imagine that public owner-

ship and State activity blight these qualities must find New
Zealand a paradox. Nowhere are the functions of Government

wider, and nowhere are self-reliance and individual initiative

more remarkably developed. The working classes look con-

stantly to the State for assistance in various forms, yet they

do more for themselves, and make better provision for the

future in life insurance, bank deposits, etc., than the workers

of any other country.- The explanation is easy. The Govern-

ment in New Zealand is not a Paternalism but a Fraternalism.

Government help is self-help, the partners using the firm to

do their work. And Government activity is the concensi:s, or

2 See rart III, Civilization Tables.
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resultant of individual activities; one manifestation of indi-

vidual initiative; self-reliance in compound or cooperative

form.

The criminal record per thousand of population is low ; lower

than in England, France, Germany, or the United States, and

only half what it is in some of the Australian Colonies, New *

South ^^'ales, for example. The number of persons in ]M-ison

per thousand inhabitants is less than half what it is in the

United States. Illegitimate births are few. The ratio of drunk-

enness is light. The per capita consumption of alcoholic

stimulants is much less than in any of the Australian states

except Tasmania and South Australia, and less than half the

average consumption in this country. The Colony is distinctly

and increasingly sober.

The civic virtue of the people is shown by the honesty of

the Government and the wise and hearty interest the citizens

take in public afifairs. Chief Justice Stout says, "So far our

State has been free from corruption of any kind." And again.

"There is a tolerance of opinions and there is an altruism and a

growing civic conscience clearly manifest." Years ago Bishop

Selwyn said that political corruption had never existed in New
Zealand. And recent authorities thoroly familiar with the

Colony confirm the statement and l)ring it down to date.

Reeves declares "There is no political corruption." And
Walker says : "Personal corruption I am confident does not

exist. . . . The general political tone is healthy, and is

stimulated in all the provinces by a high-class press, which use?

its great influence in a conscientious manner." Mr. Sydney

Webb, the English Fabian, who carefully inquired four years

ago into the politics of New Zealand and Australia, gives his

impressions as follows, using "Australia" to represent all the

colonies

:

"In politics Australia is emphatically un-American. American muni-

cipal government, for example, is unspeakably corrupt—worse, far

worse than is commonly reported. Australian municipal government,

tho far behind our own in efficiency, is as pure as that of the purest

English city. The same personal integrity runs through all Australian

politics. Australian civil servants are as honest as our own. .Austra-

lian Premiers all die poor. Australian Legislatures, imperfect as they

are in manj' ways, are absolutely 'un-.\merican in this respect. . . .

No personal dishonesty, bribery, or malversation is so much as alleged.

It never occurs, even to the most prejudiced squatter (wealthy land-
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owner;, to assume that the poHtician lie is denouncing is taking bribes

from a tramway company or selling concessions to the highest bidder- •

practises that are (were) unfortunately common in Chicago or New
York. The worst that Australian fashionable society finds to say about

its enemy, the politician, is that he 'panders to the Labor vote,' and that

he gets railways and water-works made in his own constituency, instead

* of, as in the old days, making things pleasant for the squatters, and

arranging the public works as the squatters desired. Of rotation in

ofiice and the domination of the 'party machine,' of 'boss-rule' and

'spoils to the victors,' in the American sense, there is, from one end of

Australia to the other, not a trace or a symptom."

As wc have seen in an earlier chapter, the United St.'iles

A MAORI HUT, 1830.

The primitk'e Maori hut ivas built of reeds or long pole.'!, tied or zcoven icith

long stout grass leaves. A chimney was a luxury nnknoivn to the Maori builders;

and they seemed unable to imagine the possibility of more than one door and oiic

zi'indozu per house, or more than one room under a single roof. Even the largest

tribal meeting house had only one door and one zvindoiv. The floor was usually
sunk belozv the ground and the inmates slept (when they slept indoors) with their

feet to the center and their heads tozvard the zvalls.

There zcere no pictures on the zvalls; no books or magazines or ez'en nezvs-

t'Opers, zvell fitted tho some of them are for such an abode; no lamps, stoves, dishes.

knives or forks; no chairs, sofas or beds; no curtains or carpets; no zvater faucets;
no radiators; no gas jets or electric bulbs; no telephone zvith zvhich to call up the

medicine man or send zvord to a neighboring friendly chief for help to repel an
attack.

Some of the better houses, especially those built after the zvhite settlers came,
zvere constructed of wood, and zvere large, strong and finely carved. In the Wel-
lington Museum there is a Maori house of this sort built in 1842, which is 43 feet

long and j8 feet zvide. The roof is 12 feet from the fioor and ^2 figures are carved
in totara zvood on the sides of the house !o represent the noted ancestors of the

tribe.

Consul reports to Washington that New Zealand "is more truly

democratic than any other country in the world." Civic spirit

is vigorous and acts on a high plane. \'oting is regarded not

merely as a right, hut as a duty, and not only a moral duty but
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a legal duty, the exercise of which is made compulsory.^ The
Government is not regarded as the enemy or even as the

guardian of the people, but as their friendly, wise, and trusty

servant. An Irish immigrant just landed in New York, when
asked if he were a Democrat or a Republican, replied, "Oi

dunno fwhat is a dimecrat or raypooblican, but oi'm agin the

Gov'ment." The people of New Zealand own their Government
and therefore do not need to be "agin it."

Social life is as democratic as political life. The American

A MODEST MODERX HOME.

A comparison of life in a good modern home, such as may be found in any
residence district of the Commonuealtli, with primitive life in an old-time Maori
hut, affords a vivid realization of the progress of civilizaticn. You find a clean and
comfortable bed in a warm, well-'jentilated and prettily-furnished room, in place of
a wallow in the earthen floor of a cold, unventilated, totally unfurnished den.
Plenty of windows to admit daylight, and at night gas or electric lights or kerosene
tamps, in place of the absolute darhncss by night and the dim light by day of the
old wooden cell, with its practically windozi'lcss walls, shutting out not only the
light of the moon and stars, but even the sun's rays almost wholly. Each guest
may have a separate room; a library, a music corner witli its piano or organ, a
kitchen, a dining-room, and a bath-room, offer services that seem practically indis-
pensable noic, yet the Maori hut 'cas guiltless of all such appurtenances, zchich. I
presume, their priests and sages would have regarded as superfluous frii'olitics*

Best of all, the dzvellcr in the modern New Zealand home is not threatened with
ruin by neighborhood 'war. Yet in one vital point the old Maori zcas ahead—he
had the whole community back of him to secure him against industrial want.

Review of Reviews, vol. 13, p. 81, quotes the following from a

prominent New Zealander

:

=* Under penalty of forfeiture of franchise at the following election. As
noted n the lii-st part of this book, if a person does not vote, his or her
name is crossed from the reRister, and unless a good excuse can be shown,
the delinquent loses his vote at the next election.
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"While I write these words, the fan and gloves of our 'general ser-

vant' are lying on the kitchen dresser. She is an excellent servant, and

the dresser is a ver}' clean one. She is going out to-night in full even-

ing costume to the Boating Club ball. This club is composed chiefly

of young workingmen. Her invitation comes from the Captain, a well-

known barrister, the secretary and treasurer, who will introduce her

to plent\- of partners, all in swallow-tail coats ! I anticipate that her

program will be filled up at once. She will meet there and may dance

in the same set with the daughters of the Premier of New Zealand

and other notable personages."

The people are fond of athletics and other sports, yet they

are readers and have taste in literature. All the best English

and American books and magazines are to be found in their

libraries and homes. The North American Review, the

Atlantic, the Arena, Forum, Harpers, McClures, Cosmo-

politan, Century, Scribners, etc., are much read in New Zea-

land fainilies, and Lowell, James, Holmes, Clemens, Howells,

Emerson, Parker, Hawthorne, Whitman, etc., are among the

favorite authors. The press is dignified and able like the Eng-

lish, after which it is patterned. There is, however, an over-

earnestness in discussion, both oral and written, which is

thought by some 'to be the greatest fault of the New Zealanders.

As in America also there is too much of the spirit that is not

kind nor even fair to those who differ radically in their views,

"The New Zealanders are like Americans in their severity on

persons who criticize them, and in the savage literary criticism

that makes a sort of football sport of every new author's pro-

duction."'*

The people are healthy and long-lived. The death rate is

less than 10 (9.6) in a thousand. No other nation has so low

a rate. As insurance companies know, the expectation of life

is higher than in Europe or America and the difference is

specially marked among the working classes. The average

worker in England is as old at sixty as the New Zealand

laborer at sixty-five, or seventy. Some of the most pestiferous

diseases that afflict other countries are unknown in New Zea-

land.^ The climate is healthful and the burdens and cares of

^Atlantic Monthly, vol. 86, p. 520, 1900.

5 Smallpox and typhoid, for example; see statement by Sir Robert Stout

In Open Court, vol. II. He also says there is no disease among the cattle,

sheep, or horses, J. Statis. Soc, vol. 55, p. 388. Later reports from the

Department of Agriculture show that tuberculosis has gained a slight hold

among the cattle.
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life are less than in most countries, thanks to the Liberal insti-

tutions.

The women are robust, wholesome, home-loving, intelligent,

public spirited. "In a land where millionaires are unknown and

paupers few; where towns are as loosely spread amongst

gardens and plantations as the most scattered English villages

;

where ^ of a million Colonists, nearly all of British origin, are

sprinkled at the rate of seven to the square mile among sublime

mountains and pleasant valleys in the healthiest climate in the

world, it would be odd if Englishwomen were anything but a

wholesome, home-loving race."** Travelers are specially

charmed with the pretty mill girls who ride to their work on

bicycles. Mr. Carpenter says :

"The Islands are full of prett}' girls, and they "look more like the

women of England and Scotland than the tall 'cornstalk maidens' of

Australia. The average of intelligence is very high, and in manners
and dress they will compare favorably with the girls of the United

States or Europe. They are thoroly up to date as to public matters.

They discuss the political issues with each other and with the men, and
they are quite as beclubbed as the women of the United States. Every
town has its Shakespeare Club, and its Woman's Temperance Society.

There are golf clubs and croquet clubs, and, in fact, all the Organiza-

tions to which the 20th Century woman is so glad to belong."

How much later in life the women marry than with us, and

how much larger a proportion of them get married sometime

than is the case here, will be seen by the following table of

comparisons

:

Per Cent of Women Without Husbands
Age Age Age Age

20 to 25 25 to 30 30 to 45 45 to 55

New Zealand, 1891 70% 35 15 18

United States, 1890 53 28 20 26

It is to be doubted whether so large a deficit of marriage

from 20 to 25 is a good thing, but the small per cent of failures

in later years is certainly encouraging. And both these facts

display the prudence of the people—prudent in delay, prudent

in ultimate success. The same trait is further illustrated by

the fact that New Zealand has the highest per capita bank

deposits in the world, and the highest life insurance per head

next to the United States.

•Saturday Review, vol. 87, 1S99, p. .^20.
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The leading industries are agriculture and grazing, tho

mining, manufactures and commerce receive a good share of

attention. New Zealand is a great wool and meat producing

country, with valuable timber and mines, and plenty of water

power. The occupations of the people are shown in the follow-

ing table. Eighteen per cent of the breadwinners in New Zea-

land are females and 18.3 per cent in the United States.

Occupations of the People

New United

Zealand States

Per cent of total

population

Per cent of

total

breadwinners

Total breadwinners 40% 38%

Agriculture, grazing, fishing, and

mining 36% 37%
Industrial

(manftrs, bldg, &c. ) 27 24

Coinmercial

(trade and transportation) ... 22 \f>

Domestic and personal 9 19

Professional 6 4

On the whole there is a remarkable parallelism between the

two countries, but there is an interesting difference in the high

percentage in professional life in New Zealand, and the small

percentage in domestic and personal service as compared with

this country. Teachers and ministers are numerous, while

domestic servants are not plentiful, partly because so many

women do their own housework, and partly because the girls

prefer to work in stores and offices and mills where they can

be more independent and have more time they can call their

own.

We must not fail to note a still more important contrast in

and underneath this table. A larger proportion of the people

are engaged in useful labor' in New Zealand ; there are fewer

loafers and parasites—a fact which would be still more marked

if the figures included the women workers in the homes ; and

the average income per inhabitant is larger in New Zealand,

altho our day's work is 25 to 50 per cent longer than theirs.

Our working classes labor collectively something like 12,000,-

000,000 hours more per year than if we had New Zealand's

8-hour day, and get on the average less for their year's work

than on the New Zealand basis.



Ti; \VAI1\K()\. IlKNARl-; KAIIIAr^ M. II. R. IIO N . J A MKS LAKUi 1 1, 1.. M. II. K.

PREMIER SEDDON. MAiu-TA (Tile Maori '"King").

FOUR MAORIS AND TUK l'Ki;.MI i;U.

("M. 11. K." means Member of House of Representatives.)

This picture presents the earliest, the middle, and the latest epochs.
Sixty-five years ago the Maoris, zeho outnumbered the ichites jfo to i, and
were in possession of the islands, were ferocious cannibals. In 1S57 Te
H'aharoa, "the king-maker," united a number of native tribes under a Maori
king to resist any further absorption of land by the jchites. A fc'v years
ago (iS(}j), under the genial influence of Minister Scddon, the king renounced
his soicreignty and submitted himself and his subjects to the Neie Zealand
Go'i^crnment ; and this year (iw,i) the present "King" has become a member

whoof the Cabinet of I'remier Seddou
Zealand life, and is himself one of th

represents the latest epoch of Ne~iC
principal makers of this epoch.
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Now and then an article appears in some New Zealand newspaper

advocating an 8-hour law for house servants, but at present the hours

are longer than those of the store and factory girls, altho the servant

has a half-holiday each week in addition to Sunday afternoon, and as

a usual thing, every other Sunday off. There are two classes of

domestics : "lady helps" and "generals." The general servant corres-

ponds to our hired girl; she is called "general' for short, and as her

commanding disposition and omnipotent sway are none the less pre-

valent over the sea than with us, she is fairly entitled to the term. The
lady help does the same work as the general ; cooks, sweeps, makes the

beds, washes and irons, etc., but she sits at table with the family and

is treated as a companion, and for the sake of this social equality she

works for less wages than the general, about one-third less as a rule,

tho some receive only $1.25 a week, while the general gets $2.50 to $4.

New Zealand is not a highly citified country. In fact it is

the most decentralized of the colonies. Only four towns run

up to 50,000 or anywhere near it. Yet 230,000 people, or more

than a fourth of the population, live in those four cities includ-

ing their suburbs. In England 62 per cent, and in Massachu-

setts 66 per cent, of the people live in cities of 10,000 or more

inhabitants. In New Zealand less than ^ of the people live

in cities or towns of 10,000 inhabitants, and over half the

people are in the country. There are congested districts in

some of the cities, but no such slums as we have evolved.

The prosperity of the people is very high the way the things

go on this planet. The efficiency of labor, or the product per

worker,'^ is greater than in any other country except the United

States. And the per capita wealth, income and expenditure is

greater in New Zealand than in any other country whatever.*

' See Appendix, New Zealand's Place among the Nations.

8 The following table, made up from data derived from the highest

authorities, tells the story. The wealth of New Zealand per inhabitant is

!fl,.")00 net after subtracting her debt.

Net wealth per Average annual Average annual

inhabitant income per expenditure

inhabitant per inhabitant

New Zealand .?l,uOO .1!220 .$176

Australia 1.350 21.5 170
United States 1.300 210 16.5

United Kingdom 1,400 180 1.50

France 1,300 155 120
Denmark 1,150 ... 105
Holland 1,060 115 105
Belgium 830 135 125
Switzerland 850 110 90
Germany 800 110 100
Austria 525 90 70
Italy 520 70 55
Russia in Europe 300 50 46
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Not only is wealth more prevalent and income larger in New
Zealand than elsewhere, but wealth is better diffused than in

other countries. And the laws and institutions are framed on

purpose to secure a still greater equalization of wealth. Paupers

are very few, and dire want does not exist. Perhaps one per

cent of the population depends more or less on public or private

charity according to ^Ir. Reeves' estimate. There is no aris-

tocracy and millionaires are so scarce and unobtrusive that

their existence is disputed. ]\Iulti-millionaires, at least with

any emphasis on the multi, are certainly not to be found in

New Zealand.

Mr. Reeves says : "Without an aristocracy, without a plu-

tocracv (of any size or intensity), without a solitary million-

aire, New Zealand is also virtually without the hereditary

pauper. It may be doubted whether she has a dozen citizens

with more than iio.ooo ($50,000) a year apiece. "'' Mr. Reeves

uses the word millionaire in the English sense to designate a

person worth a million pounds, but in the following passage

from the American Consul in the American Review of Re-

views, ^° the word is presumably used in the American sense.

"There is a general diffusion of wealth, no great poverty, and

not a single millionaire as far as I know."^^

The people are determined their industrial life shall be as

free from monopoly and oppression as their political life. They

will have their institutions as genial as the sunshine that comes

to all alike, and not less just or equal than the climate

which indulges only in the variations needful for the best and

fullest of life.

"Pp. 400-7, Long White Cloud, 1808.

"Vol. 13, 1896, p. 81.

^1 The answer given by New Zealanders to my questions on this point
differ widely. I have been told with considerable positiveness that there
is no one in the Colony worth .^l.odo.ooo. A prominent member of Parlia-
ment has been quoted as saying he does not know of any one worth even
.S.")0(>.000. But the statistics of the land and tax departments hardly agree
with this. In reply to my question. Mr. Keeves said he was "dsposed to

contradict the statement that there is no one in New Zealand worth a
million dollars. I slunild not. however." he added, "think there Is any one
worth more than 3 million dollars at the outside."

42



Chapter 79.

CAUSES AND CONDITIONS.

Both the physical factors and the human factors that have

contributed to the upward movement in New Zealand, must

be considered if we would arrive at a true conception of the

sources of her development. The physical factors, how-
ever—climate, soil, etc.—are to be regarded as conditions

rather than active causes of progress. If New Zealand had

been at the pole, or under the equator, it is not probable that

the world would now be looking to her as one of its leaders in

political science. The work could not have been done except

under reasonable physical conditions, but it does not follow

that the physical conditions caused the advance. An orator

could not make a speech in Congress, I presume, without a

suit of clothes ; but it does not follow that the suit of clothes

makes the speech, altho a suit of clothes might make as good

a speech as some of those reported in the Congressional

Record.

This distinction between conditions and causes needs to be

emphasized, because there is a tendency to overestimate the

effect of physical elements in the development of nations. For

example, I find one of our best and most popular writers

saying

:

"The secret of the democratic efflorescence of Australasia is the

same as that of the new vigor shown there 1)y European plants and

animals. The wonderful propagative power of democratic ideas in

Australasia is a fact of the same order as the miraculous multiplication

of the European sweetbriar and rabbits introduced there."

We might as well sav that the emtption of democratic ideas

in New Zealand is a fact of the same order as the eruptions of

the volcanoes in the North Island ; or that the mobility of laws

and institutions is a fact of the same kind as the mobility of

the ground in the earthquake region; and the secret of the
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progressive energy of the new democracy is the same as that of

the vigor of the boiling springs and waterspouts of the geyser

region.

The fact is, that there is no necessary relation between cither

vigorous vegetation or subterranean activity and the develop-

ment of democratic institutions or mental phenomena of any

kind. Naples lies close to Vesuvius, the vigorous mountain and

magnificent bay are always in sight, and the grass grows green

WAiKirr-: c",i;vsKK.

In New Zealand's Great National Park in the North IslauJ, the

Yellowstone of the South Pacific.

We ha'ce still more energetic geysers in A)ncrica, but our industrio-l>oliti<:al

de'celopment in the interest of the common people is not so 'igorous as tlic move-

ment in New Zealand.

all the year round, but 89 per cent of the people are illiterate

and intellectually insolvent, while Milan with no volcano or

charming bay, and far inferior vegetation, has only 8 per cent

of illiteracy and is the best city in Italy. In tropical countries

vegetation is still more luxuriant than in Xew Zealand, but

democracy and civilization do not flourish. Jn Xew England,

on the other hand, where vegetation does not thrive nearly so
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well, men thrive excellently. Ideas grow best many times where

trees and flowers do not find the best conditions for develop-

ment. The Reformation did not start in a land of prolific vege-

tation. The movement for the abolition of slavery did not begin

in the garden spot of America.

Nevertheless, we must not neglect the physical factors, for,

tho they are not the active causes of social progress, they have

a share more or less important in making up the conditions of

development.

PHYSICAL FACTORS.

(i) There is no doubt that New Zealand owes much to her

isolation. Like America, she has had the advantage of being

far enough from Europe to develop in her own way without

serious interference from the Old World. England owes her

greatness in part to the channel which separates her from the

continent ; and New Zealand's isolation is far greater than

either that of England or America. She is in no danger of

such domination as Ireland has ;experienced. She is far

enough from England to be free, and her shores are separated

from those of Australia by 1,200 miles of stormy sea. Her

isolation, however, has had some disadvantages as well as

benefits. The civilization of other peoples cannot come to her

so well from over the vast ocean. And multiplex commerce

and national intercourse are educators not to be despised.

(2) The size of the country has been an element of advan-

tage. It is not so small as to lack resources nor so large as

to be unwieldy. A country twice the size of New England

can get together on a given proposition more easily than a

country thirty times as large, but the element of moderate size,

while facilitating progress in some respects, is by no means

to be regarded as a cause of progress. Cuba is of moderate

size, but she has not evolved old-age pensions nor industrial

arbitration. The Philippine Islands have about the same area

as New Zealand, but do not take high rank in the lists of prog-

ress. Italy also has substantially the same area as New Zea-

land, yet she is one of the most backward nations of Europe.

On the other hand, Russia and the United States are two of

the largest countries, each with about three million square

miles, and one is in many respects the leading nation of the
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world, while the other is almost at the bottom of the list of

European countries/

In comparing- the United States with New Zealand in respect

to size it must be remembered further, that most of our States

are much smaller than New Zealand, and have full sovereignty

to do many of the things New Zealand has done. None of the

Eastern or ^Middle States can plead extensiveness in excuse

or mitigation. If compactness were the important fact, Rhode
Island should lead the procession.

(3) New Zealand rests in the heart of one of the civilization

belts, or climatic zones in which all civilizations of high type

have been evolved. Buckle, in his famous "History of Civili-

zation in England," points out the fact that if a series of iso-

thermal lines, or lines connecting places having the same mean
annual temperature, are drawn around the earth, it will be

found that every great civilization of the past and present,

Greece, Rome, Carthage, Egy^pt, Venetia, Babylonia, Persia,

Europe and America, has been developed within the isother-

mal lines of 41° and y'j° . In the Northern Hemisphere

these isotherms inclose the United States, the seat of

power in Canada and Mexico, Great Britain, France, Switz-

erland, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Germany, Austria,

Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece, the best part of Norway,

Sweden and Russia, Upper Egy^pt, Northern India, China and

Japan. In the Southern Hemisphere the same climatic lines

include Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and the best

l)art of South America. New Zealand is right in the heart of

this civilization belt ; she lies almost entirely between the

isotherms of 50° and 60°, the same that inclose New York,

Washington, Cleveland, St. Louis, Denver, Portland, Seattle

and San Francisco, London, Paris, Berne and Vienna.

(4) The climate of New Zealand is similar to that of the

middle section of our country. The mean annual temperature

of the Northern Island is 57°, of the ^Middle Island 52°, of

New York and London 51". Wellington, the capital of New
Zealand, about midway in the Colony from north to south, is

in the same latitude as New York City, 41°, while Boston is a

little over 42° and Washington 39°. But the mean annual

temperature of Boston is 48°. New York 51°. Chicago 37°,

' See Part III. Civilization Tables.
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and Denver 48°
; while the mean temperature of WelHngton

is 55°, tlie same as that of \\'ashington, St. Louis and San

Francisco. These comparisons, however, do not tell all the truth,

for the climate of New Zealand is more equable than that of

places in Europe and America having the same mean tempera-

ture. For example, the excitable thermometer in Washington

climbs up to 104° and down to minus 15°; while the even-

tempered instrument in Wellington is satisfied with the range

from 80° to 33°—47° of variation in their capital against 119°

in ours, 106^ in New York City. 114° in Boston, 126° in

Chicago, and 145° in Minneapolis and St. Paul. The cold

months in New Zealand are warmer than with us, and the

warm months cooler.

The trees, as a rule, do not lose their leaves the year round.

It is an evergreen land, cool and bracing, but not cold. A
land of sun and showers, deep forests, broad fields and snowy
mountains without severe cold or burdensome heat. The
cattle camp out with comfort all the year round, and farmers

can raise two crops a year if they exercise care in the combi-

nation.

(5) New Zealand has a soil of great fertility in parts of

the agricultural districts. A farmer will frequently dig eight

to ten tons of potatoes per acre, and raise a crop of wheat,

oats, barley, beans, or peas, on the same land afterwards.

Forty to sixty bushels of wheat- and fifty to eighty bushels

of corn per acre, are raised in the more fertile parts of the

Islands. Farmers have been known to pay for their farms

with the profits of a single year. With potatoes at ten to

" New Zealanders have told me of cases where as much as 95 bushels
of wheat per acre have been obtained, but I have not found such figures

in the offlcial records, and while I have no reason to doubt the sincerity

of my informants, it seemed best to keep to oflicial data in the text, for

l)oth sides must be treated alike, and if I began to take oral testimon>
in this country, there is no te'.ling how fertile the ground would become.
Fertility stories in rival districts grow faster than the crops. I remember
some Interesting melon statistics brought out in a discussion in Texas.
Each man tried to make out his county was the best, till flnall.v a big
farmer said : "Up in Cameron County Bill Blazer bought a farm and went
into the melon business. He planted the fields and cultivated 'em with
care, but he didn't git no melons off that farm. No, sir, he hadn't calc''ated

on the exceedin' fertility of Cameron County. Them vines got along all

right till they were 'bout as thick as your wrist, then they grew so fast

lengthwise they dragged the young melons over the ground till they wore
'em out, plum wore 'em to a frazzle. Some on "em got knocked against
stumps and busted as the vines went by, and some of the likeliest was
ruined by the vines climbin' a fence one night and droppin' the meons
ker plunk on the other side. Then Bill give up. The ground up thar is so
blame fertile ye can't raise nuthin' on it."
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t\vent\"-five (lollars, and sometimes forty dollars a ton, and

wheat at sixty cents a bushel, a farmer raising wheat at a

cost of ten dollars an acre and jx)tatoes at twenty-five dollars

an acre, can pay any reasonable charije for getting' his produce

to market'" and still realize an excellent ])rotit on his land.

All this, however, is no better than, nor so good as, the

results that are frequently obtained in our agricultural States.

The I'nited States Department of Agriculture and various

State Boards have furnished me with numerous figures of

wheat yields of from 40 to 65 l)ushels per acre, and the

com records run up to 120. 215 and even 239 bushels per

acre. The fertility of New Zealand cannot surpass the fer-

tility of Iowa or other States of the Mississippi Valley.* And
even if the vigor of New Zealand air and soil were without

equal in the world, it wouUl still be dangerous, as we have

seen, to infer a causative relation between such facts and the

political developments of recent years. Switzerland is not

noted for her fertility, but the contrary; vet the "democratic

efflorescence" of Switzerland, tho taking a different form, is

equal to that of the New Zealand democracy. Moreover,

when her rich men had 5 votes and her poor men none, and

her people were under the heel of one of the worst land mono-

polies in the world. New Zealand's soil was just as fertile and

her air and climate just as fine as is now the case when she has

the most liberal government on earth. It is clear that we must

look for the active causes of her political progress somewhere

else than in her soil and climate and other physical conditions.

the; human i<'actors.

Let us turn now to the human factors—the people and their

institutions and ideals.

( I ) The homogeneity of the population is a decided advan-

tage, but not essential, as is shown by the history of Switzer-

=5 The transportation charge paid by tlio farmer in Xew Zealand is not
only reasonable, but practically down to the level of cost and sometimes
below it. The farmers' profits lart;ely depend on the fact that they own the
railways.

•The American Consul in liis report from New Zealand (f. S. Consular
Reps., Vol. 5.S, 1807, p. 1) remarks that "If a man has money, he can find

better land, more accessible to market, and mucli richer and more easily

cultivated in the I'nited States than lie can here." It would seem quite

clear that New Zealand cannot claim first place in the agricultural list,

but as a graziog country she appears to hold the world record. "Her
pastoral land supports the greatest number of sheep and cattle to the acre,"
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land, which has made most remarkable progress with one of

the most decided medleys of population in existence.

(2) A more important element is the newness of the Col-

ony. New Zealand, like America, had a fresh start, free from

the tyranny of the past, so far as is possible to such offshoots

of older civilizations. The colonists going from the British

Isles carried with them the ideas and institutions of their

former home, and transmitted them to some extent to their

posterity. But the younger generations, born in the new

country and growing up free from the pressure of the customs

and institutions, vested rights and "vested ruts" of the old

world, became a freer and more independent people than their

fathers. Tradition alone cannot do the work that was done

by tradition plus all the rest of the environment in the old home.

Important as their freedom is, however, it is not essential to

progress, else England and France, Switzerland, Germany,

etc., could never have lifted themselves out of the dark ages.

(3) The character of the people must be noted in any

effort to deal with the causes of the progressive phenomena

of New Zealand. As we have seen, the people are of excel-

lent stock and well educated. The selection of immigrants

under Wakefield's plan of colonization was of great advantage

in the early days, no influx from low-grade populations has

come, or would be allowed to come; and the people maintain

a high average. They show a high degree of ability to act

together for a common purpose, which is one of the principal

marks of civilization. This cooperative spirit is especially

manifest in politics, which is one of the leading industries of

New Zealand. The farmers and workingmen, instead of

organizing separate parties or emphasizing their differences

in any way, have come together for the things they both want,

and have united to elect a Government that would do the fair

thing by both interests. The New Zealander is a political

animal. He thinks of nearly all his problems in terms of politi-

cal powers and possibilities. He regards the Government as his

says the Westminster Review, Vol. 144, p. 633, and Sir Robert Stout declares

that "the number of cattle and sheep that can be maintained compared with

the acreage far exceeds that of any other country in the world." (.T. Staris-

tical Soc, 49, 567). The reason New Zealand takes highest rank in this

department of industry is largely climatic. Grass grows all the year round.

In many districts there is no frost or cold requiring the cattle or sheep to be

housed. Water is everywhere, and there are no droughts.
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agent to do whatever he may see fit to ask it to undertake for

his benefit.

Mone}^ has less induence on the people than in the ( Ud

World or in the United States. There is no Wall street, no

parasitic class of stock speculators and trust manipulators,

scheming- to drain the wealth of the farms and capture the

earnings of the producing classes, overshadowing and con-

trolling governments, dazzling society with the display of their

riches, and perverting the ideals of youth from social service to

commercial conquest. There are some trusts, but thcv do not

control the situation.

The wealth, industry, prudence, foresight and sympathy of

the people have already been noted. Their whole histor\' is

a proof that energy is a prime characteristic. A further char-

acteristic of the people is the large proportion of their vitality

that goes to constructive activities. Nations differ greatly in

the way they divide their vital energies between their atomic

or molecular life, and the constructive work they do, either

jjhysical or mental. The ordinary Italian or German peasant

will do but a fraction of the work that an ordinary American

workman will accomplish, because the Italian and German
spends so large a part of his vitality in sipping wine or beer,

and in other gastronomic and somnolent performances. He
lives too largely for molecular blisses to do the strong work

in the world that the American or New Zealander performs.

Open-mindedness is another valuable characteristic of the

people and their leaders. England established postal savings

banks and New Zealand almost immediately followed her

exam])le. Australia perfected the ballot and New Zealand at

once adopted the new invention. The land transfer system was

also adopted from Australia, and nuich of the labor legislation

is modeled after English and American statutes. In fact,

New Zealand statesmen have ransacked the world for sugges-

tions as to the best means of solving the problems of the people.

The old-age pension law is an adoption of and improvement

upon the Danish system, and even the arbitration act is based

on previous work done in France. England and Massachusetts,

tho the improvements are so great in this case as to make the

act substantially a new creation. The New Zealandcrs have

taken manv ideas from America ; in fact they have a great

admiration for all things American except our political
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machines, our private monopolies, and our labor conflicts.

Even Italy has contributed to New Zealand's progress. Some
years ago the Milanese correspondent of a New York paper

described the manner in which public works were sometimes

carried on in Italy by workingmen organized in cooperative

groups. New Zealand journalists reproduced the gist of the

article and suggested the application of the method in New
Zealand. Alert and sympathetic statesmen took up the sugges-

tion and put it in practise. Public sentiment backed them up,

and cooperative employment has become the established policy of

the Government. In many other instances the Colony has mani-

fested the same readinesss to accept suggestions and act upon

them. This quality of open-mindedness is one of the prime

secrets of progress, whether in an individual or a nation.

Even a country of very ir^ferior resources and creative

power, that could not independently achieve the progress New
Zealand has accomplished, may easily follow in her footsteps

if it possesses receptivity. A nation with a physical or mental

disability for invention or organization, material, scientific,

literary, political or social, may nevertheless make rapid prog-

ress if she has sense enough to know a good thing when

she sees it, and adopt it ; and even the best peoples owe much
of their civilization to the same process. Nearly every country

in Europe has adopted England's postal banks, and coopera-

tive stores ; and more or less of her ideas of liberty and self-

government, either directly or from the improved American

edition. Every country in the civilized world, including even

the United States, has adopted England's steam engine, and

her railway, and her Shakespeare, and much of her science

and philosophy ; let us give old England her due ; she has

done a great deal for the world, and the world has acknowl-

edged the obligation by the finest of all compliments,

voluntary imitation. In science, literature and art, several

nations of Europe have a long lead of America and Austral-

asia. They have given their best energies to those pursuits,

while the latter have devoted their best attention to industrial

enterprise and political development. Let each take from the

others what it needs for the truest, fullest, most symmetrical

national life, thus virtually forming an international coopera-

tive mutual improvement association, or world-trust for the

advancement of civilization.
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(4) One of the most vital factors in the development we are

considering' is an electoral system which permits free play to

what may he called the collective ability of the people. When
men follow their errors, prejudices, and self-interests, they go

apart; when they follow truth and the puhlic g'ood, they come

together. Men diverge by error and selfishness, and unite by

truth and justice. Their unities are much more likely to be

right than their differences. Divergence is an indication of

error; convergence is evidence of truth and common good.

Wliat a million men vote for, acting freely and independently,

is likely to be wiser and better and more reliable than the

thought and intent of the average individual, or the unchecked

thought or intent of any individual whatever.

Notice carefully the clause "acting freely and independ-

ently;" that is the key to the situation. If men do not vote

freely and independently, but follow the dictates of some politi-

cal boss or party machine, they forfeit the benefits of the

great principle of convergence on the truth, and the mutual

cancellation of errors and prejudices, resulting from the free

and harmonious action of a multitude of intelligent persons.

The boss or machine is as open to error and self-interest as any

individual voter ; in fact, its dictates are apt to be the concen-

trated essence of selfishness and error. It is only when the

citizens act freely and independently that the great law that

men come together on truth and justice can take effect.

These considerations indicate the incalculable importance of

X'ew Zealand's system of direct nominations, questioning of

candidates, and alphabetic ballots, together with the absence of

anything like political bosses or party machines, or even party

organization outside of Parliament. Switzerland has attained

the same end through the initiative and referendum. All these

methods are valuable. The point to which I would direct

attention here is that sonic method of securing a free and inde-

pendent judgment of the people on the merits of candidates or

measures presented for their suffrages is absolutely essential to

the operation of the great princij^le we may call the law of

collective ability.

No fact looms larger from Xew Zealantl history than that

the development of public institutions favorable to the people's

interest is dependent on the development of the people's power

over the Government, in the early years power was in one
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man, the Governor, and monopoly grew as fast as the sweet-

briar and the rabbits ; then an aristocracy of landlords came to

the front and controlled affairs to the subordination of the peo-

ple's interests in great part ; till finally an expansion of the

suffrage and regulation of the ballot democratized the Govern-

ment, when the democratization of taxation, finance, land and

labor policy, etc., followed in due course.

Progress is an interaction between education and institu-

tions ; education in the school, and through the press, the pulpit

and the platform, developed by investigation, thought, discus-

sion, and events ; institutions created by private or cooperative

efiforts, or established by law or public action. New light

comes to a few ; they give it to others ; thought and conditions

are gradually changed to accord with the new idea ; and finally

when a large part of the people have taken hold of it, or it has

taken hold of them, the law is changed, public institutions are

molded into harmony with it, the lagging minority are pressed

into some conformity to the new advance, and the natures and

sentiments of men are transformed into more perfect fitness

for further progress. Institutions and statutes are part of the

means by which individual improvement achieves further indi-

vidual improvement and social improvement, and for the effi-

cient operation of this important portion of the machinery of

progress the fundamental requisite is that the people should

have real control of the Government. Linked with wonderful

public progress, we find New Zealand distinguished by the

almost unlimited trust placed in the people, and the free use

they make of their power.

(5) One of the reasons why New Zealand possesses the

excellent methods above referred to, with the freedom from

political corruption and party rule that accompanies those

methods, lies in the establishment of the merit system of civil

service. Wherever the spoils idea prevails, those who are out

of office and wish to be in, are likely to form themselves into

an organization to capture the government for their private

purposes. On the other hand, those who are in office will

organize to keep their places. Thus are formed parties and

bosses, rings and machines, founded on the control of patronage

or the desire to control it. Political corruption and partisan

government follow. Civil service, honestly organized on busi-

ness principles, instead of the spoils idea, is a very important

factor in true political development.
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(6) Another reason for the absence of poHtical corruption

in New Zealand Hes in the fact that the great franchise monop-
olies, railroads, telegraphs, etc., are not left to private owner-

ship and control, but are placed in the hands of the Government

under thoro civil-service regulations. When the franchise

monopolies are in private hands a large proportion of the rich-

est and most influential men in the community, managers and

stockholders in the corporations, have a financial interest in

the nomination and election of candidates who arc willing to

use their ofificcs for private purposes instead of for the public

good. They want men who will work for the monopolies

instead of for the people, and they favor political methods that

will secure the election of such men. But where the great

monopolies are public, these same rich and influential men
become intensely interested in the election of good men, who
will honestly administer these great properties that so inti-

mately affect their lives and business interests. Without pri-

vate monopoly the rich have nothing to gain and everything

to lose by bad government. However much, therefore, they

may dift'er from the common people in other things, they will

join with them in the demand for honest and efficient civil

service and for the nomination and election of competent and

reliable men. Few matters are more important than this con-

trast between private and public ownership of monopolies in

its effect on the interests and civic relations of men of wealth

and power.

'{/) On the question of individual genius as a factor in the

history of new Zealand, we have seen in a previous chapter

that the Colony has had no exceptional advantage in this

respect. Men of great ability, Grey, Vogel, Fox, Ballance.

Reeves, Seddon, etc., have adorned her history, and shown

high purpose and force of character as well as intellectual

acumen. I'ut she has had no Napoleons of finance or states-

nianshi]) ; no overwhelming personalities turning the history

of a peo])le into the story of an individual genius. Her states-

men have been i)lain, strong, clear-headed, common-sense,

true-hearted men, such as may come to the front in any civil-

ized conmninity. W'm. Pember Reeves, himself one of the

ablest of her citizens, in speaking of the people of New Zea-

land, says

:

Industrious, moral, strong, it is far too soon to complain of this
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race because it has not in half a century produced a genius from

amongst its scanty numbers. Its mission has not been to do that,

but to lay the foundations of a true civilization in two wild and lonely

tho beautiful islands. This has been a work calling for solid, rather

than brilliant qualities ; for a people morally and physically sound

and wholesome, and gifted with 'grit' and concentration. . . . No
leisured class exists. . . . There are no brilliant talkers, no famous

poets, painters or sculptors. These will come in time no doubt, but

the business of the pioneer generations has been to turn a bloodstained

wilderness into a busy and interesting, a happy, if not yet a splendid,

State."

Not the Result of a Program,

But a Series of Practical Efforts to Solve Specific Pitblic Problems.

(8) One of the chief characteristics of the Liberal move-

ment is that it has been and is an effort to find specific reme-

dies for specific evils, and not an effort to carry into execution

any comprehensive plan of social reorganization. Neither the

people nor their leaders are much in the habit of theorizing

on ultimate political or social forms. They have simply

adopted common-sense methods of overcoming the difficulties

that confronted them. Unjust taxation, private monopoly of

land, capital, and government, the problem of the unemployed,

the unfair treatment of labor, the conflicts of employers and

employed, etc., have had about the same relation to the devel-

opment of New Zealand that the problems of algebra and

geometry have to the development of the student of mathe-

matics.

New Zealand did not reason out an ideal financial system

and then go toward it step by step. She inherited her postal

savings banks from Mother England. The policy of Govern-

ment loans to farmers and others was adopted on business

principles to protect the partners in the firm of Government

& Co. from having to pay high interest when the firm could

borrow at low interest. And public operation of the heart of

the ordinary banking system resulted from the discovery in

1894-5 that the principal bank of the Colony was insolvent,

and unless the Government took hold it would go under and

wreck the industries of the State. Every step has led directly

toward an ideal monetary system, but each step was taken

vmder pressure of events, as the common-sense solution of the

hour, and not because it was part of a comprehensive financial

plan. The virtue of New Zealand is that when the pressure
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comes she acts in the direction of common sense and the

pubHc good, while other countries under equal or greater

pressure often do practically nothing.

As Reeves says

:

"The colonists vote for laws to check the speculation in land, or

the further selling of Crown lands, not as steps in a socialistic process

conducting to State ownership of all land and capital, but because bitter

experience has taught them that free trade in land means land

monopoly, and that land monoi)oly congests cities and stops progress.

They support compulsory arbitration and other regulating labor laws,

not as steps towards placing the instruments of production under State

control, but in order that workers may obtain, by peaceful and regular

methods, a little more than a living wage, and the barbarism of strike

and lockout be abolished. The cheap-money laws are passed, not to

begin the abolition of private money lending, but to provide the tillers

of the soil with capital at more reasonable rates than the loan com-
pany, the lawyer, and the commission agent have hitherto charged

him. Progressive taxes are laid on, not as a foretaste of the confisca-

tion of riches, but to make wealth bear its fair share of public burdens,

and to stimulate the subdivision of large holdings.'"^

The success of the national railways and postal banks really

set the people in the road they are traveling in respect to

State ownership of monopolistic and vital public functions,

and both these steps were concrete and practical in the highest

degree. State railways were established as the best means of

opening up and settling the country, and postal banks w^ere

copied from England to give the rural districts facilities for

saving.

There is an impression in soiue ([uarters that New Zealand

is heading for some Utopia : that the Liberal advance is part

of a socialistic scheme, or a single-tax philosophy, or some-

thing of that sort. This is a mistake. Xeither the people nor

their leaders are Socialists or Single-taxers. The Liberals for

the most part repudiate both socialism and the single-ta.x.

There are some Socialists and some Single-taxers in the ranks

of the Progressives to whom New Zealand mainly owes her

progress, but they constitute only a small per cent and never

have been in control nor anywhere near it.

(^n the other hand, it is clear that the Liberals have much

in common with Ijoth Socialists and Single-taxers, eat the

same sort of food, wear the same sort of clothes, think many

> State Experiments, p. "!•.
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of the same thoughts, and do many things the Socialists and

Single-taxers want done and would do if they were in power,

but by no means all they would do, or at least not all they say

they would do—tho it is quite possible that the possession of

power would make them as practical and evolutionary as the

Liberals are. The admirable thing in New Zealand is that the

Liberals are not afraid of a progressive step because it is

called socialistic or single-taxy ; and that the Socialists and

Single-taxers are willing to help the Progressives improve

conditions gradually''' instead of flocking by themselves and

insisting that the Progressives must sign the socialist or

single-tax creed before they move hand or foot.

When the Liberals became convinced that national owner-

ship and operation of coal mines was needed to check the

rapacity of the owners, they established it on its own merits,

without reference to any theory and without any intention of

nationalizing everything, and the Socialists supported the plan

as in agreement with their ideas, glad to get part of what they

want, whether they can get it all or not. The Liberals listen

to what the Socialists and Single-taxers and all the rest have

to say about the problems they have to solve, and take as much
of the conglomerate advice as seems sensible and adapted to

the case in hand.

There is no doubt that socialist and single-tax literature and

thought have had a great deal to do with the course of events

in New Zealand in the way of emphasizing existing evils, and

indicating the direction in which remedies might be found.

If you have a monopoly sore on your foot, a land-speculation

and unearned-increment tumor on your arm, and a labor-

difficulty eruption on your back, you may listen to the single-

tax doctor, who gives voluminous reasons for his faith, that

a full application of his land-tax salve will cure all your ail-

" The same is true in Australia ; Metin spealis of the rarity of socialistic

declarations among the workingmen, and their desire simply to secure good
conditions for labor. (Le Socialisme sans Doctrines, p. 75.) Even the

Socialists themselves take a moderate stand. The most vigorous Social st

newspaper in Australia, the Worker, whose slashing articles speak for the

<iueensland Labor Party, says : "We do not ask that all our political

|)rogram should be set in operation at once by a single Parliament. Wt
know that cannot be, such a thing being contrary 10 the laws of evolution

and that spirit of compromise which is said to be civilization. Because
we range ourselves under the flag of 'Socialism in our Tiime,' we cannot
expect to realize a perfect collectivist State in our day any more than the

follower of Christ can hope to establish, in his time on earth, peace,

good-will toward men."
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ments, and you may hold conference also with the Socialist

doctor, who declares that his vigorous purgative and con-

stitutional remedy, called "Government ownership of all the

means of production and distribution," is the thing you need,

and then you may decide to try public ownership for the

monopoly sore, a moderate application of the land-tax mixed
with other ingredients for the land tumor, and treat the labor

eruption w'wh arbitration ointment and cooperative liniment.

In such case you may profit greatly from a judicious partial

acceptance of the advice of various physicians without adopt-

ing the whole philosophy of any one of them. Doctors are

apt to overrate the importance of their particular methods

and remedies. The wise man is he who listens to all, selects

what seems got)d from each, tests it carefully and relies on it

so far as experience and reason lend justification.

The New Zealanders manifest a strong belief in the public

ownership of monopolies and vital public services, such as

education, banking, credit, insurance, etc., and have gone

further than any other people in the extension of the industrial

functions of the government, and yet it is a question whether

the movement is in any degree socialistic. There are few

Socialists in Parliament. The Liberals, as a rule, reject the

title, as we have said. So it is clear that the movement is not

avowedly socialistic. On the contrary, it is avowedly not

socialistic. Whether it is so in fact or not, depends on the

way the word socialism is understood. If socialism means

"Government ownership of all the means of production and

distribution." as is generally supposed, then the New Zealand

movement is not socialistic, because there is no socialistic intent

behind it. If a Boston man starts for Albany, intending to

go on to Chicago, the journey is Chicagoistic ; but if he intends

to stop at Albany or Rochester, Buffalo or some other point,

and does not intend to go to Chicago at all, his journey is not

Chicagoistic. That is the way with New Zealand's i)ublic

ownership movement. It is not part of a plan to attain public

ownership of the means of production and distribution in

general. On the contrary, wherever voluntary cooperation

and organization can meet the case there is a strong tendency

to rely upon it, using the power of the Government to foster

it by instruction, exami)lc, and favorable legislation.

Socialism, as ordinarily defined, .stands for only one of the

43
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substitutes or remedies for the evils of the competitive system,

while New Zealand stands for three—public ownership, vol-

untary cooperation, and private enterprise so^ regulated and

coordinated as to conform to cooperative principles/ State

ownership of railways, telegraphs, mines and other monopolis-

tic enterprises, represent the first principle ; cooperative dairies

and construction groups illustrate the second ; the settlement

of small proprietors on farms of their own, and the infusion

of justice and harmony into the relations of labor and capital

through mandatory arbitration (two of the principal moves

of the Progressives, into both of which they have put tre-

mendous effort) are examples of the third principle; and

State loans to farmers, etc., to aid their private undertakings,

compulsory purchase and division of estates. State merchant-

ing, and the educational system, are compound applications

of the first and third principles together. The effort, which

forms so strong an element in the Liberal years, to place the

people on the soil in homes of their own and with little farms

to operate on their own individual account, is not merely not

socialistic, it is distinctly anti-socialistic, as socialism is ordi-

narily understood.

It is only fair to say, however, that many Socialists do

not hold the State-ownership-of-all-the-means-of-production-

and-distribution philosophy. They want to improve condi-

tions, but wish to do so step by step in practical, common-sense

ways, letting ultimate forms of organization take care of them-

selves. They demand equal rights and opportunities for all, in

place of industrial aristocracy, and a share for every worker in

the control of any industry in which he may be engaged, in

'' This triple character of the Progressive movement in New Zealand
/ind Australia is not well understood in Europe and America. M. Metin
writes of state activity in the colonies as Le Social'sme sans Doctrines

—

socialism without dogmas, or socialism without a program—but in truth it

/s not socialism at all as the word is ordinarily understood, for that involves
but one principle, public ownership of all the means of production and
distribution, while the movement of the South Pacific involves three
coordinate principles of ownership, public ownership, cooperative ownership,
and individual ownership, dividing the field among them according to their
relative utilities, public ownership raking only tliose undertakings which
clearly must be carried on collectively and which cannot well be managed
by voluntary cooperation. New Zealand may reach the socialist state, but
if so it will be through a series of practical experiments, resu'ting in the
conviction that even farm-work, manufacturing and commerce can better be
carried on as public undertakings than as cooperative enterprises thoroly
federated and coordinated with the public operation of monopolies which is

the present tendency, and that both private ownership and cooperation are
wholly and without exception mistakes that have no place anywhere in the
Industrial system,
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place of the arbitrar)- domination of industry by a small part of

those interested in it. They believe in liberty, partnership, and

brotherhood in business, instead of subjection, conflict and

oppression ; and are willing to use whatever means may seem

at any time adapted to aid the desired transformation, whether

it be State ownership, municipal ownership, cooperative owner-

ship, individual ownership, governmental reform, regulation,

coordination, combination, education, conscience and character

building, etc.

They say

:

Tlio underlying purpose of socialism is to establish industrial

justice, prevent the exploitation of labor, equalize opportunity and all

the elements of life that arc not dependent on the merit or demerit

of the persons affected, abolish the wastes, antagonism, and debase-

ments of competition, develop better methods of production, and

secure a fairer distribution of wealth, banish useless and pernicious

occupations, idleness and parasitism, elevate the motives and energize

the activities of industrial life, shorten hours, improve the condi-

tions of labor, give the workers what they produce and make it

impossible for any one to live by speculating in stocks or land or com-

modities, or get rich in any way by the labor of others without render-

ing an equivalent service, stop the domination of industry by things,

or the ownership of things, and leave its control to useful ideas and

abilities and the collective judgment of all concerned, on the principles

of partnership and free government and the right of the individual to

manage his own life and affairs as he pleases so long as he does not

injure society, it being understood that the injury of one is the injury

of all—in short, to organize industry on scientific and ethical lines.'

* It might be an excellent thing if all who disapprove present conditions

and desire to change them, could unite on some broad principle lilve that
expressed in the text, or if all who agree that a spec flc step should be
taken would unite on that, as the New Zealanders do, without reference

to general theories. The extreme demands of socialist organizations have
tended to repel the public from mild reforms which are put down in socialist

programs along with the call for universal State ownership. Without reference
to the dangers of bureaucracy, red-tape and rigidity (whicli <nly relate to a

low stage of civilization with insufficient development of public spirit and
Intelligence and the machinery of popular control), it would be unwise and
unscientific to organize society throughout on only one of the three princ pies

mentioned In the text, each of which appears to be specially adapted to a

particular section of the industrial system. The evils of the present system
have been most emphatic in the region of monopoly where there is good
reason to believe that publ'c ownership offers the true solution, and the
habit of generalizing from a few particulars has led many to think it the
universal remedy. State ownership is good, but it is not the t;n y flower in the

forest. Water is exc'llcnt. but it would not be wise to turn everything into

water; land and air arc useful now and then as well as water. Much of

the literature and philosophy of socialism Is alive with the most vital

thought of the &^e; and socialism is a giod title too: it ;s too b.Td to

have it linked with an idea which repels a great many who would otherwise

be its friends, and which also not Infrequently keeps Socialists from acting
with those who do not accept their sweeping manifesto. Whether this

reasoning is correct or not, it seems ciuite char that m(>n ought not to divide

upon iiltimates. All who believe in postal savings banks or old-age pensions
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This does not require State ownership of all the means of

production and distribution. The federation of voluntary

cooperative groups will fulfill every item. Even private enter-

prise may also meet the requirements ; the work of an inventor

or scientist, for example, or that of a gardener, lecturer,

poet, artist, etc., tho controlled by the individual himself, may
be in true cooperative spirit and without a trace of competi-

tive struggle or motive if the cooperative nature has been

evolved in the worker, and he has received good cooperative

training, and the basis of exchange is made to conform to

cooperative principles.

When socialism is defined in this way as standing simply

for the organization of industry on scientific and ethical lines,

it is impossible to deny that the movement in new Zealand

is to some extent socialistic, as is also the cooperative move-

ment of Great Britain.

The ambiguity of the term socialism leads therefore to the

curious predicament that while New Zealand rejects socialism,

using the word in the ordinary sense, she is following in some

measures the lines of experimental and evolutionary socialism,

in the mild sense above mentioned. This explains how it is

Of direct nomiuatious oi- the refei-eudum, or any other iniiuediately practicable
step, should unite to secure the move in respect to which they agree, no
matter how much they may differ about the final ideal. Particularly is this

true of the referendum, for all who believe in popular government can unite
on this whatever other reforms they desire, for it is the key to all

the rest. All who want the same thing now should unite, whether they want
the same thing three hundred years from now or not, or a hundred years,
forty years, twenty five years, or ten years from now.

In Europe, and especially in Germany, I was gratified to find many
Socialists coming frankly to an opportunist and practical position, and sub-
stituting a moderately progressive program for the revolutionary collectivism
of Marx. In the elections that have just taken place (1003) the Socialist

demands were : One vote for each man and woman ; the referendum ; responsi-
bil.ty of the Government to Parliament; a holiday on election day; payment
of members of Parliament so that poor men can afford to stand for election

;

local self-government ; freedom of speech and press ; disestablishment of

the churches ; free non-sectarian compulsory education ; substitution of a
militia system for the great standing army; legal equality of the sexes;
free justice or gratuitous legal proceedings ; free medical attendance and
burials ; progressve income and inheritance taxes.

Such a program merges Socialism in Progressivism ; all but three
of the fourteen demands are already realized facts in New Zealand. The
result of this infusion of moderation into the Socia'.ist program in

(Jermany has been a tremendous increase in the Socialist vote, which is

now 2.011,000, an increase of more than 800,000 over ISOS, lifting their
representation in the Reichstag from 54 to 81 in a total of .307 members.
In 1871 the Socialist vote was 124.655 in 4,000,000; in 1878 it was 437.158
out of 6.000,000; in 1884 it numbered 550,000 in 5,500,000; in 1803 it rose
to 1,876.740 in 7,700,000; in 1808 it was over 2,000,000; and in 1003 it is

nearly 3,000,000; or more than a third of the total vote of the Empire.
80 prosperous is the policy of unitiny on immediate moves instead of dividiny
on ultimates.
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that some writers describe New Zealand as socialistic, while

others declare she is not. The writers have different ideas of

socialism. Even the same writer may make contradictory

statements on this point, writing at one time with reference to

the special meaning of the word socialism, and at another time

with the broad meaning in mind.

Tt is important to remember this ambiguity in the use of this

much-abused word. But it is still more important to remember

the fact that each onward step in New Zealand has been taken

on its merits as a practical proposition, in the light of common
sense and business knowledge as well as scientific and ethical

principle, and without relation to any preconceived notion as to

the ultimate form of industrial organization.

The accumulated result of the solution of these practical

problems one after another, is that New Zealand is moving

toward the cooperative commonwealth ; but it is a mutualistic

commonwealth, made up of public ownership so far as neces-

sary to protect the people from monopoly and secure the due

diffusion of vital services, such as education, fire protection,

etc.. w ith voluntary cooperation and legislative regulation the

rest of the way ; which is very different from a commonwealth

based on the collective ownership of all the means of produc-

tion and distribution. In short. New Zealand has gone further

than any other country in the direction in which the Socialists

wish to go, and yet, it is one of the least socialistic among
civilized nations, as the term is commonly used, for the per-

centage of those who would revolutionize society and establish

universal State ownership is smaller than in most other

countries. The Liberal movement has relieved the pressure

that in other lands creates extreme demands. Other govern-

ments, scared by the whole program, have refused to accede

to any part of it. New Zealand is not afraid of names, but

considers each proposition fairly, takes what seems good of

it, and lets the rest alone.

New Zealand statesmen and leading authorities are emphatic

on the point that there is no disposition on the part of the

great mass of the people to adopt any sweeping program of

State ownership or any other of the current isms. W'm.

Pember Reeves says : "There is no strong party of Socialists

in the Colony. * * * T/te reforms have in all cases
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been examined and taken on their merits and not other-

wise."^

Sir Robert Stout (Chief Justice) says: "We have no social-

istic societies," but "we appeal to the Government whenever

a social wrong is proved to exist, and redress it." And again

:

"Non-interference in America led to millionaires, mono-

polies, trusts, corruption and rings, both in State Legis-

latures and municipal corporations, all of which may be said

to be unknown amongst us," excepting a few trusts, which

will be detached from the error of their ways by State com-

petition, regulation and cooperation, without socialistic action.

"It is an intellectual blunder to say that all extensions of the

functions of government are in the direction of socialism."^"

In his Problems of Greater Britain, speaking of the Austral-

asian Colonies, including New Zealand, Sir Charles Dilke

says, pp. 507, 509:

"The dominant Radicalism of the Colonies stands firmly in a

middle position, desiring to see the State play a large part, but not

inclining towards democratic socialistic ideas in the ordinary sense of

the phrase. . . . The Australian colonies feel that their governments

are governments of the whole people, and that the people should

make full use of the capacity of government to serve them, but revo-

lutionary or democratic socialism is not popular with the working

8 The Long White Cloud, p. 396. Elsewhere, with the broader meanings
of the term in mind, Air. Reeves speaks of the Australasian colonies as

"democracies of a socialistic complexion," and as "deeply tinged with
socialism." He refers here to the broad "experimental or evolutionary

socialism" that simply aims to improve conditions, try ng State ownership,
arbitration, cooperation, peasant holdings, anything that promises reLef in

accord with libei'ty, cc^mmen sense and equity. Socialism, as commonly under-

stood, the theory of universal State ownership, has practically nothing to

do with it, any more than some prominent creeds called Cbr.stian have to

do with the teachings of Jesus. As Reeves himself declares. State owner-
ship has in no case been the outcome of a belief in socialism, but has been

adopted in each case as a lational solution of a part cular problem without
reference to any general theory of State ownership, and there has been at

the same time a systematic effort to extend and encourage private initiative

and voluntary cooperation in other lines, especially in agriculture, wherefore,

as explained in the text, the extension of State ownership cannot fairly be

deemed socialistic or deeply tinged with socialism as socialism is ordinarily

defined.

Speaking of the Progressives of the middle and working classes in

Australia and New Zealand, Reeves says : "Democrats in the colonies repudiate

the title of socialist They accept the wages system, rent and
interest, private ownership and private enterprise. Their business Is to obtain

tolerable conditions for the masses, and stand by the small man. The steady
support they give to land laws, the object of which is to create peasant pro-

prietors, freeholders or leaseholders at an unchangeable rent, and the votes

they give for land taxes which exempt small holdings, would startle Socialists

and Single-taxers in Europe and America." (State Experiments, p. 71, Fee

a.s'o the passage already cited from p. 70.)

'"> J. Statis Soc. 55. 388 ; Contemp. Rev. 76. 540.
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people who largely own their houses and possess land and shares. The

practical programs put forward by moderate European Socialists

are indeed mostly law in the Australian Colonies, but the larger pro-

posals which lie behind appear to have less chance of being entertained

there than they have in the old world. The program of the Young

Democrats of Switzerland contains a large number of items, most

of which are already the subject of legislation in Australia; the rail-

ways to be in the hands of the State, stringent labor legislation to be

adopted, separation of Church and State, etc. But while the Swiss

Social Democrats put last in their program the item which looms

largest, the nationalization of commerce and industry and equality of

the profits of labor, they doubtless give to it the greatest portion of

their thought. In Australia such ideas have little weight. ... It

is in Great Britain of all the countries of the world that revolutionary

(i. e., extreme) socialistic views appear to be most generally enter-

tained among thoughtful people. There is in the Colony no such

sign as is to be seen in the mother country of the growth of extreme

views hostile to the institution of property."'

All this is quite as true to-day as at the threshold of the Lib-

eral regime in New Zealand when Sir Charles Dilke wrote,

for the whole development of the Liberal decade has been

simply a vigorous application of the principle that the Gov-

ernment should be made to serve the people through public

ownership in the field of monopoly, and the encouragement

of private industry and initiative in commerce, manufactures

and agriculture by securing free play under equitable condi-

tions, favoring voluntary cooperation, and affording the coope-

ration Qf the State (as in shipping, dairying, etc.) to all who
care to avail themselves of it.

The people look on their Colony as a cooperative society, in

which they are the shareholders, and the Government is the

board of directors. They see that in many industries capital

must be employed cooperatively, either by the public or by

voluntary associations, or else the financiers will exploit land

and labor. They see that competition and individualism run-

ning wild in America have produced the coal monopoly, the

beef combine, the oil trust, railway and corporation govern-

ments, city slums, sweat-shops, the mortgaged farmers

of the West, etc. Therefore they do not care to trust to

competition and individualism. The State has shown that it

can render them excellent service, and they will try it further.

Mistakes may be made, but they can restrain the State. Trusts

and combines they might not be able to control so easily.

Moreover, the newspapers criticize the public service in a
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way they will not or dare not criticize private enterprise, as

a rule, and public enterprise carries with it the additional guar-

antee of publicity through public inspection and reports. But

there are many things that can be done cooperatively without

the State. Individual freedom and initiative are valuable as

well as union. It is not wise to abandon them or restrain them

more than is necessary to abolish their abuses. For this reason

private enterprise and voluntary cooperation are to be utilized

as w^ell as public service.

As to the Single-tax philosophy, Henry George proposed

to enact a law taking 90 per cent of all ground rents and

abolishing all other taxes. The New Zealanders do not believe

in this. They are with the Single-taxers in their opposition

to land monopoly, speculation, unearned increment, etc., and

many support the movement now in progress toward the

nationalization of the soil, but by means of purchase and

gradual increase of the land-value tax, not by a sweeping

confiscation of rental values. Aloreover, they exempt small

owners from the State tax entirely, and make the tax pro-

gressive on the large estates, whereas the single-tax would

exempt no one, but apply the same rule to all. Finally they

believe in income and inheritance taxes as well as land-value

taxes. The local land-value tax is stronger than the State

tax, but even this takes but a fraction of the rental value.

Some who call themselves Single-taxers are in full sympathy

with New Zealand's land policy, but such men are not Single-

taxers in the sense of adhering to the program laid down in

Progress and Poverty, or the George plan of confiscating

rental values.

United States Consul Connolly, speaking of the New Zea-

land land-value taxes, says that they could be assimilated to the

single-tax by increasing the amount to the limit, abolishing

the exemptions, removing the progressive features, and doing

away with the income-tax, etc. (that is, by removing nearly all

the vital elements of the New Zealand system), and adds:

"But I believe, from my knowledge of the country farmers, that

they would resist such a step to the bitter end, if indeed, they did not

rise in open revolt, for the}' look upon the single-tax with horror, and

regard its introduction as little less than spoliation. Whether they are

justified in this extreme view of the matter, I am not prepared to dis-

cuss. Strange to say, the most enthusiastic single-tax advocates are

found among the landless in the large centers of population. I have
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not yet met a farmer in this countrj^ and I have taken some pains to

ascertain their views on the subject, who is a behever in the single-

tax theory.""

Instead of adopting the single-tax, the New Zealand laws

have apparently blocked the way against the single-tax. "The

complete exemption of the small land owner (up to $2500

of land-value) forms an almost insuperable barrier to the

progress of the Single-taxers," says Wm. Pember Reeves. ^-

The small farmers are not likely to consent to give up their

exemption, and, in view of the benefits that have come from

it, no considerable class in the community is likely to ask

them to give it up. But the nationalization of the soil by

purchase and leasing goes steadily forward, and that will

accomplish the great purpose of the Single-taxers without

the objectionable features of the methods usually advocated

by them.

Ideals and Principles.

9. It must not be thought that ideals have had no part in

the great advance that has taken place in this hard-headed

Commonwealth. It is true that the New Zealanders did not

start with ]\Iore's Utopia, or Bellatny's Looking Backward,

or with any single-tax theory, or socialistic plan for the reor-

ganization of the State. But it is equally true that they did

not go to work hap-hazard. They had no Philosophy of

Society or program of the social state, toward which they

wished to go step by step. But they had ver)^ clear ideas of

the fundamental principles and purposes to which they wished

to make their institutions conform. Justice, equalization,

industrial peace, the elevation of labor and the public good,

are as truly ideals as any complex program can be, and to

these ideals the people of New Zealand are earnestly devoted.

The whole Progressive history of the Islands is one long proof

of this. There is no conflict among the Liberal measures.

They are all in harmony with the same great principles

and purposes. The moving ideals were not merely sub-

conscious elements of thought, controlling action without

the recognition of the motive by the actor ; again and again

the ideal on which a measure was based has been expressed

as the reason for its adoption. The graded land and income

" I'. S. ('..nsular Reports, Vol. 44, p. G23.

1- National Review, IsOG, Vol. 27, p. S38.
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taxes were enacted for the equalization of wealth, "to favor

the small men," "to burst up monopolies." "To the people

of New Zealand anything that encourages monopolies is

abhorrent," said Sir Julius Vogel/^ The ideal of industrial

equalization which many think will be the dominant ideal of

the 20th century, is already a controlling factor in the life of

the New Zealanders. The purpose most often avowed among
them is that "they mean to have no millionaires or paupers."^*

"The fond desire of the great body of the colonists," says

13 Fortnightly Review, Vol. 59, 1893, p. 137.

" New Zealand recognizes the fact that millionaires and paupers are not
good material for a democracy. And we have even stronger evidence on that
point, for w.th all her land monopoly and army of tramps a dozen years
ago, she has never experienced such pressure of vested interests ana
millionairism as we have. Without personal animosity to any millionaire or
any pauper, it is still quite clear that on the whole the r effects on govern-
ment, and industry, and society, are not good. The millionaire gets so much
in the habit of buying what he wants that when he desires a law or an
office, he is apt to buy up a legislature as he'd buy up a carload of mules,
or give an order to purchase a nom nation and as many votes as necessary
to carry the office he covets. On the other hand, paupers supply the richest
soil for the growth of despotism and corruption. Industrial independence,
or a reasonable opportunity of making an honest living free of the pressure
of private monopoly or industrial aristocracy, is the econom c basis of
liberty, and the foundation of civic virtue. A good square meal, or a
reasonable certainty of getting one without submitting to political bossing
or industrial mastery, is quite as essential to good government as the
Australian Ballot or civil-service regulations. It is not a good thing in a
republic to have the voter's appetite rise in opposition to his duty as a
citizen. Only a few men in each generation are born w th a conscience dis-

connected from the digestion and a virtue that is starvation proof.
The people of New Zealand recognize the interdependence of political

and industrial liberty and well-being, and while endeavoring to perfect the
machinery of political control, they are also striving to bring industrial
conditions into harmony with republican institutions. Each advance in either
field reacts upon the other and makes the next step easier. An improved
electoral system enabled the united farmers and workingmen to control the
Government. That led to legislation exempting small people from State
taxes and placing the principal burdens on the monopolists. And this in turn,

by favoring the development of the middle class and the extinction of the
monopolist, has made the State and its Government more truly democratic.
The law establishing a Labor Bureau to secure employment for the unem-
ployed, has not only lifted wages and improved industrial conditions, but
worked in favor of good government by abolishing the class most likely to

be a prey to demagogery and undue influence.

So with public ownership. As already stated in another connection, if

the railways, banks, coal mines, etc., are in private hands, the wealthy and
influential shareholders have a financial interest in getting men elected to
office who will pass franchise acts and other laws in their favor without
too strict regard to the public interest. But when the railways, etc., are
public property, the interest of these same wealthy and influential citizens
stands with tlie interest of the public in general for good government and
honest administration. Every step in public ownership of public utilities

where the people own and operate the Government, so that it is real public
ownership and not merely the private monopoly of a few politicians under the
name of public ownership—every step in real public ownership is also a step
in political democracy, enlightened self-government, and just administration
in the interest of the whole people.

Better education and ennobled manhood make better institutions, and
better institutions make a nobler manhood ; by such interactions civilization

goes forward.



A cone of very perfect form rising in solitary beauty from the plain near New
Plymouth (Southwest part of the North Island). Il is the Mount Tacoma of New
Zealand.
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This noble mountain, with its white summit towering above the clouds, is a

fitting emblem of the pure ci-ic life and lofty aspirations for justice and humanity

that have had so much to Jo with New Zealand's remarkable advance.
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Vogel, "is to obviate the necessity of institutions akin to work-

houses."

Ministers and representatives of the people declare, amid

vigorous applause, that New Zealand "must nationalize every

foot of her soil ;" that "no bank in the Colony will be allowed

to fail" (in time of threatened panic) ; that "taxation accord-

ing to ability" is to be the policy of the Government ; that

"those best able to bear it" must contribute the funds for

the old-age pensions.

"We believe the railroads are for the people," says Premier Seddon,

"and we are managing them in the interest of the people, and for the

development of the country in the way that will best help all the people.

We are not trying to make a profit out of them, and as our revenues

increase, we steadily reduce freight rates and passenger fares. The
railroads are the servants of the people and should be run entirely in

their interest."

There is the ideal of public service in place of the ideal of

private profit.

"There are other experiments we are bent on making, as to solve

the difficult problems of equality of sacrifice in taxation, and to limit

the area of holding of land," wrote Sir Robert Stout at the beginning

of the Liberal regime ; and again, "A scheme for old-age pensions has

been elaborated and an attempt will be made to solve the difficult prob-

lem of making some provision for laborers in their old age."^^

This was in 1892, more than six years before the institution

was established.

Sir Robert Stout also testifies (1892) to the "magnificent

growth of a state conscience," which must be reckoned as a

very important factor among the causes of New Zealand's

progress. Sir George Grey planted the seeds of a new civic

conscience a quarter of a century ago, and for twenty years

did what he could to make them grow. To the principles he

and his colleagues. Stout and Ballance, impressed upon the

people, the Commonwealth owes much of her development in

civic virtue.

It is clear that while New Zealand is not pursuing any

social panacea, nor following the plans and specifications of

any school of social architects, yet fundamental principles

and purposes have played a vital part in the Liberal advance.

15 J. Statis. Soc, Sept., 1892, pp. 40.3, 414.
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"The reformers of New Zealand," says the Hon. Hugh H. Lusk,

former member of the New Zealand Parliament, "set out with a def-

inite principle, but with no very definite program to guide them on the

path of reform. That principle was that in all legislation the interests

of the people as a whole, and never those of a section of the people

only, were to be considered. It was the clear recognition of this prin-

ciple that enabled them to disregard a hundred arguments brought

against their proposals, and to run counter to a hundred old estab-

lished prejudices that have elsewhere become nearly matters of reh-

gious beHef. Against this principle all the stock arguments in favor

of the sacred interests of property held by the wealthy, and of the need

above all things of conserving the interests of capital for the develop-

ment of the country, beat with unavailing fury. The question was not

how capital would be aflfected, but how the mass of the people, who
there, as well as elsewhere, had little or no capital but the vigor of

mind and body bestowed on them by nature, would be affected by any

measure that was proposed. It was not a question of vested interests

and legally acquired rights on the part of the few, but how far their

continuance or recognition might be injurious to the many. To the

argument that was hurled at the advocates of each new reform as it

was proposed, that such legislation was madness because it would de-

stroy confidence and drive away both capital and settlement, the answer

was always ready : they were legislating for the prosperity of the

people of New Zealand as a whole, and if they could secure that, both

capital and settlers would follow. This is the reform policy of New
Zealand."

"It may be asked," says Mr. Reeves, "whether the Progressives have

any general aim which may be expressed in a sentence or two, and

which their sheaves of proposals are expected to serve. Undoubtedly

they have. It is to secure by combination and law a larger share of

comfort and opportunity for that great human mass which lives by

labor. It is to raise the standard of life among the workers, not only

by gaining for them shorter hours and better pay, but by lifting them

on to a higher plane by education and a civilized environment."'*

i« This is true in the Australian states as well as in New Zealand.

In New South Wales the Labor forces have for their "ideal the short-

ening of the hours of labor of the people, and the lixing of a minimum
wage, giving 'them more opijortunity of having leisure and pleasure in their

lives." Speech of Mr. M'Oowen. hader of the N. S. W. Labor Party, 1001.

"Having established themselves in power (actually in power, for tho

the Labor party strictly so-called has not a majority, yet labor interests

control the (Jovernnicnt) they have set before themselves a program of

legislation which has for its sole object the improvement of the conditions

of life for the masses and they have a belief in it which raises it to the

(iignity of a crusade." (Sydney correspondent of the London T.mes, April

4, 1002.)
The demands of the Australian Labor I'arties show how true these

statements are. The immediate demands, or "fighting programs" of 1001

and l!>ii"j, seem eminently sensible an<i practical, more so a good deal than the

more pretentious programs of the early nineties. Some of the leading

demands are as follows: Oneadult-one-vote ; the initiative and referendum;
pensions for aged and disabled persons ; progressive taxation ; the sustaining

of village settlements and the creation of small landholders under a system
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The people are not idealists in the sense of formulating a

priori the details of an ideal commonwealth, but they are ideal-

ists in the sense of adhering to the principles on which the

ideal commonwealth must be based. A man's ideal is to be

judged by what he strives for. If he seeks the dollar and

industrial dominion regardless of justice, his ideal is com-

mercial conquest. If he aims at justice, humanity and the

public good, his ideal is noble and his life will be ennobled by

it. This is the case with New Zealand. The true ideals of

her people, in connection with electoral methods that give

those ideals free play, have lifted her to a higher plane of

life.

Public Spirit.

lo. The most important fact of all, perhaps, is the earnest

and intelligent attention the people give to public affairs, or

the intensity of their public spirit, which is at once the highest

form of enlightened self-interest and the loftiest altruism.

The New Zealanders do not merely believe in political jus-

tice and industrial equalization, but they devote their time and

thought and effort to their realization. Other peoples have

similar ideas, but they are not their dominant ideas ; they do

not put the emphasis upon them, or give them the same pro-

portion of their energy and attention. New Zealand not only

gives a larger percentage of her total vitality to constructive

activities than most other nations, but she devotes a larger

proportion of her constructive energies to the improvement

of political and industrial conditions than any other nation

whatever.

With a nation as with a man, success and development fol-

low where attention and effort carry them. One who devotes

himself to art or literature may paint a famous picture or write

a great book, but he is not likely to be so good a farmer as

one who follows that calling. And a man who gives himself

up to the counting room may be an excellent business man,

but will not be apt to become a great statesman.

Of all the causes that have helped to make New Zealand

what she is to-day in relation to political and industrial

of perpetual lease with periodic revaluations ; the legalizing and enforcing
of the 8-hour day; and the establishment of compulsory arbitration. In all

the colonies Labor has been and is favorable to State arbitration of labor

disputes and the creation of a Ministry of Labor, and in some of the colonies

these reforms have been accomplished.
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progress, we believe the most important are : the earnest atten-

tion and effort her people give to public affairs ; their deter-

mination to secure political and industrial justice, equaliza-

tion, and harmony, and to make the public good the sole test

and basis of all legislation ; the clear common sense that leads

the trade unions to use the ballot to better the conditions of

labor, and makes the farmers and workingmen join hands at

the ballot box for the benefit of both classes ; and the system

of direct nominations, cross-questioning of candidates, and

independent voting, which gives free play to judgment, con-

science, principle and ideal, cancels individual errors and self-

interests against each other, and brings the great body of

earnest, intelligent, justice-loving people together on their real

interests and unities, in the truth and the right, and enables

them to elect men pledged to execute their wishes, and carry

their principles into effect.

Emphasizing the importance of the complete fusion of the

farmers and workingmen, the whole body of the Liberal and

Labor forces in fact, which gave the Liberals control of the

Government, Mr. Reeves expresses the opinion that "the

amount of progressive work of the last few years has been ren-

dered possible by this fusion. "^'^ A judgment that no one

familiar with the facts will be likely to dispute.

New Zealand has had no class conscious movement to keep

the voters apart by emphasizing their differences instead of

their unities. Nor any such separation of classes as exists in

Europe, or even in America, except as between the large land-

holders and the rest of the people. The weight of common
evils pressed the bulk of the people together, and the farmers,

workers, and small people of every sort, had sense enough to

focus their attention on their common interests and act

together.

The United States Consul lays great stress on the demo-

cratization of the electoral system. He says, in a passage

quoted in a former chapter : "With the advent of. the one-

man-one-vote principle and the extension of the franchise to

women, the power of corporate wealth in this country appears

to have been irrevocably destroyed. "^^ Political equality under

" Nat. Rev. Vol. 27, p. 8.*?C.

's D. S. Consular Reports. 1S07. Vol. 53, p. 37.
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a system of direct nominations and non-partisan ballots, means

death to plutocracy whenever the small people unite to use their

votes in their own interest. Sir Julius Vogel intimates that

the secret of New Zealand's progress lies in "the plain fact that

the working classes (including the small farmers) have more

control over the Government of the Colony than the same

classes have over the Government of the United Kingdom. "^^

And the reason the working classes have more control is that

they have united at the ballot box, and that the system of

nominating and pledging candidates gives them a leverage on

their representatives.

Public spirit, clear thought, high purpose, strong attention,

earnest and persistent effort, are the internal factors ; and

political methods that give free expression and forceful opera-

tion to them, free from the warp or taint of all spoils or party

selfishness or boss control, monopoly pressure or other private

influence, are the external factors ; such are the essential ele-

ments of political development under republican Government,

according to the testimony of New Zealand history. And the

history of the world, from Athens down, lends confirmation

both positive and negative; positive, through the presence of

political progress wherever the said essentials have existed, and

negative, through the absence of political advance wherever

there is a lack of any essential in the all-important compound

of character, thought, and method.

" Fortnightly ReviOvV, Vol. 59, p. 143.



Chapter 80.

CONTRASTS AND CONCLUSIONS.

The similarities and contrasts revealed by comparing New-

Zealand with the United States are of the deepest interest.

Both countries are in the civilization belt ;^ both new, and

isolated from the old world by wide oceans ; both free, liberal,

progressive ; settled by the same stock, with the same language,

literature, traditions and religion, similar institutions, and

practically identical methods of education through the universal

public school.

Wide ranges in the United States have a climate substan-

tially like that of New Zealand ; the same marvelous productive

power is here, the same tremendous energy, the same freshness

and freedom and wonderful flexibility of life that favors crea-

tion, discovery, and development. New Zealand's soil is not

more fertile than ours. Nowhere is there a richer soil than in

the Mississippi A'allcy. The big crops of the Middle West and

the big trees of California are unsurpassed as examples of

productive energy. The luxuriance of the Pacific slope is a

dream of beauty. The flora of New Zealand cannot grow

faster than the flowers of California. The vigor of our North-

ern air is unexcelled. The resources of our country are

greater than N^ew Zealand's, our rivers larger, and waterfalls

more powerful, our scenery more magnificent. We have the

noble forests, broad plains and rolling prairies, the snowy

mountains and the sea, the Olympic range and the Adiron-

dacks, Niagara, and Yosemite, the Grand Canon and the Yel-

lowstone, Take George and \\'atkin's Glen.

The predominant element in both countries is Anglo-Saxon.

The pilgrim fathers and the colonists of New Zealand carried

the blood of England, and her laws and institutions, to their

new abodes. The history of each of these English settlements,

1 See chapter on Causes and Conditions, I'byslcal Factors 8, j). (UH.

44
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the American and the New Zealaiidese, is a record of astonish-

ing progress. The development of each is one of the wonders

of the world. The New England Yankee is the keenest and

most common-sense development in the Northern Hemisphere,

and the New Zealanders are the keenest and most common-
sense of the Southern Hemisphere. They are the Yankees of

the South Pacific. In fact, New Zealand is a little America, a

sort of condensed United States. If all the nations of the

world were classed according to the number and importance of

their points of resemblance, the United States, New Zealand

and Australia would stand in a group together, with England,

Switzerland and France close by, and Belgium, Denmark, Ger-

many, and Scandinavia not far ofif."

England has been for centuries a leader in the paths of

liberty, commerce and finance, and now stands foremost in

cooperation. France gave the nations a tremendous lesson in

democracy by revolution, a hundred years ago, and now heads

the list in the realms of art. Switzerland has put the capstone

on the political work of England and America, by showing us

how to make our representative government really representa-

tive, by means of the initiative and referendum, proportional

representation, and the popular recall. Belgium has supplied

the best object lesson on the full application of proportional

representation in her national and local elections. Germany

has shown the world how to unite a mass of monarchies and

aristocracies into a giant empire with republico-imperiai organi-

zation, as America has illustrated the federation of a mass of

democracies in an imperial republic. And Australia has given

the most astonishing exhibition in franchise extension by

adopting woman suffrage throughout the national elections of

a continental commonwealth as large as the United States.

But the two leaders that are attracting most attention among
civilized nations now on account of their leadership, are un-

doubtedly the United States and New Zealand.

The world, however, does not look to these two leaders for

the same purpose. Their paths diverge. Their leadership

lies in different spheres. America leads the world in invention

and material development, and massive organization of indus-

trial and commercial enterprise, and even invades New Zea-

2 For comparison of the ' nations in regard to various elements of

civilization see Part III, "New Zealand's Place Among the Nations."
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land wiih Iut locomotives and machinery. New Zealand's

distinction lies in her practical application of the principles of

civic and econnmic justice in the most remarkable politico-

industrial movement toward diffusion of wealth and power that

is recorded in history. She leads the world in the discovery

and application of effective measures for the equalization of

opportunity, wealth and power, and the uplift of the common
people. The fundamental difference between the two countries

lies in the aims of the people and the direction given to the

current of their vital energy. The United States in recent

years has devoted her superb vitality to the development of

machinery, the organization of business for private profit, and

the building of giant monopolies, while New Zealand has

devoted her superb vitality to the development of just political

and industrial institutions. That is the core of the striking con-

trast revealed in the recent history of the two countries.

America aims at the dollar ; New Zealand at the man. America

has been too busy gathering wealth to give due thought to the

social, political, and moral effects of the various methods of its

production and distribution. New Zealand's attention has been

focussed on these effects, and she has tried to. arrange her laws

and institutions so that the creation, division, possession, and

expenditure of wealth may proceed on lines that shall make

them an unmixed blessing to the community.

Numerous contrasts of more or less importance may be

pointed out, which illustrate the results of this fundamental

difference in thought and purpose, or help to explain how the

vital difference of aim and motive came to exist.

The United States is in form .1 republic, but in fact, at least so far

as the National Government is concerned, it is largely a Government

by wealth,—a plutocracy—an aristocracy of industrial power. New
Zealand is in form an imperial province, but in fact it is substantially

a republic. The will of the great body of the common people is in

actual control of the Government.

Years ago the larger part of the United States was really a republic,

but the power of the people has gone down as the power of wealth has

risen, till now the Government often represents the corporations and

party machines more fully than it represents the public. The trusts and

monopolies have more influence in our legislative bodies than the peo-

ple. A few years ago in New Zealand land aristocracy was in the

ascendant, but it has gone down and the power of the people has risen

to full control. The movement of the last decade has been toward

plutocracy in the United States, and away from it in New Zealand.
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Our people have an easy-going confidence in the future of the Re-

public because of its wonderful history. We boast of our freedom

while a new tyranny is silently but rapidly growing round us. New
Zealand has awakened from the dream of confidence and knows that

political liberty is not safe till industrial liberty is established and the

Government rescued from the hands of the monopolists.

In New Zealand organized labor uses the ballot to accomplish its

ends, but in America the workingmen carefully refrain, for the most

part, from using this greatest of all the powers they possess.

The capitalists have stood together in the United States, but the

farmers and workingmen and small merchants and manufacturers have

divided. In New Zealand the capitalists have stood together, but the

workers and the farmers have stood together also, and have carried the

day against the capitalists.

In America the farmers organize for agricultural ends, and the

workingmen organize for labor purposes, but they do not join forces

to take control of the Government in their common interest as is the

case in New Zealand. Not only have our farmers and workers failed

to come together, but neither group has learned to use the ballot for its

interests in any systematic way. The farmers divide at the polls, and

organized labor divides at the polls. In New Zealand the small farmers

are practically solid at the ballot box, and organized labor is solid at

the ballot, and the two solids are welded together into one irresistible

solid.

The agricultural population forms about 40 per cent of the total

population in New Zealand, and the farmers have 40 per cent of the

representatives in the National House, without considering the Maoris,

who are all rural. In the United States the agricultural population is

also about 40 per cent of the total, but has only 9 per cent of the

National representatives. On the other hand the lawyers have only

a small representation in the New Zealand House and a very large one in

our Congress and legislatures—12 per cent in New Zealand against

60 per cent in our Congress and some of our legislatures.*

* The lawyers and their families constitute less than half of one per

cent (.4 of 1%) of our people, yet they have 60% of the representatives. It is

true that lawyers are experts on the law, or ought to be. and we need the

advice of a few good counsellors in our legislative bodies, but the wisdom of

filling our halls of legislation with lawyers is very questionable. Most of

them who get to Congress are attorneys for giant corporate interests more or

less opposed to the public interest, and about a'.l of them are subject to the

psychology of their profession, which means that their advocacy is for sale

—

tLat is a lawyer's training and profession, to sell his abilities as an advocate.

Big corporations, trusts and combines employ lawyer representatives to plead

their cases in court and represent their interests in other ways. The attorney

gets full of his client's ideas and interests, and sees things from his stand-

point, so that even without any direct bribery or conscious immorality, the

corporations usuaKy have no difficulty in controlling a legislative body composed
of lawyers. Yet our farmers and voters in general continue to send a class of
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In America the people liavc tlie right to govern; in New Zealand

they do govern.

Private ownership of the vital franchise monopolies flourishes in

the United States, with overcapitalization, stock speculation, and a

strong tendenc)' to buy up the Government, and get rich by capture

rather than by industry. In New Zealand the great franchises belong

to the people, with honest capitalization, and no boodle pressure on the

Legislature.

Here political corruption is a byword, there political corruption is

unknown.

Legislation is for sale in the United States. It cannot be bought

in New Zealand.

Legislation is largelj^ for class interest with us. In New Zealand

legislation is in the interest of the people as a whole.

Here large numbers of wealthy stockholders have a financial interest

in the election of corruptible men and corporation tools. There the

financial interest of the wealthy is in harmony with honest Govern-

ment, and fair administration of public utilities.

Women vote throughout New Zealand on the same terms as men.

In four of our States they do the same thing, but the other 41 do not

recognize the political equality of women.

In the United States a few men decide who shall be nominated for

office. The election machinery is in the' control of party machines.

Caucus and convention methods effectually exclude free and independ-

ent selection by the people, and put the nominating power in the hands

of professional politicians. In New Zealand nominations are made
directly by popular petition without the intervention of caucus or con-

vention.'

men whose profession it is to sell their advoi'ju-.v, to the very phiee where
ihe corporations most want to buy advocacy, instead of sending; men whose
psychology and training would lead them to advocate what they believe to

be right and nothing else.

* Nothing in politics is of more fundamental moment than the abolition

of machine nominations and relief from the undue partisanship fostered
by the ringsters and spoilsmen for revenue purposes only. Minnesota.
Wisconsin and Massachusetts have adopted primary election laws which
enable the voters to nominate party candldar.'s by ballot under the safe-

guards of a regular election. Independent candidates can also be nomi-
iiated by petition. At a second election the voters ballot fur the candidates
so nominated. This Is a great advance, but more cumbrous and expens ve,

and much less effective than a complete system of nominations by iictltlon,

with preferential voting to Insure a majority choice no matter luiw nisny
candidates may be put up.
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In New Zealand the methods of nomination and election lead to a

cancellation of individual errors and self-interests, and give results in

accordance with the collective wisdom and the public interest. In

America the methods of nomination and election relegate politics to

the dominion of party leaders and machines, and lead to results that

accord with their private interests.

In short, New Zealand has obtained her great results, and shot ahead

of other nations, largely because her people are less fettered by undue

devotion to party, and more given to the united support of men publicly

committed to special policies and measures. As long as we make the

success of party the prime political object, we cannot expect to make

such progress as New Zealand has made. We could now, without de-

stroying any party or creating a new one, unite in supporting candi-

dates for Congress, Legislature and Councils who will commit them-

selves publicly and by definite pledge, or agreement in writing, to

support the referendum on franchises, or direct legislation in full, or

direct nominations, popular election of senators, progressive taxation,

or any other measure deemed desirable. If the party candidates in

any district refuse to do this, independent people's nominees can be put

in the field in that district. There is a most hopeful movement now in

this direction of pledging candidates,* and it is found that the candi-

dates of the leading parties are, as a rule, quite ready to commit them-

selves to measures of general utility on Vvhich the people or any con-

siderable group or organization of people place decisive emphasis. It

is only necessary for the people to focus their attention on measures

instead of party success, question all candidates and publish their re-

plies in the press, and the wheels of progress can be made to move

with vigor.

The Speaker of our House of Representatives is called a "Czar'

because his arbitrary will determines who shall address the House and

who shall not. No matter how many hundreds of thousands of people

a member may represent in the cause he stands for, and no matter how

many times he may get the floor and call out "Mr. Speaker" ahead of

any one else, be cannot speak unless the Speaker chooses to recognize

him. If the Speaker thinks it would be better for the interests of his

party not to permit the said member to address the House, he calmly

turns his eye away and recognizes some safer man.' In New Zealand

* Under the auspices of the National Federation for Majority Rule
(George H. Shibley, cliairman, Bliss Building, Washington. D. C.) and with

the indorsement of the American Federation of Labor and other important
organizations.

6 Hon. Thos. B. Reed, when Speaker of the House, wrote an article

on the dufes of the Speaker for the Youth's Companion (Jan. 9, 1896, p.

19), in which he took the ground that it was the Speaker's business, not to

act as a presiding olRcer or mediator aiming to secure fair play, but to

use his power of recognition, appointment of committees, etc., in the interest

of his party, determining what men shall be heard and even excluding

from the consideration of the House a measure the majority are in favor
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the Speaker of the House is its servant, not its master, and is there to

see fair play, not to control national legislation in the interest of any

party. Any member who gets the floor is recognized and has his say

vmder the rules like any other member, even tho he is so full of

atmosphere as to make a hundred speeches on the same bill, which goes

to the other extreme we think, but is nevertheless more in accord with

the principles of liberty and true republican Government than a system

that reduces the National Legislature to a monarchy acting in the

interest of a party despotism.

In the United States the individual conscience of the voter is largely

swallowed up in party. To be untrue to conscience is nothing; but a

breach of party allegiance, to be disloyal to partj^ is an unpardonable

sin in American politics. "In New Zealand there is no boss, and no

ring; absolutely no spoils of office, and no party funds. The Civil

Service rules include all officials of whatever rank or kind except the

members of the Cabinet and judges of the highest courts. Organized

party is totally absent excepting within the Parliament itself. There

is, therefore, no person or persons to whom the candidate for office

i:an go to bargain for a seat in the Assembly except the citizens of the

of, because bis party is against it. A few passages from bis remarkable
confession may be of interest here :

"If you wish to get a correct idea of the Speaker's duties and
obligations you must free yourself from a goocL many notions which are
ent rely suitable when you think of most other presiding officers, but a:e
unsuitable when applied to the Speaker of the United States House of
Representatives.

"In England the Speaker has no. political duties to perform. He has
to mediate between two hostile parties, both of which are organized for

their respective work. It is true that the Speaker of the House of

Commons is chosen by the party in power, but upon taking the place he
keeps himself free from party.

"So far has this feeling been carried that Speakers of the Commons
have been known to refrain from visiting the political clubs to which tliey

belonged, lest they might be suspected of party feeling or party combination.
"In our House of Ropresontat ves the Speaker participates in all party

caucuses and in all party deliberations, and is expected to advise. Mr.
Carlisle, when Speaker of the House, refused to recognize one of his own
party friends who desired to present a proposition to repeal internal revenue
taxes, and the reason he gave was that the party which the Speaker
represented was not in favor of such repeal. The fact that the House
would have voted the proposition by a considerable uiaj<)rity makes the

case most marked. No one, however, who knew the duty of a Speaker
in America accused Mr. Carlisle of unfairness.

"Mr. Blaine used to say, apropos of this exercise of discrimination

:

'I do not say that I will not recognize you if you do not tell me what you
intend to offer, but you must not bame me if you have an Importani public

measure to present, and 1 do not know what it Is and therefore do not see

tne need of recognizing you.'

"One of the first duties of the Speaker is to maintain order ; but
nobody who looks on from the galleries even thinks that he does his

duty, for a less orderly body doei not exist In the world. Even a
member on the floor has great difflculty In finding out what Is golnt; uu.

a difficulty wh ch often becomes an lmi»issiliility.

"Badly as the members beliavp with us, they evidently used to In-

worse behaved In England, for durinf; the long I'arllaiiient the ("onnuins

made an order 'that all members who climb over seats shall pay twelve
pence.'

"

The remarks of the representatives whose measures have lieen turned
down, and who are bold enough to say what they think about It. are not
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particular district which he hopes to represent. This principle is fully

recognized and fully provided for by the electoral laws. The clumsy,

expensive and useless device of primaries has no place in the system;

the expedient of a nominating convention is alien not only to the prac-

tise but to the principle of the system. The object is to produce a real

representation of the people, not a mock one through the medium of a

party, and therefore it is recognized that the fewer intermediaries- of

any kind there are between the people in each district and the men who

represent them, the more likely is the best man to be chosen ; this is the

essential difference between the representative ideals of Australasia and

America, and it goes to the very foundations of government.""

A fish has multitudinous offspring at a single session; an elephant

only one, but the quality is in inverse ratio to the quantity. Over-

production is a sign of low development. Legislation is in the fish

stage in many states and countries, and nowhere yet in the elephant

stage. Last year (1901) the Legislature of Rhode Island (representing

428,559 people) enacted 104 public laws, 41 private bills and 104 resolu-

tions public and private, a total of 253 acts, or one for each 1700 people.

so favorable to the speaker's dictatorship as the complacent paragraphs of

the "Czar." Take the following, for example, from Hon. Francis W.
Cushman, a Repnblican Congressman from the State of Washington. lie

took advantage of the debates on Cuban reciprocity to inject what he

called "a few cold facts" about the system under which the House does

business. A part of his speech is as follows : "It may be a matter of

news to some of the good people within the confines of the Ameri-an
Republc to know that there is no way of getting an ordinary unprivileged

measure considered and voted upon by the House unless it suits the Speaker.

I make the statement on this floor now, that no member of this body who
introduces a bill can get it considered or brought forward to final determina-

tion unless it suits the Speaker. When the bill is reported and placed

on the Calendar, what does the member who has introduced it and who is

charged by his constituency to secure its passage do? He either consents

that that "bill may die upon the Calendar, or he puts his manhood and his

individual ty in iiis pocket, and goes trotting down that little pathway
of personal humiliation that leads to—where? To the Speakers room!
Aye, the Speaker's room !

"Then you are in the presence of real greatness. What then? Why,
the Speaker looks over your bill, and then he tells you whether he thinks

it ought to come up or not. He recognizes those he desires to recognize,

and does not recognize those whom he does not wish to recogn'ze.

"Throughout the entire three years of my service In this body, I have
l)een up against the little machine lhat dominates the proceedings and
deliberations of this House. I, for one, expect to live to see the day in

this House, when the Speaker will not tell the individual members of this

House what he is going to permit them to bring up, but when those

ind vidual members constituting a majority will inform the Speaker what
they are going to bring up for themselves.

"What do we amount to as individual legislative units in this House

—

this House that was once the great House of Representatives, the popular
forum of a patriotic people? What is it now? It is an annex to the

committee room of the Committee on Rules. Here is where we go through
the stupid formality of ratifying the legislation that Is determined upon by

the Speaker and his Committee on Rules. When I contemplate the system
now in vogue in this House, under and by virtue of which no man can

do anything unless the Speaker of the House and the Committee on

Rules are willing that he should, I say, when I contemplate that system
it gives me a pain in my patriotism !"

6 Condensed from Lusk's "Our Foes at Home" (referring to the

enemies of good government in the United States).
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The New Zealand Assembly (representing 815,820 people) passed 74

public laws and 29 local and private acts and resolves, making a total

of 103 acts, or about one to 8000 people. Or taking areas there was one

law for each fifty square miles in Rhode Island and one for each thou-

sand square miles in New Zealand. The Connecticut Legislature (rep-

resenting 908,420 persons) passed 750 acts, or more than seven times

as many as New Zealand. New York with 7,263,894 people enacted

747 laws. North Carolina with 1,893,810 people passed 1265 acts, and.

Massachusetts with 2,805,346 population passed 652 acts. In Switzer-

land with a little larger population (3,312.551) the National Legislature

passes 25 or 30 laws in a year. The British Parliament (legislating

generally for 400,000,000 of people and especially for 42,000,000) enacted

40 public laws and 281 local and private acts in 1901. The Congress

of the United States (legislating generally for 88 millions in the States

and Empire) enacted the same year 185 public laws, 955 private acts

and 18 resolutions.

In New Zealand as a rule legislative acts are carefully drawn and

considered by responsible ministers. In the United States, they are

drawn by the rank and file, or by their constituents, and considered by

irresponsible committees. The mass of bills is too great for any legis-

lator to investigate or understand more than a small fraction of the

matters he is to vote upon.

Aside from the tariff, ta.xatiou in New Zealand is placed according

to ability, and falls on the rich, not on the poor. Taxation here is

largely according to the lack of ability to escape it. Improvements

and enterprise and small men are all e.xempt in New Zealand ; none

of them are exempt with us. The taxing power in New Zealand is

largely used to correct abuses and equalize wealth. With us it is used

in such a way as to create abuses and intensify industrial inequality.

The wealthy owner frequently pays taxes on only a tenth or a 20th

of the value of his property, while the small man is taxed at full value

or near it ; and a rich corporation is assessed on 2 per cent of its valua-

tion, while the general average of assessment in the same locality is

50 or 60 per cent of the value.

Our methods of assessment place the highest ratio of taxes to re-

sources on those least able to bear it. New Zealand's progressive taxes

place the highest ratio on those best able to bear it.

The machinery and inventions of the United States surpass those of

New Zealand as far as her political methods excel our own. New
Zealand buys locomotives from our Baldwin works, and we may im-

port a few of her ideas with equal benefit.

The genius of America devotes itself to industrial organization, the

building of giant trusts and corporations, and in this field we have no

rival in the world. The genius of New Zealand devotes itself to polit-

ical organization and improvements in relation to her civic life, and in

that field she has as yet no equal.
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Our organization is for private profit and industrial conquest; hers

is for justice and the public service.

We have a National Labor Bureau and an able Commissioner, but

the department is generally limited to the publication of statistics.-

New Zealand has her Labor Minister, a member of the Cabinet, and

the principal duty of the Department is to find employment for the

unemployed and improve the conditions of labor, the publication of

statistics being a subordinate function.

New Zealand has a Parcels Post that will carry a parcel 3 feet long

and 3 feet in girth, and weighing 11 pounds or less, all over the world

for 12 cents a pound, or 6 cents a pound inside the Colony. The United

States has no Parcels Post for inland service, and no foreign service

except with New Zealand and Germany.

New Zealand sends a lO-pound package 12,000 miles to London by

Parcels Post for /5 cents. From Boston to London, 3C00 miles, our

express companies charge $1.00 for such a package. A New Zealander

can send a 3-pound package by postal express to London for 25 cents.

From Boston to London the company rate is 50 cents. From Boston to

New Zealand the charge for a 3-pound package is 36 cents by Parcels

Post, and $1.05 by express. For a 7-pound package, the rate is 84

cents by post, and $1.60 by express, and for 11 pounds, the charge is

$1.30 by postal express, and $2.35 by corporation express.

For 2 cents a New Zealander can send a ^ ounce letter half round

the globe, to England, Switzerland, Italy, Canada, Mexico, Peru, and

over 100 other places, while we have to pay 5 cents for a ^ ounce letter

to England or any other country whatever except our next door neigh-

bors, Canada and Mexico.

New Zealand has Postal Savings Banks, and the total deposits in

all sorts of banks amount to $140 for each inhabitant. The United

States has no Postal Savings Banks, and the total bank deposits amount

to only $110 per inhabitant.

The State Telegraphs of New Zealand transmit 5 messages per

capita each year, while the pi-ivate telegraphs of the United States

transmit not quite one message per head of the population.

The mails which are public in both countries have the same use per

capita in both countries, the number of pieces carried being 96 per year

for each inhabitant in both commonwealths.

A telegram can be sent 1000 miles on the Government lines in New
Zealand for 12 cents. In the United States the companies charge 50

cents or more for that distance, with a 30-cent rate at night.

New Zealand makes a good profit on her postal business.
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Our railways charge the Government a much higher rate for carry-

ing the mails than they charge the express companies for carrying

express matter. \c\v Zealand owns her railways and gets her mails

carried at cost.

The New Zealand post-office is also a telegraph and telephone office,

an express office, a savings bank, and life and accident insurance office,

an old-age pension office, a tax-collection agency, an open door to the

Government loan office, the public trustee and the public employment

bureau, and a polling place where commercial travelers and others

away from home can cast their ballots. In the United States no such

coordination of services has been attained. The post-office has got no

further than the carrying of the mails, and selling money orders.

For 40 years New Zealand has had title registration to give sim-

plicity and certainty to the transfer of land. A few of our more pro-

gressive States are just beginning to use the system.

In New Zealand the Government owns over half the land and in-

tends to own a great deal more. In the United States the Government
owns comparatively little outside the parks and the arid lands left in its

bands, and doesn't intend to own much land. New Zealand limits the

area one man can hold, gathers in large estates, cuts them up and leases

them at moderate rentals, giving the landless the preference. In the

United States the capitalists gather in the small estates to make
bonanza farms. Single titles cover millions of acres. One man owns
four million acres, an association of four men owns three millions, and

there is a considerable list of estates containing 200,000 to i,ooo,oco

acres each."

There is no limit here to the area a man ov corporation can buy up

and hold. So far as the law is concerned a man could own a whole State.

or the continent even, if by some ingenious arrangement of trusts and

combines he could capture enough of the people's wealth to buy it.

Some time ago when the Cherokee Strip in Oklahoma was thrown

open for settlement a crowd of men gathered on the frontier to fly with

fleet horses the moment the last hour of the reservation expired. The
mob waited and watched for the midnight hour, and at the stroke of

12 there was a rush, a race and a scramble to pre-empt the best claims.

I have seen an English fop throw moiiey to a crowd of gamins to see

them tussle for it, and our Government did substantially the same thing

on a larger scale with the Cherokee Strip. In New Zealand all public

land is disposed of on lease or sale in orderly fashion, and if there is

more than one applicant for a particular section the matter is deter-

mined by lot or by auction.

In New Zealand the understanding is that the land and all its wealth

belongs to the people. In this country the understanding is that the

"See l>. 41 •<( Till' I.mill QiiesMiin. Fiiiiltv Si-rlcs. I.'i'jn ( 'Iic'^liiiii St

riillaclelpliia.
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land and all there is in it, underneath it or on top of it, belongs ^to

those who can win in the race for its possession.

New Zealand has Government Insurance at low rates, with absolute

certainty and no forfeiture, and all profits go back to the customers.

Our people insure in private companies with plenty of forfeiture, no

security against insolvency, and at rates high enough to yield a big

profit.

The Public Trustee of New Zealand has no counterpart in the

United States.

The United States has given enormous quantities of the people's land

and money to railway corporations, more than enough sometimes to

build and equip the whole road, but the people do not own a mile of these

railways; the private companies own them all. New Zealand too has

put the people's land and money into railways, but it keeps the roads

it pays for to be the property of the people. New Zealand believes that

when she invests the nation's money, the investment should belong to

the nation and not to a private company.

In the United States a big combine, or corporation or other wealthy

shipper can underbill his goods or get low railway rates that enable

him to take the market from his competitor. In New Zealand there is

no unjust discrimination in freight rates, and the Company that ships

a million tons can get no lower rate than the man who ships 400

pounds.

Here the railways are managed for private profit, there the railways

are run for public service.

In the United States everything is done to favor the big man. In

New Zealand every effort is made to secure the small man as good

treatment as the large man (he gets just as low freight rates, and can

borrow money at the same rate of interest, etc.) ; and in cases where

it is proper to make a difiference the favor is shown, not to the big

man, but to the little one, to encourage the beginnings of wealth—the

small investor gets a higher rate of interest from the Public Trustee

than the large estate, the landless have the preference in applications

for public lands, the man long out of work has the preference for

employment other things equal, etc., etc.

Public funds in the United States are deposited in favorite banks

that get the use of many millions free. New Zealand deposits her

money in her own banks and invests it for her own benefit.

New Zealand has prohibited industrial panics. But there is no re-

striction on their immigration to America, or on their domestic cultiva-

tion.
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New Zealand has "smashed tlie money ring," but the money power
is still in full bloom in America.

In our financial system private interest is dominant. Wall Street

and the great banks and moneyed institutions control the situation. In

New Zealand the public interest dominates the money market. The
possession of the great central bank, the net-work of postal savings

banks, and the Loan Office, gives the people's Government practical

control of the financial machinery of the Commonwealth.

Our money and credit system in America along with many excel-

lencies has many defects. In the first place it is unstable. It is a

nuiltitude of separate bricks instead of a solid wall. If one brick falls

it may knock down others within its sphere of influence, and they in

turn may spread disaster till the whole industrial system is shaken by

a panic. The power to control the volume of money and credit is the

power to control the rise and fall of prices, secure a steady flow of

productive activitj', or an alternation of feverish speculation and de-

pression ; the power, in short, to produce prosperity or panic. The
credit and currency system here is in private hands and is managed for

private purposes. Speculative profit holds a prominent place in the

affections of our financial governors, and business upheavals often

favor individual profit. In New Zealand the credit and currency sys-

tem is in the hands of honest public officers and is managed in the

people's interest, with no taint of speculation, with a definite purpose

of preventing financial disturbances, and with all the strength that

belongs to a unified system backed by the national resources. The
result is that we suffered a business crisis in 1893, while New Zealand

succeeded in warding off the panic altho her arrangements for dealing

with financial difficulties were far less perfect than now.

Aside from insta1)ility our credit system is defective because of its

.discriminations against persons and places. Ample facilities are offered

to rich men antl big cities, but small men and rural districts have not

their fair share of monetary accommodations. Moreover our banking

system is a prolific manufacturer of millionaires as the Tribune List

discloses, and so in another way disturbs the fair distribution of wealth.

Government banks, when political conditions arc such that they are

really the people's banks and not politicians' banks, are in many re-

spects superior to private banks. The public system makes no million-

aires, but manufactures a multitude of well-to-dos. It offers adequate

service to rural districts and small business men. It secures stability

and safety. And it operates the whole financial system for the public

benefit instead of for private profit and speculation. Even when a

private system is operated with ihe utmost himesty, its cash and credit

are apt to fly the market and v.inish into safety vaults at the very

crises when they are most needed in the open. Whereas a public sys-

tem brings out its cash and credit when under fire, and puts it on the

market at low rates to avert the panic. .\ private pix'ket-book is not

big enough to fight a panic, but can get out of the way. A public

pocket-book is big enough to fight successfully and cannot get out of
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the way ; if a crisis conies it will hit the public pocket-book anyway. A
private pocket-book cannot do anything to save itself but run away and

hide, except where sufficient cooperative spirit has developed to make
it possible for a large number of individuals to unite. A public pocket-

book, on the other hand, can't run away and hide; it can only save

itself by battle, and it is strong enough to keep any ordinary panic from

coming ashore, or suppress it if it has a foothold in the country.

The farmers of America have looked to Congress for National con-

trol of railroads, Government loans, and postal savings banks, but they

have looked in vain. In New Zealand the farmers look to their Parlia-

ment for these benefits and obtain them.

Over 90 per cent of New Zealand's debt is for public works and pay-

ing investments; over 90 per cent of our debt was incurred for war.

In 1900 Congress appropriated $128,000,000 for Army and Navy, and

$3,726,000 for agriculture. The relative effort is the other way round

in New Zealand. The expenditure for the benefit of agriculture was

more than double the amount expended for defense.

In the United States we hear a great deal about "class consciousness,"

and a political party has been formed to carry on a class conscious

movement. In New Zealand one hears nothing about class conscious-

ness; it is consciousness of what is good for all the people that is

deemed of importance there.

New Zealand has an 8-hour day and a half holiday. We have, as a

rule, a lo-hour day and no half holiday. Factory girls in our Southern

States work 11 hours a day. In New Zealand the law limits factory

work to 48 hours a week, and in all but woolen mills the limit for

women and children is 45 hours a week. Still fewer hours are often

fixed by the Arbitration Court.

With us the aged and destitute must depend on charity or go to

the pauper house. In New Zealand the aged poor receive State annui-

ties.

The United States looks chiefly to the amount of exports and the

development of material wealth. New Zealand looks to the condition

of the workers who produce the wealth and the goods exported.

In New Zealand now capital cooperates with labor for the reference

of disputes to the Court of Arbitration for the judicial decision of their

differences. In the United States capital pays part of the workers to

shoot the other half or hold them at bay in the industrial battles we call

strikes.

In New Zealand a trade union may do anything that an individual

may lawfully do. In the United States there are many things an indi-

vidual may do without liability, which, if done by members of a labor
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organization, would be met by a suit for criminal conspiracy or by in-

junction. Injunctions against the boycott, picketing, etc, in many cases

make an effective strike impossible. Strikes are industrial wars and

ought not to exist. But they are at present the only effective weapons

labor possesses in America, and they ought not to be taken away till

better methods are established in their stead. If the law deprives labor

of the means of enforcing a strike it must first put arbitration in its

place. New Zealand law has removed restrictions on effective strikes

except in the case of a few public services, and has also adopted arbi-

tration on the compulsion of labor organizations, with the result that

strikes have ceased to exist. The country that accords to labor the

freest field for effective strikes is the country, and the only country,

that has no strikes.

In 1877 a giant railroad strike occurred in the United States with

rioting and burning, troops overpowered by mobs, twelve men killed

at Baltimore and many more at Pittsburg, traffic tied up and millions

of property destroyed. In 1886 came the big Gould strike with more

violence and destruction. And in 1894 the vast and violent Chicago

strike occurred, in which 100,000 railway men went out, the roads were

paralyzed, and the business of a continent was clogged for weeks, with

an accompaniment of mobs, riots, troops, burning, and destruction of

life and property—$1,739,000 loss of wages to employees (many of

whom lost their places also as the battle went against the workers, and

not only their former places but all chance of railway emplo3'ment as

they were blacklisted by the roads and boycotted throughout the coun-

try), $5,358,000 loss to the companies in profits and property, and

$80,000,000 to the country at large according to Bradstreet's estimate

—

all because the Pullman Company cut wages 25 per cent without reduc-

ing the house rents its employees had to pay it, and refused to

arbitrate the difficulty tho repeatedl}' urged to do so by the Civic Fed-

eration, including many eminent citizens, and by the City Council, the

American Railway Union, and Mayor Pingree of Detroit accompanied

by the Mayor of Chicago, and telegrams from the mayors of over fifty

of the largest cities in the country earnestly asking arbitration.

Under the New Zealand plan the car-shop employees, instead of

striking May 10, would have filed an application for a hearing, or the

Railway Union would have taken the dispute into court, and long

before the middle of July, when the battle closed, a judgment would

have been secured binding the Pullman Company, the railroads and the

employees, without disorder or hindrance of traffic, and at the cost of

a few hundred dollars instead of nearly ninety millions. After this

strike, in accord with the recommendations of the United States Com-
mission that investigated it, a national arbitration bill (on voluntary

lines)* was introduced into Congress, but nothing came of it.

*It would not be wise, of course, even if it were possible, to pass
compulsory arbitration laws before the labor unions and the people are
ready to support them. Educational efforts and the election of better

balanced and more truly representative governments from which both labor
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The anthracite miners asked for an 8-hour day, a 20 per cent ad-

vance in the contract price for mining coal, the recognition of their

luiion. and the privilege of having a representative of their own to

check the weighing of the coal and see that it is honestly and correctly

done, and thej- offered to arbitrate the whole question. The owners

would neither grant the petition nor arbitrate, and the mines were

closed for months, the price of coal went into the clouds, the industries

of a dozen States were put to inconvenience and expense, and the total

loss to the workers, mines and railroads was over a hundred million,

to say nothing of the loss to the public. All because there was no law

to compel the mine owners to accept the workers' offer to arbitrate.

We have had plenty of lessons before, at Chicago, Homestead, etc.,

but this industrial crisis, more perhaps than any other, has brought out

the consciousness that the public interest is the supreme interest in

industrial affairs and must be reckoned with. It is not a combatant

interest; it demands peaceful settlement, and in that it is identical with

the true interests of the dii^putants.

In New Zealand the miners would have submitted their requests to

the owners, and if no agreement could be reached they would have

and capital have reason to e.xpect iiupartial justice are the first tilings in

order. Our unions strongly favor arbitration now and the failure to
arbitrate is usually due to employers, not to the imions. Almost all labor
platforms favor arbitration, and the constitutions and resolutions of many
of the stronj^est labor organizati<ins require that effort be made lo secure U
in all cases of dispute. Such famous strike leaders as Debs and Mitchell
have done their best to obtain settlement by arbitration instead of the
strike. In the Labor Movement in America, p. 14G, I'rof. Richard T. Ely
says :

"The difficulties in the way of arbitration have come chiefly from
the side of employers, for it is a rare thing when laborers refuse to arbitrate
their difficulties with their employers. Few cases of such refusal have ever
come under my notice.'' As soon as our workers see that judicial pro-
ceedings, at the option of either party, constitute the means of securing
arbitration where employers hold back, and open the waj* to justice without
•the costly struggles they have to risk at present: as soon as they see
this and wake up to the power they possess in the ballot, through union
of all who desire industrial justice to elect men pledged to secure it

—

when these things happen we shall have effective arbitration. Meantime,
enlightened municipalities and other bodies can help the growth of arbitra-
tion sentiments and habits by making arbitration of ditliculties a condition
in all contracts made by them or in relation to their work. A sort o(
local option might also be established as a preliminary measure. If lo
per cent of the voters of any nnniicipality or State petition for it, let a
referendum vote be taken on the question of compulsory arbitration, and if

earned let it be established sul)ject to repeal by referendum after three
years. Or, it might be provided that a majority of the workers affecle<l

l)y any grievance should have the right to bring the matter Into court on
showing that reasonable effort in the direction of conciliation and voluntary
arbitration has been made and has failed to afford redress. If either
employers or employed do not desire to leave the decision with the court, let

the workers choose one arbitrator, the employers another, and these two a

third, subject to the approval of the court (which represents the Interests
of the community). Let the award of thl.s board of arltitrators stand on
the same footing as a judgment of the court, and be enforced In the same
way. Such a law, with a clause making strikes and lockouts unlawful
after reference, as in New Zealand, would go n long way toward substitut-

ing reason for might in deciding the rights of labor and capital, and woubl
obviate the distrust of courts our workers feel, until Improved political

conditions make the more perfect plan practicable with the full coordinating
power of a great court of final resort.

45
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cited the owners before the Arbitration Court. The whole matter

would have been investigated just as any other difficulty between
individuals or bodies of men is investigated in our courts of justice

(except that lawyers would probably have had no part in the pro-

ceeding), the books and accounts of the companies would have been

inspected, the testimony of the owners and the men received, and an

impartial judgment rendered. All the time the mines would have been

in operation, and there would have been no army of unemployed, no

coal famine, no loss to the public, the employers, or the workers.

It is estimated that strikes and lockouts in the United States have

cost employers and employed $380,000,000 in the 15 years, 1887-1902,

or an average of 25 millions a year. The total cost, including the

public loss, is probably not less than $600,000,000 or 40 miUions a year.

New Zealand also had terribly expensive strikes before she got her

Arbitration Court, but in the eight years since then she has been prac-

tically free from industrial war.

The United States is a land of industrial conflict; New Zealand is

the land of industrial peace.

When the arbitrary conduct of the Coal Trust in refusing to arbi-

trate grievances drove the price of coal 400 per cent above the fair

level, our people did not look to the National Government for redress,

but to J. Pierpont Morgan, the king of the coal fields, and looked in

vain. In New Zealand when the coal ring forced the price 75 per cent

above the fair level, the people did not beg the managers of the trust

to be just, but looked to their Government for redress, and did not look

in vain, for the Government went into the coal mining business itself in

the interests of the people.

Altho our country is in the midst of a great continent, our isola-

tion is practically as complete as that of the Island Commonwealth so

far as defense and freedom are concerned. But our great resources

and comparative nearness to Europe have brought to our shores large

numbers of immigrants from the poorer nations of the old world.

These immigrants and the negroes of the South have rendered our

population less homogeneous than that of New Zealand. The children

of the new comers with fair treatment and good education soon become
thoro American citizens worthy of their new home, but if they come
faster than we can assimilate them they will hurt our civilization with-

out compensating benefit to themselves. New Zealand believes that a

nation should be as careful as a family about the strangers it takes in

to mingle with its children and become a part of its life.

New Zealand not only excludes the Chinese as unfit material for a

democracy and an injury to Anglo-Saxon labor, but is determined to

exclude all other immigration of low order that may threaten to dilute

her civilization. We also exclude the Chinese but admit vast multi-

tudes of men from the slum districts of Europe to the great increase
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in the difficulty of our development, and the consequent delay of the

economic salvation of the whole world which so largely depends on

America.

In the United States the movement of population is from the coun-

try to the city. In New Zealand the movement is from the city to the

country.

The control of New Zealand cities and towns has not been the scene

of party conflicts or division on the lines of national politics, and there

have been no boodle franchises or contracts, or political corruption of

any sort in their governments, nor even a charge of corruption against

any member of any local government—a statement I make on the

authority of the present Chief Justice of the Colony. In some of the

cities and towns of our own beloved country such things have been

known.

Municipal life in the United States reaches both higher and lower

levels than are known in New Zealand. In some of our cities affairs

are in a worse condition than is known in the municipal life of any
other highly civilized country. On the other hand the great body of

our municipalities are sound and progressive. Municipal ownership of

water, gas and electric works has made remarkable progress, and
wherever the town meeting system prevails, local public spirit has

reached a vigor and efficiency superior to what is known in almost any

other country.

The dominant ideal in America is industrial conquest. The ruling

thought of New Zealand is political and industrial justice and equaliza-

tion.

We worship the dollar and make success a deitj', and sacrifice even

conscience, character and health upon her altar. New Zealand has a

profound respect for the dollar and for success, but does not allow

them to override her sense of right.

The splendor of the prizes to be won in commercial and business life

in America has dazzled our youth and warped our morals. The strain

on the individual conscience in New Zealand has been far less.

The purpose one meets oftenest among our youth is to gather enough

wealth to be a millionaire. The purpose one hears oftenest expressed

in New Zealand is to have no millionaires and no paupers. •

New Zealand is living under the rule of men. Wo are living, to a

large extent, under the tyranny of capital.

Our political economy thinks that money is the te.st of wealth. New
Zealand's political economy knows that manhood is the highest wealth.

Our trusts are organizations of wealth for commercial conquest and

aggression. The People's Trust that manages the railways and other
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great industries in New Zealand, is an organization of wealth for

service. A dozen years ago the monopolists controlled the Govern-

ment of New Zealand, but the common people have taken possession

of it now. In the United States the monopolists still control the Gov-

ernment, and the common people, instead of taking possession of it,

are simply petitioning the representatives of the monopolists to legislate

against the monopolies they represent.

The United States has 150 millions in warships. New Zealand has

150 millions in public works and public investments, railways, tele-

graphs, banks, water works and mining properties, lands leased at a

moderate rental and loans on interest to farmers, traders, workers and

municipalities.

Both countries have free secular universal education in the public

schools.

New Zealand's Constitution is more easily changed than ours—too

easily perhaps ; it does not seem wise to allow the representatives, even

when chosen by direct nomination and thoughtful ballot, to change the

Constitution without submitting the specific alteration to the people on

a referendum vote.

We have a provision in our Constitution against anstocratic titles

but no provision against aristocratic power. New Zealand's Constitu-

tion has no nrovision against titles, but her people have a constitutional

abhorence of monopoly, and they frame their laws to dethrone the

kings of the market and the soil. We legislate against the shadow

;

New Zealand goes after the substance.

Oilr fathers fought and conquered the aristocracy of birth; our

brothers in New Zealand have fought and conquered the aristocracy

of wealth.

The concentration of enormous wealth in the United States goes

rapidly forward, while in New Zealand the movement is toward the

better diffusion of wealth. In this country the object seems to be to

create as many millionaires and multi-millionaires as possible, regard-

less of the number of tramps that may be generated at the other end

of the business system. In New Zealand the definite principle is to

have no millionaires till all can be millionaires, and no paupers any-

way. It will be time enough for millionaires when the commonwealth

rises to the million level so that any intelligent and industrious family

may accumulate a million as it now may secure ten or fifteen thousand,

without taking wealth that is really produced by others and belongs to

them. Such a time is intellectually conceivable with the development

of machinery, and accumulated wealth. The total wealth in New Zea-

land is $1800 a head, or easily 500 times the per capita wealth among
the lowest savages. Another equal development and any deserving

family may have a million. The machine power of the United States

is already equivalent to the labor of 30 full grown men for every family.
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and is rapidly increasing. Still it is quite clear that there is no imme-

diate prospect of reaching the millionaire stage on a democratic basis,

and we do not want millionaires on an aristocratic basis.

Columbus discovered America in 1492. The Pilgrims landed in 1620

and established free Government in New England. The Declaration of

Independence followed in 1776 and the Federal Constitution in 1889.

The new republic reversed the policy of the old world and undertook

to conduct hor affairs on i)rinciples directly the opposite of those bj'

which the world in all preceding ages had been guided. She deter-

mined not to waste her national resources on military and naval equip-

ments. Europe still lay at the feet of a few great families; still squan-

dered her substance in the maintenance of enormous multitudes of

armed men ; still burdened and baffled the industry of her toiling

millions by the constant employment of those armed multitudes in

devasting wars to satisfy the ambitions or avenge the quarrels of the

aristocrats. America looked on with serene neutrality upon the furious

efforts which the European nations were making to subdue each other,

and devoted herself to peaceful industry. The result was a develop-

ment that is without a parallel in history. But there was a deadly taint

in the industrial greatness of America ; men were sold at auction on her

soil, and millions were held in bondage, their lives controlled by a few

aristocrats for their private benefit. Garrison, Phillips and Lincoln

roused the people against this iniquity; secession followed, and in the

war for the Union the slave system, that caused the conflict, perished

on the field of battle. After the war a new age of industrial develop-

ment began, but in this age the building of corporations, franchise

monopolies and combinations of capital has been carried to an extent

unknown before, and has resulted in a concentration of wealth and a

pressure on the Government, that in connection with the spoils system

and partisan nominations and elections, has set up a powerful move-
ment toward the monopolization of Government and industry. Once
more vast multitudes of lives are controlled for the private benefit of

a few. History shows to what the concentration of wealth and power
must lead. Strong men have stirred the thought and conscience of the

people, and public sentiment is crystallizing, but still for the most part

the laws and the markets are in the hands of the monopolists, and the

movement toward the congestion of wealth and power has not been

reversed.

The first European saw the cannibal islands, called New Zealand, in

1642, a few years after the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock. The
first Caucasian landed in 1769, about the time American Colonists were
beginning to fret at the treatment of Great Britain. And the pioneers

of the white invasion, the missionaries, whalers, and flax and timber

traders, did not come on the scene till our second war with England

and the years of Napoleon's decline and fall. In 1840, the third year

of Victoria's reign, the country was made a part of her empire; u
years later a Constitution was granted the Colony; and 18 years after

that the National Railway and public works policy was inaugurated.

Then began the age of material development. New Zealand did not
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waste her resources in the maintenance of fleets and armies ; her labor

was free and enhghtened, and her industries grew rapidly. But with this

development came speculation, land monopoly, concentration of wealth;

which with the plural voting of the rich gave the practical control of the

lives of multitudes into the hands of a few for their private benefit. The
unemployed, low wages, discontent, colossal strikes, tramps and slums,

developed. For twenty years New Zealand headed straight toward the

conditions of the old world. But the teachings of Grey and Ballance

and the still more impressive teachings of experience stirred the com-

mon people to take the Government into their own possession. In 1890

this was done and the movement of the Commonwealth was reversed.

Since then New Zealand has moved steadily away from congested

wealth and aristocratic power, and toward diffusion, equalization and

fraternity.

A few important contrasts are reduced to their lowest terms and

brought into strong relief in the following crisp analysis

:

United States.

Nominations by machine.

Government by party.

Spoils system.

Ji^olitical corruption.

Monopoly pressure to control

Government.

Concentration of wealth.

Dollar the king.

Government loans to banks.

Unjust discrimination in freight

rates.

Railroads and telegraphs for pri-

vate profit.

Organization of capital in the lead.

Frequent and costly strikes and

lockouts.

Industrial conflict ; disputes of

labor and capital settled by

battle,

lo-hour day.

Contractor system in public

works.

Taxation for revenue.

Farmers and workingmen divided

at the ballot box.

Monopolists and politicians in

control.

New Zealand.

Nominations by popular petition.

Government by the people.

Merit system.

No political corruption.

Government pressure to break

down monopoly.

Diffusion of wealth.

Manhood the king.

Government loans to farmers.

No discrimination in freight

rates.

Railroads and telegraphs for pub-

lic service.

Organization of men in the lead.

No strikes or lockouts.

Industrial peace ; disputes of labor

and capital settled by judicial

decision.

8-hour- day.

Direct employment and coopera-

tive methods.

Taxation for the public good.

Farmers and workingmen united

at the ballot box.

The common people in control.

Nevertheless, in spite of all these tremendous contrasts, so

many of which are unfavorable to us, the United States is the



A MAORI SWIXG.

Angas found this a favorite amusement of the natix'cs in the villages about

Taupo. Flax cords fastened to the top of a long pole on a sloping bank make a

fine swing and an excellent exercise. The youngster or adult takes a cord, runs

do-vn the bank, and strikes out into the air, making a zi'idc circuit and sicinging

back to the bank again to repeat the flight.

Some of the Conservatives thought the Liberal statesmen of New Zealand were

playing a game of this sort when they passed the progressive tax, land resumption,

state-lending, mandatory arbitration, etc., and that legislation would swing back

to the old bank again. But it did not swing; it went straight ahead, and the Con-

servatives now realise, with the people generally, that the Liberal statesmen have

had their feet on the ground all the time, and that the movement is not a su'ing into

the air, but a steady climb.
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grandest nation on earth, and has the most magnificent pros-

pects. After travehng through most of the principal countries

of the world, including the United States, and comparing it

with other nations by observation, supplemented by careful

study of the countries visited and of other lands not visited,

and doing our best to divest ourselves of all false patriotism

and prejudice of birth and training, we are still in love with

America. The possibilities of the Union are boundless. The

destinies of the world are in her hands. She has always led

mankind in any undertaking on which she has put her mind.

She has only to give her best thought and energy to the new

problems that have risen since she last stopped to consider the

fundamentals of human relationship, and she will move for-

ward toward industrial justice with a momentum that will

carry humanity with her. With popular election of officers, it

is better to be on a splendid ocean liner than on a sailing vessel

or a steam tug, even tho the great steamship is not headed for

the best port. It is only necessary to put the proper men in

control and change the course of the ship for the true port, then

she will be right ; and think of the speed she can make, the cargo

she can take, and the passengers she can carry.

CONCLUSIONS.

The facts of supreme importance we believe are: First,

that these astonishing contrasts of condition and tendency arise

for the most part from a difference in the direction of energy

in the two countries. Second, that the divergence of energy

results chiefly from a difference in the aims and purposes and

methods of the two peoples, these causes and conditions being

themselves dependent on common sense, just intent, earnest

thought and true conceptions developed by various educational

influences. Third, that her present position of leadership in

political progress has been achieved by New Zealand in a few

years from very unfavorable political conditions, except that

she had no political corruption, spoils of office, or party domi-

nation of the nominating power. Other important factors,

such as the suffrage, the tenure in the Upper House, the press-

ure of land monopoly and its practically continuous control of

the Government through one House or both for over twenty

years, were worse than anything that we have ever experi-
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enced ; but devotion to ]jrinciple rather than party, and voting

with eyes fixed not on the offices, but on legislation to be

secured, and institutions to be established, has overcome all

obstacles and led to an industrio-political advance without

parallel in tlie history of the world. Poiirth, that the revolu-

tion was accomplished peacefully, by agitation, education,

direct nominations, questioning and pledging of candidates on

policies and measures, and the union of farmers and worl<ing-

men at the ballot box.

The new light that has been growing for years in the South-

ern sky, till now it illumines the world, is not the flame of

battle, but the rising glory of a new civilization. The Aurora

Socialis of New Zealand is not so brilliant as the blaze that met

the astonished eyes of Europe as she gazed across the sea in

1776 at the crimson flame around our Declaration of Independ-

ence ; nor so intense and awe-inspiring as the lurid glare of the

French Revolution ; but the light of the South is whiter, clearer,

steadier than its predecessors, tho it flows from the same

eternal fountains of energy, and draws its political electricity

from the same great dynamos of liberty, equality and fraternity.

There are no blood-red jets in freedom's new-lit altar fires, as

in the days of French awakening, nor is it streaked with

slavery's black, as when our Western Colonies burst into flame

and liberty's camp fires glorified the clouds of war for all but

the Negro slave. France and America had to use bullets as

well as ballots. New Zealand is waging her battles with bal-

lots alone. France guillotined aristocratic men and women;
New Zealand guillotines aristocratic institutions. New Eng-
land fought the despotism of a foreign government ; New
Zealand is fighting the despotism of the dollar.

Thoughtful men in every country recognize that the diffusion

of wealth and equalization of industrial opportunity are the

great problems of the age. and the people know that political

liberty is very imperfect without industrial liberty, free govern-

ment being perverted by the power of private monopoly and

industrial aristocracy. Every civilized land is full of vigorous

discussion of these subjects. But only New Zealand and

Switzerland have taken vigorous action. In most countries

legislation is not the expression of the Collective Wisdom, but

too often reflects the private interest of some boss, machine, or

party management. In New Zealand with direct nominations.
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pledging of candidates and independent voting, and in

Switzerland with the referendum, legislation has come to repre-

sent substantially the public thought and feeling.

The average New Zealander, tho enjoying the largest aver-

age income in the world, is nevertheless of an economical turn,

and does his political thinking for himself, instead of paying a

boss or machine to do it for him. Then he votes as he thinks.

He discusses his differences with fervor and intensity, but

when it comes to action he does not "flock by himself," but

unites with all who agree with him on some important move
that is immediately practicable. He does not refuse part of

what he wants because he cannot have it all. He recognizes

the difference between education and legislation. He preaches

his whole idea, but votes for what can be had at the time. He
does not lock himself up in a little party to wait until the

caravan gets to the millennium, but puts his shoulder to the

wheel to help the wagon out of the particular slough that is

hindering its progress now.

He saw that the Government was controlled by monopolists,

and he joined with all who wished it to be in the hands of the

people and put it there. He felt that he was paying too large

a share of the taxes, and he voted to put more of them on the

rich, who could bear the burden better. He found that the

railways, under the Commissioner system, were being operated

largely on capitalistic principles, and he voted for candidates

pledged to see the roads managed for the public service. He
does not organize a strike against the coal ring or the shipping

trust, or other aggressive monopoly, and then vote to keep the

monopolies in power by electing men who represent them.

The remarkable thing about New Zealand is that she applies

common sense to politics. The people know that the Govern-

ment is the great monopoly that underlies and controls all the

rest. They believe that legislation should be in the interest of

the public and not of any class, and they know that to accom-

plish this they must see to the nomination and election of men
who represent the public interest. They know that poverty,

aristocracy of wealth, and private monopoly are opposed to

good government, and they have resolved on their extinction.

The people control the Government, and are using it to secure

the gradual abolition of commercial conflict and industrial

mastery. They are using the power of just political organiza-
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tion to infuse justice into industrial organization. They are

using democratic political institutions to secure democratic

industrial institutions through public ownership, careful regu-

lation, judicial decision, and cooperative industry. The whole

movement amounts simply to this : The common people

united at the ballot box to obtain control of the Government,

and by means of that they have made more progress toward

industrial harmony and justice than any other nation on the

globe. The Island Commonwealth has shown the way to the

solution of the great problems of wealth diflfusion and equaliza-

tion of opportunity. A new civilization has come. A new age

has dawned. New Zealand is the birth place of the 20th

Centurv.

(^\\

es^



Chapter 81.

NEW ZEAIvAND'S PLACE AMONG THE NATIONS

AS SHOWN BY THE; FOLLOWING

TABLES OF CIVILIZATION

OR COMPARATIVE GROUPS OF DATA BELONGING TO VARIOUS

ELEMENTS OF CIVILIZATION.

We may estimate New Zealand's place among the nations by

considering her relative development in respect to each of the

leading elements of civilization. An attempt to do this to such

extent as is reasonably possible with the data at hand is made

in the following pages.^

It appears that New Zealand leads the world in per capita

wealth and income, bank deposits, use of the telegraph, and

wages of common labor; also in public ownership and service,

harmonization of industry, division of agricultural land, prog-

ress toward diffusion of wealth, and equalization of political

power. The L"^nited States leads in the organization of private

industry, the concentration of wealth, rapid increase in the

congestion of wealth and industrial control, movement away

from the equalization of political power, amount of life insur-

ance, use of the telephone, efficiency of labor in manufactures,

and wages of skilled labor. There is strong reason to believe

that the United States, New Zealand, and Australia exceed

other nations in energy, push, and intelligence, but it has not

been possible to find solid ground for distinguishing between

the countries named. The United States has manifested

enormous energy in the organization of private business, and

1 Columns 1 to 44, 50 to 52, and 69 to 80 of the following tables are
formed from directly relevant data derived from the highest authorities, such
as census returns, and government reports, national, state, and foreign, the
Statesman's Year BooIj, Mulhall's Dictionary of Statistics, Industries and
Wealth, etc., etc. The other columns are based on comparative surveys of

large masses of fact which for the most part have never been reduced to

statistical form and some of which are incapable of precise estimate,

—
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New Zealand has manifested equal energy in the organization

and improvement of public affairs.

Switzerland stands first in elementary education, the propor-

tionate number and amount of savings deposits (excepting

]3)enmark) and the laws and institutions affording the voters

continuous and effective control of the government. She

ranks next to New Zealand in the movement toward diffusion

of wealth and equalization of political power during the last

decade. Except Denmark, Switzerland has the largest per-

centage of population connected with cooperative industries,

and in total cooperative development, public and private, she is

second only to New Zealand. Switzerland and New Zealand

are undoubtedly the most democratic countries of the world,

and have the maximum diffusion of education, wealth and

power, and the minimum of poverty. Neither has a standing

arm}- or navy, yet they differ greatly in their energy, move-

ment, efficiency of labor, wages level, and accumulated wealth.

Great Britain has the best record for cooperative organization

in private business. The percentage of population connected

with cooperative societies is not so large as in Denmark or

Switzerland, or the United States, but the organization that

has been eft'ected by British cooperative societies is vastly supe-

rior to that attained in any other country. The United King-

dom also stands first among nations in the use of the letter post

and the railway passenger service, and high in the use of the

telegraph. She has a less enviable position as the country of

the greatest concentration of land ownership. With Germany

and France, she is a member of the great triumvirate that has

carried oft' the honors in the creation of literature and art.

Till recently Great I'ritain held the markets of the world,

the relative nmral and a>stlietic devt'ldiuncnl of differeut peoples, for example—wherefore the figures of these columns must be taken merely as sug-
gestions more or less reliable, as the subject does or does not lend itself

to tabular treatment. It must not be imagined that any of the ligures are
absolute. Authorities differ considerably, and oven the same authority does
not always agree with himself. Mulhall, for example, tho one of the best
statisticians, frequently states the same item for the same country and the
same year in two or three ways in his different writings. The government
reports are not consistent either; the dassiticatii ii varies in different coun-
tries and from year to year in the same country. For instance. In dealing
with the general use of the telegraph, railway telegrams are excluded In

the calculation for the United States, New Zealand, (Jreat Britain. Uussla,
etc., but in some cases we could not separate the ra Iway telegrams from the
general telegraph service. Nevertheless the broad indications of the tables
taken in the mass are sufficiently reliable for practical pur|)ose8 and are of
much value in the way of suggesting the strong points and the weak ones,
and the possible causes of such strength and weakness.
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but the United States is rapidly undermining England's com-

mercial supremacy, and, with Germany, Denmark, Austria,

and New Zealand, is even invading her home markets. British

officials and colonial Governments make construction con-

tracts with our firms and order railway and other supplies from

America in preference to England, because our people can do

the work cheaper and in half the time. Lord Kitchener, in 1899,

awarded the contract for the iron railway bridge over the

Atbara, in Africa, to an American house, because the best

English bid required 6 months for the completion of the work,

while the Americans agreed to do it in 3 months, and they

fulfilled their agreement. Two years ago New Zealand wanted

1000 cars and a number of locomotives on a rush order. Eng-

lish builders could not do the work for three years, while

American shops were willing to fill the order in three months,

so the Baldwins, of Philadelphia, got the contract. England

still holds the ocean, but America threatens her sovereignty

even there. The British Empire, with its ii^ million square

miles of territory (nearly 4 times the size of the United States)

and its 400 millions of population, is the largest aggregation

under one government, and tho America will do well to

aid the federation of the world in every reasonable way, it

is to be hoped our country will not emulate England's method

so far as it relates to the subjugation of inferior peoples, the

erection of a forceful sovereignty over them, and the creation

in the home country of a parasitic class living on imperial

appointments and wedded by financial interest to a policy of

imperial rule framed primarily for the benefit, not of the

governed, but of the governors.

In respect to morals, if civic conscience and public virtue arc

taken into account along with common honesty, industry and

kindliness, high ideals of justice and an earnest practical efifort

to embody conceptions of right and justice in laws and institu-

tions,—if the average of all these qualities is considered in esti-

mating morality, as well as the average of orderliness, toler-

ance, open-mindedness, love of liberty, etc., there would seem

to be no doubt that New Zealand must be awarded the golden

medal, for competent observers agree that her people are un-

surpassed in average attainment of ordinary virtues, and, in

addition to them, they have a public spirit without an equal in
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the rest of the world, and an ideal which places justice and

manhood above the dollar.

COMMENTS ON THE COLUMNS.

(In the folloicing commctits on the various columns of the statistical

tables, the figures in parenthesis at the left of the paragraphs indicate the

numbers of the columns to which the comments or explanations relate.)

(i) The area of each country is given in thousands of square miles.

It will be noted that Australia is about the same size as the United

States, Russia one-third smaller, and Europe a quarter larger. New
Zealand is nearly twice as large as New England, but only about one-

thirtieth the area of the whole United States.

(2) The population of New Zealand is :i little more than (or exclud-

ing the Maoris, just about) one per cent of the population of this

country. We have about double the population of France, 90 per cent

more than the United Kingdom, 40 per cent more than Germany, 30

per cent less than Russia, and one-fifth the population of Europe.

(3) The density of population in the United States is 3 times as

great as in New Zealand ; and in Massachusetts the density is 44 times

that of New Zealand. Belgium has the greatest density of population

and Holland next.

(4) The proportion of population residing in cities of 8000 or more
is a little less than ^ in New Zealand, and about the same in the

United States. In Massachusetts the urban population amounts to

^, and in Great Britain nearly as much.

(5) The percentage of population in cities of 100,000 or more is o

in New Zealand and Switzerland, 15.5 in the United States, 17 in

Northwestern Europe, 29 in Australia, and 31 in the United Kingdom.

(6-7) The splendid rise of elementary education from 1840 to 1900 is

one of the most encouraging signs of human progress. The percentage

of illiteracy in the United States is kept rather high by the fact that

the former slave population of the South has not yet been educated

up to the standard of the rest of the country. The illiteracy of our

white population is only 6.2 per cent (native whites only 4.6 per cent),

while that of the colored population is 44.5 per cent. This percentage,

however, is rapidly diminishing. It was 70 per cent in 1880; 57.1 per

cent in 1890; and 44.5 per cent in 1900. The percentage of illiteracy

in New Zealand among the native whites is practically nothing;" and

in Switzerland, Germany, Sweden and Norway it is almost nothing

for the whole population, and the school attendance is most remarkable.

The provision for the "higher education" is, however, very insuf-

ficient even in the most advanced countries. To say nothing of the

colleges, there are not seats enough in the high schools to accommodate

one-tenth of the children in the lower schools. Even our best com-

munities do not expect to give the vast majority of their children

- The Illiteracy in New Zealand Is among the Maoris and the old settlers.
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Table 1.
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Table 2.

Country

United States . .

Australia

New Zealand . .

Massachusetts . .

Switzerland ...

United Kingdom
•

France

Germany

Denmark

Holland

Belgium

Sweden

Norway

Austria

Hungary

Spain

Italy

Russia in Europe .

Turkey in Europe .

Europe

Education

Per cent .ihove 12 years

al>le to read and

write

(6) "

80

80

59

47

H2

M

11;

2

JS90

87

93

93

95

90

85

%

28

47

15

1900

90

91

96

94

99

94

95

70
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year for each family and 560 pieces per family^ handled by the Swiss

Post Office is tremendous.

Taking wide areas the postal statistics tell the story of civilization

with great emphasis

:

Number of pieces
handle-t by the post

*" * '
r^'* "inlial iiant per
year.

Asia I

Africa I>^

South America 9

Southern Europe 12

(Less th.an i in Turkey.)

Northwestern Europe 75

United States and New Zealand 96

United Kingdom and Germany about the same;

Switzerland a little more (112), owing to the great

number of travellers who visit her and dwell for

weeks and months in her cities and towns.

The data for Australia are not at hand. The colonies were united

in the Commonwealth January i, 1901, and I have not obtained the

figures for the business of the Federal Post Office. The united business

of the colonies was estimated at 99 per capita a few j^ears ago, but

in the inter-colonial mails the same letters and papers were handled

by two or more post-offices and the difficulty of making allowance for

that deprives the estimate of any great reliability for purposes of com-
parison. The number of pieces in the United States has been stated

sometimes as high as 170 per capita, but that was obtained by taking

the sum of pieces "received and sent," which contains duplications,

making it nearly double the total number of different pieces handled by
the post. I have taken the number of pieces handled as given by the

Postmaster General in his report for the year ending June 30, 1901,

p. 38.

In Congo it takes a thousand people to write two letters -and read

four newspapers a year. The same number of persons in New Zealand

or the United States use the mails sixteen thousand times as much.

(12) The use of the Government telegraphs in New Zealand amounts
to 5 telegrams per year for each inhabitant against less than i per

inhabitant on the private corporation lines in the United States. The
use of the State telegraphs in Australia, Great Britain, France, Switzer-

land, Holland, Belgium and Norway is also greater than the telegraph

traffic in our country.

(13-14) Sweden and Norway are the best telephoned nations in the

world, and Switzerland next ; but the use of the telephone is greatest

m the United States, and the figures for Massachusetts far exceed

any of the national averages, both in the number of telephone exchange
stations per thousand of population and the annual number of conversa

tions per inhabitant.

^ The figures of the table are per individual, and if the average family
contains five persons, the family data would be as here stated.
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Table 3.
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of New Zealand season tickets, but the receipts for season tickets

were about one-tenth of the ordinary passenger receipts, and the

number of ordinary passenger journeys was 1,142,277,000 in 1900, or

about 30 per capita. The season tickets are usually for short journeys

and at rates much lower than the ordinary. For a double reason,

therefore, every thousand dollars of receipts for season tickets repre-

sents many more journeys than a thousand received for ordinary

tickets. Wherefore, altho a smaller proportion of season tickets belong
to third-class travel than is the case with ordinary tickets, it still seems
quite moderate to add 1/7, or 4 journeys per inhabitant, on account
of the "1,749,804 season-ticket holders." If this is fair, the total for the

United Kingdom would be 34 journeys per inhabitant.

The big traffic in Massachusetts and Great Britain is doubtless due
in large part to the high ratio of city population. Multitudes of

people use the railways to go in and out of the city to and from work
every day. The same remark applies to some extent to Australia.

The division of the railways into state systems across the main lines

of travel between the cities of Melbourne, Sydney, and Adelaide also

lifts the ratio of travel. A passenger going from Sydney to Mel-
bourne, for example, is counted in the railway returns of New
South Wales, and also in those of Victoria. But after all allowances

are made the travel in Australia is still very remarkable.

In some countries a considerable part of the passenger traffic is due

to foreign tourists, and not to home activity. This is specially true

of Italy and Switzerland and Belgium and in some degree of France

and Germany.

(15a) The freight movement in New Zealand is very large, but as

nearly the whole population is located on or close to the coast, an

unusual proportion of the total tonnage goes by water. Moreover a ton

shipped on the New Zealand railways is counted but once, since the

roads are practically all in the same hands ; whereas in this country the

same ton is counted by each railway system over which it passes. Our
figure would be only 7.4 tons per head if each ton were counted but once.

(16-21) Per capita bank deposits of all classes are highest in New
Zealand ; but savings bank deposits alone are highest in Denmark,

Switzerland and New Zealand in the order named. In ordinary life

insurance (the field in which the New Zealand Government is active).

New Zealand heads the list (see chapter 64), but including all sorts of

life and health insurance, the enormous development of mutual insur-

ance in the United States places this country far ahead of all other

nations.

(For further comments on the subjects of these columns, see

chapters 15, 19, 42, 43 and 64.)

{22) New Zealand has the lowest national death rate in the world.

Some few parts of the United States have a lower rate,—Idaho,

Nebraska, Wyoming, Oregon, and Oklahoma about 8 per 1000, and the

Dakotas 7,—but the great majority of our states, especially those

containing large cities, have a much higher death rate than New
Zealand. Every one of the Australian colonies has a higher rate also,
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Table 5.

Country

United States .

Australia ....

New Zealand .

Massachusetts .

Switzerland . .

United Kingdom

France

Germany ....

Denmark . . .

Holland .

Belgium . . .

Sweden ....

Norway ....

Austria

Hungary ....

Spain

Italy

Kussia

Turkey .."...

Europe

World

Life Insurance

(21)

Amount of

substantial

life insurance

per

inhabitant

No. of

policies per

1000

inhabitants

8196

130

113

26

95

20

32

14

206

80

10.5

50

9

20

Death Rate

(22)

Deaths per year per looo inhabitants

1890

19.6

15 3

10.

20.8

195

22.6

24 4

19.

20.5

20.6

17.1

17.9

29.4

3i.4

26.4

1899

to

1900

17.8

12.7

9.4

17.7

17.6

18.3

21.1

21.5

17 5

17.1

18.8

17.6

16.8

25.4

27.

22.1

Average

for

ten years

18.

9.8

19.

18.5

21.6

22.5

17.7

18.6

19.2

16.4

16.5

27.1

30.3

24.6

There is, in fact, a prodigious waste of labor in most countries of

Europe. The number of farmers and farm laborers in Europe is

just nine times that of the United States, while the weight of food

raised is only double ; that is, it takes 4^ Europeans to raise as much

food as one American."

In manufactures and constructive work, one American, with our

machinery and organization, produces as much on an average as two

Englishmen or four Spaniards; one Englishman is equal to 2 Russians

or lYi Italians; and 2 Englishmen accomplish as much as 3 French-

men or Belgians.

If the hours of labor are taken into account, the difference in

efficiency is even greater than the table indicates. Taking the cotton

industry, for example, a mill in Bohemia, where the hands work
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Table 6.

Country

United States .

Austria

New Zealand .

Massachusetts .

Switzerland . .

United Kingdom

France

Germany ....

Denmark . . .

Holland ....

Belgium ....

Sweden ....

Korway ....

Austria

Hungary ....

Spain

Italy

Russia

Turkey

Europe

World

EFFICIENCY OF LABOR
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where wages are high is actually lower on the average than where

wages are low. That is why America can compete with Europe's low-

paid workers in their own markets.

The superiority of American labor is partly due to the moral and

intellectual atmosphere in which the workers live; the social and

psychologic conditions ; the possibilities that lie open to them, the

hopes that inspire them, the modes of thought and habits of work of

those about them. I was told in Berlin of a German workman who
was brought to America and became a most energetic and efficient

worker here. He was then transplanted by the firm to their factory

in Germany with the hope that he would teach American ways to the

workers over there. But the old world atmosphere was too much
for him, and instead of lifting his companions to his new level, they

dragged him down to his old style of life and labor. In Great Britain

the trade-unions are accused of limiting production in some instances.

I was told, for instance, by a very high authority that a bricklayer

is sometimes limited there to 300 bricks a day, while an American will

lay 1200.

The high average income in New Zealand would indicate an average

efficiency of labor quite equal to ours in view of the similarity as to the

percentage of population engaged in gainful occupations. Nothing like

complete data are obtainable, however, and the figures for manufactures

give a somewhat lower efficiency than in this country tho considerably

above the English level. Our superior machine power and business

organization give us a clear lead in manufactures.

There is no question but that the United States is far in advance

of other countries in productive power, and if it were not for our para-

sites in city slums and stock-e.xchanges, etc., our product and income

per inhabitant would be the greatest in the world. But New Zealand,

with a lower productive power and fewer parasites, excels us in per

capita income.

(26-28) The relatively high wages of ordinary labor in New Zealand,

and of skilled labor in the United States, appear in these columns and

are still more clearly brought out in columns 69 to 80. In all com-

parisons it must be remembered that in New Zealand and Australia the

$1.25 to $1.75 for ordinary adult labor (carpenters, bricklayers, stone-

masons, painters, plumbers, watchmakers, etc.) is for an 8-hour day,

while in other countries the hours are usually 10 to 14 and sometimes in

Europe even 16. In this country, however, even allowing for the

difference of hours, skilled labor is better paid than anywhere else. If

the salaries of managers could be tabulated, the high payment for

skill in the United States would receive additional emphasis. The

tendency in New Zealand is toward equalization. The wage scale here

runs from $100 to $1,000,000 a year and the constantly ascending

maximum indicates a strong tendency to wide differentiation. There is,

however, a counter movement ; the trade-unions tend to equalize pay in

trades where their organization approaches completeness, and as the

unions combine in larger associations it is probable that further equali-

zation will take place between the different trades. Cooperative indus-
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Table 7.
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Continent. Besides the 125 pounds of beef, mutton, and pork, we
• devour 28 pounds of fish per capita, and an unknown quantity of

poultry and game. Europe has 11 pounds of fish, and Great Britain 40
pounds per inhabitant. We have been known to eat 160 eggs apiece,

while Great Britain stops with 91. We replenish our sweetness with

65 pounds of sugar per individual against 35 in Great Britain and
Switzerland, 28 in Germany, 20 in Denmark and 15 in Russia. Our con-

sumption of grain is also large, but we do not patronize potatoes

much as compared with European countries—3^ bushels per capita

here, 7 in the United Kingdom, 13 in France, and 24 in Germany. A
considerable part, however, of the German quota of potatoes is

absorbed in the form of cheap brandy.

We have no satisfactory data for New Zealand under this head,

and the figures given for other countries are probably no more than

rough approximations. An accurate comparison of the amounts of

nutriment taken by different peoples would be of great interest, but

so far as we know the materials for such a comparison have not been

collected. Within the same race the relation between efficiency and
diet is quite apparent. But the rule seems to fail as between one race

and another. The Chinese can work hard on a diet that would make a

white man's stomach go into insolvency or petition for a receivership.

One of the most interesting facts brought out by the columns under
discussion is that in some of the countries having the best and fullest

diet the expenditure for food and drink is less than in some countries

much more poorly nourished. There is a vicious circle; poor food, low

energy, small wages, small product, high prices, low nourishment: and
a golden circle; good food, high energy, good wages, large product,

low prices, full nourishment.

The small per cent of palate expense that goes for liquor in New
Zealand and Switzerland is noticeable. The amount of alcohol con-

sumed per head is very low in New Zealand and very high in Switzer-

land, France, etc., owing to the cheap wines so popular with the com-
mon people in Switzerland, France, and Italy.

(37-39) Pauperism and crime should be taken into account in esti-

mating civilization, but the data are very unsatisfactory. Mulhall gives

26 paupers per thousand inhabitants for the United Kingdom, 8 for

France, 7 for Germany, 20 for Holland, 48 for Sweden, etc., but in some
cases the figures represent complete and hopeless pauperism, while in

others they relate to all persons assisted by public or private charity.

We have taken in all cases the persons assisted, so far as we can get

data. But here again we are met by the fact that the same person is

frequently helped by two or more societies and so gets counted two or

three times in the returns. Holland's 46 per thousand, for example, is

probably double the true figure. The figures in the table are per hundred
of population, not per thousand, as in this citation from Mulhall. The
returns for the United States are by no means complete, and our figure

is probably below the truth.

The proportion of persons in prison may indicate the tendency to

crime, or the degree of strictness in punishing wrong-doing, or both.
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Table 8.

Country

United States

Australia

New Zealand

Massachusetts

Switzerland

(G. B. . )

United Kingdom-'
( Ireland )

France

Germany

Denmark

Holland

Belgium .

Sweden
I

Norway I

Austria

Hungary

Spain

Italy

Russia in Europe

Turkey

Europe

Pauperism

Num^^er of assisted

persons per lOO

of population

(37)

1.5

4.

4.

4t)

4S

2 I

:5 i

Crime and Criminals

I'risoners

per looo of

population

(38)

1.32

1.50

.6

1.07

1.

.8

.8t

.5

.4

2 37

1 55

Convictions

yearly per looo

inhabitants

(39)

The extent to which reformatories are developed also produces a

marked effect on prison statistics unless their occupants are included in

the prison population, as they are in some countries, Italy, for example.

* The data in respect to convictions are framed on such different

bases in different countries that no fairly comparable figures can be

given. The reported number of convictions per thousand of population

may or may not include convictions in the police courts; may relate only

to crimes or to the total of crimes and minor offenses, etc. How
different the data may be for the same country with different methods

will appear from a few illustrations. In New Zealand if we take the

number of convictions in the upper courts we have .35 to .5 per year

per 1000 of population; if we take all convictions we have 18. to 25. per

year per 1000; and if we take the number of persons yearly put in
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prison we have 2.7 per 1000. For the same year that New Zealand had

18 convictions per thousand of inhabitants, Victoria had 23, Tasmania

23.4, South AustraHa 16.8, Queensland 25.7, New South Wales 36, and

West Australia 44. Even where the basis of the returns is the same

in two or more countries the differences in the data may represent dif-

ferent degrees of laxity or strictness in the law or its enforcement rather

than a difference in morality. In France, for example, the convictions

are 17 per thousand; in Hungary 9, and in Italy only 11; yet all these

countries are less moral than the Australian colonies. The fact is

simply that many things that go unpunished in these countries would

not be tolerated in Australia.

The ratio for crime is rising; that is, convictions are increasing faster

than population, in nearly all countries : France, Germany, Holland,

Denmark, Norway, Russia, Italy, Australasia and the United States.

(40-44) (48) The cooperators of Great Britain did a business last

year (1901) of more than $400,000,000 with $45,000,000 of profits. In

the last 40 years they have done over 6 billion dollars' worth of busi-

ness with 565 million dollars of profits, which have remained in the

hands of the working people instead of going to build the fortunes

of monopolists. There are over 2,000,000 members of cooperative

societies in the United Kingdom and more than 2^ million in

Germany. If we multiply the membership by 4 to get the total

number of men, women and children connected with cooperative

industries, we shall get 20 per cent of the population in the United

Kingdom and Germany, 50 per cent in Switzerland and 60 per cent

in Denmark.'' The organization on the Continent, however, is by no

means so complete as in England and Scotland. Continental

cooperation consists for the most part of peoples' banks and grocery

stores which are not well federated; whereas, in Great Britain there

is not merely cooperation among the members of productive and

distributive societies, but the societies themselves cooperate, having

formed great Wholesale Associations and a Cooperative Union, which

include nearly all the societies in the country. This is cooperation

raised to the second power, and makes the movement immensely

stronger than on the Continent. The Continental cooperators are

making vigorous efforts to federate and establish wholesale societies

on the English plan. Codperation is growing at the rate of 40 per cent

in 5 years in Great Britain, 50 per cent in 5 years in Switzerland, 50

per cent in 4 years in Germany, and 50 per cent in 3 years in Holland.

In the United States also it is growing very fast. As the result

of the work of one Professor, T. L. Haecker, of the University of

^ The same method applied to the United States gives 50 per cent of the
population as connected with some form of cooperation, mutual insurance,
building and loan association, cooperative store or productive plant, etc.

This certainly seems too large a figure, and these percentages are probably
above the fact along the whole line, the reason being that the same indi-

vidual often belongs to two or more cooperative groups, and is, therefore,
counted twice in gumming up the total cooperative membership. Then,
when this overlarge membership figure is multiplied by 4, the error in it

is multiplied as well as the truth, and the resulting percentage is considerably
too high.
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Table 9.

COUiNTKY

United States . ,

Australia ....

New Zealand .

JIassachusetts .

Switzerland . .

United Kingdom

France

Germany . . . . ,

Denmark . . . . ,

Holland . . . . ,

Belgium

Sweden

Norway

Austria

Hungary

Spain

Italy

Russia

Turkey

Europe

Number

of

cooperative

societies

(40)

18,000

COOPBKATIVE INUUSIRY

Annual Business

3,400

3,000

1,500

18,200

2,500

2,000

2,2()n

324

5,930

1,200

2C0

4,500

1,950
Artels

and land i

coop. !

Ordinary,

niillions

(41)

Banking ami
insurante,
niilliuns

150.

40.

400.

72.

75.

50.

12.

15.

38.

4.

1.5

28.

8.5

(42)

450

40

8

850

18

406

G

J 75

I I

Mcnibcr-

sliip

in

millions

(43)

9.

1.6

2.

1. :-

2.5;

.35

.3

.27

.04

.7

.17

.C3

1.

.14

I'er cent of

families con*

nectcd with

cooperative

enterprises

(44)

50.

50.

20.

11.

20.

60.

22.

1.5.

11.

3.4

Minnesota Dairy School, 6oo creameries have been organized on the

cooperative plan in Minnesota in the last lO years ; 6/7 of all the

creameries in the State arc cooperative, with a membership of 50.000

farmers. Out of 50 creameries in Massachusetts 28 are cooperative.

There are altogether about 3800 cooperative creamery associations

in the United States with something like 300,000 members and a pro-

duction of $80,000,000 a year. Then there are fanners' purchasing and

distributing societies with 500,000 members. Fruit growers' cooperative

organizations have been formed in nine states with about 100.000

members. One society, the Southern California Fruit E.xchange, is

doing a business of $9,000,000 a year. There arc also cooperative saw-

mills, starch factories, canning factories, grist-mills, grain ^levators,
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etc. A large number of cooperative telephone exchanges flourish in

the rural districts of the Middle West. Store cooperation is very

weak ; only about 200 in the whole country, with about 60,000 members
and 7 millions of business,-—a tremendous contrast to the 5000

cooperative stores of the United Kingdom, with nearly 2 million

members and 400 millions of business, in a nation with only about half

our population.

When we pass to cooperative credit and insurance, the United

States takes a leading place. We have 5302 cooperative credit associa-

tions, wntli lYz million members doing 330 millions of business per

year. And there are about 3,800 cooperative insurance societies, life,

accident, fire, hail, etc., with something like 7 million members and

120 millions of premium receipts per year. The figures of the table,

except as indicated in note 4, are below the truth for the United States.'^

Cooperative insurance and the form of cooperative credit, known as

building and loan associations, have attained phenomenal proportions in

the United States.

New Zealand is full of the cooperative spirit which, however, mani-

fests itself chiefly in the broad form of public industry. There is also

a considerable amount of ordinary cooperation in dairying, farming,

manufacturing and merchanting, but the statistics have not been col-

lected.

*The case of Russia is most interesting in this connection. The
country and about everything in it is controlled by the Royal family,

the nobles, and the clergy, forming altogether about 2 per cent of the

population. Over 80 per cent of the people are peasants. About ^
of the peasants are farmers and the rest are mere laborers. Formerly

half the peasants were serfs. They were emancipated in 1861 and

small allotments of land were given them, but the lots were too small

for subsistence, and the taxes sometimes amounted to 185 to 275 per

cent of the normal rental value of the allotments. Multitudes of

people left their homes, cattle disappeared, and more than half the adult

males, in some districts }i of the men and ys of the women, have left

their homes year after year in the dull season, and wandered over Russia

in search of work. In spite of all this there is a great deal of cooperation

among the common people. All over Russia land occupied by the village

communes, whether it belongs to the Crown or a noble or other owner,

is held by the village as a common possession, and divided up among
the people according to the number of labor units in each family. The
decisions in the village council are given by the general assembly of

all the householders, women being admitted on an equal footing with

men. Russia is also full of family "artels," or cooperative groups of

10 to 50 persons occupying a house together and sharing the expenses.

There are many business artels also, engaged in hunting, fishing, trad-

ing, building, etc. Some artels are the permanent owners of workshops,

others are associations of workers without a plant of their own. They

* For further information see articles on Cooperation in Europe and
America by the present writer in The Arena for July and August, 1903.
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Tabi^k 10.

COUNTRY

LTnited States .

Australia ....

New Zealand .

Massacliusetts .

Switzerland . .

United KinRdoni

France

Germany ....

Denmark . . .

Holland ....

Belgium ....

Sweden ....

Norway ....

Austria

Hungary ....

Spain

Italy

Russia

Turkey ....

Europe .
.~ . . .

Organization of Industry

Relative rank as to organ-

i;:ation in private industry-

Coopera-

tive

(45)

.3

.4

.5

Not fully

Cooperative

(46)

.4

.1

.3

1.

1.5

1.1

I.'-'

1.1

Relative

rank as to

public

ownership

and services

(47)

.00

..s

.01

1.09

2.it0

l.IO

•J.O.T

1.45

1.15

2.:!0

.MO

l.SO

Degree of

cooperation

public

and

private

(48)

1.8

3.

:

4..'5<)

3.2

L'.ti

1..T5

2.75

2.06

1 :i^

Approach

to

industrial

peace

U9)

15.

45.

99.

10.

20.

IS.

16.

1.5.

present an endless variety in size and economic character. Contractors

always prefer to deal with an artel. Every artel accepts work and

makes engagements as a body. The work nndertaken is distributed

among the members by the societj*. Incompetency and laziness meet

with no toleration. Artels flourish all over European Russia. It is

clear that the percentage of cooperation among the common people of

Russia is considerable, but we have no definite data except in regard

to 1950 cooperative stores.

This matter is dwelt upon at some length because cooperation i.* ilu-

basic principle of civilization and social progress.

(45-49) These columns are intended to show in a broad way the

relative condition of the various countries in respect to the organization

of industry, and the elimination of industrial conflict. A circle was

drawn to represent the total industries of each nation, and the indus-
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tries that are public or cooperative were platted on the circle in

proportion to their A'olume in relation to the whole industrial system of

the country; then taking private cooperation in Great Britain as a unit,

the coordination of industry in other countries was judged by that

standard.

Column 46 represents organization not fully cooperative. The trusts,

for example, do away with large blocks of conflict among manu-

facturers and groups of business men, and constitute a great advance

in organization, but they are cooperative as yet only on the inside.

The approach to industrial peace is a function of public ownership,

cooperation, profit sharing, collective bargaining, development of in-

dustrial arbitration, and due influence and representation of the work-

ing classes in the Government, so that justice may be done and the

causes for conflict eliminated. New Zealand's immunity from strikes

and lockouts for over 8 years under her arbitration law ranks her

far ahead of all other nations in respect to industrial peace. And

when her development in cooperation is equal to her development in

arbitration, she will have industrial harmony as well as industrial peace.

(50) The data as to the average size of estates relate to farms. In

Australia and New Zealand wide areas are held as sheep runs on

lease from the Government. In 1880 the average freehold estate in

New Zealand was 167 acres, and the average sheep run was 12,000

acres. In Queensland the average freehold was 478 acres and the

average sheep run 36,000 acres. In West Australia the average free-

hold was 950 acres and the sheep run was 5,300. In South Australia

the average freehold was 296 acres, and average sheep run 78,000.

In Victoria the freehold was 321 and the sheep run 23,300; and in New
South Wales the freehold was 634 acres and the sheep run 30,700. In

New Zealand 10,000 squatters held 12,000,000 acres of pasture, and

24,000 land owners held 4,100,000 acres of freehold. In New South

Wales 40,000 owners held 25,500,000 acres of freehold and 4,300

squatters held 133,200,000 acres of pasture.

In estimating the percentage of the population holding agricultural

land it seems fair to add the number of persons leasing farming lands

from the State on the perpetuity system to the number of freeholders.

This gives 15 per cent for New Zealand as compared with 8 per

cent in the United States and ^ of i per cent in the United Kingdom.

Some years ago it was stated in the British Parliament that 710

persons owned % of England, 70 men owned Vi of Scotland and 13,000

(or a little more than one-thirtieth of i per cent of the population)

owned % of the whole United Kingdom."

» Westminster Review, Vol. 144. p. 031, Decemb^T, 1895, citing an

addi-oss made in 1891, by the chairman of the Liberal Association at

(ilasgow, who also stated that "during Victoria's reign 1,225,000 persons

have died of famine, 3,608.000 have been evicted by landlords, 4,186,000

have emigrated by necessity. During the last 20 years, 1,000,000 acres of land

have gone out of cultivation. During the last 10 years £60,000,000 ($300,-

000,000) have been paid to landlords for mine rents and royalties."
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Table 11.

Country

United States .

Air-tralia ....

New Zealand

Massachusetts

Switzerland . .

United Kingdom

France

Germany ....

Denmark . . .

Holland ....

Belgium . . .

Sweden ....

Norway ....

Austria

Hungary

Spain

Italy

RiiHsia

Turkey

Europe ....

CONCENTRATION OF WEALTH

Average area
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to England again, we find that in 1688 she was a nation of small

properties, Ys of the agriculturalists having property interests in the

soil. To-day j4 of the agriculturalists are hired laborers. The con-

centration of ownership is phenomenal.

(52) Considering all sorts of wealth the congestion is greatest in the

United States, where i per cent of the people own over % the total

wealth, or more than all the rest of the people (99 per cent) put

together, and 50 per cent of the people own practically nothing beyond

their small supply of household goods. Our wealth, however, is so

great and part of it so well diffused that the middle and artisan classes

are much better off on an average than in European countries in spite

of the tremendous aggregation of wealth in the hands of our multimil-

lionaires. A few years ago it was estimated that we had some 4000

millionaries and multimillionaires, owning about % of the wealth of the

nation, while the United Kingdom had 10,000 millionaires holding

about 3-4 of the wealth. The data for the conclusion that i per cent

of the families in this country own more than 50 per cent of the

wealth will be found in Dr. Spahr's "Distribution of Wealth."

In Massachusetts the probates for 1889 to 1891, as tabulated in the

report of the Labor Commissioner for 1894, give 14,608 inventoried

estates, and something over 10,000 for which no inventory was filed

;

500 of the 14,608 were estates of $50,000 and over, aggregating $85,179,-

416. The total amount of the 14,608 estates was $155,558,788. The
total number of adult deaths in Massachusetts during the 3 years

named was a little over 60,000. If the 10,000 estates for which no

inventory was filed averaged substantially the same as the 14,608

inventoried estates, about 800 persons out of 60,000 owned more than

half of the total wealth. And on the theory adopted by statisticians

that the distribution of wealth averages the same among the living

as among those dying in a period of years, the wealth congestion in

Massachusetts is represented by ij^ per cent.

The same method applied to the data of adult deaths and estates

of deceased persons recorded in the New Zealand Year Books gives 3

per cent of the population owning ]^ of the wealth. In the United

Kingdom i^ per cent of the families own property equal to half the

total wealth, public and private; 2 per cent of the families own 3

times as much of the private wealth of the country as the remaining

98 per cent
; 93 per cent of the people own less than 8 per cent

of the wealth ; and 10 per cent of the people have half as much again

income as the other 90 per cent. In Prussia 10 per cent of those receiv-

ing registered incomes' have ^ the total income. In Brazil 5 per cent

of the families have over 14 the total income. In Russia about 2 per

cent of the people own more than ]/; of the wealth.

(53-56) If we plat the movement of wealth congestion from 1800

to 1900 as well as the facts obtainable enable us to do, we find that

the curve of progressive concentration in the United States strikes the

vertical about 8 decade units above the year 1900. So that we appear to

be moving at the rate of 12 per cent in a decade toward an industrial
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Table 12.

Cdintky

United states

Australia

New Zealand

Massachusetts

Switzerland

United Kingdom . . . .

France

Germany

Denmark

Holland

Belgium

Sweden
)

Norway )

Austria )

Hungary )

Spain

Italy

Kussia

Turkey

Europe

Movement op Industrial and Political Power

Decenni.il increase in

concentration

of wealth

(53)

9

12..-)

3..5

.3

of industrial
control

(54)

25s;

5.

Decennial decrease in

concentration

of wealth

(55)

10^

of industrial
control

(56)

l(H

20

Decennial

movement

toward

political

equalization

(57)

-r 20

+ 42

-i-2

H 16

— 1

30

+
"

monarchy or condensed aristocracy in whicli tnic man or a handful of

men would own the bulk of the nation's wealth.

The growth of great trusts and the combination and consolidation

of railroads, mines, manufactures and mercantiie business, added to

the increasing concentration of individual ownership, is centering the

control and management of industry at a rate much higher than even

the extraordinary rise of personal ownership. It is estimated that

railway mergers and unions, giant trusts, corporations, combines, and

consolidations, control about a iiuarler of the nation's wealth, whereas

in 1890 they did not control a tenth part of our total resources. Out of

150 great trusts listed on pp. 676-7 and 679 of the Review of Reviews

for June, 1899, only 15 existed before 1890, and even the few trusts

that were born before that date have grown in stature and increased

in power and capital enormously. The lists referred to included only
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siiih trusts as had lo millions or more of capital stock and bonds;

a trust having less than lo millions was deemed too small for the

society. The writer estimated the total number of trusts at about 500

(353 had been listed by the New York Journal of Commerce), and 500

more agreements and pools among apparently independent concerns,

covering altogether a capitalization of perhaps 7 or 8 billions not

including railways and some other franchise combines.

Nearly the whole railway system with its 11 billions of capitalization

is now controlled by a few great interests, and railway combines, coal,

iron, steel and shipping trusts, banking interests, street railway syndi-

cates, etc., are gravitating into compound combinations of the 2d, 3d,

5th, loth, 20th power, and gathering round the little groups of which

J. P. Morgan and John D. Rockefeller are the powerful centers. The

Journal of Commerce reports that 1901 was a greater year for trust

formation than even the boom year of 1899. The total capitalization

represented in the consoHdations of that one year, 1901, was $2,805,-

475,000. On the whole, after reviewing a mass of data too great for

insertion here, from the railway pools of 1870 and the coal combine of

1872 to the billion dollar steel trust that is now close to a billion and a

half, and the internationaL shipping trust, which is Mr. Morgan's latest

constructive effort, we believe that the concentration of industrial

control in the last ten years amounts to about 25 per cent on the scale

of 100 per cent for the union of the hulk of the country's industrial

interests.

In Great Britain the telephone monopoly has received a severe

blow in the law of 1899, giving municipalities the right to

establish telephone exchanges and authorizing the post-office to spend

$10,000,000 on a postal telephone system for London. The splendid

growth of cooperation has also tended toward equalization. But on the

other hand there has been a large development of trusts and militarism

tending in the opposite direction. Ten years ago there were practically

no trusts in England. But the fever struck her in 1897 and she has

now a list of thirty or forty pretty well grown combines, some of them,

having capitalizations of 16, 30, 40, 46, and even 90 million dollars

apiece, which last for Great Britain is about equivalent to 170 millions

for us,—not large compared with our biggest, but tremendous com-

pared to anything known in England before this decade.

On the continent there are many small combines, but big trusts are

rare. France, Austria, Russia, and Belgium, have all felt the force of

industrial gravitation in the last decade, but the only country of

Europe that has manifested any disposition to follow in the footsteps

of the United States is Germany. She is said to possess 200 trusts or

more, mostly small according to our standards, but her coal-ring and

rolling-mill and water-transportation trusts are big enough to interest

even Mr. Morgan.

The trusts of Europe are not causing the disturbance incident to

their development here, owing to the fact that they have shown a

much more moderate temper in regard to prices than our giants have,

which is owing in its turn perhaps to the fact that the trusts in Europe
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have no such hold on tlie Government or the railways as they have

with us. Nevertheless they have produced a decided increase in the

concentration of industrial control.

In New Zealand the movement has been the other way during the

last decade. The progressive land and income taxes, the public em-

ployment bureaus, cooperative labor, the arbitration law, old-age pen-

sions, resumption and division of large estates, etc., have produced

a decided decrease in the concentration of wealth. Add to this, the

nationalization of credit with the powerful effect of the arbitration law

on the equalization of industrial control, and it is clear that the Liberal

movement has carried the people a long way from the former concen-

tration of industrial power.

In Switzerland the nationalization of the railways and the action

of direct progressive taxation, etc., has caused a decrease in wealth

congestion, and the national initiative (1891) together with the pro-

portional representation movement in the cantons, and some other

gains, has resulted in a strong movement toward the equalization of

industrial control.

(57) In estimating the movement of a decade toward political

equalization we may consider manhood and womanhood suffrage

under good ballot laws as the basis, and the institutions tending to

make the voting effective in controlling government as percentages

of the basis, so that equal manhood suffrage under republican govern-

ment with direct nominations, proportional representation and direct

legislation would be substantially 50 per cent of complete equalization

;

and woman suffrage with similar appurtenances would fill out the other

50 per cent. Or we may treat the development of manhood and woman-
hood suffrage, direct nominations, proportional representation, direct

legislation, etc., all on one plane as direct percentages of the field of

political equality. The former method is the more philosophic, perhaps,

but as the latter is simpler and gives more moderate percentages of

progress, we will adopt it here. Opinions differ as to the relative impor-

tance of the various elements of equalization, and as they are all very

important and their relative values cannot be precisely estimated, it

may be well to divide the field equally among the measures most

necessary to consider; thus:

20 'y 20^

Proper. Rep. ' Direct Legis.

Before 1890 New Zealand had direct nominations (20 per cent) and

perhaps 12 per cent of level manhood suffrage under the Australian

ballot, the plural votes of the rich in city and state elections

taking off at least 8 of the 20 per cent allotted to level man-

hood suffrage; also municipal suffrage for women ta.xpayers with

plural voting, amounting to less than a twentieth of full suffrage,

national and municipal, for all women. New Zealand had, therefore,

about 67 per cent of political equality to get. In the decade 1889 to

T900 she has secured the missing 8 per cent of manhood suffrage

by establishing the principle of one-man-one-vote in national and local

20^ 20 9c 20 '/f

Man. Suf. Wom. Suf. Direct Notns.
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elections and 19 per cent more through full woman suffrage, making

2y per cent (or 4 tenths of the 68 per cent she needed in reference to the

measures named). The reduction of the terms of Senators from life

to seven years whereby the republican organization of government

(that we have assumed as the basis of our estimate) was rendered

more perfect and the effectiveness of all equalizing measures increased,

and the political relation of industrial equalization, certainly should

not count for less than 15 or 16 per cent.

By a similar calculation the attainment of the federal initiative in

Switzerland, and the growth of proportional representation with

some other political progress and the reactions of accomplished in-

dustrial equalization, indicate a movement of about 18 per cent, which

would be nearer 50 per cent if we placed the percentage according to

our own estimate of the relative importance of the national initiative,

proportional representation, and the public ownership of railways

instead of working on the equal division plan outlined above.

In Belgium the extension of the suffrage (1893), direct election

of senators, and complete establishment of proportional representation

(1899) in both local and national elections, points to a development

of 30 per cent in advance of where she stood in 1890. In 1866 the

Belgian serfs were freed. In 1893 universal suffrage was granted

under threat of a universal strike, and the number of voters is now
1,473,000 against 135,000 who would have the franchise under the

old system. But the controlling power has been kept in the hands

of the well-to-do minority by giving 2 or 3 votes to landowners,

heads of families who pay land tax, and professional men. This is

not equal rights, and another universal strike is threatened if the

Government does not recognize the claims of all classes to equal

representation in Parliament, as in England, France, Switzerland,

Germany, and even Spain, to say nothing of America and Australia.

From a system under which 8 men in ico were voters Italy has

passed in the last decade to "universal suffrage" by the law of 1895.

But the actual equalization is much less than the difference of legis-

lation would indicate. Something more than a form of words on the

statute book is necessary to real government by the people, and this

fact was never more clearly proved than by the history of Italy. In

1880 there were 627,838 registered electors out of a population of 28,-

437,000; 15,158 of the 627,838 were on the voting list because of their

wealth, 489,044 had the suffrage because they paid $8 taxes, and the

right of 112,906 depended on their education and social influence. The

Ultramontanes would not register even when they were qualified, for

they do not believe in elections ; "neither elections nor elected,'' is their

motto. By the laws of 1891 and 1892 all males of 21 years who
could read and write, and paid $4 taxes were entitled to vote. In

1892, 1,639,298 voted out of 2,934,445 who had the right. By the law

of 1895 all males over 21 who can read and write and who either have

a moderate elementary education, or pay $4 taxes, or own, manage,

or occupy realty of a certain rental value ($20 to $100 a year) are entitled

to the ballot. This seems liberal, but now note how small the value
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of suffrage laws may be. In the elections of 1895 the Ministry feared

defeat, and the Government officials therefore struck off from the vot-

ing list the names of all persons suspected of hostility or even luke-

warmness toward the Ministry. At Bologna, for example, 6000 were

struck off from a total of 49.000, at Padua 5000 out of 25,000, at

Treviso 18,000 out of 39,000. Altogether the Government assassinated

or removed 600,000 votes. In a male population of 8 millions there

were 2400,000 registered voters, which number was reduced to

T,800,000, and only about half of these took part in the election. As

long as such things are possible we cannot estimate the real advance

toward equalization in Italy at any high figure.

Add to all this the king and a Senate appointed by him for life, and

various other interferences with Government by the People, and you

w'ill see that the figures of columns 57 to 62. low as they are,

are not too low to express the facts.

Australia has made decided improvement in male suffrage, and

the most sweeping additions on record in relation to woman suffrage.

For years women have had municipal suft'rage in all the Australian

colonies and in the last eight years three of the states have given

women the ballot in state elections, besides which the Commonwealth

this year (1902) adopted woman suffrage for national elections, making

altogether an advance of 10 points in the 27 necessary for complete

franchise if we regard the national government as equal in importance

to the sum of the state governments, and consider local affairs equal to

state interests.

The constitution of the Australian Commonwealth, which went into

operation January i, 1901, provides for the popular election of senators,

who are to hold for 6 years. And also declares that if either House

of the Assembly passes a constitutional amendment twice and the

other House rejects it or amends it in a way the first House will not

agree to, the Governor General may submit the question to the

people for decision at the polls. These advances with some minor

improvements are roughly represented as a progress of 20 per cent

on the conditions existing ten years ago. We have not been able to

ascertain whether the political power of organized wealth has increased

or diminished; the evidence is not harmonious. The severe panic of

1893 weakened the influence of capital ; and tho the strike of 1890 hurt

the labor unions, the organized workingmcn's ballot has more than

made up for that. Plenty yet remains to be done, however. State

senators are still appointed by the Governor for life in two of the

colonies, and in one of these and all the other five states, a property

qualification, or plural voting, or both, arc still important elements of

the suffrage in elections for one or both Houses. But with direct

nominations and the alphabetic ballot, popular election of senators, a

large measure of equal suffrage, and a taste of the referendum,

Australia ought to go a long distance in the next decade toward tlie

completion of political equalization.

In the United States in the last ten years three states have adopted

the initiative and referendum, another state has municipal direct
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legislation for such municipalities as accept the law, and still another

has a 'public opinion law" which admits the definite expression of

public opinion by a ballot in response to an initiative petition. It

does not make the expressed opinion of the people binding on the

legislators, but in practise that effect is likely to follow. A number

of other states have passed partial measures applying the initiative or

referendum or both to certain franchises, municipal charters, or other

specific subjects, and some cities have obtained the referendum in their

charters. If we neglect the territories and set down the combined

initiative and referendum on state legislation throughout the country as

45 points, allow 45 points more for complete direct legislation in

municipal affairs, and represent the full initiative and referendum in

national affairs by another 45 points, regarding the nation as

equal to the sum of the states, and the local affairs of each state as

equivalent in importance to the state interests, we shall have a total

of 135 points for direct legislation in all interests throughout the United

States. On this basis a liberal estimate would place the gain of the

decade at 14 points above the 9 or 10 points possessed ten years ago,

including the town meeting system in the states using it—an advance

of 50 per cent perhaps on former conditions in this field, but only

about 10 per cent of the total, and 11 per cent of the suffrage road that

was still to be traversed, or 2 per cent on the zvhole work of equaliza-

tion.

Five states have given some or all of their cities the right to make
their own charters, about 3.5 full points out of 45. Three states have

given women full suffrage, state and municipal, in the last decade, and

seven others partial local suffrage—about 8 points added to the 6

possessed before 1890, counting municipal suffrage as l point, the right

to vote in state elections as i, and school suffrage as y^. The gain has

been less than i per cent of the ground to be traveled on this line to

cover the whole 135 points, but much more than i per cent of the

difficulty. The conditions in a few of our cities have improved and

some other less important advances have been made, but on the

other hand the unequal franchise amendments in some of our southern

states, the tremendous increase in the concentration of wealth and

industrial control, and the growing influence of the great monopolies in

elections and in legislative and administrative affairs, have produced

a powerful counter movement. More and more the giant interests

succeed in getting their men elected or appointed to office. More and

more they are able to control the policy of the Government, whether

it be in war or peace. No one who has watched the gathering powei

of trust and railroad combines and other aggregations of capital in the

last decade, and noted the purchase of senatorships, the election and

appointment of trust attorneys, the blocking of legislation, and even

the open defiance of law on the part of great corporations, can fail to

realize that it is not improbable that on the whole America has lost

ground in the last ten years in respect to the equalization of power in

spite of the 6 or 7 per cent gain through the growth of direct legislation

and the other progressive movements indicated above. We are quite
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Table 13.

Country

United States

Austrnlia

New Zealand ......

Mas<?achusetts

Switzerland

United Kingdom ....

France

Germany

Denmark
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HunKary j
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Russia

Turkey

Europe
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^ -veri)!!! ni
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100

100

100

100

100
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%
1
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of m iking'
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(60)
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70

75

60

90

12

50
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30

28

GO

20

18

18

16
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Gove nniunt
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voters

(61)

By
all the
peiple

(62)

•IG

7J

75

58

00

38

44

26

20

25

5 J

18

14

12

10

23

52

75

29

45

20

22

13

13

12

26

clear that England has lost somewhat, for she has had no great political

advance to balance the accumulating pressure of monopoly and mili-

tarism. And it is possible that the balance is on the wrong side

with us also. The movement of thought in the direction of more

perfect political equalization is very clear and strong, but it has not yet

crystallized into law to any large extent, whereas the growth of monopolj

has put itself into politics as fast as it came into being. The future

belongs to liberal thought, but the present belongs too largely to

monopoly.

(58-62) We are given to understand by Fourth of July orators and

other reliable persons, that we have "Government by and for the

People" in America, but when we get to figuring on the thing we
cannot make the statement materialize. It is true that the dominant

political sentiment in the United States recognizes the principle of
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government by the people, but the actual facts diflfer from the sentiment.
The sentiment is not yet thoroly embodied in the law. If we represent
full control by the people by a circle, we shall

have at once to shade ofif half of it as not being
in the light of self-government because one-half

the citizens of age and discretion cannot vote.

It is true that in 4 of our states women vote on
the same terms as men and in 26 they have
school or municipal suffrage, but these additions

are more than balanced by the disfranchisement

of large masses of negro citizens in some of the

southern states.

Then our system of voting is such that when
there are more than two candidates for an ofifice the successful candi-
date is frequently elected by a minority of those voting. Several
Presidents have been chosen by a minority. As many as 17 at a time
of the Governors of our states have been minority electees, and it is a
common thing for a mayor or representative to be elected by a minority
of the votes cast. The district system with plurality elections, produces
remarkable results on this line. A "Democratic" government in New
Jersey divided the State so that Democratic districts of 11,000 and
12,000 people were allowed one state legislator each, while some
Republican districts were marked off so as to have one representative
to 30,000 or 40,000 people. On the other hand, in Iowa, with little over"
half the votes, we have seen the Republicans elect all but i

of II Congressmen, instead of the 6 they were entitled to under a
fair system of proportional representation. In Maine a few years ago
with 53 per cent of the votes the Republicans elected every Congress-
man. In Iowa a Democrat weighed only 1/9 as much as a Republican

;

and in Maine a Democrat weighed nothing;

while in Kentucky a Democrat weighed 7 times

as much as a Republican. In 1897 there was
I Republican in Congress from New York for

every 27,000 Republican votes in that State, and
I Democrat for each 100,000 Democratic votes.

Massachusetts in 1899 had i State Senator for

each 5800 Republican votes cast in the election,

and I Democratic Senator for each 15,400 Demo-
cratic votes. So between the plurality rule and
the district system it happens that about half,

and sometimes more than half, not merely of the voters but of those
who voted, have no one in Congress or Legislature for whom they
voted. The representatives of half the voters or ^ of the people make
the laws. It appears, therefore, that we must shade off another
quarter of the circle.

Again, a quorum of the representatives can pass laws, and not merely
a quorum but a majority of a quorum, or the repreientatives of abou*
1/16 of the people, can legislate. And in the National House, one man,
the Speaker, through his powers of recognition and appointment of
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committees, can practically control, in large measure, the action of
Congress. Add to all these things the facts: (i) that representatives
are not selected by the people, but by party machines, the voters hav-
ing merely the privilege of electing one or

two or more persons nominated by the bosses;

(2) that corporate interests and corrupt in-

fluences often exert considerable power over

representatives; and (3) that at best the voters

have no means of vetoing their acts if they

do what the voters do not want, or of compelling

them to act if they neglect or refuse to do
what the voters do want ;—and the shade grows
over the circle till only a narrow strip of light

is left to indicate the actual control the people

have in the Government as compared with the white circle of full

control. The town-meeting system that prevails in some of the

states in the government of local affairs relieves

the situation somewhat, but allowing for this,

and other palliating circumstances, such as the

instruction of the delegates by constituencies, and
the partial restraint on officials through their

desire for re-election, which the party bosses

may not be able to control in case of too pro-

nounced a departure from the public interest,

it would still seem probable that the actual

definite government by the people in this coun-

try is amply represented by 20 per cent of the

circle.

In New Zealand all the people of age and discretion arc voters.

The people select their own representatives by direct nomination

petitions, question and pledge them, and select them without dictation

of party machines. No corrupt or monopoly influences control legisla-

tion, and no Speaker rules the House of Rep-

resentatives. But New Zealand lacks both pro-

portional representation, and the certainty of

majority choice. And she does not possess

a full set of initiative and referendum laws, so

that the people have no definite means of ex-

pressing and enforcing their will on questions

arising after election until the next triennial

period comes round, and then only one or two

leading issues can really be determined. On
the whole it seems fair to say that even in New
Zealand the people have no more than 75 per cent of full and definite

control.

In Switzerland with the initiative and referendum and proportional

representation the machinery for giving expression to the will of the

voters comes close to completeness, and the actual control by tlie

voters is very great—but as half the people do not vote, the total
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Table 14.

Country

United States

Australia

New Zealand

Massachusetts

Switzerland

United Kingdom . . . .

France

Germany

Denmark

Holland

Belgium

Sweden ">

Norway )
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Hungary j
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Bussia

Turkey
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push

(63)
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45
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(0

90

80
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10

20
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8

12

15

10

control by the whole people falls a little below half the circle. The
lime and conditions under which it may be wise to adopt woman
suffrage in Switzerland are questions for the Swiss people to settle

with the referendum, but until it is adopted government by the people

will not be complete, even tho the women may, perhaps, exert some
measure of control through their influence over the men.

Belgium has proportional representation both in national and local

elections, and direct election of a large number of Senators. If it were
not for her plural voting, and the remnant of power in the hands of

the king, the country would rank very high in respect to the equaliza-

tion of political power.

(64) The ordinary tests of national morality are its criminal records,

and the statistics of drunkenness, illegitimacy, juvenile offenses, preva-

lance of saloons, gambling dens and other places of low resort. We
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have considered these things, but have also taken into account the more
intangible but not less important indications of morality spoken of in

the third paragraph of this discussion. The disregard of personal rights

and civic justice in some of our states, the frauds of business and

politics in many states, together with the pursuit of money regardless of

humanity, makes the average of morality in the United States uncom-

fortably low. In Great Britain the high average of orderliness and

the relative purity of civic life especially in the municipalities gives

a good percentage on the whole. In Switzerland personal morality in

some of its branches is not so good as in some other countries, but

civic virtue is high. In New Zealand the personal, political and

industrial moralities are all very high.

(65-68) The rank of a nation in respect to the creation of literature

and art must depend on the number and quality of its contributions to

those departments of human effort relatively to the population. But the

literary and aesthetic environments of a people may be very excellent,

altho their country has prodrced very little in these lines. England,

for example, has given birth to the noblest literature in existence,

and with France, Italy, and Germany, has produced most of the great

works of art. Yet in none of these countries do we find so many
good books, magazines, and pictures in the homes of the masses of the

common people as in this country and in New Zealand. Our people

are also relatively well supplied with libraries. The New Zealanders

are great readers of Ruskin, Lowell, Emerson and others of the best

American and English writers. Flowers and vines and trees sur-

round the homes of the common people; and music and pictures are

to be found inside. Not even the art instruction in our common
school has done more for the aesthetic development of our people

than the illustrated magazines with their millions of beautiful pictures

sold in enormous quantities at trifling cost.

(69-80) The range of wages from 6 to 14 cents a day in Russia to

$2.50, $3.50, $5 and $6.91 in the United States is very striking; but

hardly more so than the contrast between the $6.60 paid a high-grade

engineer in Pennsylvania or the $6.91 quoted as the high-water mark

for the miners in California, and the 25 cents a day reported as the

low-water mark for farm labor in Florida and Nebraska. This mini-

mum wage is probably received by very few workers, but 50 cents a

day is a common wage in several of the Southern States, Kentucky,

North Carolina, and Texas, for example. For many occupations the

quotations reported by the United States Commissioner of Labor range

lowest in the Carolinas and highest in Illinois, California, New York

and Massachusetts. A little more equalization, as in New Zealand,

would be beneficial if it were accomplished by giving equal pay for the

same work, whether done by men or women, and by taking off

something from the highest wages, hundred-thousand-dollar and mil-

lion-dollar salaries, etc., and adding to the wage rates in the lower

part of the scale. It may seem that many low-paid workers arc worth

no more than they receive, and the problem can only be solved in

full bv thoro industrial education of every boy and girl, but while that
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intellectual, civic and industrial progress. But useful as the light of

census returns may be, it must not be forgotten that the finest part

of the life of a civilized nation, the happiness of its homes and the

earnest, just, and kindly daily life of its people, cannot be truly

grasped and registered by any mathematics known to man.

All things considered, we believe the United States to be the

finest country on earth, and will not live in any other if we can

help it. But while our country leads the world in many ways,

it is not perfect yet. We can teach other nations a great deal,

but they can teach us something, too. There are some lessons

we can learn from Great Britain in respect to municipal gov-

ernment and cooperative industr}^' ; from France and Italy in

respect to art ; from Germany in respect to the management of

public utilities, civil service, and the enforcement of honest

business methods ; from Switzerland in respect to improve-

ments in the machinery of self-government, and a fuller use of

the institutions most perfectly embodying the principle of popu-

lar sovereignty ; from New Zealand in respect to the union of

fanners, merchants, and workingmen, to elect men pledged to

legislation in the interest of the mass of the people, a policy

looking to the dififusion of wealth instead of its congestion, the

nationalization of land and credit, railways and telegraphs, coal

mines and steamships, the establishment of postal savings

banks, government insurance, public employment bureaus, the

eight-hour day, early closing of stores, weekly half holiday, old-

age pensions, judicial decision of labor disputes, cooperative

construction of public works, low fares for workingmen, free

transportation for school children, government loans at low

interest to farmers, merchants, workingmen, or capitalists,

equal rights and opportunities, political and economic, progres-

sive taxation with exemption of all improvements on small

estates, and other valuable politico-economic institutions.

For example, if we accepted some suggestions from the suc-

cesses of the said countries on the lines of advance in which

they have led the world :

We should have no strikes in the United States.

Either party to a labor difficulty could bring the matter into court for

decision by an impartial tribunal.

The anthracite coal mines would belong to the nation, instead <>f tho

coal trust.

The railways would belong to the people, and would be administered

for their benefit, without unjust discrimination, and without being

48
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used to build or maintain aggressive trusts and combines, or to

control the people's Government against the people's interest.

The telegraphs and telephones would belong to the people, with a better

and wider service, and rates less than half the present charges;

and their profits, with those of the railways, would go to the public

treasury, instead of pouring into the pockets of millionaires to

help increase the concentration of wealth.

There would be a parcels post carrying packages at rates from one-half

to a third of our express rates.

Every money-order office would be a postal savings bank, and there

would be 28 savings depositors in each 100 inhabitants instead of 7.

A farmer could borrow money from the Government at 4 per cent.

Government insurance would ofTer an absolute guarantee at half or

two-thirds the rates we now pay for an uncertain corporation guar-

antee.

The Government would own more than half the land, collect the most
rents, and be the largest owner of industrial property.

Big corporations, wealthy owners, and high- salaried officers would pay

taxes at a higher rate than individuals of moderate means and
income, instead of paying a lower rate, as they do now.

Deserving persons would be sure of a pension in old age with the liberty

of home life instead of the pauper house, and the atmosphere of

justice in place of charity.

The slums of the cities would be deposited on the land in snug little

homes, the road to which would be made so clear and smooth that

the unfortunate could travel it with case, and with no fear of

failure.

Government labor bureaus would be established to aid the unemployed
in obtaining suitable work.

Living wages would be secured, and unfair competition by conscience-

less employers would be prevented by the orders of an arbitration

court.

8 hours would be the standard day for constant labor; and with short

hours in factories, mines and stores, would go a weekly half holi-

day, and a system of regulation and inspection abolishing sweating,

bad air, unsafe machinery, etc., and securing good conditions for all

workers.

Public works would be constructed by direct cooperative labor, in place

of the contract system with its low pay for workingmen, big profits

for contractors, and tendencies to political jobbery.

Municipal government would be separated from state and national politics,

and managed by honest men, under thoro civil service rules, as a

business corporation of the cooperative sort, dealing with education,

order, fire protection, water supply, lighting, transportation, etc.

Representative government would be perfected by preferential voting,

proportional representation, and the popular recall, and, most im-
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portant of all, by extending and improving the use of the Refer-

endum and Initiative in city, state, and national legislation.

Workingmen would use their ballots to accomplish the great purposes

of industrial betterment they have in view; uniting at the ballot-

box with all who sympathize with those purposes, to elect men
pledged to their support, and to the enactment of legislation, or

rules of procedure, that will secure the benefits of the Referendum

and Initiative, which constitute the surest means of attaining all

that the people desire. The election of candidates pledged to this

alone would open the way to an easj' solution of the whole problem,

political and industrial.



CHAPTER 82.

PROPOSED GOVERNMENT CHANGES.

Some of the governmental reforms referred to in the chapter

entitled "What Next?" as being under discussion in New
Zealand, were found to occupy so much space as to render the

said chapter overlong, and so it was divided and the latest

developments in respect to Proportional Representation, Pref-

erential Voting, the Second Ballot, the Initiative and Refer-

endum, and the Popular Recall, wall be dealt with here. They

are subjects of the highest civic importance, but any thoro

consideration of their logic and philosophy and practical details

requires a care and attention which the general reader will not

.always give. Those who are familiar with these topics will

not need to be told of their vital bearing upon the future of

free institutions ; and we earnestly hope that every reader not

already familiar with them will lose no time in acquainting

himself with them. They should be fundamental and ever

present elements in the civic thought of every citizen.

Almost everyone in America believes in government by the

people, but comparatively few take the trouble to find out the

conditions of its real and efifective exercise. So many are satis-

fied with names instead of facts, and are willing to let some one

else do their thinking for them. Rome dreamed she was ' a

republic while Csesar was in truth her absolute master, and mul-

titudes to-day think they have full-fledged government by the

people, when in truth the government is still in large part a

private monopoly.

PROPORTIONAL RKPRESENTATION.

In New Zealand as in the United States the district system

of election is in vogue with the plurality rule, and the results

there as here are that nearly half the voters have no repre-
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sentatives for whom they voted, and that candidates are not

infrequently elected by minorities. In 1899, the last election

for which I have full returns, 7 out of 58 towns and rural

districts had majorities unrepresented, and 2"] had unrepre-

sented minorities almost as lar^^e as the elcctincf majority.

Take the following in illustration

:

MIttority Elections and Unrepresented "Voters

District

Parnell

Selwyn . . .

,

Eden

Ellesmere ..

Waitemata

.

Thames. . .

.

Tuapeka ....

Napier.. . .

Riccarton..

Successful Candidates Unsuccessful Candidates

Hawera. . .

.

Ohinetnuri

McGuire i,740

Palmer 1.765

Lawry 2,263

Hardy 1,308

Bollard 2,255

Rhodes 1,760

Monk i>7i3

McGowan 2,573

Bennet i,75S

Fraser 1.994

Russell 1,867

Major 1,685

Aslbury 638

Mass 1,470
McCuUough. 795
Stewart.. 762
Duble 524
D • Bakker 206
Drutnm 4

Campbell 1,423
Allen 846

Rennie 1,168
[Barrett 454

I

Wilson 427

Niccol 2,251

Montgomery .... i ,656

Ford 1,263

Newman 364

Greeslade ^,389
Taylor 719

Rawlins 1,372
Fraser 323

McLean 1,956

Rolltstou 1,866

Number of Voters
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do not show exactly how far the voters secured representation. In

Auckland, for example, the vote stood as follows

:

Napier 6097 Rosser 351

1

Fowlds 5595 Vaile 2456
Crowther 4751 Regan 1470
Holland 4657 French 1366
Hobbs 4647 Quinlan 334
Baune 3792

There were 13/^19 voters. Each had a right to vote for three candi-

dates. If 5 or 6 thousand voters united on some three men, they

could probably control the whole representation. This does not appear

to be done in New Zealand. In the election of 1893, for instance, the

head of the poll in Auckland was a Liberal and the other two repre-

sentatives belonged to the Opposition. This was true also in Welling-

ton. The system of direct popular nominations with a reasonable

amount of independent voting in a district where three representatives

are to be elected may produce efifects like those of a system of propor-

tional representation. But this is not true of districts which elect but

one representative, and the fact that a well-organized minority, or at

most a bare majority, could control the whole representation, even in

the city districts, sufficiently proves the need of amending the system.

The composition of the legislative assembly should fairly

represent the composition of the vote. The relative voting

strength of each considerable class and interest in the com-

munity should be reproduced in the legislature; otherwise it

will not fairly represent the people ; it will over-represent some

classes and under-represent or fail entirely to represent others.

If 280,000 votes are cast for 70 representatives any 4000

voters uniting on a candidate should be able to elect him. In

this way every class will enter into the legislature in substan-

tially the same proportion that it enters into society, and the

legislature will become a miniature of the State, a political

photograph true to life.

Under the present system the Liberals or the Conservatives

might carry every district and exclude the Opposition from

Parliament entirely altho it had a third or more of the people.

Twelve years ago the Liberals were not fairly represented,

and it is probable that the Conservatives are not fully repre-

sented now, tho the distance from fair representation with

direct nominations under universal equal sttfifrage is of course

far less than under the old system of plural votes for the rich.

Nevertheless it is clear that the system is not yet in full har-
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mony with the principles of equaHzation. No matter what the

views of voters may be, they have a right to fair representation

and hearing on the floor of Parhament in proportion to their

numbers in the community.

The problem is to unite the benefits of proportional repre-

sentation with the advantages of the district system in respect

to thoro acquaintance of the constituencies with their candi-

dates. It would seem that this could be done bv enlarging the

town and country districts so that each should elect two or

three members, adding perhaps another class of members to

be elected at large, and adopting some form of the propor-

tional election methods in use in the Swiss Cantons, and in

Belgium both in national and local elections.^ The mere elec-

tion of two or three members in a district instead of one would
be apt with direct nominations to produce a sort of propor-

tional representation, as we have seen above.

The Debates.

One of the best discussions of the question occurred in 1889, when
Colonial Treasurer Hislop moved the second reading of a bill involving

proportional representation, saying: "It is a bill of the greatest impor-

tance. There is considerable opposition to the Government's proposi-

tion. It would not astonish us if those who have been successful under

the old system of election should be prejudiced against any change being

made in it. At the very root of the question of an elective system is

a consideration of what a representative system ought to be. If we
deal with it either historically or scientiticallj' we can only come to one

conclusion : that the elected body ought, as far as possible, to represent

in matters of opinion the whole community ; in effect to be the com-

munity in miniature. This has not been attained.

''In the North Island, 27,000 are represented and 24,000 unrepre-

sented. With such results it cannot be stated that our present system

approximates to anything like our idea of what a representative system

ought to be.

"I have been in the House a great many years and I know that

when a measure somewhat on the same lines as this first came down,

very few were found to advocate it ; now they can be counted by

dozens.'

Quoting Mirabeau, the Treasurer said : '".V representative body is to

the nation what a chart is for the physical configuration of a country,

it should at all times present a reduced picture of the people, their

opinions, aspirations and wishes, and that presentation should in all

1 For details of methods see 'Trnportional Kepi'esentfttlon," by rri>f.

John R. Commons, Bliss' Cyclopedia of Social Uefoim, Lalor's Kncyclopedin

of rolltiial Science, and The City for the I'eople, Rqulty Series, rhlhulelphlii.
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parts bear the same relative proportion to the original precisely as a

map brings before us mountains and dales, rivers and lakes, forests

and plains, cities and towns."

The bill provided for large districts, fifteen or twenty members being

chosen in a single district ; divided .the total number of votes by the

number of persons to be elected plus one, to get the quota, and intro-

duced a system of preferential voting by which each voter should mark
the names of candidates in the order of his preference. The ballots

of the candidates having the fewest first preference votes, were to be

redistributed one after another to the first succeeding preference need-

ing the vote to make up the quota, and those candidates to whom this

process carried to the end finally gave quotas, were to be declared

elected.

There was strong opposition to this plan, especially on account of

the large districts, which were intended to secure candidates of national

weight, and exclude petty local influences from national elections.

John Ballance said : "All that has been done is to show that the

present system of election is bad. It has not been shown that this

scheme is better. A similar bill was brought down in 1878 by Sir

Frederick Whitaker, and a number of members were in favor of it.

I want proof that it has gained strength. I was greatly enamored of

Hare's scheme when I read Hare's book. But I think it would take an

education of fifty years to make the average voter understand the

scheme. During the recess I had a test election to try the Hare system,

and the voters only marked the two or three most popular men out of

seven. The districts are too large. The candidates cannot get round

to address the people. That is the strongest argument against the bill.

No man unless he has large means, great leisure, and an immense amount

of health, could possibly visit all the people in those districts. . . .

In the House of Commons 191 members were at one time pledged to

the Hare system and Sir John Lubbock's bill, but when it came to the

test the whole House rejected the scheme of proportional representa-

tion and went to the single electorate system practically unanimously.

. . . You say it is not the voter's business to understand the scheme,

but if he does not understand it how will it work? I say it is the

voter's business to know the quality of the men returned to represent

him in Parliament. What we claim is that the voter never would know
that."

Wm. Pember Reeves said: "There is a strong preliminary objection

to this measure at this time. The people have had no opportunity of

expressing an opinion upon it. The Hare system was never even men-

tioned at the last election, the questions were drastic retrenchment.

Protection vs. Free-trade, no further borrowing, and maintenance of

the educational system as it is. The Hare system is a complicated

and troublesome system to understand. I maintain that the local char-

acter of our present electoral system is one high'y prised by the electors

. . . Now I wish to say a word about the underlying fallacy of the

Hare system, namely, that all minorities have a right to representation

in Parliament. I say they have nothing of the sort. It depends on the
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minority. If it be a strong, active, and large minority with well-

defined principles, it has a right, and I am going to say further it is

always represented here under our present system. But I do say that

those little, trivial, petty minorities which are always dividing up con-

stituencies should not be represented." We do not want them here.

"It will increase the number of faddists in the House. We already

have specimens in this House of men with one idea, men who are ready

to subordinate every thing else in order to carry their one darling fad.

"I will ask the House if these men with one idea are a hindrance

or a help to the practical business of the country. As it is minorities

are too well represented here, every shade of opinion is too accurately

reflected, with the result of a w^eak government. But bad as it is, if

you adopt the Hare system it will be ten thousand times worse. Small

peddling minorities have no right here. They would be a hindrance

to business. Let them grow to reasonable strength outside before they

come here. Democracy is not ruled by minorities but by majorities.

This Parliament ought to be the net result of the threshing out and

elimination which goes on at elections. . . . The machine and caucus

system do not rule here. The trouble here is we can't get enough party

organization. . . . Now for the machinery of this bill. My own
constituency, Canterbury, Westland, Nelson and Marlborough, is to be

allotted 21 members. There may be 70 candidates, perhaps, for these

21 positions. The bill is absurd. It is designed to keep the people

away from the polls, and restrict the exercise of the franchise to the

intelligent, educated, and wealthy minority.

"Then there is an element of chance in the system. Suppose the

quota is 17C0 and candidate D has 2000 votes, 500 of which are marked

for G as second choice. Now if the 1700 is taken out of the 2000 in

one way, G will have 300 votes, while if the distribution follows another

course. G will have no votes at all. the whole 500 with his mark on

goiiig into D's quota pile.^ . . . The Hare system gives a great and

unfair advantage to the men who get No. i votes. It plays into the

hands of those coteries—the Orangemen, the Catholics, the State bank

men. the teetotalers, and others where you can get a fairly large organi-

zation to vote on one connected plan. ... I think if a system were

adopted under which a man would be elected whose name appeared on

the largest number of papers it might have its advantages."

2 The true aim would seem to be to adopt means by which any con-

sUlerable minority could secure representation. Mr. Reeves' statement that

strong minorities are always represented under the present system does not

agree with the fact that in many districts nearly half, and In some districts

more than half, the voteis are unrepresented. It is not necessary that the

political photograph should show every freckle and pimple on the body politic,

but it should not omit half tue face. The map may neglect the little creeks

and taby hillocks, but must not leave out the large rivers and Important

elevations.

3 In Tasmania, where the proportional system was used to some esti-nt,

a method was dev sed for overcoming this uncertainty by giving O. or other

candidate receivng second choice votes, the same ratio of Ds surplus votes

that (i's seccnd choice votes bore to the whole 'Jikmi bullets. If oue<pmiter

of the total second preferences were for G as in the alxivf case, then imt-

quarter of the surplus votes were given to (J, and this principle was applied

throughout the distribution.
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In summing up Mr. Reeves emphasized the following reasons for

opposition to the measure: (i) It had not been asked for by the con-

stituencies and was too important to pass without consulting them.

(2) It was wrong in principle; small minorities had no right to repre-

sentation and would be nuisances in the House; a new idea must first

prove its value by winning a considerable support before it has a right

to enter the Legislature. (3) It would be unfair to candidates to make

the districts large. (4) It would be unfair to the people for they could

not get acquainted with the candidates and know their quality (5) Its

working would be uncertain and cumbrous. (6) It would throw all

political influence into the hands of a small, wealthy, educated minority.

It does not seem to have occurred to the Liberals opposing this bill,

that a combination of the advantages of small districts and the repre-

sentation of large minorities, might be obtained by a system of single

electorates on first-choice votes, with a few candidates at large to be

chosen upon the unused or unsuccessful district ballots by the preferen-

tial method; or by a system of double electorates, each district return-

ing two members elected by preferential ballot, a voter's ballot being

counted for one candidate only, a plan which would leave the districts

small enough for the candidates to meet the people according to New
Zealand custom, and still prevent the anomaly of non-representation of

nearly half of the voters.

Mr. Saunders, in supporting the bill, drew attention to the vital

point when he said: ''The Government made a mistake in enlarging

the districts so much
; 32,350 electors voted in the Nelson M. W. & C.

district, and 14,362 had no representative, while 3,684 mere wasted

their votes in giving unnecessary majorities to successful men. . . .

John Stuart Mill is admitted on all hands to be the deepest thinker that

ever sat in the Parliament of Great Britain, and he says of this sys-

tem that it is 'not only the most complete application of the democratic

principle that has yet been made, but its greatest safeguard.'
"

(See N. Z. Hansard, vol. 64, pp. 245-264, 287-293, 417, 428.)

In . 1896 the Preferential Voting and Proportional Representation

Bill proposed much smaller districts with 5 members each—still twice

as large as need be. "Majorities must rule, but minorities should be

heard,' said a member. "Every reform originates with a minority."

Captain Russell, leader of the Opposition, favored the measure. "Fre-

quently," said he, "members do not represent the majority of their

constituencies. And on the other hand we have seen such men as

Ballance, Stout, and Rolleston, defeated by small majorities." Sir

Robert Stout supported the bill, but remarked that it might give undue

prominence to small cliques, that was the greatest danger, he thought.

"The question of such a change should go to the voters anyway," he said,

"and probably it would be best to use the system first in municipal elec-

tions." Premier Seddon opposed the act, saying : "Up to the present

time minority representation has bafifled the brightest minds. The bill

may be summed up as 'The Representation of Present Public Men
Preservation Bill' The position of present public men would be almost

assured against that of coming men. If this bill had been in force
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the very man who introduced it would not be here, for his only chance

was because he was known locally. ... It would bring in

the faddists. . . . It is complex. The people must be educated

up to preferential voting. My contention is this: that you must go

forward by safe degrees. I have no hesitation in saying that the

second ballot is a solution of the difficulty."

The motion for a second reading was lost by a vote of 19 to 12.

(N. Z. Hansard, vol. 94, pp. 500-523.)

MAJORITY CHOICE BY SECOND B.\LLOT.

\\'hen we turn from the question whether minorities shall

be represented, to the still more important question whether

majorities shall be unrepresented, we find practical unanimity

among the pttblic men of New Zealand in condemning the non-

representation of majorities, but marked divergence of thought

in respect to the mode of securing majority choice. It is agreed

that plurality choice resulting in the domination of elections

by minorities, is an evil that must be reinedied ; but some regard

the preferential ballot as the true remedy, while others favor

the second ballot, which is in use in Germany, France, etc., and

has at least proved much more satisfactory than minority rule.

The Government stands for the latter method. In the Electoral

Bill, 1902, there was a provision that if no candidate received a major-

ity of all the votes cast in the district (or where more than one can-

didate is to be elected, if the whole number to be elected have not

received such majorities), then a second election should be held within

12 days to choose between the two candidates highest on the list at

the first election (or, in multiple districts, between the candidateb who
would have been declared elected under the plurality rule, and the next

highest on the list). Only those who voted at the first election can

vote at the second.

In urging this provision Acting- Premier Ward stated that a seconcl

ballot would have been required in onlj' 16 electorates in 1896 (four

city districts and twelve single electorates in the country or smaller

towns), and in 1899 only 11 contests would have needed the second

ballot (four in the cities and seven in the single electorates).

The Government favors the second ballot rather than the

preferential vote because the former involves no change in

the method of balloting, and is, therefore, less likely to confuse

the voters. The second ballot, however, was strongly and suc-

cessfully opposed in the House.* as being decidedly clumsy,

expensive, inefficient, and likely to provoke intrigue between

* The second ballot claMsos wert- stiiak out in ('oniniin i ilu' Wlio'e.

Sept. 11, 10<i2, by a vote of .'io to 20. An "Absolute Major ty Bill," pro-

viding for Ware's method of preferential voting, was introduced and ably
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the first and second ballotings in order to secure the scattered

vote for one or other of the leading candidates. Stress was
laid on the extra cost in time and money, and the difficulty of

getting all who voted at the first election to come out for the

second. The second ballot is also open to the objection that

neither of the candidates who stand highest on the list under
the plurality rule, may be the man the majority would prefer

in a clear issue between each candidate in the field and all the

others. All of A's people may prefer C to B, and all of B's

people may prefer C to A, so that C would be the real choice

of the people by an overwhelming majority, and yet the second
ballot would confine them to a choice between A and B. The
preferential vote is the only method that does justice to a low
first-ballot candidate for whom each of the factions would
vote if it knew its own pet was out of the game. The objec-

tion that the preferential method involves a change in the

method of voting has not much weight if the number of candi-

dates is moderate, as would be the case in districts of reason-

able size. Any voter who cannot learn to mark his first, second

supported by Mr. McNab of Mataura, but a member's bill moves slowly till
it wins sufficient support to command the aid of the Ministry.

For the debates last session, see N. Z. Hansard, vol. 120, pp. 224-228
and vol. 122, pp. 1S4-221, 251-270. In presenting his bill Mr. McNaT sa d :'

"I would just mention some of the constituencies that during the last general
election returned hcnoiable members who were not voted for by a majority
of the electors who cast their votes. In the case of the Auckland con
stituency, no less than three members ; then we have Parnell, Ohinemuri,
Hawera, Palmerston, two members for Wellington, two for Christchurch!
Selwyn, Ashburton, and Clutha, all of which returned to this House members
who were elected by m norities. . . . Our system counts only the
votes that a man has secured as against the next candidate. If there are
three or more candidates, those who vote for the third and fourth candidates
are not counted at all. It cannot be said that they influenced the result
of the election in the very slightest ; because the votes are not even counted
to ascertain the majority that the leading man has. It would accomplish
exactly ine same result in the election if those electors in the Colony who
voted for the third, fourth and fifth candidates in these particular cases
had never been upon the electoral rolls ; but if honorable members were to
bring forward a proposal in this House under which large numbers of the
electors of this Colony were disfranchised I am certain that we would hear
a very loud cry from the people of the Colony. . . . The man who
is at the bottom of the poll on the first count might be able to defeat
any one of the other candidates taken singly. . . . Under our present
system it may be possiole for every other candidate than the winning candi
date in the contest to defeat the winning candidate in single-handed contest.

"Under the bill (in case of multiplicity of candidates splitting up the
Liberals, or Conservatives, or in any way causing confusion) there is no
need to ask any candidate to retire, nor any fear that the majority will be
defeated by division among two or more candidates while a minority goes
in by uniting on one man. The electors themselves by their statement of
preferences ask the less desirable candidates to retire from the contest.

"On account oi its simplicity Ware's method is extremely su table for
political elections. In case of party contests the strongest party is sure
to win, no matter how many candidates are brought forward."
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and third choice for representative, has not enough intelHgence

to make it a cause for regret if his ballot should be thrown out.

An automatic means of excluding the careless and unintelligent

vote is by no means a bad thing.

To take the simplest case, let us see how the plurality rule

and the preferential system work in the election of a single

officer like the mayor of a city or the representative of a single-

electorate.

Suppose there are lOO votes and three candidates, A, B,

and C, and the vote stands

:

For A

B

C

35

33

32

Under the plurality rule A would be declared elected. But

the 32 who voted for C are then disfranchised because they

didn't happen to vote for one of the two most popular candi-

dates. They have no choice in deciding the issue between A
and B. A large majority of them might have preferred B to

A if they had been consulted on wdiat turns out to be the

ultimate issue under the plurality system, namely, whether A
or B should be elected. They could easily be consulted on

the ultimate issue by allowing each voter to state his prefer-

ences thus:

Ballot Ballot Ballot

(0

A
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more first-choice votes than C. But the second-choice votes

on the C ballots can take efifect as an automatic fusion, with

the same result of election by a real majority as if another

ballot has been had with A and B as the only candidates."'

The preferential system can go further than this. It is

able, not merely to decide between the leading first preference

candidates on the majority basis, but to determine among all

the candidates by the majority test. Out of A's first preference

votes suppose 5 give the second preference to B and 30 give

it to C ; 2 of B's first preference ballots give the second prefer-

ence to A, and 31 give it to C ; 14 of C's first preference votes

have A marked for second choice and 18 have marked B second.

Then the vote will stand thus

:

Firsts to A 35, giving seconds 5 to B and 30 to C
" " B 33, " "

2 to A and 31 to C
" C 32, " "

14 to A and 18 to B

Uniting the preferences shown we find that as between A
and B, B is preferred to A by 51 voters or a small majority

of the whole ; as between A and C, C is preferred by 63 voters

;

and as between B and C, C is preferred by 62 voters. It is

therefore clear that the great majority of the electors prefer C
to either A or B, and C should be the successful candidate;

whereas, the plurality system would give the election to A, tho

in reality he has more voters against him than either of the

other candidates ; and the second ballot would put B in office,

tho he is certainly far less popular than C when you get down

to the facts with a system that allows the voters to express

themselves on all the issues presented.

MORE 01'' THE REFERENDUM.

As we have seen in a former chapter the referendum is in

use in New Zealand to some extent both in State and municipal

afi^airs, and there is an earnest movement to extend its appli-

' This method is already in succe.ssful operation in Queensland, Aus-
Iralia. The first effort to secure majority representation was a provision
for a second election when no candidate had a majority on the first, but this

method was found expensive and unsatisfactory, and the "preferential" or

"contingent" vote was adopted Aug. 0, 1S92. The voter may mark a 3rd.

4th, or further choice as far as the list of candidates extends. (See Century
Mag., Dec, 1892, p. .S13 ; Annals Amer. Acad. Polit. and Soc. Science, July
14, 1896; State Experiments, vol. I, chapter 5; and the City for the People,
1902. A bill for the contingent vote was introduced in the New York Legis-
lature in 1896, but did not pass.)
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cation in State affairs, especially in cases of disagreement

between the two Houses of Parliament, and also in cases where
both Houses wish to secure a definite expression of public

opinion on some question of policy or specific legislation.

There are weighty reasons for believing not only that this

movement will be successful, but that it will lead to full pro-

vision for the referendum not merely at the option of one or

both Houses of Parliament, but at the option of the people also,

acting through initiative or referendal petition. It should be

in the power of the sovereign people, not only to vote on a

proposition submitted by their agents, but to demand that a

specified proposition shall be submitted to them. Leaving the

option in Parliament fails to provide for the possibility of

both Houses failing to act in entire accord with the will of

the people. If the chambers unite in doing something the

people do not approve, or in neglecting to do something the

people want done, the question will not be submitted so long as

the option is in Parliament alone, and yet it is in such cases

that the referendum has some of its most important appli-

cations.

A few of the broad reasons on which the movement for the

referendum is based are as follows

:

First : It is clear that even the must carefully selected legislature

may not always do what the sovereign people wish them to do. The
judgment even of tlie best representatives may not always coincide with

the will of the people.

Second : The mi.xture of issues that marks the ordinary campaign,

and their entanglement with the personal characteristics of candidates,

makes it often impossible to be sure of the people's will in respect to

specific questions more or less aside from the main issue, even tho

they were discussed at the election. The only way to find out what

the people's will really is in respect to any measure, is to provide the

means for submitting that specific question to the people themselves.

Third: The principles of self-government rccjuirc that the people

should at all times have control over their agents. It is not enough

to instruct them once in three years. Many questions arise that were

not settled or even discussed in the campaign. The periodic election

of men whose will is to be paramount till the ne.xt election, is not

actual and complete popular sovereignty, or Government by the people,

but more like the privilege of selecting every few years a new set of

masters, who may act out the people's will as nearly as they can judge

of it, or may follow their own personal interest or wish, as they like.

just as a guardian may do as the ward wants him to, or not. as he

chooses. The people should have the power to veto the action of their
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representatives without waiting 2 or 3 years to do it, and the power

to compel the adoption without delay of any law they want, or else the

real sovereignty is not fully theirs. He is the real sovereign whose will

is in control, and who has the means of enforcing his will at all times.

It is all right to have an architect draw plans for your home, but it

is only common sense to have him submit the plans to you for approval

before they are carried into effect. At least you should not deprive

yourself of the power to call him to account at any time you wish,

and give him further instructions about matters that may have escaped

your attention when you gave him his original instructions, or in

respect to which you may have changed your mind. So with legisla-

tion, it is well for the people to avail themselves of the advice and

skill of experts, but it is also well not only to instruct them at the

time of their employment, but to reserve the right to instruct them at

any time in respect to any specific measure about which the people may

desire to express themselves directly.

The people cannot govern unless they can express their will, and

there is no way in which they can express their will definitely and

effectively at any time they desire to do so except through the refer-

endum and initiative.

Fourth : It practically destroys the possibility of corrupt enactment

or class legislation.

Fifth : It abolishes the private monopoly of law-making and Gov-

ernment, which exists, at least as a potentiality, wherever laws may

be made by a few without power of direct and immediate veto or con-

trol by the many.

Sixth : It simplifies elections by separating issues.

Seventh: It is a valuable aid to the entire exclusion of partisanship

and personal considerations from legislation.

Eiehth : It is a powerful educator.

Ninth : It perfects the representative system by guarding it against

misrepresentation, unintentional or intentional.

Tenth : It is the logical outcome of the movement from monarchy

to democracy, the transfer of power from the few to the many, the

uplift of the common people and development of popular government,

that has marked the 19th century throughout the civilized world.

The benefits of direct legislation may probably be secured

in large measure without waiting for the concurrence of the

Upper House, by pledging candidates for the Lower House

to adopt rules of procedure requiring a definite expression of

public opinion to be taken through the post-office, or otherwise,

on any question pending before Parliament whenever 10 per

cent of the voters call for such expression.

The Debates.

In 1893 and '94 Seddon, Reeves, and others, opposed the Referendum

Bill on the ground that the people already had "the fullest means of
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conlrolling the general principles of legislation," thai a Parliament

full of "trained experts forced to study every question carefully and
discussing it on its merits," were better able to judge of laws than "a

tribunal tliat is not forced to study questions or obtain a knowledge
of them," that it would be expensive, costing $ioo,coo to refer a ques-

tion, and that it might prove a conservative measure. "New Zealand

is in the van, our people are enjoying a freedom that is not given to

the people of Switzerland or of the old world, why should we desire to

disturb this state of things?" Switzerland voted 300,000 to 92,000

against a proposal that the State should see that employment was
given to every one who needed it. "I venture to say," said the Pre-

mier, "that the verdict of the people of New Zealand would be some-

what different if you were to refer that question to them"—showing

even in this debate the underlying confidence in the progressiveness of

the people which is so strong an element in his 1901 address.

The most effective arguments of the advocates of the bill in iSy^

and '94 were the use the referendum would be in overcoming the

obstruction of the Upper House, and the value of the separation of

issues. "In the elections the people cannot give a decision on any one

subject. . . . By submitting a bill to the country you disem-

barrass the question of all side issues and personal considerations."

In 1901 the second reading of the Referendum Bill w-as moved by

the Premier himself. Mr. Seddon advocated the measure with great

vigor, expressing the feeling that it was a question of providing against

deadlocks, etc. "We have passed bills that were thrown out in the

Other Chamber, and there was practically no appeal. . . . It

would have been an advantage, years ago, if we could have referred

the question of Old-Age Pensions to the people. It would have been

on the statute book sooner than it was. So now the question of Pro-

hibition should be referred, and the question of having the Bible read

in the schools, and the question of federation with the Australian Com-
monwealth. ... It will afford the means of testing public

opinion on a further change in the incidence of our taxation, in the

direction indicated by the Single-taxers. There is too much paid by

indirect taxation. Then the Elective Executive Bill might be sub-

mitted and the Absolute Alajority, or Preferential Voting Bill. Then

suppose you refer to the people the question of the abolition of the

Legislative Council, and the Removal of Women's Disabilities. If

this bill were passed. Parliament could have these questions tested by

adopting a resolution for reference to a referendum. Let us get it

through, and make another step forward in progressive legislation.

"The referendum might be taken through the Census. We all

know that we ourselves have to go to the fountain head, the people.

every three years. What danger can there be in sending the question

to the very people who are our judges, and ask them to guide us by

giving their opinion on the subject?"

Captain Russell, Leader of the Opposition, said

:

"As an organized body, the Opposition has ceased to exist, but as

individuals we should still, to the best of our ability, criticise every

49
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measure he (the Premier) brings down." The Captain then spent

some time in trying to make out that the Premier did not want the

bill to succeed because it would really be a Conservative measure, and

then continued : "It will bring a complete revolution of the Consti-

tution of New Zealand, and take away every safeguard that now
surrounds our legislative proceedings. We are destroying the power

of the House of Representatives. We are abolishing the functions

of the Legislative Council, and infringing the prerogative of the

Crown, referring measures to the uninformed vote of the people.

The restrictions on hasty legislation are not too great at the present

time. The bill sweeps away all the wise safeguards of legislation.'"

He had a few moments before said he believed it was a Conservative

measure, and a few moments later he declared that the results in

Switzerland have been conservative.

Mr. Hogg said : "A number of years ago, I opposed the Referendum

Bill. Now I intend to vote for it, and I will explain my conversion.

The Captain now says it is undesirable, but nearly every important

measure that has passed in the last ten or twelve years was deemed

undesirable by the honorable member and his colleagues. The Land
Act of 1892, in his opinion, was very undesirable, and the Land for

Settlements Act, and the Old-Age Pensions and Advances to Settlers.

Now, as he states that the Referendum Bill is undesirable, I take it

that it must be placed in the same category.

"I am of opinion that the people should be the ultimate controlling

power. They should be the ultimate Court of Appeals.

There was a time when the principal employment of the Other Chamber

was not merely to revise our bills, but to consign them to the waste-

paper basket. I am told the Upper House is no longer standing in

the way of the wishes of this Assembly; but it can do no harm to

provide a means of control in case of necessity."

Mr. Ell cited instances to show the excellent effects of the refer-

endum in Switzerland and the United States, and said : "The refer-

endum has a wonderful effect in educating the electors, but this bill

does not go far enough; it fails to place the initiative in the people."

Carncross opposed, saying: "The referendum would destroy the

chance of passing liberal measures. . . . It is an appeal from

those who do know to those who do not know, and it is too costly."

In the Legislative Council, Walker, Minister of Education, said:

"To put an end to unrest is a very great benefit as regards many
questions that may have been troubling the public for years, but the

bill does not go far enough. It would be better to give the people

the initiative as in Switzerland."

McLean opposed, saying : "The abolition of the Council is evi-

dently the main object of this bill. ... I would not stand in

the way of the referendum for a moment if it were properly put

before the country, and the country had properly pronounced upon it,

even if it were the death knell of the Council. I would be satisfied

if the subject w'ere properly threshed out in the country, for the people

are the judges of what legislation should be, and I, for one, am always

ready to accept their decision."
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Twomey said: "The bill is a slur on the Council. I have no objection

to submitting abstract questions to the people, but the initiative I dread

as a sort of legislative dynamite. The so-called rights of the people are

clap-trap."

Louisson opposed, saying: "Ninety per cent of the people do not

care one penny about it. It is unworkable and impracticable; no

necessity for the bill. There are no deadlocks." (There was a dead-

lock on this very bill.) "Our legislation has been good, admired in

other countries. Let well enough alone."

Smith : "This bill should itself go to the people."

Rigg : "The most important point in regard to the referendum is

that laws passed by Parliament may be annulled by vote of the people

and that the people may demand the referendum. This bill is not the

referendum. ... A few years ago, a majority of the Council were

somewhat obstructive and stiff-necked, but they are no longer so."

Jenkinson : "The people can petition Parliament, if they want a

referendum, or legislation. It was owing to the petitions in favor of

Woman Suffrage that a number of this Council saw there was a general

desire on the part of the women to have the franchise, and they accord-

ingly voted for that measure. I did not vote for it. . . . The people

will say: 'We selected you as men of ability to do your dutj', and come

back to us at the end of three years, that is a referendum that should

be sufficient for any one.'

"This bill provides that the tail should wag the head. ... It

has a clause in it by which this Chamber could be abolished without

its consent. I do not approve of it."

Colonel Pitt said: "Parliament cannot divest itself ui us legislative

functions. The bill is waste paper. ... A better solution of

deadlocks is to let the two Houses sit together and the majority of

both decide."

This session also, 1902, the Government has championed the Refer-

endum, and it was favored by a big vote in the House.

In the debate, September, 1902, Mr. Ell said : "Our people are quite

as capable of expressing an opinion as those of Switzerland. If they

are capable of selecting men who may place nine or ten questions

before them in one night in an hour's speech, as they do now, surely

they are capable of judging on one issue, which would be thoroly

threshed out, and every detail explained. Between 1874 and 1894, the

people of Switzerland demanded by the initiative that eighteen meas-

ures which the Legislature had passed should be submitted to a ballot

of the people. Surely that is a reasonable test, and a test we may

accept. The mere fact of the power of the direct ballot being in the

hands of the people would have a certain influence on this House, if they

had the power of vetoing any measure passed in this House.'

Carncross: "The honorable member for Christchurch t. n\ v.m.

Ell) mentioned the infrequcncy of the occasions on which the Refer-

endum was called into use in Switzerland. Well, I think that

excellent argument to prove that the Referendum is not wanted at ail.
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It is a cowardly shelving of our own responsibilities—it is an appeal

from those who do know to those who do not know."

Meredith : "It is the right of the people to speak and assert them-

selves on all great and important questions."

Fisher: "Would the honorable gentleman care to see the Swiss

system of trades introduced into this country? I ask him whether we

would care to reduce the English workingman in these colonies to the

level of the workingman in Switzerland ?"

Mr. Monk: "Not to the same pay."

Mr. Fisher: "Then, why introduce their system here? Why attempt

to introduce to this country a system of government which reduces a

workingman to the condition of the Swiss laboring man? I have got

the honorable gentleman at last in a logical grip. I have got the

honora1)le gentleman in a logical vice that he cannot get out of."

(Mr. Fisher is almost the only member of the New Zealand Parlia-

ment who uses this quality of logic, or has this sort of vice. The

"honorable gentleman" made no effort to "get out." The viciousness

of the vice was evidently too much for him.)

Sir W. R. Russell : "I would point out that it would throw the

legislative power entirely into the hands of the dwellers of the large

cities; for the people living in the country cannot afford to spend their

days riding many miles.

"The Swiss are a homogeneous people, but a large proportion of the

inhabitants of New Zealand, or at all events over fifty per cent of the

population are not native born ; as for America, knowing what I do of

the state of American politics, more particularly those of the separate

States, I have very serious doubt whether they afford models to imi-

tate. If members realized fully that by this bill they were abrogating

their powers and destroying the constitution of the country, they would

be slow to vote for it."

Mr. Hogg: "The honorable member for Wellington (Mr. Atkinson)

was seized with what has been for many years a huge bugbear in this

Colony—the fear that the Russians might take New Zealand by storm,

and I think there was some alarm also on the part of the honorable

member for Christchurch City (Mr. Collins). The danger signal

appeared to be passing from one city member to another. They wanted

very materially to augment the British fleet in these waters, and they

were prepared to incur an almost unlimited expenditure in that direc-

tion. Now, I think in connection with a matter of that kind, before

members commit themselves in such a way the people should have an

opportunity of being consulted.

"There was a time when I considered it would be premature to pass a

Referendum bill. There was a time, not many years ago, when I

thought it might be a dangerous thing to intrust too much political

power to the community; but since that time the people of the Colony

have been educated politically; so much so that I believe the majority

are about as able to deal with intricate questions as the great majority

of members of this House. . . . The question is, 'Have the

people sufficiently advanced to be intrusted with this power?* No
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doubt the prublem invulvcd is exceedingly large and important. But
considering the diflkult questions we have to solve, considering the

huge measures in front of the country that must be decided by some
tribunal, the sooner we call in the best and most effective umpire of

all—the voice of the people—the better, I think, for the country. It is

objected that huge mistakes will possibly be made. Well, we are not

infallible ourselves; we make grave blunders, and even if now and
again the people make a mistake, what harm is there in that? In

e.xperimental legislation of any kind mistakes and blunders are made;
but where is the permanent harm? A blunder can usually be rectified

What have we been doing all this session? We have been engaged,

not with policy measures, but in cobbling bills which require revision.

We have been patching them, and rectifying them, because we are

beginning to discover their errors and omissions."

Hanan : "I think the people, from one end of the Colony to the

other are looking to Parliament to put this popular political principle

of democratic progress on the statute book this session. The reform

contained in this bill has formed one of the leading planks of the politi-

cal platform of the Liberal and progressive associations of the Colony
for years. When this bill was rejected by the Upper House last ses-

sion, we found that there were strong protests from nearly all the

leading Liberal journals of the Colony, and from every Liberal asso-

ciation. To my mind, if the Upper House should reject this measure

again, after being twice passed by this House, it behooves us and the

people of the Colony to consider what reform will have to be brought

about in the constitution of that Chamber, so that it shall be made to

reflect the opinions of the electors in respect to this and other Liberal

and democratic reforms. It is for the people of this Colony to say

whether they are going to allow the Upper House to thwart and resist

the wishes and \\'\\\ of the people in respect to this popular and neces-

sary measure; and I say that this House, and the people of this Colony

will not continue to stand the actions of the Legislative rnnnoil

strangling or rejecting measures of this kind.

"I have always maintained that if we adopt the Referendum, it

would be an important factor in the improvement, and an accession

to the power of our system of constitutional representative govern-

ment. With the Referendum, you have a popular political machine,

a simple and direct method of ascertaining clearly and unmistakably

the opinion and will of the people on national political questions. We
have, as you know, local referendums taken in respect to municipal

loans, to local option, and other local questions ; and I can see no

reason why the voice of the people should not be heard, and their

judgment recorded in connection with national questions like that of

colonial prohibition, defense, borrowing, the totalisntnr. Bililc-roadincr

in schools, and other similar national questions.

"If you place power in the hands of the people, you will find that

they will use it wisely and well. The intelligence of the people is the

highest human tribunal. It is freer from taint than any other."

"Mr. Hutton. in his philosophical writings, summing up the great
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political events of the last fifty years in Great Britain, states that the

general political judgment of the masses has been more correct than

that of their representatives. This is based on fifty years' experience.

Then again, we have Mr. Gladstone, in one of his speeches, truly

observing that, 'the whole history of the country since the peace in

1815, shows that the popular judgment on these broad issues has been

more really just and true and has gone more to the root of the matter,

than those of the higher orders.' The view I take of it is, if we give

the people greater responsibility, whether applied in a local or national

sense, the more their care, caution, and intelligence will be exercised.

"You focus the opinion of the public on one subject, concentrate it

on one point, and there is no mistaking their opinion, or will, in regard

to it."

Quoting Mr. Leckey, he continued

:

"If the electorate is to judge policies, it is surely less likely to err

if it judges them on a clear and distinct issue. In such a case it is

most likely to act independently, and not at the dictation of party

wire pullers. It is to be remembered, too, that the Referendum is not

intended as a substitute for representative government. All the

advantages of Parliamentary debate would still remain. Policies

would not be thrown before the electorate in a crude, undigested,

undeveloped state. All measures would still pass through Parliament,

and the great majority would finally be decided by Parliament. It

would only be in a few cases, after a measure had been thoroly dis-

cussed in all its bearings, after the two Houses had given their judg-

ment, that the nation would be called on to adjudicate. The Refer-

endum would be an appeal from a party majority, probably made up

of discordant groups, to the genuine opinion of the country."

G. W. Russell said : "I would merely say that I support the Refer-

endum, because it gives the Colony the right to go to the direct

fountain of power for an expression of opinion upon any particular

subject upon which the voice of the people may be desired."

Collins : "The people may be so liable to be swayed one way or

the other by parties who are interested in carrying the question one

way or the other, that I say the proposal cannot be decided in the

same way as it should be decided in the calm, serene, and logical

atmosphere of the House of Representatives."

Acting Premier Ward replied to objections, and said: "There can

be little doubt that the people of the country want some system of

referendum established in the Colony."

The House divided, and in spite of Fisher's logical vice, voted 45

to 10 for the Referendum.

the; popular recali^.

The right of a majority of the electors in a constituency to

demand at any time the resignation of their representatives

has been affirmed by statesmen in New Zealand and Australia,
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and it is not unlikely that appropriate machinery for the exer-

cise of the right may be established after the referendum and
other measures now at the front have been disposed of.

With direct legislation, and preferential voting for majority

choice and proportional representation, fully developed, the

popular recall is not likely to be much used, but still it is an

essential element of complete democracy, or government by

the people, and is therefore in the direct line of movement in

New Zealand. A principal has the right not merely to instruct

his agents and veto their plans, but to discharge them if he

finds them unsuited to the work in hand. The people should

have the same right to recall unsatisfactory agents.

In the cooperative settlements of South Australia it was provided

that the decisions of tlie trustees or governors elected by the settlers

could be set aside and the men themselves removed by a two-thirds

vote of the villagers.

In California cities may make and amend their own charters, sub-

ject to the veto power of the State legislature, which has not been

and is not likely in any ordinary case to be used. Under this pro-

vision Los Angeles has recently (December I, 1902), by vote of the

people, put the initiative and referendum, and the recall, into hor

home-made charter. The holder of any elective office may be removed

at any time by a new election for such office; and such election must

be held upon petition of a number of voters equal to 25 per cent of

the entire vote for all candidates for the said office at the last munici-

pal election ; the petition to contain a general statement of the grounds

for wdiich such removal is sought. The Legislature has ratified these

amendments tho the recall was evidently distasteful. As the Los

.'Angeles Express remarks

:

"The idea of turning a man out of office, once he has been elected,

simply because he is incompetent, or regards public office as a creation

for his own personal benefit, is calculated to shock the sensibilities

of the practical politician. After he is elected, doesn't the office

belong to him? Hasn't he a vested right in it? Didn't he spend

money to get elected? and ha.sn't he always aided in the advancement

of the interests of the party? Didn't the people tacitly give him tlic

privilege of doing as his peculiar wisdom dictates when they elected

him?

"Hence, the politician of the North thinks the Angelans must be

crazy to hanker for the privilege of turning their public servants out

of office if they do not behave themselves. In business enterpri.ses

men may be appointed to positions of trust, and they may be per-

emptorily dismissed for dereliction of duty, but the idea never will

work in politics. It would rob office holding of its delight and profit."

In 7 of the Swiss cantons a certain number of citizens (from i

to 12 thousand, according to the size of the canton) can demand a
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popular vote on the question whether the Great Council (the one-

chambered legislature) shall be dissolved or not, and if the vote goes

in the affirmative, the chamber's term is ended and a new election

takes place at once. It is found that the development of the initiative

and referendum makes it no longer necessary to use the recall upon

the Council. But in the case of executive officers direct legislation

cannot do away with the need for the recall, and even in respect to

legislative bodies the option of dissolution should rest in the people

as well as in the CTOvernment.



APPENDIX

PROGRESSIVE TAXATION.

When New Zealand's Liberal statesmen began their reforms in i8yi

by democratizing the tax laws, they showed the highest wisdom. Taxa-
tion is sovereignty with the pruning knife in one hand and the watering

pot in the other. The power to tax is the power to foster or to kill, to

encourage industry or destroy it, to build monopolies or burst them up.

Experience with the progressive taxes indicates that nothing short

of public ownership or a steeper graduation of taxes could have gone so

straight to the heart of monopoly as the abolition of the time-honored

property-tax (with its uniform rate on land, buildings, fixtures, and

other improvements profitable or unprofitable), and the establishment

of the graded land and income taxes, the leading elements of which may
be summarized as follows

:

(i) Exemption of improvements, live stock and personal property,

and of small estates and incomes.

(2) An ordinary percentage tax (id in the-£) on land-values above
the exemption ($2,500 if the unimproved value above mortages does
not exceed $7,500, and $5 less exemption for each $10 of such value

above $7,500).

(3) A graded tax on land-values above $25,000.

(4) Graded taxation of net incomes above the exemption $1,500 plus

$250 for life insurance premiums, or such part of $250 as the citizen

spends for that purpose.

(5) Subtraction of depreciation and loss, and all rents paid for, or

income attributable to, land or buildings or other improvements, from
the profits of business or income from employment, in order to get the

net income to which the income-tax applies. If a man does not pay
rent, but occupies his own freehold or leasehold premises, he deducts

5 per cent on the capital value of his interest in the land and improve-
ments, as the income attributable to the realty. [See exceptions to this

in paragraph (7) below.]

(6) Taxation of real estate mortgages to the lender, and subtraction

of them from the land-value of the borrower, in case of the ordinary

land-tax, but not for the graded land-tax.

(7) Exemption of the land and mortgages of building societies from
the land-tax; dividends from such investments, however, have to pay
income-tax.

(8) Special taxes for absentees and for corporations. Absentees one

year away must pay 20 per cent additional on their graded land-tax.

Neither absentees nor companies have the $1,500 exemption under the

income-tax. And companies must pay one shilling in the pound on their

whole net income or profit, while individuals pay only 6d in tlic pound on

their net income up to $5,000 above the exemption, and one shilling in the

pound on incomes above the first taxable $5,oco. Dividends are not

returnable for taxation by shareholders, as income-tax has already been

paid on the same funds in the hands of the companies before the divi-

dends were distributed.
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(g) The Commissioner may remit all taxes where the income from
land or mortgages plus income from other sources is less than $i,ooo,

and the owner is by age or infirmity unable to supplement this income,
and the tax would be a. hardship.

The exemption of improvements and of small people and the extra

pressure on monopolists are the cardinal features of the system.

The new taxation changed the direction of the nation's vital energies,

and redistributed the current of industrial force, as when an electric

engineer shuts ofif some currents and opens others. Exempting improve-

ments sent investment and labor into buildings, machinery, manufactur-

ing and commerce. Exempting small men aids accumulation where it is

most needed. Doubling and trebling rates on high incomes and large

estates shuts ofif some unearned increment from the region of congested

wealth, and, if the tax at the top is strong enough, it makes monopolies

unprofitable and compels them to dissolve. Even the triple land-tax in

New Zealand has proved sufficiently vigorous to persuade a considerable

number of land owners to sell off their estates so that the land may be

held in smaller areas.

Taxation in the hands of monopolists was an instrument for the

congestion of wealth. In the hands of the people's representatives it

has become an instrument for the diffusion of wealth.

Taxation must produce revenue. It is the Government's way of

getting a living. But it should be so managed as to conform in the

highest possible degree to the public good. Bad taxation may congest

wealth, establish monopoly, and discourage industry. Good taxation

will equalize wealth, break down monopoly, and encourage industry.

If men of small means are exempt while monopoly taxes are accent-

uated in ascending geometric progression, one of the greatest purposes

of government, the equalization of wealth and power, will be subserved

in the process of obtaining a revenue. Whereas if big monopolies and

corporations escape in large part as they do with us, and the small

people have to pay most of the taxes, the due diffusion of wealth is

thwarted in the process of securing the public funds. Taxation rightly

handled is the great balance wheel that keeps the engine running

smoothly, and secures the proper conservation and diffusion of its force.

While wrong taxation is the weight on the safety valve that may bring

the tension to the explosion point.

The fundamental principle of taxation is equality. But "Equality of

taxation means equality of sacriUce. It means apportioning the contri-

butions of each person towards the expenses of government, so that he

shall feel neither more nor less inconvenience from his share of the

payment than every other person experiences from his."^ "Taxes are

in effect sacrifices made for the public good ; equality of sacrifices being

the rule dictated by justice.'"* These are the words of Judge Dillon, a

former Chief Justice of Iowa, ex-President of the American Bar Asso-

ciation, and one of the greatest lawyers of our time ; and of Judge

1 Cooley on Taxation, p. 167, quoting and approving John Stuart Mill.

2.John F. Dillon, Ch. J., 27, Iowa Reports, p. 48.
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Cooley, another of our profoundest jurists and the highest authority on
taxation we have produced. The principle of the quoted sentences
requires a graded system of taxation, the percentage of the levy increas-

ing with the wealth of the individual assessed. If A has $300 income
with which he can just support his family of five persons, and B has
an income of three millions, of which he spends three hundred thousand,

saving two million seven hundred thousand, what equality of sacrifice

is there in taxing them both at the same per cent? To make the exam-
ple clear and strong, suppose you take 33 per cent from each ; A has

$200 left for five people to live on, and is. of course, terribly cramped,
if not completely ruined, while B can still spend three hundred thousand

as before, and save a clear $1,700,000. If you take 80 per cent from
each, A and his family starve to death, while B is as lively as ever, and
can still spend $300,000 a year, and lay by another $300,000 for a rainy

day. Equality of sacrifice clearly requires that a larger per cent be

taken from B than from A.

Another principle of taxation is that it should be levied in such a

way as to be most convenient to the pcop'e, occasion the smallest pos-

sible disturbance of industry, and cause the least expense in collection

so that the whole amount collected may go into the public Treasury.

Both these principles lead directly to the New Zealand land-value

and income taxes. The collection of large amounts from a small group

of rich men is very economical. The exemption of production takes all

pressure from industry. Land-values are created by nature and social

development, and can be taxed w'ithout any repression of individual

initiative and enterprise. It is very convenient to the great body of the

people to have the larger owners pay the taxes, and there is no injustice

in it. for the people and their patronage are part causes in creating the

land-values and incomes that pay the big taxes. Even the great lawyer

and the famous doctor owe their incomes to the existence of great cities

and' civilized communities. Just what part is fairly due to the social

factors and the civilization factors that are the common inheritance of

all from the past, and to the lives and labor of the many thousands who
make up the communitv that creates the income, no one can tell, but it

is probable that no reasonable amount of progressive taxation will

exhaust the share of opulent incomes which fairly belongs to the people.

By progressive taxes the people simply take a part of what they have

themselves produced.

In his great book. "The Wonderful Century," the eminent scientist.

Alfred Wallace, advocates a progressive income-tax of 10, 20. 30, and

40 per cent on the surplus over the same number of thousand pounds in

the income, "rising to ico per cent on the surplus above £50,000," and

"a corresponding or even larger increase in the death dues.

'

Compared with this the New Zealand taxes are very mild, with their

three stages; (i) exemption of improvements and of land-values up to

$2,500, and incomes up to $1,500; (2) taxation of land values from

$2,500 to $25,000 at less than half of i per cent, and of incomes from

$1,500 to $5,000 at 2''2 per cent; and (3) double taxation of large

incomes and a treble tax for overgrown estates.
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Switzerland's progressive taxes are already more emphatic than this

as the largest incomes pay a rate 5 times the percentage on the moderate

income.

England, France, Italy, Holland, Germany, etc., also have the income

tax as an established part of their fiscal systems.'

The United States had a progressive tax from 1862 to 1872.* And
another income tax act was passed in 1894, but was held unconstitutional

by the Supreme Court on the second hearing by one vote.^ The law was

3 See I'rof. Seligman's History of the Income-tax.

* The act of July 1, 1862, put a ?> per cent tax on all incomes between
$000 and $10,000, and 5 per cent on incomes over $10,000. The act of June
30, 1864, increased the rate between $G00 and $5,000 to 5 per cent, between
$5,000 and $7,000 to TVo per cent, and over $10,000 to 10 per cent; and
a later act increased the rate to 10 per cent on all over $5,000.

BThe Pollock Case, 158 U. S., 601.

On the first hearing the Court was evenly divided, but one judge
changed his opinion and voted at the later hearing against the law. The
decision was put en the ground that the law taxed rents and interest on
bonds, etc., and that these were direct taxes within the meaning of the
Constitution and must, therefore, be apportioned among the States in

proportion to population. As this was not done, the law was held void.

But there was and is no question as to the right of Congress to tax incomes
from business, trade, profession or employment.

The right to tax rents and interest (not arising from State and municipal
securities) is also undenied if the tax is apportioned among the States. And
finally the general opinion of the bench and bar is that even the ground
actually covered by the Pollock case is error, and that Congress really has
power under the Constitution to tax all incomes, with the exception of

the salaries of Federal judges and perhaps a few other unimportant items,

so that if the President should judiciously exercise his power of increasing
the number of judges in the Supreme Court, Congress could pass a general
income-tax law, and make it progressive, too, if It w shed, without danger
of blockade.

The main reason for thinking the views of the small majority in the
Pollock Case unsound, is that the whole history of the making of the
Constitution and its interpretation by the men who made it, proves that
the words "direct taxes" (as used in the constitutional clause requiring
apportionment among the States in proportion to population) do not include
income taxes. Chief Justice Chase, and Chancellor Kent and other eminent
authorities show clearly that as the framers of the Constitution used the
words "direct taxes'' they include only two, the capitation-tax and the
land-tax, and that no tax can be direct, within the meaning of the Con-
stitut.on, that is not capable of apportionment among the States in

proportion to population, with reasonable equality and justice. The decisions

of the Supreme Court and the practise of the Government for more than a
century, were based on this understanding. [See llylton vs. I'nited State.s,

.*? Dall. 171, Federal tax en carriages held valid ; Pacific Ins. Co. vs. Soule,

7 Wall, 433, tax on corporation income from specified sources valid ; Veazie
Bank vs. Fenno, 8 Wall, 533, tax of 10 per cent on notes of State banks
paid by other banks held valid ; Scholey vs. Rew, 23 Wall, 331, tax on
succession of real estate valid ; National Bank vs. United States, 101,
U. S., 1, tax on notes of municipal corporations paid by a bank valid;

Springer vs. United States, 102, U. S., 586 (1864), general income tax;

—

all these cases related to Federal taxes that would be "direct taxes" w.thin
the meaning in which those words are used by economists, yet they were
all held valid, not being "direct" within the meaning in which history
and context show that the words are used in the Constitution. See also

Foster and Abbot, "Income Tax of 18f)4," and best of all, the dissenting
opinions of Justices Brown, Jackson, White, and Harlan, in the Poliock
Case (158 U. S., pp. 638, 686, 606, 706) which are far more strongly
reasoned than the majority opinion.]

In the Hylton case in 1794 Congress had imposed a tax on carriages.
Two members of the Supreme Court when that case was decided had been
great leaders in the Convention that framed the Constitution in 1787.
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very badly drawn and undoubtedly did exceed the constitutional powers
of Congress, but the whole current of decision for a hundred years
indicates that a well-drawn income-tax law would be sustained by the

national courts. As to State legislation there is no question, many of

the States having had, and some now having, income-tax laws."

Five of the Australian states have the land and income tax. all but

West Australia and Queensland, and the latter has a compulsory local

land-value rating act, passed in 1890. In New Zealand, Victoria and
South Australia the purpose is to break up the big freeholds and to

make large land holders pay their fair share of taxation. In New South
Wales, the object is revenue. The Victorian law was aimed at the

monopolists of country land. All estates under 640 acres were exempted
(which practically released the city landlords) and even rural estates

were exempted unless worth $125,000 or more. The tax is i'4 per cent

on the capital value, but the rules of assessment fixed in the act give less

than the real values, and in practise the assessed values represent about

half the true values, so that the average tax paid is a little less than 8

cents an acre, varying from 19 cents on first class land to 5 cents on the

lowest class. The higher degrees of the graded tax in New Zealand are

much more severe, running up to 40 cents or more on the acre.

The South Australian land-tax is i cent in the £ on unimproved value.

It is doubled on estates above $25,000, and absentees pay 20 per cent

extra. A land-tax was imposed in 1884 but was not graduated. That

it is now mildly progressive is due to the campaign carried on in i8go

by Cockburn, then Prime Minister. He proposed a tax of I cent in the

£ on the ground value of estates up to $25,000, progressing by steps of

half a cent in the £ till a maximum of 6 cents on estates worth over

$500,000 was reached. This would have made some of the large prop-

erties untenable, and the monopolists fought the project. Cockburn

appealed to the country and with success, but his majority did not hold

Chief Justice Cliase and the whole Court held that a tax on carriages was
not a direct tax within the Constitution, because it could not be apportioned
among the States in proport.on to population without absurd and unjust
consequences. The Chief Justice said: "The Constitution evidently con-

templated no taxes as direct but such as Congress could lay in proportion

to the census. The rule of apportionment is only to be adopted in ca.ses

where it can reasonably apply. If it is proposed to tax any spectic article

by the ru.e of apportionment, and it would evidently create great Inequality

and injustice, it is unreasonable to say that the Constitution intended such
tax should be laid by that rule. Suppose two States eiiual .n census to

pay .^SU.UOO each, by a tax on carriages, and in one State there are 1<»""'

carriages, and in the other lO.OtiO. The owners of carriages in one State

would pay ten times the tax of owners in the other State. A In one

State would pay .$8, while B in the other would pay for his carriage ?S(»."

The law of 1S'.J4 was a bungle, the exemption up to $4,000 was unfair,

some of the provisions were admitted all round to be unconstitutional, and

one cannot blame the Court for thinking such a law ought not to go into

effect, but as is not unfrequently the case, one of tlie Important reasons

stated by the Court for its decision will not hold water ; and the view that

the case does not close the door to. a properly-drawn Income-tax. even In the

present make-up of the Court, especially since the recent vigorous accession,

has much to sustain it.

»The first income tax was Imposed by the Colony of Massachusetts in

1646 and it has been re-enacted from time to time In sJlghtly varying form :

the present law taxes incomes from any profession, trade or employment."
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together. His tax bill roused of course the fiercest opposition of the

threatened interests, and before their anger and their tactics some sup-

porters of the progressive tax deserted, and the Ministry and their pro-

posal fell together. Some concession to public opinion had to be made,

however, and the men who had defeated Cockburn paid homage to the

feeling he had awakened by increasing somewhat the tax on large hold-

ings and on absentees.

Every land-tax is hated and feared by the great landowners, and by

the financial institutions whose interests are entwined with the land-

owners, not so much for its actual weight and effect as for the principle

it stands for and the attacks it may foreshadow. So long as the land-

tax is on the statute book, especially where it is graduated, the large

owners see in it a screw which only requires a few more turns to become

unbearable. Altho the squatters, properly so called, the cattle-men,

sheep-men and wool-growers, who hold Crown lands on pastoral lease,

pay no land-tax on such lands in any of the colonies, yet they may hold

other lands which come within the tax, and, as a rule, desire to secure

the freehold of their ranches, so that, through present or prospective

interest, their weight also is thrown against the land-tax. And of course

they are against the progressive income-tax along with the banks and all

the rest of the big corporations and large interests, not probably from

philanthropic motives, but because it is a fundamental principle of mod-

ern industrial life to get all you can and keep all you get. In New Zea-

land, however, the small farmers and the workingmen have discovered

that, by voting together for their common interests, they can checkmate

the big fellows, and select engineers who will run the machinery of taxa-

tion and legislation with reasonable regard to the rights of all the vari-

ous classes in the community.

Single-Tax.

There is an impression in some quarters that New Zealand belongs

to the Single-tax school or that the Single-taxers have captured the

Legislature. How far this is from the truth has appeared to sonie extent

in the text, and may be further proved by summarizing the differences

between the New Zealand system and the Single-tax, and by making

some quotations from leading authorities on the point, including the

Single-tax League of New Zealand.

Henry George proposed to take 90 per cent of the rental values due

to land and abolish all other taxes. Under this plan

(a) Small farmers would pay land-tax as well as large farmers.

In Nczv Zealand small farmers pay no laud-tax.

(b) The whole 1 10.000 land owners wou!d pay the State land-tax.

In Nczv Zealand only 16,000 of the 110,000 pay State land-tax.

(c) Nearly the whole rental value of the land would go in taxes.

In New Zealand even those who pay taxes pay only one-

twentieth to one-quarter of the rental value even in places

adopting the local rating on land-values.

(d) Large landowners and absentees would pay no higher rate than

small owners and industrious farmers.

In New Zealand large owners pay a graded-tax, and absentees
20 per cent more on top of that.
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(e) Business and professional men not owning land would be free from
taxation no matter how large their incomes. They have to
pay rent for the land they use now, and their payments would
be no larger then. The rent would go to the Government
instead of the private landlord, who would find liis land prac-
tically confiscated to public use.

hi Ncii.1 Zealand business and professional men, etc.. Tx'iih large
incomes hare to pay progressive income-tax.

(f) No duties would be paid on decedents" estates.

Jn Ne-dJ Zealand decedoits' estates pay progressive tax as high
as 10 per cent on large estates.

(g) No internal revenue taxes would be levied.

Neiv Zealand has internal revenue duties on beer, etc.

(h) No customs duties would be charged.
N'ezv Zealand gets a third of her revenue, and three-fourths of

her tax receipts from customs.

The purposes our great reformer, Henry George, had in view, were
largely identical with those of New Zealand's Liberal legislators,

namely, the liberation of labor, encouragement of improvements, diffu-

sion of the unearned increment, and practical nationalization of the

soil, but his methods were very different from those of the new democ-

racy. New Zealand seeks to free from every burden the fundamental

wealth that every one ought to possess, and place the burdens on over-

wealth, whether it be land wealth or business wealth.

Some leading New Zealanders declare that Henry George had little

influence there. "He frightened us by the confiscatory features of his

plan," they say. And Minister Ballance wrote in 1887: "Henry George

would not pay from the public exchequer for the economic errors of

the past, but would make the individuals who accepted the guarantee

of the State victims of the national wrong doing. To state the doc-

trine is to condemn it."

Henry De R. Walker says : "Many fear that the taxes on unim-

proved values in New Zealand, New South Wales, and South Australia,

are first steps in the national absorption of land-values advocated by

Henry George, but the exemptions and the graduation are fundamen-

tally different from George's proposals. ... It is absurd to sup-

pose that the electors, a large proportion of whom are freeholders, will

be captivated by the advocates of the single-tax.'

Sir Robert Stout, one of the earliest advocates of the land-tax. said

in 1895: "The single-tax is absurd."'

Wm. Pember Reeves says: "It is absurd to speak of any of the

colonies as fields where the single-tax school is dominant or even pow-

erful Avowed Single-taxers in 1891 were very few in num-

ber, as they still are, but the doctrines of the land-nationalizers and

Single-taxers were accepted to the extent of distinguishing between

real estate and personal property as subjects for taxation, and a bne

was also drawn between ground values and improvements, liut the

law exempts the small farmers entirely, running counter in thai to tiio

cardinal principle of the Single-taxers."

In spite of all this, however, and of the fact that Grey, Ballance, ant!
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Stout had advocated the land-tax away back in 1876-7, and even

secured a land-value tax law in 1878, before Henry George's ideas had

made any stir even in his own city and State, it is nevertheless true

that George's teachings have had a profound influence upon public

opinion in New Zealand and throughout Australia. After the publica-

tion of "Progress and Poverty," in 1879, George's writings were much
read and appreciated in the Colonies. He showed the people the evils of

private land monopoly with a force and clearness unknown to them

before. His great services are fully recognized, clearly distinguishing his

truth from his error, and Premier Ballance has referred to him as "the

greatest authority on the land question, who has revolutionized public

opinion." No body of men has done more to stir public thought than the

Single-taxers, and when a body of men of equal earnestness and devo-

tion, with greater breadth and milder temperament, are satisfied to take

one step at a time against land monopoly, and not against land

monopoly alone, but against all private monopoly of a character that

is dangerous or contrary to public policy, and take the step in a way
that accords with the principles of justice, then they will carry legisla-

tures with them as the progressive thinkers of New Zealand have done.

The following extracts from the manifesto of the New Zealand Single-

Tax League, 1901, indicate how very far the Single-taxers themselves

are from regarding New Zealand as a Single-tax country, or a country

whose land and fiscal legislation is satisfactory to orthodox Single-

taxers:

"We admit that much good has been done. * * * We admit that

in this country conmiendable efforts have been made, and are being
made, by the authorities to avert the social ills of older countries by
legislation, but w'e are of opinion that the so-called land policy now
obtaining in New Zealand, instead of being a remedy, perpetuates

everything vicious in the old system. * * *

"Not only is the past unearned increment being placed beyond the

reach of the people forever, unless taxation is resorted to, but the
future unearned increment of resumed estates is again being alienated.

Ethically, a lease of this description (lease in perpetuity) is inexpli-

cable, and we dispute the right of the people of any time to will away
the land from future generations. * * *

"This League holds that all unearned increment should be secured
to the community, to wdiose presence and industry that value is due.

It is proposed to assess it by means of a tax on unimproved land-value,

such tax to be gradually increased, at the same time remitting other

taxes which fall at present on labor and capital, beginning with the

remission of taxes on the necessaries of life, until all taxes are levied

on improved land-values only—hence the name Single-tax.

"The present annual unimproved value of land in New Zealand is

about £4,000,000 (a very low estimate), so that the yield would be
beyond our requirements.

"The justness of such a tax is not only admitted in theory, but is

recognized in our legislation, and indorsed by the people who have
voluntarily adopted this method of local taxation in almost every
district where it has been proposed. We have also for State revenue
purposes a tax on the unimproved value of land, and altho it is not so

perfect in its form as that in use by local bodies, it has, nevertheless,

met with general approval, and it is believed that its adoption ten
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years ago \vas the principal cause of the comparative prosperity which
has continued since that time."

11.

INDUSTRIAL COURTS.

There are now five compulsory arbitration acts at work in Australasia
;

three of them full-fledged systems and two minimum-wage board laws.

Thorogoing compulsory arbitration was instituted in New Zealand,

1894; West Australia, 1900, and New South Wales, 1901 ; and mini-

mum wage boards were established in Victoria, 1896, and South Aus-

tralia, 1900.

The course of events in New South Wales is particularly interesting,

and we will condense an account of it from Mr. Reeves' very full

description in State Experiments in Australia. By 1900 organized

labor, which had been broken by the great strikes of 1890- 1895, began

to manifest renewed vigor. Thirty-four societies joined in the pro-

cession on Eight-hours' Day in October, 1901 ; three years before the

number had been but twenty-five. Even the tailoresses were organ-

ized, and after a series of strikes, obtained better conditions. There

were also strikes of ironworkers, builders, wharf laborers, and other

workers, and on the whole the settlements were favorable to the men.

But the trade-union leaders were not deluded by this into believing

that strikes were the best means of bettering the standard of living.

They had not forgotten the hard les.sons of the past ; they had been

watching New Zealand, and they had made up their minds to trans-

plant industrial arbitration to their own soil.

The alliance in Parhament between the Labor Party and the Gov-

ernment, aided the movement. The labor members did not draft the

bill, however, nor pilot its passage. They were satisfied to see the

enterprise undertaken by Mr. Bernard Wise, the brilliant lawyer, who
had helped to frame the Constitution of the Commonwealth, and was

then Attorney-General of New South Wales.

Mr. Wise concluded in 1900 to follow New Zealand's example on

arbitration lines with some modifications adapted to the more cen-

tralized character of his colony. The bill passed the House in 1901,

but was rejected by the Senate. It then went through the test of a

general election with a result so clear that the Senate gave way, and

the bill became law December loth the same year.

Its difference from the New Zealand Act begins with the title,

in which the w-ord "conciliation" is not found. After much debate the

Parliament of New South Wales resolved to strike out any suggestion

of a conciliation board, resolving that their Arbitration Court should

not merely be a final tribunal, but should do the whole work of the

law. ... As in New Zealand, the employers may be organized

or not; the laborers must be. The labor societies may either be regis-

tered under the Act or be ordinary trade unions. By registering,

however, the trade-union becomes an industrial union, able to vote in

the election of the labor judge of the Court. No trade-union can

remain outside the Act by neglecting to register under it. The Court

50
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may cite anj' trade-union before it and ma}^ include it in any award.
Not only are strikes and lockouts prohibited during the reference of

any dispute to arbitration, but persons who strike or lockout after a

dispute has arisen, before giving reasonable time for application to be

made to the Court, are guilty of a misdemeanor. The punishment for

this is a fine up to £1000, or imprisonment for not more than two
months. In New Zealand the penalty is a fine merely, and that must
not exceed £50. In New South Wales henceforth, any employer who
dismisses a worker for belonging to a union, or because he or she is

entitled to the benefit of any award of the Court, is liable to be fined

£20. No proceedings under this section (35) of the Act are to be

begun without leave of the Court; but when they are begun, the

burden of proof is to He on the employer to satisfy the Court that the

dismissal was owing to some other than the alleged reason.

In its procedure the Court is to be as unfettered as that of New
Zealand, and, like that, may not be appealed from. Evidence as to

trade secrets and profits must be taken in secret session, if the parties

affected thereby so desire. Generally the Court has power to hear any

matter in private, and, as in New Zealand, may receive evidence

whether technically legal or not. It is specifically granted the power
to fix a minimum wage, and may order au}^ employer to give prefer-

ence to unionists over non-unionists, "other things being equal," when
men from both classes ofifer their labor at the same time.

The most interesting feature of the Act is what is called the

"common rule." This is an effort to improve upon the original New
Zealand method in respect to the regulative scope of the awards, so that,

instead of merely binding specific employers, tJie Court may niahc

rules virtually dealing zvith zvhole i>idustries. The New Zealand plan

has been to proceed through district after district, citing all the

employers in the industry under review in each. The employers to be

bound by the award had to be specifically named in it. Any one subse-

quently entering the trade had to be cited into Court to get the award
extended to him, unless he was prepared to comply with it voluntarily.

In 1900 the Court was authorized to make Colonial azvards, subject to

protest and hearing in any district disapproving; and the scope of

awards was extended so as to bind, without further proceedings, any

one who during their currency should enter any industry regulated

by them. Power was also given the Court to extend an award so as

to include any emploj'er or union not a party thereto, but engaged in

the same industry as that to which the award applied. A moment's

reflection will show that, under these successive extensions of its

power, the Court was enabled to lay down rules affecting a whole

industry. In effect this had been done before, tho the Court had taken

province after province in the gradual fashion suggested by the clearly-

defined subdivisions of the Colon)-. Moreover, in New Zealand there

has been a strong prejudice against regulating the businesses of employ-

ers who have not been at least invited to attend the hearing of the case

affecting them.

In New South Wales, however, the Court is to have power to treat
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any award as a test case, and to apply the award therein to the whole
industry throughout the Colony. It may, so to speak, give an award
in rem, instead of in personam. It may declare that any custom,
regulation, agreement, condition, or dealing whatsoever in relation to

any industrial matter shall be a common rule of the industry. It may
also limit the area within which the rule shall be operative, and may
allow exceptions to it. As in practise it will probably both limit areas

and allow a good many exceptions, the net result is likely to be very
similar to that secured under the New Zealand plan; practically

identical, in fact, with New Zealand results under the law of 1900.

Next to the absence of conciliation boards, the greatest contrast

with the New Zealand system is that the State is given a right to

initiate proceedings, so that a dispute may be brought into Court tho
neither workers nor employers appeal to it. Clause 26 says the Court
may determine "any industrial matter referred to it by an industrial

union or by the Registrar." Mr. Wise has said frankly that lie does

not see why the Arbitration Court should not, through its Registrar,

intervene in a dispute, tho none of the disputing parties thereto care

to invoke it. He thinks combatants who are bringing an industry to

a dead stop should be regarded as brawlers in a street, who check

traffic with their quarreling; they should be made to move on.

The members of the Industrial Arbitration Court, Mr. Justice

Cohen (President), Mr. Cruickshank (Employers' Representative), and

Mr. S. Smith (Workers' Representative) were sworn in before the

full Court in Sydney on the 29th of April, 1902.

No sooner did the Court open its doors than there was a rush of

applicants to set down cases, and the first protest from its President

was against a haste which seemed likely to lead to a block of business.

The Victorian Alininium-Wage Boards were instituted to stop

sweating. Each board takes care of a special trade, fixing minimum-

wages maximum-hours, rules as to apprentices, etc. The original pro-

visions were in the Shops and Factories Act of 1896, by which boards

were established in the baking, clothing, shirtmaking, bootmaking,

underclothing, and furniture trades. An amending Act, 1899, author-

ized the Governor in Council, on resolution of either House, to appoint

a special board for any specified industry, and 32 new trade boards

have been added to the original 6, and more still are asked for. The

provisions of the law are thus summarized in the report of the Vic-

torian Factories Department for 1901

:

Special boards may be appointed to fi.x wages and piecework rates

for persons employed either inside or outside factories in making clotli-

ing or wearing apparel or furniture, or in bread-making or baking, or

in the business of a butcher or seller of meat.

Special boards may be appointed for any process, trade, or business

usually or frequently carried on in a factory or workroom, provided a

resolution has been passed by either House declaring it is expedient to

appoint such a board.

Special boards may consist of not less than four or more tlian ten

members and a chairman, and hold office for two years. Half the

members (elected as prescribed) shall be representatives of ei

and half of employees. If the employers' or employees' rcprev
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are not elected, the Governor in Council may appoint representatives-.

He also fills all vacancies. The members of a board may elect a chair-

man (not being one of such members) ; if they do not elect a chairman,

the Governor in Council may appoint one.

In the case of the furniture trade, the board is appointed by the

Governor in Council without election. (This was provided to prevent

the Chinese in the trade electing the board.)

Regulations fixing the rates of payment to members of special

boards provide £1 for a full day for the chairman, and los. for other

members and half rates for half days. A traveling allowance of los. per

day is paid to members residing more than 40 miles from Melbourne.
Railway fares are also repaid.

A board may fix either wage-rates or piecework- rates, or both

;

must also fix the hours for which the rate of wage is fixed, and the

rate of pay for overtime; and in fixing wages may take into considera-

tion the nature, kind, and class of the work, and the mode and manner
in which the work is to be done, the age and the sex of the workers,

and any matter which may be prescribed by regulation.

A board may fix the proportion of apprentices or improvers to be

employed in any process, trade, or business, and the w'ages to be paid

to them; and in fixing such wages may consider age, sex, and experi-

ence.

A board may determine that manufacturers may be allowed to fix

piecework rates based on the minimum wage. That is to say, the

board after fixing time wages itself, may leave it to the employers to

pay a fair equivalent to their pieceworkers. The Chief Inspector may,
however, challenge any rate so paid, and the employer may have to

justify it before the board.
The determination of a board applies to every city or town, and

may be extended by the Governor in Council to any borough or shire

or part of a shire.

The Chief Inspector may grant a license to any aged or infirm

worker to work at less than the minimum-wage fixed by a board.

The Governor in Council may suspend a determination for six

months, and the board must then receive and examine evidence as to

such determination, and may amend it.

The validity of a determination can onl}- be questioned before the

Supreme Court.
Employees must not be paid any part of a wage (fixed by a special

board) in goods.
An employee may sue for his wages (if fixed by a special board),

any agreement to the contrary notwithstanding.

Both initiative and enforcement rest with the Minister of Labor,

his factory officials, and the boards, and there is no court of appeal,

except on the question of validity. The only other appeal from the

boards is to the Government. In case of a faulty "determination" the

aggrieved parties try to get the Government to suspend it, and to oblige

the board which drew it up to reconsider and amend it. In New Zea-

land the Government has virtually nothing to do with the awards of

the tribunals.

The boards have for the most part rendered good service. The

Baking Board, for example, by raising the pay of nien to i shilling an

hour, and fixing apprentices minimum at 5 shillings a week, gave an

immediate increase of over 30 per cent to the adults in the trade. The

average gain for every worker was $2.50 a week, on a former average

of $8 a week; for the men the advance was more than $2.50, for the

boys less. As the law also limited the working hours to 48 a week,
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the fortunate bakers got much more pay for much less work. Yet
very little friction seems to have been caused by the change, which
in practise was neither ruinous to eniplojers nor inconvenient to the

public. The cflfect of stopping competition in cutting wages and
lengthening hours on the sweatshop plan, is to concentrate competition

upon efficiency. Employers compelled to pay a standard wage take

care to make labor as productive as possible.

The minimum wage, the Chief Inspector of Factories says (May,

1902), does not become the maximum. In the clothing trade in 1901,

for instance, the minimum adult wage for males was 45 shillings a

week, and the average paid was 53 shillings 6 pence;, for females the

minimum was 20 shillings, the average 22 shillings 3 pence. He also

gave similar differences in the boot, furniture, and shirtmaking trades.

The Victorian trade-unions seem to wish to substitute industrial

arbitration for their own system. June 27, 1902, a representative depu-

tation of them, fifty strong, waited on Mr. Deakin, Acting Federal

Premier, to ask that the Federal Ministry should pass an industrial

arbitration law for the whole Commonwealth. Mr. Spence, M. H. R.,

representing the Australian Workers' Union, declared that the example

of New Zealand had been sufficient to convince New South Wales and

Western Australia that compulsory arbitration laws were desirable.

Even if all the States had courts of that kind, there would still be

reed for a Federal Court. Many miners were found all over the

Commonwealth. So far as shearers and seamen were concerned, one

court could settle disputes for the whole of Australia. Mr. Deakin said

that under the Constitution a Federal law could only deal with labor

disputes extending into two or more States. Such a law he and his

colleagues were about to propose. They could not deal with purely

local disputes unless the State Governments would delegate authority

to them. The deputation, therefore, .went to Mr. Irvine, the Premier

of the State of Victoria, and besought him to have an arbitration law

enacted. Mr. Irvine asked them plainly whether they desired that

industrial arbitration should supersede the minimum wage system in

force under the Shops and Factories Act, and they explained that

they did. They appreciate the value of the Wage Boards, but believe

the New Zealand arbitration system to be still better.

Contrasting the Minimum Wage Law of Victoria with the New
Zealand Arbitration Act Mr. Reeves says

:

"Starting quite apart and aoproaching their undertaking on different

lines, they are in many respects doing the same work. The primary aim
of the Victorians was to regulate certain sweated trades ; that of the

New Zealanders, to put an end to pitched battles between masters and

unions. But, inasmuch as two-thirds of the conflicts of labor and

capital turn on the rates of wages, the Victorian system, where it is

applied, does in practise make strikes and lockouts much less likely to

happen; while that of New Zealand has regulated, sometimes minutely,

most of the Colony's industries. Both laws have been expanded by

their Parliaments, and have become less unlike than they were wlien

first passed. At the outset, the Victorian Act affected but six trades,

and those only in urban districts; it may now by permission of either

House of Parliament be extended to other industries, and this is rap-
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idly being done. Still, its scope is not yet as wide as that of the New
Zealand law, and its regulating power is confined to wages and piece-

work prices, hours of work, and the employment of apprentices and
improvers. Until all the many causes of labor warfare are brought under
the purview of the Victorian boards, their functions must remain nar-

rower than those of the New Zealand tribunals, and the risk of labor

battles greater than under our system. Moreover, under their system
of separate trade boards, each industrj^ is dealt with as tho it had no
relation to any other. The New Zealand tribunals, the Court espe-

cially, have to handle many trades, and learn to consider their relations

one with another.
In October, igor, a single strike in Melbourne caused more work-

men to go out than the total number concerned in all the little battles

of unorganized labor in the last six years in New Zealand. Strikes

and lockouts are not illegal in Victoria, and while the employer may
not pay his hands less than the minimum wage, there is nothing to

prevent the workmen striking for more. In New Zealand the trade

unionist may ask for more than the rate awarded by an arbitration

tribunal ; he may not strike for it, but must wait till the award expires.

The New Zealand laws allow special trade boards to be set up, but

no attempt has been made to use this part of it. The decisions, even

of the Arbitration Court, under the New Zealand law, for the first five

years after it was enacted, could onh- have force in the districts in

which they were given. Only after five years did the legislature

venture to give the Court of Arbitration power to make an award apply

to a trade everywhere throughout the Colony, and even then the per-

mission was hedged about with safeguards. It was, however, given

;

and now, also, awards must be obeyed by non-union as well as union

work-people in the trades they apply to. In practise the New Zealand
tribunals now regulate trades and not firms of trades merely. In these

respects, as in the emphasis their statute now lays on the Arbitration

Court's authority to fix a minimum wage, and in the greater power they

now give their conciliation boards, the New Zealanders have so worked
and amended their system as to cover the same ground as the wages
boards and a great deal more. The Victorian law takes no special

account of labor unions; that of New Zealand did not until lately

concern itself with any other class of labor."

South Australia buried her dead arbitration law and adopted the

Victorian Wages Board system in December, 1900. And West

Australia, finding her arbitration act of 19CO imperfect, replaced it,

February, 1902, with an act more closely following the New Zealand

model, including the conciliation boards, which New South Wales

left out.

Compulsory arbitration bids fair to gain control of the whole

industrial system of the Commonwealth, and in one respect Australia

has gone beyond New Zealand, for it has not only given the option

of requiring arbitration to labor and to capital, but has conferred the

same important right on the third party in interest, the great public,

which often loses by industrial strife more than both the combatants

put together.

III.

STATE ANNUITIES

For Industrial Veterans and Disabled Workers.

In the United States, Dr. Edward Everett Hale is advocating old-

age pensions of "$ioo a year, payable to every citizen, male or female,
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who has passed the age of seventy." He says the $2 poll-tax on every
male citizen long levied in Massachusetts, is f;(r more than scfficient

to provide the needful funds.

In England, Mr. Chamberlain, Charles Booth and many other nota-

ble men, favor old-age pensions, and the cooperators. and the trade

unions are working for a universal pension of $1.25 a week, payable
at the age of 60 years. The following resolutions have been passed by
the representatives of Great Britain's two million cooperators in Con-
gress assembled

:

(1901) "That this Congress strengthened by the overwhelming opin
ion, as expressed by cooperative conferences held during the year,
hereby declares the urgent necessity of Parliament providing an old-
age pension for every citizen, male or female."

(1902) "That this Congress heartily indorses the resolutions passed
by the Joint Conference of Cooperators and Trade Unionists in Lon-
don, January, 1902, on 'Old-Age Pensions;' and strongly urges upon
the Government the necessity of establishing a National System of
Old-Age Pensions, which shall be universal in its application to all

citizens, men and women, on attaining the age of 60 years, the pension
to be at the rate of at least 5s. a week, and that the entire cost of such
a scheme be contributed by the State, and met by means of Imperial
taxation."

The resolutions of the National Conference of Trade Unions and

Cooperators were practically identical with this.

NEW SOUTH WALKS.

After watching the New Zealand experiment a couple of years, New
South Wales passed an Old-Age Pension Law in December. 1900.

which went into operation July i, 1901. It is like the New Zealand

law in regard to age (65 years),' residence, good conduct, Chinamen,

and Asiatics. It also aims at the same ideal of $5 a week, or $260 a

year. In both colonies it seems that $5 a week is regarded as the highest

sum to which the State should raise a pensioner's income by supple-

menting his earnings or receipts. But the law of New South Wales

differs from that of New Zealand in several important respects: (i) The

full pension is $130, or $40 more than in New Zealand, while the deduc-

tions begin when the private income amounts to $135, instead of the $175.

at which deductions begin in New Zealand. The standard pension of

$130 is diminished by $5 for each pound of income the pensioner

already has above $130. and (where he has any income) by $5 for

each $75 of net capital. The pension, therefore, vanishes at $260 of

private income the same as in New Zealand, but the minimum revenue

is $130 instead of $90. The State guarantees half the ideal, instead of

a third, as in New Zealand. (2) The property limit, where there is

no income, is $1950 plus the $250 exemption, or $2200, against $1600

in New Zealand. (3) Married people are treated very shabbily. If

they live apart and have no other income, they may draw $130 each,

or $260 total, but if they live together they can have only $97 cac''-

or $194 in all, whereas in New Zealand they would have the same

» See, however, (4) in the text further on.
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pensions in both cases (the discrimination against domestic bliss being

made there only when there is income from other sources, which, with

the full pensions, would amount to more than $390). (4) There is

an excellent provision authorizing the pension officers to consider the

cases of poor people from 60 to 65 years of age, who have been dis-

abled from earning a living by sickness or accident. (5) The exami-
nation of applicants is not public but private, before 3 officials, with

appeal to a district judge. Secret hearings are seriously objected to

by some of the ablest New Zealand statesmen, while Sir Wm. Lyne,

the Premier of New South Wales, objected to any public inquiry.

Some outcry has been raised in New Zealand against the publicity of

open hearings, on the ground that some would be deterred from
making just claims, because of a natural shrinking from the exposure
of their poverty. The number of applications, however, would indicate

that few are affected that way. The judges are kind and considerate,

and the open hearings are certainly of great value in the prevention

of imposture, and in the awakening of the sympathies of the public.

(6) No licensed victualler is to supply liquor to an old-age pensioner.

(This was denounced in the House as a silly insult to pensioners.)

(7) No instalment of a pension is to be paid to any one absent from
the Colony, or in jail or in a lunatic asylum. (8) Reciprocity is pro-

vided for. That is, an Australian from another Colony, having an old-

age pension law with a similar clause, or a pension agreement with

New South Wales, need only reside 10 years in the latter to become
qualified for a pension if he has 15 years' residence in the other colony

or colonies within the reciprocity circle. Other British subjects must
reside in the Colony 25 years without absences exceeding 2 years in

the 25.

The discussion in New South Wales when the pension bill was
up gives interesting proof of the favorable effect produced on Austra-

lian public opinion by the success of the New Zealand measure. In

the debate in Parliament (New South Wales) November 14, 1900, Mr.
Carruthers said: "This measure has received the universal approval

of the House and every speaker who has addressed the Chamber has

congratulated the Premier on the introduction of the Bill." The dis-

cussions in both Houses in Sydney were in marked contrast to the

heated battles in Wellington in 1896, '97, '98. There was no obstruc-

tion, no predicting of intolerable public burdens and a demoralized

working class, no advocacy of contributory schemes. There were some
personalities, but practically no direct opposition. Universal pensions

found few friends. The amendment most desired was a reduction of

the qualifying age from 65 to 60.

The amount paid in pensions during the 3'ear ending with June.

1902, was $2,180,000 in a population of 1,400,000. The cost of adminis-

tration was $47,700, and $34,640 was paid as commission to the Bank
of New South Wales through which the payments are made.

VlCT0RI.\.

Early in 1899 Premier Turner of Victoria, sent trusted emissaries
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to New Zealand to investigate the new institutions of that Colony.
These agents of research, Mr. Best, Minister of Lands, and Mr. Tren-
with, an able trade-nnion leader, made a very favorable report,

especially praising the land system, the arbitration law and the old-age
pensions. Premier Turner thereupon introduced a pension bill like

that of New Zealand, but his Government fell in November. In the

elections of 1900 public opinion was clearly expressed in favor of

old-age pensions, and Turner coming back to power at once pushed
the measure to the front.

The first act (December 27, 1900) was a temporary one to last 6

months, from January i, to July i, 1901, while a permanent law was
being framed. Any Victorian 20 years in the Colony, 65 years old,

and poor, could apply for a pension, and get i shilling a day for 4 weeks,

while a police magistrate investigated his good faith and actual condi-

tion. Habitual drunkards and convicted criminals were to be rejected.

If satisfied of the claimant's poverty and decency, the magistrate might

grant him such allowance, not exceeding i shilling a day, as might seem
needful to supplement any sum the applicant owned or earned. Persons

less than 65 might also claim pensions if their health had been ruined

by working in mines or at some unhealthy trade.

The act was good in its flexibility and width, but hastily drawn
and insufficiently safeguarded, so that divesting of property to claim

annuities, and other forms of imposture, were fostered. The public

condemned the blunders of the temporary act (which appears to have

been rushed through in order to get ahead of New South Wales),

but did not go back on the principle of old-age pensions.

December 11, 1901, a permanent pensions act was passed which is

remarkable for its precautions, its effort to confine the annuities to

the enfeebled and utterly necessitous, and its flexibility and breadth.

A person 65 years old who "is unable to maintain himself," or one

"of any age" who is "poiiianciitly disabled, or who is in permanent

ill-health, caused in either case by having been engaged in mining or

any unhealthy or hazardous occupation,'" is entitled to a pension if the

case comes within the other conditions, one of which is that the '"hus-

band, wife, father, mother or children of the claimant, or any or all of

them are unable to provide for or maintain the claimant." This is a

closer approach than New Zealand has made to the principle of

making the need for the annuity the test of its allowance.

A citizen (not an Asiatic) who has resided 20 years in the Colony,

with absences not exceeding 5 years in the 20, who is not possessed

of $1175 of property above charges and incumbrances, nor of an

average income of 8 shillings a week, is entitled to a pension under

the circumstances above stated, i. e., permanent disability caused by

mining or other unhealthy or dangerous occupation, or 65 years and

unable to maintain himself.

The pension is to be of such amount as the Commissioner dgems

reasonable under all the circumstances, but is not to exceed 8s. ($?) a

zveek, and is not to be at such a rate as to make the income of the

claimant from all sources over 8s. a week ($100 a year), with the
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proviso, however, that wages up to 2s. a week shall not be included

in the estimate on which the limitation of pension is based. So that

the total income of a pensioner may reach $125. The pension is to

he diminished by 6d. (12 cents) for each iio ($50) of net capital which

does not return income. The pension vanishes, therefore, at $800 of

net capital. The net capital is found by taking the real and personal

property of the applicant, excluding £25 ($125) worth of furniture and
personal efifects, and subtracting all charges and incumbrances and £50

($250) general exemption. The keeping of the income all together,

whether it is income from property or from some other source, and
limiting the property deduction from the pension to property that

yields no return, seem marked improvements on the New Zealand

law; and the better adjustment of the grant to the need is undoubtedly

a great advance ; but the $125 income aimed at by law is much less

liberal than the $260 aim of the New Zealand and New South Wales
enactments.

In practise the Victorian pension is the sum necessary to bring the

applicant's income up to $2 a week, including all his private income

from property and other sources, except an exemption of 50 cents a

week allowed on earnings by oersonal exertion. We emphasize the

word "necessary" because if the Pension Commissioner who hears

the claim believes the applicant able to earn $2 a week, or part of it,

or is satisfied that near relatives (above mentioned) can fairly be

expected to maintain him, the Commissioner may refuse to grant the

claim, or allow such amount below $2 a week as he may deem proper

in view of the applicant's condition and ability.

The requirements as to good character are similar to those in New
Zealand, but the claim must "expressly affirm all the qualifications and

requirements, and negative all the disqualifications under this act,"

and wilful false statement in the declaration is perjury. Applicants

must satisfy the Commissioner that they have made reasonable efiforts

to maintain themselves or have reared a family in decency and comfort,

that their average income during the 6 months before application was

less than $2 a week, that they are unable to maintain themselves, and

that all the conditions as to age, residence, character, property, relatives,

etc., are fulfilled, and that they have not directly or indirectly deprived

themselves of property or income in order to qualify.

The hearings are public as in New Zealand, but the Commissioner in

examining relatives as to their means may hear them in private if he

thinks best. Each relative of the nearness above stated may be called

on to declare in writing his or Her means and abilit}^ If they hesitate

to do this, or if the Pension officials believe them able to contribute,

they may be summoned before a Commissioner and ordered to pay a

contribution.

As in the other colonies conjugal bliss or home economy is con-

sidered an equivalent for a certain amount of financial resources. The
legal limit of clear property for a pensioner is $800 above $125 personal

efifects and $250 general exemption, or $1175 in all. but a husband

and wife living together can only claim one exemption, as tho they
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were really but one person as the common law used to imagine they

were.

Before the claimant receives his pension certificate he must execute

a deed, undertaking on demand to transfer to the Government all his

real property. The deed authorizes the treasurer to sell the property,

and deduct from the proceeds all sums paid to the owner by way of

pension, any balance being paid back to the pensioner or his repre-

sentatives.

There is a reciprocity clause similar to that of New South Wales.

In all the pension colonies the purpose is to give the State's aid t<>

those and only to those who need it most, and to senarate the deserving

poor from the undeserving. In some important respects the Victorian

law is more perfectly adapted to this purpose than either of the others.

Denm.\rk.

Under the Danish law of April 9, 1891, a pension is granted to any

applicant 60 j-ears of age or over, w-ho is unable to provide the neces-

saries of life and proper treatment in case of sickness, for himself and

his dependents. There is no statutory limit as in New Zealand. The
relief is not fi.xed in amount, but must be sufficient for the support of

the person relieved and for his family, and for treatment in case of

sickness. It may be given in money, or in any kind of relief as circum-

stances require, or it may consist in admission to a suitable institution.

The recipient of relief under this law must not be in poverty due to

his own fault ; he must, for 10 years, have had a fi.xed residence

;

not been sentenced for vagrancy or begging; nor have received poor-

relief. No one who has ever undergone sentence for any dishonorable

transaction, or whose poverty is caused by his having been a spend-

thrift, or who has received poor-relief, can have a pension. The latter

provision seems hard.

The principle of flexibility and discretion, which enters into the

Danish law, adapting the relief to the circumstances of the case, has

not led to any very extravagant grants, the highest that has been given

to any one being $86 a year, which is a little below the full pension in

New Zealand, and $44 less than the full pension in New South Wales.

It is proposed in Denmark that a person should receive considerably

more between 70 and 80 than between 60 and 70, and still more between

80 and 90, because at 60 he may be able to earn a little, and perhaps

even at 70 or later. It does not seem possible, however, to lay down

any definite rule. It is recorded that Thomas Parr did a good day's

work till he was 130, and could have worked longer. He married

when he was 120 and the lady lived with him 12 years, and said he

never manifested any of the infirmities of age. He died at the age

of 152, not because there was anything the matter with him. but

because the King invited him to London. He was not used to court

dainties, ate too much, and died of plethora. Dr. Harvey (who dis-

covered the circulation of the blood) dissected him. and found his

organs in perfect condition, with no sign of ossification even in his

cartilages. (See Ency. Brit. Art. "Longevity," and Hufcland's "Art
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of Longevity," where you will find many other cases of vigorous long
life with new hair and teeth after the hundredth year, etc.) The science
of continuosity has not been studied very much as yet.

In view of the fact that one person at 40 may be in far more need
of a pension than another at 60 or 90, who is no more deserving in

any way, and that Denmark has recognized the principle of adaptation
and discretion, it is surprising that she did not provide for pensions
to specially needy and deserving persons below the statutory age on
the principle partially applied in Victoria and New South Wales. The
English Trade Union Congress a couple of years ago adopted a reso-

lution favoring State pensions at 60, or at the date of incapacity. Per-
haps the italicized clause would be enough without the 60 year provis-

ion with proper clauses as to residence, etc. Deserving need seems
the only true test under present conditions. If a deserving person
needs a pension at 45 he should have it. If he doesn't need it at 80
he should not have it. This is certainly the just rule and the only
one that can completely fulfil the purpose of the law, which is not
to pay a premium to people for attaining a given age, but to relieve

the need of those who can no longer earn a living, and have done
nothing to forfeit the consideration due to a fellow-being.

The pensioner in Denmark (as in New Zealand) retains his electoral

rights, whereas the recipient of poor-relief is deprived of his vote.

The pensioners numbered 30,957 in 1893, 37,975 at the beginning of

1897, and 40,760 at the opening of 1899—27,630 single persons, and
13,130 heads of families, with 15,897 dependents, making a total of

56,657 persons aided under the pension law. About one-fifth of the

population over 65 are pensioners.

Half the funds are paid by the State and half by the municipalities.

The State raises its half by a tax on beer. The total cost was $800,000
in 1893, $1,081,585 in 1896, $1,163,735 in 1897, and $1,264,260 for 189&

OUTLINES OF VARIOUS PLANS.

The following broad analysis of a dozen plans for providing sup-

port in old age may he useful for purposes of condensation and com-
parison :

(i) New Zealand:

1. Pension age, 65 years.
2. Amount of full pension. 7s. per week.
3. Must be a British subject, and not a criminal, imbecile, or an

Asiatic.
4. Must have lived in New Zeaand 25 years.
5. Must be of good character, and have lived for 5 years a sober

and reputable life.

6. Must not have deserted his or her family, or have suffered penal
servitude, or within 12 years of application for pension have
been convicted of serious offense.

7. Must show that he or she is not in possession of more than
£1 a week, or £270 net property ($1,350 above debts and the
$250 absolute exemption, or $1600 total clear property.)

8. The act does not apply to aliens, Chinese, or other Asiatics, or
naturalized subjects, except those who have been naturalized
for a year preceding their pension claim.
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(2) New South Wales:
1. Pension age, 03 years.
2. Amount of pensions : for married i>ersons, 7s. Cd. per week for

each person ; for persons unmarriert, or widowed, 10s. per week.
3. Must not have more than il'yj a year, or £440 of property.
4. Must have res ded in an Australian colony, in which provision is

made for old-age pensions, for not less than I'.'j years.
5. Must not during that time have suffered penal servitude, or

have been imprisoned for live years, with or without hard labor.
G. Must not during the twelve years preceding the pens on

claim have been imprisoned for four months, or on four
occasions.

7. Must not be a criminal, lunatic, or a confirmed drunkard ; must
not have deserted his or her family.

8. The Act does not apply to aboriginal natives, aliens, Chinese, or
other Asiatics, or to naturalized subjects, except those who
have been naturalized for ten years immediately preceding the
pension claim.

(3) Victoria

:

1. Pension age, (!."), or any age upon permanent disability.

-. Amount of full pension, such as Commissioner deems reasonable,
not exceeding 8s. a week.

3. Must be without means of support, unable to maintain himself,
and without near relatives able to provide for him.

4. Must not have .$1175 clear property, nor $100 net income.
."). Must have resided -^> years in the Colony or a reciprocity State.

0. Character requirements, etc., similar to those of New Zealand.

(4) Select Committee of House of Commons (England, 1899), Mr.

Chaplin, chairman :

1. Pension to begin at 65 years of age.

2. I'ension, 7s. maximum, 5s. minimum.
3. Only paid to British subject.

4. Not received Poor-Law relief for 20 years.

5. Not been in prison for 25 years.

0. Part of pension from local authority.

7. Part from State.

(Committee not allowed to discuss how to raise the money.)

(5) Suggestions of the Joint Committee of Cooperators and Trade

Unionists (Great Britain) :

1. That the scheme be non-contributory.

2. Universal in its application.

:i. Who shall pay'.' (The public.)

4. Pension age, 60 years.
• 5. Amount of pension, 5s. per week.

(6) Joint Friendly Societies Scheme (England, December, 1901) :

1. Pension of 5s. per week.
2. Must be 65 years of age.

3. A person not applying for a pension until 7tt years of age to

receive 7s. 6d. per week.

4. Must be a British subject.

5. Must give evidence of industry and reasonable providence.

6. Must have been of good moral character, between 55 and 65

years of age.

7. Not to have an income of over 5s. per week.

8. Pension authority. One-half local governing authority, the other

half representatives of local friendly societies.

0. Applicants must make a statutory declaration.

10. Two-thirds of cost of pension from Imperial exchecjuor, and on»

third from local taxation.

(7) Mr. Chamberlain's Scheme (England") :

1. Pension age, 65 years.

2. Amount of pension, 58. per week.
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3. Must pay deposit of £2 10s. at 25 years of age, and 10s. a year
afterward.

4. The State to add £10 and 2% per cent interest.

(8) Charles Booth's Scheme (England) :

1. Free and universal old-age pension.s.

2. Pension age, 65 years.
8. Amount of pension, 5s. per weeli.

4. In 1891 census—1,373,601 over 65 years of age—£13 a year
equals 18 millions of money.

5. Proposes 15 millions to be raised by rates and taxes equally.

(9) Dr. Edward Everett Hale (United States) :

1- Pension at 70.

2. Free and universal.
3. Amount of pens on. Ss. a week for each man or woman.
4. Paid out of State funds.
5. Raised by a poll-tax.

(10) Rev. Frome Wilkinson's Scheme (England) :

1. Administered by the district council.
2. Pension, 5s. per week.
3. Given at 50 years of age.
4. Paid to all unable to work.
5. The unthrifty and worthless to go to the workhouse.
6. The district council to judge each case.

7. IVnsions from Imper al taxes.
8. To be derived from ground values, royalties, and graduated income

tax.

(11) Mr. S. Woods' Suggestions (England) :

1. Pension age, 60 years.
2. Jlaximum pension, 7s. 6d. ; minimum, 5s. per week.
3. No interference with provision made through friendly or thrift

soc ety.

4. Every wage-earner to pay Id. per week.
5. Every employer to pay Id. per week for each worker.
6. The State to pay 2d. per week for each worker.
7. A graduated tax on all private or other incomes at 1 per cent

on £300 ; 2 per cent on £400 ; and increasing 1 per cent for
every additional £100 up to £1,200, and at the same rate for

all incomes above.

(12) Denmark:
1. Pensions at 60 years.
2. Ten years' residence.
3. Not been in prison.

4. Not had poor relief.

5. One-half of pension paid by State.
6. One-half paid by communes.

The German plan, tho a sort of compulsory insurance rather than a

true old-age pension system, may be of interest in this connection.

Germany (Contributory plan) :

1. Insurance for old-age pens'ons and invalidity.
2. Compulsory on all incomes under 2.000 marks (equal to $480).
3. Must pay five years for invalid pay.
4. Must pay 30 yeai'S for an old-age pension.
5. Pensions commence at 70 years of age.
6. Premiums ranare from 2 to 6 cents per week.
7. Kiqual contributions from employers and employed.
8. The Government adds $12 a year on each annuity.

A pension or insurance annuity beginning at the age of 70, comes

too late to be of much use to most of the contributors ; the danger of

forfeiture b" non-payment of premiums is a grave defect, and the money
is taken from those least able to bear the burden.
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IV.

LEADING EVENTS

Chronologically Arranged, 1642 to 1902.

1642. Discovery of New Zealand by Tasman at the beginning of the

New Zealand summer, December 13th.

1769. Capt. Cook's first visit, October 8lh.

1814. Arrival of the English missionaries.

1825. First attempt at colonization a failure.

1833. British resident appointed to live at the Bay of Islands; arrived

1834.

1835. Busby's plan for native declaration of independence and federa-

tion of the Maori tribes, under the title of ''The United

Tribes of New Zealand."

1838. Arrival of French Catholic Bishop, Pumpallier, with several

priests.

1840. Arrival of first body of New Zealand Company's immigrants,

January 22d.

Annexation of New Zealand to the British Empire as part of

the Colony of New South Wales. Arrival of Capt. Hobson,

Lieutenant-Governor, January 29th.

Treaty of Waitangi, by which the native chiefs accepted British

sovereignty with the guaranty of their lands, and the rights

of British subjects, February 5th.

Proclamations of sovereignty over the islands, May 2ist and

June 17th. English flag hoisted in the Middle Island,

August nth.

1841. New Zealand made independent of New South Wales, May 3d.

1843. Battle with natives at Wairau, June.

1845. War with natives. Destruction of Kororareka by Heke, March

loth.

Arrival of Capt. Grey as Governor, November 14th.

1846. More trouble with natives.

New Zealand Government Act (first Constitution Act) passed

by English Parliament, August 28th, not proclaimed by

Grey.

1847. Native attack on white settlements at Wauganui, May iQth.

1848. Peace with natives, February 21st.

Suspension of first Constitution Act by iCngland, March "tli.

Severe earthquake at Wellington, October.

1850. Surrender of New Zealand Company's interests to the Imperial

Government, July.

1851. Ordinance of Governor in Council abrugaling the requiri-ment

in the Queen's instructions of December 23. 1846. tiiat ability

to read and write English siiould be necessary for numicipal

citizenship. Power to alter or abolish this qualification had

been given by the English statute, c. 5, March 7, 1848.
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1852. The present Constitution Act passed by the EngHsh Parhament,

June 30th. Promulgated by Grey in January, 1853.

1853. Departure of Gov. Grey, December 31st. Wynyard acting

Governor.

1854. First session of New Zealand Parliament, Auckland, May 27th.

1855. Severe earthquake on each side of Cook's Strait, January.

First Representatives elected under system of Responsible Gov-

ernment, November 12th.

Another session of Parliament opened August 8th. Prorogued

September 15th.

1856. Appointment of first Ministry under system of responsible

Government. Mr. SeweJl, Premier, May 7th. Defeat of

Sewell's Ministry, May 14th. New Ministry under Fox,

May 20th. Defeat of Fo.k Ministry by majority of one on a

a direct vote of want of confidence, May 28th. Stafiford

Ministrj^, June 2d.

Act authorizing Banking Companies to issue paper currency,

July 7th.

1858. Laws of England declared in force in New Zealand, May 28th.

Civil Service Annuities Act, August loth.

New Provinces Act passed August 21st.

i860. War with natives, lasting until 1870.

Torrens Title. Registration System (Land Registry Act), Nov. 2.

1861. Discovery of rich deposits of gold at Gabriel's Gully in May,

and rush of miners into the country.

Defeat of Stafford's Ministry by a majority of one on a vote

of want of confidence, July 5th. Appointment of Ministry

by Fox, July 12th.

Bank of New Zealand incorporated, July 29th.

Arrival of Grey to be Governor once more, September 2t)th.

1862. Defeat of Fox Ministry by one vote, July 28th; Domett Ministry,

August 6th.

1863. Whittaker-Fox Ministry, October 30th.

First railway opened, December ist, Christchurch to Ferrymead

Junction.

1864. Wellington chosen the capital, October 3d.

Ministry under Weld, November 24lh. the Whittaker-Fox

Ministry having resigned.

1865. Weld Ministry defeated by casting vote of Speaker, October

I2th. Stafford Ministry, October i6th.

Postal Savings Banks established, October 3Cth.'

i8b6. Civil Service classified and guarded, October 8th.

1867. Act to establish Institute for Promotion of Science and Art,

October loth.

Act to establish four Maori districts and admit four members

to the House, October loth.

1868. Gov. Grey recalled. Grey was the last Governor to take an

active part in the Government. After this the real executive

was the Prime Minister.
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1869. Defeat of Stafford's Ministry on want of confidence vote, June

24th. Fox Ministry, June 28th.

Government Life Insurance and Annuity Act, September 3d.

1870. End of wars with natives, January.

Commencement of San Francisco Mail Service, March 26th.

Vogel's Public Works Policy announced in the House, June

28th.

Australian Ballot Act. (Elections Act, Scptembc-r 12th.)

Land Transfer System improved, September I2lh.

Act to establish New Zealand University, September I2lh.

1872. Fox Ministry defeated, September 6th. Stafford Ministry,

September loth. Defeat of Stafford on vote of want of

confidence moved by Sir Julius Vogel, October 4th.

New Ministry under Waterhouse, October nth.

Public Trust Office established, October 25th.

1873. New Zealand Shipping Company established. January.

Fox Ministr}^ March 3d. Resigned, April 8th. Vogel, Premier,

April 8th.

1874. Lnprisonment for debt abolished, August 22d.

1875. Abolition of Provinces Act, October 12th.

1876. Telegraph Cable completed to New South Wales, February i8th.

Major Atkinson, Premier, September ist.

1876-7. Grey's Campaign for equal rights.

1877. Atkinson Ministry defeated on vote of want of confidence,

October 8th. Sir George Grey, Premier, October 15th.

National Education Act, November 29th.

1878. Grey's Land Tax passed, October 29th.

1879. Grey Ministry defeated, July 29th, followed by dissolution of

Parliament. Grey defeated at polls, October, 3d. John

Hall, Premier, October '8th.

Triennial Parliament Act, December 19th.

Residential Suffrage Act. Every resident male of 21 to voti-,

December 19th.

1881. Severe earthquakes in Wellington, June 26lh.

Inheritance Taxes. Deceased Persons' Estates Duties Act.

September 24th.

1882. First shipment of frozen meat, February 15th.

Hall Ministry resigned, Whittaker, Premier. April 21st.

1883. Direct steamship line to England inaugurated, January 26th.

Whittaker resigned, Atkinson, I'remior. Cabinet kept in office,

September 25th.

1884. Atkinson Ministry defeated, June nth. Parliament dissolved.

June 27th.

Atkinson defeated at the polls, and resigne<l. .\ugust l6th

;

Ministry under Sir Robert Stout; Stout defeated. August

20th; Atkinson Ministry, August 28th; defeated. August

29th ; Stout Minislr>', September 3d.

1885. State Forest Act, September 14th.

John Ballance's Land Act, September 22d.

51
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1886. Ballance's Village Settlements.

Civil Service competitive examinations.

Volcanic eruptions at Tarawera, June lOth, destroying the famous
pink and white terraces.

1887. Stout's Ministry defeated, May 28th. Parliament Prorogued,

July 15th. Atkinson Ministry, October 8th.

Railways put in control of a non-political commission.

1889. One-man-one-vote act for State elections, December.

Representation Act reducing the number of Representatives in the

House from 91 to 70 (not including the 4 Maori Representa-

tives), December 19th.

1890. First election of Representatives under Manhood Suffrage and

one vote per capita, December 5th.

1891. Atkinson Ministry resigned, January 24th; and John Ballance

appointed Premier.

Labor Department ; Hon. William Pember Reeves appointed

Minister of Labor.

Labor laws; Truck Act passed, August 29th; Factories Act, Sep-

tember 21 St.

Land and Income Assessment Act, September 8th.

Tenns of Senators reduced from life tenure to 7 years. Legisla-

tive Council Act, September 17th.

Premier announced Government policy of direct employment

on cooperative plan in place of contractor system.

1892. Death of Major Atkinson, Speaker of the Legislative Council,

and previously four times Premier, June 28th.

Courts of Justice; Technical Defects Removal Act, August 31st.

Labor Laws; Contractors and Workmen Lien Act, October ist.

Dairj' Industry Act, October 8th.

Land for Settlements Act, October 8th.

Land Act, lease in perpetuity, etc., October nth.

Land and Income Tax on basis of Assessment Act of previous

year, October nth.

1893. Cheviot Estate bought by the Government, April 19th.

Death of Premier Ballance, April 27th; appointment of new
Ministry under Hon. R. J. Seddon, May ist.

Bank Note Legal Tender Act, September 2d.

Woman Suffrage passed in the Legislative Council by a majority

of two, September 8th, and established by Governor's assent

to the Electoral Act, September 19th.

Local Option on Prohibition or License; Alcoholic Liquors

Sale Control Act, October 2d.

Workmen's Wages Act, October 6th.

First election in which women exercised the suffrage, Novem-
ber 28th.

1894. Bank of New Zealand Acts, June 30th and July 20th.

Labor laws: Conspiracy law amendment, August 21st.

Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act, August 31st

Government Advances to Settlers' Act, October i8th.
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Compulsory purchase of land ; Land for Settlements Act, Octo-

ber i8th.

Shops and Shop Assistants Act, the early closing law, October

i8th.

Dairy Industry Act, October 23d.

Railway Commission abolished; Government Railways Act,

October i8th.

1895. Government took management of Midland Railway, May 27th.

Bank of New Zealand Act, September 4lh. Power to purchase

any other bank (Sale of Colonial Bank to i^ank of New
Zealand, October 31st).

Attachment of Wages Act, September 20th.

Servants' Registry Office Act, September 20th.

Family Homes Protection Act, to secure homes for the people

and protect them from mortgage or sale for debt, September

20th.

Pastoral Tenants Relief, October 31st.

Public School Teachers Incorporation and Appeal Board Act,

October 31st.

1896. Hon. W. P. Reeves appointed Agent-General in London, Janu-

ary loth.

Rating on Unimproved Value Act, or local option on the

"Single-Tax," August 13th.

Land for Settlements Acts Amended, preference given to land-

less people, October i6th.

Abolition of property qualification for State elections, October

I7lh.

1898. Death of Sir George Grey.

Municipal Franchise Reform Act, October I5lh.

Old-Age Pensions Act, November ist.

1899. Sir Robert Stout appointed Chief Justice, June 22d.

Labor Day established, October 19th.

Government Accident Insurance Office established, October 21st.

Employment of Boys and Girls Without Pay Prevention Act,

October 21st.

1900. Election Day made a Half Holiday. Electoral Act, Oct. iSth.

Immigration Restriction Act of 1899 assented to by England;

came into operation, August 8th.

Act increasing number of Representatives irom 74 lo c><>, \_ic;ui>cr

20th. (Including the Maori Representation.')

1901. Universal Penny Postage, January ist.

State Coal Mines Act, November 7th.

Death of Sir John jNIcKenzie, the great land .Mmisicr, August

6th.

1902. Premier Seddon in England attending the coronation' of King

Edward, and the conference of Colonial Premiers and the

English Ministry, resulting in agreement upon a [<

consolidating and conserving the interests •>{ ilu-

through preferential or discriminating duties.
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Railway Workers' Relief Fund, October 3d.

Opium importation penalty raised from $500 to $2,500.

State Fire Insurance, the Second Ballot, and Extension of the

Referendum, urged by the Ministry and the first and last

strongly favored by the House, but further discussion of

methods and details decided upon before action.

1903. State Fire Insurance passed by both Houses of Parliament.

Graduated land-tax again increased.

Preferential Tariff in favor of British trade passed the House

and expected to pass the Senate as these pages go to press.

V.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.

(A) Early Times and the Middle Period in New Zealand.

The prices are list prices. In city stores books are often sold at lO, 20 or 25
per cent discount from the list price. English prices are to be translated at the rate

of 40 cents to the shilling when books are ordered through an ordinary dealer in

this country, for he has to pay 25 per cent duty on foreign books imported into the

United States, and he adds a further percentage for special margin or profit. The
difference is not so great where the foreign publisher has a house in New York,
or the purchaser orders direct from a foreign dealer. An educational or scientific

institution can import books free of duty. French and German books, or any books
not in English come free.

1. "The Long White Cloud/' by Hon. Wm. Pembc- Reeves, New
Zealand's strongest writer, her first Labor Minister, and now Agent-

General for the Colony in London. (Horace Marshall & Son, London,

1898, 430 pp., 6s. American reprint, Wessels, $3).

A most excellent account of the settlement of New Zealand and of

the Maoris and the wars of the whites with them, together with a few

comments (in the last 70 pages) on some of the developments during

a part of the Liberal period, viz., 1890 down to 1898.

2. "The Colony of New Zealand/' by Wm. Gisborne, an able mem-

ber of Parliament and Minister in New Zealand in the eighties. (E. A.

Petherick & Co., London, 1891, 366 pp., 6s).

A clear account of the Colony down to 1890, valuable for its con-

densation and the author's accurate personal knowledge of the events

of a considerable number of the most important years covered by the

book.

3. "History of New Zealand from Earliest Times to 1845," by

R. A. Sherrin and J. H. Wallace. (Brett's Historical Series, Wel-

lington, sold by Truslove & Hanson, 1430 Oxford street, London, 1890;

728 pp., illustrated).

4. "New Zealanders Illustrated/' by Geo. French Angas. (Thos.

McLean, London, 1846, about 120 pp., io£ los).

A magnificent quarto with 60 big plates printed in colors, showing

the Maoris and their villages, etc.

5. "Pictorial Illustrations of New Zealand,' by S. C. Brees, Chief

Engineer to the New Zealand Company. (Ackerman, London, 1847,

quarto, 36 pp., plus 21 plates, full of admirable engravings, 2>^ 3s).
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6. "New Zealand After 50 Years," by Edward Wakefield. (Cassell

& Co., New York, London, etc., 1889, 230 pp., 7s 6d).

7. "All About New Zealand," a complete record of colonial life.

(Simpkin, London, 1875, 2s 6d).

8. "New Zealand, Graphic and Descriptive," by Travers. (Low,
London, 1877, illustrated folio, 8£ 8s).

9. "New Zealand Scenery, ' chromos, imperial folio. Gully & Haast
(M.Ward, 1877, 5f5s).

ID. "History of New Zealand," by G. W. Rusdon. (Chapman, Lon-
don, 1883, new edition, 1896, 3 vols., 45s).

A voluminous and vehement work eulogizing the Maoris and con-

demning the public works policy.

If the reader is near a good library he may find many other works
relating to the early period of New Zealand history. For example,

Tasman's Log; Cook's Voyages; The Art of Colonization, by Gibbon
Wakefield; Life of Gibbon IVakeficld, by Dr. Richard Garnctt; Life of

George Augustus Sekcyn, by Tucker; New Zealand and Its Coloniza-

tion, by Attorney-General Swainson; First Years of Otago, by Dr. Hos-
kins; Our Antipodes, by Mundy, a sketch of things as they were in the

first years of Governor Grey ; History of Nezi; Zealand, by Moss ; and
last, but by no means least, W. P. Reeves' excellent little Nezc Zealand,

which is not so full an account as that given in his Long White Cloud,

already cited, but is so brief that a glimpse of the early period may be

obtained from it in a single evening.

In addition to the above (especially i, 3, 4, 8 and 10) those who are

interested in the Maoris may consult the Ancient History of the Maori,

by John White (Low, London, 4 vols., l6s 6d each) ; Forty Years in

Nexu Zealand, by J. A. Buller (Hodder, London, 1878, ids 6d) ; Ne'M

Zealand Past and Present, by Buller (Hodder, 1880, 3s 6d) ; and The
Conversion of the Maoris, by Rev. Donald MacDougall, D. D. (Presby-

terian Board of Publication, Philadelphia, 1899, 216 pp., $1.) A
delightful sketch of missionary work among the ^faoris, with notes

of the author's recent visit of New Zealand cities ; also, Nezv Zealand,

by Rev. Wm. Yate, missionary (Seeley & Burnside, London, 1835, 310

pp.) ; Ten Months' Residence in New Zealand, by Capt. R. .\. Cruise

(Longmans, London, 1823, 321 pp.) ; N^etv Zealand in 1827, by Augustus

Earle (Longmans, London, 1832, 371 pp.) ; A Residence in New Zealand,

1831-7, by J. S. Polack (Richard Bcntlcy, London. 1838, 2 vols., 840

pp.) ; Travels in Neiv Zealand, by Ernest Dieflfenbach, M. D. (John

Murray, London, 1843, 2 vols., 820 pp.).

General Robley's work on Maori Tattooing is of interest; and Ham-

ilton's Maori Art; Sir George Grey's Ancient Traditions: Maning's

Old New Zealand; The King Movement, by Sir John Gorst; The

Eleven Years War, by Sir Wm. Fox (an account of 1863-5) : the Life

of Te Rauparaha, by Travers; the Story of Te Waharoa, the King-

Maker, by Wilson; The Journal of the Polynesian Association, edited

by Percy Smith and Edward Trcgcar; Comparative Polynesian Dic-

tionary, by Edward Trcgcar. and various Papers on the Maoris (in

pamphlets and in the Transactions of the Keiv Zealand Institute, Gov-
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ernment Printing Office, Wellington), by Wm. Colenso, the highest

living authority on the Maoris.

(B) The Liberal Period.

1. "State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand/' by Wm.
Pember Reeves (Grant Richards, London, 1902, 2 vols., 758 pp., $6).

A series of clear and authoritative studies of some of the progressive

laws and institutions of Australia and New Zealand—land and labor

laws, preferential voting, woman suffrage, federation, liquor laws, old-

age pensions, and exclusion of aliens and undesirables. The book is

carefully made up from public records in the light of the author's thoro

knowledge of public affairs in Australasia ; and is invaluable for the

student. Its use, however, is not so easy as it would be if the author

had not mixed items relating to New Zealand, New South Wales,

Victoria, South Australia, West Australia, Queensland, etc., in the same
chapters and even in the same paragraphs without any line of division,

so that it is necessary to read and carefully analyze the whole book
in order to separate the facts about New Zealand or any other one

Colony the reader may be studying. The book does not attempt com-
pleteness nor connected narratives. It is a series of separate essays,

not a story of cause and effect.

2. "Newest England," by Henry Demarest Lloyd (Doubledaj', Page

& Co., New York, 1900, 387 pp., $2.50).

A most interesting description of some phases of New Zealand

progress, dug out of the New Zealand Year Books, Parliamentary

Debates and Government Reports, and enlivened with the keen wit and

deep sympathies of the writer, together with his personal observations

during a visit of some months in 1899. The author did not aim at

historic narrative or the development of causes or the sequence of

events, but at picturesque description of existing conditions, and some
of his pen-pictures are the best that have been written from the stand-

point of enthusiastic admiration of New Zealand's system of political

fraternalism or mutual help through political agencies.

3. "A Country Without Strikes/' by Henry D. Lloyd (Doubleday,

,

Page & Co., New York, 1900, 183 pp., $1.)

An excellent account of the workings of New Zealand's arbitration

law, with an introduction by Wm. Pember Reeves.

4. "Our Foes at Home,''' by Hugh H. Lusk, formerly a member of

the New Zealand Parliament (Doubleday & McClure Co., New York,

1899, 297 pp. $1.)

A thoughtful discussion of land, taxation, monopoly and government

in New Zealand and the United States.

5. "The Progress of New Zealand in the Century," Part I to

1870, by R. F. Irvine, and Part IT, 1870-1898, by O. T. J. Alpers

(Chambers, 1902, 460 pp., 5s).

A book with an attractive title and much interesting matter, but too

brief in its treatment of the Liberal period to give any adequate idea

of its novel institutions and their effects.

6. "Land Systems of Australasi.\/' by Wm. Epps (Chas. Scribner's

Sons, New York, 1894, 184 pp., $1).
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7. "Australasian Democracy/' by Henry de R. Walker (T. F.

Unvvin, London, 1897, 6s).

Interesting, honest, accurate, and valuable for its crisp observations;

but the work is very incomplete—in fact, the author made no attempt

to go deeply or thoroly into his subject.

8. "RuLi'Rs AND Statesmen of New Zealand," by \Vm. Gisbome,

former Cabinet Officer in New Zealand (Sampson, Low & Co., London,

1897. 323 pp.- 5s).

The fairness of the author and his personal acquaintance with many
of the men he writes of, make the book invaluable.

9. "Dictionary of Australasian Biography, 1855-1892," by Mcnnell

(Hutchinson & Co., London, 1892, 542 pp.).

10. "Pictorial New Zealand." (Cassell & Co., London, Paris and

Melbourne, 1895, 6s).

11. "Climbs in the New Zealand Alps," by E. A. FitzGerald, F. R.

G. S. (Scribner's, 1896, 363 pp., illustrated, $7.50).

12. "Birds of New Zealand," by W. L. Buller (John Van Voorst,

London, 1873, 384 pp., splendidly illustrated).

13. "The Australasian Colonies," by Edward Jenks (C. J. Clay

& Sons, London ; MacMillan Co., New York, 1896, 352 pp., with excel-

lent maps, $1.50).

14. "Le Socialisme sans Doctrines," by M. Metin (Paris. 1901).

Brief notes by a French traveler through Australia and New Zea-

land, a clear and coldly impartial view of recent progress in the South

Pacific.

15. "Les Nouvelles Societes Anglo-Saxonnes," by Pierre Leroy-

Beaulieu (Paris, 19C0).

16. The New Zealand Statutes, issued from the Government

Printing Office in Wellington. (The Massachusetts State Law Library

in Boston has a set that is nearly complete.)

17. "The New Zealand Hansard," or New Zealand Parliamentary

Debates, issued from the Government Printing Office at Wellington.

(The Congressional Library at Washington has a complete set.)

18. "The New Zealand Official Ye.ar Book," issued from the

Government Printing Office at Wellington, on sale at the store of Eyre

& Spottiswoode, Fleet street, London, E. C. 2s; paper, is.

19. Awards, etc., of the Arbitration Court, 2 v^K ;.*n<-,1 bv the

Government Printing Office at Wellington.

20. "New Zealand Labor Laws," a compilation of the labor laws

of the Colony (issued under the direction of the Labor Department

from the Government Printing Office at Wellington).

21. Reports of the Various Dei'artments. Land. Labor. Railway.

Education, Post, etc. (Government Printing Office, Wellington).

22. A Statistical Account of the Seven Colonies of Australasia,

by T. A. Coghlan (official statistician of New South Wales).

23. United States Consular Reports. 1894. 1897, reports by John

D. Connolly, United States Consul to New Zealand.
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24. "Labor Conditions in New Zealand/' 140 pp., by Dr. V. S. Clark,

with text of New Zealand Arbitration Act. (Bulletin United States

Bureau of Labor, Government Printing Office, Washington, Nov., 1903.)

This looks good, but it has come to hand after our book is on the

press, too late for use or even examination beyond a hurried glance
before making this note. The source, however, is sufficient guarantee
of its value.

The reader may also consult with advantage. Sir Chas. Dilke's

Problems of Greater Britain, London, 1890; Michael Davitt"s Life and
Progress in Australia, London, 1898; Froude's interesting tho inac-

curate Oceana, London, 1886; Max O'Rell's John Bull & Co., 1894;
Delisle Hay's Brighter Britain; Todd's Parliamentary Government in

the British Colonies; Green's High Alps of Nezv Zealand; W. P.

Reeves' The Fortunate Isles; Kirk's Forest Flora; Hudson's Nezv Zea-
land Entomology; Von Haa.st's Geology of Canterbury and Westland;
and Murray's Handbook, the tourist's main reliance, a most excellent

little book, with maps and full directions for journeys by rail and water
in New Zealand (7s 6d).

Some Magazine Articles About New Zealand.

State Experiments in New Zealand, by Sir Robert Stout, Journal
Statis. Soc., 1892 (vol. 55/p. 388).

Social Politics in New Zealand, by Sir Julius Vogel, Fortnightly
Reviczu, Jan., 1893 (59/130).

Homes in New Zealand, All the Year, Jan., 1893 (72/40).

Political and Social Reform in New Zealand, by W. P. Reeves,
National Reviezv, Aug., 1896 (27/834).

Progressive Legislation in New Zealand, by Anton Bertram, Progres-
sive Rez'iezv, Dec, 1896.

Nouvelle Zelande, Enquete Sociale, Politique, Economique, by A.

Siegfried, in Revue Politique et Parlementaire, Paris, Jan.-Mar., 1899.

New Zealand, by Sir Robert Stout, Contemporary Preview, 1899

(76/539).

Democracy in New Zealand, by W. W. Carlile, Eeon. Rev., July,

1899 (9/298).

Newest England, by H. D. Lloyd, Atlantic, Dec, 1899 (84/789).

Some New Zealand Experiments, by H. D. Lloyd, Current Litera-

ture, Dec, 1899 (29/670).

Progress in New Zealand, by Edw. Tregear, Independent, July, 190c

(52/1716).

Social and Commercial Aspects of New Zealand, by W. D. Hay,
Journal Soc. Arts, 31/447.

Playground of the Pacific, by W. C. Macgregor, Westminster Rev.,

Mar., 1895 (143/319).

Western Sounds of New Zealand, by H. A. Strong, Good JVords,

26/429.

Wonderland of New Zealand, by C. F. G. Gumming, Overland,
n. s. 5/1.
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Froude on New Zealand, by E. Wakefield. iQlli Century, 20/171.

Dummyism. Report of Lands Committee, Nciv Zealand, P. P., 1890.

Land Laws of New Zealand, liy Kdward Reeves, Westminster

Review, 1894 (141/297).

History of Lands Department of New Zealand, in the Neiv Zealand

Mail, Dec., 1901.

Municipal Life in New Zealand. In- Robert Stout. Ofen Court, Oct.,

1897 (11/577)-

Cities of New Zealand, by AL H. Krout, Cliautauquan, Aug., 1899

(29/480).

The Referendum in Australia and New Zealand, by L. Tomm, Con-
temporary Revieii', Aug., 1897.

New Zealand Under Female Franchise, by R. 11. Bakewell, iy//i

Century, Feb., 1894 (35/268).

Female Suffrage in New Zealand, by Norwood Young, Westminster

Reviezv, Dec, 1894.

Women's Franchise in New Zealand, by Mark Cohen, in Sydney,

Daily Telegraph, Dec. 25, 1894.

Why New Zealand Women Got the Franchise, by Edward Reeves,

IVestininster Reviezv, Jan., 1895 (143/35).

Success of Woman's Enfranchisement, by H. H. Lusk, Forum. April,

1897 (23/173).

Franchise for Women, Saturday Review, Mar, 1899, 87/328;.

Local Veto in New Zealand, letters by L. M. Isitt, F. Dolman, and

J. T. M. Hornsby, JVestminster Gazette, Dec, 1897, and May, 1898.

Local Option in New Zealand, by Edward Walker, in Alliance Neivs,

Eng.. Dec. 1898.

The Drink Question in New Zealand, by E, Tsitt and E. d'Esterre.

Australiaii Review of Reviews, May, 1902.

Annual Reports of New Zealand Temperance Alliance, Wellington.

New Zealand.

See also Around-the-World Glance at Temperance Legislation in

1899-1900, by Joseph Malins, London.

Wfimen in New Zealand, by J. Christie, Nortli American Review.

April, 1899 (168/509).

The National Council of the Women of New Zealand, annual reports.

Christchurch, New Zealand.

See also The IVaman's Journal, Boston, in which Miss Alice Stone

Rlackwell, editor, and Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt. International Secre-

tary, keep a world record of the suffrage movement.
For example, in the issue just at hand (Dec. 12, 1903). Mrs. Catt notes thai

Tasmania has just conferred the full suffrage on women and gives the latest fact*

about the movement for equal suffrage in Knglnmi. Krnnce, (".erni.my. Iloll.ind.

Denmark, Norwav and Australia. And Miss Iflackwell in a powerful series of

articles sums up the results of woman suffrage in Colorado, including the rcinovaj

of the partisan emblems from the ballot (the nearest appro.ich to nn educational

qualification for the ballot): the introduction of the indctcn ntcnee; the

abatement of the smoke nuisance: better regulation of fact. s for sales

girls, non-employment of children under 14. etc., the raising 01 tiu .igc of consenl

to 18; quadrupling the number of no-license towns, etc., etc.

Visit to the Compulsory Arbitration Court, by H. D. Lloyd. Outlook,

Dec, 1900 (63/877-9).
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The Lesson of Newest England, by H. D. Lloyd, Outlook, Feb., 1901

(67/390).

Cures for Coal Wars, by H. D. Lloyd, Atlantic, Nov., 1902.

Remedy for Strikes, Independent, May, 1900 (52/1274).

Country Without Strikes, Public Opinion, June, 1900 (28/813).

Country Without Strikes, by J. A. Ryan, Catholic World, 72/145.

A Country Without Strikes, by H. O. Willis, Nation, Oct., 1901

(73/259).

Compulsory Arbitration in New Zealand, Current Literature, Nov.,

1900 (29/513).

Old-Age Pensions in New Zealand, by W. H. Montgomery, Eng.
Reviezu of Reviezvs, Nov., 1898.

Old-Age Pensions, by W. H. Montgomery, Canadian Magazine,

Feb., 1899 (12/296).

New Zealand Poor Law, Spectator, 1898 (81/516).

Old-Age Pensions in New Zealand, by W. S. Aldis, Charity Organ-
ization Revieiv, 1899.

Old-Age Pensions, by H. H. Lusk, Harper's Weekly, Aug., 1899

(43/781).

Old-Age Pensions, by H. H. Lusk, Arena, June, 1900 (23/635).

The Labor Party in New South Wales, by Sir Henry Parkes, Con-

temporary Revieiv, 1892.

The Labor Party in Queensland, by Anton Bertram, Contemporary

Review, 1895.

Le Mouvement Ouvrier en Australasie, by Anton Bertram, Revue
d'Bconomie Politique, Paris, 1896.

Labor in New Zealand, by E. Reeves, Westminster Reviczv, 1895

(144/631).

Industrial Emancipation in New Zealand, by H. H. Lusk, Outlook,

May, 1899 (62/167).

Solution of Labor Problems, Independent, Sept., 1900 (52/2188).

Conditions of Labor in New Zealand, by T. Mann, igth Century,

1902 (52/393).

The Otago Daily Times and Wellington Bvening Post are among
the best dailies of Conservative view; while the Auckland Star and the

Lyttelton Times are leading Liberal papers. The Australian Review

of Reviews contains some excellent articles and a monthly summary of

events written up from a mildly Conservative point of view. Some of

the strongest writing in the labor cause is to be found in the Sydney

Bulletin, which pays a good deal of attention to New Zealand. See also

The Worker, the vigorous Queensland labor newspaper. On the other

side the Sydney Morning Herald and United Australia (monthly) may
be consulted.

(C) Some of the General Works Referred to in this Book or
used In Its Preparation.

Buckle's History of Civilization in England (Longmans, New
York and London, 3 vols., $6). The most inspiring attempt yet made
in the direction of developing the philosophy of history.
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Guizot's History of Cki'lication in Europe (Chambers, London, 1856,

I vol., 2s 6d, or Bohn, 3 vols., los 6d).

Mulhall's National Wealth and Industries (Longmans, New York
and London, 1896, 464 pp., 8s 6d).

Mulhall's Dictionary of Statistics (Geo. Rutledge & Sons, London
and New York, 1899, 860 pp., 21s). The leading statistical autliority of
the world.

The Distribution of Wealth, by Chas. B. Spahr, Ph. D. (Crowell.
New York, $1.50). A most excellent book on this difficult subject.

"The City for the People," by Prof. Frank Parsons, Ph. D. (C. F.

Taylor, Equity Series, Philadelphia, 3rd edition, 1902, 704 pp. Cloth,

$1 ;
paper, 50 cents).

The most complete discussion that has yet appeared of public owner-
ship, the initiative and referendum, municipal home-rule, and the best

means of overcoming political corruption.

Proportional Representation, by Prof. John R. Commons (Crowell,

New York, $1.75).

The leading authority on this vital topic, written in a clear and
masterly style.

Direct Legislation by the Citizenship Through the Initiative and
Referendum, by J. W. Sullivan (Twentieth Century Publishing Co..

New York, 1892, 120 pp.; paper, 25 cents). This crisp account of the

development of direct legislation in Switzerland started the State and
national referendum movement in America.

By the People, by Eltweed Pomeroy, A. M., President National D.

L. League, and editor of the Direct Legislative Record, Newark, New
Jersey, 116 pp.; paper, 25 cents. This valuable book, besides Pres.

Pbmeroy's argument, contains endorsements of the initiative and refer-

endum, from more than 75 leading men and women of various countries,

with portraits of nearly all the contributors.

The Referendum Number of the American Fcdcrationist, by George

H. Shibley, Chairman National Non-Partisan Federation for Majority

Rule, Washington, D. C. (Published by the American Federation of

Labor, 80 pp. ; paper, 10 cents.)

Suggestions on Government, by S. E. MofTett (Rand, McNally & Co.,

Chicago, 200 pp.; paper, 75 cents). Very thoughtful and suggestive.

Direct Legislation, by Prof. Frank Parsons (C. F. Taylor, Equity

Series, Philadelphia, 1900, 173 pp., 25 cents). The most complete an-

alysis of the arguments for and against the referendum, and ''"

strongest discussion of the fundamental philosophy of the subject.

Municipal Monopolies, a series of papers by Professors Bemis, Com-

mons, Parsons, and others, edited by Prof. E. W. Bemis (Crowell &
Co., New York, 1899, 691 pp., $2).

Issued in Prof. R. T. Ely's Economic Series and recognized as a lead-

ing authority in its field.

American Municipal Progress, by Prof. Chas. Zucblin (MacMillan.

New York, 1902, 380 pp., $1.25, net). A very useful book by a
•—

wide-awake professor of sociolocv-
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Encyclopedia of Social Reform, by W. D. P. Bliss, and a large num-
ber of contributors (Funk & Wagnalls, New York and London, 1897,

1432 pp., $7.50.) A reference book of great utility to the student of

social progress.

The Land Question from Various Points of Viciv, by a number of

writers (C. F. Taylor, Equity Series, Philadelphia, 1898, 246 pp., 25

cents.) The discussions of land monopoly and John Stuart Mill's pro-

posals for facilitating the gradual absorption of the unearned increment

by society, are of special interest.

Rational Money, a Discussion of the Multiple Standard, by Prof.

Frank Parsons (C. F. Taylor, Equity Series, Philadelphia, 1899, 180

pp., 25 cents.) As most people are really more ignorant of monetary

science than of any other vital subject except physiology and hygiene,

it may be well to quote a paragraph containing a hint of the meaning

of "Rational Money."
"A national currency intelligently controlled in the interests of the whole

people and carefully regulated in reference to the true commodity basis, the real

constant of exchange, by means of the Multiple Standard in such a way that the
dollar, or monetary unit, shall remain substantially constant in its purchasing
power from month to month and year to year, representing always the same average
amount of commodities and services and giving to its possessor at all times the
same average command over the world of purchaseable things, to the end that both
the unjust gains and the ruin that accompany the rise and fall of money values
may be abolished, and wealth be given to industry rather than to speculation."

Social Evolution, by Benjamin Kidd (MacMillan & Co., New York,

1894, 348 pp., $1.50).

The New Right, by S. M. Jones, Mayor of Toledo (Eastern Book
Concern, New York, 1899, 479 pp). A book of life and progress right

from the heart of one of the most remarkable men of the time.

"Monopolies and Trusts," by Prof. Richard T. Ely, Ph.D., LL. D.

(MacMillan Co., New York, 1900, 278 pp., $1.25). A clear analysis by

the most popular economic writer in America.

The Trust Problem, by Prof. J. W. Jenks (McClure, Phillips & Co.,

New York, 1900, 281 pp., $1 ) . A strong book by a strong writer, whose

engagement as expert adviser by the United States Industrial Com-

mission was not only a just tribute to his ability, but the means of

affording him special opportunities for investigation of the trust

problem.

The Organisation and Control of Industrial Corporations, by F. E.

Horack, A. M., Ph. D.. (C. F. Taylor, Equity Series, Philadelphia, 1903,

207 pp., 25 cents.) A very thoughtful and helpful treatment of one of

the most important problems of our day, and one which has not been

solved in New Zealand, the United States, or any other country, tho

in many countries, and especially in the United States, its solution is

of the most pressing moment. We are very successful in the organiza-

tion of industrial corporations to control the Government, but not so

successful in organizing the Government so as to control industrial

corporations.

The Century Dictionary Atlas, with its splendid maps and reference

methods which enable one to find in a moment any place in New Zea-

land, or any other country in the world.
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Abolition of the Provinces, 116
of the sale of intoxicants, referen-

dum on, 249-59

of sweating system, 292
of strikes and lockouts, 328, 335,

360 ; see Arbitration on Demand
Accident Insurance, Government,

477-8

Addresses in reply, 492
Advances to Settlers, 235-40

Agriculture, societies to advance, 61

department of, 374, 377
appropriations for, in various

countries, 375 n
crops in N. Z. and the U. S., 663

contrasts, 702
Aims, fundamental contrasts in na-

tional, 091, 712

Alcoholic Liquor Sales Control Acts,

249, et seq.

Alps of N. Z., 255, 395, 546, 547, r,.".:.'

Animal life in the islands, 7

Annexation, 21-25 (see 26-34)

opposed by missionaries at first.

21 ; Duke of Wellington's view,

21 ; French efforts at coloniza-

• tion, 22 (28) ; proclamation of

annexation to British Empire,

25 (see Sovereignty, 2G-34)

Annual Register, 521-2

Appeal Boards, for public employees.

319-20, 324

for railway men, 388 People's

Trust, 510
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(1) Progressive Taxation, N. Z..

U. S., and Switzerland. 777-

84
difference between progressive

taxes and the Single-tax.

782-5

(2) Industrial Courts, 785-90;

New South Wales, 785-7

;

Victoria's Minimum Wage
Boards, 787-90

(3) State Annuities for Veterans

of Work, 790-98; New
South Wales, 791-2, 707:

Victoria, 792-5, 797; reci-

procity provisions, 792,
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795 ; Denmark, 795-6, 797
outlines of various i>lans, 796-

98

(4) Leading Events in Chrono-
logic Order, 799-8n:{

(5) Bibliography. 8it4

Arbitration on Demand, 321-66, 785.

xii, xiv ; see also Appeal Boards
and Arbitration Court

"compulsory," that Is, on deman<l

of either disi>utant in a lalior

difficulty, 321

has abolished strikes and lockouts.

323, 335, 300

the method, 322-5

lalior unions the basis, 322-3

litiw it came about, 325-6; Ibm.

W. P. Reeves, author of the law,

327 (portrait)

the machinery in motion, 326 S

;

first cases, the shoe case, 32s-

30; the sewing women, 3:50-32;

linotypists, 332 ; iron-workers,

333
preference for union labor ordered,

329, 337, 338
conditionally, 340-1

slack times, 342

employers protected, 342-4, 357-8

number and nature of proceedings.

344
advantages, 344-7

objections, 347-55

development of Industry and pros

perlty under, 353 4

objects of the Institution fiiinilfd,

356
worklngmen strongly favor It, 32»'..

358 300,363

many employers also, 329, :\\~.

357, 358, 859

report of commissioner from Aus

tralla. 359-61

causes of success, :'.i!l 1 ; coiill

dence In the falrncHH of thf

Government an essential coinll

tlon, 323, .361, 363-4

general results. 364-6

the arbitration babit, 340, 303
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Arbitration
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misstatements as to, 530-1

of prices, etc., as a trust remedy,

591, 600
contrasts, 704

in Australia, 360, 686 n (Appen-

dix) 785-90

trade unions in U. S. favor arbi

tration, 705

See tlie People's Trust, 510
Arbitration Court, 322

simple, cheap, swift and effective

justice, 336
cases, 328-336, 337 ; shoe case,

328 ; seamstresses, 330 ; lino-

typists, 332 ; iron workers, 333 ;

building trades, 337 ; carpenters,

837; painters, 338; cooks, 339;

printers, 339 ; coal miners, 339

number of cases, 344
no other court can set aside its

decisions, 337
Area of New Zealand, 1, 117, 719,

720
of land for one holder, limitation

of, 128, 133
Argentine Republic, 590
Aristocracy, none, 657, 665 ; con-

trasts, 708-9

Art, 748-9

Asiatics, see Immigration.

Assets, see National Assets, 534-65

Atbara Bridge, 718
Atkinson, Major, in the campaign

against the provinces, 118 ; be-

came a Conservative leader,

122 ; on taxation, 125

Premier, 139 ; on railway commis-

sion, 151-154, 162 ; on represen-

tation, 165, 166; labor bills,

290 ; old-age pensions, 443

appointed to legislative council,

186
biographic note, 617-18

portraits, 118, 153, 617

Auckland, the first capital, 28 ; view

of (1844), 29; rejected the local

land-value tax, 401 ; description,

435-7, 567; views of, 304, 333,

436, 441
Australia, criminal immigration, 35

n ; efEect of Wakefield's teaching,

36 n ; squatters, 45 ; title regis-

tration, 80 ; ballot, 93-4 ;
great

strike, 1890, 181-3; labor

parties, 183, demands of, 685 n ;

panic of 1893 in, 231 et seq.;

resumption of land by Govern-

ment, 216 n ; Government loans,

237-8 n ; liquor laws, 256 ; labor

departments, 279 ; early closing

are to pages.

Australia

—

continued
of shops (stores), 300-1; wage
laws, 316; arbitration, 360, 686
n, 785-90 ; appropriations for

agriculture, 375 ; Government
shipping agencies, 376 ; railway

commissions, 379 ; referendum
movements, 410, 413 ; old-age

pensions, 444, 791-5, 797 ; immi-
gration, 470-2 ; no corruption,

650; socialism in, 672, 674;
ideals, 685

See Civilization Tables

Austria, 80, 88

See Civilization Tables

Backhouse, Judge, 353, 359-60

Bakewell, R. H., 266
Ballance, Hon. John, first land-value

tax, 122, 124; land laws, 128;
Land Minister, 136 ; village set-

tlements, 140-2, 285 ; on repre-

sentation (1889) 166; in Mari-

time strike, 381

Liberal-labor leader 1890, 180
Premier, 186 ; policy, 189 ; Cabinet,

189 ; on single tax, 192 n ; on

progressive land and income
taxes, 191, 197-8 ; on woman
suffrage, 261, 263, 276; attitude

on local land-value tax, 400 n

See also 467, 635, 636, 639, 684,

760
biographic note, 619-21

portraits, 141, 187, 619

death, 246-7

Ballot, Australian, 93-4

alphabetic and nnpartisan, 168,

see 809
postal ballot, 170
compulsory, 245
for women, 260-78

revolution by, 506-7

organized labor and the, 692

See Suffrage

Banks, saved from panic of 1893,

231-4

early closing, 301
owned by the State, 88-92, 232-4,

512
contrasts, 698, 700

deposits, 724, 725
Barton, Sir E., 271
Beecher, Henry Ward, 475
Belgium, 88, 90, 91 ; see Civilization

Tables
Bibliography, 804
Biographic Notes of Some Leading

Statesmen, 608-36

Sir George Grey (K. C. B.), 608-11

Sir Wm. Fox (K. C. M. G.). 612-
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continued

Sir Edw. Wm. Staffoid (G. C. M.
G.), 613-14

Sir Predeiick Whitakei- (K. C. M.
G.), 614-15

Sir Julius Vogel (K. C. M. G.).

615-16

Hon. Clias. C. Bowen, 616
Sir Harry Atkinson (K. C. M. G.),

617-18

Hon. John Bar.anee, 610-21

Sir Robert Stout (K. C. M. G.).

621-2

Hon. Wm. Rolleston, 622-3

Hon. Wm. Pember Reeves, 623-5

Sir John Hall (K. C. M. G.), 625
Hon. John McKenzle, 626-8

Hon. George O'Rorke (Kt.), 62S-9

Rt. Hon. Richard John Seddon (P.

C), 629-33

Sir Wm. Russell (Kt.), 633-5

other men of note, 635
influence of leadership, 635-6

Birds, wingless, 560, cuts. Kiwis,

567 ; Moa, 605
Birth Days of Progress, 508
Bismarck, 308, 443
Booth, Chas., 797
Booth, General, 287-8

Boss, political, none in N. Z., 100,

695, xxiii

causes. 667. 668
Bowen, Hon. Chas. C, 123

biographic note, 616
portrait, 123, 616

Boys and girls protected, 293, 300

Browne, Governor, 64

Brunnerton Itailway Bridge, 534
Building societies, 61

Busby, British resident sent 1833,

arrived 1834, 20, 21 ; attempt to

federate the Maoris, 22

Cabinet, see Ministry

Canada, SO, 94, 600
Candidates, no nomination by caucus

or convention, boss or machine,

168-171

direct nomination by voters, 168

alphabetic ballot, 168
questioning and pledging by voters,

160, 604

Cannibalism of early Maoris, 12, 18,

19

Canoes, double canoes, 3

canoe with tourists, 505
Canterbury, 38, 72, 74, 75-6

Canterbury College, 602
Catholic missionaries, 22, 23

Capital, aided by arbitration on de-

mand, 342, 357

Capital

—

continued
has not left the country as was

predicted, 527
prosperity and credit rising higher

and higher, 525 ct acq.

Capitalists' View of new laws, 520-

533
See Arbitration, Old-Age Pensions,

Opposition

Causes of Liberal victory 1890, 178-

188
Causes and Conditions, of N. Z's.

Progress, 658-688

mistake of overemphasizing physi-

cal factors, 658-9, 663
yet they must not be neglected,

660
isolation, 660; size, 660
location in the civilization belt,

661, 689
climate, 661-2 ; fertility of soil,

662-3

human factors, 663 et acq.

homogeneity of the population.

663-4

newness of the Colony, 6C4
character of people, 004

union of farmers and workingmon
at the polls, 604

diffusion ox wealth, 665
constructive energy, 665
open mindedness and freedom from

domination by party spirit, 0fi5-0

excellent system of nomination and
election giving free play to col-

lective ability and convergence

on the truth under the Influence

of civic conscience and intelli-

gent undersfaudlug of the public

interest, 667
freedom from political corruption,

608-9

no boss, machine, or spoils, 007,

668, contrasts 605

merit system, 60S
public ownership of monopolies,

669

good leadership, 000

efforts to find ctmimon sense reme-

dies for existing evils, 670-

1

no Utopian scheme, 070

nor Socialist program. 070 3

question how much Soclulism has

to do with N. Z's advniioi'. de-

ID-nils on definition of Socialism,

070-80

Liberals believe in public owner

ship of public utilities and co

Operative industry. 070. but r»-

pudlatc Soclall.xin as ordinarily

iiiiiIiTsliiiiil. 078
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continued

N. Z. recognizes three industrial

principles, public ownership, co-

operative ownership, and indi-

vidual ownership, 674, 679, 680
influence of the Single-tax, 680-1

real ideals and principles, 681-8

direction of attention and energy

to civic justice, 686, 697, 712
summary, 686, 688

Census, combination of referendum
with, proposed, 411

Centralists, 116, 118, 122
Chamberlain, Rt. Hon. Joseph, 791
Chamber of Commerce, Canterbury,

527
Chase, Chief Justice U. S. income-

tax decision, 780
Cheviot, 218, 224 ; view of, 219
Chicago Strike (U. S.), 335
Children, 290-2, 648

See Education
Chinese, 473-4, 644

See Immigration ; see Epochs (2)

Christchurch, 72, 401
view of Supreme Court, 343

;

Museum, 596 ; Canterbury Col-

lege, 602; Port Lyttelton, the

Christchurch shipping point, 403
Chronology of Leading Events, 799

;

see pp. 508, 641-2, and Informa-
tion Bureau, p. xxiii

Church of England, 31

Cities, Wellington, 20, 32, 401, 430-.".

661-2; views, 33, 105, 150, 431,

391, 434, 469
Auckland, 28, 29, 401, 435-7, 567 ;

views, 304, 333, 436, 441

Christchurch, 72, 401 ; views, 343

(403), 596, 602
Dunedin, 72, 437-9 ; views, 72, U37,

265, 302, 438, 517
Nelson, 32; views, 130, 196, 207,

511
New Plymouth, 32
Napier, 273
no very large cities in N. Z., 656
life in the cities, 439-41

See Municipalities, People, or

Epochs and Epoch Makers
Civic Conscience, 684
Civic Federation (U. S.), 704
Civic fraternity, 510-18

Civic Justice, direction of attention

and energy to, 686, 697. 712
Civilization, advanced by substitut-

ing judicial decision for settle-

ment by conflict, 366
degree of cooperation a test of, 374
life insurance as a test of, 422
See Civilization Tables

are to pages.

Ciivlization belts or zones, 661, 689
Civilization Tables, 716-55

strong points of various nations,

716-18

tables and comments on area. 719,

720; population, 719, 720
education, 719, 720, 721
wealth and income, 721 ; use of

mails, 721-2, 723
telegraphs and telephones. 722, 723
railways, 723-4

bank deposits, 724, 725
life insurance, 724, 726
death rate, 724-5, 726
efficiency of labor, 725-8

average wages, 727, 728
food and drink, 729, 730
pauperism and crime, 730, 732
cooperation, 732-734

organization of industry, 735-6

average size of estates, 736, 737

percentage of population liolding

land, 736-7

congestion of wealth, 737-8

movement of wealth congestion.

738-741

trusts and combines, 740-1

movement toward political equali-

zation, 739, 741-4

degree of government by the peo-

ple, 745-8

intelligence and energy, 748; pub-

lic and private virtue, 748-9

literature and art, 748, 749
(wages in detail in various occu-

pations, 749-52)

U. S. most admirable in many
ways, but may learn some les-

sons from N. Z. and other na-

tions, 753-5

Civil Service, 148-150, 668, 691

Class conscious movement, none, C87

contrasts, 702
Class Legislation, contrasts, 693
Climate, 661-2, 689
Clutha, 254
Coal mines. State operation of, 482-7.

515
Coal-ring, 486, 588
Coal strikes (U. S.), 333-4

Cockburn, Premier (Australia). 7S1

Collective Ability, 607, G94

Colonization, Wakefield's philosophy

of, 35-37

Combines, 175, see Trusts

Commission, Railway, established.

151-162 ; abolished, 379-81

Compulsory Arbitration, see Arbitra-

tion on Demand
Concentration, of land-ownership,

172 et seq.
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Concessions, 404
Conclusions, 712-15

Connollj', John D.. U. S. Consul to

N. Z., see Consular Reports
Conservative Party, 55, 122, 130;

defeat, ISl, 1S6, 2G4 ; prac-

tically vanished, 634

Conservatives, 488, see Opposition

Conservative views, 520 ct acq.

Conspiracy laws, 310-13

Constitution, first one annulled, 44,

47
second proclaimed, 48
power of Governor, 48-0 ; Tarlia-

nient, 40
England's reserved power, 51-3, 60
practically disregarded in the Pro-

vincial land laws, 69

See Abolition of Provinces, Suf-

frage, Senate

Consul, U. S. to N. Z., see Consular
Reports

Consular Reports (U. S.), relating to

N. Z.

on the single-tax, 102 n, 080
on progressive land and income

taxes, 200
on State resumption of large

estates, 225

on the general results of Liberal

land policy, 229
on Government loans to farmers,

etc., -o7
on labor conditions, 317-18

on Ballance and the awakening of

1800. 620, 650, (!and) 663

op election system, 687

See also 520, 522-6, 528, 541

Contractor System, of constructing

public works, 367 ; abuses, 368-0

Contrasts between the Liberal period

and former times, 504-5

Contrasts & unities, N. Z. & U. S.,

680-711

climate, soil, resources, scenery,

etc., 689
progress, ancestry, etc.. 680-00

Yankees of South Pacific. 600

spheres of national leadership. 600-1

vital difference in the direction of

attention and energy, 691, 607.

and in the national aims. 601,

608, 712
contrasts in form and substance of

government, 601-2

organized labor and the ballot. 602

farmers and workingmen united at

the ballot box. 002

representation of farmers and law-

yers. 602

Contrasts

—

cuntinutd

ownership of monopolies. 603 ; cor-

ruption, 693; class legislatinn.

693 ; position of women, 603

;

nominations, 093-4, 095-6

party spirit, 604, 005
qucstiouiug and pledging candi-

dates, 604

Speaker of the House, 094-6

;

spoils, 605 ; boss, 005
multitudinosity of legislation, 000-7

care in drawing laws, 607 ; taxa-

tion, 607
mechanical development, 697
political methods. 097
purpose of organization, 698
labor departments. 608
postal service, 608, 009
savings banks, 60S; telegraphs, COS
railway mail. 099
land ownership, 099 ; land titles, 099
insurance. 700
railways. 700 ; big shippers. 700
banks and panics, 700. 7til-2

money power, 7ol ; finance, credit,

etc., 701

:

influence of farmers, 702; nature

of debt. 702 ; appropriations, 702

class consciousness. 702
hours of labor. 702
treatment of poor. 702
industrial disputes. 702-0

trade unions. 702, 704

strikes and boycotts, 704-6

immigration. 700
city versus country, 707

municipal life. 707
dominant ideal, 707

man is. capital. 707

trusts and monopolies. 706. 707-8

education, 70S; Constitution. 708

millionaires and aristocracy of

wealth. (08-9

general movement of events, 709-

710
tabulation of some contrasts be-

tween N. Z. and the U. S., 710

conclusions. 712-15

Cook. Capt. the discoverer of N. Si..

4 ; at Poverty Ray. 20 ; portrait, 5

Cook. Mt.. 305. 515

Conveyancing, State. 515

Cooperation

—

(1) Among settlers In Improved-

farm settleineuts. vlllnKe

settlements, etc.. 2H4 et irni.

(2) Cooperative construction of

railways. buildings and

other public works. 367-378

abuses of contractor system.

368
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AH references

Cooperation

—

continued

advantages of cooperative

plan, 369
objections, 370, 372
causes of success, 371

results, 372

view of cooperative groups

building the Mabokiue
bridge, 373

Government teaching farmers
cooperation, 374

cooperative dairying, 375

Government cooperative ship-

ping agency, 376

(3) as a trust remedy, 500

(4) a fundamental principle in N.

Z., 666, 676

(5) See also 732-734; 632

Coopei'ators, of Great Britain favor

early closing of stores by law,

304; also old-age pensions, 701,

707
Corruption, none in State railway,

392
no political, 429, 518, 649-50, 668-

9, 678 ; contrasts, 693, 695

no rings or bosses, 169, 518
no miinicipal boodle or franchise

grabs, 429

County franchise, reform, 587
Courts, not to decide on technicali-

ties, 244

industrial, 785
See Arbitration Court.

Credit, Nationalization of, 231-4, 235-

242
contrasts, 701

Crime, fii'st offender's probation,

145-7

little, 649, 730, 732
indeterminate sentence, 143, 809

Cupa, Tupai, 16 with portrait

Custom House Square, Dunediu, 302

Customs duties, 195

Dairying, cooperative, 375
Death rate very low, 652, 724-5, 726
Debates, Parliamentary, 57-8 ; "a

stone wall," 58
on the national railways and the

public works policy, 100
on Government life insurance, 108
on the land-value tax, 124
on railway management, 155-162

on suffrage and representation

(1889), 164-167

on the liquor bill, 250-2

on woman suffrage, 261-2

on the 8-hour bill, 307-9

on abolition of the Railway Com-
mission, 381-3

are to pages.

Debates

—

continued

on the local land-value tax, 404 n
on the referendum, 409, 410, 411,

412, 768
on old-age pensions, 462-5

on State operation of coal mines,

484
on State lire insurance, 574-9

on the Zone system, 582
on tiusts and combines, 594-601

on proportional representation,

165, 759
Debt, misapprehension as to, 533

national, 537 et scq.

two kinds, for smoke, and for valu-

able investment, 530-44

national assets much more than

cover national debt, 535-44

See Contrasts, 702
Deferred payments, estates on, 131,

139
Democracy, N. Z's constitution, 47-53

Grey's campaign for, 1 20

N. Z. the most democratic country,

526, 650, 745 col. 62, 747
Denmark, old-age pensions, 459,

795-6, 797

Depression, industrial, in the eighties,

172, 231-4

Development of Early Institutions,

418-24

telegraph and telephone, 418
street railways, 419
post, 419-20

insurance department, 420-2, table

421

public trust office, 422-4

Direct legislation, 409-17, 511, 693,

766-774

Direct nominations by the people,

168, 693-4, 695-6

Disabilities, of women, 585

Disability, pension upon, 448, 602

Discovery of N. Z. by Tasman
(1642), 4; by Cook (1760), 4, of

gold, 20

Divorce, among the Maoris, 15, 18

Drink, in various countries, 720-730

See Liquor Question

Droughts, misstatements as to, 531

Dummyism, 128, 130

Dunedin, in 1858, 72 ; in the middle

period, 137

at the present time, 437-0; views.

72, 137, 438 ; Princes street, 517

other views, First Church, 265

:

Custom House Square, 302

Dusky Bay, natives at, 6 ; view of,

177

Dutton, ¥. S., 04 n
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Education, universal and secular,

123, 712
aided by State lailways, 3S6-7

;

school children carried free,

386 ; cheap excursions, 38G-7

Contrasts, 70S
Civilization Tables, 710, 720, 721

Efficiency of labor, G5G, 72.J-8

Egmont, Mt, GS3
Election machinery of N. Z., 1G7,

511, 687
direct nominations by the people,

168, 693-4, 605-6

alphabetic ballot, 168
questioning candidates, 169, 694
no boss or machine, 169
voting by mail, 170
gives force to collective ability,

667, 694
and an opportunity for ideals and

principles to act upon politics,

686, 687
Elections, see Constitution, Suffrage,

Representation, Liquor Question

Act of 1893, 244-5

woman's vote, 264
of 1800, 186
of 1893, 263, 266
of 1899, 181, 264, 468
of 1002, 248, 264
convergence of men toward the

truth and the public good when
voting free of bosses, machines
and party control, 667

Elective Executive, 586

Electoral Act, see Representation

;

• Suffrage ; Woman Suffrage

Electric lighting, 84

Ell, Henry George, 411, 412, 486,

578, 587, 600, 604

Emigration, misstatements as to, 531

no exodus lately, but in the

eighties, 178, 108, 476

Employees, see Labor, Arbitration

Employers' Liability, 478-81

England, sending criminals to

colonies, 35 n ; power reserved

to, in N. Z. Constitution, 51-3.

69; title registration, 80; postal

banks, 88 n, 90 ; Australian bal-

lot, 04 ; woman's franchise. 272 :

old labor laws, 310-13; see Civi

lization Tables

Episcopal Church, 31

Epochs and Epoch Makers, 637

(1) the four periods of N. Z. his-

tory, 637
control by Governor, 637-8

communication 1840, 638

"continuous" Ministry, 638-9

arc to imgea.

l')pochs

—

con tin tied

I'remler Seddnii's MlnlHti-y

still more continuous, 63!)

early Ministries died quickly,

639
table of epochs and leading

events, 640-1

the National Age, 042, 643-4

(2) the people, 644-57

number, ancestry and charai'-

ter, 644-6

rate of increase, 644 n
what population the Islands

would hold, 644 II

care of children, 648; religion,

648
morality. 648; vigor, 648
fraterualism, 648 ; little crime,

649
no political corruption. (i40

50; civic spirit high, 650
very democratic, 650-1, see

also 526, 745 col. 62. 747

servant girls and daughters of

the Premier dance in same
set, 652

great readers, (!52 ; fond of

athletics, 652
healthy and long lived. 6."i2

;

d<>ath rate lower than that

of any other nation, 652
women, 653 ; marriage, 6.).$

occupations of the people, 654 ;

servants, 656

not a highly cltlfled country,

656
prosperity high, 656; per

capita wealth and Income

highest in tue world, 656

the millionaire question. 65:5,

657
no aristocracy, 657 ; di'ter-

mined to have no million-

aires or paupers, but a gen-

eral diffusion of wealth, 657

E(iualization, 51

S

movement toward, 730, 741 4

Equal rights. Grey's campaign for.

120
Equal suffrage, 200. 087 ;

Woman Suffrage

Estates, State resumption and

division of. 210 28

Events, sweep of, 507

birthdays of progress. 508

table of leading. 64<i 1

chronology of chli-f. Appendix V

Excursions, cheap. 387

Executive, elective suggestion, 5>S0

Exemptions, under tax laws. 101 tt

aeq.
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Exodus of working people from N. Z.

(1885-1890), 178, 198, 476
See Emigration

Express, postal, 85 ; Contrasts, 698

Factories, increase of employees and
capital, 354

Factory laws, 289-297

what constitutes a factory, 290
conditions, 290-1

holidays and half holidays, 291
hours, 291-2

abolition of sweating, 292
boys and girls protected, 293-4

inspection and enforcement, 294-7

Farm, State, 287, 514
Farmers, in bad condition in the

eighties, 172-7

joining with the workingmen at

the ballot box, 178 et seq., 664,

687, 692
representation in Parliament,

183-4, 692
control of Government, 688
relieved by progressive taxes on

land-values and incomes, 193-5,

198-9

All powerful in N. Z., 192 n.

Government loans to, 235-40

interests cared for by State rail-

ways, 389-90

Government care for, summarized,
516

Contrasts, 702
See Pastoral Tenants' Relief

Finance contrasts, 701
Finland, 88, 90

Fire Insurance, State, 571-9, 804, xii

First Offenders, Probation, 145-7

Fitzroy, Governor, 39-42

land regulations, 39 ; trouble with
natives, 40-42

Flag of N. Z., i

Food, expenditure for in various na-

tions, 729, 730

Food Trusts, 589-99

Forests, State, 143-4, 514
scenery, 548-51

Fowlds, George, M. H. R., 584

Fox, Sir Wm., 64-6, 96, 250
biographic note, 612-13

portraits, 96, 612

France, 88 ; see Civilization Tables

Franchise, county, 587
municipal and national, see Suf-

frage

Franz Josef Glacier, view of, 455
Fraternalism, civic, in N. Z., 510-18,

648 ; Government a cooperative
agency, 679

are to pages.

Fraternalism

—

continued
Government a cooperative agency,

679
Freehold, danger of, 627, 632
Free justice, 570, 606, 676 n
Free transportation, 584
Fusion of farmers and workingmen

to elect representatives pledged
to their interests, 178, 182, 664,

687, 692

Gas, 83, 515
See Municipalities

Genius, as a factor in progress, 669,

670
George, Henry, 94 n, 127, 192, 407-8,

490, 680, 783, 784
Germany, 80, 308, 443, 676, 797

See Civilization Tables
Geysers, 556 ; view, 659
Girls, working, protected, 293-4

pretty mill, 296-7

short hours in factories, 291-2

in stores, 300
seats for salesgirls, 303, 809

Glaciers, 551 ; view of Franz Josef

Glacier, 455
Gladstone, Hon. Wm. 31, 88, 108,

262, .308

Gods, of the Maoris, 18 ; took Eng-
lishmen for, before they got
acquainted with them, 4-7

Gold, discovered, 20, 73-4 n
Gompers, Samuel, President Ameri-

can Federation of Labor, 348
Government, organization and powers

of under Constitution, 47-53

Government in operation, 54-8

responsible Ministry, 54-8 ; the real

executive since 1868, 55
legislation, 49-53, 59-62

parties, 55
State vs. Nation, or the Provinces

and the land. 68-9

guarantee of land titles, 77-80

public ownership, see Public Own-
ership ; Public Works ; Railways,

Banks, Insurance, State, etc.

control of, by united farmers
and workingmen, 178, 182,

664, 687, 688, 692
Liberal, 186, 189
policy of, 189
resumption of large estates, 216-28

loans to farmers, workingmen, etc.,

140, 235-40, 284
Labor Department, 279
Employment Office, 279
teaching farmers cooperation, 374

acting as commission merchant,
376
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Government

—

contmucd
purchase of patent, 477
operation of coal mines, 482-7

functions of, 4SG-7

what the Government does for the

people, 509-18

what the capitalists and Conser-

vatives think of it, 518-34

interest of wealthy in good govern-

ment affected by public owner-
ship of monopolies, GG9, 682

Government help is self-lielp in N.

Z., 648
Government a cooperative agency

for the public service, 679
industrial independence essential

to good government, 682
private monopoly opposed to good

government, 714, see 609, 682

Government by the people, import-

ance of as a means of progress,

668; degree of In N. Z., U. S.,

etc., 745-8, 756
proposed changes in system of,

756-76

proportional representation, 756-

63

majority choice secured by the

second ballot, 763-6 ; or prefer-

ential voting, 763, 766

more of the initiative and refer-

endum, 766-774

the popular recall, 774-6

See Constitution ; Parliament ; Gov-

ernor ; Ministry ; Legislation

;

Savings Banks ; Insurance ; Loan
Office; Public Trust Office; Suf-

frage ; Referendum ; State ; Peo-

ple's liust

Government Accident Insurance, 477-8

Government Buildings, 150

Government Life Insurance, 108-112,

573-4, 724, 726

Government Fire Insurance, 571-9,

800, xii

Government Loan Office, 235-40, 513

Governor, see Hobson, Grey, etc.

power under the Constitution, 48-9

speech "from the Throne," 1902,

491-2

supreme in early days, 637-8

but a figurehead since 1868, 49

Grey, Captain (afterward Sir Geo.),

35; Governor, 42; ended war

with Maoris, 42

repealed Fiizroy's land regulations,

42
refused to carry out unjust orders

from England. 44-5, 47

cheap land regulations. 46. 7<>. 75

proclaimed Constitution, 48

are to pages.

Grey

—

con tin ued

retired from Governorship, 55
again made Governor, 64

a Provincialist, 68, 116
campaign for equal rights, 120, 12s

Premier, 122; education bill, 123;
liist land-value tax, 124; de-

feated, 125

on Railway Commission, 160

on suffrage and representation

(1889), 165-6

on land monopoly, 173

protest against Senate appoint-

ments, 1891, 186 n

on woman suffrage, 260, 263, 206,

276
See also, 581, 635, 636, 638, 684

biographic note, 608-11

portraits, first Governorship, 43

;

Liberal orator, statesman and
Premier, 121 ; see also 608

Gridironing the land, 74

Hale, Rev. Edward Everett, 790-1,

797

Half-holidays, 291, 301

Hall, Sir John, 122; Premier, 125;
on woman suffrage, 201-2. 203,

270, 4S8
biographic note, 625

portrait, 625
Hall-Jones, Hon. Wm., 631

Hall's Sound, view, 506
Ilamurana Stream, 134

rianna. Senator Mark (U. S.), 355

Hansard, see Debates, Parliamentary

Hawk's Crag, view of, 530

Ileke, Hone, and his wife, 41, picture,

cutting down flag at KororareTta,

41

Hermitage, The, 395

Hill, Governor, 94 n

Hill, I'resident James J. 751

Hobson, Captain Wm., arrival In

N. Z., 1840, 25

treaty with natives, 26

taking possession of the Middle

Island. 28
establishing capital at .Vucklnncl.

28
first Governor, 1841, 30; ndmlnU

tration, 30-34 ; his record, 34

petition of Maoris '"'• " "-^^ '-"^

ernor like him, :

municipal ordinance, M
portrait, 27

Holidays, 291, 3i'

Holland. 88, 9". I'MII/ntlon

Tables

Holmes. Justice O. \V.. ^^.

Homestead. labor war (U. 8.). 333
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Hongi, the 'Napoleon of the Maoris,"

12, with picture

Hours of Labor short in factories,

291-2, 516 ; and in stores, 300
8-hours the standard day, 305-9

general 8-hour bill, 307-9

6-hour day suggestion, 585
Contrasts, 702
See Labor

House of Representatives, organiza-

tion, etc., 49-51

like a People's Board of Directors,

58; burdened with details, 119
perpetual cross-examination of rail-

way management, etc., 396-7

See Debates
Hungary, 80, 88, 90; See Civilization

Tables

Ideals, 681-8

dominant ideal, 707, Contrasts

to raise standard of life, 685
the ideal and the electoral system,

686
government a cooperative organi-

zation for the public service, 679

Immigration, the dumping ground
theory, 35 n

Wakefield's philosophy of selected,

35-37

assisted immigration, part of

Vogel's public works policy, 101

appropriation for, 101
injurious, carefully guarded in N.

Z., 470-7

conditions in N. Z., Australia and
U. S., 470-2

Corilrasts, 706
Irtiproved-farm settlements, 284-6

Improvements, exempt under pro-

gressive tax laws, 191
Income, per capita. 721
Income tax, 194-203, 493

in U. S., 780 ; Pollock case, 780-1

;

in Australia, 781
Indeterminate sentence, 143, 809
Industrial Arbitration, see Arbitra-

tion on Demand
Industrial Courts, 785 ; see Arbitra-

tion Court
Industrial depression, 172, 231-4

Industrial Disputes, Contrasts, 702-6

See Arl)itration on Demand
Industrial Independence, essential to

liberty and good government, 682
Industrial Peace, see Arbitration on

Demand
Industrial War, abolished by Arbitra-

tion on Demand, 321, 323, 335,

360.

Industry, relations of State to, 97

are to pages.

Industry

—

continued

3 principles of ownership in, 674,

679, 680
organization of, 735-6

. abolition of strikes and lockouts,

see Arbitration

See Labor
Information Bureau, xxiii

Inheritance taxes, 203-4

Initiative, see Referendum
Insects, 7, 8

Inspection of factories, 294-7

Institutions, development of early.

418-24

See Government ; Railways ; Banks ;

Land ; Taxation ; etc.

Insurance, of land titles by the Gov-
ernment, 79

of parcels by postal express, 80

State life insurance, 108-112, 420-

2, table 421, 573-4

State accident, 477-8

State fire, 571-9, 804, xii

State marine, 574
Contrasts, 700

International Arbitration, 346, 366
Isitt, Mr., temperance leader, 250
Italy, 88, 90, 666; see Civilization

Tables

Kauri gum, 548 n.

Kauri tree 548-550 notes,

picture 549
Kea parrot, 563-4, 565; picture, 564
Kent, Chancellor (income tax), 780
"King-Dick," a pet name for Premier

Seddon, 630-1

King Edward, 490, 491, 492
King movement, among the Maoris,

63-5

Kitchener, Lord, 718
Kiwis, or wingless birds, 566 ; cut,

567
Kororareka, 20, 23

Label, on goods made outside in-

spected factories, 293

Labor, in village settlements, 140-2

bad conditions in the eighties,

172-7

investigation into conditions, 290

unions, 1890, 179, see Trade Unions

the great maritime strike, 179,

181-3

in politics hand in hand with the

farmers, 178, 182, 664, 687, 692

members in Parliament, 183-4

relieved by progressive taxes on

land-values, incomes and inherit-

ances, 198, 199
workingmen's suburban homes, 222
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1 7/ nferencrs arc to

I.Miid-Labor

—

cou tht tied

Government loans to woikingmen,
235-40

laws, 279-366
Department and Minister, 279-83
and the I.and. iS4-(; : State farm.

2S7-9

preference for union lalxir, :i:!7.

338, 340-1

in factories, 289-97
in stores, 29.8-304. see S09
sliort lionrs, 291. 300, 7it2

S-liours tlie standard day, 30."(-9

general S-hoiir l)ill, 3ii7-9

trade-unions and tlie conspiraiv
laws, 310-13

wage-laws, 314-18

appeal boards for jjublic employees.
319-20, 324

Arbitration on Demand, 321-66

;

labor leaders and trade unions

favorable to the arbitration law.

322-3, 358, 360 ; increase of

manufacturing, 354

cooperative construction of public

works, 367 et seq.

labor well treated on State rail-

ways. 383, 388, 389
low fares for workingmen, 387

advance of fares to unemployed.
281-2, 387

employers' liability, 478-81

ways the Government assists, 516-

17, 518

6-hour day suggestion, 585
ideals of, 685, 686
Contrasts, 702
efficiency of, 725-8

parties in Australia, 183

Labor Department, 279, 283, 698
aided by police, Land Department,

State railways, etc., 281

Labor Laws, 279-366, xii ; see Labor,

Arbitration on Demand, etc.

working smoothly, 492

Labor Tarties, (Australian), 183;

demands of, 685 n

Land

—

(1) Maori signatures to title deeds.

14, 24; difficulties with

natives about land. 20, 25 n.

32 ; the "land sharks," 22

:

fictitious purchases, 2."!

;

Ilobson's position on the

land claims, 30; first glim-

mer of the principle of limi-

tation of area, 32 ; claims <>f

N. Z. Co., 22, 2.1, 32

the State's pi-eeinptive i-igbt.

39, 42 ; troubles about early

^2)

(S)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7»

IS)

(9)

(10)

pages,

-loiiliiiiicd

purchases from natives, 4ii.

42, 63, 04

vacillation of the GoverunH'iit

in respect to private pur-

chase from natives, 44-5 n
Wakt'lield's system, 35-39, 72
N. Z. Co., 11 per acre, 38;
Land Sales Act, 38, 39, 45

Fitzroy's regulations, 39; re-

pealed by (Jrey, 42
• irey's cheap land regulations.

40, 70

the "Twelve .Ximsllcs ni"

riunder," 42 n

• Jovernment punliasi-s tiom
Maoris. 42-44

siiuatters or run holders, 45 n

the .Maori Land League. »',:{

Waitara purchase, 04

I'rovinces get the land in

spite of the Constitution. 00

free trade in land, 7(»-7o

early land laws, 73

efforts to stop sjjeculatlon,

73-0

grldironing the land. 74

Torrens system of title regis-

tration, and Government
guarantee of titles, 77-8o

A'ogel's land reservation plan,

98-103 ; appropriation for

State purchase of land, lul

private speculation, lt»3-4

(Jrey's campaign against mon-
opoly, 120

first land-value tax (1878).

120, 124, repealed by Con-

servatives, 125

struggle to check monopoly,
127-139

limitation of area, etc., 12S,

133; dummyism, 12S

law of 1.S77, 120; land on di--

ferred payments, 131

the jierpetual lease wllli

periodic revaluations. 133.

210-14

State purchase in case of dis-

pute as to -nt. 130

monopoly or . 1 tlon of

lan<l ownei-shlp. 13M-9.

172 7, 17S. 1.S5, 200. 032

progre.ssive taxatluu of land

values. 191 cl MCti.

A New Land I'olUy. 20.'5. 213-

lease In peri>etuliy, 2T0 14;

State resuinpiluu of Uri;e

••states. 210 2K (514) ;

i'hevlot. 21.S. 224 ; the pre-

scribed maxluuiu, 221 ; pref
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Laud

—

continued

erence for the landless, 222 ;

workingmen's suburban
homes, 222 ; Liberal land

laws in operation, 222 et

seq. ; honest and careful ad
ministration, 224; profits to

the State, 224 ; division of

estates and qualifications of

applicants, 226-7 ; condi-

tions of improvement, resi-

dence, etc., 227-8 ; general

results, 222, 229-230

(11) Labor and the, 279-87

(12) land and all its wealth be-

longs of right to the people,

501
(13) deposit of slums on the, 284,

517

(14) Contrasts, 699

(15) average size of estates in vari-

ous nations, 730, 737

(16) per cent of population hold-

ing, 736-7

Land and income taxes, increase of,

602-6

See Taxation

Land Department, see Land, Labor
helping labor bureaus to find work

for the unemployed, 282

Landless, land for the, 222

Land-ring, 175 ; smashed, 241

Land-value tax, national, 191-204

local, 400-8 ; on referendum, 400 ;

how far adopted, 401 ; effect

upon taxes, 402-5, 406-7 ; rela-

tions with the Single-tax, 407-8

See Taxation

Langley, Arch-Deacon, 374

Langiois, 22

Laws, see Legislation

force of English common law in N.

Z., 61

subjects of early laws, 61

title registration, 77-80

postal savings banks, 88-92

ballot, 93-4

railways and other public works,
98-107

State life insurance, 108-112

public trust offices, 113-115

education, 123
triennial Parliaments, 126
residential qualification for suf-

frage, 126
land act of 1877, 129
the perpetual lease, 133-5

forest, 143
first offender's probation, 145-7

civil service, 148

arc to pcujes.

non-political railway commission,
151

suffrage and representation, 163
direct nominations, 168
progressive taxation of land and

incomes, 191
land acts 1892, 205
State resumption of large estates,

216
Government Loan Office, 235
courts to decide on the merits, not

on technicalities, 244
penalty on failure to vote without

good reason, 245
referendum on the liquor question,

249
woman suffrage, 260
labor laws, 279-366, see Labor

;

Arbitration; Table of Contents
Arbitration on demand, 321
railways for service, 379
pastoral tenants' relief, 398
local land-value tax, 400
municipalities, 425, 427, see 419
old-age pensions, 442
restriction of immigration, 470
Government accident insurance,

477
employers' liability, 478
State coal mines, 482
State fire insurance, 804, xii

See Chronology, Appendix V
Lawyers, representation of, 692

psychology of, 692
Leadership, influence of. 635-6

Leading Events, table, 640-1, in

chronological order, 799-803

Lease, perpetual, with revaluation,

133
Lease in perpetuity, 209, 210-14 ; see

Land, Perpetual Lease

Leckey on Referendum, 774
Legislation, see Laws
power of, under Constitution, 49-53

Government bills, 57
individual bil s, 57, 400 n
debates, voluminous, 57-8, but our

legislative bodies still more
wordy, 58 ; see 696

"a stone wall," 58
form of bills, 59

subjects of early laws, 61

force of common law of England,

61

through the initiative and referen-

dum, see Referendum
not in class interest in N. Z., 685
no corruption, 693

a very active industry, 696-7, see

57-8 ; in the fish stage of repro-

duction, 690
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Legislation
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continued

care In drawing laws, 697

Legislative Council, see Senate

Liberals, see Liberal Tarty
election successes (1800), 186;

(1893), 263, 266; (1899), 181,

264, 468; (1902), 248, 204
capture of Senate by, 467-9

distinguisbed from Radicals, 488

Liberal Tarty, 55, 122, 137; policy,

189; victories, 181, 186, 248,

263-4, 468

Liberal Years, contrast with former
times, 504-5

Liberty, industrial independence
essential to, 682

Liens for wages, 315-6

Life Insurance, State Department of,

108-11-, 420-2; table, 421
Civilization Tables, 724, 726

Limit of municipal taxation, 405
of area of land one man can hold,

see Land
Linotype, tie-up in Chicago, 332

Arbitration in N. Z., 332

Liquor Question, triennial referen-

dum on, 249-59

consumption of in N. Z. and U. S.,

Z49, 256 ; in Australia, 256
relative traffic in various coun-

tries, 255
laws, ^56

Literature, 748-9

Lloyd, H. D., 227, 242, 329, 353, 376.

450, 454, 455, 507, 520, 530, 658
Loans, by State Insurance Depart-

ment, 111-112

to settlers in village settlements,

140
by Government to farmers, work-

ingmen, etc., 235-40, 284
Local Option, on the liquor question,

249-59

on the land-value tax for local

purposes, 400-8

Local rating on unimproved values,

400-8

Los Angeles, charter provision for

popular recall, 775
Lusk, Hugh II., 275, 685

Macliine, political, none in N. Z..

169; causes, 667, 068

MacKenzle, Scobie, 201

JIahokine Viaduct, coijperativi'

groups building the, 373

Mail, voting by, 171

Mais, see Tost

Majority choice, in elections, 763-6

Manawatu Uailway, 390

All references are to pngcs.

Maoris, the Tolynesian luhabitauts

of the islands

When they came to N. Z., 3; double
canoes, 3 ; great navigators, 4

;

relations with Cook, 4 ; thought
his ship a giant bird, 4 ; and
took the Englishmen for goblins

or gods, 4-7 ; Taniwha's story,

4-7 ; characteristics, lu ; number
of, 10, 20, 51 ; In stone age, H»

;

learning to use tirearnis and the

results, 10-12; Ilongi, 12; no
written language till mission-

aries reduced their speech to

phonetic form, 10, 10; cannibal-

ism, 12; wars, 12, 19; trade in

flax, timber, potatoes, tatooed

heads, etc., 12; vll ages, 11, 13;

clothing, 14, 15 ; food, 15 ; occu-

pations of men and women, 15;
tatooing, 14, 16, 17 ; method of

signing deeds, 14; marriage, l.i.

16; divorce, 15; houses and
barns, 16 ; observance of Sun-

day, 16 ; Tupai Cupa or Te Tehi.

16; theft, 17; the chieftainship.

17; the women, 15, 17; 'idols"

or gods, 18; conversion of, 18;

pfoo4 of sincerity, 19 ; giving

up cannibalism and war, and
liberating their slaves. 18, 19;

native schools, 19 ; attempted
federation of, by Busby. 22 ; native

land laws, 25 n ; Treaty of

Waitangi, 26 ; sheep and cattle

they now own, 16; petition for

a good Governor, 34

purchase of land from, 39 44 ; war
with (1844-5), 40-2; Ileke. 41;

Grey won them, 42; rights under

Constitution, 47, 48 note 5, .Si ;

representation in I'arliament, 19.

47 n. 51, 126; Maori boys. 50;

girls, garments of Uax, etc., .»6

;

carving, stern post of cauoe. 60

;

watched discussions In Knglnnd.

and distrusted lOngllsh, 4<», 6:{

;

the Land League, King tii

etc., 03-4 ; village of Te ^^

Whero, 05; war. 04 0; Uewi.

07 ; Maori courage and aid to

enemies, 64-66 n. 67; peace.

66-8 ; method of sa'

Te Wheoro, 126; M.i

491

tourist notes on. 560-3

views of Maoris lu Tart II. AM
princess. 56ii ; mother and clili<l.

561; widow and 8»n. .1(12: tII

lago. 563 ; canof,

Lviiiw ii\ . f>.'*s : Htiik''
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giant feast, 645; a Maori maiden.
647, hut, 650 ; four Maoris witli

Premier Seddon, 655 ; a Maori
swing, 711

Maps, of New Zealand, and of the
world (just inside front cover)

Province map, 117
Marine insurance, State, proposed,

574
Maritime strike, 179, 181, 325, 380
Marriage, among the Maoris, 15, 18
among the whites, 653

Married men, preference for, 284, 371
Marsden, Rev. Samuel, missionary,

8-10 ; his method of christianiza-
tion via civilization, 10; great
influence with Maoris, 10 ; views
on annexation, 21, 24

portrait, 9

Massachusetts, see Civilization

Tables
title registration, 80
ballot, 94

Masterton Post-office, view of, 420
McKenzie, Hon. John, 122

Minister of Lands, 189, 210-234
settling labor on the land, 284-6
on local land-value tax, 404
biographic note, 626-8
portrait, 217, 626

McLean, Hon. Donald, 60
Merchants, must label goods made

outside factories, 293
shops and offices must close earlv,

300-1

helped Minister Reeves secure
early closing law, 298

Merit system, of civil service, 148-

150, 668
Methodist Missions, 8, 9, etc., see

Marsden, Missionaries, etc.

Metin, M., 672, 674
Middle Island, taking possession of,

28 ; bought by the Government, 44 ;

settlement of, 85, 72-3

Midland Railway, taken over by the
Government, 393

Milford Sound, 552-4 ; view, 553
Mill, John Stuart, 127
Millers' Trust, 589-98
Millionaires, 653, 657, 078, 682 n.

701, 708-9

N. Z's purpose to have no million-
aires or paupers, 707

Mills, see Factories
Minerals, 3

Minimum Wage Boards, 787-90
See Arbitration on Demand

Ministries, early, died young, 639;
"continuous," 638-9; Premier Sed-

are to pages.

Ministries

—

contin iicd

don's, still more continuous, 639

;

table of, 640-1

Ministry, responsible Ministry estab-
lished, 54 ; "Continuous Ministry,"
55 ; the real executive since 1868,
55; Grey, 122; Stout, 136; Atkin-
son, 139, 151-4, 105 ; Ballance.
Liberal, 188; Seddon, 247-8

Misrepresentation as to industrial

arbitration, 358-9

Missionaries, English Wesleyan, S-

19 ; Marsden, 8-10, 24 ; using arts
of civilization as a means of pre-

paring natives for Christianity,

10; success, 18; translation of

Bible into Maori 12, 19; opposed
annexation at first, 21 ; afterward
favored it, 22-24; French Cath-
olics, 22 ; Pompallier, 22, 23

;

Henry Williams, 24 ; Selwyn, 31
Misstatements as to droughts, emi-

gration, arbitration, debt, pros-
perity, etc., 530-3

Mitchell, John, President Ignited

Mine Workers of America, 335, 705
Moa, 500 ; picture, 605
Money-power, contrasts, 701
Money-ring, 175 ; smashed, 241
Monopolies, local, 427-8

no franchise grabs, 429
public ownership of. 693
interest of the rich in good govern-
ment affected by public owner-
ship of, 009, 682

and trusts in the U. S., 078, 079
contrasts, 700, 707-8

Monopoly, 503, 518, 073, 082
opposed to good government. 609.

082, 714
See Public Ownership

Monopoly of land, 70-76

monopoly deeded by Government,
at £160 an acre, 71

gridironing the land, 74
efforts to check, 74-6

Grey's campaign against, 120
struggle to check, 127-139
concentration of land ownershij)

continuing in the eighties, 138-9

tremendous by 1890, 172-7, 178,

185, 206
graded taxation to break down

monopoly, 191-204

effect of graded taxes, 201
Morality, 648, 748-9

Mortgages, taxed as land, 191 , 192,

193
reduction of tax, 191 n

Mount Cook, 395, 515
Mount Egmont, 638



Mount Tutoko, 547
Mulhall, 543-4, 71C
Mimicipalities, QiU'en's Inst riicl ions

as to (1S4(;), 47, SI

Hobson's ordinance, SI
municipal francliisc, 47, 81, S3,

42(!-7, 428-9

powers as to public works, water,

gas, street railways, etc., s:!-4,

427-8, 515
local land-value tax, 400-S
limit of taxation, 405
ownership of local monopolies, 83-

4, 427-8, 515
Mayor and council,

no boodle-contracts

grabs, 429
taxes, 429
Wellington, 430-5 ; Auckland,

7 ; Dunedin, 437-9 ; city

town life, 439-41

contrasts, 707
Municipal ownership,

trams, slaughter

83-4, 427-8, 515

Index.

All referenccK are to pages.

Nationalization
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429
or franchise-

435-

and

water,

houses.

gas,

etc..

Xapier. view of, 273
National Assets, 534-08

—

(1) table of, and comments, 535-6

what the railways would be

valued at in the U. S., 535-7

(2) debt, table, 537; discussion,

538 vt scq.

two kinds of debt, for smoke,

and for valuable assets,

539-44

(3) best assets not calculable in

money, 545

(4) scenic assets and tourist divi-

dends, 545-6 ; monetary
value of scenery, 540 n

the wonderland of the South
Pacific, 548

forest, 548-51; rivers, glaciers,

etc., 551

sounds, 552; .Milford, 552-4

Sutherland Falls, 554, 555

;

volcanoes and boiling pools.

554-8

pink and white terraces, 558-

559 ;
geysers, 558 : medici-

nal hot springs, 559

(5) living curios, 500; Maoris,

500-3 ; Kea-parrot, 503-4.

565 ; wingless birds, 5iiO

567; vegetating caterpillar,

566 ; hints to tourists, 500

:

Moa, 566, 605

National Council of Women, 260-70

National Federation for Majority

Rule, U. S., 604

420-2,

477-8 ; Are,

179, 2111, 22.'.,

242

511

to

of the railways, 08
Hi7, 370-397

of banks, 88, 92, 232-4

of insurance ; life, 108-1

573-4 ; accident,

571-0, 804, xll

of the soil, 133, 130.

241, 001
of credit, 231-4, 235-

uf coal mines, 482-7, 515
of steamship lines, proposed.

589
Nelson, 32; views, 130, 190, 2ti7

New Plymouth, 32
New South Wales, t'oiumissloner

N. Z., 353, 359-00, 528
Arch-Deacon Langley, of. 374
old-age pensions, 450, 791-2, 797
arbitration, 7S5-7

New York, 001-2

New Zealand, the land and Us In-

habitants ; location, see maps,
just inside front cover, and 117

size, 1, 117; climate, 1, 601
mountains, 2; forests, 2, 143, 548
hot springs, volcanoes, etc., 2, 554
scenery, 2, 545-559

geology, and minerals, 3

the Maoris or Polynesian inhabi

tauts of the Islands, :; 19, si-e

Maoris
Discovery by Tasman (1042i, 4;

by Cook, 4 ; the name, 4

early settlements, 19

population, 20, 044-0

annexation, 21-25.

the islands Included In New South
Wales, as j)art <>f UrItlsh Km-
pire, 25

Treaty of Waltangi, 20; sover-

eignty, 20 2S

colonization (Wakefield ami N. Z.

Co.), 35-39

Constitution, 47-5;!; the <'olony

substantially a republic, 5:1

Government, q. v.; laws, </. 1 .

.

land, </. r. ; provinces, r/. r.

public works, national rnllwnyK.

telegraphs, etc., 98lo7. 151.

370-97

State life Insurance. IO.S 112

Public Trust Ofllce, 113-115

ludustrlo-polltlcal prduresH, 0." 7 ;

abolition of provinces. 110-110

tirey's campaign for e<|unl rlKlili*.

120; education. 123

represeuiatlon, 103-7; one nuin

one-vote. 104 ; direct uuniliia

tlons, 108; alphabetic ballot.

108; questlonlni: and pleduiiit;

of cundldateti. 109 ; no boim or
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machine, 169, xxiii ; voting by

mall, 170
monopoly, falling prices, depres-

sion, 172-7 ; exodus, 178
political revolution, 1890, 178-88

results as to taxation, land, finance,

labor, etc. ; see special heads

panics prohibited, 231-4

nationalization of credit or Gov-
ernment loans to farmers, etc.,

235-40

labor bureau, 279-83

labor laws, 279-36G
arbitration on demand, 321-66

national coal mines, 482-7

State accident and fire insurance,

477-8, 571-9, 804, xii

prosperity, 352-3, 488-500, 527-8,

529, 530, 531, 656, xii, xiv

the principles involved, 501-8

the People's Trust and the Opposi-

tion to it, 500-33 ; the national

assets and national debt, 534-

68; what next? 569-607; the

four periods of N. Z. history,

637 ; Epochs and Epochmakers,
637-57 ; causes and conditions,

658-88 ; contrasts and conclu-

sions, 689-715

place among the nations, 716-55

New Zealander, a political animal, 664

New Zealand Company, 22 ; land

claims, 22, 23; sending out

colonists, 32 ; selling land at £1

per acre, 38 ; its friends in power
in England, 44 ; large grants of

land and money to the company,
44 ; wanted self-government for

N. Z., 47 ; first Constitution its

scheme, 47 n
Nominations by direct petition of the

voters, 168-171, 693-4, 695-6

Non-Political Railway Commission,
established, 151,-62 ; abolished,

379-81

Occupations, of women, 276
of the people, 654

Oberholtzer, 413
Objections

—

to State resumption of land, 221 n
to arbitration law, 347 et seq.

to cooperation, 370, 372
to the referendum, 414-17

to old-age pensions, 462
to State coal mines, 485
See Opposition, Opposition and

Misapprehension
Old-Age Pensions, 442-66, 518, 684,

790-8

are to pages.

Old-Age Pensions

—

continued
justice of, 442-3

how established, 443-4

the plan adopted, 444-7

need, desert and age, the tests,

447
desert measured by residence and

character, 447-8, 458
need determined by lack of income
and property, 448

Radicals and Socialists want uni-

versal pensions, 448, 449, 465-0

the disability test of the Victorian

law, 448
methods of poor relief, 449
aim of the N. Z. law, 449-50

effect upon thrift, 450
relatives, 450-1

the law in operation, 451
number of pensioners, 452
some cases of imposition, 454, 456
safeguards, 446, 457-8, 459 n
applicants mostly worthy, 454-56

the law works smoothly, 459
but some improvements have been

suggested, 459-60

most popular of the Liberal laws,

460-1

but most bitterly contested, 461-2

objections, 462
in Australia, Appendix III, 790-8

One-man-one-vote, Grey's campaign
for, 120

enacted into law (1889), 164
See Suffrage

Opium, 495
Opposition, to lease in perpetuity, 211 n

to State resumption of large

estates, 22i, 223
to Government loans to farmers,

etc., 237
to woman suffrage. 263, 274
to the arbitration law, 347-55, 360-1

to old-age pensions, 461-2

The, "a hopeless wreck," 181, 248 ;

ceased to exist as an organized

body, 634, 769
See Senate

Opposition and Misapprehension, 518
Conservative views, 520 et seq.

The Annual Register, 521-22

Remarks of the U. S. Consul, 522-6

Predictions of the Opposition, 527
Prosperity of N. Z., 527-8, 529-30,

531

New South Wales Commission, 528
other misstatements as to droughts,

emigration, arbitration, debt,

etc., 530-3

Optional system of selecting land, 208
ORegan, M. P., 404
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Organization of industry, 735-6

O'liorl^e, Sir George Maurice, Kt.

biograpliic note, 628-9

portrait, 628
Otago, 72, 75

Overtime, 291 n
Ownershiip, tliree principles of, 674,

679, 680
See Public Ownership

Panics, prohibited, 231-4

contrasts, 700-2

Parcels post, 85, 698
Parikino Reach, view, 215
Parliament, Constitutional organiza-

tion and powers, 49-53

legislation, 57-8

triennial, 126
Buildings, views, 434, 469
See Government ; Debates

Parrot, Kea, 563-4, 565
Parties, 55, 122, 139, 181, 186

labor (in Australia), 183. 685
See Provincialists, Centralists,

Conservative, Liberal

Party and partisanship, 639, 694, 695

Pastoral-tenants' relief, 398
Patent, Government purchase of, 477.

513
Paternalism, not the N. Z. p'.an, 648
Pauperism, 730, 732
Pencarrow Head, view, 204

Pensions, for civil servants, 149

old-age, 442, 790

on disability, 602

People, 644-57, see Epochs (2)

ancestry, 689
homogeneity, 66.3-4

the New Zealander a political

animal, 664

character, 648, 664, 665

sober, 649

See Population

People's Trust, the Government, 509-

518
the largest trust in N. Z., 509

really belongs to the people, 509-10

what this civic fraternity does.

510-18

safety, order, health, admiuistra

tion of justice ; appeal boards,

schools, 510
good election machinery, referen-

dum, etc., 511

just taxation. 512

roads, railways, post, telegraph.

telephone, banks, 512

loans at low interest, trust office,

State patent, 513

docks, steamers, hotels, parks.

Tourist Department, forests.

People's Trust

—

continued
farms. State resumption of large

estates, 514
title guarantee, conveyancing, lime

kilns. State coal mines, municipal

water, gas, trams, slaughter

houses, etc., cooperation, cold

storage, commission merchant,
aids farmers, 515

aids labor, 516-517, 518
right to work, 516
short hours, 516; sweat shops,

516; contractor system, 516
no discrimination against trade

unions, 517
worklngmen's homes, 517
depositing slums on land, 517
trend of population, city to coun-

try, 517
Periods, see Epochs
Perpetual lease, 133. 139, 210-14

Pests, animal, 7 ; vegetable, 7

Phillippe, Louis, 22

Picton, view of, 639
Police, act as agents for the labor

bureaus to find work for unem-
ployed, 282

a State department, 429
Political boss or machine, none In N.

Z., 169

Political revolution (1890), 178

Pompallier, Bishop, 22-23, with por-

trait

Poor, methods of relief, 449
treatment of (Contrasts), 702

Popular recall, the, 774-6

Population. 644-6, 719, 72i»; rate of

increase, 644 n ; what ptipulatlon

the Islands would hold, 044 n ;

movement from city to country.

517

See People, Maoris

Port Lyttleton, view, 403

Port Nicholson in 1842. 33, view

Post-office, 85, 419--20. 512

parcels post, 85, 698; postal sav

Ings banks. 88-92, 698

voting by mall. 170

employees, appeal boards for, 310,

;i24

universal penny post, 419, tftl

contrasts, 698, 690

many uses of postoffi

—

699
use of malls in vurluud uailuu.'«.

721-2

See Telegraph, Telephone. Iniiur

ance, Government Loon Oftlcc

I'reference for the landless. In thi-

division of I

for men with "'ik
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continued

the land, 284 ; in giving employ-

ment on public works, 371

for union labor, 337, 338 ; condi-

tional, 340-1

Preferential Tariff, 803, 804, xil

Preferential Voting, 762, 703, 766
President of Senate, appointed, 49

Press, 652, 810
Principles—

(1) involved in N. Z"s Liberal

development, 501-8

(2) contrast between Liberal years

and former times, 504-5 ; a

revolution by the ballot.

506-7 ; complete reversal of

policy, 506 ; marvellous

sweep of events in N. Z.

history, 507 ; birth-days of

progress, 508

(3) three principles of industry.

674, 679, 680

(4) principles and ideals acting as

causes of progress, 681-8

Probation of first offenders, 145-7

Procedure, judicial to be freed from
teclinicality, 244

Profits of State from railways, used
to reduce fares and improve ser-

vice, 383 ; from land policy, 224
et seq. ; from loan oflSce, see Na-
tionalization of Credit

Progress, birth-days of, 508
causes of N. Z's, 658-88

summary, 686, 688
importance of popular government

as a factor in, 668
Progress and Prosperity, 488-500

Progressive Liberal Association, 443,

604
Progressive taxation of land and in-

comes, 191-204

effect on small men, 198
effect on large estates, 201, 241

increase of, 602
Prohibition, local option, 249-59

question of national, 257
vote, 253
sentiment, 262 ; part in establish-

ing woman suffrage, etc., 262,

263, 266, 268, 271
Property qualification for suffrage,

abolished, 425
Proportional representation, 756-63

Prosperity, imder compulsory arbi-

tration, 352-3

and progress, 488-500

further remarks on, 527-8, 529,

530, 531, 656. xii, xiv

Provinces, or States, established. 4S

(map, 117) ; tendency to encroach

are to pages.

Provinces

—

continued

on functions of National Govern-
ment, 68 ; especially as to land

laws, 69 ; defeated Vogel's land re-

servation plan, 103 ; Lilliputian

States and Parliaments, 103
abolished, 116-119

Provincialists, 116, 122
Publicity, as a trust remedy, 595 n
Public Ownership, 95 et seq., 669,

673, 693, see Public Works, Rail-

ways, Telegraphs, Banks, Insur-

ance, State Coal Mines, State,

Nationalization, Municipal Own-
ership, etc.

early belief in public ownership of

means of communication, 95
one of three fundamental principles

of industry, 674, 679, 680
Public spirit, 650, 748-9

Public Trust Office, 113-115, 422-4,

513
Public Works, water, 83 ; gas, 83

;

electric lights, 84 ; street rail-

ways, 84; post-office, 85; postal

express, 85 ; telegraph and tele-

phone, 87 ; special development
from 1870 on, 95 ; Vogel's public

works policy, national railways,

immigration act, 98-107 ; large

benefits of, 104-7 ; appropria-

tions for, 101-2 ; cooperative con-

struction of, 367 et seq.; ex-

penditure for out of revenue, 490

See People's Trust, National

Assets, State, etc.

Public Works Department
helping to find work for unem-

ployed, 281

Pullman Co. strike (U. S.), contrasts.

704

Queenstown, view, 703

Rabbit nuisance, 7

Radicalism, 678
Radicals, 488-9 n, 671

want universal pensions, 448, 449.

465-6

Railway bridge, view, 534
Railway Commission, established.

151-62; abolished, 379-81

Railway mail, contrasts, 699

Railways, State, 95, 98-107, 151-162.

379-97, 492, 512, 535, 579, 584.

632, 633, 704, 723-4

under public works policy, 98-ln7 ;

appropriations for, 101-2

non-political commission estab-

lished, 151-162 ; found unsatis-

factory and abolished, 379-82
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Kailways, State

—

continmil

helping to flnil work for uueui-

ployod, 281, 2S-2

appeal boards for tueii, oil), 324
cooperative construction of, 3G7 it

scq.

roads run for service, 382-3

profits used to reduce rates, 3S3

;

reductions, 384
no secret rebates or discrimination

in favor of big sliippers, 380
railways used to aid education, 386
children carried free to school, 386
cheap excursions, 386-7

employees well treated, 383, 388,

389
low fares for workingmen, 387
efforts to provide work for unem-

ployed, oSS
promotion by merit, 388
appeal boards, etc., 388
increased pay, 389
farmers' interests cared for, 389-90

new railways, 390-2, 396
no political corruption, 392
zone idea, 393, 579
principal private system taken by

State, 393

accidents few, 393
mechanical service not so good as

ours, 393
trains run on cime, 394 n
tourist department, 395

perpetual cross-examination of rail-

way management by people's rep-

resentatives in the House, 396-7

what the State railways would be
• valued at in the U. S., 535-7

free transportation suggested, 584

"servants of the people," 632

question of patronage and the rail-

way vote, 633

Contrasts, 700 ; railway strikes (U.

S.). 704

use of, in various countries, 723-4

railway workers' relief fund, 497-

500
Rebates, State railways give no, to

big shippers, 386

Recall, the popular, 774-6

Reciprocity, provisions for in pension

laws, 792, 795

Reed, Thos. B., 694 n
Reeves, Edw., 230, 284. 317. 47-!

Reeves, Hon. Wm. T., 36, 104, 107,

120, 122

Minister of Justice, 189

on Single-tax, 192 n

on purpose of progressive taxes, 194

on Government loans to farmers,

etc., 236

are to pages.

Reeves, Hon. Wm. P.

—

voutiniied

on temperance que.stlon, 249, 250,

253
on woman sulTrage, 263, 267, 275
first Labor Minister, 279-366
factory acts, 2S!»-97

early closing of stores, 298, 3U4
author of industrial arbitration hill,

324, 326, 353, 356, 359, 361-2

Agent-General, 327
on Railway Commission in Marl-

time Strike, 3S0-1

on the referendum, 409, 410
on Socialism, 671, 677-8

on Atkinson, CIS : on McKeuzle,
626

See also 455-6, 4t',3, 473, 52S, 53o.

542, 587, 595, 635, 649, (i57, 084,

760, 783, 785, 787, 669, ti71, 678
biographic note, 623-5

portraits, 280, 299, 327, 623
Referendum, or reference of a specilic

question to the people, 100 n, 106.

409, 766, xii

on the liquor question, 249
on local land-value tax, 400
extending the use of, 409-17

the N. Z. bill, 410
reason.s for, 411-14

objections, 414-16

heart of the question, 416-17

combination with census, 411

See further, 511, 693, 743, 766-774

securing direct legislation or the

peo[)le's veto and Instruction

through rules of procedure, 768

Lecky on, 774

Ki'inga 'Waterfall. 174

Keligion, 648
Uepresentatlon, see Constitution, Suf-

frage, Elections

Act of 1889, 166

28% added to rural population, 166

number of. In llou.-^e reduceil

(1889), 166; enlarged (1900).

166 n
nomination by petition of voters!.

168-171

Representation of farmers and law-

yers, 692

Republic, N. Z. sulisiantlnlly 11, 53,

286, 306, 691-2

Uepurcbasc of hind by Stute, 216 2n

Uesumptlon of large estates by the

State, 216-28

Uevaluatlons under perpetual leii>i>-

from the Stute, 133

Revolution, political ( isim, i7<;, 1 .,,/

by the ballot, 500 7

Rewl, a Maori chief, 67, wuu pi- im'

KIch, the Interest of In good govern
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Uich, the

—

continued
ment affected by public owner-
ship of franchise monopolies,
669, 682

Right to work, 516
Rings, 175
Roads, Grey's policy, 42 ; large appro-

priations for, 101

Rolleston, Hon. Wm., 211, 241, 250,
266

biographic note, 622-3

portrait, 622
Roman Catholic missions, 22, 23
Roosevelt, President Theodore, 335

N. Z. watching. 504-5

Roto-Ehu (lake), 519
Roto-Ma (lake), 523
Rotorua (lake), 134
Ruatara, 8

Runholders, 45 n
Russell, Captain Wm. R. (now Sir

Wm. R., Kt), 211, 250, 382, 443,
462, 574, 769, 772

biographic note, 633-5

portrait, 633
Russia, 88, see civilization Tables

Salesgirls, short hours, 300
seats for, 303, see 809

Saloons, see Liquor Question, Prohi-
bition

Salvation Army, 282, 287-8

Savings Banks, postal, 88-92

Contrasts, 698

Scenery, 545 et seq., see National
Assets (4) ;

monetary value of, 546 n ; wonder-
land of the South Pacific, 548;
forest, 548-51; rivers, glaciers,

etc., 551 ; sounds, 552 ; Milford,
552-4; Sutherland Falls, 554,
555 ; volcanoes and boiling pools,

554-8 ; pink and white terraces,

558-9
; geysers, 558 ; medicinal

hot springs, 559
Schools

—

(1) missionary, 19

(2) public, 123, 510

(3) children carried free on State
railways, 386

(4) appeal boards for teachers in,

320

Scriptures, translated into the Maori
tongue, 12, 19

Seamstresses, 289 ; in Arbitration
Court, 330

Seats, for salesgirls, 303, see 809
Second ballot. 763-6

Seddon, Rt. Hon. Richard J., Premier
long a Liberal leader, 122

are to pages.

Seddon, Premier

—

continued
remarks on the railway commis-

sion, etc., 162
on conditions in 1890, 176
in the Ballance Cabinet, 189
became Premier, 1893, 247-8
on Government loans, 239
on local option. 250
on woman suffrage, 267, 276-7
on the 8-hour bill. 308
abuses of contractor system, and

benefits of cooperation, 368, 372,

378,

in Maritime Strike, 381
on abolition of railway commis-

sion, 382
on the referendum, 410, 411, 769
establishing old-age pensions, 443,

444
sustaining the strain of a continu-

ous session 4 days and 3 nights

to pass the bill, 461
bringing down an amendment to

checkmate trickery in pension
applications, 456-7

on relief of State tenants, snow
storm, 464-5

"something now for the aged
worker to hope tor," 463

establishing State operation of coal

mines, ie;2, 483, 484
visit to South Africa and England,

490
conservative English view of his

administration, 520
misrepresentation of his remarks

about loans, 529
letter, 1903, on working of arbi-

tration act, prosperity, etc., xiv,

531
on nationalization of steamship

lines, 570
favorable consideration of the zone

system, 581
on the Millers' Trust, 589
length of Premiership breaks all

records, 613, 639
a great leader of a great people—

•

Perennial Premier of the Para-
dise of the British Empire, 629,

636
biographic note, 629-33
portraits, 248, 445, 483, 629, 655

Selwyn, Bishop, with portrait, 31
Senate, see Legislative Council

organization, etc., 49-51

Conservative appointments, 186
term changed to 7 years, 190
twelve Liberals added, 190
rejection of Liberal bills, 467
capture by the Liberals, 467-9
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Senate

—

continiivd

taiK of abolishiug. 4G9, 5S7
Servants, Government Registry Of-

Hce for, 280
domestic, 652, G56
dance in same set witli Premier's

daughters, 652
Settlements, early, 10, 2(i

: Bay of

Islands, 20 ; Wellington, 20

;

Nelson, ;^2 ; Punediii. 72, etc.,

see Cities

Settlers, early, 10; ditliculties with
natives, 20

(Jovernment advUncos to, 235-40
Sewing women, before Arbitration

Court, :>:?0

Sheep, see Stock

Sherman Anti-Trust Act, 595
Shipping-ring, 175, 589
Shoe case, industrial arbitration, 328
.Shops, early closing. 208-304

short hours, 300
weekly half-holiday, 301
seats for salesgirls, 303

Shortland, Gov., 39
Shungie, 12

Signature, Maori, to a deed, 14

Single-tax League, 784
Single-tax question, 102 n, 4(mi, 411T s,

782-5

iiiflnence in X. Z., 680-1-

Slaughter houses, 440, 515
Slums, deposit of on the land, 284, 517

Small people, relieved by progressive

taxes, 198
Snakes, none in Is'ew Zealand, 7

Snapshots (see Biographic >Jotes),

(508-36

Snow storm, relief of State tenants,

398
Socialism, is X. Z's progress socialis-

tic? 670-80

attitude of Socialists in Germany.
676 n; and rapid growth, 676 u

Socialists, want viiivcrsal pensions,

448, 449, 465-6

influence in N. Z., 670-80

Societies, agricultural, lniild!ng,

friendly, etc., 61-2

Soil, fertility, 662-3, CS9
Sounds, or fiords of southwest coast.

552; views, Dusky, 177; Hall's,

506; Milford, 553
South Australia, 30, 77, 78, SO, 04

perpetual leases from the State

with periodic revaluations, i:',l,

212
loan office, 238

Sovereignty, by treaty, raiher than

by force, 26

Spahr, Dr. Chas. B., 738

Speaker of House, elective, 51
present Speaker 30 sessions In

office, 6_8
in N. Z. and U. S., Contrasts, 604-6,

746

Speculation, in land, 70-4 ; efforts to

stop, 74-6; during the railway
development In the seventies,

104-7; conditions in ISOo, 172
Spencer, Herbert, 127
Spoils, none in .N. Z., 66S : cnnirasis,

605
Springs, medicinal, 559
Sipiatters, 45 n, 72-3

Stafford, Sir 10. W.. 64-6

biographic note, 613-14

portraits, 80, 613
Standard of living, puri)ose to lift,

6S5

Standard Oil Trust, 588, 595, 508
State, rehiLion of, to Industry, 97

savings banks, 88-92

railways and telegraphs, 80, 98, 379
life insurance, 108-112

leasing of land, 133

purchase of land in ease of tax

dispute, 136

forests, 143
resumption of larger estatts, 21(! 28
accident insurance, 477-8

purchase of patent, 477
operation of coal mines, 482-7

conveyancing, 515

lime kilns, 515
commission merchant, 516
tire insurance, 402, 571-9, 804. xll

See Government, Railways. Tele-

graphs, Banks, Land. The Peo-

ple's Trust

State Annuities, see Old-Age Pensions

State Farm, 287-8

State Hourmills proposed, 500, 600

State railways, see Railways
Statesmen, Snap-shots of, see P.io

graphic Notes
Statutes, see Laws, Legislation atid

specific topics

Steamers, first in N. '/.. mall service, sii

Steel Trust tU. S.j, 5ii9

Stock, squatters or ranchmen, 45

societies to Improve, 62

New Zealand the best stock raising

country in the world, 064 n

"Stone-Wall," a name for systeniuilc

obstruction In Parlluuient, 58

Stores, see Shops
Stout, Sir Robert, 109, 122. 12H;

Premier, 136

on the Single tax, l!i2 n

temjierancc leader, 250-2

Chief .Tustlce, 251

53
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Sinut, Sii- Robert

—

enntiiiued

advocacy of woman suffrage, 2f>1,

2m, 266. 271
on abolition of Railway Commis-

sion, 382
on local land-value tax. 404

See al.so 427, 420, (i40, (i.-)2. 664,

678, 684, 783
biographic note, 621-2

portraits, 251, 621
Street railways, 84, 410, 420
Strike, Maritime of 1800. 170. 181-3

Strikes, obstacles removed in N. Z..

310-13

yet arbitration Las abol'slied them.

323, 335, 360
in U. S., 332, 333, 334. 338 n. 351,

704

in Great Britain, 351, 352
in France, 351
on street railways in Austra ia. 370
Contrasts, 702, 704-6

Suffrage, early instructions as to, 47
under the Constitution, 48 n
municipal, 47, 81, 83

Grey's campaign for eqnal man-
hood suffrage, 120

residence made sufficient withoiit

property (1879), 126
and representation, 163-7

f.ne-man-one-vote, 164
exercise of. compulsory s:uce 1S03,

245

the female franchise, 260-78, 687,

see 800
property qualification abolished. 425
municipal, 426-7, 428-0

development of, summary. 642-3

See Ballot, Woman Suffrage, etc.

Supreme Court, Christchurch, view
of. 343

Sutherland Falls, 554 ; view of, 555
Swainson, Attorney-(ieneraI, 30, with

view of residence

Sweating system, 280 ; al>o:ished.

292-7

Sweat shops, 516

Sweetbriar, 7

Switzerland, 80, 663-4, 607, 670

;

progressive taxes, 780 ; .see Civi-

lization Tables

Taniwha, story of, 4-7

Tapu, 312

Tariff, 105. S(t3: preferential, 804,

xii

Tasman, sighted the islands f1642). 4

Tatooing, among the Maoris. 14. It!, 17
Taxation, first land-value tax (1878),

124; repealed (1870), 125

are to paf/ex.

Taxation

—

< on fin i:eil

property-tax, 125, ISO, 184-6
State purchase of property in case

of dispute as to assessments, 136
according to ability, 191, 684; con-

trasts, 607
progressive taxes on land and in-

comes. 101-204. 777-84 ; re'.ief of
small men, 198; effect on large

estates, 201 ; increase of i)ro-

gressive taxes, 602-3 ; xii

on inheritances, 203-4

limit of municipal, 405, 429
referendum on local land-value tax,

400-8

local land-value tax, 400-8 ; effect

of, 402-5, 406-7 ; relations with
Single-tax, 407-8

.iust, 512, 697
Single-tax question, 192, 400, 407-8.

680-1, 782-5

Teachers, in public schools, appeal
boards for, 320

Technicalities, courts not to decide
on, 244

Telegraph, State, 87, 95, 101, 418,

512 ; appeal boards for employees.
319, 324 : contrast with communi-
cation in early days, 638 : con-

trasts, N. Z. and U. S., 698; in

various countries, 722, 723
Telephone, State, 87. 95, 418, 429,512 ;

use of in various countries, 722, 723
Temperance, local-option, 249-59

sentiment, 262
Te Wheoro, a Maori member of

Parliament, 126
Te Whero Whero, 64 ; view of his

village, 65
Thompson, Wm., the king-maker, 64
Tied-Houses, 588
Title-registration, 77-80

Titles to land, guaranteed by (Jov-

ernment, 77-80. 515
Torrens, system of title-registratirn,

77-80

Tourist Department, State railways.

395, 514
Tourist notes, scenic attractions, 545

living curios, 560-566, 6i 5
hints to tourists, 566-68

Trade-unions, 179, 181, 517

joining with farmers at ballot l>ox.

178 et seq., 182. 664, 687, 692

preference for union labor, 3.'T7,

338, 340-1

and the Conspiracy T.aw, 310-1:!

and industrial arbitration. 322-3,

358, 360. 705

Contrasts, 702, 704
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Trade-unions

—

coiithiiicd

of Great Britain on old-age pen-
sions, 791, 707

Tramps il890), 176
Tramways, 515, see Street Railways
Transportation, see Railways

free, proposed, 584
Treaty of Waitangi, 26 ; Grey saved

it from violation, 44-5, 47 ; made
light of in England, 40, 63

Trees, 7 ; tree planting, 492
Tregear, Secretary, 287, 583, 625
Triennial I'arliaments, 126
Triennial Ileferendum on the Liquor

Question, 249 et seq.

Truck Act, 314
Trustee, public, 113-115

Trusts, 175; control of, 588-601

remedies proposed, 590-2 ; coopera-

tion, 590 ; Government buying
and selling, 590 ;

public owner-
ship. State flour mills, etc., 590,

600 ; mandatory aibitration of

prices, etc., 591, 600; progressive

taxation of aggressive combines,

591 ; publicity, 595 n ; use of

State railwajs and mails to boy-

cott aggressive, 591, 599 ; com-
pulsory dissolution of, 592

discussion of remedies, 592-4

Parliamentary debates, 594-601

New Zealand watching President

Roosevelt, 594-5 ; and American
Monopolists, 598-9

in the United States, 678, 679
Contrasts, 706, 707-8

in various nations, 740-1

Tupai Cupa, 10. with portrait

Tutoko, Mt, 547

Unemployed, State employment
bureau, 279

Union, of farmers and workingmen at

the polls, 178 et seq., 1S2, Ot',4,

687, 692

Unions, of workers and employers,

322 et seq.

United States, volume of legislation

in, 58 ; title-registration in, 80 ; ex-

press rates compared with Govern-

ment rates, 85-6; savings banks.

90; Australian ballot, 94; what N.

Z's appropriations for public works
would mean for the U. S. in the

same proportion, 101 ; forests,

143 n; what nationalization of

banking would mean in the, 232

;

what Government loans to farmers,

etc., at low interest as in N. /..

would mean in the, 240; consump-
tion of liquor, 249; equal suffrage

(ire lu puyvn.

I'niied States

—

continued
laws and sentiment, 272. SOO ; con-
spiracy laws and trade unions,
313 n ; strikes in, 332-4, 338 n. 351.
704 ; appropriations for agriculture,

375; fertility of soil, (;t;2 ; wheat
crops, etc., 66.!; immigrailnn,
471-2; coal-ring, 486; steel-trust.

509; trusts and niono|)olle«, etc..

678, 679 ; President Roosevelt and
the trusts. 594-5; nillllonalres.

598-9, 678, 701, 708 ; American
Federation of Labor, 34N, 694; Na-
tional I'ederatiou for majority rule,

694 ; some contrasts between N. Z.

and the, 695-7U»; tables of con-
trasts, 710; labor in II. S. favors
the referendum and arbitration,

694, 705; the grandest natl< n of
all, 710-12, 753; but still may
learn something from otiiers, 6.s9-

710, 712-15, 753-5; Atbara Bridge
contract, 718; income-tax, 780; see
Civilization Tables

Vaile, Samuel, 57!>, ."•si, .-.sj, .".s:',

portrait, 579
Vegetable life, 7

VegetabJe pests, 7-8

Victoria, pension law, 448, 792-5.

797; Minimum Wage Boards. 7S7UO
Village settlements, 140-2, 284-6
Vogel. Sir Julius, public works policy.

98-107

Government life Insurance, 108-112
public trust oflice, 113
against the provinces, 116
on railway commission, 15S
on woman suffrage, 261, 276
cooperation. 374

See also, 540, 635. 636, 682-4. 68"

biographic note, 615-16

portraits, 99, 615
\olcanoe8, 554-8 ; view, 557
N'oting, see Ballot. Suffrage, K.-pre-

sentation, Klections

by mail, 170
compulsory ilv'i". ..n), _>4.'

Wages, see Arbitration on Mcniaml.

Civilization Tables, Labor
laws, 31418; truck act. 314; lien

act, .315; aon-attachnlde up to

$10 a wetk. 316
of common labor very IiIkIi, 317

secured to youthful workent, 29.1

of State railway employe«fl ralar«l,

389. 495 7

Minimum Wage Boarda (VIclorIa).

787 90

lu various countries. 727 8. 740 5:i
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Waikai-e Moana,.125, 161
Wakefield, Col., 24
Wakefield, Edw. Gibbon, 22, 24, 664

philosophy of colonization and land
settlement, 35-39, 72, 75-76

portraits, 37, 76
Waitangi, Treaty of, 26
Waitara land purchase, 64

W^alker, L. M., temperance worker,

250
Walker, Hon. Wm. C. (C. M. G.), 031

Walker, Henry de R., 649, 783
Wallace, Sir Alfred, 779
Wanamaker, Hon. John, 88, 90
Wanganui, 32, 485 ; on the Upper,

543 ; Drop Scene, 55

Ward, Hon. Sir Joseph, 189, 233-4,

247, 410, 493, 494, 536, 571, 573,

574, 578, 582, 631, 635, 763, 774
Wars, among Maori tribes, 12 ; be-

tween Maoris and whites, 19

;

(1844-5) 40-42; ended, 42;
(1860-69) 64-68; Maori cour-

age and aid to enemies, 64-66 n,

67

Waterfalls, views, Reinga, 174

;

Sutherland, 555

Water works, 83, 101

Wealth

—

of N. Z. great, 656, 721

but well diffused, 518, 657, 665
no aristocracy, 657, 665
Contrasts, 708-9

Civilization tables, congestion of

wealth in various countries, 737-

8; movement of, 738-741

Wealthy, interest of, in good govern-

ment affected by public owner-
ship of franchise monopolies,

669, 682
Webb, Sydney, 649

Wellington, 20, 32, 401, 430-5, 661-2

view of, in 1842, 33 ; in the middle

period, 105 ; to-day, 431 ; Gov-

ernment offices, 150 ; wharf, 391

;

"Parliament Buildings, 434, 469

Wellington, Duke of, 21

Wesleyan Church, see Marsden.

Missionaries, etc.

What Next? or new moves proposed

In N. Z., 569-607—
(1) State ownership of ocean

steamers, 570, 589

(2) State fire insurance, 571-0;

debate, 574-9 ; see 804, xii

(3) marine insurance, 574

(4) zone system of railway rates.

579

(5) making the rivers run the rail-

are to pages.

What Next?

—

continued

ways, 584

(6) free transportation, 584

(7) a 6-hour day, 585

(8) removal of remaining disabili-

ties of women, 585
(9) elective executive, 586

(10) abolition of Senate, 587

(11) reform of the county fran-

chise, 587

(12) control of trusts and com-
bines, 588-601; coal, 588;
oil, 588, 595, 598; whiskey,

"tied-houses," 588 ; food,

"Millers' Trust," 589, 590,

596, 597, 598 ; shipping-ring,

589 ; meat trust, 589, 595 n.

597, 599 ; remedies pro-

posed, see Trusts

debates in Parliament, 594-

601

(13) further advance in national-

izing the soil, 601

(14) State annuities on permanent
disability, etc., 602

(15) increase of the progressive

land and income taxes, 602-6

Whitaker, Sir Frederick, 64-6, 122

biographic note, 614-lo

portrait, 614
Williams, Judge, 361-2, 364

Wingless birds, kiwis, 566, cut, 567,

Moa, 566, cut, 605

Wise, Bernard, 785
Woman's Christian Temperance

Union, 262
Woman Suffrage, 260-278, 687

results of, 267-71, (see 809)

predictions of extremists not ful-

filled, 274

why equal suffrage was established,

275
Women, among the Maoris, 15, 17, 18

among the whites, 653 ; suffrage

given to, 260-78 ; occupations of,

276 ; demand equality of opportu-

nity, etc., 270 ; national council of,

269-70 ; sewing women, 289 ; re-

moval of remaining disabilities,

585 ; character, marriage, etc., 653 ;

position of, 693
Work, right to, 510
Workingmen, union with farmers at

the ballot box, 178 et seq., 182,

664, 687, 692

suburban homes for, 222, 517

Zone system of railway tariffs, 393,

579
Zones of civilization, 061, 089



Thi: City Toi? Tiir. Piiopli:
By Prof. Frujik Parsons

" Equity Series,'' 1520 Chestnut St., Phila, C. K. Tayl or, Hditor and Publihhcr, 1902

This book cnntnias the fullest trt-utincnt yet published of
The I'uldic Ownership of Public I'tilities, Direct Legislation

and Municipal Home Rule. Paper, so cts.; cloth, |i.

The fuUowiiiy; are a few of the
many expressions concerning this
liooli, wliicli lias been received with
eiitlivisiasni by students of Municipal
4uestions :

From Justice Brown of the
United Statcx tiupreme Court.

SurRElIIO COUliTOKTlIK UMTKD STATES,
Washington, I>. C.

"Your admirable worl<, "The City
For Tlie People', seems to me to
practically exhaust the subject and
to be a most valuable compendium
of facts upon tlie public ownership of
public utilities." H. B. BUOWN.
From Dr. "David Starr Jordan,

Pres. Lcland Stanford Universiti/.

Office of the Pkesidbnt,
Stanford University, Cal.

"It contains a very large amount
of valuable information about Muni-
cipal Government, with many wise
suggestions."—DAVID S. .lUUDAN.
REV. DR. WASllIXtJTON GLAD-

DEN, on being elected a member of

the City Council, in Columtms, Oliio.,

ordered enough copies of "The City
for the I'eople" to give one to each
member of the Council. A little later

he ordered another lot so that he
might present a copy to the Mayor
and to the head of each department
of the city.

"A most valuable boolc. I found it

as interesting as it is stimulating
and instructive. '—MAKY A. LIVI^R-
MORE.
"An excellent work."—E. B. AN-

DREWS, President of the University
of Nebraska.

"It is really a great book, and if

the people who are the leaders of

thought in such matters will take
the time to read it through they will

.'earn more about the possibi.ities as

well as the shortcomings of city gov-
ernment than they can in all other
books combined."—N. O. NELSON.
"You have laid the public under

great debt to you by gathering to-

gether a vast amount of vahiable
material with which the people

should be made acquainted."—RE\ .

JOSIAII STRONG.
"Most painstaking and instructive

book on municipal enterprises." —
PROF. FRANCIS PEABuDY, Har-
vard University.

"A valuable book. I am using It

very extensively this winter."

—

I'ROF. CIIAS. ZUEBLIN, of Chicago
University.

"A valuable contribution to current

economic and sociological discussion.

—REV. PHILIP MOXOM.

"A mine of vuluablc inrormation."—REV. DR. CHARLES 11. PARK-
HURST.

"Contains a vast amount of infor-
mation upon those subjects to wiiich
Professor I'arsons has devoted an
enormous amount of patient and
painstaking study. '—E. II. CAPEN,
I'resident of Tufts College.

"It contains much valuable and
helpful information and will do a
Icit of good to tilt? general cause of
education, wherein lies all of our
hope. • * * It represents a va.st

amount of thoughtful and conscieiiti

ous work."—S. M. JONES, Mayor of

Toledo.

"This volume is an arsenal of facts

for social reformers, and an arsenal
so well ordered that to lind the right

weapon never retiuires more than a
momenfs search."—THE oCTLt»UK.
"A perfect mine of information."

—

FELIX ADLER, Leader of the Ethi-

cal Movement.
"According to the publisher. Dr.

Taylor, this valuable work grew out
of the desire to present what legal

rights the cities of the various States
of this country enjoyed In the owner-
ship and operation of public utilities.

"In the third chapter of the book,
embracing 80 pages, and In an apj)en

dix of nearly llu pages more, is given

the best summary extant on this sub-

ject. Another chapter, still U.nger

than the one just considered, gives a

similarly exhaustive treatment of the

progress of the direct legislathm
movement. • • The first half of

the book contains the fullest presen-

tation of the reastms for munUipiiI
ownership and operation of piililic

utilities or monopolies that has a|)-

peared. • • • Professor Parsons Is

exceedinglv painstaking, accurate and
honest in" his attemjit to secure

reliable data."- PROFESSOR K. W
BEMIS, in Annals of the .Vmern :iii

Academy of Political and S., lal

Science.

"Wonderfully fine hook It .-er

tainly is the best of all

reform of uiuiili'ipal

PROF. .lOHN K. (•O.M.\l<'->-. .....>.'

of Economic Research.

"(lathers together a :: ' ' :il <•/

very valuable inforiini' ICol'.

RICHARD T. ELY. U UU
vcrslly.

".\ fr!' '"1 i'Kiiiti'.il : slioit tliiK' a;:i>

what
llslied ^

problenis 1 cuUtiidiTe*! llu

portant for younR men c|.

aciiuaint themselves with vlt.u :'.>.vie»



Coiiiiiuvits on "The City for the People.

~-
1
-

which were bound to become leading
questions in the near future. I re-

plied that I knew of no four books
presenting great social and political
issues now up for adjustment more
worthy of the thoughtful considera-
tion of earnest Americans than Pro-
fessor Frank Parsons' new works on
'Direct Legislation,' 'The Telegraph
Monopoly,' 'Rational Money,' and his
latest work, entitled 'The City for
the People.' "—B. O. FLOWER, Edi-
torial in The Arena, Fehruary, 1901.

"It is a book that ought to be
placed in the hands of every member
of the City Council and candidates
for the Legislature, and I shall see
that some of the leading members of
our next Legislature are provided
with it."—JAMES M. HEAD, Pres.
League of American Municipalities.

"I have seen no book for many
years that would be more helpful to
the community than 'The City for
the People.' After reading it, the
wish is very strong to put it in the
possession of everv man wielding any
political influence."—REV. RUSSELL
H. CONWELL.
"A valuable book and ought to be-

come a standard of reference."

—

HENRY D. LLOYD.
"I know it will be of great value

to me in whatever public work I may
undertake."—H. S. PINGREE, Gov-
ernor of Michigan.

"It is my political Bible," said a
prominent member of the Massa-
chusetts Legislature.

"If I cou.d not secure another copy
$100 in gold would not purchase this.

It is way ahead of a novel."—F. W.
SOPER.
"A perfect gold mine of facts.

* * * The most important book of
the decade * * * No municipal
officer will hereafter be considered
equipped for his duties unless he is

well acquainted with this book."

—

THE COMING AGE, July, 1900.

"This book is an authoritative ad-
dition to the literature of reform in
municipal affairs. It is so exhaustive
in its scope as to cover every po.nt
relevant to the benefits of the public
ownership of public agencies and con-
veniences. * * * It should be read
by every legislator and taxpayer of
great municipalities." — PUBLIC
LEDGER, Philadelphia.

"It is fortunate that those who
assume aldermanic and mayoralty re-

sponsibilities this year will have so
valuable a help in their study of
municipal problems as 'The City for
the People.' Professor Parsons is an
intense thinker, a powerful platform
speaker, and has a national reputa-
tion as an author."—BOSTON TRAN-
SCRIPT.

"In this volume Professor Parsons
deals with the question of municipal
ownership of public utilities in an
exceptionally thorough manner. Pro-
fessor Parsons has for years given
special attention to the facts con-
nected with municipal experiments
iu all parts of the United States.
* * * On all controverted questions
the author makes numerous refer-
ences to leading authorities, and
throughout his book the sources of
information are fully stated. * * *

It is a book which no one interested
in the improvement of city govern-
ment in the United States can well
do without."—REVIEW OP RE-
VIEWS.

THE LAND QUESTION FROM VARIOUS POINTS OF VIEW
"Equity Series," 1520 Chestnut St., Phila.

A book of 246 pages, consisting of
special articles by various writers
and investigators. Price, 25 cents.
The following outline of its con-

tents will give an idea of its scope :

1. A Brief History of Land Ten-
ures. A brief historical review of the
relation of man to land from earliest
times to the present.

.3. Distribution of Land in Various
Countries. A review of land distri-
bution in each of the leading coun-
tries of the globe.

3. Alien Landlordism in America.
Facts and figures that will stir the
thought of the most indifferent mind.

4. Our System of Distributiny the
Public Lands. By a gentleman in
close touch with the Interior Depart-
ment, and therefore familiar with all

the facts, which are substantiated by
references to public documents. This
chapter is of great importance to the
land student, and to the general
reader it is more interesting than a
thrilling romance.

5. Provisions of our Federal and
State Constitutions Relating to Taxa-
tion, Showing What Constitutional
Obstructions there are to the Various
Land Reforms Now Being Proposed.

This chapter was prepared by an able
lawyer, and is of great value to
those interested in the single tax or
other proposed land reforms.

6. Religion of the Land Question.
This chapter is by Ernest H. Crosby,
the Tolstoi of America.

7. Two Parables. These parables,
by the gifted writer, Bolton Hall,
throw a strong light on the wrongs
of unjust land conditions.

S. Forestry. The subject is pre-
sented, clearly and vigorously, giving
all the leading facts and statistics
for this and other coimtries, together
with a synopsis of the legislation in
this country, both State and national,
that has been accomplished thus far.

Chapters, 9, 10 and 11 are devoted
to the discussion of the Single Tax,
giving practically all the leading
arguments, both pro and con.

12. John Stuart Mill's Plan of
Land Reform. Here is perhaps
where the advocates and opponents
of the Single Tax may meet and com-
promise. This chapter is a fitting
close to a book that covers, tersely
but amply, the entire subject of land
reform.



Sample Pages of "Rational Moiicv.'

The Ideal dollar is one that will not mulct either the debtor or creditornor encourage speculation nor depress industry—a dollar of cons ant puich is^ing power, commanding the same average amount of commodities and servkvsfrom year to year and age to age—an ethical, impartial, democratic dollar

^±H?i' "'iVm'".^''"^ ^? ^ H '''^"'''^ to keep the national engln.. woS
^^i^l^^-"^

^'' "'*^ time instead of producing or aggravating disaster adexplosion. The price line must liecome a safe hoHzontal insi.ad of I

.'

dangerous zigzag of a holt of liglitninsr.

Price line 1866- l69o- Gold Prices

Aldrich DATA Ia66-ia9l "American" DATA 1891-8.

1660 1870 I&80 1890

-110



Sample Pages of "Rational Money."

Since 1873 the chain lightning of prices has been golden (see cut on
page V), before that time it was bimetallic (as shown in this cut).
Neither of these monetary thunderbolts appear to have much affection for

the safe and honest horizontal.

Price line 1837-1873 Bimetaluc Prices

Aldrich DATA IMO- 1873,- 1837- 1540 broad EsrmATt from
DATA OF W G. 5UMNER & MULHALL'S CITATIONS.

1640 1850 1870 1873
140

-130

-120

-100

90

If the weekly or even the quarterly variations had been noted, the
lines in both of these diagrams would have been full of saw teeth. If the
maximum and minimum price levels had been marked instead of the yearly
average, the extremes would have been far greater than those shown—the
drop in a panic being sometimes more than double that shown by the
yearly averages (see p. 57). If actual prices had been taken (instead of

metallic prices), we should have found that during the war period of

unregulated issue of imperfect legal tender paper, the price line would have
soared 76 points above the top of the diagram. Altogether these diagrams,
full of ruin and injustice as they are, are yet mild representatives of the

present money system. They tell part of its evils, but by no means all, nor

do they give full emphasis to what they do tell.

("Rational Money," from winch these pages arc taken, is published in

"Equity Series," 1520 Chestnut St., Phila. Paper, 25 cts. See book list

opposite the title puge of this volume.)
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